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Baker  Tower  
Via  Northwest  Buttress  
(Hanover, N.H.)
Class 5.9, A2. Time: 3 hours. First ascent: Ted
Scheu and John Olsen, June 13, 1976. The original
party took an additional 1⁄2 hour placing a 76
marker on the face, since removed. Note it is not
necessary to secure the permission of the land-
holder before making this climb. A report of con-
ditions on the route would be appreciated; contact
Dean’s Office, Parkhurst Hall, (603) 646-2243.

This is an athletic and picturesque climb that (for
nostalgic reasons) should be included in the 50
Classic Climbs of North America. Views from the
summit stretch southward toward the bucolic
Connecticut River valley and north to Mt. Cube,
Moosilauke, and the beckoning Presidential Range.
The overall flavor is of moderate exposure on solid
rock, with the main limitation being the absence of
protection on much of the route.

Approach via the Appalachian Trail to the well-worn
path south of the Tower, and circle the tower to
its NW corner near Kiewit. The first pitch is quite
vertical on offset mortised brick, offering 1⁄2-inch
hand and toeholds to below the second-story over-
hang. Protection is available at this point using the
painter’s bolt in the eaves. A difficult 5.9 mantle
move surmounts the overhang (there is a good hand-
hold in the unseen gutter above). From this point,
ascend the ridgeline (Class 3, friction) to the next
vertical section, climbed in identical fashion to the
first. This provides access to the terrace below the
Tower itself in easy stages. The west corner of the
Tower can be climbed as a difficult and exposed
free-climb, but the preferred route has become the
internal dihedral which provides straightforward
access to the summit block and is especially enjoy-
able when the Tower is illuminated at night.
Egress via a glorious two-pitch rappel down the
sheer face and exit via the north gully (slippery
when wet).

John Olsen
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Welcome From the Reunion Committee
Dear Classmates:

After almost two years of planning, meetings, and mailings, our 25th Reunion is here. You are holding a
tangible reminder of those past 25 years, the words and images of your fellow classmates. Special thanks
to Sara Hoagland Hunter for her countless hours in bringing this book to fruition. From the beginning, the
reunion committee looked back at the uniqueness of the class of ’76. In designing our reunion logo and
themes, we were drawn back to the Winter Carnival Statue from 1976—the Statue of Liberty—symbol-
izing the Spirit of ’76, now surrounded by a sail which symbolizes our Odyssey begun in Hanover in the
fall of 1972.

From those first days until today, each of us has continued on our personal Odyssey. Whether you are
with us this weekend or reading this from home, give yourself some time to read these memories and
“recall, relive, renew, and reflect” on those four years on the Hanover Plain and all that ensued from them.
Welcome to 2001: A Dartmouth ’76 Odyssey in person and on paper.

Best wishes to the entire class of ’76.

Judy Burrows Csatari
Julia Miller Shepherd

Recall Relive Renew Reflect 
25th Reunion: June 14-17, 2001 



If you’re reading these words, you’ve already checked
your picture to make sure you look O.K. (You do.
There are very few ugly people in our class and
you’re not one of them.) You’ve already reread your
essay and cringed in a couple of places. (No need.
It’s terrific! I ought to know. I edited it.) You’ve also
checked out the pages of a few close friends and
wondered who the heck the hundreds of other peo-
ple are. I wondered the same thing but I’m grateful
I’ve had the chance to get to know some great peo-
ple I missed at Dartmouth through their essays.

For instance, why didn’t I ever have a conversation
with Cesar Munoz, the son of a Mexican immigrant,
who came from southern California and fell so in
love with New Hampshire’s mountains, he made a
goal of making it from one end of the Presidentials
to the other before we graduated? Actually, that
explains why I never saw him. Why didn’t I laugh
with Dick Monkman, whose essay on winning the
Nobel prize cracks me up. Worse, you’d think I
would at least have known all of the scant 177 female

classmates, but it took this project, 25 years later,
to introduce me to some of them. Through her
writing, I met Mary Nolan, whose commitment to
community has made her a force in Oregon’s state
legislature. (Warning: don’t read her page if you’re
feeling even slightly inadequate; it’s almost as bad as
reading the rave reviews of Louise Erdrich’s newest
book and remembering that she is the mother of
six with her own book store.)

A quality I have always admired in our class—which
may not seem obvious while visions of food fights,
Hums, and canoe sledding burn in your brain—is
its understatedness. We arrived on campus, the
chosen 980 out of 6,000 aspirants: the primo aca-
demic and athletic specimens from 716 secondary
schools. We were valedictorians (O.K., I wasn’t, but
you were), team captains, straight A students, and
high scorers from 48 states, D.C., the Virgin Islands,
and 14 foreign countries. The good news I discov-
ered during Freshman Week was that the valedic-
torians camouflaged their “power booking” with
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Foreword

Baker Library and the hills of Vermont

David L. Prentice ’69



detours to Frat Row and the athletes flaunted Jell-O
slurping techniques more than their muscles.

Nothing has changed. We may have added Sumatra,
China, and Australia to our list of residences and a
Pulitzer prize, a Rhodes scholarship, a World Series
ring, and a National Book Award to our roster of
achievements, but we’re still as un-self-promoting as
ever. Don’t you get the feeling Jack Brennan is almost
embarrassed about being one of the most successful
CEOs in America? He’d much rather talk about one of
his kids’ teams he coaches. Our class valedictorian, Jeff
Rieker, writes about trying to convince his future wife
he wasn’t “a boring medical school weenie.” Tom Rueg-
ger may have won 14 Emmy awards for his scripts
but he’ll be the first to tell you his comedy writing
is completely ridiculous. Actually, let me be the first
to tell you. Read the essay of Barry Braverman, who
says he’s never had a real job. (He only shot movies
all over the world for National Geographic for 17 years.)
Ursula Gibson, a physics PHD and Thayer School
professor hilariously depicts her first days on the
job, where the Ladies Room was her only safe des-
tination: “I’m going there now, and realize that it’s
one of the few activities I engage in where I feel
secure, knowing why I am there, and what I’m sup-
posed to be doing.”

We are a class of hyphenate overachievers—Jamey
Hampton, lumberman-choreographer, David Urion,
bee keeper-neurologist, Kathy DeGioa-Eastwood,
mom-astronomer—but we’re uncomfortable talk-
ing about ourselves. (Think how many times David
Prentice and I had to bug you for your essays!) Our
football star, Reggie Williams, does not even mention
his playing in the Super Bowl in his essay but instead
writes movingly about what his friendship with our
deceased classmate, Lenny Nichols, meant to him.

Indeed, friendship is the common theme at the core of
our essays and our Dartmouth experience. These are
deep friendships, vastly disproportional in intensity
to the short amount of time we spent together
around a country green. These are friends who have
supported each other through all the challenges and
victories of the past 25 years and will continue to
do so in increasing measure as time goes on.

Read this book. Remember old friends and make
some new ones. As Dean Manuel said to us the
first time we were together in 1972, “You’re a great
looking group!”
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Acknowledgements and Apologies
First, I would like to thank all of you for demonstrating typical Class of ’76 generosity, willingness, and
enthusiasm. Because of you, this Reunion Book is one of the biggest in Dartmouth history and will require
lots of extra postage.

I would also like to thank God and the people who invented e-mail. Thanks to Pat Cope and Bonnie
Wallin at Rauner Library (it used to be called Webster Hall) for helping me dig up fun, old photos and
blackmail material from our Dartmouth days. Classmates who assisted were Joe Sutton, Lynne Brooks,
and Martha Johnson Beattie, who at this point is probably wondering why she and Jim ever moved back
to Hanover. As cheerfully as always, she chased down obscure articles on coeducation, the names of torn-
down buildings, and whatever else I needed. Julia Miller Shepherd was tireless in fielding questions and
favors, offering encouragement, and attending to detail. John Crane ’69 and Stuart Zuckerman ’70 helped
with updates of knockdowns (of Campus buildings) and recollections of forgotten song hits. In addition,
several photos, obituaries, and articles are reprinted with the permission of The Dartmouth Alumni Magazine
and The Aegis. The wonderful photos from the 1973 Aegis were taken by Robert Eden ’73.

If you find mistakes in this labor of love, I will probably blame someone else or ask you if you’d like to
edit the 50th Reunion Book. I apologize in advance for any oversights and omissions. Since the College
database is the source of information for any of you who did not submit material, it’s probably horribly
outdated. But to paraphrase a song from our era, I assume “That’s the way—uh huh, uh huh—you like it.”

There are things I wish we could have done better. I woke in the night worried that we were light on sports.
I should have had Rich Horan write about rugby, Sandy Helve write about what it’s like to win 11 varsity
letters, Jerry Daly write about the NCAA golf championship, Tim Caldwell about nordic skiing in the
winter Olympics, or Tom and Reggie about football. Oh, well. The fact that I’m obsessing about this in the
middle of the night means it’s time to put the book to bed and get a life.

Finally, David Prentice ’69 is the talented publisher whose skill for editing, layout, photo research, College
knowledge, and how to keep an editor glued together made a masterpiece out of a mass of material, as he
has done for eight such books before ours. I thank him for his patience, humor, intelligence, and ability
to wrestle order out of chaos. There is no one with whom I would rather have exchanged 1,902 e-mails.

Sara Hoagland Hunter



By David M. Shribman

Richard M. Nixon was president. Vietnam was a war
as well as a country. The drinking age was 18. John
Lennon was still alive. Tiger Woods hadn’t been
born yet. The computer had been born, but the slide
rule wasn’t dead yet. Dartmouth College required
most of its students to read Milton. Among the
phrases we knew were: sock it to me, draft board,
acid, Tally Rally, body count, outside agitator, Hey
Jude, Los Angeles Rams, Fresca. Among the things
we never heard of were: AIDS, snowboards, mad
cow, email, modem, PT cruiser, internet startups, a
Dartmouth women’s hockey team ranked number
one in the nation. A razor was something we used
in the bathroom, not something we rode on the
sidewalk. A presidential impeachment was something
that happened last century. So was an election too
close to call.

We changed, the country did, the College did. We
fit in twin beds, and sometimes two of us did. Now
we have queen or king-size beds. Americans watched
three networks (nobody tuned into “educational

television’’). Now we have 96 channels. In 1972, the
year we arrived on Hanover Plain, every one of the
Dartmouth medalists at the Winter Olympics was
male. In 1998, every one of the Dartmouth medal-
ists was female. Then again, in 1972, James E.
Wright was teaching History 57, the notorious gut
course known as “Cowboys and Indians.’’ Today
he is president of the College, and when we say 
he is known for his guts, we are talking about his
approach to Dartmouth’s social life.

In 1972, we thought our 25th reunion was a long
way off. We were right about that. It may not seem
so long, but consider this: In 1972, there was no
USA Today, no rap music, no inline skates, no AOL,
no USAirways, no Tampa Bay Buccaneers, no
tankinis. We hadn’t heard of the Challenger, video
games, Newt Gingrich, Madonna, Colby-Sawyer
College, Pedro Martinez, skim lattes, Silicon Valley,
Princess Diana, pregnant chads, air bags, the Berry
Library, Geraldo, Kenneth W. Starr, interleague
play, Toy Story II, mosh pits, Dirt Cowboy or Chris
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Berman. Lyndon Johnson, Nicole Brown Simpson,
John Sloan Dickey, Mickey Mantle, The Washington
Star, Elvis Presley, and the Village Green ice-cream
parlor were still alive. In 1972, AT&T was a good
stock. In 1972, Tony’s had decent pizza and Lander’s
was on Route 10. In 1972, Hillary Rodham Clinton
was at the Yale Law School. In 1972, Dartmouth was
a college we could get into.

In 1972, the notion of women playing a major role
in the corporation, the university, the Congress, and
the church was mostly a theory. Our classmates
helped make it a reality, and our daughters will fin-
ish off the last shards of inequality. In 1972, the
idea that a man would take a paternity leave or do
the food shopping was so preposterous that the
notion never was broached. Our classmates made
the theoretical the practical. I have read more books
by female members of the Class of 1976 than by
male members. So have you.

We have been to weddings and christenings. We
have come out of the closet and slammed the door
shut. We have played in the Super Bowl. We have
lived on all five continents. We have had more dis-
appointments, more tragedies, more misunderstand-
ings, than we will admit this weekend, but they are
with us here and everywhere, along with the achieve-
ments and the joys and the miracles that right this
moment are drinking too much soda at the kids’ tent
and beating up their younger brothers and sisters.

Since we have been at Dartmouth, the Red Sox still
have not won a World Series, minorities still have
not been fully integrated into American society, the
divisions between rich and poor still haven’t been
eliminated, the gap between politicians and the pub-
lic still hasn’t been bridged. But the budget deficit
is gone, and so is the ski jump on the golf course,
and so is gasoline that cost 29 cents a gallon, and
so, too, is the Soviet Union. Instead we have tele-
vised sessions of the House of Representatives, a
peace treaty between Israel and Egypt, nuclear
weapons in Pakistan and India, hockey teams in
Florida, cable TV in Dartmouth dorms, and people
we actually know are the heads of corporations
we’ve actually heard of.

In 1972 we thought it was absolutely necessary to
speak French. Now we think it is absolutely neces-
sary to speak Spanish. In 1972 we believed that life
could be taken on the non-recording option. Now
we know that is not true.

In 1972 we believed in rock-and-roll, in the mass
media, in the baby-boom generation, in the truth
that it was really easy to get pregnant, in the idea that
we wore the Dartmouth green and that’s enough.
We don’t believe any of those things anymore. In
1972 we didn’t believe in organized religion, we didn’t
believe that Firestone tires were unsafe, we didn’t
believe that parents knew best. We believe in all those
things now. We especially believe in the last one.

In 1972 we believed we would go to every Harvard-
Dartmouth game forever, that we would meet at
Jack and Marion’s deli at Coolidge Corner in Boston
for lunch, that none of us would ever die, that the
years we spent here would be the very best in our
lives. Now hardly anyone goes to the Harvard game,
Jack and Marion’s is out of business, too many of
us have died. And the years we spent here? Among
the very best in our lives, but if the place did any-
thing for us—if it did what it was supposed to do
for us, and to us—then the best is yet to come.

Pulitzer Prize winning journalist David Shribman is
Washington Bureau Chief of The Boston Globe and a
Trustee of the College.
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The following excerpted texts are reprinted by permis-
sion from the November 1972 issue of the Dartmouth
Alumni Magazine. 

President John G. Kemeny

Men and Women of Dartmouth:
This is the first time in 203 years that the President
of the College has so addressed the freshman class.
Convocations have marked many memorable
moments in the history of the College and this par-
ticular Convocation marks the beginning of a his-
toric year.

Entering classes traditionally go to great trouble to
establish the fact that there is something very special
about them. You, the members of the Class of 1976,
do not have this difficulty because you are indeed a
very special class. You are the first coeducational
class ever admitted to Dartmouth and the first class
admitted under the Dartmouth Plan. The success of
these two major innovations is going to depend on
all of us, but particularly on you, the members of
the entering class. Since you were not here when
we had our great discussion and debate over the
past three years, perhaps it would be appropriate
to review briefly why these decisions were made.

First of all, they were made because the faculty and
the student body of Dartmouth College overwhelm-
ingly supported coeducation. It was the consensus
of both groups that Dartmouth would be a better
place if both the men and women were here side
by side. This led to the memorable meeting of the
Board of Trustees in November 1971 to consider
the fundamental mission of the College which has
traditionally been the training of leaders. The Board
reached the judgment that in an age when it is clear
that women will increasingly play roles of leadership
in our society, it is important for Dartmouth to train
both men and women for leadership roles. It was on
that basis that the Trustees approved coeducation.

Many urged us not to try two major experiments at
the same time. But we saw no way of trying one
without the other. The more successful we are in
implementing the Dartmouth Plan in the next few
years, the larger the number of women students who
will be admitted to Dartmouth College. We hope
that in the next four or five years, by the time the
Plan is in full operation, we will have achieved at
least a 3-to-1 ratio of men to women in the under-
graduate body. It is important to tell you, the entering
class, that the Trustees did not vote either a quota
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or a desirable goal—we simply calculated how much
one can achieve in a few years with limited resources.

I am quite sure that just as it is often said that Dart-
mouth men are different, in the future it will also be
said that Dartmouth women are different. A great
deal is on my mind as to what needs to be done to
make this year successful. I know that there has been
very strong endorsement of coeducation on cam-
pus and this is a major asset in facing our problems.
But words alone are not enough. I suspect that there
may have been quite a few who voted for coeduca-
tion simply on the grounds that they felt it would be
nice to have girls around. And I must confess that
it is nice to have girls around. But now we must make
sure that these same girls become fully equal mem-
bers of the Dartmouth community and that will take
a little bit of work.

This is a special year. You can almost feel it in the
air. Frankly, I would not miss this year for anything.
I know that we will make mistakes and I hope that
we will learn from them. Probably we will have a
bit of chaos during the year—we have already had
some. But I must confess that I would rather be con-
nected with an institution that is moving forward
where there is excitement, where there are new ideas,
and where there is chaos, than to be connected with
an institution that is stagnating.

The feeling that in this particular year all of us are
making an impact on the destiny of a great institu-
tion is an intoxicating sensation. And above all, you,
the men and women of the Class of 1976, have a
special opportunity and therefore a special obliga-
tion. We will be watching your progress with great
interest and I hope that some day, when we look
back at this crucial turning point in the history of
the College, we may speak with pride of the spirit
of ’76.
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Dean Carroll Brewster

The 13th President of Dartmouth College calls us
together to make the opening of the 203rd year of
the College, to celebrate the presence among us of
the men and women of the Class of 1976 and, as
at no time in recent memory, to signal the rebirth
of Dartmouth College.

The world’s need for the highly trained puts pres-
sure on us to do more and more faster and faster
to hasten the training which prepares one for a
career in tomorrow’s technological world. I believe
we must work together right now to resist external
pressures on undergraduate education to do more
and more in less and less time, pressures which now
threaten the climate of individual contemplation,
the serenity of life the walls of a college can pro-
vide for a short time, and solitude, “the nurse of
full-grown souls.” As Dartmouth bursts to life this
week, I urge that we guard her treasured stillness
and, as students “far from the clank of crowds”
rediscover that “there is a society in the deepest
solitude” in which the vision of the leader, the
scruples, judgment, courage, and staying power are
born, as well as a sense of mystery and the infinite
and timeless in poetry, art and music, love and prayer.

I have enjoyed greeting each of you as you entered
Dartmouth last week, and from that experience I
can testify to anyone who thinks shaking the hands
of 177 women lightens the bone-crushing task of
matriculating freshmen, that the Class of 1976,
women as well as men, already has the granite of New
Hampshire in its muscles as well as in its brains.

My hope for each of you is that ... in the year 2001
at your 25th reunion you will say, like Kazantzakis:
Whatever fell into my youthful mind was imprint-
ed there with such depth and received by me with
such avidity that even now I never grow tired and
indeed gain strength from recalling it and reliving it.

Vice President Ruth Adams

On this platform at a most impressive ceremonial
occasion presided over by a most distinguished
20th century mathematician and philosopher, I
sought to give myself reassurance by turning to
the works of a 19th century mathematician and
logician to reinforce the remarks I wanted to make
this evening. I turned to the work of Lewis Carroll,
Alice in Wonderland.

Some of you will remember—indeed all of you
should know—that the protagonist of that volume
and its sequel is Alice, “a reasonable young lady.”
And in her adventures she encounters a number of
fabulous beasts. I belabor my point if I say that for
myself and the others of my sex there is a kind 
of wonderland quality in coming to Dartmouth.
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Dean Ralph Manuel presided at our Freshman Class
Meeting, September 18, 1972. Dean Brewster and
Director of Admissions, Edward T. Chamberlain
also spoke.

Dean Manuel:

“This is the only time that your class will ever be
joined together under one roof and it occurs to me
that this is the first time that a Dartmouth coeduca-
tional class has ever been seen by a group like the
one that appears on the stage. Since you can’t sit
here and look at yourselves, let me just tell you that
you’re a great looking group.”

Dean Brewster:

“Take very seriously the matter of enjoying your-
self . . . Choose your friends thoughtfully. As John
Sloan Dickey said to some of you last Saturday at
Moosilauke Lodge, ‘Understand how important your
friends are to you and will be.’”

Edward T. Chamberlain:

“Each college has its own mystique. But for you it
is Dartmouth. You will not be able to walk these
campus paths or see these hills in fall and spring or
feel the frost on your face in winter or squabble in
the bull sessions of Wheeler and Topliff or walk
back to the dorm after the exhilaration of a close
won game without some of this place rubbing indeli-
bly off on you.”

Mr. Chamberlain concluded by quoting Ernest Mar-
tin Hopkins:

“I would insist that the man”—and today he would
have said ‘man or woman’—“who spends four years
in our north country and does not learn to hear the
melody of rustling leaves or does not learn to love
the wash of racing brooks over their rocky beds in
spring, who never experiences the repose to be found
on lakes and rivers, who has not stood enthralled
upon the top of Moosilauke on a moonlight night
or has not become a worshipper of color or seen
the sunset from one of Hanover hills, who has not
thrilled at the whiteness of the snowclad country-
side in winter or at the flaming forest colors of the
fall, I would insist that this student has not reached
out for some of the most worthwhile education-
al value accessible at Dartmouth.”
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Freshman Class Meeting, September 1972

Ralph Manuel John Sloan Dickey at Moosilauke Ravine Lodge

Edward T. Chamberlain, Jr. ’36, Director of Admissions



A Note from the Editor: So many classmates mentioned
Dartmouth professors as major influences in their lives,
I thought I would list some of the names that popped
up in the essays. Author Carl Little ’76 kindly accepted
my invitation to follow with his own reminiscences.

Professor John Rassias: Hands-down winner of
the most mentions in the questionnaires. My advisor
and role model, his vitality, love of humanity, and
ability to engage an audience remain a standard for
many on how to teach, write, and express exuberance.

Professor John Kemeny: How many Ivy League
presidents love teaching first-year Math? How fortu-
nate we were that ours did! Classmate Myron Allen
refers to him as a “hero.” Others talk about him as
a man with great vision. Even 25 years later, many
of us still quote him (“Men and Women of Dart-
mouth”; “You are your brother’s keeper”). This is
amazing when you consider we can’t remember who
we sat next to at a dinner party last night.

Professor Peter Bien: Many wrote of Peter Bien’s
classes in James Joyce. Some were terrified. Others
were inspired, including Henry Hart, now a pro-
fessor at William and Mary, who attended Oxford
at Professor Bien’s encouragement.

Professor John Wilmerding: See Steve Bell’s essay
for how this awe-inspiring teacher’s confidence in
him launched his career.

In addition, you wrote of Professors Starzinger,
Saccio, Epperson, Heffernan, Whalen, Navarro,

Slesnick, Roberts, Dickey, Smallwood, Meadows,
Gaudin, Nichols, Oxenhandler, Dorris, Russell,
Pease, Cole, Wood, Wright, and Rapf.
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Our Favorite Profs

John Rassias  

Peter Bien James Epperson

John Wilmerding

Vincent Starzinger
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Besides introducing many of us to the film classics,
Arthur Mayer’s class ignited in Eric Copenhaver a
passion for more than Luis Bunuel. He reports
meeting his wife, Amy, Tuck ’77, there.

James Heffernan

Marysa Navarro

William Slesnick

John Sloan Dickey

Charles T. Wood

Franklin Smallwood

Colette Gaudin



These Are a Few Of My Favorite Profs
By Carl Little

We all had our favorite teachers and for a wide vari-
ety of reasons. I’m sure John Rassias would be
tops on many lists: language teachers of his dynamic
kind don’t come along every day. I missed out on
his classes but greatly admired another language
master, John Lyons, who was as soft-spoken as his
famous colleague was outspoken.

I may be in the minority here, but English 5 and 7
numbered among favorite courses the first year,
largely due to the tough but kind Darrell Mansell.
He straightened out my grammar, but good. And
somewhere I have the wretched play I wrote for
Jon Finch in his theater writing course. (I remember
he smoked a pipe and kept a bulldog close by, who
may have also smoked for all I know.)

A good many of my favorites come in pairs. Frank
Robinson and John Wilmerding were a dynamic

duo for art history. Only James Cox and Louis
Renza could make the teaching of American non-
fiction entertaining (of course, we did read Henry
Miller and Jack Kerouac).

How Christian Wolff and Jon Appleton put up
with sometimes downright barbarous undergraduate
compositions in Introduction to Music beats me;
that was suffering of the really long variety (among
the instruments called for in my piece was a ping-
pong table — hmmm.) Talk about suffering: My
final oral report for Peter Bien and Brenda Silver
in their Brit lit course was on the topic of stream of
consciousness. I sure babbled that day in Sanborn
House and still shudder to think of my presentation.

A couple of my favorite writing teachers didn’t get
tenure. Robert Siegel and Sydney Lea, consum-
mate poets and important mentors, both got the
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boot, but fortunately they landed on their feet. Siegel
went on to teach at Michigan (if memory serves)
and Lea founded The New England Review, one of the
country’s most notable literary journals.

The entertainment factor plays a significant role 
in my best memories of Dartmouth coursework.
Saccio doing Shakespeare, Cook reading Hart Crane,
Mayer introducing the films of Luis Bunuel; all three
brought their own special passion to their subjects.

I took a few requisite courses in economy, science,
and the like, and I recall a few of them with fondness
(especially “Plants and Human Affairs”). Michael
Dorris’s Intro to Anthropology was outstanding, a
provocative questioning of cultural/societal myths.

There are few women on my list, but then I don’t
recall there being many female profs. Only Brenda
Silver and Ellen Rose come to mind. I can’t bring
myself to list the latter because it was she who was

responsible for one of my nicknames: when I final-
ly showed up for her literature class, she said, in
response to my identifying myself, “Why, you’re
not so little.” I was “Notso” for some time after.

If I could see my transcript, I know that other pro-
fessors would make the list. Who co-taught the intro
to religion with Hans Penner? I can visualize what
he looked like, but his name escapes me. And who
was the gentleman who did his best to explain
Kierkegaard to us? To this day I carry around such
concepts as “the leap of faith” and “the concept
of dread.” And Rousseau, Heidegger, and Roland
Barthes? It’s on the tip of my 48-year-old tongue.

As you can see from these reminiscences I was not
pre-med; and computers, alas, scared me. I guess if
we all had the occasion to do it all over again, we
might try other avenues. Maybe we’ll have that chance
in Senior College.

Carl Little is the author of eight books, including his
most recent, The Watercolors of John Singer Sargent
(University of California Press).
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By Jennifer Kemeny

I was born in Hanover—and of Dartmouth. My
father’s colleagues were humorous and brilliant and
the teletype that came to live in my house spoke of
the future. The autumn’s bonfires flamed passion-
ately, and the College meadows offered solitude. So
much was promised—and could not be realized. I
was a girl, and only men could go to Dartmouth.

It was a fundamental premise of my youth and it
limited my sense of possibility.

As a young man, my father did not see the inequity.
He was raised with a middle European sensibility
toward women—brought up to love them, to appre-
ciate their intellect, and to expect his wife to stay at
home. He could be impatient and demanding with
his family, yet he promised to provide the best for
us. But my mother was an irrepressible spirit, I had
a deep talent for mathematics, and my brother want-
ed to follow his own path. To fulfill that promise
would require painful reflection and growth.

He learned to give my mother an equal partnership
and my brother, respect. And with me, a girl, he
shared glimpses of the mathematical order of the
universe. But they were only glimpses. I felt it deeply
unfair that my own father taught where I could
not attend. He promised “someday, somehow, I’ll
be your teacher in a math course,” but I could not
imagine how.

And who knows exactly why things happen? Dart-
mouth admitted women and in my last term at
Dartmouth, he was my teacher in his signature
course on Probability. The day he graded the final
exam my father didn’t know that I was at home. I
can never forget his exuberant shout to my mother:
“Guess whose daughter got a perfect score on the
final exam!” (“Mine,” she replied!) He taught me
mathematics, and gave me Dartmouth, and I began
to believe in possibilities.

He was a great thinker and teacher and leader. He
tried to be the best parent he could be. Only recently,
re-meeting the women who had attended Dartmouth
in his era, did I understand how profoundly he had
fulfilled his promise—how many women reached
for more because of him.

Jennifer Kemeny is currently fulfilling a promise to her
father to edit and publish his memoirs.

Promises Kept

Freshman Honors Math: Rick Blades, Katy Weeks, Melanie
Fisher Matte, Martha Johnson Beattie, Karla Nielson
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Andrew A. Alvord 9/1/1973
Sandra M. Bernal 6/6/1986
David T. Eames 1/15/1998
Eric H. Frondorf 9/22/1987
Brian C. Fuld 1/10/2001
Duane J. Gibbs 7/5/1989
Gordon R. Hay 12/19/1979
James E.R. Hope 7/14/1973
Peter G. Hotchkiss 9/22/1974
Frank J. Jones 11/6/2000
Mark R. Landsberger 8/1986
Bradley L. Maybee 3/16/1975
John P. McCollow 3/10/1988
Norman G. Mireault Jr. 8/18/1997
Linda Young Murray 1/26/1988
Leonard A. Nichols 10/25/1996
Robert E. Orton III 1/12/1998
Gregory L. Pitts 12/22/1979
John S. Regets 5/8/1978
Elvia Rodriguez West 5/11/1994

The Still North Remembers Them



You’re off to Great Places!
You’re off and away!
You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself
Any direction you choose.

You’ll get mixed up, of course,
As you already know.
You’ll get mixed up with many strange birds as you go.
So be sure when you step.
Step with care and great tact
And remember that Life’s 
A Great Balancing Act.

From Oh, the Places You’ll Go
By Dr. Seuss (Theodore Geisel ’25)
Random House, 1990



Class Profiles
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New Views by Sara Hoagland Hunter

In case you don’t recognize which town you’re in.
I’m listing each building that’s now a has-been:

Kiewit’s gone. That’s O.K. What a grim concrete bunker.
I’m glad they got rid of that low, ugly clunker.
They blew up the hospital—sparing the nurses 
But saved extra ammo so what’s even worse is
You walk behind Baker and shake with despair
Because little of life as we knew it’s still there.
The implosion explosion will soon claim two more
When Gerry and Bradley go down with a roar.

And what about Collis, the old College Hall?
Where kids all eat bean sprouts and burgers on call.
How come we missed that one? No fair’s what I say.
I would have hung out with my friends there all day.
Security lights cast a glow through the night.
The Green’s now The Orange. That just can’t be right.
We thought we lucked out with the Leverone track
But the new indoor fields make me want to come back.
Scully/Fahey has Astroturf for the spring season.
If lax teams lose now, Dartmouth snow’s not the reason.
And speaking of snow, have you ventured to Lyme
To check out the Skiway? It’s well worth the time.
The blue ice we slid on is gone. There’s fake snow!
For lunch, McLane Lodge is a great place to go.

Four holes at the golf course, a boathouse for crew,
Blunt Alumni, Boss Tennis, and Hood are all new.
Add Berry and Rauner, and—what’s this?—a Gap!
On Main Street? The zoners were taking a nap.
Peter Christian’s is gone. I will miss their hot soup
And the hippies who hung there, a ’70s group.
The Tavern is Zins which seems grownup and slow
Compared to the Neary years we used to know.
I lived above Tony’s which has a new name.
It’s now E.B.A. but it still smells the same.

The dorms frankly scare me. Those clusters are lush.
McCulloch’s the swishest but each one is plush.
Teak benches are everywhere. Where did we sit?
I guess on the ground, in the mud and the grit.
No, wait! At the Inn in the old rocking chairs.
Thank heavens the railing and chairs are still there!
Let’s sit and look out at the Green from the Inn.
The view is perfection—as it’s always been.

Kiewit Computation Center

Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital

Bradley Court

Demolition of the old Hanover Inn Davis Rink



Charles E. Abrahamsen MD
Chip
727 16th Avenue NE, Saint Petersburg, FL 33704-4805
Occupation: Medical, 1528 Lakeview Rd., Clearwater, 
FL 33756-3648, (727) 461-6026
Spouse/Partner: Nancy

Lisa J. Adams 
1245 Commonwealth Avenue, Newton, MA 02465-2910,
(617) 244-1190, «lisa.adams@garamondagency.com»
Major: Russian/Archaeology
Graduate Study: MPPM, Yale School of Organization
and Management, 1983
Occupation: Literary Agent, The Garamond Agency,
1245 Commonwealth Avenue, Newton, MA 02465-2910,
(617) 969-1660
Spouse/Partner: David Miller; UC Berkeley
Brian, 18

After Dartmouth, I was bound for New York. There
was simply no question in my mind that I had to
try living there. I figured that I was simply putting
my plans for graduate school in Russian studies on
hold. I figured I’d soon be back on track to a career
connected to what I’d studied —and loved —while
at school. It never quite happened that way. I
moved to New York, found a job in publishing, and
was smitten by publishing and the city and never
looked back.

Not that I didn’t try and shake off both publishing
and New York. I went to graduate school (in busi-

ness, not in Russian studies) but
although I meant to get work in
a more rational and, I hoped,
more lucrative industry, I fol-
lowed my heart back into the
book business. I did, finally move
out of New York City to Boston
and have made my life there
ever since. And after one more

stint outside of publishing —this time working for
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts — I have
conceded that I’ll be working with and around
books forever.

Staying this course had a very happy aspect, too,
because I met my husband, David, 14 years ago when
I moved to Boston to work for Addison–Wesley
Publishers. David and my stepson, Brian, who is
now on the verge of going off to college, keep me
honest, laughing, humble, as well as informed on
music, sports, technology, and the multiple ways of

looking at almost any subject. David and I have
started a business together, and I am delighted to
be working for myself and constantly challenged by
what that means.

There’s a lot more still to do —travel, teach, read,
contribute to the community, spend more time with
friends and family. But life is very full and while it’s
turned out differently than I might have predicted,
I wouldn’t revise it if I had the chance.

Bradford W. Agry 
Brad 
215 West 75th Street, New York, NY 10023-1721,
(212) 501-8045, «bforda@aol.com» or
«bradford.w.agry.76@alum.dartmouth.org» 
Dartmouth Activities: Tri-Kap; Green Key Society;
Senior intern, Alumni Affairs Office; French Club; Glee
Club
Major: French, BA (cum laude)
Graduate Study: MBA, Columbia Business School
Occupation: Public Relations, Agry Communications

Since I write for a living and spend many hours
organizing, outlining, and editing, I am purpose-
fully resorting to an unrehearsed look into what
has been going on in my life since I left Hanover
in June 1976. I hope that my paragraphs will not
be as dense nor my sentences as long as they were
in English 5.

Geographically, people are stunned to find that I
have had only two addresses since graduation —
both in New York City. It is amazing what a mag-
net New York is —“the city that eats money for
breakfast” but also the city I can’t seem to leave.

My work life has run the gamut from stints in adver-
tising, pushing Jell-O at Young and Rubicam to credit
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Lisa Adams with David Miller and Brian Miller

I was smitten 
by publishing
and the city 
and never
looked back.
Lisa Adams 



cards at Citibank. Wedged in there during the early
’80s was my ultimate trip to boot camp: two tough
years at Columbia Business School. The French
major in me did not respond well to the plethora of
accounting, statistics, and microeconomics. I made
it through but quickly learned that the typical MBA
track was not for me.

After Citibank, I took an unexpected turn into mar-
keting for several architectural firms in New York.
I was suddenly wearing the hat of both a salesman
and a public relations guy and enjoying it immense-
ly. Unfortunately, the last firm experienced layoffs
and I was suddenly without a paycheck. Ironically,

this very firm that let me go
suddenly became my first
client for a public relations
business I have now had for
six years.

Along the way, I also discov-
ered another talent: giving
advice. Little did I know that
all those psychology courses I
took in Spaulding Auditorium
would lead me to forming a

career coaching partnership. People talk about mid-
life crises —for me it has been mid-life discovery
—suddenly uncovering a talent, using it, enjoying
it, and the best: getting paid for it!

Another mid-life discovery has been in my spiritu-
al life. Raised a Catholic, I spent many Sundays at
Aquinas House. At some point, however, this did

not seem to be ringing my proverbial religious
chimes. I took a year long “trip” to Presbyterianism
but the “fit” still was not there. One rainy Sunday
afternoon, in search of choral music, I stumbled
upon St. Thomas Episcopal Church. Realizing that
this religion felt right, I was confirmed at age 37 as
an Anglican and have been active in the church ever
since —both as a lay reader and adult acolyte.

I think Dartmouth instilled in me the importance of
relationships. The fact that I can pick up the phone
and call my Streeter Hall roommate, Jim Guth ’77
or my Tri Kap brother, John Reed ’75, whose wed-
ding I was in, and instantly connect with them after
all these years is meaningful to me. I feel I have
come a long way from the only child who for his
fifth birthday had at the top of his gift wish list “a
friend.” My loving and supportive parents, Warren
and Nancy Agry, both still thriving, working, and
growing in Greenwich, Connecticut, threw a 40th

birthday party for me I will never forget. Surrounded
by all who were dear to me—ranging from Deerfield
friends to New York business associates to Fire
Island summer share housemates, I was truly in “sec-
ond heaven.” My mother toasted me, saying “you
have come a long way from being 5 and looking
for friends to being surrounded by such a loving
group.” For me, this was a pinnacle moment.

Am I where I want to be? I think so. Sure, I would
love to get a French client and put that major to use.
Yes, I would love to shed some of the middle-aged
love handles. It would also be nice to make more
money as a burgeoning double-entrepreneur. A long-
term committed relationship would also be nice and
that is, I hope, in the works.
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Brad Agry, from the Dartmouth College Archives



But I think these things will come. If anything, I
have learned to “live in the moment” and become
more of a risk-taker than I was at Dartmouth.
When I founded my second company, CareerTeam
Partners, our tagline became “Life Is Not a Dress
Rehearsal.” I try to live by this —trying new things,
forming new relationships, and not being afraid to
discover new things about myself. If anything, I
am proud to have completely written this “reflec-
tive essay” without an outline —straight from the
heart —and with no “rehearsal”!

Russell Akers 
Emmonak, AK 99581

Dennis S. Albaugh 
64 Eagle Ledge Road, Meredith, NH 03253-4505, 
(603) 528-2112
Occupation: Environmental, Atlantic Geoscience Corp.,
36 Country Club Road, PO Box 7407, Gilford, 
NH 03247-7407, (603) 524-8866

Adrienne Alexander 
See Adrienne Alexander Ruegger 

Randall J. Alford 
Randy 
13435 West 62nd Drive, Arvada, CO 80004-6159, 
(303) 456-7199, «randyalford@compuserve.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Marching band, Dartmouth
Dining Association, Intramural basketball, Phi Beta
Kappa, student jewelry workshops
Major: Double major, Political Science and English
Lit/Creative Writing
Occupation: Writer, business consultant and coach,
Visions & Revisions, same as home, (303) 940-4856
Spouse/Partner: Debra L. Alford 
Occupation and Interests: Writing, editing, publish-
ing, coaching, counseling, teaching, being a mom,
being a friend, creating intentional community, mak-
ing pots and jewelry, spiritual discovery, etc.
Jesse, 15, Alpine Valley School, Wheat Ridge, CO
Aubrey, 10, Alpine Valley School, Wheat Ridge, CO
Xander, 4, Cornerstone Montessori School, Golden, CO

Sometimes I feel like Chauncey Gardener, the
character portrayed by Peter Sellers in the ’70s
movie, Being There. You know: a bit foggy and out of
my element, not quite tuned into others’ realities,
but somehow getting by quite amazingly well with
the amiable assistance of some deeper (albeit
inchoate) understanding of what really makes life tick.

The last 25 years have been for me an ongoing
process of trying to give clarity and coherence to
that “internal knowingness” that has always served
me just beyond my conscious grasp. I have been
blessed with the partnership of a strong woman with
unshakable convictions about the importance of
friendship and a tenacious enthusiasm for life. We
have been blessed with three distinctly unique chil-
dren, who constantly challenge my patterns and
preferences with their irreverence, joy, and imperti-
nence. I have been blessed with a life willing to be
more patient with me than I have been in return.

I can’t believe it has already been 25 years since
Debra and I left Hanover to continue our life togeth-
er back in Colorado. It seems I am just now awake
to the reality of those years—perhaps that is the real
value of reunions? 

Anyway, I most remember Dartmouth for the people
—friends both met and unmet, intriguing strangers
who I brushed past with compelling regularity,
and the teachers and mentors who (usually quite
unintentionally) imprinted upon my still malleable
sensibilities certain encouragements and exhortations
that even now remind me to check in on my life’s
course and consider the options, the implications.

Of course, the physical beauty of this place created
a perfect backdrop to the internal drama I crafted
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for myself during my four years at Dartmouth. And
I have enjoyed returning, in past reunions, to renew
my sense of familiarity and belonging.

The truth of the matter is, however, that this cam-
pus is feeling increasingly less familiar, leading me
to more penetratingly question my criteria for
“belonging”! This is entirely appropriate. And it is
refreshing, for me, to push through the old clinging
cobwebs of vague, nostalgic ruminations and regrets,
to get to the essence of who I am today in this
world, and what I really value about this campus,
this concept, this community called Dartmouth.

Today finds me happier and more at peace than I
have ever been before. Not because my life has in any
way simplified or resolved itself into some more
manageable form! But because I am learning to
appreciate, value, and truly honor the sensitive, unfo-
cused young man who first set foot in Russell Sage
29 years ago, and who will forever occupy a small
study niche (if you will) in the “Dartmouth Library”
of my soul.

In all honesty, I was pretty harsh in my judgment
of myself during those years and many of the 25
since. All smiles and easy-going confidence on the
outside, all self-recrimination and doubt on the inside.
Looking back, it now seems entirely appropriate,
entirely natural and necessary. Furthermore, it has
given me life-shaping insights.

I worry that our society actually encourages this
internal schism in many of our young people, com-
pelling them to portray one “acceptable” image on
the outside, while living in unresolved conflict over
the unknown (and vaguely frightening) realities of
their undiscovered native essence on the inside.
Children deserve the chance to discover, acknowl-
edge, and celebrate their true selves without fear of
judgment or rejection.

Dartmouth was, in fact, my first experience in this
kind of freedom—and my only complaint is that
it came so late in my formative years! In my pro-
fessional life, I routinely encounter others whose
natural sense of “purpose” has been disconnected
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—short-circuited early in life by the imposition of
others’ expectations and a variety of well-meaning
forces of conformity. Like me, they find themselves
now yearning to reacquaint themselves with the
youthful enthusiasm that infused their earliest child-
hood days, to integrate their habitually fragmented

selves and reclaim a congru-
ent and joyful relationship
with life.

I currently make my living as
a business writer, coach, and
consultant. It seems odd to say
that. But I have been privi-
leged to bring my propensi-
ties for deep reflection and
empathic inquiry into some
useful focus and purpose in
the world. Not quite what I
might have envisioned for

myself 25 years ago … then again, I don’t believe I
ever did get around to seriously envisioning anything
significant in life for myself, other than my marriage
at age 19 to Debra. Perhaps my path has been life’s
way of allowing me to bide my time while I learn
what it really means to be able to dream, plan, and
create a life that I could truly call my own? Perhaps
the time has arrived to risk a few dreams of my
own. Perhaps.

At this 25th reunion, I will be interested to see how
I am, now, in the presence of others who also are
newly discovering themselves each day. I wonder if
I can be my “real self ” here and now, or if I can
even legitimately claim to have an inkling of what
that actually means!

Hmm. I guess this is something of a weird entry.
May even make me sound like I’m slightly unhinged.
Oh, well. To my friends: fret not! I am writing this
while alone in a New York City hotel room, a bit
tired from travel, and ready for sleep. To others who
may wonder what kind of person would ramble on
this way in a reunion book (of all places) — well,
introduce yourself, and perhaps you’ll find out!

Thomas F. Algeo MD 
2427 E. 23, Tulsa, OK 74114-3114, (918) 749-4386
Occupation: Medical

Sharon K. Ali 
235 South Marion St., Unit E, Oak Park, IL 60302-3176,
(708) 524-4776, «ali.sharon@mbco.com»
Occupation: Beverages, Miller Brewing Company,
Suite 750, 500 Park Boulevard, Itasca, IL 60143-2663,
(630) 775-6110, Fax (630) 773-1171

Bruce K. Allar 
2235 Grandview Drive, Floyds Knobs, IN 47119-9706,
(812) 944-5871

Myron B. Allen III 
1108 Sheridan Street, Laramie, WY 82070-4061, 
(307) 745-3790, «allen@uwyo.edu»
Major: Mathematics and Physics
Graduate Study: MA, Princeton University, 1978;
PhD, Princeton University, 1983
Occupation: Associate VP for Academic Affairs,
University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY 82071
Spouse/Partner: Adele Aldrich

I’ve been lucky since graduating from Dartmouth.
During my undergraduate years, the advice I got
from my non-geek peers, girlfriends’ parents, and
the neighborhood sages was that I’d end up unem-
ployed or driving a beat-up taxi if I didn’t do some-
thing more lucrative than mathematics. Happily, I
ignored them. Being a mathematician has been a
lot of fun. It has been a great honor to be a part
of a discipline that, after more than two millennia,
is in its second Golden Age and going strong. I’m
grateful to Dartmouth for giving me my start.
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Myron Allen and Adele Aldrich, Wind River, Rouge,
Wyoming, August 2000



I’ve also been lucky to have met many remarkable
people at Dartmouth. Some of them have been
among my most steadfast friends. Over the years,
we’ve climbed many interesting mountains, fished
some gorgeous creeks, pitched our tents in the
snow, sipped whisky around shimmering embers,
and poked unmercifully at the chinks in each other’s

psychic armor. How else would
a person stay sane?

And my wife, Adele, has been
incredibly gracious through it
all: the enthralled ravings about
Hilbert space, the breathless
grunts up remote talus slopes,

the wild climbs into the next wind-filled cirque just
to ski down, the out-of-character forays into universi-
ty administration, and the odd assortment of heroes
(Chomsky, Garcia, Kemeny). The best days in the
world are the ones she and I spend together—espe-
cially when she beats me down from the cirque.

I hope it’s working as well for you.

Viola Allen 
PO Box 567, Wayne, PA 19087-0567, (610) 491-9193,
«lymboe567@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Women’s Caucus; Admissions
Office Student Recruiter; LSA in Mexico City; FSA at
University of London; Hanover ABC Resident Tutor;
Hopkins Center Activity Committee Co-Chair
Major: English Lit
Graduate Study: MEd, University of South Carolina, 1993
Occupation: Educator, Radnor Township. School District,
131 S. Wayne Ave., Wayne, PA 19087, (610) 688-8100
Spouse/Partner: Maurice Earl
Occupation and Interests: Steamfitter; investing, poetry

My introduction to Dartmouth was the 1972 sum-
mer Bridge Program. Thank you, Nels Armstrong
and Lorna Mills Hill. For days, I anxiously waited
for my family to finally leave me on campus after
several, “Maybe we’ll just stay another day here at
the Chieftain.”

Next on my list are my first trip to Quechee and
rappelling at the Bema. In the fall, meeting class-
mates having such diverse backgrounds and interests
competed with my excitement over all the attention
we received for being the first class of females as
well as for just being the new freshman class.

It was comforting to meet so many freshmen who
echoed my “What if ...” college fears. Paul Edwards
shared his dad’s advice with me: “College is too

important to take it [too] seriously. Follow your
interests and it will all work out.” Thanks, Paul. I
did, and it did!

Upperclassmen also influenced my “acquired” taste
for jazz. Too bad I can’t get any frequent flier miles
or a Guinness Book “honorable mention” for my

scratched, sacred copy of
Donald Byrd’s album, Steppin’
Into Tomorrow. That song still
epitomizes what Dartmouth
represents to me.

Without question, Dartmouth
stands far apart from other
colleges I have since attended.
What do I miss? I miss the
freedom of planning some-
thing and some place “new”

for every winter term season. Twenty-five years
from now, I should have nearly completed my sec-
ond “Things To Do Before I Retire” list. I hope it
won’t take me the next quarter of a century to again
have the freedom to plan something and some place
“new” for each winter season.

If I had to do it all over again, I would still choose
Dartmouth. My mother would not have had it any
other way! Mom: thank you, I love you and miss
you much.
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Carolyn Johnson Allenby 
C Lyn 
9 Matthew Drive, Annandale, NJ 08801-3620, 
(908) 735-4760
Occupation: Computers
Spouse/Partner: Braden

David B. Allman 
2661 Orchard Run NW, Atlanta, GA 30339-4651, 
(770) 436-7983
Occupation: Real Estate, Regent Partners, Suite 1500,
3340 Peachtree Road, Atlanta, GA 30326-1078, 
(404) 364-1400
Spouse/Partner: Donna

Shawn M. Altier 
166 Rue La Fayette, 75010 Paris, France, 
«altier@compuserve.com»
Occupation: CACI, 120 Av. Charles de Gaulle, 
52200 Neuilly, France 
Spouse/Partner: Dominique

Paul N. Ames 
435 Meridan Road, Lebanon, NH 03766-2401, 
(603) 448-5554, «paul.n.ames.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Computer/Electrical Engineer,
Framework Technologies Corp., 85 Mechanic Street,
Lebanon, NH, (603) 448-3009, Fax (603) 448-2812
Spouse/Partner: Cathy

Robert F. Amundsen 
105 Wild Brook Court, Apex, NC 27502-5209, 
(919) 461-8503
Occupation: Pharmaceuticals, Corning Bio, Research
Triangle Park, PO Box 13865, Durham, NC 27709-3865
Spouse/Partner: Mary

Ralph J. Andersen 
PO Box 1177, Dillingham, AK 99576-1177, 
(907) 842-2406, «ralpha@bbna.com»

Byron W. Anderson 
Whale 
135 Farwood Drive, Chagrin Falls, OH 44022-6852,
(216) 591-0988
Occupation: Investments, AHAB Investments, 
3550 Lander Road #160, Pepper Pike, OH 44124-5722,
(216) 591-0988
Spouse/Partner: Ann

Harry E. Anderson 
7343 Charlotte Street, Kansas City, MO 64131-1646,
(816) 444-2625
Occupation: Government–Federal

Peter D. Anderson 
PO Box 982285, Park City, UT 84098-2285, 
(435) 647-5836
Occupation: Sports, Rowmark Ski Academy, 
Fax (435) 647-5844

Thomas C. Andrew 
11 Pleasant Street, Berlin, MA 01503-1610
Occupation: Banking, State Street Bank & Trust, 
1776 Heritage Drive, North Quincy, MA 
Spouse/Partner: Voanne
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Coleman Andrews III 
Linden Farm, 8512 Jackson’s Quarters Road, Rapidan,
VA 22733, (540) 672-2827, «tcavalg@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Skiing, Lacrosse, American
Forum
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: Stanford Graduate School of
Business, 1979
Occupation: Farming, Linden Farm
Interests: Road cycling, breeding and training Labradors
Coley, 20, Dartmouth ‘03
Alexa, 17, Potomac School, McLean, VA
Abigail, 10, Potomac School, McLean, VA

He asked a few days before his high school gradu-
ation. “Dad, if I go to Africa with you for a year
before Dartmouth, will you treat me that year like
a college freshman or a high school senior?” Easy
to answer.

Nine months later, Coley came home from a day
of tutoring at Riversands, a farm school near the
Diepsloot squatter camps. “Sixty-two kids in my
room, Dad. Nowhere to tutor them. A few books
called a ‘library.’ But the kids have a burning desire
to learn. We just need some decent facilities, lots of
books, maybe a few computers.”

“What are you going to do about it?”

“I don’t know.”

The next night, he brought out his sketchpad to
design the building. Then the next night, he worked
out a budget. Then the next night, he made a list of
everyone in the U.S. and Africa who might be will-

ing to help. Then the next
night, he said he was leaving
to go to the U.S. to raise
money. We smiled inside.

He came back with enough
to build the library and a few
tutoring rooms. Lots of peo-
ple pitched in —school kids

with $2, a few teachers at his old school, a nice
woman named Sally who had always thought he was
a good boy. She listened to him for 20 minutes, then
gave him $30,000.

By now, word was spreading through South Africa:
“If an 18-year-old boy from America can do this,
what can the rest of us do?”

The builder volunteered to build. A software com-
pany offered 24 computers and training for the

teachers. Teachers from America sent books. Soon,
it was done.

There were 602 children at Riversands the day
Coley opened the center. It was Youth Day —
commemorating the day Hector Peterson and the
other schoolchildren were gunned down in 1976 in
Soweto. A children’s choir came six hours in a
creaky old bus from the Northern Province. Little
seven-year-olds performed gum boot dances, like
their grandfathers and uncles used to do in the gold
mines. A favorite teacher came from America —he
had once told Coley to dream big.

A sense of common humanity overwhelmed all the
differences that day. The African sun first warmed,
then dried, the tears that flowed. Standing there, we
could sense God’s pleasure.

James K. Angell III 
Occupation: Education–College University, 
c/o Occidental College Theatre, 1600 Campus Road,
Los Angeles, CA 90041-3314, 
(323) 259-2774
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Nicholas Aponte 
10 Forestview Road, Wallingford, PA 19086-6721,
(610) 892-7807, «Nicholas.aponte@pncbank.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Wrestling, Glee Club, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity; Alumni Activities: Dartmouth
Alumni Council, Club Officer, interviewer
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: MBA, University of Chicago, 1980
Occupation: Banking, PNC Financial Services, 1600
Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103, (215) 585-5407
Spouse/Partner: Shelley; Interior decorator
Lindsey, 18, Dartmouth ’04
Nicholas, 15, StrathHaven HS

Life is good. Sure it could be better, but all in all, I
feel very fortunate and grateful for life’s blessings.
It seems to me totally incomprehensible that a Puerto
Rican from an inner city background whose parents
never finished high school would have been given
the opportunity to go to Dartmouth and achieve
so much.

Throughout life’s ups and downs there are some
things which have remained constant: my faith,

family, and friends. Like most
of us, I was overwhelmed upon
arriving at Dartmouth by the
social and academic pressures.
I tried understanding how I fit
in and how my presence in
Hanover could/would make an
impact in the world. At Dart-
mouth, I found the Aquinas

House a refuge for thoughtful inspiration, a sanc-
tuary to study, and a place for a hot chocolate at 1
A.M. while pulling an all-nighter. But through it all
I felt that there was a divine inspiration and a pur-
pose behind my hard work.

My wife and I have learned to grow and to be open
to learning and exploring new opportunities/peo-
ple with whom we come in contact. Though we
have met many accomplished and financially suc-
cessful people, we find that we are most attracted
to passionate people. We enjoy reveling in their
excitement for their chosen hobby, interest, and avo-
cations. The energy, the enthusiasm, the passion
which I equate with a love of life and of living; a
willingness and eagerness to share their special inter-
est; for me, my passions include gardening, skiing,
and my family.

I thank Dartmouth for teaching me to embrace the
differences between us and to embrace and seek out
passionate people. I thank Dartmouth for giving me
the confidence to pursue my goals and never giving
up on myself. I thank Dartmouth for introducing
me to my life partner of 25 years. And lastly, I thank
Dartmouth for admitting my daughter and allowing
her to travel the roads I once traveled 25 years ago
so that she also might find her own divine inspira-
tion and passion for life.

Frederick F. Arand 
Fred 
9123 Olcott Avenue, St. John, IN 46373-9729, 
(219) 365-2195, 
«frederick.f.arand.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Hospital Administration, Ancilla Systems
Inc., 1000 S. Lake Park Avenue, Hobart, 
IN 46342-5970, (219) 947-8665, Fax (219) 942-2753
Spouse/Partner: Judith

Robert H. Ardrey III 
107 Carrie Street, Lafayette, LA 70503-6134, 
(337) 983-0498, «rhardrey@worldnet.att.net»
Occupation: Petroleum, Conoco Inc., 400 East Kaliste
Saloon Road, Lafayette, LA 70508-8508, 
(337) 269-2300, Fax (337) 406-1184
Spouse/Partner: Andrea
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Barry V. Arnold 
52 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, NSW 2030, Australia,
Phone (61)-2-9337-4843, «barnold474@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Bones Gate, Track Team, Glee
Club
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck, 1982
Occupation: SVP and General Manager, Australia,
New Zealand, and South Pacific, American Express,
175 Liverpool St., Sydney, NSW, Australia 2000, 
Phone (61)-2-9271-2655
Spouse/Partner: Deborah P. Arnold; Consultant
Madeleine, 6
Audrey, 4

What a long strange trip it’s been!

Good thing I took Oceans and Rocks at Dartmouth
as I’ve spent the bulk of the past 25 years traveling
around the world on behalf of American Express,
where I’ve held 10+ different positions on five
continents. Most recently (and as of the writing),

we’re in Sydney, Australia,
but have lived in Singapore
and the U.K. as well as New
York and Miami.

Been married twice, once
successfully. I met Deborah
in London — we both
worked for AMEX and in
fact as Head of Human

Resources for Europe, she actually hired me into my
job there! Very scandalous, but nine years later we
are still very happily married with two little girls
(Madeline’s 6 and Audrey’s 4).

My major regret, given our international wander-
ings, has been the difficulty in maintaining ties
with old friends, especially my Dartmouth pals. We
should be back in New York by 2001, where we
hope to settle in, give the girls a little more stability
in their early years, and renew friendships. Our 25th

reunion is the perfect opportunity both to rekindle
those relationships, and to relive those glorious
Dartmouth years.

Lee Arrison 
122 Nutting Road, Sunapee, NH 03782-3724, 
(603) 863-1300, «larrison@cyberportal.net»
Occupation: Manufacturing, Sturm-Ruger &
Company Inc., 411 Sunapee Street, Newport, 
NH 03773-9722, (603) 863-3300

Michael H. Arwe 
53 Allen Road, Winchester, MA 01890-4001, 
(781) 721-4644, «arwe@gateway.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Zeta Psi, Mongolian Society
Major: Classical Archaeology and Biology (double)
Graduate Study: JD, Brooklyn Law School, 1985
Occupation: Lawyer
Interests: Activities Since Dartmouth: High school
teacher certification, graduate school in Greek archae-
ology, private school math/biology/Latin/history teacher,
law student, husband, real estate attorney, father, dog
owner, future bookstore owner(?)
Spouse/Partner: Rachel Buchsbaum; 
Occupation: Doctor; Interests: our kids
Hannah, 12, McCall Middle School 
Jacob, 10, Lincoln School

Have I Changed Since Dartmouth? Not really —
perhaps more realistic as to the time frames but still
trying to hold to the ideals

Favorite Moments at Dartmouth: Getting lost on my
freshman trip, sherry and coke with Tom, Tucker-
man’s in March, Armington in June, bouncing
cookies off Bobo, midnight Frisbee, top bunk!,
landscaping the house, bike off the roof with Kevin,
up the tree with Boof, Winter Carnival 1976, chairs
in the river.

Life As Predicted? Not at all —from marine biolo-
gist to classics professor to teacher to lawyer to I-
don’t-know-what.

Important Moments Since Dartmouth: the day I mar-
ried Rachel, the mornings Hannah and Jacob were
born, the night my father died, every day my kids
grow a little closer to being grown-ups on their own.
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Influences: my father (although at times I hate to
admit it), my mother (ditto —but different), Matt
Wiencke, Sicily, New York City, Al Leonard, Rachel.

How Do I Find the Time To Do The Important
Things? You just have to make yourself stop and do it.

Songs of Dartmouth: While My Guitar Gently Weeps
—out of Mid-Mass; Goodbye, Yellow Brick Road —
out of the Zeta Psi kitchen windows; Summer In the
City and Fire —out of the jukebox; Frampton and

Too Many People —out of the
basement stereo.

Plans For 25 Years From
Now: looking back on memo-
ries of hiking the Appalachian
Trail, staying out of my chil-
dren’s hair while they raise

their own kids, reading all those good books I’ve
been putting aside over the years.

What Do I Miss Most About College? All that time.

Stephen A. Askey 
Steve 
Jalan Gajahmada #12, Pekanbaru, Riau, Indonesia 28116,
Phone (62) 761 32043, «askey@jakarta.oilfield.slb.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Tabard/Sigma Chi Fraternity,
intramurals
Major: Engineering Sciences
Graduate Study: Bachelor of Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, Thayer School, 1977
Occupation: Marketing Manager, Schlumberger Oilfield
Services, Jalan Dipunegoro #34, Rm. 212, Pekanbaru,
Riau, Indonesia 28116, Phone (62) 761-46521
Spouse/Partner: Divorced

So you want a short essay about the last 25 years of
my life. Sometimes I think it could turn out to be a
book. Most of the time it seems like a short essay,
indeed, because it has gone much too fast. So this
will attempt to answer the questionnaire. Anyway:

After graduating with an AB in Engineering Sciences,
I continued at Thayer, earning a BE in Electrical
Engineering in 1977. I then returned to my home
in Miami, sans job, planning to find work back in
Florida. I did, though as a mechanic and floor hand
in a tire store. Good lesson in humility. In September
1977, I hired on with Schlumberger Offshore Ser-
vices as a field engineer working out of Houston,
Texas, on oil rigs and platforms offshore Gulf of
Mexico, for about five years. After a promotion to
Sales Engineer, I was transferred to Morgan City,
Louisiana, where I worked for about seven years
before transferring to New Orleans. After eight years
in sales in New Orleans, I was promoted to Senior
Applications Development Engineer, also in New
Orleans. Two years later, I transferred to Pekanbaru,
Sumatra, Indonesia, as Schlumberger Oilfield Services
Marketing Manager, where I work and reside (as of
this writing, 3/14/00).

Along the way, I got married in 1985, separated in
1997, divorced in 1998, no kids of my own, but
two ex-stepkids.

As a beach kid from Florida, probably one of the
most memorable experiences at Dartmouth was

the first real snowfall I ever saw.
I can still hear that cruel laugh-
ter from you Yankees! I still ski,
though, so it wasn’t too damag-
ing. Some of my favorite mem-
ories of Dartmouth are of late
nights (or early mornings) hang-
ing out with friends, involved
in some craziness or other.
Now politically incorrect, I
know, but this was invariably
fraternity-related. Apologies to
all who were ill-treated, etc. (re:
the raging Alumni Mag debates),

but I enjoyed fraternity life and count it as one of
the most valuable experiences at Dartmouth. The
Dartmouth people with whom I remain in contact
are friends from fraternity days.

I guess one of the proudest moments of the last 25
years was playing guitar onstage at the New Orleans
Jazz and Heritage Festival in 1993 in a now defunct
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band. The guitar has kept me relatively sane since
I was about ten years old, although I can’t say it’s
kept me out of bars. Actually, after separating from
the wife in ’97, playing guitar kept me fed and clothed
for about nine months while cash was stashed for the
big divorce drain. Lotta hours in funky Louisiana
clubs, and bar bands in New Orleans are not well
paid! Still playing in Sumatra when I can. I can’t
think of one ’70s song to sum up the “Dartmouth
Experience,” but I remember the Allmans, Skynrd,
and Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon getting a lot
of playing time. They still do at my place!

Of course, you know middle age has arrived when
you take up golf. I don’t know if breaking 100
counts as a proud moment, but the mere mention
of it here is a sure indication that it really has been
25 years since we graduated.

Has life gone the way I thought it would? When I
left Dartmouth after five years in school, I was ready
and thought that whatever plans I made would
come to pass, that long-term as well as short-term
plans would all fall into place as neatly as expected.
After all, I was an engineer and that’s what engineers
do! Actually, things have gone fairly well, if not
exactly according to plan, but the way I live is now
less long-term-oriented, maybe because around 1996,

my dog and my dad died within two weeks of each
other, my marriage was already terminal and it died
about a year later. I was also trying to find another
job and noticing that approaching middle age was
not pleasant. I’m sure many of us have had these,
or similar, experiences. They all tend to develop into
what you might call “moments of doubt”! Life after
divorce was a fog for about two years. I don’t rec-
ommend it to anyone. I would, however, highly
recommend Southeast Asia for an attack of male
mid-life crisis. At the moment, I live in the middle
of Sumatra, working too hard, trying to play hard,
and trying to take it as it comes, all with varying
degrees of success. That’s not a philosophy, only a
result of 25 additional years of living. I’m not sure
that making philosophies is worth the effort, since
they have to be changed after every major learning
experience.

I can’t say if my life would have been different if I
had not gone to Dartmouth. I doubt it. After spend-
ing some time thinking about this, my conclusion is
that, at the time, we were all just kids trying to fig-
ure out how to make our way through and past this
period in our lives, Dartmouth or otherwise. We
are only talking about a short period of time here,
relative to our total life span. Yeah, it was fun, good,
etc., but let’s not get carried away with it. It’s done
—get over it! Probably the thing I miss most about
college was being young, healthy, and having every-
thing appear brand new. That would be true no
matter what college I attended. So, 25 years from
now, I hope to still be alive, healthy, and maybe break
90 in golf! Now, that should make for an incredibly
exciting letter.

Leslie R. Aucoin 
8516 Milford Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20910-5027,
(301) 587-1496, «drews@vni.net»
Occupation: Consulting, SRA International
Spouse/Partner: Vernon

Richard P. Auletta 
Rich 
414 Eagle Rock Avenue, Suite 304, West Orange, 
NJ 07052-4224, (973) 748-2582
Occupation: Medical, 470 Prospect Avenue, Suite 207,
West Orange, NJ 07052-4106, (201) 493-1700
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Michael F. Aylward 
Mike 
39 Moreland Avenue, Newton, MA 02459-2114, 
(617) 964-7690, «maylward@mail.mm-m.com»
Occupation: Legal, Morrison Mahoney & Miller, 
250 Summer St., Boston, MA 02210-1181, 
(617) 439-7500, Fax (617) 439-7590
Spouse/Partner: Deborah

Benjamin W. Ayres II 
Ben 
RR 1 Box 513, Warriors Mark, PA 16877-9717, 
(814) 632-5835, «bayres7480@aol.com»
Occupation: Education–Secondary, Grier School,
Tyrone, PA 16686, (814) 684-3000
Spouse/Partner: Stephanie

Brian L. Bachelder MD 
Bach 
5151 TR 126, Mount Gilead, OH 43338, (419) 946-9706,
«brian.l.bachelder.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Medical, 642 West Marion Road, Mount
Gilead, OH 43338-1056, (419) 947-7015
Spouse/Partner: Debra

Janet Bailey 
See Janet Bailey Faude 

Preston B. Baker 
1805 Brooktrail Court, Vienna, VA 22182, 
(703) 242-2347,
«preston.b.baker.76@alum.Dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Alpha Theta, Dartmouth
Student Forum, Casque and Gauntlet
Major: Sociology/Economics
Graduate Study: MBA, Columbia, 1980
Occupation: Finance, ExxonMobil, 3225 Gallows Rd.,
3B-2135, Fairfax, VA 22037, (703) 846-7883
Spouse/Partner: Nan
Caitlin, 14
J.P., 12

After graduating from Dartmouth, I was eager to
travel and went to Iran where, with a number of
other ’76 classmates, I taught English. Living in
the Middle East provided some fascinating experi-
ences and opportunities to travel. After two years of
this exotic life, I decided it was time to get serious
again so I returned to the states where I entered
business school at Columbia University. Armed with
my MBA, I joined the corporate world when I was
hired by Exxon, where I have worked in finance for
the past 20 years.

On the home front, my wife and I met in Manhattan
through mutual friends while I was studying at
Columbia. As our careers progressed, we had the
opportunity to live in Tokyo, where our daughter
(now 13) was born, and in Bangkok, where our son
(now 11) was born. During that time we traveled
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throughout Asia and thoroughly enjoyed the expat
lifestyle. Upon returning to the States, we lived for
a number of years in the Lone Star State, in both
Dallas and Houston. With the recent merger of
Exxon and Mobil, we have again relocated, this time
to the Washington, D.C., area.

David M. Balderston 
28 Colony Drive, Summit, NJ 07901-2460, 
(908) 598-9466, «david.balderston@prudential.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman soccer, Psi U, Green
Key Society (President), Fire & Skoal Senior Society
Major: Psychology/Biology
Graduate Study: MBA, Johnson Graduate School of
Management, Cornell, 1988
Occupation: Corporate Finance, Prudential Insurance
Co., 751 Broad St., Newark, NJ 07102, (973) 802-6484
Spouse/Partner: Kristen A. Balderston; Tuck ’84;
Homemaker
Kate, 11, Far Brook School, Short Hills, NJ
Elizabeth, 7, Far Brook School, Short Hills, NJ
Anna, 5, Far Brook School, Short Hills, NJ

Things like personal beliefs — faith, integrity — are
constantly tested and generally fall in place. Health
is good, but I probably take it too much for grant-
ed, with too little maintenance.

Over time, I have come to understand that the
most important thing to me is my family. It is fre-
quently hard to maintain the right balance between
them and the other demands for my time—work,
community duties, charitable activities. I continually
find more reward, personal enlightenment and fulfill-

ment from them than from
any other aspect of life. They
teach me about myself.

After teaching for a couple
of years (English in Iran and
junior high in N.J.), I got into
finance. I have worked in
banking, investments, and
corporate finance. I am cur-

rently at Prudential Insurance, involved in what will
be the largest initial stock transaction in U.S. history.
It is fun and hectic and it allows the opportunity to
be creative.

It is interesting to see how life progresses. The best
way to put it is the old saying, “Life is what happens
while you’re making other plans.” That both explains
a lot and puts it all in perspective. Good luck.

Naomi Baline 
See Naomi Baline Kleinman

Caroline G. Ballard 
133 Lincoln Ave., Fair Lawn, NJ 07410, (973) 427-4414,
«caroline.g.ballard.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Medical, Lincoln Ave. Cat Hospital, 
133 Lincoln Ave., Fair Lawn, NJ 07410-1312, 
(973) 427-0990, Fax (973) 427-4770
Spouse/Partner: Jerry

David M. Bandfield 
80 Prior Court, Oradell, NJ 07649-2621, 
(201) 265-2762, «cbandi@aol.com»
Occupation: Television/Movies, CBS Inc., 524 West
57th St., New York, NY 10019-2924, (212) 975-2824,
Fax (201) 265-9416
Spouse/Partner: Marlene

Edward E. Bardusch 
Ted 
15926 26th Dr. SE, Mill Creek, WA 98012-7809,
«edward.e.bardusch.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Computers, MAJIQ Systems & Software,
8343 154th Avenue NE, Redmond, WA 98052-3865
Spouse/Partner: Roxane
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Kipp A. Barker 
174 242nd Way SE, Sammamish, WA 98074-3474,
(425) 427-6076, «barkerkipp@aol.com»
Occupation: Consulting, Dun & Bradstreet Corporation,
Suite 2200, 2001 6th Avenue, Seattle, WA 98121-2552,
(206) 956-1492, Fax (206) 956-1532
Spouse/Partner: Cheryl

Kirk D. Barker 
1298 SE Mendavia Avenue, Port Saint Lucie, 
FL 34952-5374, (561) 335-4387, «bbros222@yahoo.com»
Occupation: Beverages, Standard Coffee Service Co.,
640 Magazine Street, New Orleans, LA 70130-3406,
(800) 962-7006
Spouse/Partner: Margot

Douglas R. Barr 
491 Blue Bird Canyon Drive, Laguna Beach, 
CA 92651-3304, (949) 494-4953
Occupation: Publishing, Software Publishing,
Landings Drive, PO Box 7210, Mountain View, 
CA 94039-7210, (650) 335-2040

Russell J. Bartlett 
37 Cathedral Circle, Nashua, NH 03063-2716, 
(603) 880-6773
Occupation: Real Estate, Tonasian & Attalla Develop Inc.
Spouse/Partner: Marina

Paul R. Bastek 
14000 Burning Bush Lane, Silver Spring, MD 20906-2324,
(301) 460-7448, «paul.r.bastek.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Computers, Sycom Inc., (703) 378-6200
Spouse/Partner: Brigitta

Allan M. Bates 
1431 East Mendocino Street, Altadena, 
CA 91001-2628, (626) 798-7615, 
«allan.m.bates.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Investments, 551 Investment Manage-
ment, 357 North Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, 
CA 90210-4704

Carl W. Battle 
53 South Mountain Avenue, Maplewood, 
NJ 07040-2631, (973) 763-6395
Occupation: Pharmaceuticals, Pharmacia Corp., 
100 Rte. 206 North, Peapack, NJ 07977, (908) 306-8444
Spouse/Partner: Dyan

Jan Marie Baudendistel 
35 Buffam Road, Pelham, MA 01002-9720, (413) 256-4976
Dartmouth Activities: Foreign Study: Edinburgh,
Vienna, Blois
Major: Philosophy; also received Elementary Teacher
Certification
Graduate Study: Waldorf teacher certification,
Lehrerseminar, Stuttgart, Germany, 1986
Occupation: Teacher, Hartsbrook School, 193 Bay Road,
Hadley, MA 01035, (413) 586-1908
Spouse/Partner: James Pewtherer
Occupation: Teacher, educational consultant
Interests: Gardening, carpentry, history, Dove bars
Stepchildren: Galen, 29
Michael, 27
Alicia, 23
Holly, 23
Kylie, 17, Hawthorne Valley School

When I started at Dartmouth in 1972, I was focused
on pre-med studies. During sophomore year I took
some philosophy classes and decided I needed to be
able to answer some fundamental questions about the
meaning of life before I could be a doctor. I ended
up with a degree in Philosophy and an Elementary
Teacher Certification and am still working on the
answers to the fundamental questions. Medical
school will have to wait until my next incarnation.

I began teaching elementary school the fall after we
graduated and have been at it in various forms ever
since. I first taught in Lebanon, New Hampshire,
right down the road from Hanover. I was there for
five years (1976–1981). It was great to be living in
the country and also be part of a national demon-
stration project for the “Follow Through” program
(Head Start for grades 1–3, now defunct). This expe-
rience led to questions about the essential nature of
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education. Is there a true form of education that
simply addresses the growing human being regard-
less of cultural background or socio-economic sta-
tus? What would truly “international education”
look like? What does it mean to educate the whole
human being?

These questions and others led me to want to teach
outside of the USA. They also led to my discovery
of Waldorf Education and the work of Rudolf
Steiner. I took a job at the Frankfurt International
School in Oberursel, Germany, and was there for
four years (1981–1985). There were children from
47 countries at the school when I was there —
good testing ground for my theories re: “interna-
tional education.”

While in Europe I also became more familiar with
Waldorf Education and realized that it and Steiner’s
overall philosophy dealt directly and in a most
marvelous way with my driving questions. I did my
Waldorf teacher training in Stuttgart (1985–1986)
and then returned to the States.

Whether to return to public schools or to work in a
private Waldorf school was then a big question for
me. I decided to go into a Waldorf school because
I knew that I needed to work with a group of col-
leagues who shared a picture of the human being as
a being of body, soul, and spirit, and who saw their
responsibility as teachers to work with the whole
human being. I decided to work in a Waldorf school
set in an area vibrant with educational questions so

that I could be part of a dynamic dialogue between
Waldorf teachers and public school teachers.

In 1987, I began teaching at the Hartsbrook School
in Hadley, Massachusetts, a Waldorf school in the
Pioneer Valley. The school is surrounded by the “five
colleges”: Amherst, Smith, Hampshire, Mt. Holyoke,
and UMass. I believed then and I still do today
that teaching in a Waldorf school in an area where
people think about education all the time is not only
the most effective way for me to contribute my
efforts as a teacher but also the best way for me to
help public education: at Hartsbrook, we demonstrate
on a daily basis how one can consciously work with
the whole human being in a non-sectarian way.

I am about to begin my 14th year at Hartsbrook.
My commitment to Waldorf education as the truly
international education I was looking for 20 years
ago is strengthened with each passing year. I am
grateful to Dartmouth for providing such fertile
ground in which my interests in philosophy and
education could take hold and grow. My foreign study
in Europe also made my move to Germany and fur-
ther studies there much easier and more rewarding.

In 1995, James Pewtherer and I were married. James
is active in the Waldorf education movement as a

teacher and consultant both
here and in Europe. I instant-
ly became stepmother to five
delightful children who now
range in age from 17 to 29.
James and I live in Pelham,
Massachusetts (right next to
Amherst), and in the rare
moments when we’re not at

work or traveling, we try to make progress on house
renovations and at keeping the forest from taking
over the yard.

John G. Bauer 
7737 34th Avenue NW, Seattle, WA 98117-4725, 
(206) 297-0341, «jgbauer@@cablelang.com»
Occupation: Legal, Cable Langenbach et al., 3500 Key
Tower, 1000 Second Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104-1094,
(206) 292-8800, Fax (206) 292-0494
Spouse/Partner: Janet

James K. Bausell 
14A. Spa Creek Landing, Annapolis, MD 21403-2371
Occupation: Electronics, Pace Inc., 9893 Brewers Court,
Laurel, MD 20723-1990, (301) 490-9860
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Mary Kay Walkush Beach 
M.K. 
19 Wolfeboro Road, Etna, NH 03750-4104, 
(603) 643-5136, «MKBMBA@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Tennis, cheerleading (only one
year, but I had best admit to it), the literary magazine:
Dart, intramurals
Major: Philosophy & English
Graduate Study: MBA, Amos Tuck School of Business
Administration, 1979
Occupation: Consultant, Writer, and steward of my
102 acres in Etna, NH
Interests: Tennis, swimming (miles a week), riding
my two John Deere tractors, skiing (looking forward
to biathlon), reading, writing, poetry, rowing, travel,
seeking Truth, Beauty, Tao
Spouse/Partner: Dr. Jeffrey Georgia; Princeton ’78,
Dartmouth Medical School ’81; Physician: Interventional
Radiologist; Captain, U.S. Navy; 
Interests: Sailing, lacrosse, rugby (retired?), tennis, ski-
ing, poetry, travel, seeking Truth, Beauty, Tao
Maximillian, 17 
Hillary Joy, 14
Dog: Omer, ageless

“It is not wise to leap a chasm in two bounds.” That
is one of my favorite phrases and characterizes my
coming to Dartmouth in the first place. I grew up in
Wisconsin and had never set foot in New Hampshire
before coming to Dartmouth for freshman trip. I

recall the cab ride in to Hanover from the Lebanon
airport on a rainy September afternoon. My only
thought was one that pervaded my entire being: “I
am home, I am home.” The leap was a good one.

Little did I know that my “knowledge” of being
home was to be more lifelong than I initially sus-
pected. Despite being accepted to several PHD pro-
grams in English Literature after graduating in ’76,
I ended up taking a more practical route of procur-
ing a Tuck MBA, a husband, and a corporate job in
Chicago (complete with much travel in the corpo-
rate jet). After a few years in Chicago, we moved
back to the Hanover area. The marriage to Murray
Beach lasted 11 years, introduced me to the sport
of rowing (including several races in the Head of
the Charles), and produced two of the best kids on
the planet, Max and Hillary. I am happy to say that
Murray and I are friendly co-parents to this day.

People occasionally ask me, “If you could live any-
where on earth, where would you live?” I answer, “I
can, and I am living there.” I have a house built in
1790, with a three-story barn and 102 acres of fields
and forest, ponds and streams. It is Robert Frost
country. Very aware of a “sense of place,” I am
lucky enough to live in a location that feeds my soul
and inspires my poetry and writing. I can ski out my
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back door, watch panoramic sunsets across the
mountains of Vermont, muse upon the constellations
above at night, and live a life in touch with nature.

From this home base, I have been a small business
consultant, a teacher at a private school, a “big-
business” consultant with Ernst & Young (which
entailed commuting to N.Y., Cambridge, Chicago,
and other places), a volunteer in many nonprofit

organizations including
my church, a writer, a
mower of fields, a fol-
lower of Tao, and most
happily, a mom. I have
found that happiness lies
in the simplest things. I

am aware that having what you want can be differ-
ent from wanting what you have.

As I write this, I am engaged to my true soulmate,
Jeff Georgia. It is a joy, a blessing, and a relief to
have found someone who allows me to feel so at
home with who I am. There’s that “home” concept
weaving throughout my life again. Aren’t we all just
looking to find our way home?

Gary D. Beane 
107 Harbor Close, New Haven, CT 06519-2833, 
(203) 789-8915
Occupation: Financial Services, PHH Mortgage of
Connecticut, 7 Trap Fall Road, Shelton, CT 06484-4617,
(203) 929-2199
Spouse/Partner: Karen

Timothy A. Beasley 
Tim 
1421 Route 105, Chelsea, Quebec J9B 1P4 Canada,
(819) 827-1586, «tbeasley@sierrasys.com» or 
«timothy.a.beasley.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Choate Council, IDC, Dorm
Chairman (Brown Hall), Dorm Athletic Chairman,
Casque & Gauntlet, Outward Bound
Major: Physics and French
Graduate Study: Master of Science, Sloan School of
Management, MIT, 1978
Occupation: VP in Management Consulting firm,
Sierra Systems Group, 14 Colonnade Road, Nepean,
Ontario, (613) 727-5001
Spouse/Partner: Christine Beasley; Technical writer
Interests: Piano, choir
Jeffrey, 17, Ecole Secondaire Mont Bleu
Jan, 14, College St-Alexandre

Life was good at Dartmouth. Life is good now. But
it’s going by too quickly.

The ’76 is now 46. From this vantage point, looking
backward is like viewing a tape stuck on fast for-
ward. Early childhood seems a blur — fuzzy and
over quickly. Parents, siblings, other relatives, toys,
games, Catholic school, sports, riding the bus,
family vacations.

High School. Tests, exams, detention, honor roll,
the dreaded Vice-Principal. Puberty, teenage hor-
mones, pranks and vandalism. Football and bas-
ketball games, the “bar in the car” in the parking
lot, dances, fights with boys from other schools.
Summer jobs, driver’s license, first car, first date.
PSATs, SATs, NMSQTs, ATs, applying to colleges,
class rank, extracurriculars, recommendations.

Dartmouth. Freshman trip, matriculation and con-
vocation, football games. Professors, term papers,
problem sets, exams, reading, grades. Dorm life,
stairway parties, friends, roommates, suites and
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singles. Freezing weather, fraternities, roadtrips,
Winter Carnivals, off-campus terms. Running, ski-
ing and hiking in beautiful country. Sex, drugs, and
rock & roll. Becoming an adult while being too
busy to notice. Senior year —Casque & Gauntlet,
Outward Bound, IDC, GREs, GMATs, graduation,
sadness, fear of the real world.

Grad school. Overwhelming work, abstract lectures,
seminars, research, team projects. Life in the city,
good friends, roadtrips back to Hanover. Frozen
foods, grubby apartments, bar scenes, poverty.
Exams, case studies, summer job, completing and
presenting a thesis. Recruiting interviews, employer
visits, job offers.

“Real” life at last, and the pace quickens. Work, pro-
jects and bosses, secretaries, word processors, dead-
lines, schedules, budgets, business trips. Romance,
engagement, marriage. Work. Moving and real estate
purchase. Work. Commuting and car purchases.

Work. Emigration, visas, mov-
ing vans, paperwork. Work,
work. Salary, benefits, titles,
responsibilities, hiring and fir-
ing. Parenthood, baby stuff,
sleep deprivation, love and joy.
Work and more work. Parent-
teacher meetings, Board meet-

ings, negotiations. Gray hair, teenage parenthood,
25th reunion ... .

So far, so good. Life is wonderful — the ultimate
gift. But, here’s the problem: the longer it lasts, the
shorter it seems. Has anyone found a way to resolve
this paradox?

Jim Beattie
6 Dana Road, Hanover, NH 03755, (603) 643-2626,
«jbeattie@montrealexpos.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Baseball, Basketball, Green Key
Major: Visual Studies
Graduate Study: MBA, University of Washington, 1989
Occupation: Professional Baseball, Montreal Expos,
4549 Pierre de Coubertin, Montreal, QC H1V 3N7,
(514) 251-3516
Spouse/Partner: Martha Johnson Beattie ’76; 
Mom, crew coach, math teacher, perpetual volunteer
Sam, 16
Nell, 14
Sarah, 12

The thoughts of what, where and how my life has
been don’t come in complete sentences, so I figure
I won’t waste my one page with little connecting
words. Besides, this way I won’t fail the punctuation
test!!! So here goes.

A career in baseball ... not possible if not for Tony
Lupien ... 1975, enter the Yankees’ minor leagues
... 1978 Rookie Year .. . Marry Martha, (best pitch
I ever made), up and down between ML and minors
... Win one game playoff with Red Sox ... Pitch and
win first game of AL Playoffs against KC ... pitch
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and win fifth game of WS (get a ring!) . . . Traded
to Seattle in 1979 . . . Martha and rowing! . . . 1985,
Sam is born and I shut out Red Sox the next day!
... 1987, Nell arrives just after I retire from baseball
as a player, two surgeries makes pitching a painful
experience ... 1989, MBA from UW ... Sarah is born
and I learn how to block out colicky babies while I
study with headphones .. . climb Mt. Rainier led by
“Reindeer” ... Fly-fishing in Washington, Idaho,
Wyoming, and Montana with “Cope” ... Flying over
Puget Sound with “Sutts” ... Skiing the Couloir with
Cope and “Porka” ... Climb Mt. Baker ... I think I
like retirement!!! But I can’t find any playmates so
I better get a job!!

Back to baseball ... 1989, hired as Minor League
Director with Seattle Mariners .. . putting my MBA
to work! . . . This side of baseball is a totally new
landscape for me ... Learning more about the game
and the business . . . long days . . . traveling to the
Dominican Republic, Mexico, and Venezuela . . .
(what was I thinking when I took German!) .. . Yo
no hablo Español, pero necessita!!! . . . 1995 with
Mariners in the Playoffs, beat the Yankees and lose
to Indians in AL Playoffs.

Baseball in Montreal now ... November 1995, hired
as VP, GM of Montreal Expos .. . Back to the East
Coast . . . New country, new league (NL) and new
responsibilities .. . Now I need French!!! Je ne parle
pas français, je suis americain!!! Professor Rassias, where
are you when I need you!!?? ... I grew up in Maine,
shouldn’t I also be a hockey fan!!?? Go, Canadiens!
. . . Fini les referendum?? What is a “separatist?” . . .
Meet Prime Minister Jean Chretien at dinner my
first night in Montreal, big baseball fan! .. . on to
Cuba with MLB to watch the Cuban team play the
Orioles, 1999 ... Shake hands and talk with Fidel

Castro, a bigger baseball
fan! . . . New stadium?
Olympic Stadium is falling
apart! Will the Expos stay
in Montreal? .. . Will I? .. .
New ownership, always
new players . . . You are
welcome, Red Sox fans!!!
Yes, I am the smart guy

who traded Pedro Martinez to you!!! . . . But you
won’t get Vladimir, at least not for a while!!!

That sets the backdrop for our move back to the
Hanover Plain in the fall of 2000. We needed some
stability as our children enter high school. We have

made terrific friends and lived in wonderful parts of
North America. And so now we return to renew
old friendships at reunion. Trying to describe what
has happened in the last 25 years is difficult, as I’m
sure you all know by now, but I didn’t want to say
too much because then what would we talk about
when we see each other? And don’t worry about
recognizing me, because just like you .. . I haven’t
changed a bit!!! 

Martha Johnson Beattie 
6 Dana Road, Hanover, NH 03755, (603) 643-2626,
«beatmj@hotmail.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Crew, Ski Patrol, IDC
Major: Mathematics
Occupation: Math teacher/crew coach, Phillips Academy
Andover, 1976-80; Lakeside School, 1981-90; Selwyn
House School, 1997-2000; “Martha’s Moms,” 1985-95
Spouse/Partner: James Beattie ’76
Professional Baseball
Sam, 16
Nell, 14
Sarah, 12

The days since Dartmouth have not been all that I
had expected, and in some ways have been much
more. I am the mother of three children, Sam, 16,
Nell, 14, and Sarah, 12. Being their mother is the
most defining “career” of my life. I am sure that is
not what I pictured for myself upon graduating
from the first class of women at Dartmouth, but I
would not trade it for anything. I married our class-
mate Jim in 1978 and that also comes with a “no-
trade clause.” Of course, when you marry a guy on
a bubblegum card, you take the territory that comes
with it. Most of that territory has been pretty amaz-
ing. I stood next to Jim on a flatbed truck rolling
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down Broadway in a ticker tape parade in 1978.
Last year I heard him tell avid baseball fans that our
children think that Yale stands for “yet another lame
education,” à la the marching band, only to find out
that that fan was the president of the institution to
the south! Life has never been dull, but perhaps not
as settled as I might have wished. We have lived in
Boston, New York, and New Hampshire on a sea-
sonal basis, Seattle for over 16 years, and Montréal
for five years, and we have just returned to live in
Hanover this year.

My professional career centered first on teaching math
and coaching crew at Phillips Academy Andover,
and then at Lakeside School in Seattle. I coached the
Junior National Team in ’83 and in ’84, taking them
to Sweden and France for the World Championships.
I coached an NEIRA championship eight, as well as
three National High School Championship teams.
One of my efforts of which I am most proud is that
I started one of the first women’s masters rowing
teams. “Martha’s Moms” was born in Seattle in 1984.
They have competed in countless national champi-
onships, Heads of the Charles, and the World
Championships, winning many gold medals. We have
been on Peter Jennings’ Nightly News, written up in

many national magazines
and newspapers, and this
year were recognized by
the USRA with the Ernes-
tine Bayer Award for excel-
lence in women’s rowing.
I feel so lucky to have been
able to share something I
love with such remarkable
athletes, who were born

before the wave of women’s athletics that our gen-
eration had the privilege of enjoying. I still tutor math
on a regular basis and enjoy sharing that interest as well.

Much of my time since Dartmouth has been spent
on seemingly endless volunteer activities. I have
served on numerous charitable boards and school
committees. I helped build a community boathouse
in Seattle as a member of the Pocock Foundation.
I once was the “Queen of Partial Credit” at Andover,
and most recently was the “Queen of Auctions” in
Montréal! It is hard work being queen, but I do feel
royally blessed to be able to contribute to so many
meaningful causes.

Without a doubt, Dartmouth gave me the confi-
dence to know that I could compete at the world

level. It gave me the courage to be myself and to
stand on my own abilities in whatever I choose to
do. I guess I am supposed to have some mature
vision of how Dartmouth enabled me to grow, but
what I see is that it helped me to feel that I will
never be “grown up.” Whenever I am with Hope
or Carol or Sara we act just as dopey as we ever
did. I try not to take myself too seriously but always
put forth my best effort. I truly don’t feel much dif-
ferent now than when I left Dartmouth. Perhaps
this is the greatest gift of all from our college. I
still know that I will never stop learning, that I will
always have three books on my bedside table, that
I will hear only the smallest portion of the great
music of this world and see only a fraction of the
world’s art, and that I will always look forward to
getting on the water or on the slopes. But I also know
that what I have in my life, day in and day out, is
incredibly precious, and time marches on. My Dart-
mouth friends are still my closest friends. I love
being the godmother of two of the next generation
of possible Big Greeners, and the mother of three.
I am always very proud to say that I was in the first
class of women at Dartmouth, when asked where
I went to school, and I always will be! 
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John W. Beck 
464 S. River Rd., Tolland, CT 06084-4042, 
(860) 875-9056
Occupation: Legal, Siegel O'Connor Schiff et al., 
150 Trumbull Street, Hartford, CT 06103-2403, 
(860) 727-8900
Spouse/Partner: Cynthia

James R. Becker 
191 Hanover Street, White River Junction, 
VT 05001-1503, (802) 295-4912, 
«jas.becker.cabinetmaker@valley.net»
Occupation: Furniture, James Becker Cabinetmaker
Inc., PO Box 802, Wilder, VT 05088-0802, (802) 295-7004
Spouse/Partner: Margaret

Christopher A. Beebe 
2507 Fairhaven Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22303-2303,
(703) 979-5847

Lydia S. Begay 
916 SW 12th, Oklahoma City, OK 73160-2608

Bruce S. Bell 
16 First Street, Piermont, NY 10968-1008,
«kalichara@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Football, Rugby, The Tabard
Major: Religion
Graduate Study: Choreography, UCLA
Occupation: Counselor/Healer/Businessperson, 
Life In Motion, 2726 Broadway, New York, NY 10025,
(212) 666-0877
Spouse/Partner: Elizabeth Andes Bell
Daeira, 9, Green Meadow Waldorf School
Schuyler, 4, Piermont Community Playgroup

One of the most influential moments in my college
life occurred late night in the Tabard living room.
Blaring down from the TX (Total Experience) Room
was the tune Free Bird. I was by myself, rocking out,
dancing with the shadows from the street lights.
Suddenly I caught a wave of inspiration and began
turning on one leg. I went around and around navi-
gating my hands and free leg with meticulous accu-
racy. I saw my skeleton shifting in a vortex of
spiraling energies. I turned 13 times, simply stopped
and exclaimed, “My God, I love movement!”

It was impossible for me to relate the value of such
experiences into papers at the Department of Reli-
gion, yet it grabbed me and demanded the fullest

of attention. The mystic does not do well in acad-
emia. I turned to dance.

I have moved in many ways, and attained a level of
mastery that has infused me with joy. Although
never recognized on the large stages of the world,
I have been fortunate to play with Muses, soar with
the eagles, burn in the flames of Kali. Like dancing
with the shadows, most of the events were not
witnessed in public but were wisdom gained in the
solace of empty studios. My Creative Spirit was
freed, my longing to commune directly with my
essential nature accepted, the birth of the Individ-
ual celebrated.

My path led me to the study of subtle energies and
the evolution of consciousness. My teachers have
been nontraditional: wizards, shamans, healers, yogis.
With my wife, dance partner, and fellow explorer,
we create transformational journeys around the
theme of embodiment. On the surface this seems
so different from my education at Dartmouth (my
daughter calls it Dark Myth), yet seemingly unrelat-
ed events direct our lives. Football, religion, dance,
choreography, spiritual journeys: all intricately relat-
ed, nothing dismissed.

And here too, the Class of ’76, intricately related,
nothing dismissed. Beginning 29 years ago, affecting

and influencing each other,
silently or directly, in all that
we have done, in all whom
we have met. May we carry
this with us as we expand
globally into the most influ-
ential years of our lives. May
we fill our communities with
wisdom, forgiveness, nonvio-
lence. May we look deep into
ourselves and see endless
potentials of creativity, align

our intentions to protect our planet, and leave for
our children’s children a legacy that reflects courage,
love, and compassion. May we look back upon our
lives and know that as a community of souls, we
have done well.

Your classmate, Bruce Bell
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Stephen W. Bell 
156 Westfield Road, Amherst, NY 14226-3439, 
(716) 837-1669, «stevewbell@hotmail.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Psi U, Dragon, Squash captain
Major: History
Graduate Study: MA, State University of New York
at Albany, Modern European History, 1987
Occupation: Managing Editor, The Buffalo News, 
1 News Plaza, Buffalo, NY 14240, (716) 849-4411
Spouse/Partner: Ginny
Fitness instructor; PTA president
Caitlin, 16
Caroline, 14
Griffin, 11

Dartmouth, fully lived and experienced, should play
a crucial and guiding role in our lives, nearly every
day, to this day, and from now on. That is the case
with me, for Dartmouth gave me my best friends,
and my career. What more could one ask from life,
or from a college?

In the winter of 1975, I took what I thought would
be a gut course to help me through squash season
and the time lost to team travel. It was John
Wilmerding’s “History of Photography.” There were
only five or six people in the course and it only met
once a week. I thought I’d put a bull’s-eye on that
course and patted myself on the back for my dev-
ilish cleverness.

The course, and Wilmerding—now the chairman of
the Art and Architecture Department at Princeton
—grabbed me like few others. It was like coming over

the summit of Moosilauke
or Smarts or Ralston in the
Sierras and realizing that the
whole world seemed spread
before you. Wilmerding com-
mented that I should publish
my final paper. For the first

time, a person I held in high esteem, if not awe, an
objective person with no personal ties, told me I
could make a living writing.

So I started on The Advocate in Stamford, Conn., as
an $85-a-week copy boy, moved up to writing obits,
became a reporter and then night editor. Five years
later, I was with the Associated Press in Albany dur-
ing the years of Mario Cuomo’s ascendancy. Next,
the AP office in Buffalo opened and I figured that
a year or two there before embarking around the
world with the AP would suffice, so I moved. A
funny thing happened, though. After two more

children to add to the one we’d had in Albany,
Buffalo started taking on a new guise. That much-
maligned city had retained the treasured assets of
’50s and ’60s small-town life — friendliness, a
sense of community, warm and supportive people
—with all the assets of a large city, like major-league
sports, superior restaurants, stirring culture, and a
major newspaper.

I’ve worked for 13 years now at The Buffalo News,
first as city editor, then assistant managing editor
for business, and now managing editor. I’ve watched
the paper grow and improve and I’m thrilled to say
I help lead a paper now that is destined for great
things. Newspapers fit my anti-authoritarian bent;
they let me write and create anew every day; they
lead and change and support their communities;
they educate and help people; they let me look
through the viewfinder at each day’s first take on
history. I could not have found a more fulfilling pro-
fession that 25 years later I remain in the thrall of.

But of course there is far more to life than a pro-
fession, even if it is an avocation. My wife, Ginny,
who shared some memorable days in Hanover,
helps older people to an immeasurable extent in
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her fitness training with seniors. She also held down
the fort and marshaled the kids in their early years
when I worked such long and unpredictable hours.
And she contributed to school, church, community,
and her wide circle of friends a determination and
love that make her a modest standout.

Our children have only known Buffalo as home and
I’m proud of that stability. Caitlin, 16, loves animals
and will no doubt break my heart by choosing
Cornell over the College to pursue that affection as
a vet. She’s a black belt in tae kwan-do, which has
brought her confidence, power, and an ease of
being that is both beguiling and electric. Her smile
lights up a room and I apologize to her for passing
on the no-math gene.

Caroline is 14 and enters high school in the fall. She
has the intellectual acuity and flexibility of a litiga-
tor and I pity any cross-examined witnesses should
she take that path. She writes with perception and
sensitivity and goes gaga over children. She’s also a
pop culture maven and gives the “teen” portion of
teenager new levels of meaning. Is “attitude” a virus?
She has always seemed older than her chronologi-
cal age and is a quiet leader and over-achiever,
which will serve her well in her beautiful future.

Griffin, 11, has drawn sensitivity lessons from his
sisters’ femininity to help him balance his Irish, red-
headed, don’t-mess-with-me temper and zest. He’s
destined to build something large and significant,
if his love of how things work continues to devel-
op. He has a kindness that is at times heartbreak-
ingly sweet, and a backlash that is lightning fast. He
asks probing questions. He holds his own against
his energetic sisters. He is my son.

All these things — along with thousands of long
runs, an endless supply of books, and as many
Bruce Springsteen concerts as I could find—are my
life. I count among my treasures I’ve found along
the way: Florida’s Gulf Coast and South Carolina’s
Atlantic coast; the music of Duke Ellington, Billie
Holiday, and Grover Washington Jr.; shooting stars
and running marathons; the first ski run on fresh
snow; the hugs of my children; reading the newspaper
on the front porch on summer mornings; the fine
wines of Napa and Sonoma; history and herstory;
helping feed the hungry; the classics of American
literature; the solitude of early mornings; softball
doubles down the right-field line; my father’s pho-
tographs and my mother’s sermons; witnessing the
births of three children; a cold beer after a hot run.

But in addition to these gifts, Dartmouth gave me
my best friends. As one who missed graduation
because I still had a summer term to complete, I
remember with stark clarity the night of June 2,
1976, crying my eyes out because I was sure I would
never see Simz, Mo, Feez, Rhino, Stoney, Wiff,
and a few others again. I was sure of it. Kaput.
Done. Move on. College is over. Real world begins.

But, thank all the good things in life, that has not
been the case. Four were my ushers. All seven of us
have gotten together for a summer weekend each of
the last 12 years. We’ve gone to the Sierras, Maine,
the Intercoastal Waterway, Lake Erie, Vermont.
But it doesn’t really matter where we go, it’s that
we’ve gone together. We’ve witnessed each other’s
marriages and divorces, the births of our children,
the acceleration of our careers, the deaths of par-
ents, the graying of our hair. We’ve lived with each
other’s love in our lives.

So while I thank a Dartmouth professor’s kind
words for the start of my career, I will always give
the College the most thanks for the love of my
friends and for the easy bonds so instantly renewed
with my classmates. Truly the measure of a man, it
is said, is his friends. I know I have friends who
would lay down their lives for me, and me for them.

Is there a greater gift in this world?

Jacqueline A. Bello 
Jackie 
115 Central Park W., New York, NY 100233, (212) 799-6969
Occupation: Education–College University,
Montefiore Medical Center, 111 East 210 Street,
Bronx, NY 10467-2401, (718) 920-4030, Fax (212) 920-4030
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Carol Vaughan Bemis 
2309 East Lake of the Isles Parkway, Minneapolis, 
MN 55405-2478, (612) 377-9585, «carolb@visi.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Tennis, Fire & Skoal
Major: English/American Lit. and Art
Graduate Study: MA, Modern European Art,
Courtauld Institute, University of London, 1985
Occupation: Fine Art Appraiser
Spouse/Partner: Judson Bemis Jr. 
Occupation: Web marketing; Interests: Hiking, skiing
Moss, 16
Mary, 10
Charley, 8
William, 4

I have worked in the fine arts field since I left
Dartmouth. I got my start really after graduation
when I spent a year in London with Sotheby’s Works
of Art Course. I loved the world of auctions and
appraisals, so I headed to New York to work for
Sotheby’s in their Bid Department. This was during
the first wave of record-breaking prices in all areas
of the art market, so it was a thrilling time.

I did, however, feel that I was not using my Dart-
mouth degree to its maximum, so after several
years at Sotheby’s and a stint at the Guggenheim
Museum in their Public Affairs Office, I went back
to London to attend the Courtauld Institute at the
University of London for a Master’s degree in mod-
ern European art. I returned to the Guggenheim
after receiving my Master’s to work as a curatorial
assistant on exhibitions.

My time in New York was great but my heart was
still back in Minnesota, where many old friends
and family lived. So after 16 years away, I packed
my bags and moved home to Minneapolis, land of
Mary Tyler Moore, where as Rhoda said, “I figured
it was so cold, it would keep me well preserved.”

I married Kim Bemis, a native Vikings fan, and we,
with our children, have lived here ever since. I try
to track our four great kids, ages 16 to 4 (Moss,
Mary, Charley, and William—my royal family),
through their routines at three different schools so
I stay out of trouble and remain almost “on top”
of who has what days off from school and which
reports are due when.

I remain active in the arts as a Board member of
the Walker Art Center and the Frederick R. Weisman
Museum of Art at the University of Minnesota.
Both are building new facilities by leading architects
which makes my active role in the fundraising intrigu-
ing and rewarding. I worked briefly for Christie’s in
Minneapolis, setting up a regional office, but I

retired when my fourth
child, William, arrived. I
know when my plate is full!

I always thank my lucky stars
for attending Dartmouth
and for the friends I made
there. My four years instilled
in me a sense of not only
wanting to reach a level of
success in my chosen field,

but to genuinely enjoy the pursuit. It may sound
old-fashioned but I hope my kids can also be for-
tunate to attend an institution that will educate them
but also instill a love of the discovery in their cho-
sen fields of study.

David A. Benedict 
19180 SW 51st Avenue, Tualatin, OR 97062-8737,
(503) 691-6864, «4benedicts@msn.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Fencing, Foreign Study
Program, Junior Semester at Tulane University
Major: Government
Graduate Study: Masters, Taxation, Portland State
University, 1986
Occupation: Vice President, Tax, Kindercare Learning
Centers Inc., 650 NE Holladay St., Suite 1400,
Portland, OR 97232, (503) 872-1539
Spouse/Partner: Kristi; Housewife and mother
Chelsea, 17, high school senior
Ross, 12, middle school

I am amazed at the speed at which 25 years have
passed. This writing exercise has forced me to
stop and take stock in the passage of that time.

I have spent much of those years establishing my
career and starting my family. I am very proud of
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my children, Chelsea and Ross. The credit for their
upbringing belongs to my wife Kristi.

I began my career in commercial banking but decid-
ed after four years that I would be happier in pub-
lic accounting. While working for First Interstate
Bank, I began taking courses in business, focusing
in particular on accounting courses. That coursework

led to a position with KPMG
Peat Marwick, which started
me in public accounting.

Fourteen years later I left
public accounting to work
for Red Lion Hotels Inc.
Unfortunately, Red Lion was
owned by KKR. After three
months on the job, I was
told that KKR was selling
the company and I would
be unemployed. A brief

return to public accounting set the stage for my
current position.

I am currently the Vice President, Tax of KinderCare
Leaming Centers Inc. Like Red Lion, we are a KKR
investment. Unlike Red Lion, I was hired shortly
after the KKR investment was made. With any luck,

the company will not be sold in the near future. I
love my job and I interface with wonderful people.

I have no doubt that the Dartmouth years left an
imprint on me. Defining that impact is much more
difficult. Being surrounded by motivated classmates
probably helped me establish high expectations for
myself. As many of us recall, the employment mar-
ket was much different when we graduated. The
economy was nowhere near as robust as it is now.
In that environment, I was sure that the Dartmouth
“pedigree” provided opportunity that might not oth-
erwise have been available.

I have many memories of those years at Dartmouth.
The memories range from trips with the Dartmouth
Fencing Team and Coach Dale Rodgers to foreign
language study in Mainz, Germany. (All of our
class on the 1974 trip will certainly remember Pro-
fessor Guiesso, the trip to Berlin, .. . ) Many of the
memories are of interaction with other classmates
in the dorms or at Thayer Hall. Other memories are
more solitary, such as walking back to the dorm
after studying at Baker on bitter cold winter nights.

The one shortcoming I felt that Dartmouth had in
our day, a strained social environment, has been
addressed with the full integration of coeducation.
My respect goes to the brave women who matric-
ulated in our freshman year; it was certainly not an
easy transition and the effort brought out the best
and worst of behavior.

My hope for the 25th reunion is that I will have an
opportunity to reestablish contact with many in the
class. There are many classmates whose names never
show up in the newsletter or the in the alumni mag-
azine. My name is one of them. What is happen-
ing with the rest of us?
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Nancy Bennett 
See Nancy Bennett Phillips 

Thaddeus A. Bennett 
Thad 
4105 College Crest Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90065-4336,
(323) 254-3909, «canon2ord@ladiocese.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Rowing
Major: Religion
Graduate Study: Master of Divinity, The General
Theological Seminary, NYC, 1980
Occupation: Episcopal Priest; Canon to the Ordinary
—that is, to the Diocesan (Head person) Bishop,
Episcopal Diocese of Los Angeles, PO Box 512164, 
Los Angeles, CA 90051, (213) 482-2040, ext. 222
Interests: Friends of Dartmouth Rowing; Gay Men’s
Chorus of Los Angeles (Board member, not singing);
AIDS ministry; trainer and author of materials which
challenge the church to look at new ways of “doing
ministry as well as business”
Partner: Thomas J. Brown, also an Episcopal priest,
who, alas, is in Vermont

The most amazing thing about looking back on 25
years is the importance of honesty and growth. I
left Dartmouth to go to seminary. Not so much to
become an Episcopal priest, which I did, but because
of a deep sense of a hole in my life and spirit. That
hole was about paying attention to my interior life:
a life connected to God and, honestly, to myself.

What I discovered was that I was a gay man, com-
ing out when I was 27. Moreover, I discovered that
spirituality and sexuality are deeply connected and
both need to be respected as part of life and they
need to be nurtured.

My ordination as an Episcopal priest in 1980 led to
inviting myself and others to see our place in the
world differently. This was especially true in recog-
nizing that a fundamental part of who we are is a
part of a community: a local, a regional, a national,
and even a global community. And that in being
part of these communities we had responsibilities

to give them our best, to
be responsible to and for
them, and to give back
some of what we had
received. So, I started orga-
nizing. During 11 years in
Hartford, Connecticut, I
helped involve the church
and the city’s people in

social justice work. I am proudest of the fact that I
started three non-profit organizations which contin-
ue to this day: the AIDS Ministries Program of Con-
necticut; the Connecticut AIDS Residence Coalition,
and the National Episcopal AIDS Coalition.

I moved to California in order to follow my part-
ner of 11 years, who wanted to do graduate work.
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Unfortunately, our relationship did not survive and
we separated after 18 years together. However, I
continued to work at nurturing and respecting
myself, God, and my communities. I worked for the
Episcopal Church in Los Angeles and regionally
from Alaska to San Diego, Utah to Taiwan. Some
of what I discovered is the beauty of diversity: we
are incomplete when we do not invite in people who
are different from us.

Now, I work for the Bishop of Los Angeles and
have a position where I can try to bring change to
the institutional church from the inside. There is
much work to do to make the church faithful to the
God who calls it into existence. Like most institu-
tions, the church is in need of reform and renewal.
I suspect that we could say the same for us all. My
hope would be that we would look back in anoth-
er 25 years—or how ever many we have—and see
that we have given our best: to ourselves, our com-
munity and to the God who created us.

Richard R. Bennum 
393 Lower Moulton Lane, Stowe, VT 05672-4229,
(802) 253-2287
Spouse/Partner: Nancy

Patricia Jelley Benz 
Pita 
1935 N. Salem Dr., Anchorage, AK 99508-5180, 
(907) 563-3116, «pita@gci.net»
Occupation: Banking, National Bank of Alaska, 
301 West Northern Lights Blvd., Anchorage, 
AK 99503-2662, (907) 265-2916, Fax (907) 265-2141
Spouse/Partner: Lawrence

Alexander M. Bergamini 
Alec 
13145 Tawny Way, Poway, CA 92064-1112, 
(858) 618-1924,
«alexander.m.bergamini.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Information Processing, Software
Products Intl., 13145 Tawny Way, Poway, 
CA 92064-1112, (858) 618-1924, Fax (858) 618-1924
Spouse/Partner: Lynette
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Jamie W. Bergford 
Home Cottage, Bangors Road South, Iver, Bucks., 
SL0 0BB, United Kingdom, Phone +44-1753-650-838,
«jamie2857@aol.com»
Occupation: Home Manager
Spouse/Partner: Geoffrey

Last night at a cocktail party I was asked what I did
for a living. I replied that I was the managing direc-
tor of a small, thriving, private business, with three
other employees — four if you count the dog. The
party was in London, hosted by one of my hus-
band’s college mates. It was wonderful to see Geoff
catching up with people he hadn’t seen for many
years, in one case, 25. It made me think about the
’76 reunion and wish that I could make it. However,
there are some other happenings in my life which
may make it difficult. The most important is a high
school graduation. This may be closely followed by
being knee-deep in packing boxes.

Twenty-five years outside of Dartmouth, I am sitting
here, struggling with a college essay, remembering
why I didn’t major in English. My daughter, Lesley,
just wrote hers, and now I think I know what she
was going through. It barely seems possible that I
have a child who has reached this stage. I say this,
not because she isn’t ready to head off to college,
but because I’m not ready for her to go. I’ve blinked
and the years have gone by. We have a huge amount
of fun together—our interests run in a similar vein.
While theatre and acting were always my love, film

and producing are hers. Lesley is my organiser (and
everyone else’s). She is devoted to her friends and
spends hours sending text messages their way. I
admire how she approaches life with passion, con-
viction, confidence, and exuberant energy.

Then there is my son, Cameron. While Lesley has
been trying to sum up her existence in a few para-
graphs, he has been playing electric guitar and swip-
ing my husband’s CDs. Led Zeppelin and Jimi Hen-
drix are very loud and cool in our house right now.
It does makes us smile to see our music rediscov-
ered. Cameron is admirably surviving his first year
of high school. He is amazingly more clever, witty,
handsome and lazy than my husband (knew my
genes counted for something, except the lazy gene
which is not mine, of course). He is the most easy
going and soon-to-be the tallest one in the family.
Geoff and I often wish we had his diplomatic skills.

Backtracking in time, one year out of Dartmouth,
I married Geoff Parkins (PHD, Physics, Dartmouth
1979). It’s been very good. We spent the first seven
years in New York City where I began life after
college as an assistant talent agent at ICM. Then I
went to MCA Universal to do foreign syndication;
casting for Captain Kangaroo; a brief stint as a PA
on a film; and finally number two at Lynn Kressel
Casting. Seeking new talent, remembering voices,
names, faces, abilities, and putting that all together
in a package, was the ideal job for me. I really
enjoyed it. But, as can happen when things get com-
fortable, the apple cart tipped. Another life began,
that of children.

Amongst the sturm and drang of a torrential rain-
storm and a memorable cab ride with Skull’s Angels,
Lesley was born in 1983 in New York City. Cameron
was born much more sedately (not sedated, how-
ever) in Norwalk, Connecticut, in 1986. Less than
a year later, Geoff and I chose to move to the Pacific
Northwest to raise our family.

As the children grew, I did the usual route of PTA
President. (Are there more PTA Presidents or High
School Football Captains in the class of 1976?)
By the time Lesley was in seventh grade, I was
heavily involved in developing the theatre program
at her school. To keep myself sane, over the years
I’ve become an artistic dabbler. Probably my favourite
endeavour was glassblowing. My early attempts
reminded me of the projects the kids would bring
home from kindergarten, but when I got one right,
the sense of achievement was amazing.
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The apple cart went a second time. After ten years
in Bellevue, Washington, Geoff was offered the
opportunity to work in Rome. That was four years
ago. Two years ago we moved just outside London.
Although I was well enough traveled —lived over-
seas when I was a child, studied in Europe as both
a teen and while at Dartmouth —there is nothing
like being a full-fledged expat with children to toss
you into the deep end. I occasionally feel like I have
been through a gladiatorial game and survived with
a thumbs up. I now have no fear of an Italian traf-
fic jam, a souk or a British rugby crowd—although
British bureaucracy does worry me a bit. I love the
perspective on the world that this opportunity has
given to our family, a remarkable gift. To quote

Lesley: “My closest friends
come from six of the seven
continents and because of
them my life is more diverse
than I could have ever imag-
ined.” Over time, the trick is
in how we use it. That expand-
ed perspective was, in fact,
our main goal when we left
the USA behind. We had
become complacent. We have

been enormously fortunate in our experiences. The
people we have met, the places we have seen —
apologies to Theodore Geisel.

I’m not sure how good I am at nostalgia, I only got
one of the trivia challenge. But, here are some of
the things I remember: French class with Rassias
(who became my advisor), law with Starzinger,
Shakespeare with Saccio, rocks for jocks, rubbing
Warner Bentley’s nose, hanging with techies and con-
certs in the Hop, road trips, singing on the Green
in the wee hours of the morning, Beta in Butterfield,
PB&J sandwiches, Thayer Hall ratings, the brilliance
of the sky on a winter night, men and boyfriend in
rugby shorts, driving my car up the steps of Dart-
mouth Hall, freshman trip, March 29 at Alpha Chi
Alpha, chatting up the campus police, carving ice
sculptures, jogging around Occom Pond in hiking
boots. Several things have transcended college: my
husband and Dartmouth friends, including those I
met after graduation; my major, which helped me
learn Italian at age 44; and knowing how to meet
a challenge. Dartmouth taught me how to think,
seek, stretch, and stay on a path of continual
growth. I could not wish more than that for my
children.

If I can’t make reunion, I send my regards. If I
can, we will reminisce about all the things I could-
n’t write in case my parents read this. Ciao.

Christopher L. Bergquist 
Chris 
168 Gleneagles Close, Cochrane, Alberta T0L 0W2,
Canada, (403) 932-4898,
«christopher.l.bergquist.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Transportation, TPI Whispering Willows
Travel, (403) 932-4898, Fax (403) 932-1989
Spouse/Partner: Catherine

Richard J. Berryman 
Rick 
9 Spring St., West Lebanon, NH 03784-1232, 
(603) 298-5469
Occupation: Wholesaler, CDF Northeast
Spouse/Partner: Wendy

Thomas H. Bertels 
240 West 73rd Street #1611, New York, NY 10023-2774,
(212) 877-2702
Occupation: Creative Arts, 240 West 73rd Street #1611,
New York, NY 10023-2774, (212) 877-2702

Robert P. Bertrand 
Bob 
90 Liberty Street, Bloomfield, NJ 07003-5010, 
(973) 429-1437
Occupation: Wholesaler, Rose Brand Textile Fabrics,
517 West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001-1328,
(212) 594-7424
Spouse/Partner: Esther

Edward Watts Morton Bever 
21A Van Wicklin Court, Northport, NY 11768-2110,
(631) 261-2454
Occupation: Education–College University, Loyola
College

Christian Bjelland 
Chris 
Rugdeveien 8, N 0386 Oslo, Norway 
Occupation: Investments, CHR Bjelland & Co. AS,
Akersgaten 20, PO Box 35 Sentrum, N0101 Oslo,
Norway 
Spouse/Partner: Teresita
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Richard S. Blades 
62 Washington Street #2, Natick, MA 01760-3521,
(508) 653-3626, «rbladesl43@aol.com»
Major: English
Occupation: Vice President, Customer Service
Development, Fidelity Investments, 82 Devonshire
Street R24B, Boston, MA 02109, (617) 563-5738

Reminiscent of those earlier days spent at Dartmouth,
completion of this assignment has been deferred
until the last possible moment (shortly before this
book goes off to the printer). The struggle has been
to record my thoughts, even though I know I have
nothing of real value to chronicle. I have yet to gain
a level of maturity that would allow me to feign any-
thing approximating wisdom and I am still far too
young to begin to bore both myself and others with
obscure recollections. Though not intentional (but
certainly with no regrets), I did not formulate any
well-constructed life plan while I was at Dartmouth.

This lack of preparation may explain why I have
yet to actually settle into a “career.” Instead, I have
a vast collection of wonderful experiences—as a
social worker, a carpenter, a photographer, a garden-
er/landscaper, and now a corporate strategic planner.

Given the opportunity, my
life could slip unobtrusively
into a Tom Robbins novel
(mind you, not as a leading
character, but rather as a
supporting sideshow), and it
would feel right at home. No
monumental accomplishments
or earth-shattering events (at
least none that have occurred

beyond the boundaries of my own personal psyche),
but overall, my life has served me well.

Unquestionably, my Dartmouth experience helped
to mold this eclectic approach to life. But what can
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I communicate here that is worth the price of
admission? Having agonized over this question for
months, I finally must settle on the following.
Though not epic in scope, there are three things
of significance which came to fruition in the New
Hampshire woods.

A I suppose it is an impossibility for anyone to
spend any length of time in Hanover and not
develop a love of the outdoors and the freedom
and exhilaration which it embodies. Having
lived in a variety of scenic stage sets, I still find
that nothing compares with the pastoral milieu
created by the rolling hills of New Hampshire
and Vermont. No matter where I have roamed,
home has always remained the great north woods.

A The lack of concern over career selection afford-
ed me the opportunity to exercise an unfocused
approach to course selection. The unanticipated
reward was a true renaissance education. This
openness to the diversity of learning experiences
has continued to be a substantial guiding force
throughout my life.

A Finally, the best I have reserved for the close. The
most meaningful aspect of my Dartmouth expe-
rience was the friendships which were created.
Transitioning from boyhood to manhood,

expanding my creativity, crystallizing my philos-
ophy of life—it was my friendships at Dart-
mouth which supported me through this dynamic
period of growth and helped me to discover the
person I wanted to be (and, I hope, the man I
grew into). It is these relationships that I value
today as one of the most precious gifts I have
ever received. And certainly the fondest memory
of my days at Dartmouth!

Peter M. Blais 
73 Christopher Avenue, North Yarmouth, 
ME 04097-6730, (207) 657-4337

Kimberly Staggers Blanchard 
Kim 
657 Ely Avenue, Pelham Manor, NY 10803-2401, 
(914) 738-6336, «kblanchard@torys.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Glee Club; Rowing; Tucker
Foundation Fellowship; Kiss Me Kate
Major: Biology modified with Chemistry
Graduate Study: MS, Biochemistry, University of
Wisconsin, 1978; JD, NYU School of Law, 1981
Occupation: Lawyer (tax), Torys, 237 Park Avenue,
New York, NY 10017, (212) 880-6336
Spouse/Partner: John Blanchard; Scientist/professor;
Interests: Golf, skiing
Charlie, 16, Pelham High School
Ginny, 13, Pelham Middle School
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After graduation, so many significant events occurred
in such short order. I left graduate school in Wiscon-
sin with a Masters in biochemistry in 1978 to pur-
sue a law degree at NYU. I married John, whom I
met at Wisconsin, in 1980, and he moved to New
York City to begin a career in biochemistry at Albert
Einstein College of Medicine. I finished law school
in 1981 and began working as a tax lawyer at Paul
Weiss in the City. In 1983, I moved to Haythe &
Curley, where I remain today (the firm has been
renamed Torys), having been named the first woman
partner in 1990 despite having announced, shortly
after joining the firm and to my surprise as well, my
impending pregnancy. Charlie was born in 1984 and
Ginny followed in 1987 (I was pregnant with Ginny
at our 10th reunion). During this period John and I
bought a house in Pelham, New York, sold it for
another in Pelham, bought and sold a cabin in
Hanover, and bought and traded up a condo in Flori-
da. We still live in Pelham, in our third, and John
hopes last, house.

I have this idea that important events such as mar-
riage and babies punctuate one’s life, marking dates
and making time seem to pass more slowly. Since
the mid-1980s, time has ripped through me like wild-
fire through dry brush. Maybe this is why many
people get divorced and remarry seriatim: to slow

down time. Anyway
I love my boring,
fast-passing life. If I
can figure a way to
quit smoking and
actually live another
25 years, I hope to
see my children
happy and to travel

all over the world, with special attention to impor-
tant architectural and historical sites (someone else
can have the trees and beaches).

The truth is, I’ve forgotten nearly all of my forma-
tive years and experiences, including those connected
to Dartmouth. I’m in awe of people, like my first
roomie Susie and my daughter Ginny, who can
clearly recount even the most trivial details of names,
places, and events that occurred 20 or 30 years ago
(well in Ginny’s case, ten years ago; she’s still only
12 as I write this). If I don’t recognize you at our
25th reunion, don’t take it personally. I’ll be fortu-
nate to recognize the Hop.

I miss the opportunity of structured learning at
college, all those courses wasted on the young.
Dartmouth reinforced my native giddy dilettantism
(I speak ten languages, none of them at all well), my
ease with people (especially men), and my habit of
not taking myself too seriously. I miss cross-coun-
try skiing on the golf course, coffee klatches at the
Hop, and Bloody Marys at Phi Delt Sunday morn-
ings. (Amazingly, I do not have a drinking problem,
though my doctor, struggling to explain my near-
perfect health despite two packs a day, credits the
two glasses of red wine.)

Pelham, where we have lived for 20 years, is a high-
ly social small town that reminds me of Dartmouth.
I worked over ten years building our first town library
(didn’t actually lay a brick), became its President,
and gratefully retired. I find time to read and to
travel once a year to Europe with Ginny while John
and Charlie head for the slopes of Utah or Colorado.
The highlights of my life are these trips with my
daughter, which we started when she was 8. She is
the wisest and most fun travel companion imagin-
able. I have aspirations of writing a book about how
to travel with children.

Life is better than I expected and certainly better than
I deserve. I still love my interesting, varied job, and
seem to be respected within my (small) professional
circle of tax lawyers. My children are terrific people
and we are close, despite (or perhaps because of) my
working long hours every day of their lives. I give
credit for this to John, to our caregiver of 16 years,
Margie, and to my real love for them, which never
ceases to overwhelm my capacity for understanding.

Ginny, Charlie, Kim Blanchard, and John Blanchard

If I don’t recognize 
you at our reunion,
don’t take it personally. 
I’ll be fortunate to
recognize the Hop.
Kimberly Staggers Blanchard



Corey E. Bock 
2229 Shasta Drive, Davis, CA 95616-6623, 
(530) 750-3681
Occupation: Publishing
Spouse/Partner: Virginie

Joseph H. Bocock 
Joe 
513 NW 38th Street, Oklahoma City, 
OK 73118-7032, (405) 525-9858,
«brewtrout@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Forensic Union
(Debate); Phi Sigma Psi Fraternity; WDCR Radio News
Major: Government
Graduate Study: JD, University of Oklahoma, 1978
Occupation: Attorney, McAfee & Taft, 10th floor,
Two Leadership Square, Oklahoma City, OK 73102,
(405) 552-2256
Spouse/Partner: Denice; Legal Assistant; 
Interests: Flying, writing, fly-fishing 
Jeremy, 15

Twenty-five years after the “Dartmouth Experience,”
I am proud to say it really did make a difference. It
took a few years for me to learn that a good college
experience was a modest beginning for a life filled
with great challenges. Graduate school, landing a
good lob with a law firm, slugging through brutal
years as an associate, and learning that being a part-
ner at a law firm was much like starting out from
college. I was fresh and full of idealism, only to find
out the real test had just begun at age 29.

As the years passed, my college friends developed as
they faced the same kind of challenges in their careers
and their personal lives. Children made them wiser
and more patient. Relationships with spouses didn’t
always work out the way they hoped. Hair turned
slowly more gray. On the whole they all did incred-
ibly well. Even though we did not always stay close-
ly in touch, I often think of them even now.

Two years ago I had the honor of seeing many of
them on a most somber occasion. My dear friend
Robert Branham ’74, a much-loved Bates College
professor, met his life’s end after a painful bout with
cancer. That brisk November day in Maine was a
poignant reminder that a poor kid from Oklahoma
who never knew his father can catch a break if the
stars fall just right. For Bob and me, the ride from
Oklahoma City to Hanover was much the same. At
Dartmouth he was just developing his uncanny abil-
ity to find beauty in things others take for granted.

As a teacher, scholar, author, husband, and father,
he would hone that talent to perfection. His kind-
ness, decency, and caring were not the product of
a Dartmouth education, but his years in Hanover
would give him the chance he needed to be able to
best share those virtues with the world.

Learning to share losses is also part of growing
older, so I was very happy that my then fiancée, now

wife, was able to be with me
to meet my college pals. I
enclose a poem I recently
wrote to her about this expe-
rience. When I was 15, Bob
was the first person ever to
read one of my poems.

When age 40 made its unex-
pected appearance, I adopt-
ed a simple life goal when I

found a quote that perfectly expressed a view most
influenced by those brave souls who were my col-
lege friends.

“Work humbly and quietly toward your
delusions of grandeur.”

I know that somewhere this is still Bob Branham’s
goal.
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always stay
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Our Bond

Winds of November hugged against her hair 
a tiny hand reaching for me

Her eyes asking, searching for a way to help 
My eyes like the ragged Maine coast

cluelessly staring out to a gray ocean

How could she feel my pain 
The loss of a dear friend

A man made great by a gift 
to see great beauty in simple things 

a folk song 
a passage from Leaves of Grass 
the curiosity of his students 
the eyes of his son

She traveled 2000 miles to hear the story 
to gather clues about ideas and people 

the mortar of her lover’s soul

Blowing sand bit against our faces 
it only made her hold me closer

A silence lurked from an anguish 
too great to share for now 

it only made her know that she must wait

That special day in a quiet cove 
so far from her life 
she shared a secret 

the most private revelation about her soul 
her strength her understanding her love

Can one person stop the fear? 
Can one person give you hope? 

Can one person understand?

Now we were on a course together 
The first of many debts to each other that 

could never be repaid

Years after we were married 
memory of that afternoon on the beach 
would haunt me like a guardian angel

Vicki-Lee Bohn 
See Vicki-Lee Felis 

Bruce S. Bokor 
15 Le Roy Street, Tenafly, NJ 07670-3021, (201) 567-0853

Robert L. Bokuniewicz 
931 Marshall Ave., Bellwood, IL 60104, (708) 544-1858
Occupation: Education, Stryder Corporation, 
PO Box 5984, River Forest, IL 60305-5984

Geoffrey E. Bolton 
Jeff 
17112 NW Woodmere Court, Beaverton, 
OR 97006-4820, (503) 614-2089, «jmtboltan@aol.com»
Occupation: Manufacturing, Nike Inc., 1 Bowerman
Drive, Beaverton, OR 97005-6453, (503) 671-6922
Spouse/Partner: Mi Ok

Steven A. Bolton 
4 Kyle Drive, Nashua, NH 03062-4540, (603) 891-1766,
«steven.a.bolton.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Legal, Bolton Law Offices, Suite 2, 
127 Main Street, Nashua, NH 03060-2711, 
(603) 886-0205, Fax (603) 595-4666
Spouse/Partner: Kathy

Elizabeth J. Boogusch MD 
Buffy 
6 Cedar Street, Camden, ME 04843-2208, (207) 236-0035
Occupation: Medical, Maine Medical Center, 
Dept. of Medicine, 22 Branhall Street, Portland, 
ME 04102-3175, (207) 871-2651

Jack D. Bothwell 
23409 NW 11th Avenue, Ridgefield, WA 98642-9361,
(360) 887-0828, «bothwej@wellsfargo.com»
Occupation: Banking, Wells Fargo Bank, 
1300 SW 5th, Portland, OR 97201-5688, 
(503) 886-4017, Fax (503) 886-3162
Spouse/Partner: Janice
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Nancy R. Bowden 
100 East Mountain Rd., Canton, CT 06019-2041, 
(860) 693-0103, «nrbowden@aol.com»
Occupation: Non-Profit Organization, 
YWCA of the Hartford Region Inc., 135 Broad Street,
Hartford, CT 06105-3799, (860) 525-1163

John H. Boyles 
Jack 
39 Westcott Road, Harvard, MA 01451-1820, 
(978) 456-9729,
«john.h.boyles.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Manufacturing, WDC Holdings Inc., 
200 John Dietsch Boulevard, Attleboro Falls, 
MA 02763-1077, (508) 699-4411, Fax (508) 699-7589
Spouse/Partner: Linda

Darrell L. Brady 
16814 Huntington, Detroit, MI 48219-4053

Michael L. Brait 
2025 Franklin Drive, Glenview, IL 60025-1074
Spouse/Partner: Do

W. Marcus Brann MD 
Mark 
6789 Snow Mountain Drive, Sandy, UT 84093, 
(801) 733-5778, «mbrannmd@hotmail.com»
Occupation: Medical, University of Utah,
Department of Cardiology, 50 North Medical Drive,
Salt Lake City, UT 84131, Fax (801) 581-7735
Spouse/Partner: Gretchen

Barry Braverman 
2122 Alcyona Drive, Hollywood, CA 90068-2803, 
(323) 466-7525, «bbrave@mindspring.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Film Society, The Dartmouth
Major: French
Occupation: Director of Photography/Screenwriter
Spouse/Partner: Debbie Shulins; MALS ’80
Ben, 15
Zoe, 11

They say that every ten years we’re supposed to re-
invent ourselves, that is, do something dramatic that
transforms our personal or professional lives. For
some, it’s getting married. To others, it might be
starting a new business or sailing around the world.

Well, I never lived that way. My life since Dartmouth
has been far too chaotic for such a notion. Perhaps

it was due to my “hippie” upbringing, but I’ve
never held a regular staff position. My career as a
National Geographic cameraman over 17 years took
me all over the world but, like a good movie, each
assignment had a definite beginning, middle, and
an end. Each project could’ve been my last. And I
liked that. I liked not knowing what each new day
would bring. Or each new year, for that matter.

Then in 1995, in order to be able to spend more
time with my family (Ben, now 15, and Zoe, now
11), I gave up the itinerant life and moved my family
to Los Angeles. I don’t shoot May Day celebrations
in Poland or the humpback whales in Alaska anymore
but my current career choices are no more secure.

I came to California to write for the screen and
mercifully have had success. I’ve also discovered

the potential of DVD for edu-
cational purposes, especially
the format’s ability to instruct
effectively in the visual arts.
I’ll be producing a number of
titles this year and leading a

series of ongoing workshops for folks eager to shoot,
edit, and distribute their own movies on DVD.

Thus, I still don’t have a real job, and as my wife,
Debbie, and I get older—we’ve been married 20
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I still don’t have
a real job. 
Barry Braverman



years in May—she has expressed reservations about
our relative lack of security. “Look at your Dartmouth
friends,” she says. “They’re all happy and making a
ton of money.”

Hmm. Of course, at Dartmouth, we didn’t have to
worry about such matters. Come to think of it, we
didn’t have to worry about a whole lot. Wasn’t it a
beautiful thing?

Catharine Joyce Brennan 
Cathy 
12 Welwyn Road, Wayne, PA 19087-3840, 
(610) 964-0373, «cb630@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Dorm rep, Glee Club
Major: History
Graduate Study: EdM, Harvard University, 1978
Occupation: College Counselor, Merion Mercy
Academy, (610) 664-6655 x131
Spouse/Partner: Jack Brennan ’76
Will, 17
Kara, 15
Conor, 11

OK. I guess I am writing for both of us! Jack and
I have been married for 21 years and we’re still hav-
ing a great time. We’ve lived in Chicago briefly but
have spent most of our time in Philadelphia. We
have learned to love it here (although all our chil-
dren have been well trained to root for the Red
Sox), and we feel very fortunate to have made such
great friends. Jack stays busy with Vanguard and
coaching almost everybody in every sport. (Several
people in town assumed he was a gym teacher.) I
work part-time at a great high school near the city.

I enjoy the diversity of the students and the parents,
and the kids all seem to land in college with a min-
imum amount of trauma. The highlights are our
kids, who are fun to be with and are growing too
quickly. Life is never dull! 

John J. Brennan 
Jack 
12 Welwyn Road, Wayne, PA 19087-3840, 
(610) 964-0373, «cb630@aol.com»
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard Business School, 1980
Occupation: Chairman and CEO, The Vanguard Group
Inc., PO Box 876, Valley Forge, PA 19482
Spouse/Partner: Cathy Brennan ’76
Will, 17
Kara, 15
Conor, 11

Robert B. Bresticker 
Rob 
43W310 Hawkeye Drive, Elburn, IL 60119-9311, 
(630) 365-0069, «bresticker@aol.com»

Daniel F. Breton 
#F135, 10755 Scripps Poway Parkway, 
San Diego, CA 92131-3924

Peter A. Bridgman MD 
230 Oakwood Drive, Yarmouth, ME 04096-8145, 
(207) 846-1245
Occupation: Medical, 325 E. Kennedy Drive,
Waterville, ME 04901-4517, (207) 872-7585
Spouse/Partner: Gerri

Jeffrey A. Brodrick 
PO Box 202, Brewster, MA 02631-0202

David C. Brooks 
Dave 
618 Oneida Place NW, Washington, DC 20011-2041,
(202) 882-4738
Occupation: Education–Secondary, DC Public Schools
Spouse/Partner: Cecilia
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Lynne Brooks 
25 Gardiner St., Darien, CT 06820-5111, (203) 655-9179,
«LBLynneBrooks@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Ski Team, Freshman trip
leader and lodge crew, Dartmouth Outward Bound
Living/Learning, Glee Club
Major: Mathematics 
Charlotte, 8 

Dartmouth has always represented friends, the
out-of-doors, and the joy of learning. Our time at
Dartmouth was marked by an awakening to the

fragility of our environment
— the gasoline crisis, the
emergence of “please turn
off the lights” stickers, and
the formation of the fledg-
ling Environmental Studies
Department. These issues
became a part of my con-
sciousness. Ten years ago, I
co-founded the Darien Envi-
ronmental Group. Our mis-
sion is to educate residents to

ways in which they can help the environment. I am
Executive Director for the Land Trust of Darien.

After a career in advertising, marketing, and con-
sulting, I am now enjoying being at home with my
child and becoming involved in my community. My
daughter has taught me more about life in the last
eight years than I have been able to figure out in
47 years. And one of the things I have learned is
the meaning of success. A copy of this poem has
always resided on my refrigerator.

Success

To laugh often and love much:
To win the respect of intelligent persons
and the affection of children:

To earn the approbation of honest citizens
and endure the betrayal of false friends:

To appreciate beauty;
To find the best in others;
To give of one’s self;
To leave the world a bit better, whether by
a healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed

social condition;
To have played and laughed with enthusiasm
and sung with exultation;

To know even one life has breathed easier because
you have lived—
This is to have succeeded.

Emerson

Peter S. Brooks 
12 Orchard Hill, Harvard, MA 01451-1446,
«psbrooks@brookslupan.com»
Occupation: Legal, Brooks & Brooks, 
190 North Main Street, Natick, MA 01760, 
(508) 653-9275, Fax (508) 653-7791

Torrey D. Brooks 
3 Hillcrest Park Road, Old Greenwich, CT 06870, 
(203) 847-2616, «torrey@btsrealty.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Varsity Squash, fencing, Glee
Club, Tri-Kap
Major: Psychology
Graduate Study: MBA, Stanford, 1979; 
CPM, Institute of Real Estate Management, 1996;
CCIM, Commercial Investment Real Estate Institute,
1987; RECS, Real Estate Cyberspace Society, 1998
Occupation: Real Estate Development/Management,
Brooks, Torrey & Scott Inc., 542 Westport Ave., 
2nd floor, Norwalk, CT 06851, (203) 847-2616
Spouse/Partner: Lauren Faxon Brooks; Real Estate
Exec., also VP of Greenwich Lyme Disease Task Force
Brody, 14
Brandon, 12
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After Dartmouth, I took a year to poke around
before going out to Stanford B-school. (Until then,
I never realized there were places where you don’t
have to shovel your driveway.) After B-school, I
went to Ohio and started an insurance company
within an insurance company, then back to Califor-
nia where I was the GM of a four-diamond hotel in
the Napa Valley and worked to turn around an ail-
ing footwear company.

Five years prior, I had met my wife, the former
Lauren Faxon, who was the registrar of the

Stanford Business School.
Although we had been
friends, we really never
went out. However, after a
number of visits returning
to the old Alma Mater,
things kindled and here we
are 17 years later, with two
kids and a puppy. How I got
Lauren — born, bred, and

educated in the sunshine of California —to move
back east with me is still a mystery.

I have since joined the family business in Connecti-
cut and have ridden the ups and downs of the New
England real estate boom and crash since 1985.
Although I thought that I was done with exams after

Stanford, I never envisioned the real estate salesman
and broker exams, and three other real estate
degrees requiring various classes (with exams) and
final approvals (with exams). I hope there will be
no more exams!

I’ve managed to keep up tennis and golf while try-
ing to steer my kids toward those supposed “life
sports,” and I thought of trying for a 45-and-over
platform tennis ranking before being sidelined with
surgeries on both shoulders. Although fully recov-
ered, I’ve come to my senses and realized that some
likely opponents have racquets named after them.
Am I nuts? 

In retrospect, I miss the entrepreneurial idealism
of college where the opportunities seemed endless
and there was never a thought of not succeeding.
All it took was “just doing it,” and it was a great
feeling to do things that no one expected of a “young
kid.” I think it is much harder now as the “young
kids” are routinely starting internet powerhouses
and making millions even before declaring a major.
Has anyone forgotten that Bill Gates got his start
on Dartmouth timesharing and made his fortune
rewriting and improving on BASIC written by our
own President Kemeny and Professor Kurtz?
Things have progressed a long way since we were
on the Hanover Plain, for both the world and me.

David G. Brown 
155 Ingham Hill Road, Old Saybrook, CT 06475-1109,
(860) 388-9587
Occupation: Agriculture, The Hay House, 155 Ingham
Hill Road, Old Saybrook, CT 06475-1109, (860) 388-9587

Julie Nelson Brown 
Lili 
145 N. Mountain Ave., Montclair, NJ 07042-2347,
(973) 783-6657, «brownl@lchr.org»
Occupation: Non-Profit Organization, 
Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, 333 Seventh
Avenue, 13th Floor, New York, NY 10001-5004, 
(212) 845-5216, Fax (973) 783-6494
Spouse/Partner: Stanford

Mark L. Brown 
231 Washington St., Malden, MA 02148-2518, 
(781) 321-7397
Occupation: Photographic, Polaroid Corporation,
575 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139-3539,
(781) 684-6358
Spouse/Partner: Rosalina
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Charles T. Brumback Jr. 
Charlie 
1309 Country Lane, Orlando, FL 32804-6517, 
(407) 423-9631, «ctbjr1309@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: KKK Fraternity, intramural
athletics
Major: History
Graduate Study: JD, Boston University, 1979
Occupation: Attorney, Akerman, Senterfitt & Eidson PA,
PO Box 231, Orlando, FL 32802, (407) 419-8558
Spouse/Partner: Kimberly C. Brumback; Homemaker;
Interests: Tennis, family
Emily, 9, Lake Highland Preparatory School, Orlando
Charles III, 6, Lake Highland Preparatory School, Orlando

After graduating from Dartmouth I attended and
graduated from Boston University School of Law.
Attending graduate school in Boston at a school
whose “campus” consisted of a high-rise building
located on Commonwealth Avenue, made me realize
how fortunate I was to have attended Dartmouth.
After graduating from law school I decided (with a
little bit of assistance from the Blizzard of 1978) to
return home to Orlando to practice law. In June of
1979, I joined the law firm of Akerman, Senterfitt

& Eidson P.A. At that time the firm had approxi-
mately 30 lawyers, all of whom were located in
Orlando. Since then the firm has expanded dra-
matically. We now have approximately 275 lawyers
with offices in all of the major metropolitan areas
of Florida. I practice primarily corporate and bank-
ing law with an emphasis on representing lenders in
documenting credit transactions.

In 1981, I met my wife Kim. We were married in
1984 and have two children, Emily (9) and Charles
III (6), who are doing a great job of keeping us

fully occupied.

My “life after Dart-
mouth” has unfolded
pretty much as I had
expected it to—to the
extent that I really gave
it any thought 25 years
ago. I always assumed

pretty much that I would go to law school, become
a lawyer, practice law, get married, and have a fam-
ily. That is essentially what has happened to me
since graduation. I have been very fortunate in that
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neither I nor any member of my family has had any
personal tragedies during that period of time. We
have certainly had our high points and not so high
points, but, all things considered, the last 25 years
have been kind to all of us.

I have maintained my contacts with Dartmouth
since graduation by becoming actively involved in
the Dartmouth Club of Central Florida. I have
served in many capacities with the Club and also
was a member of the Executive Committee of the
Club Officers Association. Subsequently, I served
a term on the Alumni Council. These experiences
have continually reminded me of the wonderful
four years that I spent at Dartmouth and have also
helped me realize that I failed to take advantage of
many opportunities while at Dartmouth.

I made some great friends and had some wonderful
experiences at Dartmouth. I remain in contact with

many of those friends and hope to renew friend-
ships with some of the others at our 25th reunion.

As for the next 25 years, I can only hope that it is as
kind to me and my family as the last 25 years have
been. At the time of our 50th Reunion, I hope that
Kim and I are healthy and that our children have
become productive members of society.

Robert E. Buckholz Jr. 
91 Columbia Heights Apt. #3, Brooklyn, NY 11201-1673,
(718) 855-2894, «buckholzr@sullcrom.com»
Occupation: Legal, Sullivan & Cromwell, 
125 Broad Street, New York, NY 10004-2489, 
(212) 558-3876, Fax (212) 558-3006
Spouse/Partner: Anne

Brian L. Buckley 
11444 Bolas St., Los Angeles, CA 90049-3420, 
(310) 471-0869
Occupation: Legal, 11661 San Vincente Blvd., 
Los Angeles, CA 90071-3174, 
(310) 207-4224, Fax (213) 624-9425
Spouse/Partner: Barbara

E. Scott Bundy 
8 Winged Cove Rd., Littleton, MA 01460-1324, 
(978) 486-8754
Occupation: Creative Arts, Tessari Fine Arts Limited,
8 Winged Cove Road, Littleton, MA 01460-1324, 
(978) 486-9664
Spouse/Partner: Kathleen

William L. Burke Jr. 
Turk 
5 Highland View Avenue, Mattapoisett, 
MA 02739-2330, (508) 758-4798,
«william.l.burke.jr.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Computers, Sun Microsystems Inc., 
5 Omni Way, Chelmsford, MA 01824-4142, 
(781) 442-3025, Fax (508) 758-4798
Spouse/Partner: Barbara
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James B. Burns 
Jim 
771 Richards Road, Wayne, PA 19087-1009, 
(610) 783-6702, «threegables@worldnet.att.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman lacrosse, Outing
Club, Ski Patrol
Major: Geography/Environmental Studies
Graduate Study: MS, Civil Engineering, Stanford
University, 1980; JD, Temple University School of Law,
1986
Occupation: Lawyer, Deasey, Mahoney & Bender
Ltd., 1800 John F. Kennedy Blvd., 13th floor,
Philadelphia, PA 19103, (215) 587-9400
Spouse/Partner: Marion Childs; Physician, Internal
Medicine
Andy, 18, Conestoga High School
Julie, 15, Episcopal Academy

My life (since Dartmouth) in under two pages? Well,
you asked for it. Immediately after graduation, I
put my Hanover education to high-level use. For
$4/hour, Dave Huntoon and I made goofy-looking
computer maps for the Lakes Region Planning
Commission. Neat, but practically worthless. When
that firm tanked (for reasons other than my employ-
ment there), I took an equally dead-end job with the

Governor’s Council on Energy (Mel Thompson!).
I served as the token liberal in the office, blithely
creating a crankcase oil recycling program (that
nobody used), giving talks on renewable energy
(that nobody came to), and generally developing con-
servation and energy programs that were scorned
by my nuke-loving colleagues. After many unpleas-
ant assignments—like coaxing pro-Seabrook signa-
tures from the populace, researching Jane’s Fighting
Ships for the Governor’s next speech, and getting
gas or sandwiches for office big-shots—I moved
on to sunny California.

California was new, but for somebody from New
Hampshire, painfully dry and just too damn sunny.
San Jose was my home for a year, then Palo Alto. My
Dartmouth degree in Geography and Environmental
Studies would now pay off! I was hired by EMCON
Associates—then a 25-person environmental engi-
neering firm which later (after I left, of course) grew
to something like 700 people in 12 states, permitting
the original staff to cash out. I pretended I knew
all the stuff that they were doing (landfill design,
methane gas recovery, geotechnical studies) but,
privately, I was clueless. So, I enrolled in the Civil
Engineering Master’s program at Stanford with the
idea of making myself less clueless. It worked! In
just two years, I had amassed enough knowledge
to be really dangerous. Like most smart people, I
immediately put all that effort and borrowed
money to work—by quitting my job, getting mar-
ried, moving to Pennsylvania, and going into the
solar heating business.

Wifely details are now in order: Name: Marion
Childs; Education: Germantown Friends School
(1969), Harvard/Radcliffe (BS, Biology, 1973), Med-
ical College of Pennsylvania (MD, 1977), Good
Samaritan Hospital (Internal Medicine Residency,
1977–80); Work History: Kaiser Permanente (Santa
Clara, California, 1980), Solo Internal Medicine
Practice (Phoenixville, Pennsylvania, 1980 to pre-
sent); Extracurricular Activities: lacrosse jock, field
hockey jock, piano and flute player, amateur thes-
pian, and member of the AMC 4,000-footer club,
among other things. Marion was another miracle:
she was willing to take a chance on an idealistic guy
who probably looked like he had no chance of ever
supporting her.

So why Pennsylvania? Because (1) it was far from
California, (2) it had lots of sun for my new solar
business (not), and, (3) it’s not too far from Mt.
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Moosilauke. After three years of crawling around
on my belly with a propane torch, flux, and solder,
clinging to roofs on hot August days, making no
money, and generally being a part of the solar rev-
olution which collapsed overnight when the federal
tax credit and high oil prices simultaneously disap-
peared in the early ’80s, another miracle happened:
the birth of our first child, Andy. Miraculous because
I now had spawned a creature which, over the next
21 or so years would cause Marion and me to exsan-
guinate huge sums of money.

Not wanting to have a child I could not support, I
immediately did what any self-respecting person
needing money would do: I went to law school. As
luck would have it, environmental lawyers were in
demand. I spent ten years litigating Superfund and
environmental insurance coverage cases. It’s amazing
how much money polluters and insurance companies
were willing to spend on lawyers when all they need-
ed to do was fess up and clean up their messes. But
hey, I can’t complain, since it led to my making
partner at an old, prestigious, Philadelphia law
firm which soon dissolved and put me out on the
street. Now I’m at a young, small defense firm
which was also foolish enough to make me a part-
ner. Thankfully, I now do much more rewarding

work, like defending guys who have huge beer and
pot parties while their wives are away and, when one
of them falls and hits his head on the concrete floor
and sues, our firm gets the nod. Our legal system
—gotta love it.

Andy—the initial motivation for my legal career—
made the mistake of doing pretty well on his SATs
and being a lacrosse jock, which means Marion and
I will have to write huge checks for the next four
years. In the meantime, requests to pay for oil
changes, snowboard boots, lacrosse sticks, new pants,

and the reams of other
material things 18-year-
olds desire, continue
unabated. Maybe when
he graduates from Rens-
selaer, a professional
lacrosse team will draft
him and pay him a mil-
lion-dollar signing bonus.

One final miracle has
happened to us since
graduation: our daugh-
ter Julie. She’s in tenth
grade at Episcopal
Academy and a study in

contrasts: teacher’s pet, flutist, ballet dancer, lacrosse
and field hockey jock, lover of Spanish language and
culture, etc. Be nice to her—she’s thinking about
applying to Dartmouth. By the way, she’s a great
babysitter.

When not trying to earn money or go to kid func-
tions, we go to New Hampshire a lot, where we’re
fixing up a place and doing a fair amount of skiing
and hiking. As long as my knees hold out, I plan to
keep it up.

Judith Burrows 
See Judith Burrows Csatari 

Clarence B. Burrs 
3161 Pine Valley Road, Columbus, OH 43219-1644,
(614) 476-1717

Margaret Busch 
See Margaret Busch Schindel 
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Thomas F. Bush Jr. 
Tom 
537 West Arlington Place, Chicago, IL 60614-5916,
(773) 929-3354, «tom.bush@lovells.com»
Dartmouth Activities: WDCR, Sigma Theta Epsilon
Major: Government
Graduate Study: JD, University of Chicago, 1979
Occupation: Lawyer, Lovells, 330 N. Wabash Ave.,
Suite 1900, Chicago, IL 60611, (312) 832-4446
Spouse/Partner: Crystal Pruess Bush; Lawyer
Meryl, 15, University of Chicago Laboratory School
Peter, 12, University of Chicago Laboratory School

Michael T. Bustamante 
17613 Scottsdale Boulevard, Cleveland, OH 44120-5224,
(216) 921-2582
Spouse/Partner: Aster

Jay M. Butler 
3660 Downers Drive, Downers Grove, IL 60515-1330,
(630) 719-9904
Occupation: Manufacturing, White & Case, 
1140 31st Street, Downers Grove, IL 60515-1212, 
(773) 515-3405, Fax (773) 804-3666
Spouse/Partner: Diane

Jennifer Kintzing Cadoff 
77 Westerly Road, Princeton, NJ 08540-2628, 
(609) 497-0635,
«jennifer.kintzing.cadoff.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Major: English
Occupation: Freelance journalist, 77 Westerly Road,
Princeton, NJ 08540, (609) 497-6464
Spouse/Partner: Evan M. Cadoff, MD; Physician
Rebecca, 13
Eli, 11

After Dartmouth, I moved to New York City with
classmate Kathy Heintzelman and got a job in
magazine publishing at Mademoiselle, a Condé Nast
publication. I worked at Condé Nast for 12 years.
When I left, to move to Pittsburgh for my husband
Evan’s job, I was Health Director at Self magazine.
Since then I have been a freelance writer, specializ-
ing in health and parenting magazine articles. I also
wrote a book.

I have two children. My daughter Rebecca is 13;
my son Eli is 11. I have recently gone back to an
old love—painting—and hope to get a Master’s
degree in art (MFA) by the time I hit 50! My other
goal for my half-centennial: a black belt in karate.
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Tom Bush with Peter, Meryl, and Crystal

Freshman Bike Trip, 1972: Bill Perell ’74, Jennifer Kintzing
Cadoff, Danny Tomlak, Betsy Rumely Visser

Back: Jennifer Kintzing Cadoff, Evan Cadoff; Front: Eli and
Rebecca. Cleres, France, August 1999; Why: total solar eclipse



Douglas R. Caldwell 
5533 Dunsmore Road, Alexandria, VA 22315-4207,
(703) 922-8725, «caldwell@tec.army.mil»
Occupation: Government–Federal, U.S. Army Engineer
Topographic, Attn. CETEC-TR-G, 7701 Telegraph Road,
Alexandria, VA 22315, (703) 428-6802, Fax (703) 355-3176
Spouse/Partner: Sandra

Timothy W. Caldwell 
T C 
2 Baker Hill Road, Lyme Center, NH 03769-0176,
«T.Caldwell@Valley.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Skiing, Crew
Major: History
Graduate Study: JD, Georgetown University Law
Center, 1989
Occupation: Estate Planning and Administration,
Law Office of Timothy W. Caldwell, 1 Main Street,
Lyme, NH 03768, (603) 795-2220
Spouse/Partner: Margaret W. Caldwell; 
High School Teacher: Social Studies and Religion,
Hanover HS; Interests: Music, art, skiing, other out-
door activities; family, politics/government
Lucy W. Caldwell, 11, Lyme School 
Heidi W. Caldwell, 9, Lyme School 
Patrick F. W. Caldwell, 7, Lyme School

William H. Calhoun 
139 Rathbun Street, Woonsocket, RI 02895-1231, (401)
762-2503, «william.h.calhoun.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Service Industry, 139 Rathbun Street,
Woonsocket, RI 02895-1231, (401) 762-2503
Spouse/Partner: Emily

Douglas S. Campbell 
4740 E. Sunrise Drive #338, Tucson, AZ 85718-4535,
(520) 577-8524, «campbel@azstarnet.com»
Occupation: Medical, St. Joseph’s Hospital, Dept. of
Emergency Medicine, 350 N. Wilmot, Tucson,
AZ 85711-2678, (520) 721-3840
Spouse/Partner: Annette

Patricia Goldstein Campbell
Pat 
60 Cranbury Neck Road, Cranbury, NJ 08512-2814,
(609) 409-8282, «pgcampbell@earthlink.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Studying
Major: Geography
Graduate Study: MA, Columbia University Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences, 1978; MBA, Columbia
University School of Business, 1979 
Occupation: President, Direct Equity Partners, 
60 East 42nd St., Suite 3810, New York, NY 10165,
(212) 697-5751, Ext. 117
Spouse/Partner: Donald Campbell; 
Interests: Tenor Sax and Clarinet
Kaitlin Campbell, 9, Cranbury School

It had been nearly 20 years since I had graduated
Dartmouth and it’s unclear to me why I actually
responded to a solicitation from the Dartmouth
Alumni group for a family trip to Alaska. I had always
wanted to go to Alaska; my daughter was now seven
years old and had a love for wild animals; there was
a break in between jobs that made the timing attrac-
tive, and as Chairman that year of the Direct Mar-
keting Association I guess I was more acutely aware
of anything that came through my mailbox.

I’ll be the first to admit that while the education I
received at Dartmouth has served me well in my
career, I was not terribly engaged at the College
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Alumni Trip, Alaska
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during my undergraduate years in anything other than
my classes. Certainly, as an alumna, I had paid little
attention to the goings on of the College after I
left in 1976 (besides occasionally reading my class
newsletter) until this particular offer from the Alumni
Association arrived in the mail. My husband and I
debated the merits of the trip; we are not terribly
social people so the thought of being captive on a
cruise for weeks gave us some cause for concern.
Looking back I would guess that my daughter, Kaitlin,
ultimately was the deciding factor in what turned out
to be one of the most memorable two weeks our
family has ever had and where some of the strongest
ties with the College were created. Education weighs
heavily on my mind as I watch her grow up. I am
a firm believer that education is synonymous with
inspiration. Without one, the other doesn’t ever
really happen. This trip seemed to have all the ele-
ments of both, and as a career marketer I found
myself reacting the way we hope other consumers
do to “brand” equity. The Dartmouth name held a
lot of weight. So with some trepidation of being
trapped with a group of people I might not like, we
decided to take the risk.

We had paid little attention to the specifics of the pro-
gram before journeying off to Fairbanks, Alaska,
where the group would meet for the first time to
start its two week journey. Needless to say, I had
not taken a two week vacation in 25 years, given
the work life that I had chosen for myself. On the
plane, I hunkered down to reading all the literature

that had been sent to
us, including the fact
that two faculty profes-
sors would be joining
the group to conduct
classes throughout the
two weeks on every-
thing from Eskimo lin-
guistics to the unsavory
characters of the Gold

Rush. I didn’t recognize the two professors’ names
since they arrived at Dartmouth in 1976, so at the
time it didn’t mean much to me. Their names with
Half and Susanne Zantop. Little did I know at that
moment that two individuals could have so much
influence over our family and how devastating it
would be years later to hear the news of their deaths.

We arrived in Fairbanks to be warmly greeted by tour
coordinators. As we gathered luggage together and

the group started to meet and greet, we began to
look forward to the adventure ahead of us. The
first week of the trip was to be on land and the
second week on a cruise liner. Leg one of the trip
was a very long bus ride to Denali Park. It was there
that we first got to know Half and Susanne and
their daughter Mariana. Within minutes, these two
wonderful professors had us fully engaged with their
charm, intelligence, social grace, and an uncanny
ability to multi-task with a seven-year-old and an
older professor (my husband) at the same time.

The two weeks were full of adventure, learning,
socializing, intellectualizing, reminiscing, politicizing,
and just plain fun. We spent hours together talking
about family, the world around us, the good and the
bad about Dartmouth, growing up and growing
old. The conversations were endless as we wound
through the mountains of Alaska in trains, took
long bus rides through Denali National Park spot-
ting grizzly bears, watching the dogs that ran the
Iditarod, and celebrating birthdays. Then, there
was the kayaking across the ocean off the coast of
Alaska for five hours, only to find out that lunch
wasn’t provided, much to our surprised stomachs.
I will forever remember the look on everyone’s
faces when we realized that all we had were a bot-
tle of water, one salami, a few crackers for five of
us and a three-hour trip back. None of us had ever
ocean kayaked before; but the beauty of the bald
eagles soaring over our heads, the quiet of the
Alaskan wilderness, and one another’s company
made up for the sheer exhaustion and hunger we
felt on our return. I am convinced now it was all a
ploy for making us experience what the Eskimos
felt like centuries ago.

Kaitlin was one of the younger ones on this trip, but
everyone treated her just like a young adult. But she
too got to educate as well as getting educated. The
favorite game of the group became Kaitlin’s toy,
which we brought along called “Bopit.” This was a
toy that tested your reflex capabilities; the idea was
to push, pull or bop different parts of the toy when
told to do so. It got faster and faster the more it
was passed around. It became great group therapy,
particularly for the long rides in the bus. Kaitlin had
a hard time pronouncing Half ’s name so she fondly
renamed him “Bopit” because he became so good
at it and this became his alias for the rest of the
trip. As other versions of the game have come out
over the last few years it always evokes memories
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of this wonderfully sophisticated group of adults
taking total pleasure in this most childlike game.

Perhaps for me personally, Susanne and Half awak-
ened my own continued desire to learn about the
world around me. My career had been so all consum-
ing and fairly insular in the “Corporate” environment.
It was around the third day of the trip that the first
in a series of “lectures” began. I remember debat-
ing about waking up at 7:30 A.M. to go to hear about
Eskimo linguistics before we were to visit an Eskimo
village later in the day. Had it not been for our new-
found friendship I am not sure I would have ven-
tured up that morning, particularly given the time
zone changes we were all fighting. But we did, and
Susanne worked her magic on the group of alumni.
She was inspiring and funny, knowledgeable and
engaging. Most important, she made that afternoon
so much more meaningful by teaching us what this
culture was all about. And from that morning on,
for the next two weeks, we went to class every morn-
ing looking forward to the knowledge that we would
glean for that day’s activities. This two weeks of learn-
ing and applying that knowledge to our surroundings
was way beyond any experience I had as an under-
graduate. It made me wish we could time warp our-
selves so we could go to college in our 40s rather

than in our late teens. Having reached my mid-40s,
I know how to listen now. I have a completely dif-
ferent and more comprehensive way of processing
information. I have so much more context. I am
less afraid of what I don’t know and I savor learn-
ing things that I simply didn’t know before. Susanne
and Half were wonderful instructors and those two
weeks became learning heaven to me. I looked for-
ward to our morning classes and our field trips
where we could apply the knowledge bestowed upon
us. Who could have thought that linguistics, or soil
particles, or glacial movement could be so fascinat-
ing? And only Half would be so clever as to use a
Charlie Chaplin movie to teach us about the Gold
Rush. Somehow, they managed not only to keep us
all awake on these topics but they actually had us
happily talking about these subjects over dinner.

I honestly never fully appreciated what I was learn-
ing as an undergraduate. This trip truly revived in
me a desire to learn, to grow both personally and
professionally. Someday I will go back to school and
it will be because of this Alumni trip to Alaska with
the Zantops. In the meantime, I take great pleasure
in reading my daughter’s fourth-grade books on such
topics as the origin of the Star Spangled Banner, some-
thing you think we would all know and remember
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but I bet most of us don’t. Or learning about the
history of New Jersey, which she is studying in
Social Studies. Or learning how Ivory Soap came to
be which she is studying in her science class. Don
has gone back to school to take his music aspira-
tions to a higher level and spends most nights now
playing in bands around Princeton. I truly look for-
ward to the day I can retire because you will for sure
find me on some University campus, at the very
least auditing courses in art, literature, and history.

From the moment we got on that bus until we land-
ed two weeks later in the port of Vancouver, we
established a bond with the Zantops that will live
with us forever. We tried to find another trip to join
them on but the timing never was quite right with
our busy lives. We stayed in touch over the years
and had planned to visit them during our 25th

reunion. It was clearly an impetus for the trip to
Hanover, which we will still take, but with a real sense
of sadness that we will not all be celebrating together.

When I was sent the questionnaire for reunion and
I was asked the question, “What did Dartmouth
give to me?,” I wrestled for the longest time. All my
answers seemed so rote. I could of course answer
as most people do, “A great education which has led
to a great career.” But I will answer that question now
with additional sentiment. Dartmouth, through its
Alumni program, gave us an exceptional experience
that has forever impacted my family. We were given
the chance to be touched by individuals absolutely
dedicated to inspirational learning and who left us
each with a desire and a conviction to climb to
new heights.

Footnote: This essay was written on February 16,
2001, with much breaking news around the circum-
stances of the Zantops’ deaths. No matter what the
final outcome is of this horrible tragedy, the sen-
timents I have just expressed about the Zantops
whom we knew will always stay the same.

Paul W. Cane Jr. 
1174 Upper Happy Valley Road, Lafayette, CA 94549-
2841, (925) 284-8912, «paulcane@paulhastings.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Varsity Swimming (4 years);
Green Key Society; Aegis contributor
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: JD, Boalt Hall School of Law,
University of California at Berkeley, 1979
Occupation: Lawyer, Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker,
345 California St., San Francisco, CA 94104, 
(415) 835-1614
Spouse/Partner: Ann G. Newton Cane; 
Occupation: Telecommunications–technology marketing;
Interests: Golf, jogging
Paul William III, 4
Katherine, 2

“It never rains in California,” the song said. Of
course, as a native of that state, I knew that wasn’t
true. But the lure of California still was enough to
draw me home after graduation in 1976.

I studied law at Boalt Hall at the University of Cal-
ifornia at Berkeley. (I’d worked as a news reporter
during my college summers and one Dartmouth
Plan fall. When I told the city editor that I was going
to law school, he said, “Aw, why don’t you stay here
and earn an honest living?”) Law classes and service
on the law review, I found, could be far more
tedious than the worst undergraduate course I had
ever taken. I very nearly dropped out to give busi-
ness school a try. It was a change—and an unset-
tling one—to have doubts about one’s career path.
I did know, though, that (unlike a couple of our
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distinguished classmates) athletics would not be the
answer. Getting beaten in Cal’s intramural swim
meet caused me to realize that my best aquatic
performances surely were behind me. And no one
since Mark Spitz had made money as a swimmer,
anyway (and even he didn’t make much).

Sticking it out in law proved worth it. After gradu-
ation I worked for two years in Washington, D.C.,
first as a law clerk to a judge on the U.S. Court of
Appeals there, and then for Justice Lewis Powell on
the U.S. Supreme Court. In my view there was no
finer boss or role model—or American—than he.

California continued to tug away at me, and it was
an easy call to go west to practice law. I joined
Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker in Los Angeles

in 1981 (relocating to its San
Francisco office in 1998), and
later this year will hit the 20-
year mark with it. I represent
employers in what we used to
call “labor law,” but now is known
as “employment law.” I retired
undefeated (well, 1–0) from
jury trials and now concentrate

on appeals when juries do strange things (“disaster
mitigation,” we call it). Along the way I wrote a cou-
ple of law books and lots of articles, and I became
a partner in 1986.

I worked hard at my job and never thought the
time (or girlfriend) was right to marry and start a
family. Reading in the Dartmouth Alumni Magazine
of classmates with growing children seemed like a
different world; how could I take care of a family
when I hardly had time to do my job and take care
of myself ?

I did find time along the way to set up Bill Sinclair,
my Richardson Hall roommate, with his eventual
bride Patti Timko, and until my relocation to San
Francisco we lived near each other in Manhattan
Beach.

Perhaps that helped refocus my priorities. In 1995,
the time—and person—were right. I married Ann
Newton (she, like me, a Californian for generations),
and we have two young children, Paul William III (4)
and Katherine (nearly 2). Will either follow Daddy’s
footsteps and swim for Dartmouth College? It’s too
soon to say—although it’s perhaps worth noting that
each recently established personal bests in the bath-
tub backstroke.

James N. Cant 
22 Winnie Street, Albany, NY 12208-2012, 
(518) 482-0261
Occupation: Aerospace, Lockheed Martin Corp., 
2 Computer Drive South, Albany, NY 12205
Spouse/Partner: Susan

Marshall M. Carr 
1036 Rozelle, Memphis, TN 38114-1858, (901) 276-3852
Occupation: Government–Federal, USPS

Daniel J. Carragher 
Dan 
112 Bristol Road, Wellesley, MA 02481-2729, 
(781) 239-1651
Occupation: Legal, Day Berry & Howard, 
260 Franklin Street, Boston, MA 02110-3179, 
(617) 345-4600
Spouse/Partner: Allison
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Richard D. Carroll 
107 Highland Ave., Newport Beach, CA, (949) 398-8884
Major: Drama
Graduate Study: JD, Pepperdine University, 1984
Occupation: Lawyer, Carroll, Kelly, Trotter Franzen
and McKenna, 100 Oceangate #800, Long Beach, 
CA 90802, (562) 432-5855
Spouse/Partner: Brigette
Samantha, 8
Madison, 6
Mackin, 4

Since I left Datmuth, I’ve been searching for any-
thing that comes close to the great times I had in
Hanover, New Hampshire. Some close calls, but
I’ve never quite achieved my goal.

I have been a bartender, stage actor, movie actor,
caterer, restaurant owner, and lawyer. So far, so
good. I’ve got three great kids, a beautiful wife, a
great career, and a lot of luck. Here’s hoping the
next 30 years are as good as the last 30! Happy 25th

Anniversary, everyone.

Gene Stroupe Cartwright 
455 East Deerpath Road, Lake Forest, IL 60045-2259,
(847) 295-6140, «mcartwri@aol.com»
Occupation: Pharmaceuticals, Abbott Laboratories,
Dept. 939 Bldg. AP6C-5, One Abbott Park Road, Abbott
Park, IL 60064, (847) 935-3136, Fax (847) 295-6150
Spouse/Partner: Marion

Robert G. Casey 
Ruggs 
2833 SE Lincoln Street, Portland, OR 97214-5667,
(503) 231-5500
Occupation: Government–State, Legislative Affairs
Agency, State Capital, PO Box Y, Juneau, AK 99801-1182,
(907) 465-2450

Barbara E. Cassidy 
PO Box 126, Woodbury, CT 06798, (203) 263-2482,
«becassidy@hotmail.com»
Major: Psychology
Graduate Study: Masters of Public Affairs in
International Economics, Woodrow Wilson School of
Public and International Affairs, Princeton, 1981
Occupation: International financial specialist, self-
employed
Interests: Sports: Field hockey, crew, skiing, lots of
others; in the early 90s, I interviewed candidates for
Dartmouth from Manila, Philippines

I could characterize much of the time I have spent
since Dartmouth with two broad themes: travel
and financial work. I have lived abroad more than
a third of the time since graduation, working in a
variety of countries in Africa, the Middle East, and
Asia. I have also worked with the financial markets
as they have expanded internationally. After graduate
school at the Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton,
I covered Sovereign Risk issues for Merrill Lynch
in New York for many years. In the early 1990s,
I moved to Asia, where I promoted local capital
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markets for the Asian Development Bank. Later,
with an investment bank in Hong Kong, I helped
Asian firms get credit ratings and raise money inter-
nationally. My last project was to start a bond insur-
ance company for Asia and Latin America, a project
that was derailed by the Asian financial crisis of
1997–98. I am now relaxing; traveling quite a bit,
taking on the occasional consultancy, and deciding
what to do next.

Joseph W. Cassidy III 
563 River Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666-1663, (201) 801-0580
Occupation: Education–Secondary, NYC Board of
Education
Spouse/Partner: Anne

John E. Castaldo MD 
5225 Andrea Drive, Wescosville, PA 18106-9457, 
(610) 398-9127
Occupation: Medical, Allentown Hospital Lehigh
Valley, Suite #1800, 1210 South Cedar Crest Blvd.,
Allentown, PA 18103-6241, (610) 776-8420
Spouse/Partner: Nancy

Robert E. Cavanagh 
10646 Arboretum Place, San Diego, CA 92131-1604,
(858) 689-8588
Occupation: Computers, Acucobol Inc., 7950 Silverton,
Suite 201, San Diego, CA 92126-6344, (858) 689-7121

Eileen C. Cave 
4004 Oliver Street, Hyattsville, MD 20782-3036, 
(301) 699-2232, «ecaveart@aol.com»
Occupation: Consulting, ARP Consulting LLC, 
1825 Eye Street NW, Suite 400, Washington, 
DC 20006-5415, (202) 429-2061, Fax (202) 857-8065
Spouse/Partner: Dennis

Marian Chambers 
3740 Sleepy Hollow Drive, Wichita, KS 67208-3261,
(316) 682-4871, «waynemarian@worldnet.att.net»
Major: Government
Graduate Study: MSc, International Relations, London
School of Economics
Spouse/Partner: Wayne K. Hooper
Clinton (husband’s son)

After graduate school, I worked for 21 years on
Capitol Hill as a professional staffer for the House
International Relations Committee. During that time,
I traveled to more than 100 countries, picked up a

lot of off-beat art work, met a lot of Important
People, was black-listed by Madeleine Albright,
and was deeply involved in legislation regarding anti-
narcotics programs, the United Nations, foreign aid,

refugees, and the like. I
remained single, except
for my cats, Pyewacket
and Puccini.

At my 25th high school
reunion (Clearwater,
Kansas) I became reac-
quainted with my first
high school boyfriend,
Wayne Hooper, who was
still in the Wichita area.
After trysts in Chicago,
Kansas City, Virginia, and
Gettysburg, he proposed.

I quit my job and moved back to Wichita, where we
were married last October. We live in a nauseatingly
perfect house and neighborhood where the neigh-
bors’ children sing and play happily and people walk
their dogs next to the gently flowing creek. I think
I am the luckiest woman in the world and that I
have the most wonderful husband possible.
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A series of deaths and illnesses in my family and
friendships has reinforced my belief that we must
live and savor life while we can, with gratitude to
God for the many blessings we have received. I do
not miss the treachery of Washington, D.C., nor the
bucolic campus at Dartmouth. Like many, I have
grown somewhat more conservative with age, but
I retain my hope for a better world and my outrage
at injustice.

Dartmouth seems long ago and far away. But one
of my best memories is the semester I studied Don
Quixote under Professor Russell. It is still one of
my favorite books, and I retain copies in Spanish,
French, and Romanian (though the English version
is the only one I can read any more!). One of my
least favorite memories is the football game our
freshman year where alumni hired a plane to fly
overhead with a banner saying “kick co-eds out!” (it
was, however, good training for a career in politics).

I will always retain my affection for a college which
gave me wonderful opportunities, fascinating learn-
ing experiences, and unique friendships.

Hilary C. Chan 
PO Box 4102, Seattle, WA 98104-0102, (206) 246-5060

Alton Chapman 
PO Box 5242, Chattanooga, TN 37406-0242
Occupation: Inner City Ministries
Spouse/Partner: Elvira

Michael C. Chapman 
Mike 
4 Donald Road, South Hamilton, MA 01982-1506,
(978) 468-3358, 
«michael.c.chapman.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Computers, Snowshore Networks, 
285 Billerica Road, Chelmsford, MA 01824, 
(978) 250-7475, Fax (978) 250-7480
Spouse/Partner: Martha

A. William Charters 
Bill 
844 Washington Drive, Chesapeake, VA 23322-7330,
(757) 548-3375, «ascharters@hmfl.com»
Occupation: Legal, Heilig McKenry Fraim & Lollar,
700 Newtown Road, Norfolk, VA 23502-3999, 
(757) 461-2500
Spouse/Partner: Michelle

Debra A. Chase PhD 
11 Benefit Street, Providence, RI 02904-2701
Spouse/Partner: William

Robin A. Chase 
Rob 
HC 32 Box 6, Calais, VT 05648-7701, (802) 229-4786,
«robinani@together.net»
Occupation: Manufacturing, Maple Corner Woodworks,
Calais, VT 05648, (802) 229-4985, Fax (802) 229-4985
Spouse/Partner: Anne

Ward Cheney 
PO Box 291, Lincoln, MA 01773-0291, (781) 259-1302,
«cheneyw@earthlink.net»
Occupation: Farmer
Spouse/Partner: None (divorced; single; breaking-up
but not wanting to; hoping; unattached; looking,
maybe; available, maybe ... or whatever you’d call
someone like me)
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A. William Cherne Jr. 
Bill 
5575 Bristol Lane, Minnetonka, MN 55343-4307,
«bill.cherne@cherne.com»
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck, 1977
Occupation: CEO of an industrial construction com-
pany, Cherne Contracting, Box 975, Minneapolis, 
MN 55440, (952) 944-4411 
Spouse/Partner: Judy Hardebeck
Interest: Tennis
Andrew, 14
David, 11

My departure from Dartmouth was via Tuck under
the 3/2 program, which allowed me to extend my
duration in Hanover an additional year. Upon grad-
uation from Tuck in 1977, I returned to Minneapolis
and joined my family’s construction company,
Cherne Contracting. I was one of only a couple of
Tuck students who didn’t have to participate in the
job interview process, which allowed a lot of free
time for more important pursuits, like skiing.

Cherne Contracting is an 85-year-old construction
company specializing in industrial projects such as
power plants, paper mills, refineries, etc., with

annual sales of $75 to $100
million. I’ve been CEO since
1994. Owning and running a
family business has had many
rewards along with the secu-
rity of having control over

one’s life. I am targeting retirement from these duties
at age 55, which I hope will allow many years for
more leisurely activities.

I met my wife, Judy, in 1983 and we were married
in 1986. Together with our two children, Andrew,
14, and David, 11, we have had a wonderful life in
the Twin Cities. We do a lot of family travels and
vacations with the goal of exposing our children
to as much of the world as possible. So much to
see, so little time! Another priority is ski time. My
boys don’t seem to have the passion for skiing that
I did at their age, but I am trying to bring them
around. When they are tied down in school, I try
to schedule a couple ski trips west each year with
my skiing buddies.

Life has gone pretty much the way I would have
predicted, and, if there is a negative perhaps that
is it. I sometimes wonder what it would have been
like if, at the time of graduation, there had been
less predictability to my life. Looking back on my
years in Hanover, I have many fond memories.
Perhaps the best part of the college years is the great
friendships that evolve out of the many shared
daily experiences. A regret is certainly the loss of
those friendships over the years due to the realities
of adult life.

Michael T. Chiarella 
8 Tracy Road, New London, NH 03257, (603) 763-9228,
«info@nllaw.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Ski Team, Ski School, Outing
Club; Debate Team support staff and consultant 
Major: History, Environmental Studies
Graduate Study: JD, Franklin Pierce Law Center,
Concord, NH, 1984
Occupation: Attorney, Chiarella Law Office PC, 
215 Main St., New London, NH 03257, (603) 526-6659
Spouse/Partner: Susan
Occupation: Paralegal
Interests: Cyclist and X-C skier
Michael, 18, Proctor Academy and Kearsarge HS

George A. Chimiklis 
3228 Deerfield Court, Stockton, CA 95209-2110, 
(209) 957-5123, 
«george.a.chimiklis.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Environmental, Rural Community
Assistance Corporation, 2125 19th Street, Suite 203,
Sacramento, CA 95818-1602, 
(916) 447-9832, Fax (916) 447-2878
Spouse/Partner: Kim
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Judy Hardebeck, David, Bill Cherne, and Andrew, leaving
Vancouver on a cruise to Anchorage, Alaska, August 2000

Another priority
is ski time.
Bill Cherne 



Murray R. Choate II 
Rick 
16 Sugar Maple Row, Chester, NJ 07930, 
(908) 879-2063, «rich.choate@cendant.com»
Occupation: RCI, 1 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, NJ 07054,
(973) 496-8489, Fax (973) 496-1977
Spouse/Partner: Virginia

Allen S. Church 
Al 
140 Proprietors Crossing, New Canaan, 
CT 06840-2046, (203) 972-2188, «churchas@aol.com»
Occupation: Export/Import, Glencore Ltd., 
301 Tresser Boulevard, Stamford, CT 06901-3255, 
(203) 353-2710

James M. Clamage 
Clam 
33 Bald Hill Rd., Wilton, CT 06897-1403, 
(203) 762-2291, 
«james.m.clamage.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Investment Banking, 
FleetBoston Robertson Stephens, 767 Fifth Ave., 
New York, NY 10153-0023, (212) 272-9845
Spouse/Partner: Marie

David C. Clark 
221 East Bodley Avenue, Kirkwood, MO 63122-4421,
(314) 965-0444
Occupation: Consulting, Maritz Inc., 1385 North
Highway Drive, Fenton, MO 63026-1929, (636) 827-1478
Spouse/Partner: Margaret

David J. Clark 
Dave 
106 Forest Drive, Hillsdale, NJ 07642-1353, 
(201) 722-1974, «djclark333@aol.com»
Occupation: Advertising, Celebrity Radio Productions,
188 Broadway, Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07675-8067, 
(201) 391-2800, Fax (201) 391-8203

Richard K. Clark 
Rick 
68 Sullivan Street, Cazenovia, NY 13035-1038, 
(315) 655-2308
Occupation: Petroleum, Clarks Petroleum Service Inc.,
Oxbow Road, PO Box 802, Canastota, NY 13032-0802,
(315) 697-2278, Fax (315) 697-2308
Spouse/Partner: Diane

Robin Clark 
See Robin Clark Norton
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Sean Clarkin 
405 East 54th Street PHE, New York, NY 10022-5123,
(212) 486-6578, «sean_clarkin@drugfree.org»
Dartmouth Activities: The Daily Dartmouth, Alpha
Theta
Major: English
Graduate Study: MBA, Columbia University, 1983
Occupation: Non profit advertising, Partnership for a
Drug-Free America, 405 Lexington Avenue, New York,
NY 10174, (212) 973-3523

After graduating from Dartmouth in 1976, I worked
for four and a half years in book publishing, at G.P.
Putnam’s. Two of these years were spent in San
Francisco as a regional sales rep — and I’ve had
more than one occasion to regret moving back to
New York from San Francisco. I left Putnam’s and
publishing in 1981 to get an MBA at Columbia and
in 1983 moved from Morningside Heights to mid-
town, beginning an advertising career at BBDO. I
worked there in account management for 11 years
(including a year in BBDO’s Sydney, Australia,
office) before joining the Partnership for a Drug-
Free America early in 1995.

The Partnership is a private-sector, non-profit
alliance of advertising and media professionals

based in New York. Since 1987, PDFA has been
responsible for the country’s largest public service

media campaign, aimed at
preventing drug use among
kids. I’m now EVP and
Director of Creative Devel-
opment at the Partnership,
responsible for coordinating
the ad industry’s creative
contributions to the White
House Office of National
Drug Control Policy’s media
campaign, which is directed
mainly at young teens and

their parents. Working with both the government
and creative directors has its challenges, but most
days I enjoy it immensely.

I still live in Manhattan, enjoy traveling and spend-
ing a bit of each summer on the Cape, and stay in
touch with enough of my friends from the Daily
Dartmouth and Alpha Theta to keep my memories
of Hanover reasonably fresh. Hard to believe it’s
been 25 years.

Clifford R. Clemmons Jr. 
221-25 Manor Road, Jamaica, NY 11427-2027, 
(718) 776-3211

Robert G. Cline MD 
Bob 
7423 Westwind Road, Traverse City, MI 49686-6104,
(231) 946-6181, «rgcline@traverse.com»
Occupation: Medical, Traverse Anesthesia Associates,
1221 6th Street, Suite 310, Traverse City, 
MI 49684-2387, (231) 935-5770, Fax (231) 946-6181
Spouse/Partner: Susan

Katharine A. Clute 
Kat 
3400 Barkley Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031-2724,
«Katwoman@execpc.com»
Occupation: Government–State, Ithaca Urban Renewal
Agency, 308 East Green Street, Ithaca, NY 14850-5424,
(607) 274-6553, Fax (414) 961-3280

Daniel M. Cobb 
2960 Monte Cresta Drive, Belmont, CA 94002-1364,
(650) 631-9303
Occupation: Computers, Amfac Distribution Corp., 
81 Blue Ravine Rd., Folsom, CA 95630-4797, 
(916) 985-5076
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Working 
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government and
creative directors
has its challenges,
but most days 
I enjoy it
immensely.
Sean Clarkin 



Dr. Douglas L. Cohen 
321 Scott Dr., Silver Spring, MD 20904, (301) 989-1541
Occupation: Medical, 1206 Potomac St. NW, Washington,
DC 20007-3211, (202) 298-8585, Fax (202) 298-8586
Spouse/Partner: Lisa

Kenneth M. Cohen 
K.C. 
895 La Jolla Corona Court, La Jolla, CA 92037-7445,
(858) 551-9222, «kemacoh@hotmail.com»
Occupation: Pharmaceuticals, Synbiotics Corp., 
11011 Via Frontera, San Diego, CA 92127-1792, 
(858) 451-3771, Fax (815) 550-0727
Spouse/Partner: Elena

Donald A. Colacchio MD 
18 Squire Armour Road, Windham, NH 03087-2366
Occupation: Medical, Medical Specialists Inc., 945
Bethesda Dr., Zanesville, OH 43701-0801, (740) 454-4001
Spouse/Partner: Deborah

Pauline J. Cole 
Polly 
790 Poor Farm Road South, Thetford Center, VT 05075,
(802) 785-2016, «pauline.j.cole.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Computers, Logic Associates, 221 Christian
St., White River Junction, VT 05001-2301, (802) 295-5491
Spouse/Partner: Neal

Dominic R. Cols 
Nic 
1433 Enchanted Oaks Drive, Raleigh, NC 27606-9011,
(919) 833-7986
Occupation: Computers, IBM Corporation, 2850 E.
Camelback Rd., Phoenix, AZ 85016-4311, (623) 492-7628
Spouse/Partner: Sandra

Jeffrey N. Colt 
106 Glen Avenue, Newton, MA 02459-2080, 
(617) 332-2705
Occupation: Photographic, Polaroid Corporation,
1265 Main St. W4-1A, Waltham, MA 02451-1714,
(413) 577-5903
Spouse/Partner: Cassandra

Mary Ellen Treadway Colt 
Mel 
79 Lebanon Street, Hanover, NH 03755-2509, 
(603) 643-3874, «richard.colt.jr@valley.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Ski team (Freshman), Crew
(Freshman), Tabard, UCSD exchange
Major: American Studies
Occupation: Woodstove manufacturing, Sales and
customer service, Woodstock Soapstone Co. Inc., 66
Airpark Rd. West Lebanon, NH 03784, (800) 866-4344
Interests: My family, skiing, traveling, Ford Sayre Ski
Council, Hershey Track and Field Program, Skating
Club of the Upper Valley, Dartmouth Club of the
Upper Valley, United Way
Spouse/Partner: Rick Colt
Self-employed woodworker (The Wood Works)
Interests: Ski and track coach, full-time father
Robin, 15, sophomore, Hanover High School
William, 12, grade 8, Richmond Middle school
Jeffrey, 10, grade 4, Ray School

Dreaded essay:

Forty years ago I arrived in Hanover for a Dart-
mouth–Princeton football game with my dad and
grandfather. I still have the ticket stub—$2.50 for
a reserved seat. I remember deciding right then
that Hanover was the coolest place on earth and
the place I wanted to live. And where am I now?
In Hanover, living right down the street from the
football stadium.
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Over the past 25 years I haven’t (yet) climbed Mt.
Everest, founded social movements, discovered a
comet, or written a book. I have happily stayed in
the Upper Valley, spent 22 years married to Hanover
native Rick Colt (brother of Jeff ’76), 15 years in the
travel profession, seven years as a full-time mother
and three years as a full-time working mother. I cur-
rently work in customer service and sales at Wood-
stock Soapstone Co. and will proudly admit that we
manufacture the finest wood stoves in America.

Rick and I were married seven years before our
daughter Robin was born and managed to travel
quite a bit and enjoy our time as a twosome. Life was
good, but nothing compared to the sheer, transcen-
dent joy we felt at the birth of our three children.

I’ve discovered that par-
enting is more important
to me than anything
I’ve done before. I can
honestly say that there
has never been a dull
moment interacting with
my children. (And, no,
I’m not denying that
there haven’t been

intensely frustrating periods as well.) There is noth-
ing like a child’s searching question to remind us of
the wonder and joy in everyday life.

My happiest times find me hiking in the White
Mountains, watching a sunrise on the Kangamangus,
skiing with the family, skating on Occom Pond, dig-
ging in the garden, watching my kids’ sport events,
or reading a good book. We are at the Skiway most
every weekend enjoying the new McLane Lodge.
Hanover is truly a wonderful place to live.

This past December we all went out to Reno, Neva-
da, where sons Willie (age 12) and Jeff (age 9) were
competing in the U.S. Junior Olympics for cross-
country running. After proudly watching them both
make the All-American team, we decided to sneak
in a few days of skiing at Squaw Valley. While at
Squaw, Rick had a bizarre accident. He fell, landing
on his head (wearing a helmet), and then flipped
over to be impaled by his cell phone, rupturing his
left kidney and injuring everything around it. After
nine days in ICU at the Truckee, California, hospital,
he returned home to Hanover and is still recuper-
ating. Very scary. Wear a helmet.

So, I’m looking forward to our reunion as a time to
rekindle good memories and rediscover friendships,

as well as letting my kids discover the College down
the road. I can’t believe it has been 25 years.

Make the most of yourself .. . for that is all
there is of you.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

David M. Conner 
Missouri 
5834 South Espana Street, Aurora, CO 80015-5106,
(303) 699-1969
Occupation: Government–Local, U.S. Attorney's Office,
Suite 1300, 1961 Stout Street, Denver, CO 80294, 
(303) 454-0322, Fax (303) 844-2308
Spouse/Partner: Teri

Karen E. Connolly 
6069 Foxboro Road, Johnston, IA 50131-8706, 
(515) 270-2746
Occupation: Research, Walker Research & Analysis,
(317) 843-3939
Spouse/Partner: Robert
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Hanover was the
coolest place on
earth and the place 
I wanted to live. 
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Kimberley Conroy 
220 West 93rd Street Apt. 4A, New York, NY 10025-
7483, (212) 877-8390, «kconroy@opcap.com»
Occupation: Investments, Oppenheimer Capital, 
1 World Financial Center, New York, NY 10281-3798,
(212) 667-4369, Fax (212) 877-8390

Mary McAllister Conway 
2424 Lamberton, Cleveland Heights, OH 44118-4024,
(216) 321-5978
Occupation: Home Manager
Spouse/Partner: Peter

Betsy Jewett Coombs 
528 East 14th Avenue, Spokane, WA 99202-1128,
(509) 624-5063, «bjcoombs@ior.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Alpha Theta, Vice President;
Dartmouth Outing Club; Sailing Team
Major: Biology/Creative Writing
Graduate Study: Master of Environmental Studies,
Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, 1982;
Master of Public and Private Management, Yale School
of Management, 1982
Occupation: Conservation, Founding Board member,
Inland NW Land Trust, 1991-present; Manufacturing,
Co-owner, Coombs Manufacturing Company, 1996-
present; Artist (landscape oil painter)
Interests: Gardening, travel, cycling, hiking
Spouse/Partner: David K. Coombs
AB, Harvard, 1973; MA, English, Washington State
University, 1979; MBA, Boston University, 1981;
Interests: Mountaineering, classical guitar, cycling
Sarah, 13, St. George’s School, Spokane
Davey, 11, St. George’s School, Spokane

I remember distinctly in 1975 going to my father’s
Dartmouth 25th and trying to imagine that far dis-
tant future when I too would partake in that rite of
passage, my 25th Reunion. It seemed impossible I
could ever become that old. Now that time is upon
us, and the intervening years seem both breathtak-
ingly short, but also long on experience and growth.

After Dartmouth, I aspired to what I thought my
family, culture, and school expected of me: to
become successful in the outer world, to achieve
status, salary, fame, or all three. In many ways, often
while appearing to work towards some of those, the
past 25 years have been an unraveling of that exte-
rior reward concept and a gradual move toward
becoming true to what I value from within.

My career interests have simply involved landscapes,
about the diverse ways in which we use and impact
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the natural lands that provide us with the ecosys-
tems that sustain all life, with the spiritual connection
that nurtures our souls, and the raw materials that
feed and sustain us. I found my place in the conser-
vation community and began my career in the devel-
opment department of The Nature Conservancy in
Arlington, Virginia. Writing, strategic planning, and
project work characterized my jobs in the public,
private, and non-profit sectors during and after
graduate school. I evaluated horse/hiker use on com-
mon trails in Rocky Mountain National Park, calcu-
lated appropriate harvest schedules on mixed stands
for Weyerhaeuser, designed a program to address
loss of farmland in Michigan for the American
Farmland Trust, and drafted and had approved a
strategic plan for a multi-agency clean-up of S.F. Bay
for the Environmental Protection Agency.

My deepest passion has always been for things of the
natural world: water and sky, contours of the land,

mountains’ drama, forests’
serenity, and the infinite and
apparently random variation
found in rocks, clouds, leaves,
and plant forms. In the past
two decades this passion has
found expression as a land-
scape oil painter, and in the
past decade as a founder

and Board Director of the Inland Northwest Land
Trust in Spokane, Washington. We are working hard
to protect key open spaces in Eastern Washington
and North Idaho.

I am grateful to have spent the past 16 years with
my wonderful husband, David, whose love of
mountaineering has taken me on adventures well
outside my comfort zone. We are blessed with two
beautiful children, Sarah and Davey, artists both,
who bring wonder and occasional challenges to the
everyday hubbub of life. Eleven years ago we left
the frenetic pace of the S.F. Bay Area for the rela-
tive peace and four seasons of Spokane. To add a
new dimension to my life as multi-tasking mom, in
1996 I joined David in an exciting new venture, buy-
ing a farm equipment manufacturing company and
then setting up our own factory.

I look forward to reconnecting to Dartmouth, to
seeing old friends, and meeting classmates I missed
during our college years. A value of this reunion
for me will be walking the campus as an emotional
yardstick of growth. I know I am better balanced
as a human being and in the last 15 years I have
grown to embrace the feminine, the mystical beyond
the material, the divine within each of us. I look
forward to hearing your stories as we reconvene
from our life journeys girdling the earth and recon-
nect with the foundational granite that helped
forge us.

Michael J. Cooper 
977 Liawen Court NE, Atlanta, GA 30329-4119, 
(404) 633-1972
Occupation: Television/Movies, Tribune Creative
Services, 500 Plasters Avenue, Atlanta, 
GA 30324-4012, (404) 876-1730
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Eric C. Copenhaver 
1137 22nd Avenue East, Seattle, WA 98112-3516,
(206) 325-4895, «eric.copenhaver@halcyon.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Psi Upsilon
Major: History
Occupation: Information Technology, Data Architect,
Self-employed
Interests: Skiing, pickleball, fly-fishing
Spouse/Partner: Amy Wellons; Tuck ’77
Elliot, 13
Daniel, 11

“This ain’t no dress rehearsal,” I have reminded
myself over the years since Dartmouth. The last
thing I want to do is come up short on the things
I want to try.

Moving west has shaped my life after Dartmouth.
It helped me appreciate one thing very quickly:
there is skiing and then there is powder skiing, two
completely different things. Skiing was that painful,
noisy, dangerous chattering we did on the blue ice
of New England. I hope I never do that again. As
you probably know, powder skiing simply can’t be
put into words. And if you don’t know, I couldn’t
tell you.

Out west, I have learned to enjoy fly-fishing, anoth-
er indescribable endeavor that smooths the rough
edges. Fishing is fun, catching is great, releasing
makes it all work. My big fear is meeting my Maker
saying, “I just didn’t fish enough.”

On arrival in Seattle over 20 years ago, I met a class-
mate from Arthur Mayer’s fabulous film history
class. On our first date, I called her Lumpy (she is
not!), so she married me. (Amy demanded that I
remove the “nauseating crap about the wonderful
wife and kids who have made life so splendid.” You
might sense what she is like.) I will mention two

upstanding young redheads, Elliot and Daniel. We
have built some solid family friendships around our
Dartmouth connections in the Pacific Northwest.
We often spend Christmas, ski, and summer excur-
sions with at least one other Dartmouth Seattle
family. We are fortunate to have such great friends.

In Seattle, I do my personal best to sustain a mar-
ket for the world’s finest microbrews. I have also
become a fast walker but not a fast talker. I develop
enterprise data architecture to help Amy pay the
bills. I assist companies in identifying their information
requirements to enable their technology choices. It
is fun and interesting to work with different busi-
nesses, from startups to 100-year-old firms.

My most recent mid-life crisis has me going to lots
of rock concerts (35 over the last few years). Some

newer stuff (Pumpkins, Pep-
pers, Pearl Jam, Pretenders)
along with all those great old
rocker revival tours (Bowie,
B.B., Bruce, Bob, Billy). I wear
earplugs and sometimes leave
early, but it’s fun. It helps me
cope with becoming invisible

with age and the fact that I actually succumbed to
edging my lawn after holding out for so many years.

SusanG.Corderman-Clifford
1247 Waterside Circle, Dallas, TX 75218-4481, 
(214) 328-6122, «sclifford@jfgd.org» or
«stuartcga@msn.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Interdormitory Council, Usher,
Manager–Wrestling Team
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: MBA, Amos Tuck School of Business
Administration, 1980
Occupation: CPA; Controller, Jewish Federation of
Greater Dallas, 7800 Northaven Road, Dallas, 
Texas 75230, (214) 369-3313 ext. 216
Spouse/Partner: Stuart C. Clifford; Dartmouth 1975;
General Manager–Internet Division, Friedman’s Jewelers 
Amy Tae Ok, 15
Grace Rimmer, 10

I have been married since November 26, 1976, to
Stuart Clifford, Dartmouth 1975. My daughter Amy
was born on April 13, 1986, in Seoul, South Korea,
and arrived home on July 12, 1986. My daughter
Grace was born on June 27, 1991.

After graduation, I spent four years living in Hanover,
the first two working for the College in the Purchas-
ing Department and the second two as a student

Eric Copenhaver with Elliott, Daniel, and Amy

I wear earplugs
and sometimes
leave early, 
but it’s fun.
Eric Copenhaver



at Tuck where I earned my MBA with a concentra-
tion in accounting. We then lived in Massachusetts
—first in Amherst and later in Granby, where I
worked for Coopers & Lybrand in Springfield for
five years, becoming a CPA. Moving to Shaftsbury,
Vermont, in late 1985, I became the controller of
a ready-mix concrete and aggregate business. In
August of 1989 we moved to Savannah, Georgia,

where I became a
manager for a local
accounting firm.
Five years later I
became the con-
troller of both the

Savannah Jewish Federation and the Jewish Educa-
tional Alliance. In August of 1987 we moved to
Memphis, Tennessee, where I was a tax manager for
a local firm for a year. Stuart was then transferred
to Texas, and I told my employer. When we subse-
quently decided it would be in the best interest of
our children for me to stay with them in Memphis
for the school year, my employer had already staffed
for tax season without me. So I took a tax season
position with another firm. We moved to Dallas in
July of 1999, and I am the controller of the Jewish

Federation of Greater Dallas (and no, I am not
Jewish). And this summer we will be moving to
Lexington, Kentucky.

Like many of my classmates, I juggle one marriage,
two children, two careers, one household, three
pets, and everything all of that entails. I am fortu-
nate to have my parents, my stepparents, and my
parents-in-law all still living, and my one surviving
grandparent is 95. I am the oldest of six, with a
brother who graduated from college last June and
a nephew who entered college last September.
Having moved around so much, vacations tend to
be visits to family or to friends in places we previ-
ously lived rather than great adventures in new and
exciting locales. While we lived in New England, we
got back to Hanover or otherwise connected with
College friends at least annually. Since our move
south the contacts are much less frequent, although
we maintain connected through Christmas cards with
several people.

Richard J. Cordier Jr. 
Rick 
303 Debra Drive, Brandon, FL 33510-4006,
«rcordier@csgis.com»
Occupation: Publishing, Chain Store Guide, 
3922 Coconut Palm Drive, Tampa, FL 33619-1389, 
(813) 627-6787, Fax (813) 627-6882
Spouse/Partner: Karen

Peter A. Corrente 
52 Rolens Drive #B-4, Kingston, RI 02881-1748, 
(401) 789-7507
Occupation: Retired, West Warwick, RI, Police

Diane E. Martin Court 
8605 Bay Shore Cove, Orlando, FL 32836-6308, 
(407) 876-1677
Occupation: (301) 365-1724

David R. Cowan 
310 South 7th Avenue, Bozeman, MT 59715-4407,
(406) 585-8469

Peter S. Cowan 
69 Old Henniker Road, Hopkinton, NH 03229-2209,
(603) 746-5543
Occupation: Legal, Sheehan Phinney Bass & Green,
1000 Elm St., Manchester, NH 03101-1792, 
(603) 668-0300
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Michael D. Cox 
13 Villanova Dr., Westford, MA 01886-1955
Occupation: Computers, Digital Equipment
Corporation, 24 Flagstone Dr., Hudson, NH 03051-
4904, (603) 884-0860

Howard B. Coye 
2040 Arbor Avenue, Belmont, CA 94002-1715, (650)
654-0633
Occupation: Applied Technology, (408) 773-0777

James Mack Crawford MD
Jim 
4218 SW 96th Drive, Gainesville, FL 32608-7154, 
(352) 367-3738, «arcjmc@bellsouth.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Varsity Ski Team (‘73-’75),
Freshman Crew (‘73), Admissions Tour Guide (‘73-’75),
Psi Upsilon (‘73, ‘74)
Major: Chemistry (Biology minor)
Graduate Study: PhD, Physiology, Duke University
Graduate School, 1981; MD, Duke University School
of Medicine, 1982
Occupation: Physician/Scientist: Professor and Chair-
man, Department of Pathology, Immunology and Lab-
oratory Medicine, University of Florida School of
Medicine, Gainesville, FL, (352) 392-6840, 
«crawford@pathology.ufl.edu»
Spouse/Partner: Aleta R. Crawford; BSRN, Duke,
1976; MBA, Florida, 2003; Business Manager
Interests: Painting, singing, walking
Bristol James Crawford, 21, Duke ‘02 
Jenness Ives Crawford, 20, Princeton ‘03

Twenty-five years can be summarized pretty easily.
My wife, Aleta, and I have been happily married since
1973 (that’s right), now over 28 years. The Lord per-
mitting, I figure we have an excellent shot at a 50th

(age 68) and maybe even a 75th (age 93?) anniversary
some years from now. I finished Dartmouth after
Junior year so I could join Aleta as she continued in
her studies towards a BS degree in Nursing at Duke
University. We then stayed on for my MD and PHD
studies at Duke through 1982. We elected to start
our family during my years in graduate school, and
Bristol was born in 1980 and Jenness, in 1981. We
moved to the Boston area for my residency in Pathol-
ogy at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and stayed
on until 1996. My professional activities centered
around Liver and Gastrointestinal Pathology, and
research investigation into the pathophysiology of
hepatic bile formation. Aleta stayed at home to raise
our children. When they no longer needed her as
much, she joined me in the research laboratory as

my Senior Research Manager, and we worked togeth-
er for seven years. To date, that was my most pro-
ductive time in the laboratory, as Aleta and I were
able to demonstrate how phospholipid is secreted
into bile from the hepatocyte and were able to rede-
fine the microanatomy of the liver.

Both children attended Phillips Academy in Andover,
Massachusetts, as four-year students. During that
time, Aleta and I moved to take jobs in the Depart-

ment of Pathology at Yale
University, I as Director of
the Program in Gastroin-
testinal Pathology. Our chil-
dren moved on to college,
Bristol at Duke, and Jen at
Princeton. Aleta and I only
stayed at Yale for 21⁄2 years,
as I was offered the job of

Chairman, Department of Pathology, Immunolo-
gy and Laboratory Medicine at the University of
Florida in Gainesville. I began in July 1999 and am
looking forward to many years in this role. Aleta
left the laboratory to obtain an MBA degree (May
2001 from the University of Florida) and will
reenter the workforce, this time as a administrative
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manager for biomedical research, most likely in the
College of Medicine here at the University of Florida.

I have always credited a strong secondary school edu-
cation (Phillips Academy ’72) and college education
(Dartmouth ’76) as setting the foundation and tra-
jectory for my career path. My enjoyment of the
sciences, acquiring the foundation skills to become
a successful physician and scientist, embracing the
pleasure of the out-of-doors, and finding my life
partner all date to those years. Put simply, the tra-
jectory for our lives as a married couple, as parents,
and as professionals was set during the Dartmouth
years. While course work at Dartmouth was certain-
ly the central part of my undergraduate Dartmouth
experience and was challenging and exciting, it is fair
to say that my favorite memories of Dartmouth are
of the North Country. Running and skiing through
the Upper Valley, the White Mountains, and the
Green Mountains remain my most favorite recollec-
tions. For example, my wife has heard me tell the
story of our record-setting run from Moosilauke
to Hanover in 1973 (with Chris Nice ’75 and Ed
Waters ’76) far too many times. Since then, my
greatest thanks go to professional mentorship by
several key individuals: in graduate school (Joe
Blum), as a pathology resident (Jim Madara), as a
post-doctoral fellow (John Gollan), and as a young
faculty member (Ramzi Cotran, Peter Scheuer).

In the years since Dartmouth, the most notable
change in my life has been parenthood, far-and-away.
Our children have gotten off to a great start in
their adult lives, and we have so much to be thank-
ful for. My wife and I returned to the church in 1983
and have been faithful Christians since. We also
returned to music, as church choir members contin-
uously since 1983. I also took up bagpiping in 1989
and have worked public occasions and gigs intermit-
tently since. I’ve been able to stay in solid running
and hiking shape, and I take every opportunity when
travelling to hit the high elevations on foot. So the
focus of life is simple: family, profession, faith, run-
ning, music. I know that my Dartmouth experience
prepared me for future life beyond my wildest hopes,
and I have been forever thankful. But I don’t miss
college; Dartmouth was simply a conduit to a more
joyful adult life. So, after another 25 years, I hope
to avoid obsolescence as a professional, and to stay
reasonably healthy and fit. Most importantly, I hope
to be happily married to my one love, Aleta, with
our children living fulfilling lives.

Stewart G. Crawford-Hines 
Stew
1505 West Mountain Ave., Fort Collins, CO 80521,
(970) 484-9423, «stew@fortnet.org»
Dartmouth Activities: #191903, Hinman Box 2076,
majoring in Liberal Arts, with a concentration in Math
Graduate Study: Masters studies at Leland Stanford
Junior University; Doctoral studies at Colorado State
University
Occupation: Research and teaching in image process-
ing, neural networking, and web technologies at Col-
orado State University & Visible Productions
Family Partners In Action: Andrea (spouse, ageless) 
Amelia, 8

—-===*** THE ESSAY ***===—-

“25 years? No way,” I think when the first of the
reunion notices pops up in my mailbox. Impossible!
Peering back into the corners of my brain, there
stand a bunch of Dartmouth memories, gems shin-
ing brightly in a small granite recess. Neighboring
memories, some I know are but ten years old, at
most, stand nearby, dimmer and covered in dust.
How could those collegiate memories be so much
older, they look so fresh and new? It can’t be 25 years.

“How could so many years have slipped by since
those Dartmouth days?” I ask myself. Time for a
back-of-the-envelope accounting. Let’s see: ten years
in the telecomm R&D world, ten years as a free-
lance consultant, ten years in graduate schools, and
another ten years teaching in corporate and acad-

emic realms. Sprinkle
across that almost ten
all-too-short years as a
dad, too. And traveling,
with my partner Andrea
—well, unfortunately
nowhere near ten years
on the road, but a few
passports overflowing

with bureaucratic stamps bear witness to adventures
spread across the cities and outbacks of the Pacific
Rim, the Himalayas, Africa, and Europe. O.K., O.K.,
I’m beginning to believe it. Perhaps I have lived
another 25 years since the Big Green days. Yes, per-
haps it is time for that 25th reunion.

But while I’m lingering here in retrospect, let me
stare into those bright mnemonic gems. I see many
classrooms, some large and some small, with stu-
dents, some alert and some napping. I hear faculty
voices triggering my brain to think, I hear Hums on
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the steps of Dartmouth Hall. I feel the crisp snows
of winter, I feel the searing heat of a bonfire on one
side of me and the cool of an autumn evening on
the other. I smell hot cider as I walk to a football
game, the purest of air after a spring rain, and the
must of books gently aging in the stacks. And
what’s this golden froth on the floor? Ahhh, but a
thin layer of beer, still mysteriously fresh.

Raise the tankard high—a toast to those of you who
shared those green-est of years! Vox Clam, baby! 

Robert J. Cree Jr. 
RR 1, Box 110, Hogansburg, NY 13655-9730, 
(518) 358-2197

Grayland A. Crisp 
9110 University Blvd., Richmond, VA 23229-6534,
(804) 282-8138
Occupation: Legal
Spouse/Partner: Lisa

Gregory F. Cronin 
1157 Greendale Avenue, Needham, MA 02492-4727,
(781) 449-5346
Spouse/Partner: Kerry

Judith Burrows Csatari 
Judy 
109 Blueberry Hill Drive, Hanover, NH 03755-3423,
(603) 448-2894, «judy.csatari@dartmouth.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: Glee Club, Ski team, Green Key,
FSP to Leningrad, USSR in summer 1974
Occupation: Educational Administrator, Program Admin-
istrator and Education Coordinator, Department of Medi-
cine, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, One Medical
Center Dr., Lebanon, NH 03756, (603) 650-7684
Alumni Activities: Class Committee, Alumni Interview-
er, 5th Reunion Chair, Newsletter Editor; DED and VP,
Dartmouth Club of Dallas; Alumni Council, Class of ’76
Representative; 25th Reunion Chair
Spouse/Partner: Tom Csatari ’74; Attorney
Emily Csatari Poulin, 23, Dartmouth ’99
Sasha Csatari, 18
Tommy Csatari, 12

It is next to impossible for me to think about and
comment on the past 25 years without making exten-
sive references to my husband, Tom, and our three
children. The 25 years since graduation have been
an adventure with unbelievable highs and devas-
tating lows. I have few regrets and feel incredibly
blessed to have experienced all that has come my way.

I completed my Dartmouth career in three years
and was married one month after graduation. Before
I knew it, I was headed to Nashville, Tennessee,
where Tom was about to enter his second year of
law school. I joined him at Vanderbilt where I
embarked on a master’s degree in Russian language
and literature. I knew shortly after starting the grad-
uate program that I did not want to enter the realm
of academe and the publish-or-perish rat race. But
I did enjoy teaching my section of introductory
Russian and had visions of teaching Russian lan-
guage and literature at the high school level. But
baby #1, Emily, came along, as did our move to
Connecticut before I could realize my goal.

I had the good fortune to work for the University of
Connecticut School of Law during our tenure in
Hartford and found that I might be able to make a
career out of educational administration. So when
we moved to Hanover for Tom to become Assistant
(and later Associate) College Counsel, I felt that I
had arrived. Sure enough, I landed a job in the
Admissions Office at the College and thoroughly
enjoyed helping put together the classes of ’85 and
’86. Along came baby #2, Sasha, and after a brief
hiatus from the work force, I joined the Dean of
the College’s office as an assistant class dean and
secretary of the COS (formerly known as the CCSC).
Alas, my time in the Dean’s office — my dream
come true — was short-lived as Tom decided to
head to Oklahoma.

Our stay in Oklahoma was also short-lived—only
nine months long, as Tom spent the entire time sell-

ing the company for which
he had made the move!
Along the way he met some
interesting folks in Dallas,
and once the sale of the
company was complete, we

moved to Big D, where Tom became Vice Presi-
dent of Legal Affairs for a major hospital system.

I was the glue during all these moves. The girls
were thriving and I took on the tasks of making
Oklahoma and then Dallas home. I learned to say
y’all and picked up a Texas drawl, which some say I
have yet to lose.

The year that baby #3, Tommy, came was perhaps
one of our toughest: Tom’s mom died and I gave
birth to our son within a time span of just three
months. The life cycle took on new significance for
me. The loss of Tom’s mom also meant that we
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were down to one grandparent; I started to think
about issues of mortality, not in a morose sense,
but it occurred to me that my youthful invincibility
would not last forever.

Shortly after Tommy’s birth, Tom and I became very
involved in founding a new, private school in our
community. It was wonderful to see an idea take
shape and grow into a reality. Our Sasha was one of
the founding 12 students in the school, which today
boasts an enrollment of 150+.

I created the admissions system for the school,
taught music and first grade, and then became the
interim head when the founding head left unexpect-
edly. I wanted to be the permanent head of school,
but the search committee wanted to tighten its ties
to the Episcopal Church, and alas, I am not Episco-
palian! A tough blow, to be sure, but it gave me an
opportunity to refocus on my own children and
dive into community volunteerism. I was Ms. PTA
and loved it.

Then three years ago we decided to move back to
Hanover—not because of the College, but because,
in truth, this is one place we feel we can call home.
We needed and wanted to be closer to our roots,
and when a job as a partner in a law firm became
available, we headed east.

These past three years have been some of the most
challenging and rewarding we have faced as a fam-
ily. The financial security that marked our time in
Dallas is not a given here in the Upper Valley; I
returned to full-time employment; Sasha struggled
to feel accepted at the high school; and Emily was
not quite sure that she liked Mom and Dad living
in the same town where she was going to College
(can’t say I blame her). On another front, medical
issues took on new meaning. Our last grandparent
entered an Alzheimer’s unit in a nursing home,
and last year I had two major surgeries to remove
a rare, malignant tumor from my shoulder. Talk
about mortality.

I am happy to say that as the 25th reunion grows
ever nearer, life is settling down some. Emily mar-
ried a Dartmouth ’97 in September 2000. Sasha is
accustomed to life in Hanover and is busy applying
to colleges and conservatories. The two Toms are
thriving and Tom’s legal practice has flourished. As
for me, I find my job to be an exciting and con-
stant challenge and it feels good to be a part of a
team effort. I don’t think I want to be a program

administrator for the rest of my life, but that’s not
a big issue. What really matters is that we are finally
home, happy and healthy—I don’t need anything
more than these.

Carl D. Cucco MD 
25309 West Scott Road, Barrington, IL 60010-2422
Occupation: Medical, Womancare PC, 221 West
Prospect Avenue, Mount Prospect, IL 60056-3140,
(847) 392-4000
Spouse/Partner: Marilyn

Robert P. Cummins 
Skip 
4 Wexford Court, Houston, TX 77024-6611, 
(713) 647-0438, «spc@cyberonics.com»
Occupation: Venture Capital, Cyberonics Inc., 
Suite 600, 16511 Space Center Blvd., Houston, 
TX 77058-2017, (281) 228-7200, Fax (281) 218-9332
Spouse/Partner: Bambi

David J. Cunis MD 
David 
RR 1 Box 2351, Plymouth, NH 03264-9613, 
(603) 536-3323, «david.j.cunis@hitchcock.org»
Occupation: Medical, Lahey Hitchcock Clinic, 
White Mountain Division, 71 Highland Street, 
Plymouth, NH 03264, (603) 536-3700
Spouse/Partner: Eileen

Timothy J. Curran 
Tim 
6906 Lexington Trail, Crystal Lake, IL 60012-3137,
(815) 459-4485, «tcurran@currangroup.com»
Occupation: Investments, Curran Group, 7502 Main
Street, Crystal Lake, IL 60014-8045, (815) 455-5100,
Fax (815) 455-7894
Spouse/Partner: Carol
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Glenn S. Cushman 
17 West Sierra Vista Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85013-1200,
(602) 997-4933
Occupation: Investments, Dickinson & Company,
2425 East Camelback Road, Phoenix, AZ 85016-4200,
(602) 957-1951
Spouse/Partner: Susan

John H. Cushman Jr. 
Jack 
5116 Saratoga Ave., Bethesda, MD 20816-3040, 
(301) 654-0571
Occupation: Newspaper, New York Times, (202) 862-0321
Spouse/Partner: Lynn

Kim H. Cushman 
PO Box 226, North Bennington, VT 05257-0226, 
(802) 442-3949
Occupation: Creative Arts

Michael B. Cutler 
Mike 
5307 Elliott Rd., Bethesda, MD 20816, (301) 229-1367,
«michael.b.cutler.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Telecommunications, 5307 Elliott Road,
Bethesda, MD 20816-2912, (301) 229-1367
Spouse/Partner: Laura

Peter W. Dakin 
2325 Larkfield Place, Paso Robles, CA 93446-4479,
(805) 238-3195, «pete@passoftheoaks.com»
Occupation: Real Estate, RE/MAX Real Estate, 711
12th Street, Paso Robles, CA 93446, (805) 239-3310
Spouse/Partner: Kelly

Jeremiah M. Daly 
Jerry 
17 Old Meadow Road, Marion, MA 02738-2127, 
(508) 748-0397, «jmdaa76@aol.com»
Occupation: Consulting, 17 Old Meadow Road,
Marion, MA 02738-2127, (508) 748-3743
Spouse/Partner: Anne

Douglas A. Dame 
PO Box 1535, Interlachen, FL 32148, (904) 684-6962
Occupation: Hospital Administration, Shands
Hospital, University of Florida, 1329 SW 19th Street
Room 5236, Gainesville, FL 32608, (352) 395-0750
Spouse/Partner: Sondra

Ralph J. Damiano Jr. MD 
9 Clermont Lane, Saint Louis, MO 63124-1304, 
(314) 989-9721, «damianor@msnotes.wustl.edu»
Occupation: Medical, Washington University Medical
School, Suite #3108 Queen Tower, 1 Barnes Jewish
Hospital Ctr., Saint Louis, MO 63110, (314) 362-7327,
Fax (314) 747-0917
Spouse/Partner: Diane

Mark J. D'Anastasio 
255 Windover Avenue NW, Vienna, VA 22180-4412,
(703) 255-3754
Occupation: Advertising, Burson Marsteller, 
1801 K Street NW, Washington, DC 20006-1301
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Christopher Daniell 
18 Brockway Road, Hopkinton, NH 03229-2011, 
(603) 226-2767, «drwiffie@aol.com»
Occupation: Medical, Concord Otolaryngology, 
Head and Neck Surgery, 194 Pleasant Street, Concord,
NH 03301-2915, (603) 224-2353, Fax (603) 226-0727
Dartmouth Activities: Ledyard Canoe Club, President,
1975; Kayak team; Ski Patrol; Psi Upsilon; Fire & Skoal
Major: Bio
Graduate Study: MD, University of Virginia, 1981;
Residency, Stanford University, 1986
Occupation: Physician, Concord Otolaryngology, 
194 Pleasant St., Concord, NH 03301, (603) 24-2353
Spouse/Partner: Julie Dunfey ’80
Interests: Writer/filmmaker
Hayley, 11
Aidan, 9
Julia, 4

Thomas M. Daniells 
20 River Road, Essex, CT 06426-1301, (860) 767-3310
Occupation: Legal, Murtha Cullina Law Firm
Spouse/Partner: Moira

Edna M. Darden 
1675 Carter Rd., Decatur, GA 30032-3502, (404) 288-3452

William R. Daughtry 
1430 Regal Ave., Schenectady, NY 12308-1712, 
(518) 374-9287

David S. Davenport 
149 Neperan Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591-3415, 
(914) 631-6836, still valid? «dsd@pipeline.com»
Dartmouth Activities: WDCR, WFRD
Major: International Economics
Occupation: SVP, Sales, iSolve.com, 2 Stamford Plaza,
7th floor, Stamford, CT 06901, (203) 328-2636

Christopher C. Davidson 
869 South Oak Knoll Avenue, Pasadena, 
CA 91106-4419, (626) 792-6970, 
«christopher.c.davidson.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Television/Movies, CBS Inc., CBS TV City,
7800 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90036-2188, 
(323) 575-2754

Jonathan T. Davie 
Jon 
31 Highland Avenue, South Berwick, ME 03908-1212,
(207) 384-5752, «east5man@aol.com»
Occupation: Education–Secondary, Berwick Academy,
South Berwick, ME 03908-1540
Spouse/Partner: Polly
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Christopher P. Davis 
Chris 
6 Partridgeberry Lane, South Hamilton, MA 01982-2719,
(978) 468-5258, «cdavis@gph.com» or «davis@shore.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Tennis Team, Outing Club (Envi-
ronmental Studies Div.), Green Key, Phi Delta Alpha
Major: Engineering Sciences
Graduate Study: JD, Harvard Law School, 1980
Occupation: Attorney, Partner, Goodwin Procter LLP,
Exchange Place, Boston MA 02109, (617) 570-1354
Interests: Outdoors, skiing, tennis, hiking, backpacking,
mountain biking, gardening, kids, sports; president of
local land trust
Spouse/Partner: Carol H. Davis
Pitzer College, Claremont, CA, 1973; Dog Trainer
Interests: Horse riding, animals, biking, travel, pho-
tography
Gregory, 19, Connecticut College
Colin, 16, Pingree School

Well, several 1970s (?) song titles sum it up pretty
well: Life’s Been Good To Me So Far, Life In the Fast
Lane, Running On Empty, and perhaps, I Get the Urge
For Going, or Dream On.

My post-Dartmouth life has gone well in all mate-
rial respects to date. I am a partner in a successful
law firm, doing work that I generally still find inter-
esting, in the area that I care about (environmental
law). I have a wonderful family, a nice home in the
woods, lots of toys, and insufficient time to enjoy
them. I have been fortunate to lead a full and active
life, worked too much, played not enough, slept too
little; was a soccer, hockey, lacrosse, basketball, and
tennis dad; visited some great places (most recent-
ly a two-month family sabbatical in Australia, New
Zealand, and Bali), and taken entirely too little time

to smell the flowers and appreciate what’s really
important in life.

After 20 years of practicing law at the same firm,
I’m pretty generally happy and still having fun most
days, but I keep thinking I should be doing some-
thing more meaningful in terms of saving the world
or some part thereof, beyond periodic pro bono
work. I’m also ready to get off the treadmill of
60+-hour weeks, commuting, and eating two or
three meals per day at my desk. I hope to take more
time to reacquaint myself with my long-neglected
wife, have a social life, and experience more of the
outdoor world before my arthritic body wears out
altogether (i.e., more hiking, skiing, tennis, biking,
gardening, and learning to surf, to name a few).

Meanwhile, I need to keep
gainfully employed to fund
the education of my two
sons (the older, a freshman
at Connecticut College, and
the younger, a sophomore at
prep school). On weekends,
I try to recharge the batter-
ies by skiing with the boys
at Mad River Glen, biking
and walking the dog with

Carol, cutting the grass, periodic trips to warm and
sunny islands, and occasional wilderness backpack-
ing trips with Dartmouth roommates and friends.

In any event, I clearly went to the right college,
which I credit with providing me with several good
friends, some strenuous intellectual exercise, a
healthy dose of inspiration and self confidence,
and an enduring love for the outdoors, beer, and the
Grateful Dead.

Mark W. Davis 
13 Skylar Dr., Southborough, MA 01772-1738, 
(508) 481-4239, «mdavis004@aol.com»
Occupation: Real Estate, R.H. White Construction Co.
Inc., Suite 1000, 41 Central Street, Auburn, 
MA 01501-2300, (508) 832-3295, Fax (508) 832-7084
Spouse/Partner: Harriet

Mary Davis 
See Mary Davis Johnson
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William C. Davison 
Will 
63 Peabody Drive, Brentwood, NH 03833-6424, 
(603) 642-3115, «wdavison@exeter.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: Crew team, Alpha Delta
Major: Psychology
Graduate Study: MALS, Dartmouth ‘82
Occupation: Philanthropic Advisor, Phillips Exeter
Academy, 20 Main St., Exeter, NH 03833, 
(603) 777-3681
Spouse/Partner: Jane Davison
Attorney, General Counsel, Brown Trout Publishing

Having probably read over 100 “reunion yearbooks”
(I’m in the alumni relations business), I’ve rued the
day when I would finally have to draft my own pithy
remarks. Recalling reunion yearbooks of old, I sus-
pect the ’76 25th will follow the style of our prede-
cessors: some will submit the “corporate” photo
and reflections that more closely resemble their
resumes, others will go for the holiday card of fam-
ily and dog and opine about their spiritual devel-
opment, a few will take the best of times/worst of
times approaches in looking back at their Dartmouth
days/daze, and a small group will tie all of their
subsequent successes or failures back to lessons

learned or unlearned on the
Hanover Plain. Having been
a psych major I’ll try the all-
of-the-above category.

My life has continued to be
intertwined with Dartmouth
since my graduation; my
career included stints in the
College’s admissions and
fundraising offices. I had the
opportunity to work with
three different presidents and
the current one in his former
capacity as Dean of Faculty.
I love the place but much like
seeing the wizard behind the

curtain, I’ve come to appreciate Oz even more, hav-
ing caught a glimpse or two of how the place is real-
ly run and decisions made. Upon reflection, much
of my Dartmouth life has been spent watching an
institution come to grips with its desire for a new
identity while maintaining the best of traditions. I
rest assured knowing that the best intentioned pres-
idents, trustees, administration, faculty, students, and
alumni/ae can’t screw the place up!

Of the many positive changes I observed within
Dartmouth over the last 25 years was the “softening”
of some of the community’s hard edges. Students
seem more considerate of each other, perhaps more
tolerant of differences. Despite John Kemeny’s
exhortation to us that “you are your brothers’ and
sisters’ keepers,” I wince at some of the memories
of those undergraduate “transition years.” Hind-
sight and a bit of maturity have allowed me to
reflect on why certain members of the class were
less than well treated, marginalized, or expected to
fit a particular mold. Times have changed and I
hope the 25th is a moment when everyone feels
welcome to come back and make a part of today’s
Dartmouth their own.

Personally, I can’t say Dartmouth was the best time
of my life—not because it wasn’t a great experience
but because the current years feel like the best. It’s
certainly not due to wisdom but instead, to good
fortune. Personal life and career have always
required hard work and today’s experiences are as
rewarding and satisfying as any time in my life. While
I’ve got no predictions for the future, I’m enjoying
the journey.

As anyone who knows me can attest, I’ve never
been particularly concerned (or good, for that mat-
ter!) with money, which is why: (1.) I don’t have
much, and (2.) I have remained in the not-for-profit
arena, working for colleges and schools. On the
other hand, I’m thankful for the love and compan-
ionship of my wife, the company of good friends,
the opportunity to share great meals and great
wine, and a career that works on behalf and for
the benefit of others. Not to mention the chance,
on occasion, to wear funny hats on New Year’s Eve
in St. Martin! 
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Jane and Will Davison

I rest assured
knowing that
the best
intentioned
presidents,
trustees,
administration,
faculty,
students, 
and alumni/ae
can’t screw 
the place up!
Will Davison



Peter T. Dawkins 
Dawk 
1530 Chasehurst Drive, Mississauga L5J 3A8, Ontario,
(519) 822-0459
Occupation: Investments, Midland Walwyn Capital
Inc., (416) 369-7706
Spouse/Partner: Patricia

Robert F. Dawson 
2648 Cold Springs Manor, Indianapolis, IN 46222-2207,
(317) 926-7965

Leroy T. Day 
463 Lee Ave., Saint Louis, MO 63119, (314) 968-4349

Stephen R. Day 
33 Glen Eagles Drive, Larchmont, NY 10538-1206,
(914) 834-9308, «fourdays@juno.com»
Occupation: Inv. Banking, SG Barr Devlin, 1221 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, NY 10020, (212) 278-4943
Spouse/Partner: Janet

Robert W. Deason 
Dease 
Rocky Ridge Road, PO Box 192, Jennerstown, 
PA 15547-0192, (814) 629-6460, 
«bdeason76@aol.com»
Occupation: Geology, Earthtech Inc., Suite 201, 
336 Bloomfield Street, Johnstown, PA 15904, 
(814) 266-6402, Fax (814) 445-4130
Spouse/Partner: Susan

Jonathan M. Deevy 
1508 West Byron, Chicago, IL 60613-2704, 
(773) 348-7778
Occupation: Quantum, 440 South LaSalle, 
Suite 2800, Chicago, IL, (312) 786-3439
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Kathleen DeGioia-Eastwood 
Kathy 
2417 North Fremont Blvd., Flagstaff, AZ 86001-0930,
(520) 774-1124, «Kathy.Eastwood@nau.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: WDCR, DOC, Cabin and Trail
Major: Physics
Graduate Study: PhD, Physics, University of Wyoming,
1982
Occupation: Professor of Physics, Northern Arizona
University, Box 6010, Flagstaff, AZ 86011-6010, 
(520) 523-7159
Interests: Research interests in star formation and
science education. Director of National Undergraduate
Research Observatory and a summer Research Experi-
ences for Undergraduates program in astronomy. Still
love to hike, bike, and ski and have taken up swim-
ming, gardening, and teaching Sunday school
Spouse/Partner: John Eastwood; MS, Economics; 
An avid runner, interested in local economic issues
Erin, 20, Northern Arizona University
Megan, 17, Flagstaff High School

After becoming a professional astronomer, I’m
finally not afraid of the dark anymore. I also find
it much easier than my husband to navigate around
the dog in the dark when going to the bathroom.
Also, people at cocktail parties tend to think I’m
fascinating.

After becoming a physics professor and teaching
physics for 13 years, I now really enjoy physics. Ques-
tions like, “how does an ammeter work,” which
bored me to tears as a freshman, actually seem inter-
esting to me now. So do shaving mirrors, light bulbs,

and any number of everyday objects. I also discov-
ered that my greatest gift is the ability to explain
difficult concepts in relatively simple terms.

Motherhood is a lot like astronomy: the more you
put into it, the more you get out of it. But it’s way
better. There’s no question that my greatest achieve-
ment in life is my family. I have a great marriage and

two daughters who
are smart, sweet,
articulate, athletic,
and beautiful.

One day I said to
my husband John,
“What will we do

when the kids are gone?” (Since one kid is in college
and the other is a senior in high school, this is get-
ting serious.) He replied “hike, ski, backpack ... ” I’m
looking forward to that. And I’m looking forward
to being an eccentric old lady who holds long con-
versations with dogs and small children.

Christopher P. DeLaCruz 
3417 Guilford Avenue NW, Canton, OH 44718-3109,
(330) 492-9107
Occupation: Legal

Warren J. Dell 
5070 Tara Ave., Unit 105, Las Vegas, NV 89146-5464,
(702) 252-8442

Peter B. Demarest DMD 
5900 Arlington Avenue, Apt. 16H, Bronx, 
NY 10471-1317, (718) 601-6598
Occupation: Dental, 1 Pondfield Road, Bronxville, 
NY 10708-3706, (914) 337-4700

Joseph M. Dempsey 
JD 
54 Wayside Place, Montclair, NJ 07042, (201) 509-7896,
«joseph.dempsey@capmark.funb.com»
Occupation: Investments, First Union Corporation, 
12 East 49th Street 44th Floor, New York, NY 10017,
(212) 909-0910, Fax (212) 909-0939
Spouse/Partner: Beverly

Michael J. Denning 
27 South Fair Street, Guilford, CT 06437-3436, 
(203) 458-9004
Occupation: Education, Yale University, Box 1504A
Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06506-1504, (203) 432-1188
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Kathleen DeGioia-Eastwood and family

After becoming a
professional astronomer,
I’m finally not afraid of
the dark anymore. 
Kathleen DeGioia-Eastwood 



Caleb T. Deupree 
1242 E. Lytle 5 Points Road, Dayton, OH 45458-5012

James C. DeVoe 
9 Harrison Rd., Canton, MA 02021-1312, 
(781) 828-4638

Jeffrey S. DeWald 
Jeff 
39 Simmons Dr., Duxbury, MA 02332-3718, (781) 934-2661
Occupation: Consulting, Sagemark Consulting, 
260 Franklin Street, Boston, MA 02110-3112, 
(617) 946-2303, Fax (617) 946-2313
Spouse/Partner: Carol

Blair C. Dickerson 
202 W. 34th Street, Wilmington, DE 19802-2609, 
(302) 764-0514, «blair.c.dickerson.76@alum.dart-
mouth.org»

Andrew E. Dill 
1682 Hilltop Road, Spring City, PA 19475-9503

Mark E. DiMaria 
9037 W. 24th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90034-1938,
(310) 838-4509
Occupation: Legal

R. Page Dinsmore 
Page 
1605 Serramonte Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80524-1719,
(970) 493-8455
Occupation: Education–College University, 
Colorado State University, College of Veterinary Medicine,
300 West Drake Road, Fort Collins, CO 80526-2866,
(970) 491-4471
Spouse/Partner: Adele

David C. Dobson 
55 Ambleside Court, Danville, CA 94526-4302, 
(925) 820-5558, «dcdobson@aol.com»
Occupation: Integrated Science Sol Inc., 1700 North
Broadway Suite 406, Walnut Creek, CA 94596-4184,
(925) 979-1535, Fax (925) 820-5683
Spouse/Partner: Cecelia

Robin P. Docherty 
2269 Road Runner Road, Sedona, AZ 86336-5334,
(520) 204-9242

David R. Dollar 
4922 Cumberland Avenue, Chevy Chase, 
MD 20815-5454, (301) 656-3158
Occupation: Banking, World Bank, 1818 H Street NW,
Rm. D-8073, Washington, DC 20433-0002
Spouse/Partner: Lesley
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Joseph P. Donahue III 
2920 Welcome Drive, Durham, NC 27705
Occupation: Education–College University, University
of Puget Sound

Dayl S. Donaldson 
18 Porter Street #1, Somerville, MA 02143-2311, 
(617) 623-8325, «ddonaldson@msh.org»
Occupation: Consulting, Management Sciences for
Health, 165 Allendale Road, Boston, MA 02130-3443,
(617) 524-7799, Fax (617) 524-2825

John D. Donigian 
Jack 
97 Richards Street, Dedham, MA 02026-5845, 
(781) 329-1192
Occupation: Real Estate, 97 Richards Street, Dedham,
MA 02026-5845, (781) 329-1192

Mark S. Donoghue 
500 Main Street, Greenfield, MA 01301-3310, 
(413) 774-4070
Occupation: Public Accounting, 238 Main Street,
Greenfield, MA 01301-3243, (413) 772-2575

Mary Ellen Donovan 
1 Central Park West #38A, New York, NY 10023-7703,
(212) 645-3073
Occupation: Creative Arts
Spouse/Partner: Malcolm

Kathleen Brewer Doran 
241 Captain Eames Circle, Ashland, MA 01721-3914,
(508) 231-0818, «bdoran@lasell.edu» or
«kbdoran@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Senior Fellow, Varsity Field
Hockey, Varsity Lacrosse, Glee Club, Green Key Society,
Film Society, DOC
Major: Art History
Graduate Study: MBA, Darden School, University of
Virginia, 1978; PhD, McGill University, 2000
Occupation: Education, Dean (School of Business and
Information Technology), Lasell College, 1844 Common-
wealth Avenue, Newton, MA 02466, (617) 243-2105

If they say that “life is a journey,” then so far I’ve
logged a lot of miles. Not much has gone the way
I envisioned it at Dartmouth, but I don’t mind that
at all. It has all been a discovery, and I intend to
keep right on at it.

After graduation, I went directly on to business
school at the Darden School of the University of
Virginia to do my MBA. There followed four years
with International Paper in a variety of roles and
locations, including Chicago, Mobile (Alabama),
and Dallas.

Tired of the pulp and paper world, I spent a year
with Harbridge House based in Denver, doing
consulting. When they moved their Denver offices
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Brewer Doran and Wendy Simila Snickenberger

The Aegis

Brewer Doran
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back to Chicago, I opted to stay in Colorado and
moved to Vail with my significant other. During
my three-plus years in Vail, I taught skiing in the
winter and flying in the summer (I first learned to
fly in the summer of ’76), and I began teaching
business classes at Colorado Mountain College at
night. It was a fun place to live, but friendships were
almost always transient, like the population, and
everybody had three jobs.

In 1986 we moved the aviation business (and our-
selves) to central California. Condor Aviation was
a full-service fixed-base operator located at Oceano

Airport, and we also ran
the flight line for Monarch
Aviation in Monterey. That
meant we did flight train-
ing, charter, aircraft sales
and rental, fuel, and main-
tenance. I also taught mar-
keting and management

full-time for California Polytechnic State University
in San Luis Obispo. I loved the aviation business,
but it’s hard to earn a decent living at it; the hours
were incredibly long, and the responsibilities heavy.

In 1990, I decided it might be more fun to fly for
an avocation and stick to teaching, which I truly
enjoyed, for a vocation. To do that, I needed to go
back to school for my doctorate (scary, since I was
now 35), and I realized that it was time to leave my
significant other of 11 years behind, too.

So, in September 1990, I moved by myself to
Montreal, Canada, and went back to do my PHD at
McGill University. I specialized in cross-cultural con-
sumer behavior, with a concentration on China. In
1995, I took a job teaching marketing at Babson
College in Wellesley, Massachusetts. I stayed there
until the fall of 2000, when I made my latest change,
to become Dean of the School of Business and
Information Technology at Lasell College, in New-
ton, Massachusetts. I also do a good bit of IT and
China-entry consulting (I know, they don’t seem
related at all).

Lasell is changing rapidly, and I am thoroughly enjoy-
ing the opportunities presented by that evolution.
I am tasked with starting our first graduate pro-
grams, and I am bringing a number of new under-
graduate degrees on line as well. It is a small and
collegial community that is growing rapidly and
enjoying a chance to break away from the crowd of
colleges in the Boston area.

Will I stay in academia? Too soon to tell. I’ve
learned never to guess which road I will take next.
I do find that teaching is deeply rewarding, and I
enjoy administration, too. Doing research has been
a needed intellectual stretch for me. Some things
never change, though. I still fly when I get the
chance. I have never lost the wanderlust that led
me to spend most of senior year in Kenya doing a
Senior Fellowship. I still love Dartmouth, and
since I moved back east in 1990, I have become
more and more involved with alumni activities.
Perhaps the part of that I’ve enjoyed the most is
getting to know classmates better that I didn’t know
well or at all in college.

Life hasn’t been what I’d expected, but it has been
richer and far more rewarding than I’d ever expected.

Nina H. Dorrance 
1427 Prairie Avenue, Beloit, WI 53511-3852, 
(608) 361-0150, 
«nina.h.dorrance.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Education–College University, 
Beloit College, 700 College Street, Beloit, 
WI 53511-5595, (608) 363-2115

It has all been 
a discovery, and 
I intend to 
keep right on at it.
Brewer Doran



Mary A. Dougal MD 
Mania 
515 Voltz Rd., Northbrook, IL 60062-4709, 
(847) 272-2629, «kmmdmd@mindspring.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Intramurals
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: Loyola Medical School, 1978
Occupation: Ophthalmologist, Dougal, McClellan
and Sullivan Eye Assoc., 7447 W. Talcott, Suite 300,
Chicago, IL 60631, (773) 775-0811
Spouse/Partner: Kevin R. McClellan, MD;
Ophthalmologist
David, 10, 4th grade
Robert, 7, 1st grade
Emily, 4

I like to say that my years at Dartmouth were the
best of my life. This seems a simplistic statement
since my life has grown so richly through the years
with a wonderful husband, three terrific children, a
satisfying profession, and great autonomy. Yet when
I look back, those college years are unique because
potential was unlimited, weighty responsibilities were
few, and to a great degree life “in the real world”
was suspended. Coming from a strict Catholic
school background and checking into Butterfield
with boys on the floors above and below set the
tone for what can truly be called a liberal arts edu-
cation. Poring over the course book schedule and

whittling down to the best three or four choices
was delicious agony. Thayer Hall, frat parties, inspi-
rational professors, idyllic small town life, the quiet
woods — all helped shape a budding personality.
My freshman bike trip still stands out as the best

possible way I can imagine to
leave home and start college.
There are so many memories
of dorm life, hallway hijinks,
late night pizzas, a friend
whose mantra was “lips that
touch wine shall never touch
mine” and another whose
album I still have: Merrimack
County by Tom Rush. Listen-
ing to “Mother Earth” and
“Kids These Days” rekindled
memories which seemed so
much more recent than 25
years. Dartmouth shaped me
in many obvious and subtle

ways but most of all, her education helped define
the broad spectrum of humanity and our need to
embrace it. To know what I know now and to have
those years again! 
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Dartmouth
shaped me 
in many obvious
and subtle ways
but most of all,
her education
helped define
the broad
spectrum 
of humanity 
and our need 
to embrace it. 
Mary Dougal MD



Kevin C. Downing 
3852 Grand Avenue, Western Springs, IL 60558-1131,
(708) 784-1930
Occupation: Metals

Martin E. Doyle 
Marty 
2616 231 Street Place SE, Issaquah, WA 98029-9459,
(425) 391-2275, «martin.e.doyle.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Medical Equipment, Perception Inc.,
9344 NW 13th Street #200, Miami, FL 33172-2808, 
Fax (305) 593-5505
Spouse/Partner: Kathleen

James P. Draudt 
1627 NW 32nd Avenue, Portland, OR 97210-1907,
(503) 274-2916
Occupation: Legal, Jensen Miller Draudt, 
1000 SW Broadway, Suite 1950, Portland, OR 97205-3078,
(503) 225-1031

Roland C. Dubois 
7401 Baltimore Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20912-4135,
(301) 587-8266
Occupation: Government–Federal, U.S. EPA, 
Office of General Counsel, 401 M Street SW,
Washington, DC 20024-2610, (502) 564-5626

Rev. Jeffrey S. Dugan 
12 Diamond Glen, Farmington, CT 06032-2302, 
(860) 677-6215, «jeffdugan@home.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Phi Tau fraternity; SIMS–Dart-
mouth
Major: Anthropology
Graduate Study: MDiv, Yale University, 1980
Occupation: Episcopal Priest, St. James Episcopal
Church, 3 Mountain Rd., Farmington CT 060323, 
(860) 677-1564
Spouse/Partner: Divorced
Matthew, 18, Springfield College, MA
Claire, 16, Miss Porter’s School
Christopher, 11, Norfolk Academy, VA
William, 8, Norfolk Academy, VA

I have been in parish ministry in Michigan, Virginia,
and Connecticut. Did a year of doctoral work at
Duke University, have taken groups of people to
the Holy Land, and am preparing to lead a group
through South Africa in November 2000. Have
been working on a book on the mystery of life
and death for two years now, and I hope to get it
published soon.
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David A. Duganne 
10017 Stone Court NW, Albuquerque, NM 87114-4228

William T. Duke 
1 Irving Place #P7K, New York, NY 10003-9733, 
(212) 598-4820, «bill@poetrycentral.com»
Occupation: Gazeta Mercatil, 441 Lexington Avenue,
New York, NY 10017, (212) 949-0464, Fax (212) 598-1802

Carlos G. Duncan 
1426 Irving Street NE, Washington, DC 20017-2947,
(202) 529-6140
Occupation: Riggs National Bank, 800 17th Street
NW B5000, Washington, DC 20006, (202) 835-5941

Richard P. Dunfey Jr. 
33 Derryfield Court, Manchester, NH 03104-4547,
(603) 623-9820
Spouse/Partner: Karen

Robert J. Egemeier 
7094 East Bucknell Place, Denver, CO 80224-2747,
(303) 237-0347

John M. Eldredge 
John 
620 Pleasant Valley Road, Cumberland, ME 04021-9790,
(207) 829-4540, «jeldrid1@maine.rr.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Ski team, Phi Sigma Psi, Dart-
mouth Outward Bound Living/Learning Term
Major: Psychology
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck, 1979
Occupation: Strategic business consulting, President,
Eldredge Enterprises, 620 Pleasant Valley Road,
Cumberland, ME 04021, (207) 829-0985
Interests: Masters cross-country ski racing, coaching
youth soccer, Cumberland Town Lands & Conservation
Commission, Maine Businesses for Social Responsibility,
Coastal Nordic Ski Club, enjoy travel
Spouse/Partner: Arabella James Eldredge
Randolph Macon Women’s College, 1976; 
MA, George Washington University, Art Therapy
Interests: Painting, library work, gardening, running,
cross-country skiing
Iain, 13, Greely Jr. High School
Macgill, 11, North Yarmouth Memorial School

I’m not sure why it seemed so tough to write an
“essay,” but I now have greater sympathy for
today’s high school seniors as they agonize with their
essays in the college application process. At any
rate, here goes:

As I reflect on my college experience, I’m interest-
ed to recall that I had no clear career direction as
my undergraduate days wound down. Somewhat by
default, I settled on business and spent a year work-
ing for a management consulting firm in Boston. I
then returned to Hanover and spent two enjoyable
years working and playing at Tuck. I started my
post-MBA career in consumer marketing at General
Mills in Minneapolis and then began an inexorable
eastward migration, first to Boston as general man-
ager of a small yogurt company and then to Maine
as general manager of Tom’s of Maine. Since leav-
ing Tom’s in 1990, I’ve remained in Maine and have
been involved in several entrepreneurial ventures in
the areas of strategic consulting, consumer products
and educational products and services.

Although my move to Maine was initially job-driven,
I came to realize that lifestyle and community were
more important to me than career. On several occa-
sions, I made the conscious decision to remain in a
limited job market rather than relocate for seem-
ingly better career opportunities. I met and married

Arabella and we have two sons,
Iain (13) and Macgill (11). We
feel blessed to live in an active,
tightly knit community with
good friends and a quality school
system. Family life is more
rewarding than I ever could
have imagined. Not surprisingly,
as our oldest enters full-blown
adolescence, family life also pre-
sents its challenges (the sins of
the fathers, no doubt). Beyond
family and work, my current
passions and interests include

masters cross-country ski racing, coaching youth
sports, Maine Businesses for Social Responsibility (an
organization I helped found), and land conservation.

At the risk of sounding clichéd, I’ve come to view
my post-college life as a journey—one that’s some-
times unpredictable, but never dull. If there’s a fun-
damental truth that I’ve discovered along the way,
it’s the importance of living in the present (some-
thing I find is not always easy to do). As we prepare
for our 25th reunion, I wish all of my Dartmouth
classmates and their families well on their respec-
tive journeys.
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Brig B. Elliott Jr. 
25 Wollaston Avenue, Arlington, MA 02476-5820,
(781) 643-5627
Occupation: Computers, Verizon Communications,
10 Moulton Street, Cambridge, MA 02138-1119
Spouse/Partner: So

Michael W. Elliott 
4070 N. Kessinger Ln., Boise, ID 83703, (208) 384-0600

Richard M. Elliott 
Sumida Riverside Tower, 1-28-7 Shinkawa #401, 
Chuo-ku Tokyo 1040033, Japan 
Occupation: PriceWaterhouse Coopers LLP

Stoughton L. Ellsworth Jr. 
578 Lowell Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301, (650) 324-0630
Occupation: Medical Equipment, Becton Dickinson &
Co., 2350 Qume Drive, San Jose, CA 95131-1812
Spouse/Partner: Lisa

John S. Engle 
21 Winthrop Avenue, Beverly, MA 01915-4139, 
(978) 927-4271, «jjengle@msn.com»
Occupation: Education–Secondary, Essex Christian
Academy, 300 Cabot Street, Beverly, MA 01915, 
(978) 922-5526
Spouse/Partner: Julie

Leland S. Englebardt II 
Lee 
116 E. 66th Street #34C, New York, NY 10021-6547,
(212) 628-5601, «e116@aol.com»
Occupation: Investments, MasterCard International Inc.,
2000 Purchase Street, Purchase, NY, (914) 249-5181
Spouse/Partner: Jane

David L. Englehart 
208 S. Fairville Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17112-3819,
(717) 540-9059
Occupation: Financial Services, Professional Financial
Advisors Inc., 1023 Mumma Road, Lemoyne, 
PA 17043-1164, (717) 761-4646, Fax (717) 730-0749

Paul M. Epstein 
4536 Langley Cir., Lexington, KY 40515, (859) 971-8539
Occupation: Education–College University,
Transylvania University, Lexington, KY, (859) 233-8126
Spouse/Partner: Ann

Robert Charles Erickson 
3029 Bent Tree Lane, Bedford, TX 76021-2802, 
(817) 358-8832, «jerick1776@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Track, Sigma Nu
Major: Engineering
Graduate Study: MBA, George Washington University,
1983; Master in Divinity, Princeton Theological Semi-
nary, 1986; Doctor of Ministry, Princeton Theological
Seminary, 1996
Occupation: Church, Minister of Word and Sacrament,
Presbyterian Church (USA)
Interests: Volleyball, softball, golf, music (children have
just released a CD, “The Testament”)
Spouse/Partner: Joan Almira Erickson; BS, Education,
Dana College; Educator and Resource Director in Pres-
byterian Church (USA)
Stuart Rubio, 24, Air Force Academy grad
Adam Erickson, 16
Joshua, 14

I started Dartmouth College with an adventure—
climbing the Presidential range as part of Freshman
orientation. Then I settled down into a quiet Dart-
mouth career, studying Engineering and running
track. I was one of two track men at Sigma Nu and
I don’t remember any other engineers. Of all the
stories I remember, the most difficult to explain to
my kids today is how I broke my arm in the last
week of school jumping over a car in front of
Sigma Epsilon. The car was parked and I thought
that after four years of hurdling at Dartmouth I
could jump over anything. I was wrong. Yet, my
experiences at Dartmouth and the can-do attitude

I developed there prepared
me for the future adventures
in life and for raising three
sons. I spent my first seven
years after school in Wash-
ington, D.C., as an energy
consultant. However my real
adventures came after those
seven years when I went to
Princeton Seminary to
become a pastor. I married
Joan Sharp in my second year
of seminary and we have

enjoyed the adventures of ministry ever since. We
have three sons—Stuart (an Air Force pilot), Adam
(a budding rock star and artist) and Josh (another
budding rock star and basketball player). We have
traveled to the Middle East to understand the
Palestinian/Israeli conflict, Mexico to build homes
for the people in need, Oklahoma to provide tornado
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relief, and Honduras to provide eye exams and
glasses in small villages. It has been a real adven-
ture as we have served churches near Philadelphia
and Dallas. I look forward to the adventures God
will take us on next and the hurdles we will jump
along the way.

Elise L. Erler 
480 H Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84103-3135, 
(801) 355-9325, «erlere@kennecott.com»
Occupation: Mining, Kennecott Utah Copper Corp.,
8315 West 3595 South, PO Box 6001, Magna, 
UT 84044-6001, (801) 252-3282, Fax (801) 355-9325

Zephyrinus J. Ernest 
PO Box 1961, White Plains, NY 10602-1961
Occupation: Printing, ZE Graphics Inc., 
158 Grand Street, White Plains, NY 10601-4803, 
(914) 997-1806, Fax (914) 997-1148

Karen Linda Becky Evans 
2229 Newton Street NE, Washington, DC 20018-3072,
(202) 832-7329, «wincrys@aol.com»
Occupation: Theatre, Young Playwright's Theater,
2437 15th Street NW, Washington, DC 20009-4101,
(202) 387-9173, Fax (202) 635-7287

Gregg E. Fairbrothers 
4026 Jericho St., White River Junction, VT 05001,
(802) 296-7464, «gfairbrothers@earthlink.net» or
«gregg.e.fairbrothers.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Major: Earth Sciences
Graduate Study: MS, Geology, Rutgers University,
1977; MBA, University of Tulsa, 1983
Occupation: Director, Dartmouth Entrepreneurial
Network, Dartmouth College
Spouse/Partner: Catherine
Homemaker; Interests: Horses, social work volunteer
David, 15, Hanover High
Jeffrey, 11, Runnemeade
Alicia, 5

Peter Falzone MD 
FFF 
500 East 83rd Street #1B, New York, NY 10028-7243,
(212) 717-1199
Occupation: Medical, 418 77th Street, Brooklyn, 
NY 11209-3206, (718) 748-2523, Fax (718) 748-0864
Spouse/Partner: Piera

Janet Bailey Faude 
42 Fulton Place, W Hartford, CT 06107-1128, 
(860) 232-1254
Occupation: Education–College University, Trinity
College, (860) 297-2361
Spouse/Partner: Wilson

Peter W. Feakins 
33 North Harwood Circle, Madison, WI 53717-1314,
(608) 238-6228
Occupation: Manufacturing, Schwinn Bikes, MIS Dept.,
217 North Jefferson, Chicago, IL 60661-1111, 
(312) 454-7484
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Michael J. Feasel MD 
4435 Saddle Run, Wilson, NC 27896, (252) 265-4612,
«mfeaselmd@cs.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Psi Upsilon, senior society, Varsity
football, Dartmouth Outing Club, Drama Department
Major: Chemistry
Graduate Study: MD, University of Cincinnati, 1981;
Residency in emergency medicine, University of Chicago
Occupation: Emergency physician
Spouse/Partner: Jackie
Chris, 20
Jaime, 15
Mattie, 13
John, 11

Practicing emergency medicine for 20 years, resid-
ing in North Carolina since 1988.

Activities include community free clinic and church-
related functions.

Family time spent sailing, fishing, hunting, and
camping.

Enjoy travel and private aviation. Spend one week
each year with a group of Psi Upsilon fraternity
brothers. (See Scott Simons’ entry for a photo of
this distinguished group!—Editor.)

Serving as class president these past five years has
offered the chance to reunite with other class mem-
bers and to review the wonderful opportunity of a
Dartmouth education.

Craig A. Feathers 
709 Sibley Drive, Northfield, MN 55057-2948, 
(507) 645-6293

George A. Federman 
7 Mansfield Ln., East Northport, NY 11731-4132, 
(631) 266-1254, «gfederman@hotmail.com»
Occupation: Chemical, Shipley Ronal, 272 Buffalo
Avenue, Freeport, NY 11520-4729, (516) 868-8800
Spouse/Partner: Carlene

Steven Eric Feld 
PO Box 4471, Portsmouth, NH 03802-4471, 
(603) 431-3837
Occupation: Legal, Steven Eric Feld PA, PO Box 4471,
Portsmouth, NH 03802-4471, (603) 431-8161

Vicki-Lee Felis 
235 Sanborn Road, Stowe, VT 05672-4901
Occupation: Home Manager
Spouse/Partner: Kenneth

Susan Stine Felter 
11 Juniper Way, Basking Ridge, NJ 07920-1202, 
(908) 221-0630, «schnoz324@cs.com»
Occupation: Coldwell Banker Real Estate, 
39 Olcott Square, Bernardsville, NJ 07924-2317, 
(908) 766-2900, Fax (908) 766-2836
Spouse/Partner: James

David Q. Ferguson 
19880 Lakeview Avenue, Deephaven, MN 55331-9352,
(952) 474-1267, «davidf@young-america.com»
Occupation: Manufacturing, Young America Corp.,
717 Faxon Road, Young America, MN, 
(952) 467-1107, Fax (952) 467-1702
Spouse/Partner: Lucy

Pat Ferguson
See Pat Ferguson McClendon

Gary L. Fernandez 
358 Laws Brook Road, Concord, MA 01742-2021, 
(978) 287-0921

Willard B. Ferris 
Brad 
7202 Thrasher Road, McLean, VA 22101-2030, (703)
356-9326, «willard.b.ferris.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Investment Banking, Ferris Baker Watts
Inc., 1720 Eye Street NW, Washington, 
DC 20006-3704, (202) 429-3668
Spouse/Partner: Louise
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John Francis Fidler 
Jack 
24 Indiana Terrace, Newton Upper Falls, 
MA 02464-1315, (617) 965-5498,
«john.francis.fidler.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Insurance, Marsh & McLennan Inc., 
111 Speen Street, Framingham, MA 01701-2000, 
(617) 454-1018
Spouse/Partner: Jo-Louise

Peter D. Field 
Pete 
c/o Robert Field, 19 Lyme Road, Hanover, NH 03755-1406,
(603) 643-6153, «peter.d.field.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Investments, Hutchens Investment Man-
agement, 175 Main Street, PO Box 1549, New London,
NH 03257-1549, (603) 526-4104, Fax (603) 526-6497
Spouse/Partner: Alice

Jonathan Fine 
Jon 
1824 7th Avenue West, Seattle, WA 98119-2942, 
(206) 284-6426, «jfine@uwkc.org»
Occupation: Non-Profit Organization, United Way of
King County, 107 Cherry Street, Seattle, WA 98104,
(206) 461-3700
Spouse/Partner: Paula

Peter H. Fischer 
4020 Hollister Hill Road, Marshfield, VT 05658-7074
Occupation: Creative Arts

David F. Fisher 
895 West End Avenue, Apt. 8-A, New York, 
NY 10025-3508, (212) 666-3419, «david_fisher@ml.com»
Occupation: Investments, Merrill Lynch & Co. Inc.,
8th Floor, 717 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10022,
(212) 415-7852, Fax (212) 666-1999
Spouse/Partner: Pearl

Melanie Fisher 
See Melanie Fisher Matte 

Noreen Quinn Fisher 
See next page

Robert G. Fisher Jr. 
Boris 
131 East 17 St., #16, New York, NY 10003-3460, 
(212) 533-9684
Occupation: Legal
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Noreen Quinn Fisher 
31 Taunton Road, Scarsdale, NY 10583-5609, 
(914) 725-6372, «noreen76@aol.com»
Major: Biology and Economics
Graduate Study: MBA, The Wharton School, 1980
Occupation: Retired investment banker, now volun-
teer and mom
Spouse/Partner: Rip Fisher
Investment banker, Goldman Sachs
Interests: Sailing, soccer coach
Catherine, 16
Jennifer, 14
Carolyn, 13

My time at Dartmouth was challenging and full of
fun and laughter, and it was was a perfect proving
ground for my eventual career. What better avenue
for a woman to learn to live and work, sometimes
cooperatively and sometimes not, with a commu-
nity of men — sort of describes just about every
corporation in America. My first introduction to
what I was in for came on my Freshman Trip. Let’s
just say, while minding my own business sleeping in
a loft with fellow hikers on the way to Moosilauke,
one of the “trip leaders” got wandering hands. Try
to imagine nonchalantly stuffing yourself into the
eaves of the roof in order to move out of range.
One other early and favorite memory is being the
first and only girl on the Fall dinner dishroom squad.
This may seem like a strange thing to come to
mind but I spent a lot of time there earning my
way through school and making great friends. My
first upperclassman “supervisor” always gave me

the lowest assignments, like
mopping the floor and being
at the infamous “end of the
line” with a trusty spatula. In
spite of the hilarious adven-
tures we had, I admit I soon
disembarked for neater
locales, working in Baker.
Now that I can actually afford

to attend Dartmouth, I’d love to come back and
enjoy those non-working activities that I couldn’t fit
in at the time. But perhaps my children will instead.

How has my life gone??? Well, who doesn’t have a
few things they would change or avoid if they
could do it over? After Dartmouth I embarked 
on the “get the education I need and find a great
career where I can make a great deal of money”
path— probably not unusual in a person from a
“disadvantaged” background and probably not my

finest hour. Well I did and I did. I entered the Wall
Street rat race for the next ten years. I learned that
flying first class is not the definition of happiness,
that sometimes sleeping in your own bed looks
more attractive. I learned that while I enjoyed the
challenge of the work I had other priorities, like 
a home and children. Needless to say my finest
achievements are my children. After three children,
I left the Street and after a year of career detoxifi-
cation—you try immediately slowing down to the
pace of a one-, two-, and three-year-old after the
stress and pace of the Street—I have never looked
back. Now my days are full of a variety of volun-
teer positions and of course, driving kids around.
I’ve become more concerned with the quality of
life, both my family’s and that of those less fortu-
nate, and I chair several organizations that address
these issues. Now is my time to give to others. I
find no greater joy than to help others without
recognition or compensation. Of course none of
this would be possible without the love and support
of my wonderfully understanding husband, Rip
Fisher (also a ’76er). My life is ordinary and yet ful-
filling and at this point I would not change a thing.
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Noreen Quinn Fisher, Jenny, Catherine, Rip Fisher, and
Carolyn; the little guy in front is Ian Nannig, our nephew.
We are starting out in a corn maize. 
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Rip Fisher
31 Taunton Road, Scarsdale, NY 10583-5609, 
(914) 725-6372, «rip.fisher@gs.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Cohen Hall; Tabard; seven
seasons on the Sailing Team (Co-Captain with Bob Lee
’76); Language Study Abroad in Bourges, France;
Research Assistant on The Papers of Daniel Webster;
skiing; weeklong canoe trip down the Connecticut
River, senior year
Major: Economics and History
Graduate Study: MALD, The Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy, 1978
Occupation: Goldman, Sachs & Co., Investment Bank-
ing Division, Managing Director, 85 Broad Street, 
New York, NY 10004, (212) 902-5337
Spouse/Partner: Noreen Quinn Fisher ’76
Catherine, 16, Scarsdale High School
Jennifer, 14, Scarsdale High School
Carolyn, 13, Scarsdale Middle School

After graduating from Dartmouth, I attended the
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts,
where I studied International Finance and received
a Masters in 1978. I joined investment bank Warburg
Paribas Becker and spent four years in New York,
London, and Paris. I married Noreen Quinn ’76 in
1980 after she graduated from Wharton Business
School. Our wedding in Nahant, Massachusetts, was
attended by many Dartmouth classmates and friends.

I joined Goldman Sachs in 1982 and continued
working as an investment banker in New York. We
had three daughters between 1985 and 1987, after
which Noreen retired from the business world.
Moved to Scarsdale, N.Y., in 1991, attracted by the
great public school system, and have been there
for the past ten years. At Goldman Sachs, I spent
the past decade building and heading the Firm’s
investment banking business in Canada.

At Dartmouth, one of my primary activities was the
sailing team. We traveled to regattas almost every
weekend in the fall and spring seasons. We were a
small club sport funded by alumni with two volun-
teer coaches, Art Allen ’32 and Bill Hurst. The team
was promoted to varsity status after winning the
yawl national championships at the Naval Academy
and, after decades of volunteer work by Art and
Bill, now has a paid coach and is nationally ranked.
It was a small sailing team but there are those of
us who loved it.

Perhaps inspired by the efforts of those two, I
began volunteering as a coach for my daughters
when they started to play soccer. After successfully

building a team and several new programs for our
youth soccer club, I was elected President and had
the opportunity to help build a non-profit volunteer
organization from 500 to 1,300 participants through

a variety of new initiatives.
I have enjoyed the oppor-
tunity to help youth learn
about teamwork, commit-
ment, and sportsmanship.

I can still remember the
opening words of John
Kemeny at his initial address
to our class in September
1972, words he repeated at
our Commencement in June

1976. Noreen and I have been partners in life for
over 25 years, and we are both proud to be “Men
and Women of Dartmouth.”

Duncan M. Fitchet Jr. 
Sandy 
6657 Hampton Park Court, Mc Lean, VA 22101-6004,
(703) 790-6084
Occupation: Telecommunications, Cleartel Communi-
cations, 1232 22nd Street NW, Washington, 
DC 20037-1202, (202) 463-8500
Spouse/Partner: Jane

Michael W. Fitzgerald 
Fitz 
PO Box 3596, Danbury, CT 06813-3596, 
(203) 794-9572, «mwfitzg@worldnet.att.net»
Occupation: Manufacturing, Nice-Pak Products, 
Two Nice-Pak Park, Orangeburg, NY 10962-1376,
(845) 365-1700, Fax (845) 365-1729
Spouse/Partner: Kathleen

E. Nessa Flax 
263 Witherspoon Road, Groton, VT 05046-8944,
«nfandng@together.net»
Occupation: Creative Arts, 263 Witherspoon Road,
Groton, VT 05046-8944

Thomas F. Fleming 
Tom 
Address: (518) 523-1612
Occupation: Education–Secondary, Northwood
School, PO Box 1070, Lake Placid, NY 12946-5070,
(518) 523-3357
Spouse/Partner: Karen

I have enjoyed
the opportunity
to help youth
learn about
teamwork,
commitment, and
sportsmanship.
Rip Fisher 



Bradford Holmes Fletcher 
Brad 
01537 SW Comus, Portland, OR 97219-7842, 
(503) 636-6699, «bradford.fletcher@grubb-ellis.com»
or «bhf@teleport.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Beta Theta Pi, House Manager,
Social Chairman; Lacrosse 1; Football 2, 3; Intramurals
1-4; EMBO Club
Major: Visual Studies
Occupation: Executive Vice President, Managing Direc-
tor, Grubb & Ellis Company Commercial Real Estate
Services, 1000 SW Broadway, Suite 1000, Portland, 
OR 97205, (503) 241-1155, Fax (503) 241-0306
Interests: Family, health, sons’ athletics, real estate
development, real estate investment, travel, adventure,
civic community and charitable affairs, commercials/
voice talent
Spouse/Partner: Michelle Schroeder Fletcher
Artist, Social/Political Activist
Alex 19, University of Oregon
Drew, 16, Catlin Gable School

It seemed like only yesterday I was enjoying life on
the Hanover Plain. Looking back, time seems to
have accelerated exponentially, leaving me feeling
confident, capable and comfortable, but question-
ing how I can accomplish and enjoy all the many
things that I want to in the future.

Upon graduation, I returned to Portland, Oregon,
to work for an advertising agency, run by my first
mentor, Henry Morton, Dartmouth ’30. I spent six
years as an account manager, creating campaigns,
working with clients, and producing television com-
mercials. After realizing that advertising seemed to
be all work and no pay, I began to develop real
estate on the side, acquiring single family homes
from the freeway right of way, moving them to new
sites, and collecting the spread between wholesale,
development and retail sale.

I was lured to commercial real estate and Grubb
& Ellis where the “eat what you kill” model and
rewards based on successful performance seemed
to make sense. That, coupled with a problem
with authority, made the independence even
more attractive.

After significant random sampling, I met Michelle;
we married in 1979 and worked to build our family.
We have two sons, Alex and Drew, 19 and 16, the
other loves of my life and center of my universe.

My real estate career developed as Grubb & Ellis
expanded nationally throughout the ’80s and in 1988,
I was appointed by Governor Neil Goldschmidt to
run the Oregon Economic Development Depart-
ment. The charge was business development, capi-
tal investment, and the creation of family wage jobs.
Recruiting and expanding the electronics sector,
including Intel, proved to be an experience in post-
graduate deal-making and a period in Oregon’s
history of diversification, the development of
critical mass and a stronger economy. It was a
very rewarding four years in the public sector and
an experience which has become a cornerstone of
my career.

Since returning to Grubb & Ellis over the last decade,
I have utilized the Dartmouth performance ethic
to become one of the nation’s leading producers
and Managing Director of the company. We pro-
vide commercial real estate services, including the
lease, sale and build to suit of office, high tech-
nology, industrial, land, and investment properties
to corporate institutional and individual clients

worldwide. This career has
matched my personality and
provides me with continual-
ly evolving challenges on a
daily basis. It’s still working.

Although worthwhile, main-
taining the family with all its
demands felt like two full-
time jobs. After 22 years, I
remain happily married and

am proud of my family. I consider it my greatest
achievement and my life’s most significant reward. I
am committed to continuing my active involvement.

My post-Dartmouth picture includes; life’s lessons,
milestones, multiple anniversaries, proud moments
in the academic and sports world of my children;
enjoying their love, performance, and independence.
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is being young,
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Michelle’s and my diverse personalities have led us
to help develop children who will be creatively
independent and capable of valuable contributions
to society. Life with teenagers as they are approach
college age is unbelievable. From the early years on,
it only gets better. I often want to reclaim the time
but realize the adventure must continue.

I’ve been fortunate to have a variety of mentors.
One is my Father, Class of ’52, a world class surgeon
with a scientific perspective. Although we are very
different, he’s taught me much about professional
performance and life, setting and living by a stan-
dard of excellence with personal development and
achievement as the only logical course.

Aging requires an adjustment. I was struck by the
harsh reality of losing my mother and left feeling
exposed to the world. The way I remember, the way
it used to be, becomes an altered state. Permanently.
Now, even closer with my two sisters and unselfish-
ly sharing the balance of our years is the only joy
from this unexpected but inevitable loss.

My favorite Dartmouth memories are a blended
adventure and it remains a constant, positive per-
spective that I look back on warmly, sparked and
rekindled upon visits and reclamation of old friend-
ships and experiences. My family would say that my
Dartmouth favorites emanated from the bowels of
the Beta basement but friends, classmates from
around the world, an assortment of athletic attempts,
the artist community, the Hop, language study in
Mexico, music with Brother Ahh, road trips, summers,
Union Village Dam and friends from the Dart-
mouth family from 1972 –1980 all round out the
years. I wouldn’t trade this experience for any and
might even recommend it to my son Drew, a Dart-
mouth hopeful who’d be a strong candidate in my
book. The only question I have is, what is today’s
experience like? Perhaps I’ll find out. What I miss
most about Dartmouth life is being young, free, and
having it all ahead.

My Dartmouth experience has been a positive life
chapter. Hard to tell what the alternative would
have looked like. I know it has allowed me to walk
through my world with a certain confidence and per-
spective that perhaps we were involved in a special
time and unique experience, unlike what anyone else
could have possibly imagined. With a hybrid cast of
characters that helped us learn to honor diversity
and appreciate the amalgam of the participants’ per-
sonalities. For the moment, it was ours.

Looking ahead, I intend to reduce my commitments
in exchange for more personal fulfillment. I want to
focus on what is most important: What I want to
do rather than what you’re supposed to do. I hope
to remain healthy, progress with a new perspective,
and contribute to my community as well as my
personal development.

My boys have identified that my initials BHF actu-
ally stand for more than my name. For the next 25
years, I will follow their counsel:

Better Have Fun.

Robert S. Foerster Jr. 
9 Beechwood Lane, Westport, CT 06880-4524, 
(203) 454-2545, «foersb@pfizer.com»
Occupation: Industrial Equipment, Pfizer Inc., 
235 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017-5755, 
(212) 573-3275, Fax (212) 309-4565
Spouse/Partner: Judy

Cynthia Ford 
3830 Lincoln Hills Drive, Missoula, MT 59802-3367,
(406) 721-8381
Occupation: Education–College University, University
of Montana, Law School, Missoula, MT 59812-0001
Spouse/Partner: Laurence

Daniel P. Forsyth 
4772 Lower River Road, Lewiston, NY 14092-1037,
(716) 754-7361
Occupation: Legal, Flaherty Cohen Grande Randazzo,
135 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, NY 14202-2484, 
(716) 853-7262
Spouse/Partner: Donna

Daniel E. Fowler MD 
Dan 
319 State Street, Presque Isle, ME 04769-2666, 
(207) 764-5101
Occupation: Medical
Spouse/Partner: Michele

Lawrence S. Frank MD 
10808 Antigua Terrace #201, Rockville, MD 20852-5513,
(301) 770-8754, «larryfrankmd@aol.com»
Occupation: Medical, Group Health Association, 
121 Congressional Lane, Rockville, MD 20852-1542,
(301) 770-4636
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Harold M. Franklin 
156 Victory Circle, San Ramon, CA 94583-4974, 
(925) 735-6789, «hal.franklin@hfma.com»
Occupation: Swinglab, 5760 Ninth Street Suite 121,
Berkeley, CA 94710, (510) 486-8055, Fax (925) 735-8838
Spouse/Partner: Madeline

Scott A. Fraser 
105 Kent St., Brooklyn, NY 11222-2103, (718) 389-5361
Occupation: Public Relations, Edelman Public Relations,
1500 Broadway, New York, NY 10036-4048, 
(212) 704-8179
Spouse/Partner: Kim

Hannah B. Frassinelli 
62 Old Battery Rd., Bridgeport, CT 06605-3616, 
(203) 333-5793

Nancy Steward Freidl 
55 Murray Drive, Easton, PA 18042-7089, (610) 253-9927
Occupation: Creative Arts, Victaulic Company of America
Spouse/Partner: Robert

Robert A. Freidl 
Bullit 
55 Murray Drive, Easton, PA 18042-7089, 
(610) 253-9927
Occupation: Victaulic Company of America
Spouse/Partner: Nancy

Mark H. Freise 
Cold Comfort Farm, 1205 Woodland Road, Baden, 
PA 15005, (724) 776-5147, «mfreise@fyi.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Not as much as I should have:
theatre; took up cross-country skiing
Major: The Dismal Science
Graduate Study: MBA, Amos Tuck School of Business
Administration, 1978; JD, Albany Law School, Union
University, 1986
Occupation: Wage Slave, Utility Industry
Spouse/Partner: Margaret a.k.a. “Peggy” Burgess;
DVM; Raising (or rearing, as we used to say) children,
occasionally driving a Winnebago and dispensing
medical advice to little old ladies whose animals are
too vicious to capture; has done herd checks in past
Will, 13
Jennifer, 11

Like the art collector whose only regrets were the
purchases he did not make, my regrets are the
opportunities of which I did not take advantage at

Dartmouth and elsewhere. I’ve come to appreciate
the proffered high school commencement speech
appearing some time ago in the Wall Street Journal,
which among other things asked students when
evaluating new ideas, new admonitions, new defini-
tions for old words, against the learning and morals
instilled at home, to ask themselves (and I para-
phrase), “Who has the most invested in you—who

is really interested in your
adopting successful strategies
in life?” I have also come to
really appreciate George (“Let
us not put our faith in the
goodness of men”) Washing-
ton. The New Age (and cer-
tain decoded messages) has
taught me that there really are/
were witches. Without being
too ponderous, and I think I
have already well used up my

quota, in 25 years (and a lot sooner) I hope to be
doing something worthy of the vision that this
remarkable country was founded upon rather than
the prosaic stuff I have been doing.
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Will, Mark Freise, Jennifer, and Peggy Burgess, on a
family outing at Mohonk, NY
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are the
opportunities 
of which 
I did not take
advantage 
at Dartmouth
and elsewhere. 
Mark Freise



Michael G. Fried PhD 
Mike 
1006 West Areba Avenue, Hershey, PA 17033-2203,
(717) 533-9592
Occupation: Education–College University, Pennsylvania
State University, College of Medicine, PO Box 850,
Hershey, PA 17033-0850, (717) 531-5250
Spouse/Partner: Deborah

Peter N. Friedensohn MD 
398 Atherton Street, Milton, MA 02186-3610, 
(617) 333-0139
Occupation: Medical, ENT Head and Neck Inc., 
500 Congress Street, Suite #2A, Quincy, 
MA 02169-0908, (617) 471-3263
Spouse/Partner: Patricia

Mark G. Friedman 
45 Riverbend Road, Tyngsboro, MA 01879-1117, 
(978) 649-3296, «mark@third-culture.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Tennis, study in Taiwan and
Southeast Asia
Major: Asian Studies
Graduate Study: MIA, Columbia University, 1980
Occupation: Adjunct faculty, undergrad and MBA,
University of Massachusetts at Lowell, Daniel Webster
College, Franklin Pierce College
Spouse/Partner: Kathy Rodger; Music teacher; raises
ducks for a hobby, loves animals
Leia, 12

From Hanover, New Hampshire, I went straight
to Columbia University’s School of International
Affairs. This was a big mistake. I was emotionally
unprepared to deal with New York. I grew up in
safe, old-world, Beaugency, France, and Vicenza,
Italy. I came to Dartmouth because Peter Fisher ’74,
from my high school in Italy, said “Come to Dart-
mouth. It’s nice and safe here.”

New York City was not nice. It was not safe. It was
noisy and stank. The first Christmas, we were bur-
glarised. On top of harsh (to me) environmental
conditions, my recently divorced parents were under-
standably reluctant to be as generous with cash as
before. In a desperate quest for scholarship dough,
I overdid the studying and developed a serious case
of burnout (a new and frightening experience).

Luckily, I succeeded in wrangling a few scholarships
to study Chinese at the Stanford Center in Taiwan.
I didn’t apply myself much to Chinese. I did buy a
motorcycle and circumnavigated the island many

times. I remember Taiwan’s beautiful scenery, my
dedicated teachers, and cheap eats. Having grown
up overseas, it felt great to be overseas.

The final year at Columbia was horrible. I was in a
cockroach-infested apartment above Cannon’s Bar
on Broadway. Sometime during the year, my room-
mate threw a block party. Some very odd characters
came into our apartment. I fled to the apartment
of my former Dartmouth girlfriend, a really nice
person, who took me in for the night.

I enjoyed studying Chinese at Columbia and liked my
Chinese teachers but knew there was little demand
for this skill after graduation. Suffering burnout
again, I repaired to Acton, Massachusetts, where my
mother was living.

Equipped with a fresh M.I.A. (I was developing the
notion that truly I was missing from the action) from
Columbia, my former high school basketball coach
and family friend, Doug Urner, employed me to
maintain the Ft. Devens golf course. We maintenance
people traversed the course at breakneck speed on
noisy little vehicles, repairing divots and clearing
brush. It felt great to have escaped from NYC!

My next job, slightly up the food chain, was collat-
ing newspapers at the company my mother worked
for. At this point, I was coming to understand that
I felt a lot more comfortable working with society’s
underclass. I must have done a good job because
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my next, and final assignment, was Credit Manager.
My grad school buddy Mitch Feldman, also under-
employed, and I set the credit department afire—
before we were fired. At our exit interview, Mitch
was told he didn’t have the skills for finance. A few
months later, he landed a job at Bank of Boston,
where he developed a very successful career!

I went to Data General Corporation where, in a
little less than four years, I distinguished myself as
the most highly educated International Sales Admin-
istrator, Guest Marketer (honest, that’s what it was
called), and Export Licensing Specialist the compa-
ny had ever had. It must have gotten to my head
because my last boss wanted me out! When I learned
that she’d recruited my cube mate to spy on me, I
took the opportunity to press Human Resources
for uncontested unemployment compensation and
a ticket out. Yahoo!

Clearly, working and playing well with authority fig-
ures wasn’t my strength. Hence, my next venture
was a solo effort; Ivy League cleaning. Going house
to house with my cleaning materials, in an hour of
cutting as many corners as possible, I collected a
cool $35 for vacuuming, dusting, and toilet bowl
cleaning. This got old fast. I thought deeply. What
could I do with the expensive skills and knowledge
I had acquired at Dartmouth and Columbia? 

For the next ten years, I supported myself as a car-
penter. Don’t laugh. As my mother said, “It was
good enough for Jesus.” By the time carpentry got

stale, I’d moved into a fourth
career (who’s counting?); part-
time college instructor. My
neighbor, Jay Pendergast in
Tyngsboro, Massachusetts,
had been in this game for
ages and got me my first
teaching job. It was teaching
WWII. It was fun. I showed

World at War video segments.

We have a wonderful little family. We live in a nice
home on the Merrimack River. My wife Kathy loved
the place when she first laid eyes on it. Unfortu-
nately, it was a run-down camp we’ve re-financed
at least three times. It’s taken us 15 years of total,
sweat equity remodelling to bring it to its present
awesome state.

Our daughter Leia is 11. I hope Leia will be at the
Dartmouth 25th. I’d like her to see Dartmouth in

case she wants to go there. She’s been raised by
family. First me, as house husband (boring for me!),
then by family babysitters. My sister Lisa, my moth-
er, and my mother-in-law Alice all took turns.

Leia has been Kathy’s music student K–4. She now
attends the Sullivan School in Lowell (5–8), which
is located a stone’s throw from Kathy’s school.
They drive to and from school together (it’s cute).
Kathy is third-generation Lowell. She dotes on her
ducks, Leia, and me (I’m higher than the cats).

Time is precious. Your patience is thin. Fast forward
to the present. In the past eight years, I’ve taught
business and liberal arts to over a thousand under-
grad and MBA students. I’ve worked hard to transfer
the benefits of my overseas and domestic education-
al experience to my students. It’s been great.

In the last three years, I’ve applied myself to devel-
oping new business ideas. I have a few education-
related business ideas but so far nothing concrete.
I belong to a local entrepreneur group, take web
development classes, attend business seminars, and
hang loose. When the right concept comes along,
I’ll hang my hat on it.

Paul A. Fritzson 
33 Cunningham Road, Freeport, ME 04032-6312, 
(207) 865-0314
Occupation: Retailing, Hannaford Bros. Company, 
PO Box 1000, Portland, ME 04104-5005, (207) 883-2911
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Rick Frondorf
Eric Hargrave Frondorf of Stockbridge, Mass., died
September 22, 1987, of injuries resulting from a
hit-and-run accident. Eric was born in Tokyo and
lived most of his life in the Far East. After spend-
ing some time in New Jersey, his family later moved
to the Philippines. Later, Eric prepared for Dart-
mouth at the Hill School, as had his father and
brother John before him. At Dartmouth, Eric was
a member of Gamma Delta Chi fraternity, and he
lived in the house for part of his time at the Col-
lege. His major was religion. Eric owned a home
in Stockbridge, where he was in the grocery busi-
ness. He left behind many good friends who will
miss his gregarious, cheerful, and friendly nature.
Eric is survived by his parents, his two brothers,
John ’69 and Steve ’71, his sister-in-law Victoria,
and three nieces.

My Brother, Rick Frondorf
Rick Frondorf was born in Tokyo, in 1954, shortly
after the American Occupation had ended, and, as
a result of his father’s career assignments in Japan,

the Philippines, and Hong Kong, he spent much of
his life in the Far East. Beyond the slightly unusual
geography, though, his childhood was unremarkable:
loving parents, two older brothers, cats and dogs,
little league – in other words, a pretty normal
American middle-class life. Though inquisitive and
interested in school and active in little league, his
real distinction throughout his life was his affabili-
ty. At home, he was that youngest child that enlarges
the affections of his parents, and within the larger
community, he always had friends. And Rick was
not exclusive in his selection; “Christian” comes to
mind, though he was not particularly religious. Like
his father and brothers before him, he went to
boarding school at The Hill, and then onto Dart-
mouth. He spent some happy years there, skiing,
changing majors, visiting Europe, socializing. But a
cloud had appeared, and shortly after graduation,
Rick was diagnosed with schizophrenia. It is possi-
ble with hindsight to say that it appeared earlier,
perhaps even in high school. A debilitating disease,
schizophrenia takes capable young people at the
beginning of their adult lives and renders them
incapable. And, sadly, it injects a turmoil of guilt and
mistrust into the families and friends of its victims,
compromising that natural haven. For the next 11
years, the disease took control, and Rick’s life was
one of underemployment punctuated by hospital-
izations. Yet even in the darkest times, Rick always
had friends. In 1987, after dinner with his parents
and one of his brothers, he went for a short walk
and was killed by a hit-and-run driver. Just before
he excused himself to go for that walk, he looked
at his brother and told him that he loved him. It
seemed a crazy thing to say; certainly, no one rec-
ognized the farewell. Unlike so many of his class-
mates, Rick will leave no legacies of bright children
or a successful business. His legacy is harder to see,
but it can be found in the hearts of the people he
befriended.

John Frondorf ’69

Gregory S. Fryer 
50 New Gloucester Road, North Yarmouth, 
ME 04097-6123, (207) 829-6258
Occupation: Legal, Verrill & Dana, One Portland
Square, PO Box 586, Portland, ME 04112-0586, 
(207) 774-4000
Spouse/Partner: Joanne
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Brian Fuld
I’m sorry to report that classmate Brian Fuld was
killed in an automobile accident on January 10,
2001, in Malibu, California. Brian was driving north
on the Pacific Coast Highway in heavy rain when he
lost control of his car. According to police reports,
he was killed instantly.

Classmates Tom Ruegger, Bruce Kelley, Paul Coady
’75, and I attended Brian’s memorial service in Reseda
on January 20.

Brian lived perhaps the most eclectic existence of
anyone I knew. Besides being a CPA and financial
manager, Brian also worked as a TV actor on such
shows as M*A*S*H and The Facts Of Life. He did
numerous voice-overs and radio shows, including
many in-flight programs which I can still recall fond-
ly listening to late at night, high over the Atlantic.

Brian also wrote screenplays, some of which actu-
ally got produced. Whereas many people talk about
their dreams, Brian committed himself to realizing
them — all of them. In a town where ethics and
good character are awfully hard to come by, Brian
offered a unique voice that was at once defiant, indi-
vidualistic, and incredibly refreshing.

Barry Braverman ’76 

David B. Fuller 
57 Montague Street Apt. 7-I, Brooklyn, NY 11201-3341,
(718) 624-3614
Occupation: Theatre, Bouwerie Lane Theatre, 
330 Bowery, New York, NY 10012, 
(212) 677-0060, Fax (212) 777-6151

J. M. Grant Fullman 
Grant 
2218 Schoharie Turnpike, Duanesburg, NY 12056-2807,
(518) 895-8035, «grantf@capital.net»
Occupation: Electric, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Machinery Apparatus Operation, PO Box 1021,
Schenectady, NY 12301-1021, 
(518) 385-9521, Fax (518) 385-1430
Spouse/Partner: Cindy

Michael G. Gabel MD 
Gabes 
6 Overbrook Drive, Saint Louis, MO 63124-1483, 
(314) 961-7739, «gabel76@aol.com»
Occupation: Medical, Eye Microsurgery Ltd., 6400
Clayton Road Suite 416, Saint Louis, MO 63117-1850,
(314) 647-5727, Fax (314) 647-2979
Spouse/Partner: Nathalie

Daniel E. Gabriels MD 
2628 Troy Schenectady Road, Niskayuna, 
NY 12309-1410, (518) 783-5697
Occupation: Medical

Lois Gadway 
See Lois Gadway Tow

Andrea V. Gaillard 
2201 Rosa Drive, Mobile, AL 36617-2648, (334) 679-8387

Dennis J. Gallant 
60 Old Town Rd., Apt. #185, Vernon Rockville, 
CT 06066-6409, (860) 871-9075

Mark S. Gamell 
91 Park Avenue, Port Washington, NY 11050-4035,
(516) 883-0384, «mgamell@stockwall.com»
Occupation: Legal, Stockman Wallach Lentz Gamell,
10 E. 40th St., New York, NY 10016-0200, 
(212) 686-0920, Fax (212) 685-2879
Spouse/Partner: Doreen

John V. Gandolfo MD 
406 Foxwood Circle, Peabody, MA 01960-4767
Occupation: Medical, North Shore Gast Associates,
79 Lincoln Avenue, Saugus, MA 01906-1746, 
(781) 599-5807
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Chester J. Gapinski 
Chet 
290 Chicopee Row, Groton, MA 01450-1333, 
(978) 448-2570, «gapinski@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Track (4 years, Captain, 1976,
and All-American, 1975), Theta Delta Chi fraternity
Major: Engineering Sciences
Graduate Study: BE, Thayer School of Engineering,
1977
Occupation: Engineering, Media 100 Inc., 290 Donald
Lynch Blvd., Marlboro, MA 01752, (508) 303-4887
Spouse/Partner: Mary Ann; High school nurse
Jenny, 18
Katie, 14
Elizabeth, 12

Kevin E. Gartner 
245 SW 8th Street, Corvallis, OR 97333-4544, 
(541) 754-5756
Occupation: Computers, Rogue Wave Software Inc.
Spouse/Partner: Barbara

Stuart L. Gasner 
Stu 
225 Rivoli Street, San Francisco, CA 94117-4229, 
(415) 664-1720, «slg@kvn.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman squash, Ski School
Instructor, Ski Patrol, Cabin & Trail, The Daily D, Film
Society Board, Tucker Fellow (Kicking Horse)
Major: Philosophy
Graduate Study: University of Michigan Law School
Occupation: Lawyer, Keller & Van Nest, 710 Sunsome
Street, San Francisco, CA 94111, (415) 391-5700
Spouse/Partner: Kate Ditzler; Harvard ‘80; 
Magazine publisher and entrepreneur
Tennis player, gardener, comedienne
Kate, 14
Emily, 14
Ned, 10
Dot, 9
Emma, 8

At mid-life, I find myself happily living in San
Francisco with soulmate Kate and our five (count
’em, 5) kids, practicing law, surfing the Northern
California coastline as a weekend warrior, and try-
ing (as we all are) to get it all done.

Thomas L. Gaston MD 
125 Princeton Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025-5328,
(650) 327-3425
Occupation: Medical, Stanford University Hospital,
Dept. of Anesthesia S-278, Stanford, CA 94305, 
(650) 497-6411
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Glen T. Gaughan PhD 
319 Talmadge Road, Cheshire, CT 06410-2909, (203)
272-6604, «glen.t.gaughan.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Pharmaceuticals, Bristol-Myers Squibb
Company, Pharmaceutical Research Inst, 5 Research
Parkway, Wallingford, CT 06492-1951, (203) 677-6723

Emily B. Geoghegan 
110 South Street, Concord, NH 03301-2834, 
(603) 224-5772
Occupation: Religion, Pastoral Counseling Services,
2013 Elm Street, Manchester, NH 03104-2528, 
(603) 627-2702
Spouse/Partner: Leanne

Deanne P. George 
4778 Keswick Court, San Diego, CA 92130-1337, 
(858) 481-6507
Occupation: Legal, 701 B Street, San Diego, CA 92130
Spouse/Partner: John

Peter E. Gergely MD 
36 Roe Park, Highland Falls, NY 10928-1014, 
(914) 424-4444
Dartmouth Activities: Outward Bound; Casque &
Gauntlet; Ski Team
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MD, Tufts Medical School, 1980
Occupation: Pediatrician, Gergely Pediatrics, 
34 Cat Rock Rd., Garrison, NY 10524, (914) 424-4444
Spouse/Partner: Val Pierotti; Ophthalmologist

My main interests are (1.) My practice, (2.) Travel,
(3.) Painting, (4.) My garden.

(1.) Gergely Pediatrics has been around for the past
11 years. It is definitely my dream come true. We

bought a stone Dutch Colo-
nial in the woods of Garri-
son, N.Y., and renovated it
into our office. I work with
four Nurse Practitioners and
the rest of the staff. My sister
Panni and I own the business
together, and she is respon-

sible for everything not related to patient care. It is
a beautiful place to work.

(2.) Three to four times a year, I am in Italy, France,
or Spain with my companion of the past 13 years,
Val Pierotti, an ophthalmologist in the city. We go
to eat, visit friends, buy stuff, and to speak the lan-
guages, which we both love to do.

(3.) I continue to paint, paint, paint at every chance
I get. Watercolor is my main interest right now. Still
doing a few commercial jobs, but mainly personal
stuff and commissions.

(4.) My garden has gotten way out of control: it
gets bigger and bigger each year. It’s practically a
full time job in the summer months. I have plants
from all over the place in the garden—everywhere
I go I snitch seeds or cuttings. Plans are in the works
for a greenhouse. Oh yeah, it’s serious! 

Andrew Gettinger MD 
Andy 
10 Low Rd., Hanover, NH 03755-2207, (603) 643-5576,
«a.gettinger@dartmouth.edu», «ag7679@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Tucker Foundation–Jersey
City Program, Senior Fellowship program
Major: none
Graduate Study: MD, Dartmouth Medical School, 1979
Occupation: Physician, Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical
Center, 1 Medical Center Dr., Lebanon, NH 03756,
(603) 650-7676
Interests: Transfusion, informatics, confidentiality
tennis
Spouse/Partner: n/a
Aaron, 13, Richmond Middle School, Hanover, NH
Annie, 11, Bernice A. Ray School, Hanover, NH

Thirty years ago this summer I first came to Hanover.
At that time the Naitove family provided my intro-
duction to the community and the College. My rela-
tionship with this extended family continues today
and spans three generations. I enjoyed my seven
years in college and medical school here and left in
1979, expecting to be among those alumni returning
for fall football games and reunions. Serendipity
brought me back to Hanover a mere three years
later when my ex-wife came to medical school. I’m
still here.

After a fellowship in Critical Care Medicine, I
joined the faculty in 1983 as an assistant professor
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paint at every
chance I get. 
Peter Gergely 

Andy Gettinger with Aaron and Annie



of anesthesiology. Two years later I was appointed
the medical director of the ICU, the beginning of
a decade in that role. More recently, I became the
associate medical director for DHMC and the med-
ical director for information systems. In that role I
lead the effort to help Dartmouth–Hitchcock elec-
tronic medical records. My connection to the ICU
remains strong as my research into the role of ery-
thropoietin in treating the anemia of critical illness
has blossomed into a national 60-institution multi-
center trial as co-principal investigator and initiator

of an investigator sponsored
FDA IND. My research and
administrative roles are bol-
stered by my ongoing com-
mitment to clinical medicine,
practicing, and teaching anes-
thesiology two days a week.
I branched out and started
teaching a first-year seminar
(aka freshman seminar) at

the College in career choice several years ago. This
winter I am teaching it again—lots of work but a
wonderful way to stay connected with students at
the College.

Like many, I struggle for balance in my life. I am a
single parent to two wonderful children, Aaron and
Annie, ages 13 and 11. Aaron excels as a computer
whiz and is a blossoming drummer. Annie plays sax
and piano, and she competes with the local gym-
nastics club. Despite all of the change, Hanover
remains a wonderful community to raise a family
—if only it were an easier place to be single.

Judith Zimicki Gianforte 
RD 4 East Lake Road, Cazenovia, NY 13035-9804,
(315) 687-3749
Occupation: Environmental, RD 4 East Lake Road,
Cazenovia, NY 13035-9804, (315) 687-3749
Spouse/Partner: Petre

Duane Jonathan Gibbs
Duane Jonathan Gibbs-Watson was born in Chicago,
Illinois, on October 8, 1954. Duane attended Ken-
wood Academy and received his college degree
from Dartmouth College in 1976. An employee of
IBM, Duane worked in Atlanta, Georgia, until his
demise. He was a life member of Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity Inc., an active bowler, and company
basketball team member, and he captained the
1988-1989 Atlanta Whist Championship winning
team. Duane met an untimely death on July 5, 1989.
His parents, Jacquelyn and Joseph Watson, brother
Joseph D. Watson, grandparents Wilma Dent and
Thomas Gibbs, other aunts, uncles, cousins, and
many friends are left to mourn. He was our loving
child and friend, his space in our hearts and lives
will remain forever his.

Darrald A. Gibson 
704 North Street, Milford, DE 19963-2708, (302) 422-9756
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Ursula J. Gibson 
Ursi 
9 Woods End Road, Etna, NH 03750-4318, 
«u.gibson@dartmouth.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: Nerding out, Phi Tau (redun-
dant?), biking, hiking
Major: Physics (redundant?)
Graduate Study: MS, Physics, Cornell University, 1978;
PhD, Cornell University, 1982
Occupation: Education, Assoc. Prof. of Engineering,
Dartmouth College, you know, that small town in
New England somewhere, (603) 646-3243
Interests: Windsurfing, aerobatic flying, SCUBA, run-
ning around after kids, woodworking, ice hockey
Spouse/Partner: Ulf Osterberg
PhD in Optics from KTH in Stockholm
Interests: Downhill skiing, windsurfing, classical gui-
tar, running
Lars, 12, Crossroads Academy
Linnea, 10, Crossroads Academy
Bjorn, 7, Crossroads Academy 

How to sum up 25 years? I have been extraordinar-
ily privileged and lucky. I’ve met lots of wonderful
people and had a wealth of adventures, and I am
daunted by the richness of humanity; my experi-
ences are but a drop in the ocean. Dartmouth was
just the beginning, though some of the faculty have
remained friends through the years, encouraging me
much as they had while I was enrolled, teaching me
while sharing their lives.

I tread on the metal steps of the stairwell, the cream
colored paint on the cinderblock walls softening
the texture, but not the harsh light from the fluo-
rescent fixtures. Each step upwards rings out in the
seven-story chamber in which I climb. I am nervous,
using the stairs to avoid meeting anyone on the
elevator. I’ve been studying for months, but what-
ever I’ve put in my head may well be irrelevant, as
this, my final exam ever, will be more a test of my
intuition, my ability to put things together on the
spot, than the usual recitation of material recently
presented. Each step upward brings the same
resounding clang, my body climbing upwards, my
heart sinking in response. Blaaaaaaatt!!!!! The fire
alarm sounds in the stairwell, and through the
entire building. I stop, then turn, as the stairwell
becomes occupied from every level. We go outside,
and the tension is broken by jokes from my friends
about my pulling the alarm to delay the exam.

I’ve been employed for two days now, my first “real”
job, though it is arguable if academia qualifies in that

regard. I have a small office with two windows, a
desk equipped with one of everything from the
department stockroom, and a bookcase filled with
the detritus from my schooling. I now know where
the machine shop, the payroll department secretary,
the Director’s office, and the closest ladies’ rooms
are. I’m going there now and realize that it’s one of
the few activities I engage in where I feel secure,
knowing why I am there, and what I’m supposed to
be doing. While the ad I answered to get this job had
a list of qualifications I apparently met, there was no
real job description. Just what does a faculty mem-
ber do with her time when she is not teaching?

I’m holding onto second through this crazy descent,
over 50 MPH by my cadence, the road curving gently
as it approaches the desert floor. The wind is sere,
the tarmac clear of gravel except at the edges, and
we are lunatics on wheels. Control is marginal; we
are packed together to minimize the drag, and each
is focused entirely on avoiding disaster. In this
moment, I suddenly remember The Last Cowboy,
struck down with his horse on this very stretch of
road by a runaway truck. I lose contact with the
other two front runners and finish the race on my
own, unable to connect with the other two, unwill-
ing to be caught by those behind me.

I am lying on my back, the gaps between the curtains
are darkening as evening falls, and the room is too
large and too impersonal. There are a half-dozen
people milling around a table three feet southeast of
my feet, and for the moment, only one attending to
me. Ulf is here, distracted by the activity, not know-
ing where to focus. There is bright light for the

table, and some illumina-
tion elsewhere, but I am
lost in a downy fuzziness
that contrasts with the
stark experience of the past
hours. Finally, the activity at
the table diminishes, and
Ulf is beckoned over. The

others draw back, and he is presented with a jelly-
rolled white towel. He brings it to me. In the center
of the towel is a tiny face, blue eyes wide open and
calm. “Welcome to the world,” I say in Swedish, the
rehearsed phrase the only part of the delivery that
has followed my expectations. I look at that tiny face
and am swamped by an attachment stronger than I
have ever felt before. In the days that follow, I real-
ize that I have become infinitely vulnerable.

I guess I’m
looking for more
of the same, and
somewhat less.
Ursula Gibson



The engine is behind us, sealed out by the pressur-
ized cabin, and it’s quieter in here than in any car
I’ve ever owned. I steer off the taxiway, and the
instructor’s voice coaxes me onward—now be sure
to get the nosewheel completely straight before you
apply power, because until we get going, the brakes
are your only steering. “OK,” I croak, surprised at
how dry my throat is. My left hand is on the throt-
tle, a cylinder of knurled aluminum so large in diam-
eter that my fingers barely reach three-quarters of
the way around it. “Takeoff power,” he instructs,
and I push it all the way forward. The engine spools
up, and we rush down the runway, the centerline
stripes passing ever faster. My heart is in my throat,
and my brain is in the back seat. “OK, ease the nose
up,” I hear, and I pull back gently on the stick. The
jet lifts first its nose, then its main gear, and we are
airborne.

What do I look for in the future? I have three won-
derful children, a selfless husband I don’t deserve,
and more to do and enjoy than I have time for. I
guess I’m looking for more of the same, and some-
what less.

Peter A. Gilbert 
221 Brook Street, Carlisle, MA 01741, (978) 369-7248,
«peter.a.gilbert.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Education–College University, Brandeis
University, MS 122, 415 South Street, Waltham, 
MA 02453, (781) 736-4119, Fax (781) 436-4118
Spouse/Partner: Cynthia

John L. Gile 
John 
4010 Wellington Mist Point, Duluth, GA 30097-2347,
(770) 864-4569, «jgile@floorgraphics.com»
Occupation: FLOORGraphics Inc., Suite 660, 
4010 Wellington Mist Point, Duluth, GA 30097-2347, 
(770) 864-4570, Fax (770) 864-4571
Spouse/Partner: Susan

Pamela Gile 
Pam 
99 Flint Hill Road, Lyme, NH 03768-3703, 
(603) 795-2736, «gilep@alicepeckday.org»
Occupation: Hospital Administration, Alice Peck Day
Memorial Hosp.,125 Mascoma Street, Lebanon, 
NH 03766-2647, (603) 448-7426, Fax (603) 448-0251
Spouse/Partner: J. R. Peter

Paul J. Gill Jr. 
C/O Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gill, 351 Beach Avenue, 
Hull, MA 02045-1544, (781) 925-5715

Amy Gillenson 
Apartment 6A, 4300 North Charles Street, Baltimore,
MD 21218, (410) 662-1134,
«amy.gillenson.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Education–College University, 
Johns Hopkins University, Room 1102, 
1620 McElderry Street, Baltimore, MD 21205, 
(410) 955-4990, Fax (410) 516-4499

Susan C. Gillette 
797 Lincoln Avenue, Saint Paul, MN 55105-3348, 
(651) 222-8178
Spouse/Partner: Richard

David D. Gillin 
1221 First Avenue #1619, Seattle, WA 98101,
«david_gillin@kvo.com»
Occupation: Public Relations, KVO Public Relations,
200 SW Market Street, Suite 1400, Portland, 
OR 97201, (503) 221-2339, Fax (503) 221-0564

Kevin M. Gillis 
9 Foreside Common Drive, Falmouth, ME 04105
Occupation: Legal, Richardson Tyler & Troubh, 
PO Box 15340, Portland, ME 04112-5340
Spouse/Partner: Carolyn
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John C. Gleason 
29 Rope Ferry Road, Hanover, NH 03755-1404, 
(603) 643-8089, «john.c.gleason.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Manufacturing, IBM Corporation, 
281 Winter Street, Waltham, MA 02451-8740, 
(781) 642-5999, Fax (781) 642-5986

Michael A. Gleason 
45 Hasting Lane, Chagrin Falls, OH 44022-3246, 
(440) 247-4568
Occupation: Mining, Austin Powder Company, 
25800 Science Park, Beachwood, OH 44122-7386, 
(216) 464-2400, Fax (216) 464-7435
Spouse/Partner: Constance

John S. Glover 
Wittenburgerweg 156, 2244CH Wassenaar,
Netherlands, Phone (31) 70-514-5495, «glover@bols.nl»
Dartmouth Activities: Tennis, squash
Major: Anthropology
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck, 1979
Occupation: Managing Director, Bols Royal Distilleries,
Wattstraat 61, 2723RB Zoetermeer, Netherlands,
Phone 931 79-330-5305

Spouse/Partner: Custis Spencer ‘79
Teacher, American School of the Hague
John, 17, American School of the Hague
Amy, 14, American School of the Hague

Since Dartmouth I have been married to Custis (’79)
and we have partially raised two kids, John, 16, and
Amy, 13. I got into marketing in the drinks business
after being offered a job by Phil Beekman in Peter
Christian’s, then president of Seagram’s, after a
squash game when he was exec in residence at Tuck.
One thing led to another and I have been in the
business ever since. Our family is now stationed in
Holland where I am Managing Director of the mar-
keting unit of Bols Royal Distilleries.

Favorite experiences at Dartmouth were squash and
tennis team trips. We played liars’ poker by the hour,

which made those back-road
drives to Bowdoin and U. of
Rochester go much faster.

An experience at Dartmouth
that clearly shaped my life
was the LSA program to
Bourges, France. It got me
interested in Europe and cul-
tural anthropology. Since
then we have lived in Hol-
land two times, I have

embraced an international career, and I am doing
the free enterprise version of cultural anthro —
international consumer marketing.
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John “Goose” Gleason, 
from the Dartmouth College Archives

John Glover

I am doing the
free-enterprise
version of
cultural anthro —
international
consumer
marketing. 
John Glover



If I hadn’t gone to Dartmouth, I wouldn’t have
met Custis! The ’70s song is Brown Eyed Girl. In 25
years I hope to be (1) upright and (2) able still to
play golf and ski (like my Dad).

I miss intense daily sports workouts and the cama-
raderie of the guys I played with.

Barry S. Gold 
3620 Galloway Court, Rochester Hills, MI 48309-2790,
(248) 370-0713
Occupation: Service Industry, Dimensional Certification
Inc., 2144 Avon Industrial Drive, Rochester Hills, 
MI 48309-3610, (248) 370-0713

Andrew L. Goldberg MD 
508 Carla Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15238-3359, 
(412) 820-2431, «agoldber@wpahs.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Golf team
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MD, University of Maryland School
of Medicine, 1980
Occupation: Physician (radiologist), Allegheny Radiology
Associates, 320 E. North Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15212,
(412) 359-4877
Spouse/Partner: Divorced
Cliff, 19, Purdue University
Jaclyn, 15, Fox Chapel High School˛˛

It is a cold January night. I’m in a ski lodge, not a
dorm room, and it’s Jackson Hole, Wyoming, not
Hanover. Still, winter retains its beauty, and the

warmth of the fireplace
is enhanced by the com-
pany of good friends.

Dartmouth launched me
on a course through life
that has led to many bless-
ings, including a satisfying
although arduous medical
career, as well as the ful-
fillment of family, which
is hanging together despite

the stress of divorce. My relationships with my chil-
dren, perhaps treated too casually before, are now
cultivated with greater care. I haven’t completely
roamed the “girdled earth” but have been able to
enjoy the sound of a bagpipe at sunset at Pebble
Beach, California, as well as the luminescent glow
of the Old City of Jerusalem.

Howling wolves, silent rabbits, shooting stars, a rain-
bow, and a lone pine tree. These are some of the

symbols on the Native American storyteller ring I
now wear. The artist is from New Mexico, but the
ring evokes an aesthetic connection with Dartmouth
for me. It rekindles memories of inspiring seminars
with Professors Bien and Rassias. “Bourg d’or!”—
yes, after 25 years I can still hear my name.

Joel D. Goldfield PhD 
85 Sunset Circle, Fairfield, CT 06430-7643, 
(203) 336-1666, «joel@funrsc.fairfield.edu»
Occupation: Education–College University, 
Fairfield University, Dept. of Modern Language and
Literature, Fairfield, CT 06430-5195, 
(203) 254-4000, Fax (203) 254-4278
Spouse/Partner: Iris
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Andy Goldberg, with Cliff and Jaclyn, Taos, NM, March 2000

It is a 
cold January night.
I’m in a ski lodge,
not a dorm room,
and it’s Jackson
Hole, Wyoming,
not Hanover. 
Andy Goldberg 

Streeter Hall



Alan L. Goldin 
Al 
19 Dickens Court, Irvine, CA 92612-4029, 
(949) 856-0614, «agoldin@uci.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: WDCR
Major: Chemistry
Graduate Study: MD, PhD, University of Michigan,
1983
Occupation: Professor, Department of Microbiology and
Molecular Genetics, B240 Medical Science I., University of
California, Irvine, Irvine, CA 92697-4025, (949) 824-5334
Spouse/Partner: Rozanne M. Sandri-Goldin;
Professor, Department of Microbiology and Molecular
Genetics, University of California, Irvine

Patricia Goldstein 
See Patricia Goldstein Campbell

Gregg L. Goldstrohm MD 
Sampler Hill Farm, RD 5 Box 379, Greensburg, 
PA 15601-9537, (724) 832-6490
Occupation: Medical, Latrobe Area Hospital, 
(724) 832-6490
Spouse/Partner: Kim

Antonio F. Gomes 
Tony 
27 Marci Ave., East Longmeadow, MA 01028-2683,
(413) 525-1082
Occupation: Retailing, Big Y Foods Inc., 280 Chestnut
Street, Springfield, MA 01104-3469, (413) 784-0622
Spouse/Partner: Karen

Robert L. Gong MD 
Bob 
PO Box 787, Cambria, CA 93428-0787, (805) 927-8671
Occupation: Medical, 2150 Main Street Suite #3,
Cambria, CA 93428-3022, (805) 927-8671
Spouse/Partner: Karen

David A. Goodkin MD 
356 Woodlet Way, Thousand Oaks, CA 91361-1327,
«david.goodkin@amgen.com»
Major: Biology/Chemistry
Graduate Study: MD, State University of New York
Health Sciences Center at Syracuse, 1980
Occupation: Nephrologist/Vice-President of Clinical
Research, Amgen Inc., One Amgen Center Drive,
Thousand Oaks, CA 91320
Spouse/Partner: Karen Wetmore, MD; Pediatrician
Carly, 8
Jennie Rose, 2
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David Goodkin, Carly, Jennie Rose, Karen



Greetings to my friends. Life has been busy. I have
studied and worked in Syracuse, Miami, Philadelphia,
Houston, and Southern California. I practiced
nephrology and directed a dialysis unit for ten years

and then modified my career
to pursue research. Current-
ly I serve as Vice President
of Clinical Research at
Amgen Inc., the world’s
largest independent biotech-
nology therapeutics compa-
ny. The teams I oversee are
developing treatments for
anemia, cancer, arthritis,
obesity, neurologic diseases,

osteoporosis, and endocrine disorders. I still see
patients, on a part-time basis. Tom Ulich ’75 heads
Preclinical Research and we collaborate often. I
have stayed in touch with Denny Moyer ’74, now a
banker in Pennsylvania, and we sometimes get
together when I travel east.

I try to stay young by playing in an ice hockey
league (broken leg in 1992), riding my motorcycle,
and goofing around with my daughters Carly, 8,
and Jennie Rose, 2. My wife Karen is a pediatrician
who prefers being a mom.

Years of caring for very ill people has shown me
that life is unpredictable. Also, Karen suffered com-
plications with each pregnancy, and we lost three
babies far along. So we plan for the best, try to enjoy
what we have, and realize that you just never know.

I plan to stay in my job for a few more years to
see the launches of the drugs I have worked on. I
hope to retire early, practice some relief medicine
in areas of need abroad, and just maybe take a
stab at writing an odd novel that has been kicking
around in my mind. Think Michael Crichton plus
Howard Stern.
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We plan 
for the best, 
try to enjoy
what we have,
and realize 
that you 
just never know.
David Goodkin

Elms lining North Main Street (also known as Faculty Avenue or Faculty Row); View looking south along the Green, ca. 1895



Robert A. Goodman 
Bob
130 Mint Hill Drive, Apex, NC 27502-6103, 
(919) 363-6859, «ragoodman1@netzero.net»
Dartmouth Activities: WDCR/WFRD, Freshman Foot-
ball, Varsity Wrestling, Bones Gate Fraternity, LSA
(Bourges, France, 1976–77), Dartmouth Hillel
Major: Psychology, Pre-Med (Graduated Summer 1977
after taking one year off from school)
Graduate Study: Master of Arts, Marriage, Family, &
Child Counseling, United States International University,
San Diego, 1981; Bachelor of Science, Computer Infor-
mation Science, Coleman College, La Mesa, CA, 1985;
currently pursuing MBA in E-Commerce from Univer-
sity of Phoenix
Occupation: Project Manager, Networking Implemen-
tation (Telecommunications), AT&T Solutions, 
4825 Creekstone Dr., Suite 4W100, Durham, 
NC 27703, (919) 474-1954
Interests: Golf, travel, non-denominational Christian
church
Spouse/Partner: Joanne Goodman
Masters of Science, University of Northern Colorado,
Speech Pathology, 1983; Currently a stay-at-home
Mom; Interests: swimming, reading, travel
Brittany, 7, Davis Drive Elementary School, Cary, NC 
Chelsea, 5, Salem Baptist Preschool, Apex, NC

My Dartmouth experience was a bittersweet expe-
rience. I believe that my immaturity and some of
my cultural insecurities caused me to be too rigid
and to take myself too seriously at Dartmouth. I
honestly believe that I would have done much bet-
ter on a scholastic and social level had I matriculat-
ed at Dartmouth in 2001, rather than 1972.

I believe that I am one of the alums who finds that
the current demographics of co-education and the
Student Life Initiative have given the students a
more healthy mix of men and women, along with an
alternative to the fraternity system. While I enjoyed
a portion of my time as a brother in Bones Gate
Fraternity, I am one of those who would have
enjoyed having some more social alternatives to the
“beer and bands” at the houses.

Certainly, my two biggest regrets are (1) not contin-
uing in the medical field after four years of pre-med
studies at Dartmouth; and (2) not doing a better
job of keeping up with classmates and friends from
Dartmouth. I am certainly planning to re-establish
some old friendships at the 25th Reunion. I also
intend to become more active in the local Dartmouth
Alumni Association in the Piedmont/Triangle area
of North Carolina.

After college, the most rewarding experience of my
life came when I became a Christian in the Inter-
national Churches of Christ in 1986 in San Diego,
California. I had moved to San Diego from Colum-
bus, Ohio, where I had lived for two years after
Hanover. I had gone to Ohio State University during
my final quarter of Dartmouth and had transferred
the credits back to the College. I continued to pur-
sue some graduate courses in Physiology at OSU to
see if I wanted to continue on the pre-med track.
I soon decided to pursue clinical psychology. After
completing a Masters of Arts in Marriage, Family,
and Child Counseling at United States Internation-
al University in San Diego, I decided to enter the
working world, rather than continue on for my PHD.
For the next two years, I worked in a customer ser-
vice capacity with Time Warner Cable.

In 1984–1985, I completed a Bachelor of Science
degree in Computer Information Sciences at
Coleman College in La Mesa, a San Diego suburb.
With my newly found computer skills, I worked as
a computer programmer for about two years.
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Robert A. Goodman with Joanne, and Chelsea and Brittany



Soon thereafter, having been a graduate of the LSA
program in Bourges, France, I decided with Joanne,
my wife of one year, to put our French language
experience to the test as church missionaries in
Abidjan, Ivory Coast (West Africa) from 1989–1996.
Joanne had been working as a Speech Pathologist in
private practice in San Diego before we left. During
those six-plus years, the church that we helped start
with 18 other expatriates grew to about 1,500 mem-
bers and a weekly attendance of about 2,500 peo-
ple. Both of our daughters, Brittany, 7, and Chelsea,
5, were born in a Canadian-founded hospital in
Abidjan. The satisfaction that we experienced as a
result of this African adventure has been unrivaled
in my wife’s and my lives. The experience allowed
us to see the brevity of life in the Third World, the
tremendous challenges facing Africa as a continent,
and the daily hardships and sufferings of daily life in
one of the richest of Africa’s countries. This gave
us a tremendous appreciation of the richness and
superior quality of life in the Unites States. It also

caused us to be so much more
grateful for the life that God
has provided for us. We are
so incredibly blessed as indi-
viduals and as a people.

While living overseas, I
worked as a LAN administra-
tor and assistant manager of
the Computer Services pro-
gram of the USAID regional
office for West and Central
Africa, based in Abidjan.
This position allowed me to
travel throughout West and
Central Africa, including

trips to Togo, Chad, Cameroon, Liberia, Guinea,
and South Africa.

Since returning to the States, I have worked for the
past four years for AT&T Solutions as a network
engineer, a Client Services Manager for the Citigroup
engagement, and as a Project Manager. As most
people know, the computer networking field is one
of the most explosive growth areas. I am currently
working on an “on-line” MBA from the University
of Phoenix. We live in Cary, North Carolina, a
suburb of the Raleigh–Durham area. We would
love to hear from classmates in the area and those
passing through.

Helaine Siegel Goodner 
7600 SW 107th Street, Miami, FL 33156-3847
Occupation: Legal, 25 W. Flagler Street, Miami, 
FL 33130-1712, (305) 358-2880

Raymond Thomas Goodrich 
Tom 
430 Palm Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301-2222, 
(650) 322-3569
Occupation: Investments, Duff Ackerman Goodman
Assoc. LP, Three Embarcadero Center, San Francisco,
CA 94111-4003, (650) 323-5177
Spouse/Partner: Rebecca

Sean M. Gorman 
4 Moody Lane, Etna, NH 03750-3427, (603) 643-8871,
«sean.m.gorman@dartmouth.edu»
Occupation: Education–College University,
Dartmouth College, Fleet Bank Building, 
63 South Main Street, Hanover, NH 03755-2088, 
(603) 646-2444, Fax (603) 646-2447
Spouse/Partner: Alison

Tyler J. Gould MD 
83 Twin Oaks Terrace, South Burlington, 
VT 05403-7169, (802) 864-4049
Occupation: Hospital Administration, Center Hospital
of Vermont, 200 Twin Oaks Terrace, Suite 6, 
South Burlington, VT 05403-7106, (802) 864-4513

Michael W. Gourlay 
PO Box 609, Old Lyme, CT 06371-0609, 
(860) 434-9573, «s.hubbardgourlay@gte.net»
Occupation: Export/Import, Ampak Seafoods Corp.,
25 Science Park, Box 3, New Haven, CT 06511-1968,
(203) 786-5121
Spouse/Partner: Alexandra
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I believe that 
I would have
done much
better on a
scholastic and
social level 
had I
matriculated 
at Dartmouth 
in 2001, rather
than 1972.
Bob Goodman



Iris M. Gowen 
C/o David Parker, UNICEF China, 12 sanlitun Lu,
Beijing, China, Phone 86-10-6532-6832, 
«dpimg@public2.east.cn.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman Council (Secretary);
Committee on Student Life; Study Program Abroad,
Religion Department, London; Women’s Varsity Crew;
Tucker Foundation Volunteer; International House
Resident; Sidney Cox Prize
Major: Religion
Occupation: Quilt artist
Spouse/Partner: David Parker
Senior Program Officer, UNICEF, Beijing
Bernard Parker, 10, Yew Chung International School,
Beijing
Madeleine Parker, 8, Yew Chung International School,
Beijing

I graduated from Dartmouth in June ’75, after which
I attended Yale Divinity School for one year, then
traveled in West Africa, and studied botany at the
University of New Hampshire. I transferred to
Harvard in ’79 and received a Masters of Divinity
degree in 1981. While at Harvard I met and mar-
ried David Parker (where he was studying for his
Masters in Public Health). We were then based in
Princeton for the next six years, from where we
made a number of short and medium-length trips
(from one to six months) to Nigeria and Europe
for David’s dissertation research and consultancies.

In 1987, we moved to New York where David start-
ed full-time work for UNICEF, and I began to be
full-time professional quilt artist, teaching quilting,
lecturing, and exhibiting my work in art galleries
locally and abroad. My specialty is art quilts based
on traditional patterns using modern techniques

(machine quilting) and unconventional fabrics (cot-
ton prints from Africa and Asian silks).

Our children were born in NYC (Bernard in 1990
and Madeleine in 1992) and in 1993 the family
moved to Nepal. In Kathmandu, David was work-
ing for UNICEF’s regional office for South Asia,
with extensive travel in the region (Bhutan, Nepal,
Sri Lanka, the Maldives, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
and Afghanistan). The children and I were able to
travel within the first five of these countries but
stayed mostly in Kathmandu, which was an often
challenging place to raise small children. I contin-
ued to quilt professionally and taught art quilting
classes to adults, developing quilting-based curric-
ula for teaching primary school children. I also vol-
unteered with the United Nations’ Women’s Organi-
zation, serving as its President and later as its month-
ly magazine editor. Our family did our best to explore
Nepal and the region with frequent treks and trips.

After six years in Nepal, we moved to China. My
mother had left Beijing in l947 to attend graduate
school in the U.S. Living here and becoming acquaint-
ed with this country and city and her family is per-
haps our biggest adventure to date. The children
are enrolled in a bilingual school, where they are
learning a significant amount of Chinese. I’m cur-
rently serving as chair of the PTA and am the only
member of the board who is not fluent in both
languages. I am studying Chinese and am surprised
to find that I remember more from freshman-year
Chinese than I ever thought I had learned.

When I think about Dartmouth now, I am grateful
for the quality of teaching and the efforts that the

professors made to teach us.
From an academic point of
view, I now regret graduat-
ing in three years and there-
fore missing the opportunity
to have spent more time in
an institution where the fac-
ulty so generously made
themselves available to their
students. I met other students
at Dartmouth who eventual-
ly became friends. Due to
our transient life, I have lost

touch with many of them. I regret this and would
welcome the opportunity to become acquainted
again, though I cannot ever imagine going to a
Dartmouth class reunion.
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Bernard and Madeleine Parker at the Great Bell Museum,
Beijing, December 2000

I am studying
Chinese and am
surprised to find
that I remember
more from
freshman-year
Chinese than 
I ever thought 
I had learned.
Iris Gowen 



Prior to Dartmouth I had attended Phillips Exeter
during its first two years of coeducation. I thought
that this would prepare me for Dartmouth, but it
was not the case. At Exeter, many male students
were uncomfortable with the presence of females
(the ratio in the first year was 40 to 1, compared
to Dartmouth’s 10 to 1) but the vast majority wel-
comed us, however awkwardly. I understood that
some upperclassmen who had entered Dartmouth
when it was an all-male school might have felt cheat-
ed by the advent of coeducation, but encountering
resentful attitudes from many males in our class
astounded me.

I can honestly say that I did not want nor expect
special treatment at Dartmouth for being female,
but I did expect to be treated as an equal human
being, rather than constantly having to defend or
prove myself because I did not fit into the main-
stream. In retrospect, I think that many students
felt great peer pressure which led them to be hos-
tile not only to females but also led to intolerance
towards males who did not meet or aspire to the
Dartmouth model.

I am sure that Dartmouth has changed, and there
is a greater acceptance of diversity than I felt was
the case when we were students there. I hope that
there is a great opportunity for learning in the class-
room, and that there is greater peer support for
students who are working out their own course of
learning. But I recognize how fortunate I was to
have attended college in a beautiful location with
professors who took teaching seriously, and I am
grateful for the friends I made there.

Brian R. Graf 
13 Clear View Drive, Bow, NH 03304-3603, 
(603) 226-4397
Occupation: Government–State, NH Attorney
General's Office, 33 Capitol Street, Concord, 
NH 03301-6310, (603) 271-3671
Spouse/Partner: Marilyn

John H. Graham Jr. 
Jack 
236 Woodland Trace Drive, Knoxville, TN 37922-1720,
(865) 675-6545, «jhgraham@ci.maryville.tn.us»
Occupation: Engineering, Maryville Water Quality
Control, 332 Home Avenue, Maryville, TN 37801-3971,
(865) 981-3346
Spouse/Partner: Robin

Robin Lambert Graham PhD 
236 Woodland Trace Drive, Knoxville, TN 37922-1720,
(865) 675-6545, «aeg@ornl.gov»
Occupation: Research, Oak Ridge National Lab, 
PO Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-2008, 
(865) 576-7756, Fax (865) 576-3989
Spouse/Partner: John

David J. Graulich 
2900 Merion Drive, San Bruno, CA 94066-1763, 
(650) 952-1933, «dgraulich@compuserve.com»
Occupation: Public Relations, Maxfield Public Relations,
2900 Merion Drive, San Bruno, CA 94066-1763, 
(650) 952-1933
Spouse/Partner: Rebecca

Donald L. Gray 
350 Hycliff Terrace, Stamford, CT 06902-2022, 
(203) 969-2111

Amanda J. Green 
1314 Marquette Ave. #3008, Minneapolis, 
MN 55403-4137, (612) 359-0257,
«agreen1067@aol.com»
Occupation: Graduate School, University of Minnesota,
(612) 334-3023
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Amanda Green, from the 1973 Aegis
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Stephen Joseph Green MD 
488 Vanderbilt Pkwy, Dix Hills, NY 11746-5853, 
(631) 427-7013, «stevegreen@prodigy.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Harold Parmington Foundation,
U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory
Major: Chemistry
Graduate Study: MD, Tufts University, 1980
Occupation: Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine;
Director, Performance Improvement, Cardiovascular
Services; Interventional Cardiologist, North Shore Uni-
versity Hospital, 300 Community Drive, Manhasset,
NY 11030, (516) 562-4100
Spouse/Partner: Stephanie Green, MD; Pediatrician
Andrew, 15
Christopher, 12

The last 25 years of my life have revolved around
two things: my family and my career. My career
choice as an interventional cardiologist has made for
an interesting life. It is a career which did not exist
at the time of my graduation. At that time I want-
ed to be a physician, but I had no idea of what
sort of physician I wanted to be. Similarly, I wanted
a family but had no preconceived notions at that
time of what my family life would be like.

Interventional cardiology is the practice of doing
cardiac catheterizations and coronary interventions
on patients with heart disease. The interventions
include things like balloon angioplasty, stenting, laser
therapy, rotation atherectomy, and even radiation
therapy. I have performed about 20,000 of these
procedures. It is not the doing of the procedures
that makes life interesting, but rather the dealing
with the people and families before, during, and
afterwards which makes my career so rewarding to
me. Over the last decade, my institution has excelled
at treating patients during acute myocardial infarc-
tion (heart attack) with coronary intervention. I
have been part of this process, which is taking one’s
skill to the ultimate in terms of stress, risk, and
benefit. During the heart attack, we take people,
when they are at their sickest, to the catheterization
laboratory and try to help them.

Sometimes there is nothing we can do to help; some-
times we’re able to save people’s lives. Both circum-
stances can have a profound effect upon how you
view your own life. A heart attack can kill within
hours without warning. The family that’s left behind
must somehow cope with continuing without their
loved one. It can be very difficult to tell a 40-year-
old spouse with young children that their loved one

has suddenly died. Unlike cancer, heart disease fre-
quently does not give you a few months or years to
make peace and become accustomed to the loss of
a loved one. On the other hand, there are many
people on Long Island who know that we have
saved their lives. They come into the room with
chest pain and trouble breathing and think they
are about to die. Suddenly their pain and breathing
improve, and by the next day they’re wondering why
they are in hospital. They can be very grateful.

This kind of exposure on a near daily basis to life
or death decisions and treatments cannot help but
have a profound effect on how I view my life and
my family. You become grateful for the little things
in life: doing errands with my wife, playing with
my sons. None of us knows how long we have on
this earth. My career has helped me to treat every-
one I meet as humanely as possible, whether I’m
in my doctor role or not. My family life has been a
source of constant pride. My wife decided a few
years ago to “retire” as a pediatrician and dedicate
more of her time to taking care of her three boys:

my two sons, and me. The
three of us will be forever
appreciative. She has dra-
matically decreased the
day-to-day stress in family
life that can be so disrup-
tive. She has also been a
tremendous help to our
sons’ academic careers.

Interviewing high school students for Dartmouth
should have better prepared me. I did not realize
how intense middle school and high school had
become. My wife has been able to keep their sched-
ules and class work organized and timely.

Because of Dartmouth and my career, my family
has been able to enjoy things that I never had the
opportunity to do in my own childhood. We func-
tion well as a family and travel pleasantly together.
Our two young men make wonderful company.
When my sons were younger, I used to say truth-
fully that I would rather watch them play little
league, soccer, or basketball than go to Yankee Sta-
dium. Now that they are older, there is no one with
whom I’d rather play tennis, golf, or ski. We spend
a fair amount of time in Vermont at our condo-
minium, where we continue to ski and function as
a close-knit family group. I’ve asked them inde-
pendently if someday selling the condo would be
acceptable. They have both replied that it must

I did not realize
how intense
middle school 
and high school
had become.
Stephen Green



stay in the family forever, as they will want to go
there with my wife and me when they have families
of their own. Such commitments to family life by
our sons are truly priceless.

Ray M. Greenly 
6203 Franconia Forest Court, Alexandria, VA 22310-1533,
(703) 971-3115, «raymg@ix.netcom.com»
Occupation: Transportation, American Society of
Travel Agents, 1101 King Street, Alexandria, 
VA 22314-2944, (703) 739-2782

Robert L. Grenier 
Unit 62200 #19, APO, AE 09812-2200
Occupation: Department of State-Rabat,
Washington, DC 20521-6030

Michael F. Griffin 
22 E. 28th Street 8th Floor, New York, NY 10016-7404,
(212) 982-1202
Occupation: Legal, Dorsey & Whitney, 250 Park Avenue,
New York, NY 10177-0001, 
(212) 415-9222, Fax (212) 370-1345

Aaron E. Grossbaum 
Rehov Hakablan 16/13, 93874 Jerusalem, Israel,
«aaron.e.grossbaum.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Education–College University, Jerusalem
College, PO Box 16078, 91160 Jerusalem, Israel 
Spouse/Partner: Dorothy

Earl W. Gunn 
5206 Forest Brook Pkwy, Marietta, GA 30068-2832,
(770) 992-8998

Thomas E. Gwin 
Tom 
49 Victoria Circle, Newton Center, MA 02459-1016,
(617) 969-1078, «thomas_gwin@newton.mec.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: HPF; Tennis 1; Squash 1
Graduate Study: MA, Northeastern University, 1985
Occupation: Science Department Head, Newton
North HS, 360 Lowell Ave., Newton, MA 02460, 
(617) 552-7490
Spouse/Partner: Nancy Beardall; Dance and Health
Teacher
Darren, 16, Newton North High School 
Victoria, 13, Day Middle School

During senior year at Dartmouth, I took educa-
tion courses and student-taught at Hanover High.

Student teaching was an excellent way to spend
spring term during senior year. I thought that I’d
teach for a couple of years and then get a graduate
degree in biology. However, here I am, finishing
my 25th year in education. It’s been too much fun.

I’ve worked almost all of those
years for the Newton (Massa-
chusetts) Public Schools. For
the last 13 of those years, I’ve
been the Science Department
Head at Newton North High.
Along the way I married Nancy
Beardall, a dance and health
teacher at a Newton middle
school. Our son, Darren, 16,

will be a junior at Newton North and our daugh-
ter, Victoria, 13, will be an eighth grader at Day
Middle School. During the winter, we pray for snow
days together.

Richard S. Haak Jr. 
Rip 
3 Peach Tree Path, Andover, MA 01810-6140, 
(978) 475-7407, «haakr@aol.com»
Occupation: PictureTel Corp., Liberty Lane, Hampton,
NH 03842, (603) 929-3000
Spouse/Partner: Nancy
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Ann Fritz Hackett 
1110 Brook Valley Lane, McLean, VA 22102-1532,
(703) 760-0920, «McHacketts@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Varsity field hockey and ten-
nis, dorm chairman, Green Key, Fire & Skoal
Major: Mathematics
Graduate Study: MBA, Stanford, 1979
Occupation: Consulting, Horizon Consulting Group,
1110 Brook Valley Lane, McLean, VA 22101, 
(703) 760-7675
Interests: Writing, photography, reading, coaching
youth soccer
Spouse/Partner: Lance Hackett, Brown ’73; Interests
include golf, coaching (soccer and basketball), reading
Conor, 17, Potomac School in McLean, VA
Kelly, 15, Potomac School in McLean, VA
Caitlin, 9, Potomac School in McLean, VA

It has been quite a journey from that freshman book
to this 25th reunion book! I am married to Lance
Hackett (Brown ’73) and we will be celebrating our
22nd anniversary this year. Our marriage is a true
partnership in every sense of the word. I am so
lucky to be married to someone who is so loving
and supportive. Somehow we have both managed
to continue to grow, together and as individuals. We
have three great kids: Conor (16), Kelly (14), and

Caitlin (9). They are such a joy and blessing in our
lives. They fill our home with laughter, love and
the occasional squabble! I have decided that being
a parent is good training for life—it is challenging,

rewarding, humbling, humor-
ous, and hectic! I learn every
day. And I wouldn’t trade it
for anything. Life has been
far more fulfilling than I
could have ever dreamed.

For the past three years I
have been consulting in South
Africa, but living in the Wash-
ington, D.C., area. I spend

about 50% of my time in Africa—I hope it is the
longest commute I will ever make! I have been con-
sulting for classmate Coleman Andrews, who was
brought in as CEO to turn South African Airways
around. I packed up for a ten-day stint in June ’98
and here I am, three years later, emailing you from
South Africa. The turnaround has been very suc-
cessful, Coleman will hand over the reins to a South
African, and I will finish up in June.

The professional experience of working in South
Africa has been challenging and rewarding, more
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so than anything I have done before. It has opened
my eyes and heart to a part of the world that was
previously unknown to me and distant in every way.
This is a part of the world where little things make
a big difference. Every job matters in a country
with greater than 50% unemployment—especially
when that person typically provides for 10 – 12
others. I spent quite a bit of time in Uganda the
first year, negotiating with the Ugandan government
(quite an experience and something I certainly never
anticipated while I was at Dartmouth!), and a little
time in Rwanda and Tanzania. The people I have
met throughout the continent and their stories
have touched my heart deeply. Life is a struggle for
so many. They have lived through apartheid and
genocide, and they live with AIDS, corruption, and
crime. And yet they find joy in every day. They live
life with open hearts; joy ripples through their bod-
ies and spills out on their faces; many have walked
a path of true forgiveness; they live the concept of
community; and they comfort each other in their

hardships and losses. While many in the world are
understandably discouraged by the problems of
Africa, and they are huge, I am left with a feeling
of hope. Hope not founded on facts and statistics,
but based on the magnificence of the human spirit
that lives in the hearts of so many of the people.

I also am publishing my first book, Where the White
Oak Speaks. It is a simple mystical tale of a boy who
journeys into the woods not far from his home,
yet the true journey takes him beyond what he
knows of himself and the world. It is a story about
friendship, possibilities, dreams — and ultimately
about the wisdom and power of the heart. When
the idea first came, I thought to myself, “I can’t do
this — I was a Math major and I do analysis and
write business briefs!” But it resonated in my heart
so deeply that I knew I had to try. And then the
story came, from where I do not know. Writing it
was the easy part. Having the courage to do any-
thing with it has been the challenging part. For me
the book has been an eight-year journey of joy, won-
der, frustration, miracles, self-doubt, and patience.
It has led me to realize how often we stop ourselves
from reaching our own dreams, and in doing so
limit what is possible. I have discovered that know-
ing lives in my heart as well my mind. Although my
mind came up with lots of good reasons to give
up along the way, I didn’t. As with children and all
creations, I knew the book wasn’t really mine. I have
formed a company, am publishing it, and my heart
rests knowing that I did my part.

I am grateful to Dartmouth for the friendships that
have enriched my life; for the faculty who cared
deeply, challenged and expanded my mind; and for
the privilege of having spent those formative years
in the community and fellowship that is Dartmouth.
Although the early years of coeducation were chal-
lenging, they also strengthened me. And it was the
friendships that sustained me and still do.

Fairfax Hackley III 
8118 Counselor Road, Manassas, VA 20112, 
(703) 791-0134
Spouse/Partner: Elizabeth

Stephen R. Haessler 
2045 SW 16th Avenue, Portland, OR 97201-6017,
(503) 220-0629, «haessler@ix.netcom.com»
Occupation: Menlo Associates Inc., Fax (650) 571-1469
Spouse/Partner: Amy
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John D. Haffenreffer 
12 Cricklewood Place, Saint Louis, MO 63131-3311,
(314) 993-9234, «jhaff@swbank-stl.com»
Dartmouth Activities: DOC, Dragon, Green Key,
Lacrosse, Kappa Sigma
Major: Geography
Occupation: 1) Commercial Banking, Southwest Bank
of St. Louis
2) SBIC/Venture Capital, Mississippi Valley Capital Com-
pany (subsidiary of Mississippi Bancshares, the bank’s
holding company), 13205 Manchester Road, 
P.O. Box 790178, St. Louis, Mo. 63179-0178, 
(314) 543-3349, Fax (314) 543-3377
Spouse/Partner: Laurie
Chris, 20, Dartmouth ’03
Lisa, 18, Dartmouth ’05
Annie, 15, Mary Institute Country Day School ’04 
Favorite College Song: Rosalita. Warming before the
Cornell lacrosse game our senior year with Rosalita
blaring, Jack Brennan and I became delusional, think-
ing we would be victorious. Not so, we lost 26-6.

Last September, I spent a wonderful weekend in
Hanover with my son Chris ’03 and watched him in
a water polo tournament. Just as my father had in
my dorm room over Freshman Fathers Weekend,
I stayed, of course, in his apartment for two nights
of limited sleep on a fold-out couch. With a crippled
back in need of stretching, I set out for a walk—
alone: Chris and roommate had no intention of join-
ing me; having arrived back at the apartment well
after I had excused myself from the fraternity base-
ment. So it was, that I found myself walking the
campus early Sunday morning discovering the new
Dartmouth and remembering the old — vibrant,
spirited, and nurturing. I had taken such a walk 25
years ago on the dawn of graduation.

In the fall of ’76, I headed to St. Louis (my staunch
New England parents, although approving of inde-
pendence and change, had visions, and still do, of
tumbleweed, cows, and an outhouse in the backyard).
But, after 24 years here, I am officially a transplant,
getting back to Boston and Hanover often for trans-
fusions. The grain business took me to St. Louis,
where I worked for Peavey Grain Co., in Alton, Illi-
nois, across the Mississippi. This was something I had
wanted to do since spending my sophomore sum-
mer working for a malting company in Minneapo-
lis. Peter Dakin and I kept each other in line that
transitional year and Dave Clark introduced me to
a host of new friends, including Laurie. We were

married in 1978 with a large
Dartmouth contingent on
hand. With the possibility of
a transfer to Kearney, Nebras-
ka, and the allure of trading
grain fading, I found a job/
career change in order. My
banking career got its start in

1980 at First National Bank of St. Louis where the
final five of ten years were spent in the workout/
bankruptcy division. When I found myself negoti-
ating simple day-to-day functions, it was time for
change. In 1990, I moved to Southwest Bank, where
I am currently an SVP in commercial lending, as
well as Chairman of Mississippi Valley Capital Co.,
the bank’s SBIC venture capital subsidiary, established
in 1998. The bank has grown seven-fold, gone pub-
lic, and continues to be the nation’s leader in lower-
ing the Prime Rate.

Business aside, Laurie and I have had 22 (and count-
ing) wonderful years and have been blessed with three
great kids. Chris, D’03, is looking at an economics
major while minoring in skiing and water polo. Lisa,
D’05, can’t wait to settle into Hanover next fall: this
one was ready for college two years ago. Annie just
finished her freshman year and loves school, lacrosse,
and community service. After a winter visit to the
Big Green, she put us on notice that she is going to
a warmer college. Our social lives, though inferior
to the kids’, are active and involve long-time friends,
school activities, and bank entertaining. We have
become active volunteers at the high school and in
the community, and I continue (15 years running)
with Dartmouth DED responsibilities. Traveling with
or without the kids has become our passion, and
with an empty nest a scant three years away, we look
forward to more of the same! 
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The walk has gone full circle, literally and figurative-
ly; I have a renewed passion for a place that was
and still is very special to me. Chris and now Lisa
will take on Dartmouth in their own ways, probably
different from each other and from me, but, I
would not have changed a thing during those years
at Dartmouth or beyond.

John S. Hagelin 
1950 Mansion Drive, Fairfield, IA 52556, 
(641) 472-6799, «hagelinj@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Don’t ask
Major: Physics
Graduate Study: MA, Physics, 1976, Harvard Univer-
sity; PhD, Theoretical Physics, 1981, Harvard University
Occupation: Director, Institute of Science, Technology
and Public Policy, 1000 North 4th Street, Fairfield, 
IA 52556, (641) 472-1200
Interests: Political Reform, ran as presidential nominee
of the Natural Law Party, 1996, 2000

The following description is excerpted from a New
York Times feature story about me during the 2000
Presidential campaign. I choose it for my personal
statement because I believe it tells the story of who
I am, and what I have done.

John Hagelin, PHD, is a world-renowned quan-
tum physicist, a life-long educator, an author,
and the Natural Law Party’s Presidential Can-
didate for the 2000 election. Dr. Hagelin has
conducted pioneering research at CERN (the
European Center for Particle Physics) and
SLAC (the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center)
and is responsible for the development of a
highly successful grand unified field theory
based on the Superstring. His scientific con-
tributions have been featured in a cover story
of Discover magazine.

As Director of the Institute of Science, Tech-
nology and Public Policy, a progressive policy
think tank, Dr. Hagelin has successfully headed
a nation-wide effort to identify, scientifically
verify, and promote cost-effective solutions
to critical social problems in the fields of
crime, health care, education, economy, bio-
technology, energy and the environment.

In addition, Dr. Hagelin has spent much of
the past quarter-century leading a scientific
investigation into the foundations of human
consciousness. In recognition of his outstand-
ing achievements, Dr. Hagelin was named

winner of the prestigious Kilby Award, which
recognizes scientists who have made “major
contributions to society through their applied
research in the fields of science and technol-
ogy.” The award recognized Dr. Hagelin as “a
scientist in the tradition of Einstein, Jeans,
Bohr, and Eddington.”

Dr. Hagelin has appeared many times on
ABC’s Nightline and Politically Incorrect,
NBC’s Meet the Press, CNN’s Larry King
Live! and Inside Politics; CNBC’s Hardball
with Chris Matthews, C-SPAN’s Washington
Journal, and others. He has also been regu-
larly featured in The Washington Post, The New
York Times, the Wall Street Journal, USA Today,
the Los Angeles Times, the San Francisco Chronicle,
and other major metropolitan newspapers.

As the 2000 Presidential Candidate of the
Natural Law Party, America’s fastest growing
grassroots party, Dr. Hagelin, along with hun-
dreds of NLP candidates in all 50 states, drew
millions of votes for his “scientifically proven,
forward-looking, sustainable solutions to
America’s pressing social, economic and
environmental problems.”
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Linda P. Hagg 
4250 Jefferson Street, Excelsior, MN 55331-9342, 
(952) 474-9868

Christopher P. Hall 
Kip 
16 Stony Brook Road, Darien, CT 06820, (203) 655-9424,
Fax (203) 655-9643, «chall@brownwoodlaw.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Ski Team (’72–’76), Bones Gate,
Freshman Council
Major: English
Graduate Study: BA (Oxon., Rhodes Scholar), Oxford
University, 1978; JD, University of Chicago
Occupation: Lawyer, Brown & Wood LLP, One World
Trade Center, New York, NY 10048, (212) 839-5901,
Fax (212) 839-5599
Spouse/Partner: Britt Mixer Hall;
Civil engineer; Interests: Skiing, sailing, children
Justin (JJ), 15, Darien High School
Victoria (Tori), 14, Darien Middle School

It’s been a great run, filled with wonderful experi-
ences and balanced with losses, both expected and
unexpected.

With the exception of two brief stints with the
government, the career has been in the law. While
at Oxford, I had the opportunity to serve in the State
Department during the Carter Administration as
an aide to the U.S. Ambassador to the Court of St.
James and as a Speaker for the U.S. Information Ser-
vice. After Oxford, where I took a degree in Jurispru-
dence, I attended the University of Chicago School
of Law, married my high school sweetheart, Britt,
and obtained my JD in 1980. I then became a “spe-
cial” deputy prosecutor and began a career in pri-
vate practice. The practice has been extraordinarily
diverse and interesting—involving representing
clients during hostile takeovers through the ’80s

(including acquiring control of Jackson Hole Ski
Corporation), handling restructurings, litigation, and
bankruptcies in the early ’90s and representing Wall
Street firms and business in their transactions and
litigation needs through the present. Today I am a
partner in a large Wall Street law firm representing
clients in transactional and litigation matters. For a
period I served as the Chief Legal Officer and Exec-
utive Vice President of a Wall Street broker dealer
with approximately 50 companies in the Americas.
I have also served on the Boards of Directors of
publicly and privately held companies, as well as the
United Way and the local hospital.

The experience has been rich. I have represented
clients in two of the ten cases identified by The
American Lawyer as the most important cases of
the decade, have had the opportunity to represent

the mighty and the weak,
published a half dozen arti-
cles, handled cases in courts
across the country and the
U.S. Supreme Court, and
enjoyed it all.

More important, my wife and I have balanced our
professional lives with our two children, JJ and Tori,
who are now 15 and 14. This is why we live. JJ and
I share interests in ski racing and racing sailboats. I
have continued to ski race on the Masters Circuit,
while JJ has been named to the Vermont State Ski
Team and made the State Championships in Con-
necticut as well. Turning to sailing, our J-24 crew has
made it to the U.S. Nationals, and I have also been
racing on the Grand Prix, including the Bermuda
Race and the Nantucket Bucket. Meanwhile, Britt has
become the women’s sailing champion at the Yacht
Club, and Tori snowboards and hates boats. Go figure.
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For the future, we hope for good health and more
and more interesting experiences. We were able to
go on safari in Africa last year, camping with the
family and our guide and crew across the Serengeti
in Tanganyika. Now the car is honking for us to
head for the airport, as Britt and I are about to
enjoy a week of heli-skiing in British Columbia.
Regards to all, Kip

L. Nelson Hall 
Nels 
114 Southern, Corpus Christi, TX 78404-1849,
«lnhall@swbell.net» or «hall_30392@msn.com»
Dartmouth Activities: DOC, Dartmouth Fencing
Club, hiking, rock climbing, The Tabard
Major: Classical Archaeology
Graduate Study: Juris Doctor, St. Mary’s University
School of Law, 1979
Occupation: Attorney, Dunn & Weathered PC, 
611 South Upper Broadway, Corpus Christi, TX 78401,
(361) 883-1594
Spouse/Partner: Tana
Antiques, home furnishings resale

Yes, I am! An attorney, that is. What’s worse, a trial
attorney. Samuel Johnson is reported by Boswell
to have said, “I do not mean to speak ill of a man
behind his back, but the gentleman is a lawyer.” To
those who knew me well enough it probably will
come as a surprise, if not a shock, that I went on to

become a member of the legal profession. I was not
remarked for assiduously applying myself to my
academic endeavors. I always looked upon my four
years of college as more of a maturation process,
which was a massive rationalization for never studying
very much. When I occasionally read about so and
so being named president/CEO of such and such,
or about so and so being awarded a fellowship/grant
for such and such, I realize why I never ran with
those people. They must actually have been studying!

What a novel idea. All serious-
ness aside, the four years of
my experience of Dartmouth
College, some of which I am
beginning to recall through
retrogressive hypnotherapy,
were extremely formative, con-

tributing greatly to deforming who I am. Despite my
contrarian intentions, Dartmouth succeeded at incul-
cating in me a wonder of the world and my place in
it, a desire to continue to learn and to experience, and
an ability to grow in understanding and appreciation.

Kemeny ruled!

Tony M. Hall 
1705 1st Avenue Apt. 1-RS, New York, NY 10128-4905,
(212) 423-9680, «tonymhall@aol.com»
Occupation: Consulting, PO Box 6864, New York, 
NY 10128-0017, (212) 426-0169, Fax (212) 426-6173
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Gregory D. Halsey 
411 Quartz Way, Lyons, CO 80540-8839, (303) 823-0253,
«gdhalsey@libertybay.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Intramural sports (football,
wrestling)
Major: Anthropology
Graduate Study: MS, Taxation, Colorado State University
Occupation: CPA, Level 3 Communications, 1025
Eldorado Blvd., Broomfield, CO 80021, (303) 635-9139
Spouse/Partner: Donna Jean Lehman, married
3/17/74; Interior design

There are many memories of Dartmouth, most of
which are good. It is difficult to determine the extent
to which my life has changed by attending Dartmouth
instead of attending a state university. In my view,
the benefit of the Dartmouth experience is the
opportunity to be exposed to areas that expand
beyond just intellectual pursuits. Even the trip back
to New Hampshire was a learning experience. My
first trip east of Colorado was the day when I
climbed into a car with a friend (who was a sopho-
more) and drove to New Hampshire for the first
day of classes. The trip (and many more to follow)
allowed me to see much of the U.S. that I may not
have experienced otherwise. It also helped that I
could not afford an airplane ticket, which necessitated
the driving experience. The first trip also taught me
that most vendors do not accept out-of-state checks,
but you could barter a slightly used Playboy for enough
change to cross a toll bridge.

Unlike most members of the Class of ’76, I married
during my sophomore year and moved off-campus
to married student housing. Many enjoyed coming
over for a home-cooked meal, although a few had
never eaten a taco. We always had a big Thanksgiv-
ing Day meal for some of the students not making
it home for the holidays. Donna and I are still mar-
ried and will be celebrating our 27th anniversary next
week. It does not seem that it is possible that so
much time has passed (other than the gray hair).
Maybe time passing would be more noticeable if we

had started a family. With
many stops in between, we
went from living in the
woods of New Hampshire
to the woods of Colorado.

It will be great to see every-
one at the reunion. I have
only kept in touch with a
few classmates over the

years. Maybe seeing everyone will help me decide
what I want to do when I grow up. Most likely I may
just learn the amount of beer I can still consume in
a weekend. I hear my freshman roommate (Neil Van
Dyke) is obtaining the beer for the reunion, so things
have not changed much over the past 25 years.

C. Hambrick Jr. 
Jay 
Apartment 11-023, 8140 North Hickory Street, 
Kansas City, MO 64118-6422, (816) 468-8113
Occupation: Legal, 6000 North Oak Trafficway #201,
Kansas City, MO 64118-5176, (816) 454-9900
Spouse/Partner: Elizabeth

Peter J. Hamill 
80 Campbell Road, North Andover, MA 01845-5710,
(978) 794-3864
Occupation: Engineering, Al Joaib Company, 
PO Box 1009, Dammam 31432, Saudi Arabia 
Spouse/Partner: Karen

Vanessa J. Hamilton PhD 
107 Nutt, Bloomington, IN 47408, (812) 857-8037,
«ladyvj@workmail.com»
Occupation: Graduate School
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David R. Hammond 
425 Marion St., Denver, CO 80218-3929, (303) 733-1353
Occupation: Legal, Davis Graham & Stubbs, 
370 Seventeenth St., Suite 4700, PO Box 185, Denver,
CO 80202-5682, (303) 892-7323
Spouse/Partner: Mary

Jamey Hampton
2981 Northwest 53rd Drive, Portland, OR 97210-1067,
(503) 292-4530, «Jameyh@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Theater, skiing, rowing, DOC
Major: Drama
Occupation: Lumber, Owner; Dance, Artistic Director;
Hampton Affiliates; BodyVox, 9600 SW Barnes Rd.,
Suite 200, Portland, OR 97225, (503) 297-7691
Interests: Family, music, art, community board, climb-
ing, skiing
Spouse/Partner: Ashley Roland
North Carolina School of the Arts, Co-director of BodyVox
Bowen, 18 months

Here’s a thumbnail sketch of the last 25 years in the
life of Jamey Hampton.

Three weeks before graduating from Dartmouth, I
had virtually no idea what my next move was going
to be. I got a call from a friend who was starting a

woodworking collective in Oregon, asking me if I
wanted to be a part of it. I had begun building gui-
tars while spending a term away my senior year, and
so I jumped into the shop and began building full-
time, while continuing to train in dance. Did that
for a little over a year, all the while holding on to the
dream of someday dancing with Pilobolus. The call
came in 1978, when one of the members of the
group sprained his ankle in Japan and they needed
a replacement to go on the Johnny Carson show in
five days. I put down the phone, put out the cigarette
I was smoking (bad boy), and got myself in fighting
shape faster than I ever had in my life.

I danced with Pilobolus for five years, touring all over
the world. Subsequently worked with the Pilobolus
spin off MOMIX, then formed my own group, ISO
(I’m So Optimistic). I lived on the East Coast for
15 years. I’ve danced in nearly every country in the

world. I danced in Afghanistan
three weeks before the coup,
danced in Israel a month before
Desert Storm. I danced for
Princess Caroline in Monaco
—somehow my costume came
undone and my pants fell off,
and I inadvertently mooned
the Princess, who was standing
in the wings — how elegant!
I’ve choreographed music
videos for Sting, Pat Metheny,

U2, and others. Worked on a stage show with David
Bowie, worked in films and galas and fashion shows
for Issey Miyake. I’ve organized events to benefit
the Tibetan Resettlement Project. I’ve always felt I
was a cultural ambassador of sorts, representing
the culture of taste and art and the worthy pursuit
of compelling entertainment.
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In 1993, I moved back to Oregon. My knees were
falling apart and I felt a cycle was ending and anoth-
er needed to begin. I began working with my family’s
lumber business. Hampton Affiliates is the largest
privately held lumber company in the Northwest,
with 1,300 employees. I pretty much stopped danc-
ing for three years. Then, in 1997, I choreographed
Carmina Burana for the Portland Opera, and a
whole new phase began. My wife, Ashley Roland,
and I worked on the opera, and in the process met
several dancers whom we found were fabulous. We
decided to form another company to explore a dif-
ferent esthetic, this time more ballet based yet with
a clear contemporary twist to it. We call the company
BodyVox, and we have eight dancers in the group.
I now divide my time between the lumber company
and BodyVox. According to Oregon Business Magazine,
I am the world’s only lumberman-choreographer,
but I can’t be sure about that.

Ashley and I were married in 1997, and in 1999 we
had our first son, Bowen. As all new parents will
tell you, he is the light of my life. I am active on
several boards in Portland, and we love living here.
I also have a band that plays rock and roll, which is
excellent for letting off steam. I’ve always felt for-
tunate I went to Dartmouth. One might think it’s
a strange place to cultivate an interest in dance,
but I think it was perfect for me. That indepen-
dent Northeast Kingdom spirit serves one well in
navigating through the minefield of the entertain-
ment industry.

Best wishes to all of you. Jamey

Robert E. Hanley 
3220 Breckenridge Way, Riva, MD 21140-1339, 
(410) 956-1647, «robert.e.hanley.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Arinc Inc., 3220 Breckenridge Way, Riva,
MD 21140-1339, (410) 956-1647, Fax (604) 279-5973
Spouse/Partner: Lorraine

Brian C. Hansen 
HoJo 
2909 Tincup Circle, Boulder, CO 80305-7144, 
(303) 499-1234
Occupation: Creative Arts, Cartoon Source, 1919 14th,
Suite 520, Boulder, CO 80302-5324, (303) 415-9404
Spouse/Partner: Patty

Sandra Hansen
See Sandra Hansen Sorci 

Gordon Robert Hay 
Gordon Robert Hay of New Orleans was the vic-
tim of a fatal highway accident on December 19,
1979. The son of William and Rosanne Hay, he
was born in Springfield, Mass., and graduated from
Towanda High School in Pennsylvania, where he
was active in high school sports competing on the
football and track teams and where he maintained
close ties to friends and family. At the time of his
death, Gordon’s family requested memorial dona-
tions be made to the Towanda, Pennsylvania,
Public Library.

Melinda Hungerford Harder 
54 Sheridan Ave., Auburn, ME 04210-4343, 
(207) 783-6840, «mharder@bates.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: X-C skiing, field hockey, lacrosse
Major: Mathematics
Graduate Study: MS, Statistics, University of Chicago,
1980; PhD, Statistics, University of Rochester, 1986
Occupation: Lecturer in Mathematics, Bates College,
214 Hathorn Hall, Lewiston, ME 04240, (207) 786-6145
Spouse/Partner: Ralph V. Harder; Physician
Laura, 17
Katherine, 15

I am still in college after all these years, teaching and
sometimes learning, and I wonder if this is just a
fluke or if it’s atonement for not devoting myself
to my studies at Dartmouth. I had fun there, but it
was not work-related. In fact, as I approached grad-
uation, having fun seemed lke a dubious college
activity and the task of getting a good job seemed
“more important.” I was worried that I had gotten
my priorities mixed up.

My first job after graduation was at Dartmouth
working in a biochemistry lab. I wasn’t ready to
leave the Hanover Plain, even though everyone else
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seemed to be. To stay you had to be kind of strange
or possibly hooked on the Dartmouth experience.
I finally left nine months after starting the job,
unhappy and ready to move on to better things
which turned out to be moping around my parents’
house and teaching x-c skiing for a local ski shop
in Cleveland, Ohio. This lasted three months, and
then I moved to Chicago and worked for two years
in a genetic research lab.

While I wasn’t entirely happy in this job, things in
my personal life started to pick up. I met my future
husband on Lake Michigan when the sailboat Judy
Yablong ’76 and I were on nearly collided with the
sailboat Ralph was on. Ralph had taken organic

chemistry one summer
at Dartmouth, and we
had crossed paths in
the kitchen of North
Fayerweather. The
relationship didn’t take
off then, but in Chica-
go, it was a different
story. After a tentative
beginning, we moved
in together with a
third roommate, Bob,
who had difficulty
explaining the situation

to his parents. We all shared the cooking and clean-
ing, so that meant the apartment was full of cock-
roaches and dirty dishes. The shower had a foot of
water in it that never receded until Bob, who is the
most fastidious of the three of us, purchased a
snake and unclogged the drain.

Meanwhile, in my professional life, I needed a new
direction and I needed encouragement. Ralph sup-
plied encouragement and I came up with the idea
of going to graduate school in statistics. I got a
Master’s degree in statistics from the University of
Chicago while Ralph completed medical school at
Northwestern University. We were married in
Cleveland, left our favorite roommate Bob, and
moved to Rochester, New York, where Ralph start-
ed his residency.

You would think that my life was pretty pleasant at
this point. Well, it was not. I could not find a decent
job, I rarely saw my husband, and I was lonely. The
ultimate social experience for me was finally going
back to school at the University of Rochester and
hanging out with all the other insecure PHD candidates

in the Statistics Department. I was working on my
thesis when I had Laura. This may have been the
end for a lot of female graduate students, but I kept
going. When I got pregnant again, I raced to finish
my thesis. I knew life would not get less complicat-
ed and I did not want to quit. I completed my PHD,
Ralph completed his residency, Katherine was born,
and we moved to Maine. The move seemed ideal.
Maine is a beautiful state with lots of outdoorsy things
to do —skiing, running, hiking, everything I like.

We are still here after our move nearly 15 years ago.
Ralph is in private practice in pulmonary medicine.
Laura and Katherine are both in high school. I have
been teaching part-time at Bates College in the
Mathematics Department since 1990. It seems like
my past is always a part of my future, and thinking
about the past 25 years also means thinking ahead.
In a few years the kids will leave and I don’t know
what life will be like then. I hope it’s still fun because
now it’s obvious to me ... having fun is not such a
dubious college activity after all.

Monica Hargrove 
See Monica Hargrove Roye

David J. Harmon 
84 Prescott Street, Clinton, MA 01510-2609, 
(978) 365-7959
Major: Anthropology
Graduate Study: MA, Healthcare Administration,
Framingham State College, 1994
Occupation: Supervisor

Lt. Neil J. Harrington 
Rodney 
4429 East Arlington, Phoenix, AZ 85018-1237, 
(602) 952-9051
Occupation: Legal

Aleta D. Harrison 
24245 Hartland Street, West Hills, CA 91307-2929

Milton K. Harsh 
110 Malaga Avenue, Birmingham, AL 35209-2025,
(205) 879-2924
Occupation: Investments, McDonald Investment Co.,
Suite 300, 1 Office Park Circle, Birmingham, 
AL 35223-2530, (205) 879-0456, Fax (205) 879-0479
Spouse/Partner: Allison
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Henry W. Hart 
309 Indian Springs Road, Williamsburg, VA 23185-3532,
(757) 220-1930, «hwhart@wm.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: Thursday Poets; Dartmouth
Ski School instructor; varsity soccer
Major: English
Graduate Study: DPhil, Oxford University, 1977-1983
Occupation: English professor, Mildred and J.B. Hickman
Professor of Humanities, English Dept., PO Box 8795,
College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23187
Spouse/Partner: Susannah Livingston
Freelance editor/writer, professional violinist, tennis
Maria, 7
James, 3

After graduating from Dartmouth in 1976, I decid-
ed to take a year off to figure out what I wanted to
do with my life. I had a hazy notion of trying to
become an English professor and a writer, and I
applied to the graduate program in English literature
at Oxford. I had worked on poetry with Robert
Siegel and Jay Parini at Dartmouth and thought that
the relatively unstructured program at Oxford would
allow me time to write. I had completed a Dartmouth
honors thesis on James Joyce under the supervision
of Peter Bien, and with his encouragement and an
acceptance from New College, Oxford, I went to
England to continue my work on Joyce. I approached
Richard Ellmann, a Joyce scholar who taught at
New College, but Ellmann said he was tired of the
Joyce industry. As it turned out, I worked on the
English poet Geoffrey Hill with the American poet
and Sylvia Plath biographer Anne Stevenson, and
after about a year I switched to Ellmann.

It took a while before I got used to the byzantine
and often unstated regulations of the graduate
program at Oxford, but after I did, I enjoyed my

time in England and even thought of staying after
I received my DPHIL. The early ’80s was a difficult
time to be on the academic job market. After sev-
eral years of applying for jobs, I got one offer, and
I headed for The Citadel in Charleston, South Car-
olina. Having been away from the U.S. for seven
years, having never been to the South before, and
having never had any experiences with military
colleges, I experienced multiple culture shocks.
After two years as a captain in the South Carolina
Unorganized Militia, I returned to civilian ways at
the College of William and Mary.

I continued my writing and editing career in both
Charleston and Williamsburg. In 1984, I began
editing the international poetry journal Verse with

two Scottish friends. I pub-
lished a number of critical
books on modern poets
(Geoffrey Hill, Seamus
Heaney, and Robert Low-
ell) and two books of
poetry. Recently I finished
a long biography of the
Southern writer James
Dickey. The seeds for my
literary projects were all
planted at Dartmouth. I

feel I owe my first professors a good deal, since all
the poets I’ve written about were first introduced to
me by them.

In many ways, college did what I always heard college
was supposed to do. I had grown up on a dirt road
called Quanopaug Trail in a small farming town (I
could see no houses from my house, but plenty of
fields, cows, and woods). Dartmouth introduced me
to a cultural world I had only glimpsed through a glass
darkly in high school. I met all sorts of interesting
people from all over the U.S. and the world. Many of
my fondest memories are of talking with Dartmouth
friends and professors about literature, travelling to
France on a foreign study program (the high point
was skiing with three friends at Chamonix), playing
soccer (when I wasn’t sitting on the bench) on the
Dartmouth team, working for the Dartmouth Ski
School, and browsing in Sanborn House and Baker
Library. As for the song that always transports me
back to Dartmouth, it has to be Deep Purple’s Smoke
on the Water, which Howard Lay played dozens and
dozens of times on my stereo during his many happy
visits to my dormitory room Freshman year.
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Peter M. Hartley 
624 35th Avenue, Seattle, WA 98122-6414, (206) 860-
7662
Occupation: Investments, Cap Gemini Ernst & Young,
Suite 3330, 999 3rd Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104, (206)
860-7662, Fax (206) 860-8689
Spouse/Partner: Sheila

Kip R. Hartman MD 
Kipper 
9504 Black Oak Court, Silver Spring, MD 20910-1421,
(301) 585-4890, «kip.hartman@na.amedd.army.mil»
Dartmouth Activities: French Language Study Abroad
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: Medicine (MD), University of South
Florida College of Medicine, 1979
Occupation: Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Uniformed
Services University of Health Sciences Attending Staff
Physician, Pediatric Hematology/Oncology Service,
Department of Pediatrics, Walter Reed Army Medical
Center. Director, Medical Research Fellowship, Walter
Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, 
DC 20307-0001; Phone/Voice Mail/Fax (301) 319-9116

Spouse/Partner: Judith Owens Hartman
Owner of Plat du Jour, Annapolis, Maryland;
«www.platdujour.net»
Ian, 17, St. Anselm's Abbey School, Washington, DC;
starting at St. Mary's College of Maryland 
Adam, 13, Lycée Rochambeau (French International
School), Washington, DC

Acquainted with the Night
by Robert Frost

I have been one acquainted with the night.
I have walked out in rain—and back in rain.
I have outwalked the furthest city light.
I have looked down the saddest city lane.
I have passed by the watchman on his beat
And dropped my eyes, unwilling to explain.
I have stood still and stopped the sound of feet
When far away an interrupted cry
Came over houses from another street,
But not to call me back or say good-bye;
And further still at an unearthly height,
O luminary clock against the sky
Proclaimed the time was neither wrong nor right.
I have been one acquainted with the night.
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Revelation
by Robert Frost, 1913

We make ourselves a place apart
Behind light words that tease and flout,
But oh, the agitated heart
Till someone find us really out.
‘Tis pity if the case require
(Or so we say) that in the end
We speak the literal to inspire
The understanding of a friend.
But so with all, from babes that play
At hide-and-seek to God afar,
So all who hide too well away
Must speak and tell us where they are.

Into my Own
by Robert Frost, 1913

One of my wishes is that those dark trees,
So old and firm they scarcely show the breeze,
Were not, as ‘twere, the merest mask of gloom,
But stretched away unto the edge of doom.
I should not be withheld but that some day
Into their vastness I should steal away,
Fearless of ever finding open land,
Or highway where the slow wheel pours the sand.
I do not see why I should e’er turn back,
Or those should not set forth upon my track
To overtake me, who should miss me here
And long to know if still I held them dear.
They would not find me changed from him they 

knew—
Only more sure of all I thought was true.

Charles R. Hawker 
Charlie 
8 Kings Turn, Bourbonnais, IL 60914-1623, (815) 937-4683
Occupation: Manufacturing, Illinois Fabricators Inc.,
265 South Kinzie, Bradley, IL 60915-2497, (815) 939-3551

Laurie McClellan Hawley 
750 Krameria, Denver, CO 80220-5330

William T. Hawthorne 
17938 State Street, PO Box 158, Vandalia, 
MI 49095-0158, (616) 476-9615

Richard J. Hayes 
Rich 
5 Dennison Pl., Plainsboro, NJ 08536, (609) 799-8119
Spouse/Partner: Leslie

James A. Hayssen 
Jim 
3 Picardy Lane, St. Louis, MO 63124, (314) 995-7088,
«hayss1@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Rowing, Zeta Psi fraternity
Major: Classics and Economics
Graduate Study: MBA, University of Chicago
Graduate School of Business, 1978
Occupation: Business, Smurfit-Stone Container Corp.,
401 Alton St., Alton, IL 62002, (618) 463-5852
Spouse/Partner: Joan Stumpf Hayssen
Mother; Interests: Our children, travelling, skiing
Victoria (Tory), 14
Alexander (Ax), 13
Elena (Lancy), 11
Caroline (Ceci), 8

After Dartmouth, I earned my MBA from the Uni-
versity of Chicago Graduate School of Business. I
joined General Motors and after a few years moved
to Jefferson Smurfit Group, an Irish packaging com-
pany, with a small subsidiary in the United States. I
have held several positions with different Smurfit
operations over the last 20 years and that small sub-
sidiary is now a $9 billion U.S. packaging company.
I am currently the Vice President of Information
Technology.
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In 1985, I married Joan and we have been blessed
with four wonderful children, ages 8 to 14. We love
to ski, travel, and participate in all kinds of outdoor
sports and activities.

Dartmouth was great, but with children and family,
life keeps getting better. I look forward to the day
(but I am not in a hurry) when my children might
wear the Green.

William J. Healey 
Bill 
73 Sugar Mill Drive, Osprey, FL 34229-9067
Occupation: Agriculture, Lana Lobell Farms
Spouse/Partner: Lois

Robert A. Hebert Jr. 
Bob 
161 Sterling Point Court, Winston Salem, NC 27104-3593,
(336) 768-9675
Occupation: Education–College University, Wake Forest
University, Babcock Graduate School of Management,
Winston-Salem, NC 27109-7689, (336) 759-4567

Carey E. Heckman 
7 Choate Road, Hanover, NH 03755-1701, (603) 643-8139,
«Carey.Heckman@dartmouth.edu» or 
«carey.e.heckman.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Major: History
Graduate Study: JD, Northwestern University, 1979
Occupation: Assistant Coach, Dartmouth Water Polo;
Visiting Scholar, Philosophy Department, Dartmouth
College, Alumni Gymnasium, Hanover, NH 03755,
(603) 646-3433
Dartmouth Alumni Activities: Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, Friends of Dartmouth Water Polo; Trustee,
Dartmouth Alumni Association of Silicon Valley;
Member, Vox Alumni Network Advisory Committee
No spouse or children

Looking back 25 years, I realize how much the Col-
lege has remained inextricably intertwined with my
life. In 1976, I thought Dartmouth would gather dust
on my memory shelf alongside my elementary and
junior and senior high schools. Instead, my relation-
ship with Dartmouth has been ongoing, affecting
what I did and how I did it, essentially each step of
the way. This seems likely to continue.

At law school the Dartmouth contingent established
a highly visible identity. When I clerked for a feder-
al judge after graduation, Paul Cane was clerking
in the chambers next door.

It was the Dartmouth connection that made possi-
ble my adjustment to Northern California and my
work at two law firms. Dartmouth alumni and their
families invited me to lunches and dinners and intro-
duced me to others. It was only fitting that the other
associate to make partner the year I did was anoth-
er Dartmouth alum.

While the College had much less to do with my sub-
sequent job as Vice President and Senior Corporate
Counsel and a product marketing director at Novell,
my six years as Class Treasurer, 12 years as a District
and then Area Enrollment Director, and 15 years as
Secretary and Trustee and two years as President of
the Dartmouth Alumni Association of Silicon Valley
sustained my Dartmouth connection. My positions,
especially Secretary, gave me a much appreciated
opportunity to meet alumni across multiple gener-
ations. I never cease to be impressed with how much
we have in common at a fundamental level.

In 1992, I left Novell and joined the Stanford Law
School faculty to teach technology law. Nearly
everything I knew about teaching came from my
memories of the techniques and standards of Dart-

mouth greats such as David
Roberts, Charlie Wood, and
John Sloan Dickey. Once again
my Dartmouth experience
was there.

I began working with the
Dartmouth water polo team
in the late 1980s. This came
after three years of enduring
top prospective applicants
being forced to accept second

choices like Harvard or Brown because Dartmouth’s
water polo program lagged. Working with the team
has been among my most satisfying organizational
experiences to date. The men’s team won a national
championship in 1997, plus New England champi-
onships in 1996, 1998, and 1999. The women’s team
began only a few years ago, yet already it shows ter-
rific promise. Today in water polo circles Dartmouth
is routinely listed among the nation’s top intercol-
legiate programs.

Last September I became assistant coach for both
teams and moved from California back to Hanover
into the house I was finally able to buy after seven
years and two unsuccessful attempts. My election as
treasurer of USA Water Polo, the sport’s national
governing body, gives me an opportunity to learn
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more about water polo across the United States and
internationally. I have also been teaching classes in
the philosophy and computer science departments.

In retrospect, my return to Hanover comes as no
surprise. But I am not sure I ever left.

Nancy Hedges 
See Nancy Hedges Wendler

Thomas J. Heim 
58 Repulse Bay Road, House 4A, Lower Duplex, 
Hong Kong, Phone (852) 2812-0675,
«tjheim@mmm.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Hiking, cross-country skiing,
basketball 
Major: Engineering Sciences
Graduate Study: BE, Thayer School, 1977
Occupation: Commerce, 3M Hong Kong Ltd., 
5/F Victoria Centre, 15 Watson Rd., Hong Kong, 
Phone (852) 2806-6300
Interests: Swimming, running, reading, travel
Spouse/Partner: Katherine Harris
BA, Whitman College; Interests: Hiking
Will Heim, 9

Katherine A. Heintzelman 
Kathy 
230 West End Avenue Apt. 10E, New York, 
NY 10023-3664, (212) 580-2058
Major: English
Occupation: Editor, Premiere Magazine, 
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019, (212) 767-5428

After graduation, I moved to New York City for
what I imagined would be a couple of years, and
I have stayed here ever since, through a garbage
strike, a transit strike, several economic downturns,
and subsequently spiraling real estate markets. (It’s
a big city, but there are those who love it. I’m still
not sure I’m one of them.) After working for ten
years in book publishing, I switched to magazines
and became part of the team that launched Enter-
tainment Weekly. I’m now executive editor at Premiere,
where I get to work with some great writers and
see a lot of movies — great and not-so. I recently
bought a weekend house on Shelter Island, which
reminds me of everything I loved about New Eng-
land and makes the whole New York experience a
lot more palatable.
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Mary Heller 
See Mary Heller Osgood

Sandra L. Helve 
11 Federal Hill Road, Nashua, NH 03062-1707, 
(603) 881-7477, «helvejoe@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Varsity sports (field hockey,
squash, lacrosse), DOC
Major: Economics modified with Mathematics
Graduate Study: MBA, Amos Tuck School, 1977
Occupation: Management consulting, The Helve Group,
11 Federal Hill Rd., Nashua, NH 03062, (603) 881-7477
Spouse/Partner: Dr. Douglas Joseph
Orthopedic surgeon; loves sports (skiing, golf, hiking),
American history, current events

Where does one begin? My years out west in San
Francisco were wonderfully formulative. After many
years of seeking goals, I learned to enjoy living in
the present, to value friendships highly, to experi-
ence and relish the fabulous out-of-doors life of the
Californians, and to understand my family upbring-
ing to help figure out the “me” of my 20s and 30s.

After returning east, I married later than most, at
42, to my wonderful husband, Doug, a warm and
sensitive man who shares my love for the out-of-

doors, travel, golf, skiing, and
just relaxing.

From fundraising to corpo-
rate banking to venture capi-
tal to management consulting
to mail order catalog business
back to consulting, I have
experienced a multitude of
career dimensions allowing
me to gracefully evolve into

the next endeavor, also invoking the proverbial
question, “what next?”

Along the way, I humbly have learned that the neces-
sities in life are both beautiful and simple. These
include friends, family, helping others, the ever
challenging and growing of one’s mind, maintaining
a reasonable threshold of physical fitness and health
to enjoy and be active in the world around us, and
a spiritual belief. For me, this last one includes an
appreciation of nature’s wonders and a practice of
living with curiosity and creativity. Losses have
taught me to savor the special moments and joy each
day brings into my life shared with others or quiet
times alone.

My Dartmouth “experience” is still occurring and
has been since I moved into South Topliff in 1972
and went on my Freshman Trip. While I was for-
tunate in being acquainted with many of our class-
mates as an undergraduate, I feel I am just getting
to really know some of them now that I am help-
ing with reunion giving for our 25th. Continuing to
be delighted and humbled by the fine individuals
we have in our class, I have thoroughly enjoyed
rekindling friendships through sitting down with a
number of you, comparing our lives’ paths, and
examining our Dartmouth past and present and
what it has meant to us. Regardless of what we are
doing in our lives, most of us would say we are
contributing to life in a more positive, meaningful
way, because of our Dartmouth experience—which
is true for me. My class and Dartmouth are my
extended family, and I thank you for our unique and
special friendship.
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Edward S. Hemphill MD 
Ted 
703 McMath Street, Lexington, VA 24450-1823, 
(540) 463-6389, «rocky@rockbridge.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman football, baseball
wannabe, handball club, crew team heavyweight,
Kappa Kappa Kappa, One-Act Play Competition (winner)
Major: Chemistry (pre-med)
Graduate Study: MS, Boston University, 1980; 
MD, University of Cincinnati, 1984; 
Orthopedic Residency, U.S. Army, 1991; 
Sports Medicine Fellowship, Hughston Clinic, 1995
Occupation: Orthopedic Surgeon, Lexington Ortho-
pedic Assoc., 110 Houston St., PO Box 912, Lexington, 
VA 24450, (540) 463-2103
Spouse/Partner: Melissa S. Hemphill
Theatre, running, church council, volunteering
Anna, 15
Joseph, 10

Some time after leaving Dartmouth I thought to
myself, “My memoirs will be called Moments of
Brilliance.” That revelation came shortly after com-
pleting one such stellar moment and the World was
right. Ever since then, whoever is close by when the

thought seizes me gets it: “Have I ever told you
what the title of my memoirs will be? Moments of
Brilliance!” I say it with a gleam in my eye. I have
just given them a preview. Do you even know what
I am talking about? It’s the stuff that brings you
back to the game. It’s the impossible shot around a
tree, up a hill, over a bunker that you stick six feet

from the flag. It’s the behind
the back bounce pass to a
fellow Monday night hoop-
ster cutting in the lane for an
easy layup. It’s looking at an
x-ray of a 200-pound woman’s
shattered ankle now in per-
fect anatomic position with
plate and screw fixation and
saying, “Not bad.” It’s look-

ing at a picture of my beautiful family and thinking,
I created that. Wow. If I could only string these
moments together. Back to back would be nice.
Some of you will read this piece as being self-
lauding, and others will read it as self-deprecating.
Only I know for sure. But I will give you a hint.
The emphasis is on “moment,” a very brief period
of time. I look back at my time at Dartmouth as a
moment of brilliance—all too short.

Danferd W. Henke 
Dan 
2538 11th Ave West, Seattle, WA 98119-2505, 
(206) 285-6250, «dhenke@vjglaw.com»
Occupation: Legal, Vandeberg Johnson & Gandara,
Suite 2424, 600 University Street, Seattle, 
WA 98101-1192, (206) 386-5909, Fax (206) 464-0484

Martha S. Hennessey 
33 School St., Needham, MA 02492-2939, (781) 455-8555
As of Summer 2001: 4 Webster Terrace, Hanover, 
NH 03755, «MSH2@email.com» 
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Distractions, Glee
Club, Dartmouth Players, WDCR/WFRD, College
Committee on Standing and Conduct, Crew, Jewelry
Workshop
Major: Psychology
Graduate Study: MBA, Wharton, University of Penn-
sylvania, 1982; PhD, University of Pennsylvania (Devel-
opmental Psychology), 1985
Occupation: School Psychologist, Wellesley Public
Schools, Wellesley, Massachusetts, 27 Cedar Street,
Wellesley, MA 02481, (781) 446-6280
Interests: Singing, Democratic politics, photography,
theater, travel, piano
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Spouse/Partner: Stephen D. Severson ’74
SM, MIT, Chemical Engineering, 1976; MBA, Wharton,
University of Pennsylvania, 1981; Soccer and Ski coach,
soccer player and ski racer, biking enthusiast, bass/bari-
tone soloist, loves opera and all kinds of music
Kristina Jean (“KJ”), 21, Dartmouth ’02
Andrew (“Tucker”), 18, Green Valley Mt. School
Elizabeth (“Lizzy”), 14, Hanover High School (Fall 2001) 

When I try to think about what I’d like to share
with classmates about who I’ve become and what
I have done since June of 1976, I’m struck by how
the time that has passed seems best measured by
the growth of our children. As our class congregates
for our 25th reunion this summer, Steve and I will
be celebrating our 25th anniversary. We now have a
21-year-old daughter in Dartmouth’s Class of 2002.
Hard to believe. A part of me still believes that I
am 21, I confess. While I’m proud of many things
I’ve done since graduation, they all pale in com-
parison to the pride I feel when I talk about my
three wonderful children.

Our oldest, Kristina (“K.J”), was born in 1980
while Steve and I were getting MBAs at Wharton.
She has grown into a young woman with wide
interests and a huge heart. She has built latrines in
Honduras, sung in National choruses, taught danc-
ing and skiing, and recently spent a Dartmouth term
in Barcelona. KJ’s a certified EMT, and she showed

what a chip off the old blocks she is when she joined
the oldest coeducational a cappella singing group at
the College, the Dodecophonics. KJ is majoring in
music, is on the ski patrol at the Dartmouth Skiway,
and is president of her sorority, Alpha Xi.

Tucker is next. He was born while I was complet-
ing my PHD in developmental psychology at the
University of Pennsylvania. By the time we are

donning reunion nametags,
Tucker will have graduated
from Green Mountain Val-
ley School, an alpine ski rac-
ing academy in Waitsfield,
Vermont. He’s a skier and a
soccer player, but he’s also
an artist and a musician, and
he has a deep intellectual and
spiritual side. He loves study-

ing world philosophies and eastern religions, but he
also loves math and physics. Tucker has never fit
any mold; he is as comfortable in a skateboard park
as he is at the Museum of Fine Arts, and no one
is more empathic. We stand in awe of his compas-
sion and his passions.

Finally, Lizzy is our youngest. She has become all
of the above — the skier, the singer, the soccer
player, the philosopher. Lizzy is also empathic and
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hard-working. She has always known what she wants,
and she knows how to get it! Traveling is her pas-
sion, and Lizzy is the only one of us who’s been to
all 50 United States. As we gather for our 25th,
Lizzy will be saying “goodbye” to the town and
house she’s lived in for her entire life. We are mov-
ing to Hanover, and she has embraced this new
transition with a maturity well beyond her 14 years.
She loves adventure!

Steve and I feel enormously lucky. We have three
amazing children, have found careers we have loved,
have filled our days with recreation, and have been
able to travel to wonderful places and meet extra-
ordinary people along the way. Steve has worked for
Compaq (formerly Digital) for 14 years, and I have
been an elementary school teacher, a college pro-
fessor, and most recently a psychologist in the
Wellesley, Massachusetts, public schools. Now we are
incredibly fortunate to be moving into the Hanover
home I grew up in, and we are ready to begin an
exciting new phase in our lives. We hope to slow
down the pace a bit, allowing us to reexamine our
priorities and enjoy each day a bit more fully. With
a little luck, we’ll sleep more, commute less, spend
more time with friends and family, and spend less
time with bills and carpooling. Our goals are to
follow our passions—which starts with the journey
back to Hanover. Come visit us in our new life.
There’s lots of room for old and new friends.

Alan G. Hernried 
1150 SW Sunset Drive, Corvallis, OR 97333-3943, 
(541) 754-6559
Occupation: Education–College University, Oregon
State University, Dept. of Civil Engineering, 
202 Apperson Hall, Corvallis, OR 97331-8522, 
(541) 737-3319

W. Philipp Hertz Jr. 
Phil 
105 Park Street, North Reading, MA 01864-2544, 
(978) 664-5007, 
«w.philipp.hertz.jr.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Computers, Zeborg Inc., Suite 4900, 
500 West Cummings Park, Woburn, MA 01801, 
(781) 759-0103, Fax (781) 935-5090

Douglas S. Hicks 
243 Duncaster Rd., Bloomfield, CT 06002-1140, 
(860) 242-5735
Occupation: Insurance, Aetna Life & Casualty, 
151 Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06156-0002

Alexandra Rynkiewicz Hill 
Lexi 
PO Box 670381, Chugiak, AK 99567-0381, 
(907) 688-6051, «anarh1@uaa.alaska.edu»
Occupation: Education–College University, University
of Alaska, Institute of Social and Economic Research,
3211 Providence Drive, Anchorage, AK 99508-8000,
(907) 786-7740, Fax (907) 786-7739
Spouse/Partner: James

Richard D. Hill Jr. 
Rick 
19 Heckle Street, Wellesley, MA 02481-5218, 
(781) 239-0078, «dunnhill@mediaone.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Bones Gate, Russian Club
Major: Russian Language and Literature
Graduate Study: MBA, Amos Tuck School, 1980
Occupation: Banker, Fleet Securities Inc., 100 Federal
St., Boston, MA 02110, (617) 434-4080
Spouse/Partner: Susan
Wheaton College ’76; At home as a very full-time
mother; Interests: Gardening, volunteerism
Jamie, 14, Wellesley High School
Timothy, 12, Wellesley Middle School
Frederic, 11, Schofield Elementary School

What have I learned/what are my thoughts since I
arrived on the Hanover Plain almost 29 years ago?
In no particular logical order:

Making the right choice of a spouse/soulmate
(fortunately, I did!) is the single most important
life-defining event. A poor choice could have had
disastrous implications for virtually every aspect of
my life. I am blessed with a loving, devoted, and
strong-backboned spouse who is a tremendous
friend and a devoted and tireless mother.
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Good health for all family members is critical. At
age three, my son Timothy was diagnosed with can-
cer (age 12 and fully cured today). While the expe-
rience was initially a horrifying nightmare, it was a
truly defining moment in illustrating just what is
important and what isn’t.

I was way too immature during my years at Dart-
mouth (and still am!) and would love to go back

now for four more years—
knowing what I know now!
There is so much at Dart-
mouth of which I did not
take advantage, yet I tremen-
dously value the liberal arts
education that I received.
Even after 25 years I still
remember the impact of cer-
tain courses—American Art
(Wilmerding), Literature of
the Trip (Heffernan), Russian

History (Whalen), and Triangular Trade/Caribbean
History (Navarro).

While career has been important to me (not the
least of which in paying the bills), I do not in any
way define myself by my work. I’ll take a loving rela-
tionship, children, a happy family life, good health,
exercise (skiing/biking), and the outdoors over a
“career” any day of the week! Needless to say, I
don’t anticipate any boredom or “letting go” issues
with retirement! My two objectives in retirement
are to pedal my bike from Seattle to Boston and to
ski all winter.

Raising children seems to get geometrically more
difficult and challenging, the older that they become.
Accepting them for the individuals that they are
becoming (and not as the individuals that we may
wish them to be) is a tremendous parental challenge/
evolutionary process.

Many of my closest friendships were either culti-
vated at Dartmouth or developed subsequent to
Dartmouth based upon the common ties that were
shared by the Dartmouth experience. The five years
that we spent in Seattle after we were first married
(1981–1986) were particularly enriched by a tremen-
dous group of Dartmouth friends that became as
close as family.

While I recognize that institutions evolve and
reflect the societal changes taking place in the out-
side world, I am concerned that Dartmouth is
somehow losing its “uniqueness” in its seeming
unending quest for “political correctness.” Lighten
up, President Wright! 

Last but not least: I would be shocked if anyone
from Bones Gate picked a song other than All
Along the Watchtower as the song that best sums up
our Dartmouth experience. Hearing the live version
of this song done by Tracks on a Fogcutter Sunday
afternoon is certainly one of my most memorable
(or immemorable, if you catch my drift) Dartmouth
experiences!

See you all at the 25th!
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Jeffrey H. Hillebrand 
Craz 
533 Brier St., Kenilworth, IL 60043-1062, (847) 256-8485,
«jhillebrand@enh.org» and «jnkch@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Sigma Nu; swim team, swim
team manager; Outing Club life member; Bait and
Bullet; trap and skeetshooting team
Major: Anthropology
Graduate Study: MHSA, University of Michigan, 1978
Occupation: Chief Operating Officer, Evanston North-
western Healthcare, 1301 Central Street, Evanston, 
IL 60201, (847) 570-5151
Spouse/Partner: Nini; Former critical care nurse,
now homemaker, tennis player, scuba diver, and mom
Katherine, University of Virginia, 20
Carolyn, New Trier High School, 17
Hank, New Trier High School, 14

Upon graduation from Dartmouth, I entered the
University of Michigan for two years and obtained
a Masters of Health Care Services Administration
Degree. In the spring of 1978, I married my high
school sweetheart, Nini, finished graduate school,
and moved to San Francisco to complete an admin-
istrative fellowship at the University of California at
San Francisco Medical Center. In 1979, I was recruit-
ed to Chicago and joined Evanston Northwestern
Healthcare. I have worked there ever since in a vari-
ety of capacities and am now Chief Operating Offi-
cer of our health care delivery system, which consists
of three hospitals, a faculty group practice with 500
employed physicians, a medical staff of 1,600 doc-
tors, home care company, and a medical research
institute. It keeps me busy! We have raised our family
and live in the suburbs north of Chicago since 1979.

My favorite moments at Dartmouth were times spent
with my brothers at Sigma Nu fraternity. I made

lifelong friendships at Sigma Nu and have kept in
touch with many of my friends over the years, as
well as other Webster Avenue pals.

Life has been good with the occasional detours. Like
my grandfather and father before me, I have had my
experiences with cardiac disease, including a heart
attack at the age of 43 and two angioplasties subse-
quent to that. My family keeps me on track to main-
tain my health, exercise, diet, and stress management.
It is a continual focus though we are positive about
the future.

Nini and I have been blessed with three wonderful
children: Katherine, who at reunion time will have
finished her second year at the University of Vir-
ginia; Carolyn will have finished her junior year at
New Trier High School, where Nini and I met; Hank,
our youngest, will have recently graduated from
junior high on his way to New Trier High School.

We spend a great deal of time together as a family
and enjoy trips to warm climates, scuba diving
together, and for me, golf. My children have learned
to love the outdoors and have spent their summers
in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, at Teton Valley Ranch
camp, which is run by an alum, Matt Montague.
My oldest daughter has also volunteered in Latin
America on two occasions through the AMIGOS

program. She is enjoy-
ing her college years at
the University of Vir-
ginia. We love to go to
the north woods of
Wisconsin each summer
to relax and fish for

muskies and walleye. Each winter, Nini and I go on
a “date week” to a Caribbean island to rest, scuba
dive, and spend time together.

In addition to my responsibilities at Evanston
Northwestern Healthcare and spending time with
my family, I have been very involved in a variety of
volunteer and philanthropic activities over the years,
as well as other organizations. Several years ago, I
joined the Young Presidents’ Organization. YPO has
afforded me many wonderful opportunities through
education and leadership activities with fellow pres-
idents. I have developed significant friendships with
members of my YPO Forum. I have also volunteered
in a variety of different ways, including serving as
a trustee of the Village of Kenilworth, in various
capacities with the American Heart Association,
including as vice chairman of its Midwest affiliate
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board of directors, with the Northeast Illinois Coun-
cil of the Boy Scouts of America, including serving
as its Vice President of Finance. These are great
opportunities to give back to our communities and
serve others. I was also afforded the opportunity
in 1995/1996 to serve as a Fellow in the Leader-
ship Greater Chicago program, which educates
and provides leadership training for future leaders
in a variety of different disciplines throughout met-
ropolitan Chicago. As you can see, my agenda has
not been lacking for something to do.

I truly enjoyed my time at Dartmouth, the education
I received, and the friendships I made. It gave me an
appreciation for the outdoors, as well as intellectual
pursuit. I have watched from a distance many of the
changes at Dartmouth, some of which, in my
opinion, have not been for the better. In 25 years,
I hope to be gazing at turquoise water, sitting on a
soft sandy beach with my loved ones, and enjoying
a spectacular sunset.

Wade L. Hillman 
PO Box 903, Appleton, WI 54912-0903, (920) 469-9883,
«wade.l.hillman.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Environmental, WLH Ltd. & WLH Associates,
PO Box 903, Appleton, WI 54912-0903, (920) 469-9883

Anita M. Hines 
37 Meadown Lane, Charlestown, RI 02813

J. Keith Hippen 
Keith 
736 Steelhead Rd., Box 638, June Lake, CA 93529-0638,
(760) 648-1056, «jkhippen@msn.com»
Occupation: Consulting, Teletronics Management
Services Inc., 736 Steelhead Road Box 638, June Lake,
CA 93529-0638, (760) 648-1056, Fax (760) 648-7872

William Hirama 
3154 20th Street N, Arlington, VA 22201-5134, 
(703) 525-0021
Occupation: (703) 979-0239

Edward L. Hirsch 
24 Green Street, Lebanon, NH 03766-1724, 
(603) 448-1507, 
«edward.l.hirsch.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Retailing, Hirsch's Clothing Footwear &
Uniforms
Spouse/Partner: Laura

Murray W. Hitzman 
1407 Ford Street, Golden, CO 80401-1948, 
(303) 273-2994, «mhitzman@slate.mines.edu»
Occupation: Education–College University, Colorado
School of Mines, Dept. of Geology and Geological
Engineering, Golden, CO 80401, 
(303) 384-2127, Fax (202) 342-9248
Spouse/Partner: Maeve
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Sara Hoagland 
See Sara Hoagland Hunter

Sara Hobel 
Apartment 5C, 1 Leroy Street, New York, 
NY 10014-3930, (212) 691-2075
Occupation: Consulting, (212) 360-2707, 
Fax (212) 786-0604
Spouse/Partner: Andrew 

From the March/April 2001 issue of the 
Dartmouth Alumni Magazine:
Maintaining law and order in New York City parks
is the primary role of Sara Hobel ’76, director of
the NYC Parks and Recreation Department’s Urban
Park Rangers. The former businesswoman with an
MBA from Columbia came to the parks job from
the rush and rumble of Wall Street and business
news publishing where she left a highly successful
newsletter written with Elaine Garzarelli, the ana-
lyst who predicted the stock market crash of 1987.
Combining her love for horses and the outdoors,
Hobel volunteered as a ranger after the birth of her
children and eventually rode to the director’s job.
The negotiationg expertise she learned at Dartmouth
and on Wall Street recently helped her secure a
National Geographic Society grant of $2 million for
the park rangers. The money will be used to estab-
lish Explorer Programs for children in the nature
centers of the city’s 28,000-acre park system.

Christopher J. Hodgson 
16 Garfield Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4T 1E7,
Canada, (416) 485-0130, «chodgson@altamira.com»
Occupation: Investments, Altamira Financial Services
Ltd., The Exchange Tower, 130 King Street West, 
Suite 900, Toronto, Ontario M5X 1K9, Canada, 
(416) 507-7189, Fax (416) 507-1148
Spouse/Partner: Pamela

Dabney Y. Hofammann MD 
Dabney 
2320 Brookside Drive SE, Decatur, AL 35601-6616,
(256) 350-4483
Occupation: Medical, Decatur Orthopaedic Clinic,
1103 16th Ave SE, Decatur, AL 35601-3595, 
(256) 350-0362
Spouse/Partner: Leslie

Joseph H. Hoffman Jr. 
3674 Pevensey Drive, Upper Arlington, OH 43220,
(614) 538-8833, «Jhoffman@landfallfinancial.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Gymnastics team, SAE, Tucker
Foundation volunteer
Major: Physics
Graduate Study: MBA, University of Chicago, 1985
Occupation: Financial Advisor, Landfall Financial
Advisors Inc., 545 Metro Place South, Suite 100,
Dublin, OH 43017, (614) 793-3054
Spouse/Partner: Loretta
Homemaker, retired attorney; Interests: gardening,
English mystery novels, bridge
Paul, 15
Joanna, 13
Laura, 9

Has life gone the way I thought it would? I’m not
sure how I thought it would go, but I don’t think I
would have predicted what has happened.

I left Dartmouth expecting to spend two years in
the Peace Corps. I had been accepted in January of
senior year and was simply waiting for an assignment
when graduation rolled around. When I still had
not been placed in August, I began looking for a
job, and I found one teaching at the Gunnery School
in Connecticut. Shortly after I accepted the job, the

Peace Corps came up with
an assignment in Malaysia,
but being fed up with the
Federal bureaucracy, I went
with the prep school.

I enjoyed my time at the
Gunnery and after three
years was promoted to
Department Chair. I stayed
for two more years and
decided it was time to move
on, but I wasn’t sure where.

That spring I went to a classmate’s wedding in Sioux
City, Iowa, and at the wedding I met the woman who
later became my wife. (We like to tell people it was
a great wedding.) She visited me in Connecticut in
the early summer, and at the end of the summer, I
moved to Omaha where she was in her second year
of law school. We were engaged that fall and mar-
ried the following summer.

While Loretta went to school, I worked for the
local utility, the Omaha Public Power District at its
nuclear facility in Fort Calhoun, Nebraska (some-
times referred to as Fort Caboom). I trained the
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plant operators in nuclear physics, among other
things. (“See that red button? Whatever you do,
don’t push it!”)

After Loretta was done with Law School, we moved
to Chicago where I went to business school (U. of
Chicago). While I went to school, Loretta did legal
work for a private non-profit neighborhood devel-
opment corporation called LADCOR.

Over the next 13 years, I worked in corporate plan-
ning with AT&T in Chicago, corporate planning with
Liberty Mutual in Boston, and then as CFO of a divi-
sion of Liberty in Pittsburgh and Columbus, Ohio.
For a variety of reasons, I left Liberty to start my
own business, and I currently run a fee-only finan-
cial advisory firm, Landfall Financial Advisors Inc.

Our first child was born right after I was done with
business school, and while Loretta agonized over the
decision of whether to stay home with the kids or
go back to work, once she decided to stay home, she
never looked back. Paul, our oldest, will be 15 as of
Reunion, Joanna will be 13, and Laura will be 9. The
kids changed life in many ways, but generally for the
better. It has certainly been busy, especially for Loretta.

How do I find time for the things that are most valu-
able to me? What do I miss most about college? In
college, there was time to reflect on what was most
valuable. We can’t seem to find the time to do that
now. Thinking about this personal statement is as
close as I’ve come in years.

Twenty-five years from now, perhaps I’ll finally be on
assignment for the Peace Corps or some other vol-
unteer organization. Perhaps I’ll find time to reflect
on what is most valuable. Most likely, Loretta and I
will be spending time doing the things we can only
find time to talk about doing now, and traveling to
visit our kids and grandkids.

Richard W. Hoffmann 
Dick 
717 South 25th Court, West Des Moines, 
IA 50265-6408, (515) 225-9484, 
«richard.w.hoffmann@emcins.com»
Occupation: Real Estate, Employers Mutual Casualty
Co., 717 Mulberry Street, Des Moines, IA 50309-3810,
(515) 280-2450, Fax (515) 280-2895
Spouse/Partner: Linda

Hilary W. Hoge MD 
185 School Street, Milton, MA 02186-3513, 
(617) 696-9324, «hhoge@massmed.org»
Occupation: Medical, 185 School Street, Milton, 
MA 02186-3513, (617) 728-1410
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Paul A. Hoisington 
Hoise 
179 Beaver Meadow Road, Norwich, VT 05055-9470,
(802) 649-1260, «phoisington@spectra-inc.com» or
«paul.a.hoisington.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Major: Physics
Graduate Study: MS, Engineering Physics, University
of Virginia, 1980
Occupation: Director of Advanced Development,
Spectra Inc., PO Box 68C, Hanover, NH 03755, 
(603) 448-0416 x2010
Spouse/Partner: Mery Hoisington; Engineer
Interests: bicycling, reading, skiing
Gayle, 18
Paige, 15

The biggest change in my life since graduating result-
ed from having my two daughters. It took some time
for me to adjust to balancing the demands of a job
and family with my personal needs. As my older
daughter gets ready to go off to college next year,
I feel satisfied that giving my family top priority was
the right thing to do. Gayle wants to major in soci-
ology and minor in Spanish. Paige is getting ready
to enter high school. Both girls make me very proud.

About ten years ago, I made several changes to live
a much healthier lifestyle, one of which was to take

up bicycle riding and racing. I ride about 8,000 miles
per year and race Master’s category. I feel fortunate
to live in such a wonderful place as Vermont to take
long weekend rides. I have enjoyed making progress
in my racing accomplishments as well as the cama-

raderie with my teammates. It
is nice to enjoy a sport that I
share with my wife, Mary, and
I expect to continue for many,
many years.

I remarried on August 8, 1998,
and we continue to feel and
act like newlyweds. I have never

felt so content, and I am certain that Mary and I
will make each other very happy for the rest of our
lives. As we wrap up our three-year project of thor-
oughly redoing our home and plan to spend more
time biking and skiing together, I have never looked
forward to the future with greater optimism.

Stark L. Holekamp 
4421 Sea Grape Drive, Fort Lauderdale, 
FL 33308-4435, (954) 772-0816
Occupation: Manufacturing, Dansk Lights Inc., 
1224 NE 8 Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304-2002,
(954) 768-0022

Paul D. Hollingsworth 
9481 Prairieview Trail North, Champlin, MN 55316-2694,
(763) 421-5755, «a.p.hollingsworth@worldnet.att.net»
Occupation: Manufacturing, Johnson Controls Inc.,
PO Box 1551, Minneapolis, MN 55440-1551, 
(612) 553-5054, Fax (612) 553-1667
Spouse/Partner: April

Robert C. Holmes 
Bob 
85 Porter Place, Montclair, NJ 07042-2037, 
(973) 744-2595
Dartmouth Activities: Phi Sigma Psi, Freshman Crew,
Dartmouth Film Society
Major: Philosophy
Graduate Study: JD, Emory University School of Law,
1980; LLM—Tax, New York University, 1986
Occupation: Tax Attorney, Time-Warner Inc., 
75 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 10019, 
(212) 484-8533
Spouse/Partner: Mary Allen
Patent Attorney, software distributor
Bernard, 10
Marshall, 9
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Brief History:

After leaving Dartmouth and taking one year off
from school, I attended Emory University School of
Law in Atlanta. I received my JD degree in June 1980.

Following in the footsteps of my fellow 1976er and
Phi Psi brother, Dick Monkman, I commenced the
practice of law in Anchorage, Alaska, in the summer
of 1980. After many good times and interesting
experiences in Alaska, I decided to return to the
Lower 48 in 1985. I just could not see myself

going through 35+ years
of long and dark Alaskan
winters.

Alaska was a valuable expe-
rience for me. Compared to
my previous life, the scope
of people I came into
contact with in Anchorage
was varied. Literally, I
could eat breakfast in the
morning with a U.S. sena-

tor and share a drink with a member of the Hell’s
Angels that night.

My mode of re-entry into the Lower 48 was to earn
my LLM degree in tax law at New York University.
After receiving my degree in June 1986, I decided

to stay in New York City. At first I worked at a
small tax boutique firm. Since 1988, Time Warner
has employed me as a tax attorney.

In 1988, I married my wife, Mary Allen. I met Mary
at Emory. She is a patent attorney and is the exclu-
sive U.S. distributor for a U.K. software product for
patent departments. In 1989, my son Bernard was
born, and in 1990, my Marshall was born. I live in
Montclair, New Jersey.

Dartmouth: Dartmouth gave me an appreciation
for learning for its own sake. I still remember the
excitement of my fellow students about some of
the courses they were taking.

Stuart A. Hooker 
15 Bigelow Avenue, Winchester, MA 01890-3349

Halden W. Hooper Jr. MD 
Wayne 
662 Baypoint Dr., Gallatin, TN 37066-4405, 
(615) 451-9860, «HWHooper@aol.com» or
«halden.w.hooper.jr.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Major: Chemistry/Biology
Graduate Study: Doctor of Medicine, Vanderbilt
University, 1980
Occupation: Physician, Sumner Medical Group, 
300 Steam Plant Road, Suite 300, Gallatin, TN 37066,
(615) 230-8070
Spouse/Partner: Barbara Brooks Hooper
Sales Rep; Interests: Tennis, gardening
Hal Brooks, 25, Washington and Lee University/John-
son & Wales
Michael Hee, 24, Dartmouth College, Vanderbilt Uni-
versity School of Medicine
Sarah Maria, 20, Davidson College
Christie Deanne, 19, University of Iowa

On June 30, 1976, I was not looking back. Squinting
out into the crowd from the vantage point of a
folding chair, my back to Baker Tower, I strained to
see my wife, Barbara, three-month old son, Brooks,
and other family and friends who had gathered to
see how I looked in a full-length gown. I barely
acknowledged or said goodbye to that library, or
the Hopkins Center, or to the College which had
taken me in and nurtured me through four long and
memorable years. I was, rather, looking beyond the
horizon, to the summer of research I’d applied for
and to the next four years of med school, which I
rightly anticipated would resemble in no way, shape
or form the ones which preceded them. Though I
didn’t reflect long on my alma mater that warm,
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late-spring day, as the years have gone by, I have
more than corrected that omission.

In Nashville over the course of the next four years,
while I earned a medical degree, Barbara carried on
the task of rearing our first son and bearing our sec-
ond, Michael, and in her spare time supported the
family as an R.N. I determined my path to be Family
Practice and in 1980 moved us to the Medical
University of South Carolina in Charleston for my
residency training. We evened out the family with
two girls, Sarah and Christie, while there and in
the process eliminated ourselves from the compact
auto market.

Our final move was a return home in 1983 to join
my father’s practice. Though I wasn’t sure that I
really wanted to come home to the hot, humid sum-
mers of Tennessee, the appeal of following in my
father’s footsteps proved overwhelming, as well as
the opportunity to give back at last to the commu-
nity which had prepared me for this life journey.

Like yours, my family has grown beyond recognition
in the years since I left Hanover. My eldest son
graduated from Washington and Lee in 1997 and
completed culinary school at Johnson & Wales in
Charleston, S.C., in the spring of 2000. His brother
matriculated at his father’s Alma Mater in 1995,
captained the Dartmouth Men’s Swimming Team
in ’98 and ’99, and graduated that June. He began
his career in medicine at Vanderbilt University in
the fall of 2000. Sarah, my eldest daughter, entered
Davidson College the fall of 1998. The youngest
girl began a college career with the University of

Iowa on a full swimming
scholarship in the fall of 2000.
My wife of 27 years has left
nursing for sales and tennis,
and I spend too many
evenings in a love/hate rela-
tionship with Bill Gates’s
software on Steve Jobs’s com-
puters. I fly when it doesn’t
interfere with my work and I

work in the garden when I’m told. I count myself
lucky to stand beside this milestone and note that
the fruit of Barbara’s and my labors has not with-
ered on the vine, even if our skin has not been so
fortunate.

The world has changed much in the 25 years since
my graduation from Dartmouth, the 21 years since
I became a physician, and the 18 since I entered

private practice. Long gone are the late night dis-
cussions and card games. More distant still seem
those interminable evenings in the stacks. Yet, the
crisp colors of maple and birch ’round Occom
Pond in late September, the smell of burning tim-
bers rising into a blackened sky during homecom-
ing pep rallies, and the lone sound of footfalls over
newly fallen snow on late winter nights beneath a
full New England moon remain as clear and close
as my eldest son’s first cry or my lifelong mate’s
last “I love you … ”

Vox Clamantis in Deserto—to thee I answer still.

Deborah Hope 
See Deborah Hope Wedgeworth

John M. Horak 
Jack 
12 Cornell Road, W Hartford, CT 06107-2905, 
(860) 561-5226, «jhorak@reidandriege.com»
Occupation: Legal, Reid & Riege, 1 State St.,
Hartford, CT 06103-3185, 
(860) 278-1150, Fax (203) 540-1002
Spouse/Partner: Ellen
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I fly when it
doesn’t interfere
with my work
and I work 
in the garden
when I’m told.
Wayne Hooper 
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Richard G. Horan 
73 Hemlock Circle, Princeton, NJ 08540-5405, 
(609) 683-8299, «rghoran@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman trip, PE–skiing,
Philosophical Society, Heorot, DRFC, Sphinx
Major: Philosophy
Graduate Study: Tuck, 1980
Occupation: Venture capital, Sachem Ventures, 
PO Box 1346, Princeton, NJ 08542, (609) 497-1576
Spouse/Partner: Gray Horan ’82; Writer
Garrett, 11
Trevor, 10
Wyatt, 6

What’s transpired since Dartmouth? What an assign-
ment. What a walk down memory lane. Reconstruct-
ed, it goes something like this:

Upon leaving Hanover, it was off to San Francisco
in search of the revolution. And while the score
had been pretty much settled by the late 1970s, we
nonetheless chose to remain. Subsequently enjoyed
two great years among the best of Dartmouth
friends, had opportunity to play rugby football with
what was then no doubt the best in the U.S., and to
cap it off, received my “PHD in walking around”
for serving faithfully among the ranks of Corporal
Henry Africa. Vive la mort, vive la guerre, vive la
Legion Etrangere!

Returning from the front, it was back to Hanover
for two years of re-tooling at Tuck, which, in addi-
tion to sharpening my pencils and honing an ana-
lytical bent, provided a wonderful opportunity for
a second go at Dartmouth. No doubt the best of it
all was the chance it presented to meet the young
woman who would ultimately be my bride.

Leaving Hanover again, it was off to New York, once
more in hopes of revolution. This time ’round, it
was early ’80s and Reagan had rewritten the script.
Accepting a position (Faust would be proud) with
the world’s largest bank, I became a card-carrying
investment banker, with plans for a brief tour of
duty in the Big Apple before heading back west
again to the City by the Bay. While too brief a tour
it was, a year in New York was a blast—tall build-
ings, city lights, romantic rides uptown in the back
of those old Checker Cabs. Will never forget the
most memorable of rugby seasons with Old Green
of New York and many a late evening at Murphy’s.

While the view from the 45th floor at Bank of
America was a world apart from that seen my first
time around, San Francisco did in no way disappoint.

Professionally, it was like Waiting for Godot, as we
eagerly awaited the demise of Glass–Steagall. Per-
sonally, it was the best of times, with more great
rugby football, skiing in the Sierras, windsurfing under
the Golden Gate, and seemingly endless fun with
Dartmouth grads gone west.

The next chapter began with my engagement to
Gray, herself a graduate of ’82. Occurring in our
last days in San Francisco, it was followed by a
springtime wedding in Princeton, N.J. Having been
lured there by one of the early investors in biotech,
I joined his Princeton-based venture capital firm,
commencing what’s become an extended post-

doctoral research program in
the business of entrepreneurial
science. Suffice it to say, the
dissertation is still in the works.
Along the way, it has been get-
ting on 15 wonderful years in
what is arguably America’s sec-
ond best college town, blessed
with a first, then a second, and
finally three young boys, assur-

ing, as the saying goes, “a special place in heaven”
for their loving Mom. As we navigate ages 11, 9,
and 6, the speculation is whether Dad, too, is work-
ing to assure his own place in the hereafter, which
if he ends up in heaven would clearly be coaching
the Little League.

Observations on returning to Dartmouth after 25
years? I’m reminded of a remark one of my boys
once made while watching a spider weave its web.
Amazing to consider what keeps the web so
tightly woven.

Wyatt, Trevor, Garrett, Gray, and Rich Horan, 
Christmas 2000, Captain's Bay, Anguilla, B.W.I.

Amazing 
to consider
what keeps 
the web 
so tightly
woven.
Rich Horan



Kenneth W. Horton 
432 Alder Brooke Drive, Wayne, PA 19087-2247, 
(610) 995-2187
Occupation: Manufacturing, CFM Enterprises, 
150 Oaklands Boulevard, Exton, PA 19341-2572, 
(610) 280-8304
Spouse/Partner: Sarah

Karl D. Hostetler 
8136 South Hazelwood Drive, Lincoln, NE 68510-4450,
(402) 488-9020

Charles R. Hostnik 
Chuck 
7100 9th Ave SE, Olympia, WA 98503-1465,
«crhgjm@aol.com»
Occupation: Legal, Anderson Burns & Hostnik, 
Suite A1, 6915 Lakewood Drive West, Tacoma, 
WA 98467-3299, (253) 475-4200, Fax (253) 756-5176
Spouse/Partner: Gail

Peter Hotchkiss
Peter Hotchkiss of Corrales, New Mexico, was
killed in a plane crash in Alaska on September 22,
1974. Experienced in aviation and aerial photogra-
phy, he was a flying instructor at West Lebanon
Airport as an undergraduate. A National Merit
Scholar, Hotchkiss attended Albuquerque Academy,
where he played basketball, soccer, and track.

James J. Hourihan III 
34 High Ridge Road, Boxford, MA 01921-2104, 
(978) 887-0964
Occupation: Pingtel Corp., 400 West Cummings Park
#2200, Woburn, MA 01801-6507, (781) 938-5306, 
Fax (781) 938-9650

David G. Howard MD 
Trey 
875 Pine Valley Lane, Cincinnati, OH 45245, 
(513) 943-4881
Dartmouth Activities: Harold Parmington Foundation,
Football
Major: Chemistry
Graduate Study: MD, University of Cincinnati Medical
School, 1980; Residency, Ophthalmology, University of
Cincinnati, 1984
Occupation: Ophthalmologist, Tri-State Eye Care,
7815 Beechnut, Cincinnati, OH 45245, (513) 388-4000
Spouse/Partner: Pam; Certified Ophthalmic Assistant;
Interests: Shopping, vacation, laundry, cooking
Cayte, 20, Miami University, Sophomore, Psychology
major
David, 18, St. Xavier High School, Senior
Chris Siple, 18, McNicholas High School, Senior
Christopher Howard, 14, Cincinnati Hills Christian
Academy

If only I were articulate. I always wanted to be a
writer, but when ink hits the paper, the thoughts
don’t seem to flow as they do in my mind.

Since graduation I got married, went to medical
school, became an ophthalmologist, lost my brother
to cancer, had three children, got divorced, got sued
a couple of times, remarried, and added a stepson.

I have been involved in medical missionary work to
Central America and the Caribbean.

Cayte is 20 and goes to Miami University in
Oxford, Ohio. She is talented in theater, voice, art,
and writing, and is very creative. She is majoring in
Forensic Psychology.
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David is 18, a senior in high school, and interested
in Dartmouth. He is a successful student. He is 
6′7″ and wears size 18 shoes.

My stepson, Chris Siple, is 18, a senior in high school
and interested in aerospace engineering, astronaut
training, and architecture at Purdue, Ball State, Kent
State, and Ohio State.

Christopher is 14 and has spina bifida and although
in a wheelchair he has learned to swim and snow
ski and is interested in basketball and football.

Pam and I married in 1996. We really enjoy each
other when we get away together and try to keep
our sanity with four teenagers.

Dartmouth to me was the people, my classmates.
Through the lifelong friends I made, I learned about
living honorably and with integrity. I was blessed. I
was given a foundation to help support and strength-
en me for the challenges of life that lay ahead.

It is so hard to hold on to idealism in the real world.
My reality is that there is a lot of ugliness and jealousy

in people that I never expected. I viewed life as an
opportunity to help my fellow man and have watched

medicine become a highly
regulated business. The
beauty of medicine, however,
still endures with the one-
on-one encounters with my
patients and the ability to
help one person at a time.
The glory in what I do is the
many small and individual

victories. The challenge is to hold on in your heart
to the successes, to learn from the failures, and let
go of the bitterness.

What I miss most about Dartmouth is the cama-
raderie. The amazing part, however, is that when I
see Nancy and The Boys again, it seems that we
have never parted. We have been bound together
for life, through our shared Dartmouth experience.
What an incredible gift. Thanks!

Elizabeth Howard 
See Elizabeth Howard Wilkens

John N. Howard Jr. 
1291 Main St., South Windsor, CT 06074, (860) 528-3625
Occupation: Investment Banking, Keefe Bruyette &
Woods Inc., (860) 541-6700
Spouse/Partner: Elizabeth

Arthur Howe III 
Art 
100 Ridgewood Rd., E. Hartford, CT 06118, (860) 569-2276, 
«arthur.howe.iii.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: West Hartford Fire Department, 50 South
Main St., W. Hartford, CT 06107-2485, (860) 523-5263
Spouse/Partner: Karen
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Front, Chris Siple, Christopher Howard; Back: Cayte, Trey
Howard, Pam, and David; Sadie and Maggie in foreground

The glory 
in what I do is
the many small
and individual
victories. 
Trey Howard 



David E. Howe 
Dave 
4606 Cedar Springs Road #1521, Dallas, TX 75219-7208,
(214) 219-1150, «davidhowe9@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Gymnastics, SAE
fraternity
Major: Psychology/Economics
Graduate Study: JD, Creighton University, 1981;
MBA, Columbia University, 1986
Occupation: Senior Environmental Attorney, City of
Dallas, Texas, 1500 Marilla St., (214) 570-4288
Spouse/Partner: Melinda Quimby
Emily Howe, 11

Looking back, there are a few things I’ve learned
that I find important, but none of those things ever
came from a classroom. First, I have learned both
the difficulty and the value of being true to one-
self. This does not mean being true to what others
want you to be, but being true to your own values.

It is the basis for any workable
system of personal integrity.
Second, I have learned the
value of relationships in a per-
son’s life, and the importance
of building and nurturing
those relationships. Third, I
have learned the value of
change—changing perspective,
changing lifestyle, taking risks,
and valuing differences in
people. This was a hard and

not a comfortable lesson, but it is one I am very glad
I’ve had. I believe the biggest regret people have
in their later years is that they didn’t do things they
wanted to, didn’t try things that looked interesting,
didn’t make changes in themselves and in their lives
when they had the chance. I’m glad I did.

Dartmouth has played a part in these lessons, but
it was not the classroom experience at Dartmouth
that formed me. Rather, it was the late night ses-
sions, getting into discussions with others, disagree-
ing with them but still respecting them, and having
them disagree with me and still respect me. It was
the quality of the people I knew, and the life in them,
the thought that they had high standards and would
not accept anything less of me. Somehow, I inter-
nalized those high standards. They became a part
of me and I applied them to my environment, my
life, and myself. I am so very glad I did.

I am an environmental lawyer now, the senior envi-
ronmental attorney for the City of Dallas, Texas.
My work is only partly legal; it consists primarily
of communications, planning, and relationship-
building so that programs can come into existence
that will help Dallas better manage and respond to
environmental issues affecting it. I am also helping
the City to plan for its long-term environmental
future. Finally, I am helping Dallas and other munic-
ipalities in Texas to have a greater voice in the shap-
ing and application of environmental policies that
are being applied to its communities. I feel I am
making a positive difference and building things of
value. I am never bored.

Away from my vocation, I have a lovely daughter,
Emily, who is very important to me. I have become
involved in other activities that I find fulfilling,
including in particular mentoring and counseling
others so they can become happier, more integrat-
ed, and more effective human beings.

In all, my life is integrated and happy. I do not
believe I will ever be rich, but when I die I know I
will have lived a very full life.

Rev. Ralph W. Howe 
492 Tucker Road, Plainfield, VT 05667-9341, 
(802) 454-8448, «howerw3@hotmail.com»
Occupation: Religion, Grace United Methodist
Church, PO Box 277, Plainfield, VT 05667-0277, 
(802) 458-8448
Spouse/Partner: Ingrid

David D. Hoy 
125 107th Street, Stone Harbor, NJ 08247-1104, 
(609) 368-4327
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I am making 
a positive
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building things
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I am never
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Dave Howe 



Grant MacColl Huber 
2815 Pennypond Lane, Annapolis, MD 21401-7260,
(410) 224-2910, «granthuber@aol.com»
Occupation: Retailing, Atlantic Coast Yacht Sales, 
PO Box 3445, Annapolis, MD 21403-0445, (410) 268-9703

Janet Lynn Hudson 
Jan 
5121 Shaw Ridge Rd., San Diego, CA 92130-2808,
(858) 481-2899
Occupation: Television/Movies, Jan Hudson & Co.,
5121 Shaw Ridge Road, San Diego, CA 92130-2808,
(858) 481-2899, Fax (858) 481-5833
Spouse/Partner: Gene

Kevin S. Hughes MD 
8 Captain Parker Arms Suite 11, Lexington, 
MA 02421-7039, (781) 744-8499, «ksh@world.std.com»
Occupation: Medical, Lahey Clinic Hospital Inc., 
41 Mall Road, Burlington, MA 01805-0002, 
(781) 273-8573, Fax (978) 538-4708

Debbie I. Humphrey 
850 Amsterdam Ave. #12A, New York, NY 10025-5136
Occupation: Legal, (718) 643-8094

Donna A. Humphrey 
Apartment 6A, 765 Amsterdam Avenue, New York,
NY 10025-5711, (212) 426-5258
Occupation: Legal, Bronx Criminal Court, 
215 East 161st Street, Bronx, NY 10451-3511, 
(718) 474-7537

Peter B. Humphrey 
22 Ross Lane, East Norwich, NY 11732-1235, 
(516) 922-4809, «peter.humphrey@dos.us-state.gov»
Occupation: Government–Federal, U.S. Department
of State, 5850 Cameron Run, Alexandria, 
VA 22303-1860

Melinda Hungerford 
See Melinda Hungerford Harder
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Sara Hoagland Hunter 
153 Ridgeway Road, Weston, MA 02493-2724, 
(781) 235-3655, «sara@sarahunterproductions.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Drama, tennis, Dartmouth
Distractions, Glee Club, Alumni Office Intern, Frost Play
Contest, Christian Science Organization, French AT,
Italian AT, Fire & Skoal; O.K., let’s face it: I majored in
extracurriculars
Major: French and Italian
Graduate Study: EdM, Harvard, 1986
Occupation: Writer/Producer, Sara Hunter Productions
Inc., 8C Pleasant St., South Natick, MA 01760, 
(508) 651-0503, Fax (781) 235-2263 
Interests: Children, children’s books and television, movie
dates with my husband, skiing, the outdoors, travel, read-
ing, walks, home, music, church, and definitely not cooking
Spouse/Partner: Andy; Executive Recruiter; 
Interests: Golf, skiing, Boys and Girls Club, community
service, travel, family
John, 14, Fessenden
Abby, 13, Dana Hall

Darn! I hate it when you ask other people to do
something and then you have to be a good example
and do it yourself ! This applies to the pressures of
being Reunion Book Editor but it also applies to
parenthood. The fact that I’m the last one to sub-
mit an essay for this book is right in line with my
choking on an Oreo this morning while barking at
the kids to hurry up and eat their cereal—which
leads me to family. My longsuffering husband, Andy,
and I met on a blind date in New York City about
a year after I had graduated from the marvelous
myth of the 10:1 ratio at Dartmouth. Where were
all you guys anyway? Cathy Joyce and I drove
down on a hot Labor Day weekend to meet, as it
turned out, the men of our dreams. The drive 
was a nightmare. We got a flat. We arrived at Jack

Brennan’s bachelor pad a complete mess (both us
and the bachelor pad). But somehow it all worked.
Two children and many calls to Triple-A later, Andy
and I are doing great. (Check under B to find out
about Cathy and Jack.) A high point of our mar-
ried life was the trip to Logan airport to pick up a
41⁄2 month old baby from Korea—our son John.
He’s now a high school student, almost taller than
I am, but to me he’ll always be the tiny baby placed

in our arms, grinning and
eager for life’s next adven-
ture. Another high point
came a year later with the
arrival of Abby, who from
the beginning was a force
to be reckoned with. She’s
a super athlete and often
seems more like a mother
than a daughter (“Mom! Are
you really going out of the
house looking like that?”).

After writing for The Chris-
tian Science Monitor, I taught
English, Drama, and Pub-
lic Speaking in the public
schools, producing scripts
and videos on the side. In

1994, I opened my own company producing chil-
dren’s books, albums, and videos («www.sarahunter
productions.com»). I love visiting elementary schools
with my kids’ books. There’s nothing so energizing
as a room full of fourth graders asking what it’s like
to be an author and listening to what you’ve written.

The book in the biggest demand by far is The
Unbreakable Code, which was illustrated by classmate
Julie Miner. Her interpretations of the Navajo
reservation and the canyons and hillsides of Arizona
are breathtaking. We had a ball researching the
Navajo Code Talkers of World War II together.

My office isn’t far from where I grew up in Dover,
Massachusetts. In fact, I look right over the Charles
River at my old nursery school and wonder why it
took me three degrees and more than four decades
to end up in the same place, reading picture books,
making up shows, and having a blast with my friends.

Dartmouth remains a stronger force in my life than
I ever thought it would be. In retrospect, those years
that seemed so intense and eternal at the time, were
just a brief moment when some unusually talented
people overlapped around a country green. It’s
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amazing how those friendships have lingered and
developed over the years. The kindness of profes-
sors, the fun of being in that first class of women,
the joy of starting singing groups and tennis teams,
being a roller skating barmaid in the Tavern, imitat-
ing the Three Stooges, making a video tribute to
Captain Kangaroo ... that’s what I remember. But
mostly it’s the friendships . . . and those continue.
I’ve just re-read the questions I posed for this essay.
Forget it. They’re impossible. I’m off to eat Oreos
and edit your responses.

Scott L. Hunter 
Scott 
32851 Bingham Road, Bingham Farms, MI 48025-2435,
(248) 644-8011, «hunterfam3@peoplepc.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Intramural sports, Dartmouth
Society of Engineers
Major: Engineering Sciences
Graduate Study: BE, Thayer School of Engineering,
1978; MBA, Amos Tuck School, 1978
Occupation: Associate Director, Business Strategy,
Ford Motor Company, Room 930 World Headquarters,
The American Road, Dearborn, MI 48121-1899, 
(313) 248-6604
Spouse/Partner: Margaret Adams Hunter (Meg);
Attorney with Detroit law firm of Dykema Gossett
Our Interests: Travel, antique collecting (Chinese
Export porcelain, silver), sports, Duke basketball (Meg’s
alma mater), our two dogs, and our son—not necessar-
ily in that order
Thomas Canfield Hunter (Tom), 4, Bingham Farms Ele-
mentary School 

Top 10 List (In no particular order)

(1.) People skills and technical skills both need to be
continually renewed; success requires that you excel
at both. The people successes are more rewarding,
but the people failures are more frustrating.

(2.) Everyone has an opinion about cars, and I have
heard many of them during the past 22 years at
Ford Motor Company.

(3.) You shouldn’t remind your spouse that Duke
(her alma mater) was your back-up school, unless
you are prepared to hear a long lecture about
Duke basketball.

(4.) It’s never too late to achieve work-life balance
(our son, Tom, was born when I was 42 years old).
It may, however, be too late—and incredibly bad
timing—also to try and learn how to play golf at
the same time that you have an infant/toddler
around the house.

(5.) It is easier—and more important—to be com-
fortable in your stripes than to try and change them.

(6.) The East Coast will always be home, and where
we will likely eventually retire. In the interim, we

have an 1832 farmhouse
(very old for Detroit) full of
antiques and Thomas the
Tank Engine.

(7.) Favorite movies: Chariots
of Fire (1981) and The Thomas
Crown Affair (1999). Favorite
Books: Herman Wouk’s The
Winds of War (1971) and
War and Remembrance (1978).

(8.) Losing a parent is diffi-
cult, especially when you realize they won’t be able
to enjoy their grandchildren.

(9.) Small children and dogs are very forgiving,
always give you a second chance, and show you how
much they love you when you come home. We
adults should learn from them.

(10.) Dartmouth since 1976: Thayer School and Tuck
School in 1978; hired at Ford by a Dartmouth/Thay-
er grad; Alumni Giving (Dartmouth, Thayer, and
Tuck!); interviewing high school seniors for Dart-
mouth; singing Men of Dartmouth at numerous wed-
ding receptions; meeting my wife at a Dartmouth/
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Tuck wedding (and having our first “date” in
Hanover); reunions; the Women In Science Project;
hosting the Dartmouth Solar Racing Team at Ford;
hosting Glee Club members at our house; fundrais-
er for the Will to Excel Campaign; interviewing
Dartmouth/Thayer/Tuck grads for Ford, and being
lucky enough to have some work for me; Christmas
cards, birth announcements, phone calls, and visits
with friends.

David L. Huntoon 
Dave 
1908 Scottwood Avenue, Ann Arbor, MI 48104, 
(734) 668-4634, «dhuntoon@ta-research.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Hiking, rock climbing, skiing,
operating snack counter at hockey and basketball games
Major: Geography/Math
Graduate Study: JD, University of Michigan Law
School, 1985
Occupation: Retail Consultant, Senior Vice President,
Thompson Associates, 3131 S. State Street, Suite 100,
Ann Arbor, MI 48108, (734) 302-9300
Interests: Running, coping
Spouse/Partner: Mari J. Arno; BA, University of
Michigan; MS, Education, Indiana University
Caroline, 17, Junior at Greenhills School, Ann Arbor
Pete, 13, 8th grade at Greenhills School, Ann Arbor
Greg, 12, 6th grade at Greenhills School, Ann Arbor
Maggie, 12, 6th grade at Greenhills School, Ann Arbor
John, 10, 4th grade at Burns Park School, Ann Arbor

Life has definitely not gone the way I thought it
would 25 years ago. Until 1994, it was pretty much
according to plan–married a woman I loved (Wendy),
two children (Caroline and Greg), and a rewarding
career. After graduate school and a couple of moves,
Wendy and I found ourselves settled comfortably
in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

The big change in our lives occurred in September
1994, when Wendy suffered a seizure and was diag-
nosed with a brain tumor. She spent the next four
years fighting the disease, with surgery, chemother-
apy, radiation, and some alternative therapies, but
unfortunately she succumbed to the tumor in June
1998. The perverse thing was that our relationship
was probably the strongest it had ever been during
her illness, in large part because I was able to push
my career to the side and focus my energies and
attention on Wendy and our children. We were also
blessed with the support of our neighborhood and
church, which caused us to realize how lucky we
are to live here.

The past three years have been a challenging period,
during which we learned to live without Wendy, who
had been such a central part of our lives before
that. I consider myself truly fortunate, however,
because I was lucky enough to fall in love for a
second time. Mari’s husband had been diagnosed
with colon cancer about the same time Wendy
found out she had a brain tumor, and he died just
two months after Wendy. Mari and I had had a lot
in common over the previous five years–we lived
in the same neighborhood, had several common
friends, and two of our children had been in the
same classroom for three years, but we had never
met one another. We met during parent curriculum
night in the fall of 1998, started dating about a
year later, and were married in July 2000. Mari has
three children of our own–not quite the Brady
Bunch, but enough to ensure that our lives aren’t
boring for the next few years.

The biggest lesson I’ve learned during this period is
that life can change unexpectedly and significantly,
and that it is important to continue growing when
those changes occur.

James C. Hurowitz 
Jim 
18 French Dr., Boylston, MA 01505-1008, (508) 869-2621
Occupation: Medical, Hurowitz Medical Group, 
141 Highland Street, Worcester, MA 01609-2727, 
(508) 753-8800, Fax (508) 753-0116
Spouse/Partner: Doreen
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Robert L. Hurst 
3403 Gilden Drive, Alexandria, VA 22305-1206, 
(703) 299-0991, «Robert.L.Hurst.76@Alum.Dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Heorot, Sphinx, Rugby, Sailing
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: Master of Arts: National Security
and Strategic Studies, Naval War College, 1995
Occupation: Surface Officer, U. S. Coast Guard, Com-
mandant (G-OCD), USCG Headquarters, 2100 Second
Street SW, Washington, DC 20593
Spouse/Partner: Cornelia
Volunteer; Interests: Travel, sailing, walking

I’ve always loved three things: adventure, cama-
raderie, and boats. Between Heorot, the Sphinx,
rugby, and sailing, Dartmouth offered me all three
in abundance. Unfortunately, my exuberance in
pursuit of these goals did little to impress the inter-
viewers from the New York City banks with whom
I was seeking employment after graduation.

In May 1978, I entered the U.S. Coast Guard. My
plan was to serve for the minimum hitch of three
years, then pursue an MBA, followed by employment
and great fortune in the real world. Things didn’t
turn out that way. To date, I’ve served in the Coast
Guard for nearly 23 years, half of it aboard various
ships around the world. I served as Deck Watch
Officer and Boarding Officer aboard a cutter

performing fisheries patrols in the Bering Sea;
Navigator aboard a U.S. Navy destroyer in the Per-
sian Gulf during the Iraq/Iran War; Commanding
Officer of a patrol boat performing Search and
Rescue missions off the New England coast; Oper-
ations Officer, Executive Officer, and Commanding
Officer of cutters performing Fisheries, Counter-
Narcotics, and Migrant Interdiction patrols along
both coasts and in the Caribbean. I’ve experienced
the excitement of multi-ton seizures of cocaine;
the terror of a midnight near-collision with a Sovi-
et minesweeper in the Mediterranean; and the joy
of rescuing survivors from distressed vessels at
sea. The best part of my job is the people. The vast
majority of those who I work with are between the
ages of 18 and 25. I am their leader, mentor,
teacher, and even their student. To work with them
is extremely rewarding. They can make me happy,
proud, sad, or frustrated; and sometimes they just
piss me off. But they are never boring. Some days
I credit them for keeping me young. Other days I
blame them for my premature senility. If all goes

well, I’ll be returning to sea
in the summer of 2002 for a
final two-year tour afloat
before I am relegated to staff
jobs until I retire.

While racing sailboats in
Seattle in 1987, I met my
future wife, Cornelia. She was
a transplanted New Englander
who, like myself, loved boats.

After several years of adventure and travel she’d
settled in Seattle. Following a three-year courtship,
we married at her family’s home in Connecticut.

We still enjoy sailing, exploring the regions around
the many places we’ve lived, and relaxing on Chap-
paquiddick. My family still lives in Hanover, so we
make it back to Dartmouth at least once a year.
I’ve watched a lot of things change, some for the
better, some not, but the basement of Heorot always
smells the same.
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proud, sad, or
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sometimes they
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Bob Hurst



William L. Hutchinson 
Hutch 
3 Skyline Dr., PO Box 701, Nantucket, MA 02554-0701,
(508) 228-3536, «hutch@nantucket.net» or
«william.l.hutchinson.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Karate Club, Rugby, LSA
(Blois, France, Winter 1974), Tucker Foundation Intern
(Jersey City, Winter 1975), Kappa Sigma, Dragon,
Interracial Action Committee, Trustees’ Committee on
Equal Opportunity
Major: English
Occupation: Restaurateur, Hutch’s, 30 Macy Lane, 
PO Box 701, Nantucket, MA 02554, (508) 228-5550
Spouse/Partner: Deanna M. Bowen
Full-time mom, domestic violence, legal advocate,
school volunteer
Emily, 8
Hannah, 5
Megan, 3

When it came time to leave Hanover in June 1976,
I was angry. I wanted to stay at Dartmouth. I had
not taken a single course in history, economics, art,
music, anthropology, physics, geography, chemistry,
sociology, drama, government, and a host of inter-
disciplinary studies. How was it that I was consid-
ered educated enough? In the face of all I had
managed to discover in those few short years, I felt
downright stupid. Hanover for me was a social play-
ground, to be sure, but I had also begun to realize
that Dartmouth had laid the breadth of human

knowledge at my feet and said, “Here ya go. Enjoy!”
The caveat was that after four years, out you go. I
had chosen the finest undergraduate liberal arts edu-
cation in the nation and was able to experience a

mere fraction of it. It
seemed almost cruel.

Yet, the power of my
Dartmouth experience
may well lie in the fact
that it was but a brief
glimpse. I was sent out
into the world hum-
bled, still curious,
unfulfilled. Not a bad
education, really. In the

end, I am deeply grateful to Dartmouth for my time
in Hanover and for who I am since.

My focus now is marriage and fatherhood. In both
I have discovered a certain state of grace that had
eluded me. There is a lesson in every moment, but
mostly it’s just a blast. You can’t ask for much more
than that.

Lyn Hutton 
Apartment 3303, 950 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60611-7516, «lhutton@macfdn.org»
Occupation: Foundation, MacArthur Foundation,
140 S. Dearborn Street #1100, Chicago, IL 60603-5202,
(312) 726-8000, Fax (312) 917-0201
Spouse/Partner: William

Josephine A. Hyde 
Joie 
721 Foster Street, Evanston, IL 60201-3250, 
(847) 328-2989
Occupation: Medical, CAUSES, 1009 W. Wellington,
Chicago, IL 60657-4325, (773) 248-5500

Roberto N. Ifill 
413 Grand Avenue #1, Saint Paul, MN 55102-2658,
(320) 695-0364, «ifill@macalester.edu»
Occupation: Education–College University,
Macalaster College, 1600 Grand Avenue, 
Saint Paul, MN 55105-1899, (651) 696-6011
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finest undergraduate
liberal arts education
in the nation 
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William Hutchinson



Frederick J. Jaccarino MD 
194 Buckeye Brook Rd., Charleston, RI 02813, 
(401) 377-0012
Dartmouth Activities: Sig Ep, Soccer Team, Editor
of Dartmouth Classics Journal
Major: Classics
Graduate Study: MD, University of Miami School of
Medicine, 1983
Occupation: Physician, Westerly Hospital, Westerly,
RI 02891, (401) 348-3325
Spouse/Partner: Deborah
Retail, owner of Fripperies of Mystic, Conn.
Amy Lynne, 18, Dartmouth ‘03
Benjamin, 16, Providence Country Day
Marcus, 11, St. Pius
Alexa, 10, St. Pius

At Dartmouth my desire to become a physician
solidified. The decision was never a “slam-dunk,”
because I had entertained thoughts of pursuing
some field of basic science such as chemistry.
Ultimately, it seemed more likely I could be effective
at improving the welfare of a small segment of soci-
ety, through the actual practice of medicine, than by
making the “big score” of some significant discovery

at the bench. The stack of thank-you letters from
patients constitutes my most tangible evidence of
professional success.

On a more personal level, my time since Dartmouth
has had both success and failure. Married 12 great
years to Debbie and raising nice children has been
great. Two prior divorces, not so great. Running

marathons (12 and
counting) at a fairly
good pace has been
rewarding. Erratic
golf swing; not so
great. Travel through-
out the world is a
privilege which has
truly enriched our

lives. Not enough time or energy to nurture all the
friendships I would like, has been a struggle.

Overall, the positives of life after Dartmouth out-
weigh the negatives by a huge margin and I remain
grateful to Dartmouth for providing the educational
foundation and opportunity for motivation which
prepared me to engage life fully. I’m looking for-
ward to the next bundle of years optimistically.

My song would probably be Trucking: “What a long
strange trip it’s been.”

Thomas L. Jackson MD 
5483 Greenbush Road, Charlotte, VT 05445-9496,
(802) 425-2500, «vtjackson@aol.com»
Occupation: Medical, Fletcher Allen Health Care, 
371 Pearl Street, Burlington, VT 05401-8537, 
(802) 863-2884, Fax (802) 425-2885
Spouse/Partner: Marie-Pierre

William D. Jackson MD 
3831 E. Ruth Drive, Salt Lake City, UT 84124-2326,
(801) 272-8251, «pcdjacks@ihc.com»
Occupation: Education–College University, University
of Utah, Dept. of Pediatrics, 50 North Medical Drive,
Salt Lake City, UT 84132, (801) 588-3370, Fax 588-2375
Spouse/Partner: Dawn

Carsten Jacobs AIA 
Skip 
18 Silver Spring Rd., Wilton, CT 06897, (203) 762-9872,
«carsten.jacobs.aia.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Construction, Greystone, 157 West 57th
Street, 60th Fl., New York, NY 10019-2210, 
(212) 956-2600, Fax (212) 956-2244
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Fred Jaccarino with Debbie and children Ben, Alexa,
Marcus, and Amy Lynne

The stack of thank-you
letters from patients
constitutes my most
tangible evidence of 
professional success.
Frederick Jaccarino 



Mark I. Jacobs MD 
24 Bradley Lane, North Hampton, NH 03862-2245,
(603) 964-5379, «mjacobs333@aol.com»
Occupation: Medical, Exeter Hospital, Suite 206, 
Perry Medical Bldg., 3 Buzzell Avenue, Exeter, 
NH 03833-2503, (603) 772-4100, Fax (207) 782-0698
Spouse/Partner: Alissa

David A. Jaffe MD 
69 Cache Cay Drive, Vero Beach, FL 32963-1211,
«david.a.jaffe.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Investments, Professional Advisory
Services, 2770 Indian River Boulevard, Vero Beach, 
FL 32960-4299, (561) 778-0552, Fax (561) 770-2979
Spouse/Partner: Fraulein

Elizabeth Janis 
See Elizabeth Janis Upton

Joseph M. Jasinski 
Joe 
1518 Washington Street, Cortlandt Manor, 
NY 10567-7025, (914) 739-5799
Occupation: Computers, IBM Corporation, PO Box 218,
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598-0218, (914) 945-1245
Spouse/Partner: Francoise

David A. Jaworski MD 
PO Box 588, Mansfield Center, CT 06250-0588, 
(860) 456-1799
Occupation: Medical, Storrs Family Medicine, 
1022 Storrs Road, Storrs, CT 06268, 
(860) 429-9321, Fax (860) 429-4775
Spouse/Partner: Margaret

Patricia Jelley 
See Patricia Jelley Benz 

Carlton J. Jenkins 
4272 Hillcrest Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90008-4319
Occupation: Computers, OneNetNow.com, 5th Floor,
10000 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, 
CA 90067-7007, (310) 226-2400, Fax (310) 226-2401
Spouse/Partner: Nuria

George C. Jepsen 
171 Courtland Avenue, Stamford, CT 06906-2302,
(203) 327-3793
Occupation: Government–State, Connecticut State
Senate, (860) 240-8600
Spouse/Partner: Diana
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Nancy Kepes Jeton 
57 Chestnut Street, Andover, MA 01810-3636, 
(978) 749-9689, «nkjeton@mediaone.net»
Major: Geography/Urban Studies
Graduate Study: Master of Regional Planning,
UNC–Chapel Hill, 1980
Occupation: Chief Logistics Officer, The Home Front
Spouse/Partner: Peter Jeton ’76
Eric, 14, soon to be a freshman at Berkshire School
Hannah, 11, Pike School, Andover

From Nancy and Peter Jeton:

“The way to do is to be.” Somehow we both man-
aged to reply to Eddie Chamberlain’s essay chal-
lenge in prose compelling and creative enough to
earn spots in the incomparable Class of ’76.

What to be? How to do? Who were we, anyway?
We came to Dartmouth from different worlds:
Peter from an African childhood and Choate ado-
lescence; Nancy from a family homestead so Green
that the foyer featured Dartmouth wallpaper, and
from a high school graduating class of 35 girls. Our
undergraduate paths barely crossed. Yet four years
after graduation we joined the ranks of Dartmouth
Duos. Clearly the imprint left by the Wheelock suc-
cession was pervasive and helped form an abiding
common bond. Our son was ten years old before he
realized that not every child’s parents both graduat-
ed from the College on the Hill.

“Where to be?” became the ongoing question. A
three-year honeymoon in Lagos, Nigeria, allowed
Peter to begin his international banking career and
Nancy to move from planning theory to practice as
a member of the Nigerian National Transportation
Planning Team. Itchy feet prevailed as we honed
our lifelong learning skills from posting bases in
Sydney, Tokyo, and Paris. Along the way we adopt-
ed Eric and Hannah, great travel companions. Our
view of the world continues to be enriched and
expanded through their eyes. Our family’s experi-
ences living in other countries, learning about other
cultures, making friends around the world, have
kept our minds active and our hearts open.

“What to do?” to keep the learning curve steep, the
soul engaged, the spirit fulfilled, the body somewhat
in shape? Raising kids pushes all four of those but-
tons, mixing joy and frustration. Nancy is currently
in her “domestic decade.” Planning methodology
has taken a back seat to the iterative reality of
family life in the 21st century. After 20 years with

BankBoston, Peter recently joined Heritage Part-
ners Inc., a private equity firm that specializes in
family-owned businesses. In our spare time we lend
energy to organizations that share our commitment
to diversity and education. Peter serves on the
board of our local A Better Chance program, serves
on the Diversity Task Force at Eric and Hannah’s
school, and served as a Trustee of the Marymount
School when we lived in Paris. Nancy works with
kids in scouting and community service groups,
with adults in English as a Second Language/citizen-

ship programs, and with
her former Freshman
Adviser, Jim Wright,
as a Trustee of Dart-
mouth College.

Dartmouth has influ-
enced our lives in many
dimensions. Friendships,
close and abiding, that
began in Hanover con-
tinue to sustain us.

Those friends are numerous and you know who you
are, but this is a fitting space to pay special tribute
to Jeff Reed, who unwittingly introduced us and
remains a cherished member of our extended fam-
ily. Music first heard at the Hop took us beyond
Jethro Tull and the Moody Blues and allowed us to,
in turn, introduce our kids to the Paul Winter Con-
sort, Herbie Hancock, the Cleveland Symphony.
Mt. Moosilauke was our first 4,000-footer, whetting
our appetite to bag more peaks each year and
inspiring us to slow down to notice the wonders of
the natural world every day. FSP in Toulouse pro-
vided Peter with his 20 minutes of cinematic fame
(thanks, Barry Braverman!) and the resolve to
live a life that is enriched by new ideas, new people,
new places. The art courses Nancy took from Pro-
fessors Wilmerding and Jacobus profoundly
changed the way she looks at the world and its intri-
cate pieces. Leo Spitzer encouraged Peter to extend
his liberal arts lifestyle, spend an extra year in acad-
eme to study African history, realizing that the world
of business would still be waiting for his arrival. An
observant Dartmouth football trainer sent Peter to
Dick’s House to have a swelling on his neck checked
out, resulting in lifesaving treatment for Hodgkins
Disease at the Norris Cotton Cancer Center. A
healthy Peter graciously stepped aside to allow
Reggie that spot in the NFL ... . Although between
us we took 66 different courses, we would re-enroll
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at Dartmouth tomorrow to take 66 more. There is
so much to learn. There is so little time. There is a
declining number of brain cells.

At graduation in June 1976, Peter was incredulous
that he didn’t know the people sitting on either side
of him. During his four years at Dartmouth he’d
met an amazing number of amazing people, but
clearly there hadn’t been time to fully appreciate the
Class of ’76. We look forward to the 25th reunion,
not only as a chance to catch up with known friends,
but also to meet new ones. We share in common a
personal history of having conned Eddie Chamber-
lain with our profound thoughts. Here’s our chance
to share our real stories.

Peter Jeton 
57 Chestnut Street, Andover, MA 01810-3636, 
(978) 749-9689, «pjeton@heritagepartnersinc.com»
Major: History
Graduate Study: MA, African History, Boston Univer-
sity, 1978
Occupation: Chief Financial Officer, Heritage Partners
Inc., 30 Rowes Wharf, Suite 300, Boston, MA 02110,
(617) 428-0107
Spouse/Partner: Nancy Kepes Jeton
Eric, 14, soon to be a freshman at Berkshire School
Hannah, 11, Pike School, Andover

Betsy Jewett 
See Betsy Jewett Coombs

Anne T. Johnson 
1616 Portland Avenue, Saint Paul, MN 55104-6835,
(651) 645-2755, «atjohnson@gw.hamline.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: (Hard to remember, it was so
long ago!) IDC Freshman adviser; McLane Hall dorm
chairperson; varsity lacrosse, co-captain; Tucker Foun-
dation off-campus term in Jersey City New Jersey
Major: Psychology/Education
Graduate Study: JD, University of Minnesota Law
School, 1988
Occupation: Assistant Dean of Administration and
Programs, Hamline University School of Law, 
1536 Hewitt Ave., St. Paul, MN 55104, (651) 523-2299
Interests: Cross-country skiing, reading, bicycling, travel
Spouse/Partner: Steve Befort; Associate Dean and
Professor of Law, University of Minnesota Law School;
interests similar to mine
Anna Befort (step-daughter) 20, Boston College
Grace Befort, 6

I will confess that I had no real idea what I wanted
to do after I graduated from Dartmouth. The best
part of a liberal arts education was being able to
take many different courses in many different dis-
ciplines. When I had to select a major, I had taken
12 courses in 11 different disciplines, and I knew I
was not going to major in Comparative Literature,
the one area in which I had taken two classes. So I

picked my major based in
part upon how easy it would
be to complete it and still be
able to dabble in all the other
wonderful offerings.

If you had told me in college
that I would end up going
to law school, I would have
laughed. I came from a long
line of physicians, and they
all hated lawyers! Funny how
things turn out. Not only did
I end up going to law school,
but now I am a law school
administrator, married to

another law school administrator and professor.
When I think about it, though, my path was some-
what predictable. I spent the first eight years after
college working in early childhood special education
and began seeing a lot of lawyers at continuing edu-
cation courses talking about the child protection
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system and children’s legal rights. I began to think
I could do that, and so I applied to law school.

Of course, I never practiced in the area of children’s
legal rights, choosing instead to spend my ten years
in practice doing medical malpractice defense work
(the choice was clearly influenced by my family
background!). Just a year and a half ago, I was
ready to get out of litigation and spend more time
with my husband and young daughter. I just man-
aged to be in the right place at the right time to
land my current position which is an the adminis-
trative dean of a small law school close to our
home in St. Paul. In the end, this is the best fit of
all — combining my interests in education and my
legal degree.

I have managed during this journey to find the time
to experience the joys of a family — although later
than some. I have a 20-year-old stepdaughter and
a 6-year-old daughter, as well as a wonderful husband
who is also in legal education, though fortunately
at a different local law school! 

My work and my family keep me busy and content,
although always wishing for more free time to do
more of the “dabbling” I so enjoyed in college. I
regularly tell my college junior stepdaughter to enjoy
these years and these opportunities while she has
them; life will never be quite as carefree again.

Linda Johnson 
See Linda Johnson Williams

Mary Davis Johnson 
6442 Ferber Road, Jacksonville, FL 32277-1514, 
(904) 745-0944
Occupation: Education–Secondary, Ed White High
School, 1700 Old Middleburg Road, Jacksonville, 
FL 32210-1232, (904) 693-7620
Spouse/Partner: Andrew

Maurice A. Johnson 
3716 East 142nd Street #1, Cleveland, OH 44120-4859,
(216) 752-0682, «mjnomad@yahoo.com»

Martha Johnson 
See Martha Johnson Beattie

Robin L. Johnson 
800 Riverside Drive #GRL, New York, NY 10032, 
(917) 521-7732
Occupation: Government–Local, NYC Dept. Housing
Preservation and Development, 100 Gold Street, 
New York, NY 10038-1605, (212) 386-7380

Steven F. Johnston 
Steve 
4415 16th Street North, Arlington, VA 22207-2129,
(703) 525-1285
Occupation: Legal, Squire Sanders & Dempsey, 
Suite 500, 1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington,
DC 20004-2491, (202) 626-6711
Spouse/Partner: Thu Huny

Alan R. Jones 
Alan 
2025 Laguna Vista Drive, Novato, CA 94945-1552,
(415) 898-9132, «rampant@dellnet.com»
Occupation: Venture Capital, Rampant Venture
Group LLC, 150 Post Street Suite 350, San Francisco,
CA 94945-1552, (415) 209-6960, Fax (415) 209-6970
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Daniel Lee Jones 
Big Dan 
510 Glenora Street, Sterling, CO 80751-4642, 
(970) 522-0927, «djones@dljones.com» or
«daniel.lee.jones.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Tabard (treasurer), Rufus Choate
Scholar, Keller plan tutor for philosophy, Physics com-
puter lab assistant
Major: Physics
Graduate Study: MA, physics, UCD, 1977; 
PhD, theoretical physics, UCD, 1979
Occupation: Chief Technical Officer, Cyber Networks Inc.,
510 Glenora Street, Sterling, CO 80751, (970) 522-0652
Spouse/Partner: Laurie G. Jones; High-tech entrepre-
neur; Interests: Golf, biking, skiing, reading
Jonathon A. Jones, 11, Sterling Middle School 

What have I done since Dartmouth? Well, let’s see:
got married, got more educated, performed acade-
mic research at a national laboratory, worked for a
big company, worked for small companies, started
several companies, moved to the middle of nowhere,
had a son, started more companies, survived explo-
sive company growth and IPO, celebrated 25 years
of marriage, and throughout it all maintained con-
tact with Dartmouth friends. Sound frenetic enough?
Oh yeah, almost forgot, lived in several cities, at
least one of which I had sworn I would never live

in, commuted coast to coast for a while, and other
sundry experiences. For me, life since Dartmouth
is epitomized by the lyric, “ .. . what a long strange
trip it’s been.”

The biggest change in my professional life was mov-
ing from academic research into commercial research
and becoming an entrepreneur along the way. I
never suspected that my life would take that twist,
but I am more than happy that it did. I feel that my
Dartmouth experience prepared me well for the way
life has unfurled and gave me the confidence and
courage to make good decisions along the way.

The proudest moments of my life revolve around
my family: the birth of our son, the continuing
growth of our marriage, the ability to enjoy the
small things of life. One of the most important
things I learned post-Dartmouth was to relax and
enjoy those things that are most important to me.
My years at Dartmouth helped me to know myself
and to be willing to ask myself the hard questions
relating to what I really wanted from life.

In 25 years I hope that my family and I are healthy
and happy. I enjoy what I do to the extent that I will
probably never retire, just cut back on the amount
of time I commit to various projects. I could picture
an ideal day as golfing with friends in the morning,

lunching with Laurie,
doing some work in the
afternoon, going for a
long walk late in the after-
noon, and then spending
the evening either social-
izing or staying at home
for a quiet evening. This
would have sounded real-
ly boring 25 years ago,

but now it sounds good for 25 years hence. It would
be great to make it to the 50th reunion and find old
friends there happy and still enjoying themselves.

The things I miss most about college are the people
and the intellectual diversity. College was filled with
friendships, many of which I still maintain. Late-night
bull sessions with friends and informal meetings with
faculty were an important part of the Dartmouth
experience for me. Equally important were the diver-
sity and free exchange of ideas and opinions. The
sheer density of new experiences, friendships, and
ideas in college has remained unmatched. I miss
that intensity of experience, but I am not sure I
could survive a second time. {*grin*}
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George D. Jones III 
39 Musketaquid Road, Concord, MA 01742-1609,
(978) 369-2429
Occupation: Paper, Seaman Paper Company, 
PO Box 21, Baldwinville, MA 01436-0021, 
(978) 939-2146, Fax (978) 369-0034
Spouse/Partner: Mary

George R. Jones 
101 E. Fairway Dr., Belleville, IL 62223-2201, 
(618) 234-1713

Major T. Jordan Jr. 
7216 High Plains Drive, Plano, TX 75024-3479, 
(972) 491-2442, «mjordanjr@att.com»
Occupation: Telecommunications, AT&T, 5501 LBS FRWX,
Dallas, TX 75240, (972) 778-4623, Fax (972) 618-9655
Spouse/Partner: Clarenda

Jay Josselyn
Jay 
106 Yukon Lane, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-9724, 
(919) 493-7814, «LSJ76@mindspring.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Baseball, Heorot, Dragon
Major: History
Graduate Study: Professional Designations: CPCU
(Chartered Property & Casualty Underwriter); ARM
(Associate in Risk Management)
Occupation: Insurance, Regional Support Manager,
Highlands Insurance Group, 4011 Westchase Blvd.,
Raleigh, NC 27607, (919) 836-2042
Interests: Coaching daughters’ softball teams, watch-
ing daughters’ field hockey games, golf
Spouse/Partner: Patricia (Slavin) Josselyn, RPh
URI, 1977, BS, Registered Pharmacist
Pharmacy Manager, Kerr Drugs, Durham, NC
Interests: Golf, our three daughters
Kristen, 18, graduate of East Chapel Hill HS, on to col-
lege (unknown as of 6/00)
Sarah,16, rising Junior at East Chapel Hill HS
Pamela, 13, rising 8th grader, Phillips Middle School,
Chapel Hill

After leaving Dartmouth I spent nine years in the
insurance business, the first 21⁄2 with Chubb & Son
Inc. in New Jersey, San Francisco, and then San
Diego. Moved to Maine where I worked at the Dun-
lap Agency in Auburn, Maine, until 1983. During
that time I met and married my wife Pat (a high
school classmate of Wendy Simila Snickenberger)
in 1979, and we subsequently moved to Springfield,
Mass., area and then Nashua, N.H. We had an oppor-
tunity to buy Pat’s family’s independent pharmacy

in Winchendon, Mass., in 1985. We ran the phar-
macy and when we had an opportunity to sell in
1995, we did. We also had started another business
in Winchendon that we eventually closed in 1997.
I spent a year teaching eighth-grade social studies
and was laid off at the end of the school year in
1998. I took the opportunity to re-enter the insur-
ance industry by joining Centura Insurance Services,
owned by Centura Bank, so we moved the entire
family to Chapel Hill, N.C., in August 1998. After a
reduction in force by Centura, I was hired by High-
lands Insurance Group in August 1999. Their busi-
ness is growing and prospering and it looks like a
good fit.

The past 25 years have been checkered with a vari-
ety of experiences. If you had asked me in 1976
what I foresaw, I would have envisioned staying

with one company for a num-
ber of years but what we
have experienced has proved
enlightening. We have had a
chance to experience self-
employment and raising our
family in rural New England
where we learned that above
all, family values will some-
times prove more valuable
than money in the bank. We
have different perspectives

on what is important. We have a strong sense of
things happening for a reason, despite not being
ardent churchgoers.

Being parents has taught us flexibility and adapt-
ability. I’m proud of my daughters and our family
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and know that we have given our girls a solid foun-
dation. I only wish that the world they are growing
up in didn’t accelerate their move into adulthood
the way it does. It seems that there are fewer and
fewer opportunities for kids to be kids and to enjoy
life for what it is. Despite that pastoral thought,
I do feel our kids are preparing for what life will
present them.

I miss the camaraderie of being with college friends
in the Hanover environment. How we stressed about
situations that, in retrospect, would be a piece of cake
to deal with today! I do enjoy being able to pick up
the phone or visit with college friends, and, despite
not being in touch on a regular basis, being able to
pick up where we left off and share experiences.
Building on the Dartmouth foundation has usually
been constructive and enjoyable, if not continuous.

Catharine Joyce 
See Catharine Joyce Brennan

Daniel J. Jozefow 
9776 Mendel Road, Stillwater, MN 55082-9492, 
(651) 439-0785
Occupation: Construction, Sunrise Design & Construc-
tion, 9775 Mendel Road, Stillwater, MN 55082-9492,
(651) 439-0785
Spouse/Partner: Terry

Melanie 
Renchner Kaminetsky 
See Melanie Renchner

Mark A. Kandutsch MD 
3 High St., Bar Harbor, ME 04609-1816, (207) 288-5119
Occupation: Medical, MDI Healthcenters, Wayman
Lane, Bar Harbor, ME 04609, (207) 288-5119
Spouse/Partner: Lauri

Leslie M. Madden Kannan 
1316 Kurtz Rd., McLean, VA 22101-4017, 
(703) 848-2011, «cooge@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Outing Club,
Environmental Studies Program
Major: History
Graduate Study: JD, Georgetown University Law
Center, 1980
Occupation: Housewife
Spouse/Partner: Narasimhan Kannan
Chairman, Vcampus Corp.; Interest: Windsurfing
Ariane, 17, McLean High School
Camille, 14, Longfellow Middle School
Madeleine, 7, Franklin Sherman ES

Paradise Found:

The surreal blue bowl of sky over the Diamond
Peaks and gleaming snow, on a ski touring trip, the
College Grant, maybe January of 1974;

Twilight, at the end of a long afternoon of ski tour-
ing, on the College golf course, with my future hus-
band and our college dog, a Malamute from the
Plainfield Shelter, who stayed with us until 1988
and is buried in our backyard;

Canoeing, a summer morning, on the Connecticut,
same future husband and dog, shimmering water,
and beavers swimming along;

Same dog happily finds me doing derivatives, bare-
foot, in Professor Slesnick’s calculus class; I leave
to take her out, never to return.

Well, I did go on to law school (Georgetown) and
environmental law enforcement (Justice Dept.), but
it’s the husband-and-dog-outdoors thing, expanded
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to include three daughters and four subsequent
dogs, that has been a more important theme for 30
years than any academic or professional pursuits.
As I write this, there is snow on the ground here
in Virginia, and the hike I take every morning with
our two current dogs covers an overgrown farm
where a Vermont regiment camped in 1861, leaving
plenty of tent sites and artifacts. There is always
something interesting to think about out in the
woods, and that is the paradise I have never lost
since college.

That was supposed to be my whole essay, but I
want to say something as well about Private Hell.
My college years were marred by my parents’ cold

war and eventual sep-
aration and divorce. It
was a horrible drain.
It has also inspired me
to keep putting in the
extra effort that main-
taining a marriage and
relationships with my
daughters requires. So
much time and talent
are wasted in dysfunc-

tional families. There ought to be a Nobel Prize for
parents who somehow manage to keep their problems
out of their kids’ lives. Anyone want to start one?

Kenneth C. Kapica 
16 Rose Terrace, Chatham, NJ 07928-2070
Occupation: Insurance, American International Group,
Marine Department, 70 Pine St., 1st Floor, New York,
NY 10270-0094, (212) 770-7493

Martin S. Karl 
Martin 
70 Parkinson Street, Needham, MA 02492-3424, 
(781) 444-9997
Occupation: Education, High Touch–High Tech of NE
Inc., 70 Parkinson Street, Needham, MA 02492-3424,
(781) 444-2611, Fax (781) 444-9997

Karen Schofield Karlen 
RR #1 Box 3130, Worcester, VT 05682-9603
Occupation: Home Manager, (603) 228-1450
Spouse/Partner: Richard

Jody Karp
See also David E. Magnus 
PO Box 2144, Corrales, NM 87048-2144, (505) 897-1610,
«Jkarp@pnm.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Glee Club, Dartmouth Distrac-
tions
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MBA, Boston University School of
Management, 1979
Occupation: Analyst, PNM, 414 Silver SW, Albuquerque,
NM 87102, (505) 241-2491
Spouse/Partner: Dave Magnus ‘76
Ben (Benjamin) Magnus, 11, Manzano Day School,
Albuquerque
Abby (Abigail) Magnus, 8, Manzano Day School,
Albuquerque

Greetings from New Mexico! Land of excellent
green chili, neighborly black widow spiders, weath-
ered adobe walls, hot air balloons, lots of charcoal
from the Los Alamos fire, and sunsets that just
won’t quit. We moved here in 1981, supposedly for
a year, and here we are still. There are things about
the Southwest I love, but after all this time I still
don’t feel of this place. I’m sure we’ll get back to
New England one of these days.

These last 25 years haven’t turned out like I thought
they would because, in all honesty, I didn’t think much
about the future while I was at Dartmouth. At times
I’ve regretted not following up on my environmen-
tal biology major, but on the other hand, I’ve never
regretted not following up on the career suggested
to me by those fabulous career placement tests—
that of YMCA director (nothing against the YMCA,
but an interesting choice for a nice Jewish girl).

So, after Dartmouth came a year in Madison, Wis-
consin, and a stint as the Dane County Humane
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Officer. All those abused and neglected animals were
very hard on the heart, but one of them came home
with me and became a great friend: Wishbone the
Wonder Dog. Then four years on the ocean at
Winthrop, Massachusetts, an MBA at BU, and two
years at Polaroid. Then on to Corrales, New Mexico,

a career at Public Service
Company of New Mexico,
my own business for a
time, two great kids, alto in
a neat little quartet, a barn-
yard full of animals (all
organic gardeners, please
take note), and a chronic

case of the all-pervasive, very expensive, and seem-
ingly incurable disease known as horses.

And, of course, Dave Magnus ’76 has been with
me through it all. Besides getting a great education,
forming some lifelong friendships, and forever
establishing green as my favorite color, I found my
mate in Hanover. And, as Robert Frost wrote, “that
has made all the difference.”

Jeffrey P. Kasold 
805 Pinehurst Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-6529, 
(919) 967-0222, «kasold@us.ibm.com»
Occupation: Computers, IBM Corporation, 
3039 Cornwallis Road, Research Triangle Park, 
NC 27709, (919) 543-6647, Fax (919) 543-4980

Anne White Katlic 
4 Farmingham Dr., Penfield, NY 14526-1616, 
(716) 388-0213, «kerryk4241@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Choates dorm council, sports
intramurals, freshman field hockey, Baker Library clerk
Major: Biology/Chemistry
Occupation: Home Manager
Spouse/Partner: Kerry Katlic; Pediatrician
Peter and Timothy (twins), 15, Penfield High School 

Twenty-five years after being part of the first coed
class at Dartmouth, some things haven’t changed. I
still find myself outnumbered by males in my house-
hold, 3:1. Ordinary life events continue to be extra-
ordinary and more challenging for me because I
was blessed with twins. I’m still paired with my high
school sweetheart, Kerry Katlic (Franklin & Marshall
’76); it’s hard to believe we’ll celebrate our 25th

wedding anniversary this June! The north winds
undoubtedly run in my veins, although now I spend
my time enjoying the pine trees and mountains of

the Adirondacks and shoveling and skiing the lake
snows of Rochester, New York. I live in a white
colonial New England-style house with dark green
shutters. And amazingly, BASIC still appears on a
computer screen when my sons get into occasional
spurts of programming!

My life currently revolves around family, friends,
and community, nothing terribly glamorous, but the
fundamentals most important in life. After 20 years
in Western New York, my family is settled content-
edly in Rochester, best known for Kodak, the Finger

Lakes, the Erie Canal, and
lots of lake effect snow. My
husband, Kerry, is a popular
community pediatrician with
an office enviably located
five minutes from home.
For the last 15 years, I’ve
enjoyed the satisfaction of
being a stay-at-home mother
to twin sons, Peter and Tim,

who keep me young at heart and constantly chal-
lenged. I know that greater tests of my patience
are in store as we fast approach learning to drive and
college admissions with two children at once!

Before kids, I used my college science background
to work on various health-related research projects
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while Kerry completed his medical training. Now,
with a busy physician in the family, I try to keep the
homefront covered. Among the many hats I wear,
those of community volunteer and taxi driver keep
me particularly occupied. My favorite volunteer
activities over the years have been helping in school
libraries and singing in the church choir (after a 25-
year hiatus, it was reassuring to know one can relearn
old tricks!). Most notable was learning to transcribe
Braille. And the heavily male environment at Dart-
mouth definitely helped prepare me for the Boy
Scouts! These days, I can be found cheering from
the sidelines at high school cross country and track
meets. Watching both the boys’ and girls’ teams
train and compete not only inspires me, but makes
me acutely aware (and jealous) of how far women’s
sports have come. When I signed up to take field
hockey for my freshman gym class, I never expect-
ed to be automatically drafted onto Dartmouth’s
first women’s field hockey team! Outdoor activities
I enjoy “for me” include cross-country skiing, hiking,
kayaking (on a calm lake!), and gardening.

In 1979, Kerry and I experienced a highly memo-
rable event, the Three Mile Island meltdown, that

coincidentally had a Dartmouth connection. We
lived in Hershey, Pennsylvania, about 12 miles from
the nuclear plant, too close for comfort because we
suspected that more than chocolate was in the air!
Once the initial crisis was over, our confidence level
greatly increased when former Dartmouth president
John Kemeny was appointed to lead the official
federal investigation into the accident. Ironically, our
current home is just over 12 miles from a nuclear
power plant on Lake Ontario!

My college education and experiences have served
me well over the years, both in formal and informal
endeavors, and I’m grateful to have had the oppor-
tunity to attend Dartmouth. Being a successful sur-
vivor of our pioneering coed class is one of my
proud claims to fame. My Dartmouth diploma gives
me confidence that I can draw upon intrinsic intel-
lectual curiosity and pioneering spirit to follow
wherever paths may lead me over the next 25 years.
And as I observe my octogenarian father grandly
celebrating his 60th Dartmouth reunion this year,
I’m optimistic that there are lots of interesting and
fulfilling opportunities yet to come in life!
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Jeffrey H. Katz 
25 Hidden Oak Drive, Farmington, CT 06032-2735,
(860) 674-9183, «katz@powerinter.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Imitating Eeyore from “Winnie
the Pooh” 
Major: English Literature
Graduate Study: OPM ’23, Harvard School of Business,
1996
Occupation: Diamond dealer, real estate, and seed
capital investments, J.H. Katz Investment Corporation,
Hickory Suite, 321 Main Street, Farmington, CT 06032,
(860) 678-4438
Spouse/Partner: Lorraine; Being a mother first, cardio-
pulmonary technician and paralegal; collecting old
movie posters, lobby cards, and other Hollywood mem-
orabilia; interested in watching others falter on Mount
Everest and discovering the source of the Ebola virus
in Africa
Step-daughter Dana, 20
Step-daughter Jessica, 25 
Remy, 4
Logan, 11⁄2

True to form, I’ve always had a tendency to do
things ass-backwards, if you will—career first, wife
and children in my 40s!

Lived in the Big Apple where I operated a diamond
business for many years, and am now “semi-retired”
in the peaceful Connecticut burbs. The only differ-
ence now is that I used to travel and come home
exhausted, whereas now I come home ecstatic
upon learning that my son’s fish just had babies.

My favorite memory at Dartmouth was when I
learned Freshmen weren’t allowed to be in frater-
nities, so me and some buddies started a new frat

called “Tappa Kegga Farta” in Mass. Hall. Anyone
recall that?—All proceeds went to charity ’cause
“In Heaven There Ain’t No Beer” and my favorite
song at the time was Stairway to Heaven.

My darkest moments:

I lost five family members in the past two years,
one of whom was my mother.

My proudest moment: Six months prior to her
death, I compiled and edited 50 years of her poetry,
plays, and essays and published it into a book called
Scattered Leaves. I acted as her agent, my Mom’s

book actually enjoyed some
commercial success, and she
had a ball on local radio and
television during the last six
months of her life.

If I hadn’t gone to Dart-
mouth, I would probably have
remained in the city and lost
touch with an essential part

of me: appreciation for nature and my sense of con-
nection with our sacred earth.

What do I hope to be doing in 25 years? Bouncing
my grandchildren on my knee, peering into their
eyes, and gaining a glimpse into their souls.

Michele Manis Kaufmann 
9 Agnes Circle, Ardsley, NY 10502-1701, (914) 693-8835
Occupation: Legal
Spouse/Partner: David

George P. Keagle 
9409 Bethany Place, Montgomery Village, 
MD 20886-1227, (301) 330-7515, «rrkeagle@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman crew; Assistant
Instructor, Dartmouth Outward Bound Center
Major: Government
Graduate Study: Master of Management, Northwest-
ern University, 1979
Occupation: Director, Benefits and Executive Programs,
Lockheed Martin, 6801 Rockledge Dr., Bethesda, 
MD 20817, (301) 897-6733
Spouse/Partner: Ronna Ross Keagle
Physical Therapist
Carolyn, 18
Geordie, 14

I am pursuing a career in employee compensation
and benefits with Lockheed Martin. The last 16
years have taken us to Texas, Florida, California, and
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now Maryland. We have the usual busy schedule,
with work and the kids’ activities taking up most of
our time. When the kids were young, Ronna devot-
ed her full energy to being a mom. Last year, she
entered a full-time Master’s of Physical Therapy
program at the University of Maryland and should
graduate in May of ’01. In fact, spring of ’01 is a
busy time for our family. Ronna will finish her
Master’s, Carolyn will graduate from high school,
and head for college, and Geordie will start high
school the following fall.

Ray F. Keate MD 
11725 North 101st Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85260-5904,
(480) 661-0745, «keate.ray@mayo.edu»
Occupation: Medical, Mayo Clinic Scottsdale, 
13400 East Shea Blvd., Scottsdale, AZ 85259-5499, 
(480) 301-8000, Fax (480) 301-8610
Spouse/Partner: Kathie

William J. Keefe 
Hillside Road, PO Box 599, Wilton, NH 03086-0599,
(603) 654-5327, «wjkeefe@jlc.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Cabin & Trail, WDCR, Death
March, Cross-Country ski instructor, Motor Lodge
Dorm Chairman
Major: History
Graduate Study: JD, University of Maine Law
School, 1979
Occupation: Lawyer, Keefe & Keefe PA, 69 Main St.,
Wilton, NH 03086, (603) 654-6101
Spouse/Partner: Paula; Lawyer; web designer, Mom
Anna, 11
John, 6

It seems like yesterday that they handed us diplomas
and threw us out. It has been a good ride since.
After being handed the sheepskin, and a final sum-
mer on the Bicentennial Trail Crew (a summer the
children probably don’t need to know much about),
I headed east to the University of Maine Law School
in Portland. After finishing up there I was working
on a schooner out of Rockport, Maine, and found
I liked boats so I hitched a ride on a 60′ ketch to
Antigua and bummed around in the Caribbean on
boats for a year. Neil Van Dyke said he had never
sent mail to a bar before. It was fun.

Life became a lot more dull afterwards. I returned
home to practice law with my father, John Keefe
’43, in beautiful downtown Wilton, N.H. (pop.
3,200), and have been here more or less for the last
20 years. I’m a jack of all trades and master of none

and most days, I like what I do.
I get to solve problems and
occasionally get paid for it.

I married the lovely Paula
Mahoney in 1986, after
proposing on top of Loon
with Moosilauke as a back-
drop, and we have two chil-
dren: Anna (11) and John (6).

They are the joy of my life and one of the few
things I didn’t learn about on the Hanover Plain. In
a small town, most folks our age are grandparents and
I was much relieved to show up at our 15th reunion
and find that Storrs Pond was lousy with rugrats.

Though I’ve added a few pounds and life is a little
more stressful, I feel that much of life has been a
continuation of Dartmouth. On weekends I like
to bag peaks, ski in the back country, and generally
hang around the White Mountains. (Okay, so I also
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get to do lots of work trying to keep my 150-year-
old house from collapsing into the cellar hole.) I
never joined a fraternity at Dartmouth but in my
mid-40s have joined a ski club in Lincoln with prim-
itive single-sex bunk rooms upstairs and a keg on
tap in the basement from Columbus Day until some-
time after Easter. The floor, however, is not sticky.
I still get a little gooey every time I see Moosilauke.
Best wishes to all.

John D. Kehoe 
Columbo 
423 West Avenue, Naples, FL 34108-2644, (941) 592-1973
Occupation: Legal, Cheffy Passidomo Wilson et al.,
2000 Main Street, Fort Myers, FL 33901-3062, 
(941) 598-2900, Fax (305) 372-9306
Spouse/Partner: Candice

Burton Keirstead III 
Burt 
14 Shady Hill Road, Nashua, NH 03063-2206, 
(603) 883-4080, «ekeirste@aol.com»
Occupation: Manufacturing, Lockheed Sanders, 95
Canal Street, Nashua, NH 03064-2813, (603) 885-9019
Spouse/Partner: Marianne

John K. Keitt Jr. 
One Central Park West 27B, New York, NY 10023-7703,
(212) 259-7990, «jkeitt@deweyballantine.com»
Occupation: Legal, Dewey Ballantine, 1301 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY 10019-6022, 
(212) 259-7990, Fax (212) 259-7604

Bruce Kelley 
14 Glenview Drive, Des Moines, IA 50312-2546, 
(515) 255-1943
Dartmouth Activities: Zeta Psi, WDCR Radio
Major: Government and History
Graduate Study: JD, Iowa College of Law, 1979
Occupation: Insurance Executive, EMC Insurance
Companies, 717 Mulberry, Des Moines, IA 50309
Spouse/Partner: Susan (Susy) Aldrich Barnes Kelley;
Museum Education; Interests: Art, family
Twins Dashle and Barnes, 15, Des Moines public schools
Onnalee, 11, Des Moines public schools

After graduation I went back to my land of oppor-
tunity, Iowa (the corn state—not to be confused
with Idaho or Ohio), and graduated from Iowa law
school. Made partner in a well established Des
Moines law firm and married Susan Aldrich Barnes,
who is a direct descendent of Samuel Gorton, the

founder of Warwick, R.I. (I thought that I should
keep some Eastern ties.) I decided to exercise my
leadership skills by working in the strong Iowa
insurance industry. Currently, I am CEO of EMC
Insurance Companies, which my family has been

associated with for four gen-
erations. I work with Dick
Hoffmann ’76 every day.
My wife and I have 15-year-
old twin sons, Dashle and
Barnes, and an 11-year-old
daughter, Onnalee. I enjoy
the four seasons and the out-
side activities that each brings.
The large houses, grand yards,
and sincerity of the Midwest

are what keep me here. My fondest memories are
of my radio station days and my on-air interview
with Ronald Reagan, who was running for president.
I will always miss classmates Dave Eames ’76 and
Brian Fuld ’76, who died much to soon to be able
to contribute all that was possible.

Michael J. Kelly 
711 Marion Street, Denver, CO 80218-3433, 
(303) 860-2712, «kelly2gale@aol.com»
Occupation: Legal, Ducker Montgomery & Lewis PC,
1560 Broadway, Suite 1500, Denver, CO 80202-5151,
(303) 861-2828
Spouse/Partner: Catherine

Peter B. Kelly 
4447 Cowell Boulevard #13, Davis, CA 95616, 
(530) 758-6024, «pbkelly@ucdavis.edu»
Occupation: Education–College University, University
of California Davis, Chemistry Department, Davis, 
CA 95616, (530) 752-2678
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Jennifer M. Kemeny 
Jenny 
278 Wethersfield Street, Rowley, MA 01969-1702,
(978) 948-2773, «jennykemeny@yahoo.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Drama, Hiding out!
Major: Mathematics/Computer Science
Graduate Study: ABD, System Dynamics, Sloan School
MIT, 1986
Occupation: Many years of management consulting.
I worked with Peat, Marwick, Mitchell Inc. and Inno-
vation Associates, and most recently, I was a Principal
at Arthur D. Little Inc.
Interests: Dance, singing, dressage, speaking French!
Spouse/Partner: Luc Beaubien
Engineering degree from McGill, MBA from Sloan
School MIT; Currently Luc is CEO of VIPswitch, a
telecommunications start-up based in Montreal
Andrew Beaubien, 9
Jean-Luc Beaubien, 6

Elizabeth D. Kemper 
Liz 
134 N. Carmelina Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90049-2732,
(310) 471-1840, «ekemper@saonet.ucla.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: Interdormitory Council, WDCR,
Glee Club, History Club, Vox Clamantis
Major: History
Graduate Study: JD, University of Virginia, 1979
Occupation: Attorney, UCLA, 70 Dodd Hall, Box 951439,
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1439, (310) 825-9894
Spouse/Partner: Andy Leuchter; Psychiatrist
David, 15, Harvard-Westlake
Richard, 11, Village School
Michael, 8, Village School

Gretchen Kent 
See Gretchen Kent Kerr

Nancy Kepes 
See Nancy Kepes Jeton

Shoun T. Kerbaugh 
428 Pine Valley Drive, Bridgeville, PA 15017-3436,
(412) 220-4115, «kerbaugh@smsinc.net»
Occupation: Industrial Materials, SMS Demag Inc.,
100 Sandusky Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15212-5822, 
(412) 237-8204, Fax (412) 321-7634
Spouse/Partner: Julie Michelle

Charles L. Kern 
304 West Acton Road, Stow, MA 01775-3101, 
(978) 897-7912
Occupation: Consulting, 304 West Acton Road, Stow,
MA 01775-3101, (978) 897-7912

Gretchen Kent Kerr 
3336 Peregrine Drive, Sierra Vista, AZ 85650-6659,
(520) 378-3655, 
«gretchen.kent.kerr.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Military, U.S. Army Garrison,
Environmental Division, Fort Huachuca, AZ 85613,
(520) 533-2549
Spouse/Partner: James
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Dr. Kevin C. Keyes 
65 Woodledge Court, Rockaway, NJ 07866-2246,
«kevin.c.keyes.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Medical, Montville Office Park, 
150 River Rd., Bldg. C, Suite #1, Montville, 
NJ 07045-8917, (973) 316-8888, Fax (973) 402-6302
Spouse/Partner: Nancy

Douglas N. Kimball 
Doug 
5742 W. Gary Drive, Chandler, AZ 85226-1266, 
(480) 699-3699, «douglaskimball@ifci.net»
Occupation: Telecommunications, International
FiberCom Inc., 3410 East University Drive, Phoenix, 
AZ 85034-8206, (602) 387-4000, Fax (602) 276-0567
Spouse/Partner: Pamela

Barbara Robinson Kimyon 
421 Fairlawn Knolls, Akron, OH 44313-5434, 
(330) 867-0255
Occupation: Education–College University, University
of Akron, English Language Institute, Akron, 
OH 44325-0001, (330) 972-6313
Spouse/Partner: Sabah

Ronald L. King 
750 Saint Lawrence Boulevard, Montreal, Quebec
H2Y 1K9, Canada, (514) 728-5258

Jennifer Kintzing 
See Jennifer Kintzing Cadoff

Jeffrey C. Kirchhoff 
Kirch 
352 Shaker Road, Northfield, NH 03276-4435, 
(603) 286-3278
Occupation: Mining, Brazilian Resources Inc., 
48 Pleasant Street, Concord, NH 03301-4006, 
(603) 244-4800, Fax (608) 274-4474
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Steven M. Kirsh 
365 W. 107th St., Carmel, IN 46032-9587, 
(317) 848-9994, «kirsh.adoption@att.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Stage Manager at Hopkins
Center; Intramural sports
Major: History
Graduate Study: JD, Indiana School of Law, 1979
Occupation: Attorney, Kirsh & Kirsh, PC, 
401 Pennsylvania Parkway, Suite 370, Indianapolis, 
IN 46280, (317) 575-5555
Spouse/Partner: Jacque Kirsh; Wizard of Oz and full-
time mom; In her spare time, she works as the book-
keeper for my law practice, raises money for the
Leukemia Society, and is the most dedicated viewer in
the history of HGTV
Joshua, 23, University of Colorado at Boulder
Grant, 20, University of Montana at Missoula
Tyler, 18, Carmel HS, Carmel, IN

I am happy to report that I married my “HTH”
(hometown honey), Jacque. We have been married
for 26 years. We have three sons, Joshua (23), Grant
(20), and Tyler (18).

I attended law school and practice with my younger
brother exclusively in the area of adoption law. I
participated in triathlons and ran marathons for a
number of years, but, more recently, have been
working on my golf game. In fact, I have decided to
cut back on my golf this year and have limited my
play just to daylight hours!

Several years ago, I obtained my commercial pilot
license and fly a twin Cessna (Cessna 310) around
the State of Indiana in pursuit of my adoption prac-
tice. So far, my landings still equal my take-offs!
Actually, my oldest son, Josh, when he was about
ten years old, told me that landing was the most
important thing about flying. I said that I agreed but
asked why he thought so. Josh responded, “Well,
Dad, you don’t have to take off and you don’t have
to fly, but you do have to land.” With reasoning
ability like that, you think he would have attended
Dartmouth. Instead, Josh spent a winter teaching
snowboarding in Colorado. Proving the theory that
the grass is always greener on the other side of the
fence, Joshua has re-entered college and attends
the University of Colorado at Boulder. Apparently,
snowboarding every day is not what it is cracked
up to be.

Grant attends the University of Montana. For his
junior year of high school, he sailed most of the
way around the world on a tall ship as part of a
Canadian program called “Class Afloat.” He saw

some amazing places in his adventure which began
in Denmark and took him as far west as Tahiti
before coming back through the Panama Canal and
returning to Canada. However, one of the most
memorable parts of the trip will be having his
appendix removed in a non-English speaking hos-
pital off the coast of Senegal in the small island
nation, Cape Verde.

Young son Tyler rows on the crew team and has
dabbled in golf. Recently, I asked Tyler why he always

wore a ratty old Dartmouth
sweatshirt around the house.
He said, “Dad, it is because I
want to attend Dartmouth.” I
had no idea.

Well, that is what has happened
in my life in the last 20+ years.
If any of the guys from Richard-

son or elsewhere would like to drop me a note, I
can be reached at «kirsh.adoption@att.net».
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Back row: Jacque, Joshua, Steven; Middle: Grant, Tyler;
Front: Maddie, Bert, Jimmy

So far, 
my landings 
still equal 
my take-offs!
Steven Kirsh 



Naomi Baline Kleinman 
83 Steele Rd., West Hartford, CT 06119-1155, 
(860) 523-9157, «naomi_kleinman@phl.com» or
«naomi.baline.kleinman.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Major: Math
Graduate Study: MBA, Wharton School, University
of Pennsylvania, 1981
Occupation: Finance Executive, Phoenix Home Life,
One American Row, Hartford, CT 06102, (809) 403-6020
Spouse/Partner: Joel M. Kleinman; Casualty actuary
Aaron Jonathan, 16
Leah Abigail, 15
Rachel Simone, 12

Wow: 25 years. Where have they gone? And am I
where I thought I’d be? Much to my mother’s relief,
I did marry a nice Jewish boy who, despite her con-
cerns about my prospects, is even smarter than I am.
Much to her consternation, I married him between
years of business school and maintained a long-dis-
tance marriage. That is probably the story of my life
since college—25 years of balance and compromise.

Home. Married to Joel for over 20 years. We love
dancing, wine, and each other. Three kids: Aaron
(16), Leah (15), and Rachel (12). They are our biggest
accomplishment, both individually and collectively.
Following their passions has led us into the worlds
of geography competitions, Suzuki violin parenting,

pottery, and Irish step dancing. And they share our
love of travel. We have flown to or driven through
28 states (and visited 21 state capital buildings)
with them. And we have been able to take them to
Europe three times.

Work. Briefly, finance, and investments in life insur-
ance companies. I’ve done a wide array of things at
both Connecticut Mutual (now part of Mass Mutual)
and the Phoenix (soon to be public), and I seem to
thrive in bringing order to large complex issues.
Much to my surprise, I, the math nerd, am known
as a good writer—someone who can translate tech-
nical into readable. Right now I am in the throes of
helping take the Company public. I have also sup-
ported our nascent international operation and even
learned Spanish to interact more effectively with
management in our Argentine company. That is
one of the toughest things I have ever done. And I
have been lucky enough to travel to Buenos Aires,
Rio, London, and Tokyo as well.

Balance? Well, I could never have had three kids
and a career without a few important things: a mate
who, just like me, does 75% of whatever has to be

done to keep the family
going; one wonderful
loving nanny who stayed
with us for 12 years and
is still an integral part of
the kids’ lives; ballet, a
necessary stress release
for me; and book group,
my chick support.

Yes, there are tradeoffs
hidden in these words—
missed concerts and
scraped knees as well as
missed career opportuni-
ties, but we have to make

the most of what we have and be grateful for it.
Most days in our house, we do just that.

Pamela J. Kneisel PhD 
Pam 
PO Box 288, Thetford Center, VT 05075-0288, 
(802) 785-4291
Occupation: Medical, 6 East South Street, Hanover,
NH 03755-2148, (603) 643-5253
Spouse/Partner: Patrick
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Aaron, Rachel, Joel, Leah, and Naomi Baline Kleinman,
April 2000. Naomi is wearing a dress purchased in Macy’s
on the way to the party after the zipper on her other dress
broke. We made quite a scene in Macy’s!

There are 
tradeoffs hidden 
in these words—
missed concerts
and scraped knees
as well as 
missed career
opportunities, 
but we have to
make the most of
what we have and
be grateful for it. 
Naomi Baline Kleinman



James T. Knight 
JT 
12 Eastway, Bronxville, NY 10708-4302, (914) 337-5299,
«j_knight@stblaw.com»
Occupation: Legal, Simpson Thacher & Bartlett, 
425 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10017-3954, 
(212) 455-7123
Spouse/Partner: Diane

Carlton A. Knox 
1059 Bluebird Road, Memphis, TN 38116

William J. Kobokovich Jr. 
Bill 
1200 Walnutwood Road, Hunt Valley, MD 21030-1973,
(410) 771-1041, «bill.kobokovich@stpaul.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman and Varsity Football,
Big Brother program, Zeta Psi fraternity
Major: History
Graduate Study: JD, U. of Maryland Law School, 1979
Occupation: Lawyer, St. Paul Insurance Co., 
5801 Smith Ave., Baltimore, MD 21209, (410) 205-5986
Spouse/Partner: Carla; Lawyer
Amanda, 7
Zachary, 4

My fondest memories of my Dartmouth experience
are of the place and the people. As I grew up in an
urban setting in Baltimore City, my time in Hanover
was my first-time “rural” living experience, and each
time I return to the Campus, I am struck by the
beauty of the place. As to people, I had the good
fortune to live in the same dorm room—104 Russell
Sage — with pretty much the same people for all
four years. My original roommates were Randy
Alford and Dave Jaworski. I remember being
somewhat in awe of Randy initially, as he came to
Dartmouth with perfect 800/800 SATs and had
the scary ability to sit down at a typewriter and
type the first and only draft of a 30-page paper
without the use of any notes, and of course he
got all A’s on his papers. Dave was my Polish soul-
mate, as we came from a common heritage and
shared many common family experiences. After
Randy married Debra at the end of our sopho-
more year, Steve Maloney moved in with Dave
and me. Steve was a great guy with a dry sense of
humor. My only problem with him was that for the
first month we lived together, I could not under-
stand a word he said because of his heavy Boston
Irish accent.

After graduation I married Linda White and
returned to Baltimore to attend the University of
Maryland Law School. I graduated in 1979 and prac-
ticed law in Baltimore City in a small insurance
defense litigation firm from 1979–94. I moved in-
house to USF&G Insurance Company in 1994,
which was purchased by St. Paul Insurance Company
in 1998. I was remarried to Carla Ulgen in 1992
and in 1994, when I was at the tender age of 40,
my first child, Amanda, was born. Three years later,
in 1997, Zachary arrived. Starting with children that

late has its pluses and
minuses. On the minus
side, I probably don’t
have the energy I
would have had in my
20s to keep up with
them. On the plus side,
I think I can appreci-
ate them more at this
stage of my life and
watch them develop
into individuals with
their own quirks and
personalities. At this

point, outside of work, they demand and receive
most of my time and attention, which is fine because
in a few years they will become teenagers and
probably won’t want anything to do with me. My
hope for them is that they will have as satisfying a
college experience to look back upon as I do.
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Bill Kobovich, with Zachary, Amanda, and Carla

They demand and
receive most of my
time and attention,
which is fine because 
in a few years 
they will be teenagers 
and probably 
won’t want anything 
to do with me. 
Bill Kobokovich 



Carolyn R. Kohn 
520 East 86th Street Apt. 10C, New York, 
NY 10028-7534, (212) 772-1929, «ckohn@nyc.rr.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Players, varsity
basketball, intramural soccer, Soccer Club (there was
no women’s soccer team yet), ballet, language study
(Salamanca, Spain)
Major: Psychology
Occupation: U.S. fixed income institutional sales, retired
Spouse/Partner: Divorced, but recently engaged
Philip Eckstein, 16, Horace Mann school
Jackie Eckstein, 14, The Town School

After graduation, I was offered more career oppor-
tunities than I would have been if I hadn’t gone to
Dartmouth. The College and its alumni network are
very strong. Dartmouth gave a certain amount of
instant credibility.

Society was trying to weave women into the busi-
ness fabric during the ’70s. The good employment
momentum was compounded by being in the first
class of women at this prestigious school. Employ-
ers knew a Dartmouth woman could “take it.” The

career I got at College Hall was
my major commercial focus for
24 years.

At graduation I wanted a “big
life.” This kind of life focused
on the accumulation of money
and possessions. It required
orchestrating a family in the

difficult environment of Manhattan. Power, pace,
and change were drugs of daily life.

I hope the race is a long one. My goals in this sec-
ond half of life are very different. Life can be more
centered with fewer excesses. I want to look for
personal growth and some peace. Life felt like an
irregular electrocardiogram and I would like to see
a more predictable pattern. The one with the most
possessions isn’t the one who wins.

David A. Kolb MD 
Lama 
15 Perkins Circle, Topsfield, MA 01983-1505
Major: Biology-Psychology
Graduate Study: Medical School, SUNY at Buffalo,
1980; Internship, SUNY at Buffalo, 1981; Neurology
Residency/Chief Resident, UNC at Chapel Hill, 1984;
Neuromuscular Fellowship, UNC at Chapel Hill, 1985
Occupation: Neurologist, Electromyographer, Associ-
ates in Neurology and EMG, PC, Women’s Health and
Medical Arts Bldg., Herrick St., Beverly, MA 01915,
(978) 921-1900
Spouse/Partner: Karen
Noah, 19, Bowdoin
Jonah, 16, St. Johns Prep

Timothy A. Kolodziej 
6 Stuart Drive, Danbury, CT 06811-3623, (203) 794-1822
Occupation: Unisys Corporation

Rhonda L. Korol 
337 Pleasant Street, Saint Johnsbury, VT 05819-1161,
(802) 748-1730
Occupation: Education–College University,
Lyndonville State College, Lyndonville, VT 05851,
(802) 626-6354
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Carolyn Kohn, from the 1973 Aegis

Louis Calabrese (fiancé), Carolyn Kohn, Jackie Eckstein 

The one with
the most
possessions 
isn’t the 
one who wins. 
Carolyn Kohn



William D. Koski 
Bill 
1234 Taylor Street #101, San Francisco, CA 94108-1455,
(415) 563-8175, «billkoski@aol.com»
Occupation: Investments, Charles Schwab Corp., 
120 Kearny Street 15th Floor, San Francisco, 
CA 94108-4803, (415) 636-5274

Merrill M. Kraines 
671 Orchard Lane, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417-2221,
(201) 848-7662
Occupation: Legal, Fulbright & Jaworski, 666 Fifth
Avenue, 31st Floor, New York, NY 10103-0001, 
(212) 318-3261, Fax (212) 752-5958
Spouse/Partner: Jeane

Clifford H. Krauss 
Cliff 
147 Deacon Haynes Road, Concord, MA 01742-4711,
(978) 287-5459, «ckrauss@ssrm.com»
Occupation: Research, State Street Research and
Management, 1 Financial Center, Boston, 
MA 02111-2690, (617) 357-1559, Fax (617) 988-7559
Spouse/Partner: Carol

Peter H. Krauth MD 
42 Payneton Hill Road, York, ME 03909-5401, 
(207) 363-5708
Occupation: Medical, York Hospital, 15 Hospital Drive,
York, ME 03909-1099, (207) 351-2345
Spouse/Partner: Donna

John H. Krick Jr. 
125 Bryn Mawr Avenue, Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004-3012,
(610) 664-3528
Spouse/Partner: Lisa

Noel S. Kropf 
11 Lake Celeste Drive, Garrison, NY 10524-3728, 
(914) 739-8146, «noel.s.kropf.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Computers, Datacap Inc., 
580 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591-5198, 
(914) 332-7515, Fax (914) 332-7516
Spouse/Partner: Judith

Spencer H. Kubo MD 
3827 Zenith Avenue South, Minneapolis, 
MN 55410-1168, (612) 920-9717,
«skubo@acorncv.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Soccer, Psi U
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MD. Cornell University Medical
College, 1980
Occupation: Cardiologist, Global Medical Director,
Senior Vice President, Acorn Cardiovascular Inc., 
651 Campus Drive, St. Paul, MN 55112, (651) 286-4800
Interests: My family, coaching soccer, golf
Spouse/Partner: Adele Della Torre; Dentist
Spencer James Kubo, 19
Holly Ann Kubo, 16
Mary Elizabeth Rose Kubo, 9

From the files of “Whatever happened to .. . ?”

My ten years of medical training after Dartmouth
were fairly traditional (and dry!) and included
Cornell University Medical College, a residency in
Internal Medicine and a fellowship in Cardiology,
both at Cornell Medical Center and New York
Hospital. It was a great experience living in New
York City. I don’t remember much of the specifics
except that there were many hours of study with
some remarkable people, a logarithmic increase in
knowledge, and a thrilling introduction into medical
science and practice.

In 1986, I completely ignored the New Yorker’s view
of the world and moved my family to Minneapolis,
Minnesota, where we have been for the last 15 win-
ters. I joined the full-time faculty of the Cardiovas-
cular Division of the University of Minnesota and
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Spencer Kubo, Holly Ann, Mary Elizabeth, Adele Della
Torre, and Spencer James



had a very rewarding career in academic medicine.
I directed the Heart Failure–Heart Transplantation
Program and enjoyed success as a teacher, mentor,
researcher, and clinician. I was a full Professor, was
invited to speak at 50 lectures each year, and had
written over 150 papers and reviews in 11 years.

The price of that success is that they promote you
to do things for which you may not have adequate
training. My last year at the University included
directing the clinical programs for the CV Division
and trying to compete against more efficient, better
run hospitals and practice groups with inadequate
information and resources with absolutely no align-
ment of interests, objectives, and resources.

I knew there were easier ways to induce insanity, so
in 1997, I left the academic world and joined Merck
and Co. Inc., and the pharmaceutical industry. For
the past four years, I have had two roles, first as
Senior Medical Director and second, leading a depart-
ment called Academic and Professional Affairs. The
first job supported the Medical Department in sci-
entific issues that dealt primarily with managed care
and disease management, while the second one was
responsible for all the continuing medical education
programs that are sponsored by Merck. Merck is a
fantastic company, and both experiences were unbe-
lievably rewarding in learning about management
and aspects of the medical enterprise outside of
direct patient encounters.

I suspect the exposure to change acclimatizes one
to more change and even accepting risk. As of May
2001, I will be transitioning to new position with
Acorn Cardiovascular Inc. as Global Medical Direc-
tor and Senior Vice President. This late stage start
up company is developing an innovative cardiac
support device, which has tremendous potential for
patients with heart failure. I am very excited about
this opportunity which should leverage all the expe-
riences I have had to date.

My family life is a series of blessings. I married
Adele Della Torre in 1979. Although I went to high
school with Adele in New Jersey, our first date was
Winter Carnival in February 1974. Who could resist
the magic of Disney, the romance of Winter Carni-
val, or the intimacy of 108 Wheeler Hall? We have
been married for 21 wonderful years—it is a special
blessing to go through life with a soulmate. Adele
has a thriving dental practice in Minneapolis—her
most famous patient is Louise Erdrich!

Life includes three wonderful children. Spencer
James (18) is having a great educational experience
as a freshman at the University of Wisconsin. (Beer;
it’s not just for breakfast anymore!) He is likely to
go to business school, although he still has interest
in medicine and science (perhaps he will be assess-
ing the biotech industry). Holly (16) is a sophomore
at St. Paul Academy and a wonderful student and
soccer player when not obscured by the teenage
persona. Mary (8) is our special gift — a loving,
expressive bundle of energy who keeps us young
and loving.

Life for me is about as good as it can possibly be.
Dartmouth was such a great experience and had
an immeasurable effect on my development. I am
sorry that I can’t be there at the Reunion to share
the memories with you, but I hope we can use this
reminder to initiate some much-needed contact with
old friends! 

John S. Kutscher 
720 Queen Anne Avenue N. #403, Seattle, 
WA 98109-4075, (206) 283-7019, 
«john.s.kutscher.76@alum.dartmouth.org» or
«jsk@kutscher-johnson.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Drill instructing French
Major: French
Graduate Study: JD, Vanderbilt Law School, 1982
Occupation: Lawyer, Kutscher Johnson LLP, 
705 Second Ave., Suite 800, Seattle, WA 98109, 
(206) 382-4414

Ethel C. Labalme 
51 Mates Way, Brewster, MA 02631-1301, (508) 896-3645
Occupation: Publishing, Passion Magazine

Jone D. LaBombard 
Jonie 
98 Pine Hill Rd., Hollis, NH 03049-5940, (603) 465-7396,
«jlabombard@msn.com»
Occupation: Home Manager, Fax (603) 465-7364
Spouse/Partner: William
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Marc G. Lacasse 
9040 East Seneca Street, Tucson, AZ 85715-5583, 
(520) 885-8841, «mlacasse@cfa.harvard.edu» or
«marc.g.lacasse.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Agape Christian Fellowship
Major: Physics
Graduate Study: MA, Physics and Astronomy, Univer-
sity of Rochester, 1978; PhD, Physics and Astronomy,
University of Rochester, 1983
Occupation: Scientist/Engineer, Smithsonian Institution,
FLWO 670 Mt. Hopkins Rd., Amado, AZ 85645, 
(520) 670-6757
Spouse/Partner: Cheryl L. Lacasse
University of Rochester, Rochester, New York, 1983;
Lecturer in Nursing–University of Arizona
William (Will), 11
Catherine (Catey), 8 

I went directly into graduate school when I left
Dartmouth. I spent several years studying, research-
ing, and being a teaching assistant. While there I
met the person who would become my wife: She
was the roommate of my roommate’s wife. During
my last year of graduate work, I took an instructor
position at Dickinson College in Carlisle, Pennsyl-
vania. I gained a lot of respect for the work done
by our professors at Dartmouth that year.

During the fall of 1983, I completed my thesis,
started a new job as a research associate at Harvard
University, and got married to Cheryl. We moved to
the Boston area and enjoyed the many historical and
culinary opportunities in that fair city by the sea.

We took a few years to get to know each other. We
put in our time at work. In my position at the
Harvard–Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics,
I went from being a Harvard person to being a
Smithsonian person with little fanfare and continued
my work in interferometry. My wife went from
being a staff nurse to being a clinical instructor at
the Dana Farber Cancer Research Institute. During
this time we took short trips to the Caribbean, to
Europe, and to Hawaii. After enjoying each other’s
company for about seven years, we felt it was time
to share the love and start a family. William arrived
in May of 1990. He is named after Cheri’s father,
and also after Commander Will Ryker of Star Trek
TNG. Three years later, his sister Catherine arrived
and we felt our family was complete—one child for
each hand of a parent or one child for each parent.

By this time my research and design work on the
Infrared Optical Telescope Array was coming to
fruition at the Smithsonian’s site south of Tucson.
After commuting between Boston and Tucson for
a couple of years, we decided it was best to keep

the family together and
we packed up and all
moved to Tucson. The
mountains around town
are beautiful. They are
currently covered with
snow. The weather in
the valley is great—shirt
sleeves 80% of the year.
Will’s asthma attacks have
just about vanished. The

pace is just a little slower than around Boston and
we can now enjoy a 20-minute commute to a cheap
parking spot. Things are getting hectic again with
Boy Scouts, soccer, baseball, Girl Scouts, gymnas-
tics, and ballet.

My wife has attained national recognition within
the Oncology Nursing Society and is now the one
commuting to national meetings a few times each
year. We are enjoying spending time with our chil-
dren—they are what is most valuable in our lives.
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Lacasse and Cheri in front, with Catey, Marc’s parents,
Lucien and Alfreda, and Will

The pace is just 
a little slower than
around Boston, 
and we can now
enjoy a 20-minute
commute to a 
cheap parking spot. 
Marc Lacasse 



Paul Riley Lacke 
2-4-10-502 Kinshi, Sumida-ku, Tokyo 130-0013, Japan,
813-3624-1759, «pelake@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Hanover Fire Department,
Truculentus
Major: History
Occupation: English teacher, Director, Tokyo Interna-
tional Friendship promotion company, 
2-4-10-502 Kinshi, Sumida-ku, Tokyo 130-0013, Japan,
Phone 813-3624-1759
Spouse/Partner: Yoko; Housewife, Director, reading
Satomi, 18
Naomi, 17
Konomi, 15

“Though round the girdled earth they roam, her
spell on them remains ... ”

I’m successful. Healthy. With a fascinating family.
Doing work that helps, work that I enjoy. All on
the opposite side of the world. And there’s never a
dull minute, since I can absorb information now in
most languages.

I do own our sunny apartment (with bamboo trees
on the balcony) that’s 15 minutes by train from
Tokyo Station, but I don’t make as much money as

I need to travel around all
we’d like, or to contribute
enough money to my
school — where my chil-
dren are unlikely to be
accepted anyway. (Part of
that problem is sociolin-
guistic, and part is their
overwhelming desire to
be near my parents, from

whom I have been physically so far away for so long.)
What my children will eventually contribute to my
birthplace, their birthplace, and to the world as a
whole, remains to be seem. Their grandparents are
not bilingual, and at family reunions, I end up get-
ting sandwiched as a 24-hour-a-day translator
between East and West.

At the request of a translation assistance client (I
translate the hard parts), I wrote a book about my
truly humble experiences in the Hanover Fire Station.
No one here wants to publish it, and now I think
that’s just as well.

Page for page, my language “User’s Guides” are
probably best in the world in terms of getting max-
imum proficiency with minimum effort on the part
of the student. The same could be said for my The

Word Store, which is a simple and precise dictio-
nary –thesaurus of Japanese, English, German,
Latin, and Greek. And for the past 51⁄4 years I’ve
been publishing a monograph a week in response
to students’ questions. The only problem is that in
addition to being easily absorbable by students, my
work is also easily copyable, and who holds the
patent on language?

Maybe I should go into the business of rewriting com-
puter manuals to make them both shorter and clearer.

I’m typically flooded with work/pleasure, but I
would welcome seeing anyone I know—or should
have known, for I studied too much and partied
too little—anytime.

My life is relatively uneventful. I’m a businessman;
and for business that’s better, because reliability
comes first.

My advice for future Dartmouth students is that
the world is often bigger than we thought, and
there is always a possibility of getting only halfway
round. God(s) bless you all!
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Satomi, Yoko, Naomi, Paul R. Lacke, and Konomi

At family reunions,
I end up getting
sandwiched as 
a 24-hour-a-day
translator between
East and West.
Paul Lacke 

The Nugget



Geoffrey C. Lamb MD 
Geoff 
16980 Greenwood Court East, Brookfield, WI 53005-
6815, (262) 796-0189, «geoffrey.c.lamb.76@alum.dart-
mouth.org» or «glamb@mcw.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: Band, WDCR
Major: Chemistry
Graduate Study: MD, Dartmouth Medical School,
1979
Occupation: Physician (Internal Medicine), Medical
College of Wisconsin, 9200 W. Wisconsin Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53226, (414) 456-6866
Spouse/Partner: Sandra S. Green (Sandy); Physician
Ricky, 10
Kelsey, 8

Twenty-five years ago, after growing up in Arizona
and going to college in New Hampshire, I never
would have guessed that I would end up living in
the Midwest—and liking it! Yet here I am teaching
Internal Medicine at the Medical College of Wiscon-
sin, living in a suburb of Milwaukee, married, with
two children and a dog—and no plans to move.

I met my wife, Sandy Green, while in residency at
the University of Minnesota. Approaching the end
of my training, I had come to the realization that I
was far more interested in seeing the world at that
point than settling into practice and asked her if she

would be interested in travel-
ing with me. She said “yes”
and nearly 20 years later we
are still traveling together.

Our first year together, we
managed to get as far as
Canton, Ohio. Sandy was a
year behind me in residency,
so I needed to find a posi-
tion to tide me over until

she was finished. Offered a job teaching residents in
Northeastern Ohio, I initially turned it down
because of our travel plans. However, when they
counter-offered with a leave of absence, it was too
good to pass up. Intended only as a “way station”
that allowed us to achieve our travel plans and still
return to a secure place, the position ended up
sparking an interest in resident education and aca-
demic General Internal Medicine that has served as
a foundation for both of our careers ever since.

Like everyone else, our lives have had their ups and
downs over the last 20 years. However, our biggest
“ups” have come courtesy of modern technology.

When the first “test tube” baby was announced in
the newspapers during my second year of med
school I paid scant attention. Several years and two
IVF procedures later, I gained a whole new appre-
ciation for how miraculous the procedure was. We
are now blessed with two great kids, Ricky, 10, and
Kelsey, 8, and can’t believe how lucky we’ve been.
I look forward to showing them off and seeing all
my old friends in June.

Donald A. Lambert 
313 Tunxis Avenue, Bloomfield, CT 06002-1211

Ronald T. Landers 
4615 Malinta Lane, Chattanooga, TN 37416-3721
Occupation: Public Defenders Office, 28 Market St.,
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-3204
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Kelsey, Sandy, Ricky, and Geoff Lamb 

I never would
have guessed
that I would 
end up living 
in the Midwest—
and liking it! 
Geoff Lamb 



Mark E. Landsberger 
Mark E. Landsberger (“Grabber”) died on August
7, 1986, after a long struggle with cancer. Among
his Dartmouth friends Grabber will not be forgot-
ten and will be greatly missed. Grabber lived life
intensely but never too seriously. My first recollec-
tion of Grabber is watching him ride his unicycle
in front of Mass Row during our freshman year.
Later, his raspy voice and sense of the absurd
became affectionately renowned among his fellow
brothers at Sigma Nu Delta. You only had to watch
him walk on stilts through the bands on Green Key
Weekend to know that here was a person who knew
how to have fun. But more than this, Grabber was
a loyal and true friend. Grabber also worked hard.
A graduate of Syosset High School in Jericho, N.Y.,
he participated in the Marching Band, intramural
sports, the Karate Club, and WDCR. He majored
in math and graduated magna cum laude with dis-
tinction. After Dartmouth, Grabber received an
MBA from the Harvard Business School and went
to work for Teradyne in Boston and later for Ataria
in San Jose, California. Grabber was a gifted person
but one without pretense. He poked fun at life yet
loved it all the same. Grabber is survived by his
father, mother, and sister.

E. King Poor

Donald E. Lawes III 
Don 
6 Holly Drive, Little Silver, NJ 07739-1614, 
(732) 741-0754, «dlvox76@aol.com»
Occupation: Petroleum, Lawes Coal Co. Inc.,
Sycamore Avenue, Shrewsbury, NJ 07702, (732) 741-6300
Spouse/Partner: Darcy

John P. Lawrence MD 
7908 Northridge Avenue NE, Albuquerque, 
NM 87109-3015, (505) 332-3221
Occupation: Medical
Spouse/Partner: Laurie

Howard G. Lay 
1205 South Forest Avenue, Ann Arbor, MI 48104-3922,
(734) 332-6015
Occupation: Education–College University, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48103
Spouse/Partner: Erika

Paul M. Lazarus 
747 Moon Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90065-4022,
«whtdwf@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Aires, Dartmouth
Glee Club, theater
Major: Drama and Psychology
Occupation: Director, Producer, Writer: Entertainment
industry, White Dwarf Productions, 747 Moon Ave.,
Los Angeles, CA 90065
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Charley?”

Paul Lazarus



Marian K. Lebowitz 
Katy 
226 West Willow Grove Avenue, Philadelphia, 
PA 19118-3919, (215) 247-1004
Occupation: Home Manager
Spouse/Partner: David

Robert P. Lee 
Bob 
4 Homewood Lane, Darien, CT 06820-6109, 
(203) 655-6552, «chateaulee@aol.com»
Occupation: Investments, Credit Research & Trading,
Fax (203) 655-2243
Spouse/Partner: Debra

Peter K. Leer 
Pete 
2301 Camelot Drive, Fort Smith, AR 72903-4215, 
(501) 452-5288, «pleer@aol.com»
Occupation: Hospital Administration, Sparks Regional
Medical Center, PO Box 17006, Fort Smith, 
AR 72917-7006, (501) 441-5416, Fax (501) 441-5420
Spouse/Partner: Barbara

Merja Lehtinen 
39 Homonick Rd., Colchester, CT 06415, (860) 537-6117

Bradford A. Leva 
Brad 
410 Eldridge Ave., Mill Valley, CA 94941-4556, 
(415) 388-2644
Spouse/Partner: Nina

Dana S. Levenson 
6 Currier Cove, Portsmouth, NH 03801-5565, 
(603) 431-8261, «dslevenson@aol.com»
Occupation: Levenson Business Group, 72 Mirvna Road,
Suite 1, Portsmouth, NH 03801, (603) 433-0202
Spouse/Partner: Shaula

Paul Levin 
1202 Trevanion Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15218-1019

Mark A. Levine 
104 Fox Run, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603, (845) 485-0015
Occupation: Amusement–Recreation, Image Entertain-
ment, 9333 Oso Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311-6019

James C. Lewis 
9 Oak Ave., Bronx, NY 10465-3821, (718) 892-7366,
«shellally@aol.com»
Occupation: Public Accounting, Oliverio & Lewis,
3699 East Tremont Avenue, Bronx, NY 10465-2013,
(718) 892-7366, Fax (718) 824-2334
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David J. Lidstone 
Dave 
374 Cherry Hill Road, Princeton, NJ 08540-7617, 
(609) 688-9979, «coverrock@earthlink.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Soccer, Green Key, Alpha Delta
fraternity, student representative on Athletic Council
(DCAC), sportswriter for The “D”
Major: Mathematics
Graduate Study: JD, Cornell Law School, 1979
Occupation: Attorney, General Electric Company, 
GE American Communications, Four Research Way,
Princeton, NJ 08540, (609) 987-4016
Spouse/Partner: Susan Laughlin Lidstone 
Homemaker, active in school and church projects
Emily, 8
John (“Jack”), 6

I am not always entirely sure how or why, but my
Dartmouth experience has influenced me in all ways
large and small—and probably in ways I have not
identified. I look back with great jealousy on my
time living in Richardson (Tower runs, intramurals),
AD (Gusto Opens, beer pong), and soccer (fleeting
moments of national respectability, card games on
the road). Mostly, there is an unexplained spirit and
draw about Dartmouth that is not defined by spe-
cific events; to me this spirit is manifested in the
great four years that my sisters Susan ’84 and Amy
’90 had in following my lead.

I have spent 21 years since law school employed
by the General Electric Company. For the first ten
years I traveled worldwide and moved often 
(Schenectady, Fairfield, Lynchburg [Virginia], Chica-
go, and San Francisco). For the last ten years I have
traveled a more rewarding road with my wife Susan,
highlighted by the fun and challenges of adopting
and loving Emily and Jack.

David A. Lindberg 
10817 Humboldt Avenue South, Bloomington, 
MN 55431-4220, (952) 888-6255
Occupation: McGladrey Henderckson & Pullen, Midwest
Plaza East, Minneapolis, MN 55402, (612) 921-7640
Spouse/Partner: Margaret

Robert A. Lindberg MD 
11 Stanton Road, Darien, CT 06820-5103, 
(203) 656-1891, «rlindb1891@aol.com» 
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MD, New York Medical College
Occupation: Physician, Internal Medicine, Robert A.
Lindberg, MD, 1500 Post Rd., Darien, CT 06820
Spouse/Partner: Pamela V. Lindberg
Syracuse ’76; Painter 
Kate, 17
Emily, 14

Freshman trip, at the Grant. I can still feel it. The
air was bracing, the nights were cold, the days gold-
en. Heretofore I had fished. Now I was fly-fishing
for the first time.

John, our leader, was a jack of all trades. He split
the wood, filleted the fish, and positioned us just
so on the stream. A wonderful raconteur, his sto-
ries were steeped in history. He knew the Grant

like the back of his hand
and we eagerly explored
all his favorite haunts. We
made fun of his snoring
at night.

At Moosilauke, John sent
us up to the summit. He

said his climbing days were over but he told us what
to anticipate on the way, including zero visibility at
the summit.

That night, at the Lodge, I was surprised to see a
picture of our guide with a former U.S. president.
A short time later he was introduced to my newly
assembled classmates. It was only then that I realized
that John wasn’t an employee of the Dartmouth
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Susan and David Lidstone with Emily and Jack

Someday I’ll go
back to the Grant.
Perhaps I’ll 
take a grandchild.
Bob Lindberg 



Outing Club. He was the President Emeritus of
the College.

Looking back I realize that Dartmouth was special
for me because of the rich web of relationships,
particularly those involving mentors. Just as vividly
as John Sloan Dickey, I can recall my freshman dorm
leader, my faculty advisor, a lab assistant, the fraterni-
ty brother who taught me how to ski, a crew coach,
and professors who invited me into their homes.

Shortly after matriculating, I was playing touch foot-
ball with a group of faculty members. My punt was
lost in the sun by the receiver who instinctively bent
forward. The point of the football hit him square
in the back. As he retired painfully from the game,
somebody identified him as the chairman of the
math department. Among other things I learned
he had co-invented a computer language with John
Kemeny that was beginning to change the world
around me.

Someday I’ll go back to the Grant. Perhaps I’ll take
a grandchild.

Wayne C. Lindsey MD 
Lotsa 
5515 Little Falls Rd., Arlington, VA 22207, (703) 534-7750
Occupation: Medical

Carl von Kienbusch Little 
Hedon 
PO Box 273, Mount Desert, ME 04660-0273, 
(207) 244-9450, «ckl@ecology.coa.edu» 
or «carl.v.little.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Editor, Dart (lit magazine);
Tea server, Sanborn House Library; Newsboy, Daily D
Major: English
Graduate Study: MFA, Writing, Columbia University,
1980; MA, French, Middlebury College, 1986
Occupation: Writer, Public Affairs Officer, College Of
the Atlantic, 105 Eden St., Bar Harbor, ME 04609,
(207) 288-5015
Spouse/Partner: Margaret Beaulac
Nurse practitioner; skier, hiker
Emily Bradford Little, 15, Milton Academy
James Lamson Little, 12

Where to begin? With friends. Hiking up to Kins-
man Pond with Eddie Hope in May ’77, only to find
three feet of snow on the ground. We camped out
and woke to find the campfire had sunk out of sight.
The following summer, while working in Alaska, I
learned from a classmate that Eddie had died in a
freak fall from a tree. I wept.

I remember Jack Cushman inviting me over to AD
to hear a new album. He was very excited, as if he
had found the Holy Grail. It was Bob Dylan’s Blood
on the Tracks, one of the greatest comebacks in the
history of American music, and a masterpiece.

There were smoky evenings in a small room tucked
away in Sanborn House, aerie of Joe Donahue,

Nina Dorrance, Michael
Denning, and other Dart
(the College’s literary maga-
zine) regulars. We published
Henry Hart, Larry Ward,
Allen Grunes, Al Nicole,

Nora Mitchell, Jim Schley—and Louise Erdrich’s
first poems (hope you held onto those issues, kiddos).

Downstairs from that nest, we held Thursday Poets
with professor emeritus Alexander Laing (who died
in a tragic bicycle accident on his way to campus
from Norwich one day), Charlotte Gafford, Vera
Vance. There were poetry readings by Sydney Lea,
Richard Hugo, Allen Ginsberg.

And the Hopkins Center concerts: Gordon Lightfoot,
The Mahavishnu Orchestra, Leo Kottke (who vis-
ited our house on West Wheelock after his perfor-
mance), the Atlanta Boys Choir, Duke Ellington, the
MJQ, Lionel Hampton—even the guy who wrote
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Pamela, Kate, Bob, and Emily Lindberg

Where to begin?
With friends. 
Carl Little



Eve of Destruction! And I will never forget Terry
Riley’s electronic music in Rollins Chapel.

The Dartmouth Film Society series on cinema noir
was my all-time favorite, and what a kick to attend
the world premier of Costa Gavras’ State of Siege.

Faculty: John Wilmerding and Frank Robinson did
a brilliant job of Intro to Art, including the latter’s
famous Rembrandt dirty etching lecture and his
final talk on how far art can go: students dressed
as cops rushed the stage of Dartmouth Hall as
Frank waxed on about cans of artists’ shit. “It’s
only art,” he shouted, as the boys in blue dragged
him away.

Professor John Lyons led us through the streets of
Blois, France, in search of a second language. It was
there that classmate Ken Morrow was served with
a warrant from Hanover, busted for selling pot. He
returned to face the music and it was bad: six
months in Grafton County Jail. Damn your soul
again, Governor Thompson!

Other highlights: Hans Penner’s talks on the Upan-
ishads; Darrell Mansell’s exceptional English 5 and
7; Christian Wolff and Jon Appleton tolerating some
of the oddest compositions ever writ by undergrads
in their intro to music; and Bill Cook’s superb poet-
ry class where we read Gwendolyn Brooks and
learned how to sing Frost’s “Stopping by Woods”
to the tune of Hernando’s Hideaway!

Friends along the way: Kirk Reitelbach and the gang
on the top floor of Brewster; John Schaeffer,
with whom many a night went down in suds; Joe
Donahue, who encouraged some of the oddest
poetry written by a Big Greener (somehow it 
won me the Academy of American Poets Prize at

Dartmouth—which, by the way, my niece, Elizabeth
Tucker ’00, won last year—tell me there ain’t verse
in those genes).

And last, but best, meeting and falling in love with a
member of the Mary Hitchcock School of Nursing’s
Class of 1975, one Margaret Beaulac, and living in
sin on a 100-acre homestead in East Thetford. First
comes love, then comes marriage (15 years later)
and then there’s Emily (now 15) and James (now
12) in the baby carriage.

Life has been good: I’ve authored eight books,
maintain the PR office and gallery at College of
the Atlantic in Bar Harbor, Maine (eight years and
counting). My greatest pleasure has been watching
my children grow; my saddest moment, the death of
my father, Jack Little ’40, in 1997. In the year 2525,
I hope to be kayaking and swimming in Echo Lake,
here on Mount Desert Island.

John W. Lloyd 
29 Pioneer Road, Winsted, CT 06098, (860) 738-2191

David L. Lockard 
226 West Willow Grove Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19118,
(215) 247-1004, «lockardlaw@aol.com»
Occupation: Legal, David Lockard & Associates, 
1101 Market Street Rm 2832, Philadelphia, 
PA 19107-2936, (800) 842-5518, Fax (215) 735-5121
Spouse/Partner: Marian

James R. Lockyer 
4626 Hoomana Road, Lihue, HI 96766-1302

Sharon P. Loewenthal 
27 Indian Hill Road, Medfield, MA 02052-2908, 
(508) 359-6780, «sharonlowe@aol.com»
Occupation: Real Estate, Real Resources, PO Box 421,
Medfield, MA 02052, (508) 359-7745, Fax (508) 359-6780

Ronald J. Logdahl 
1035 Farmington Road, Pensacola, FL 32504-7037,
(850) 475-1901, «rlogdahl@pcola.gulf.net»
Occupation: Military, U.S. Coast Guard, 
(252) 335-6320, Fax (252) 335-6862
Spouse/Partner: Cena

Paul J. Long 
46 Manor Drive, San Francisco, CA 94127-2734, 
(415) 285-2610
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Emily Little, Peggy Beaulac, Carl Little, James Little: A
glarey day at Little Compton, RI 



William Jeffrey Long MD 
Jeff 
721 Highland Avenue, Fall River, MA 02720-3722,
(508) 677-4243, «jefflongmd@earthlink.net»
Occupation: Medical, St. Anne’s Hospital, 101 Sullivan
Drive, Fall River, MA 02721-6812, (508) 672-6400
Spouse/Partner: Margaret

John C. Lord 
PO Box 516, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0516, (919) 932-1154
Occupation: Insurance, National Risk Transfer

John M. Lord II 
31 Canterbury Drive, Sudbury, MA 01776-1762, 
(978) 443-8599, «John.Lord@nrtmgu.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Phi Delta Alpha Fraternity,
South Fayerweather intramural sports
Major: Government
Occupation: President, National Risk Transfer, a man-
aging underwriter for insurance companies, 111 Boston
Post Road, Sudbury, MA 01776, (978) 443-7890
Spouse/Partner: Deborah M. Lord
Registered Nurse (retired)
Interest: architecture, antiques
John M. Lord III (Jay), Freshman at Lincoln-Sudbury
High School

What to say, what to say .. .

To begin with, I wished college could have gone on
for another year or two. I had not settled upon a
career and had no burning desire (nor, more to the
point, the money) to go to graduate school. Who
wants to leave a Utopia where there is complete free-
dom, intellectual stimulation, great bull sessions with
friends, and great parties. It wasn’t until things start-
ed getting serious with my girlfriend Debbie, now
my wife, that I broke down and started on that career
thing. Still not certain of a life mission (and what a
curse that is), I ended up in insurance. This is exact-
ly how everyone in insurance gets there; believe me,
ask anybody. I spent a few years with Aetna Casualty
and then found my way to wild and woolly American
International Group (AIG). A highly successful out-
fit, these guys are like the gunfighters of the insur-
ance business. You learn a lot if you don’t get shot.

My major disappointment at Dartmouth was miss-
ing out on a term abroad. To remedy that before
mortgage and kids interfered, my wife and I gave
ourselves a “sabbatical” in Europe for four months
in 1980. It was great. Just quit our jobs, blew a
down payment on the trip, and had the wonderful

experience of living outside the U.S. for an extended
period. I studied up on French and Italian, history,
and art to make sure we made the most of the
opportunity. We leased a car in Paris and traveled
through most of Western Europe.

In 1989, I started an entrepreneurial firm to devel-
op and service products for insurance companies.
In reality, some early outsourcing. It has been very
exciting and rewarding creating a company and hav-
ing it grow and succeed, but it isn’t as much fun as
it once was. I find myself spending more time think-

ing about an exit strategy. I
think I’d like to “retire” for
a year and then try some-
thing new. I get the feeling
I’m not alone; there seems
to be a lot of second career
activity among us boomers.

I just fell into a career the first time around and then
made the best I could from it. I’d love to finally fig-
ure out what I want to be “when I grow up.”

Meanwhile, our son Jay has started high school so
the clock has started on his eventual departure from
the household. He and I share several activities such
as fishing, golf, and especially skiing and we have
managed to maintain a good relationship despite the
teenage syndrome. Won’t be too long before we get
into that college process either. Deb is the student
these days, studying architectural design, art, and
antiques. We both felt it was important to have her
at home with our son and now she’s beginning to
think about the next phase of life. It seems that
25th reunions occur during an interesting time of
reflection and change.
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You learn a lot
if you 
don’t get shot.
John Lord 



Gary Lorain Love 
2715 Steiner Street, San Francisco, CA 94123-4713,
(415) 921-7182, «mjlpjgll@aol.com» or
«gary.l.love.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: MBA, Northwestern, 1977
Occupation: President, Knudsen’s Candy, 
25067 Viking St., Hayward, CA 94545, (510) 293-6887
Spouse/Partner: Pamela Joyner Love ’79
Managing Partner, AVID Partners
Morgan Love, 14 

Julie Schuetz Lowe 
4304 Basal Creek Lane, Fuquay Varina, NC 27526-
8680, (919) 557-7729, «jslowe@worldnet.att.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Glee Club, Dorm Chairman,
Interdormitory Council, Fire and Skoal, Peer
Counselor, Freshman Council, Trustees’ Advisory
Committee on Investment Objectives
Major: Economics and French
Graduate Study: MBA, University of Chicago
Graduate School of Business, 1978
Occupation: Homemaker, volunteer, and office man-
ager
Spouse/Partner: Stephen Peter Lowe; Owner/opera-
tor, deck maintenance business (“Deckare”); Enjoys
tennis, golf, fishing, hunting
Charles Ryan Lowe (Charlie), 7, completing first grade
in May ‘01. Potential member of the class of ‘16.

Wow, is it time for our 25th reunion already? Seems
like I was just a Junior and my father was coming
to Hanover for his 25th. I can’t be that old already.

I have many fond memories of my days at Dart-
mouth. Also some embarrassing ones and ones that
I’d rather forget. But mostly I remember the goings-
on in and around Woodward. I think I have the
distinction of being one of the only people in the

history of Dartmouth who
lived in the same room for all
four years. (Yes, that rut in the
floor of 208 Woodward is
mine.) I just hope all those
Woodward — and Ripley —

folks show up for the reunion—Kintzing, HB, Mr.
G. You know who you are!

I also remember the fun times the Glee Club had.
Our trip to Miami and back was particularly mem-
orable. Rooming with Jody Karp in some of the
more interesting (and not always wonderful) alum-
ni homes was quite an experience. I seem to recall
something about a sunburn?! I can’t think about

Disney World without remembering the fun after-
noon we all spent there.

As far as my post-Dartmouth experiences: graduate
school; a real job with Exxon International in N.Y.
and N.J. for seven years; met my husband; moved to
North Carolina; got into the restaurant/catering
business; moved around some more—N.C. coast,
Delaware, Pennsylvania. After 12 years together,
Steve and I finally started a family when Charlie was
born in 1993. Two years later we looked forward to
expanding our family to four, but unfortunately our
son Matthew died when he was only a week old.
That experience has probably affected me more than
anything else in my life. (Even now, five years later,
I can’t read a bed time story like “The Littlest Angel”
without falling apart.) It has made me treasure even
more every moment with our son Charlie. Suffice it
to say, I have become the proverbial professional vol-
unteer, helping out at Charlie’s school, at church, etc.

We have had some wonderful family trips together.
The high point so far was this year (following is an
unsolicited plug for the Dartmouth Alumni College
trips) when we went to the Galapagos Islands. If
Dartmouth ever offers this family trip again, I high-
ly recommend it to everyone. Our seven-year-old bud-
ding naturalist was the instigation for this trip, but it
turned out to be a wonderful experience for us all.
In addition to a learning experience about one of
the unique spots in the world, it was a luxurious
cruise! The family photo I am submitting for this
yearbook, is us on our last day in the Galapagos.

But enough about me. What are the rest of you
up to?
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Julie Scheutz Lowe, with son Charles, and Stephen,
Galapagos Islands, June 2000

I can’t be that
old already.
Julie Schuetz Lowe



Meri Miller Lowry 
60 Highland St., Portland, ME 04103-3007
Major: Psychology
Graduate Study: Cornell Law School, 1981
Occupation: Attorney 
Spouse/Partner: Lee Lowry ‘73
Sam, 16
Beth, 12

Thomas D. Lumpkin II 
6258 SW 99 Terrace, Miami, FL 33156-3345, 
(305) 667-5969
Occupation: Legal, 515 Gables International Plaza,
2655 Le Jeune Road, Coral Gables, FL 33134-5832,
(305) 444-0005
Spouse/Partner: Peyton

Marian J. Luntz 
731 Rutland, Houston, TX 77007-1527, (713) 868-5228
Occupation: Museum/Gallery, Museum of Fine Arts
Houston, (713) 639-7530, Fax (713) 639-7595
Spouse/Partner: James

William J. Lynn III 
400 South Lee Street, Alexandria, VA 22314-3816,
(703) 684-1507
Occupation: Aerospace, DFI International

Richard L. Maas MD. PhD 
697 West Roxbury Parkway, Boston, MA 02132-2107,
(617) 325-6910, «maas@rascal.med.harvard.edu»
Occupation: Medical, Brigham & Women’s Hospital,
Thorn Building Room 1019, 20 Shattuck Street,
Boston, MA 02115, (617) 732-5856, Fax (617) 732-5123
Spouse/Partner: Ann

Wayne D. MacDonald 
2 Crescent Hill, Springfield, MA 01105-1980, 
(413) 736-1699, «lotussutra@aol.com»
Occupation: Service Industry, Reliable Maintenance
Service, 2 Crescent Hill, Springfield, MA 01105-1980,
(413) 732-2178, Fax (413) 734-2956
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Parker MacDonell 
Speedy 
320 Medick Way, Worthington, OH 43085-3034, 
(614) 885-8413, «rpm@netexp.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Aires (4 years),
Dartmouth Glee Club (4 years), WFRD (1 year), Phi
Delta Alpha (1 year)
Major: Music
Graduate Study: Master of Public and Private Man-
agement, Yale School of Management, 1987
Occupation: Banker, Bank One, 1111 Polaris Parkway
OH1-0245, Columbus, OH 43271-0245, (614) 213-6086
Spouse/Partner: Betsy MacDonell; Denison, 1982;
Hydrogeologist; CEO of 320 Medick Way, member of
Porsche Club of America
Lindsey, 6, just finished kindergarten at Evening
Street School 
Alec, 4, preschool

The single best thing that’s happened to me since
June 1976 was meeting my wife Betsy and starting
a family with her. Getting married and starting a
family was something I took for granted when I was
21. In 1990, after 14 years of false starts, I realized
that finding a life partner was a privilege, not a right,
and I gave up hope that it would ever happen. Soon
after this, I met Betsy on a U.S. Air flight from Hart-
ford back to Columbus, Ohio (where we both lived
at the time). We were married in 1992 and our chil-
dren were born in 1994 and 1996.

I’ve had two careers since graduation. The first was
as a singer, songwriter, and guitarist. I played music
for a living from 1976 until 1985, mostly in Los
Angeles. When the major record labels heard my
music and turned me down, I started my own record
label—Fayerweather Records. On it, I released two
albums which got a smattering of airplay on college
radio stations. The day I turned 30, I recalled the
advice Richard Eberhart had given me, standing in
front of Martha Hennessey’s house in June 1976:

“You can do anything you want while you’re in your
20s, but by the time you turn 30, you should know
what you want to do with the rest of your life.” I
still didn’t know what I wanted. What I did know
was that I didn’t want to wake up on my 40th birth-
day and discover myself as a one-hit wonder singing
Horse with No Name in a steak and lobster restaurant
in Pasadena.

So I went back to school for a management degree
at Yale. Back then they didn’t offer the commerce
degree (excuse me, the MBA), so I got an MPPM.
After graduation I got a job at Bank One, where to
my amazement I still work after almost 14 years! I
come from a long line of community bankers (my
father and grandfather, and my mother’s grandfather)
so the switch wasn’t as tricky as it appears on paper.

As a banker, I’ve had the opportunity to serve on the
usual boards—hospital, YMCA, symphony, church.
My two favorite activities were starting a Black
Achievers program at the Lima Family YMCA, and
starting Six String Concerts to present upcoming
singer-songwriters in a coffeehouse concert envi-
ronment in Columbus. I also had the good fortune
to live and work in my hometown of Lima, Ohio,
for four years.

What has Dartmouth meant to me? I made more life-
long friends in those four years than in any other

14-year stretch! (Betsy’s
best quote from our wed-
ding: “Are you planning to
have the entire Dartmouth
Class of 1976 as grooms-
men?”) I got to contrast it
with Yale, and let me tell
you, Yale does not hold a
candle to dear old Dart-
mouth. I started a business
and named it after my

freshman dormitory. I’ve been to every reunion so
far and plan to go to as many as possible.

I only have two predictions for 25 years from now
when we meet for our 50th reunion:

A My youngest child, Alec, will have been out of
college for eight years, and I will have really
enjoyed watching him and his older sister Lindsey
grow up.

A I will finally have new hip sockets, made out of
some material not yet invented.

Cheers!
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Alec, Betsy, Lindsey, and Parker MacDonnell

I didn’t want to
wake up and
discover myself
singing Horse
With No Name
in a steak and
lobster restaurant. 
Speedy MacDonell 



Duncan A. Macfarlan MD 
Andy 
4370 Saddle Court, Earlysville, VA 22936-9575, 
(804) 978-4077
Occupation: Medical, Earlyville Family Health Center,
Rt. 743 and 660, Earlysville, VA 22936-9726, 
(804) 978-2126
Spouse/Partner: Theresa

S. Neil MacFarlane PhD 
17 Sunderland Avenue, Oxford OX2 8DT, England 
Occupation: Education–College University, Oxford
University
Spouse/Partner: Anne

Leslie M. Madden 
See Leslie M. Madden Kannan

Michael R. Madeson 
Mikee 
52 Pal-Yam, French Hill, Jerusalem 97890, Israel,
«madeson@netvision.net.il»
Occupation: Investments, Newton Enterprises, 
52 Pal-Yam, French Hill, Jerusalem 97890, Israel 
Spouse/Partner: Avital

Eric H. Madison 
Ricky 
214 Whittier Street NW, Washington, DC 20012-2163,
(202) 726-5744
Occupation: AmEmbassy BONN/ECON, PSC 117 Box 330,
APO, AE 09080-9998
Spouse/Partner: Nora

Alexandra T. Maeck 
Sandy 
6200 Oak Crest Way, Los Angeles, CA 90042-1312,
(626) 296-0810, «amaeck@katz.wcula.edu»
Occupation: Education–College University, LA City
College, 855 North Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles, 
CA 90029-3590, (323) 953-4254

Joseph P. Maffione Jr. 
Maffo 
610 Treyburn Manor Drive, Alpharetta, 
GA 30004-3084, (770) 521-1046
Occupation: Vanstar Corporation, Atlanta, GA 
Spouse/Partner: Patricia McGreevy-Maffione ’76

Craig R. Maginness 
4935 Montview Boulevard, Denver, CO 80207-3822,
(303) 355-5062, «maginnes@jm.com»
Dartmouth Activities: French Hall Rock Band, intra-
mural sports
Major: Government
Graduate Study: JD, Syracuse University, 1979; 
MA, Economics, University of Colorado, 1987
Occupation: Building Products, General Manager, Hamil-
ton Technologies Division, Johns Manville Corporation,
717 17th Street, Denver, CO 80202, (303) 978-3326
Interests: Director, Chair International Trade Policy
Committee, World Trade Center; Elder, high school
youth advisor, Montview Boulevard Presbyterian Church;
piano, hiking, camping, skiing; most important: hang-
ing out with my kids
Spouse/Partner: Ellen Reath; Smith College, 1973;
Georgetown Univ. Law School, 1976; Retired lawyer,
stay-at-home mom, church elder, member Denver
Civil Service Commission
Connor, 11, Denver Academy
Alison, 9, Montclair Academy

On the one hand, I probably didn’t get as much out
of Dartmouth as I could have had I applied myself
a bit more diligently at the time. On the other hand,
I’ve made up for it since and, all in all, I wouldn’t
change a thing. My entire life has been one of
extreme luck and good fortune, coupled with what
at times has been an almost crazy willingness to
jump into an unknown opportunity and make the
most of it.

I originally came to Colorado for the summer on a
lark to be with a girlfriend. She and I broke up, but
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Ellen, Connor, Craig Maginness, and Alison. Hiking on
the East Coast, June 2000



I’ve remained in Colorado for the past 22 years and
there is no question it’s home in all the best senses
of the word.

I met my wife out here; we’ve been married for 17
years. Coincidentally she is a Smith grad from the
East Coast—although if we had met when we were

in college she probably would-
n’t have spoken to me, much
less thought about marrying
me. Time does wondrous things
for perspective.

My wife and I couldn’t conceive
children, but after five years
of working through all those
issues in a way that only made
us stronger, we adopted, first
our son and then our daugh-
ter. What a miracle! There is

no question in either of our minds that these were
meant to be our children. God just had a different
plan for us to find them—and boy, are we lucky we
did. They’re the greatest.

After 16 years of practicing law, first as a trial lawyer
and partner in a large firm and then as an in-house
counsel, I had an opportunity, thanks to a series of
quirky coincidences, to run a manufacturing business
in Mexico. The only time I had been to Mexico was
as the adult advisor on a high school church work
trip. But as I had often done before, I said, “Why
the hell not?” Since then, I’ve learned a new lan-
guage. I’ve done business all around the globe, man-
aging operations and negotiating acquisitions and
joint ventures. And there are not too many cities,
from Shanghai to Sidney to Buenos Aires to Dublin,
where I don’t have at least a couple of fairly good
friends to visit with when I travel.

The things I’ve had the good fortune of doing: the
glory of being the first skier down through the
fresh champagne powder on a Colorado mountain
side; the rush of trying cases to a jury; the pure joy
of playing a gig with a rock band or just sitting-in
on the piano in a smoky bar while people buy you
drinks; the challenge of putting together business
operations in fascinating places like China and Thai-
land; the satisfaction of feeling at home in a place
like Mexico City; the knowledge that you’ve made
a real difference in people’s lives working alongside
a group of high school kids from your church while
doing hands-on construction work on a medical
clinic for impoverished people.

As a foundation for it all, I’m married to an incred-
ibly wonderful woman. And, oh yeah, I get to learn
something new and interesting from my children
almost every day of the week. What more could I
possibly ask for? 

David E. Magnus 
PO Box 2144, Corrales, NM 87048-2144, 
(505) 897-1610, «magnusd@visionamerica.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Swim team, SAE fraternity,
Language Study Abroad (France) Psychology
Graduate Study: Doctor of Optometry (O.D.), New
England College of Optometry, 1981
Occupation: Optometrist/Center Director, VisionAmerica
of New Mexico, 1600 University Blvd. NE, Suite C,
Albuquerque, NM 87102, (505) 843-7648
Spouse/Partner: Jody Karp ’76 (see her info)
Ben (Benjamin) Magnus, 11, Manzano Day School,
Albuquerque
Abby (Abigail) Magnus, 8, Manzano Day School,
Albuquerque

Dartmouth catapulted both Jody (Jody Karp ’76)
and me into graduate school in Boston in 1977 after
a year of recuperation in Wisconsin—an “MBA” for
her and a “Doctor of Optometry” for me. In 1981,
after four great years in Boston, our studies were
finished and our social arrangement was made offi-
cial by our marriage on Long Island, N.Y. My mem-
ory of past events is usually pretty sketchy, but,
nervous as I was, I managed to capture a few fond,
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[I’ve had] an
almost crazy
willingness 
to jump into 
an unknown
opportunity 
and make 
the most of it.
Craig Maginness

Ben Magnus, Jody Karp, Abby Magnus, Dave Magnus



fun, and detailed memories of that day that will
always be a part of me. Jody and 23 Dartmouth
alums in attendance made it a great party!

That event kicked off a 20-year adventure to New
Mexico. In the beginning, neither Jody nor I ever
planned this kind of tenure, but we have now been
in our same home for 18 years. The scenery, culture,
and climate of New Mexico have become comfort-
able. Although we have discussed some day return-
ing to large parcels of Wisconsin hills and forest or

the New England seacoast,
nothing as yet has been
able to uproot us from our
careers, friends, animals,
and activities.

Other “highlights” of these
last 25 years for me include
(in no particular order):
travelling to breath-taking
spots like Yellowstone Park

and the Grand Canyon; surviving the joys and chal-
lenges of an ever-changing health care environment;
swimming when I can to stay in shape; getting a
hole-in-one on a Wisconsin golf course while play-
ing with my dad and brothers; continuing to confuse
telemarketers and society with our two different last
names, even though I am occasionally known as
Mr. Karp; organizing the Dartmouth alumni inter-
views for the state of New Mexico; and enjoying,
caring for, and being continually amazed by, two
wonderful children.

I have always felt that there are only a handful of
defining “moments” in anyone’s life. “Going to
Dartmouth” was one of those “moments” for me.
I look forward to celebrating the people and places
that made that event so important.

Anthony J. Magro 
Tony 
14 Bonnie Briar Lane, Larchmont, NY 10538-1347,
(914) 833-1675, «amagro@bear.com»
Major: History and French
Occupation: Investment banker, Bear, Stearns & Co.
Inc., 245 Park Ave., New York, NY 10167, 
(212) 272-3739
Spouse/Partner: Laurence
TV Production
Interests: Reading, yoga, swimming, travel, cycling, skiing
Vanessa, 14, Hackley
Christina, 13, Hackley
Isabelle, 8, French American School of NY

My experience at Dartmouth determined my life in
ways that were unexpected when I left the College,
in part because while Dartmouth prepared me for
almost anything, it prepared me for nothing in par-
ticular, and in part because I simply had no expec-
tations. How my Dartmouth experience affected my
life beyond is easy to see in retrospect.

A trivial freshman decision turned out to define
much of my college and life experience. I decided
to fulfill my language requirement by attending an
LSA program in France. As a result of the LSA pro-
gram, I fell in love with France. With the flexibility
of the Dartmouth Plan, I spent five terms in France

between my sophomore and
senior years: LSA in Blois (fall
1973); FSA in Toulouse (win-
ter 1974–75); language drill
instructor (“AT”) in Bourges
(spring 1975); stringer for Time
Magazine in Paris (summer
1975) and AT in Blois (spring
1976). I majored in French
(along with History), worked

as a French AT every term on campus, and acted in
Rassias French theater productions, notably “Huis
Clos,” where unrequited love on stage turned into
the real thing off stage.

So what career could be expected to emerge out of
a double major in French and History with minor
concentrations in Comp Lit and Art History, and
Italian thrown in for fun? Banking, of course!
Having taken only two economics courses in order
to satisfy distributive requirements (both taken “pass/
fail”), I was nonetheless able to parlay Dartmouth’s
good name and my language skills (everyone didn’t
speak English back then) into a job at Chemical
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Nothing as yet 
has been able 
to uproot us from
our careers, 
friends, animals, 
and activities. 
Dave Magnus

Vanessa, Tony Magro, Isabelle, Laurence, and Christina

Our community
has a very 
large French
population and
we have many
French friends. 
Tony Magro 



Bank. I began my career on Wall Street right after
graduation and have not left: Bankers Trust (1978);
Dillon Read (1980), where I began specializing in
M&A; Kidder Peabody (1988) and Bear Stearns
(1992), where I co-head the M&A Department.
Ironically, and unexpectedly, I have rarely used my
language skills in my professional life, which has been
focused primarily on domestic finance.

My love for France and her culture has happily found
fulfillment in my personal life. At the core of it all
is my wife, Laurence, a French woman with whom
I fell instantly in love in 1978 when we met at
Bankers Trust. My three daughters, Vanessa (14),
Christina (13), and Isabelle (8) are all bilingual and
fluent in Spanish, owing not only to their mother but
also to hard work at the French American School of
New York. As a result of the draw of this unique
bilingual school, where I am a trustee, our communi-
ty has a very large French population and we have
many French friends. There is ample opportunity
to speak French because the French prefer to speak
their language no matter where they are and regard-
less of their fluency in other languages. We travel to
France frequently, including a one-month stay for
the family in summer. I continue to be charmed by
the beauty of France, the savoir vivre of the French,
and the richness of their culture.

While my circle of friends at Dartmouth was limit-
ed, many of my friendships were close. My limited
exposure to my classmates was a consequence of
my “expatriate” life and a romance which thrived
on campus and in Europe, and at other times, was
sustained by transatlantic love letters (I am sure 
e-mail cannot duplicate the experience). I have sus-
tained many of my close Dartmouth friendships
and have made new ones by becoming active with
the College over the past decade: Dean’s Council
(1995–97); President’s Leadership Council (since
1998), and Chairman and Co-Chairman of our 20th

and 25th reunion giving committees. I look forward
to seeing many of my old friends and making new
ones at the reunion.

Leo J. Maguire III MD 
615 Memorial Parkway, Rochester, MN 55902-6382,
(507) 282-9725
Occupation: Medical, Mayo Clinic, 200 First St.,
Rochester, MN 55905-0002, (507) 284-4152
Spouse/Partner: Kathryn

Ted Maker
8908 Saddle Lane, Potomac, MD 20854-2369, 
(301) 294-2696, «makerfamily@erols.com»
Major: Chemistry
Graduate Study: MBA, Northwestern University,
Kellogg Business School, 1979
Occupation: Biotechnology, Ted Maker Life Technolo-
gies Inc., 9800 Medical Center Drive, Rockville, 
MD 20850, (301) 610 8635
Spouse/Partner: Joyce; Substitute Teacher
Greg, 14
Kira, 12 

Life since Dartmouth has been great. A few ups
and downs, but nothing worth mentioning. Our
kids are the focus of our activities. One of my
favorite events of the year is to get back together
with some close Dartmouth friends each summer
when I return to New England. We may be aging,
but we certainly are not maturing.

John McLain Malek 
Bridge St., Box 354, Norridgewock, ME 04957-0354,
(207) 634-4617
Occupation: Retailing, Oasoola Inc., PO Box 247,
Norridgewock, ME 04957-0247, (207) 634-3445

Adrien P. Mally 
2242 Leavenworth, San Francisco, CA 94133-2212,
(415) 771-6373
Occupation: Investment Banking, Goldman Sachs & Co.,
555 California Street 31st Fl., San Francisco, 
CA 94104-1502, (415) 393-7651

Stephen C. Maloney 
Steve 
53 Will Drive, Canton, MA 02021-3724, (781) 575-9670
Occupation: Legal, 111 State Street, Boston, 
MA 02109-2905, (617) 367-4387

Michele Manis 
See Michele Manis Kaufmann 

Joan Tyler Marable 
840 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, NY 11216-4302, 
(718) 756-7298, «75630.1100@compuserve.com»
Occupation: Consulting, K&J Associates Network,
840 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, NY 11216-4302
Spouse/Partner: Kenneth
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Robert L. Marchman IV 
7912 Dodsons Crossroads, Hillsborough, NC 27278,
(919) 933-6360
Occupation: Transportation, Charter Services, 
(919) 933-6360

Fraser E. Marcus 
42 Upcerne Road, London SW10 OSQ, England, 
«fraser.e.marcus.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Venture Capital, ING Baring, 
60 London Wall, London EC2M 5TQ, England 
Spouse/Partner: Karen

Peter A. Margolis MD PhD 
1510 Homestead Road, Chapel Hill, NC 27516-9057,
(919) 933-9004
Occupation: Education–College University, University
of North Carolina, Department of Pediatrics, CB 7225,
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-0001, (919) 966-2504
Spouse/Partner: Judy

Jack J. Margres 
Jersey Jack 
10 Fourth Street, Danbury, CT 06810-5733
Spouse/Partner: Pam

James J. Marks Jr. 
Jim 
6044 Forest Green Road, Pensacola, 
FL 32505-1850, (850) 477-0016, 
«james.j.marks.jr.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Hotel/Resort, Martine’s Corporation,
Suite 260, 6565 North “W” Street, Pensacola, 
FL 32505, (850) 484-7395, Fax (850) 484-8366
Spouse/Partner: Stephanie

Philip A. Marsden 
256 Lamont Drive, Decatur, GA 30030-2340, 
(404) 373-1418
Spouse/Partner: Nancy

Kathleen Martell 
See Kathleen Martell Vargo

Diane E. Martin
See Diane E. Martin Court

Alexander S. Mathews 
Alex 
5215 Cammack Drive, Bethesda, MD 20816-2905,
(301) 263-0076
Occupation: Education, Animal Health Institute,
1325 G Street NW S-700, Washington, DC 20005, 
(202) 637-2440, Fax (301) 263-0090
Spouse/Partner: Katherine

Richard D. Mathewson 
12658 Torrey Bluff Drive #279, San Diego, 
CA 92130-4256, (858) 350-7556, 
«rmathewson@worldnet.att.net»
Occupation: Legal

Melanie Fisher Matte 
Melanie 
1 Terkuile Road, Montvale, NJ 07645-1213, 
(201) 476-0701, «mmatte@kpmg.com» or
«melanie.fisher.matte.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: The Dartmouth; Phi Tau Fra-
ternity; Green Key Society
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: JD, Harvard Law School, 1980;
MBA, Harvard Business School, 1980
Occupation: Public Accounting, Director of Tax Appli-
cation Development, KPMG LLP, 3 Chestnut Ridge Road,
Montvale, NJ 07645, (201) 307-7664
Interests: Quilting, Brownie Girl Scout Leader, Trea-
surer of Class of 1976
Spouse/Partner: Thomas D. Matte ’77, Albany Medical
School ’82
Megan, 7

Life in the 21st century certainly is full! I whiz
from work, to Brownie Girl Scouts, to church,
to quilt classes, and start the circle again with-
out getting enough sleep in between. Wish I had
the time to reflect on the last 25 years and make
sense of it all.

Some internal predictions have come true. In college,
I envisioned myself married, chauffeuring three
kids around some small town that always looked
like Hanover. I do have a husband, a Volvo, and a
wonderful daughter, and the four of us spend a lot
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of time together! Never envisioned the roads in
Northern New Jersey.

Some internal predictions couldn’t have been farther
from the truth. I have a clear memory of sitting 
in Thayer one lunch discussing careers, and stating
firmly that I would never do tax work. Well, last
summer marked my 20th year with the tax department
at KPMG. I discovered a real thrill of satisfaction

in aggregating detail to
produce tax returns, and
later in writing software
to make it easy for oth-
ers to navigate complex
calculations and planning
strategies.

How would my life have
been different if I hadn’t
gone to Dartmouth?
Most obviously, I would-
n’t have met my husband

— unthinkable! I wouldn’t have the wealth of
memories, memories of challenge and success; of
friendships and late nights; of small town and snow
on the Green; of never wanting to leave Hanover,
even in the throes of spring thaw. I spent four years
in Cambridge, and I’m proud I went to Harvard for
graduate school. But, the fundamental difference is
that I’m glad I went to Dartmouth, glad with a wave
of exuberance and loyalty and sheer rightness that
hasn’t dimmed in 25 years. I don’t think the next
25 will make a difference either.

Bryan W. Mattimore 
Matti 
122 Stamford Avenue, Stamford, CT 06902-8016, 
(203) 323-1474
Occupation: Consulting, Mattimore Group, 
1 Landmark Square, Stamford, CT 06901-2620, 
(203) 359-1801, Fax (203) 359-8127
Spouse/Partner: Hazelann

Mary McAllister 
See Mary McAllister Conway 

Susan H. McAllister 
Sue 
75 Moseley Avenue, Newburyport, MA 01950-1742,
(978) 463-5263
Occupation: Medical, Therapeutics Lifestyles Inc.

Susan Zimmerman McBeath 
100 South Creek Drive, Frankfort, KY 40601-4844,
(502) 695-3036, «susiemcb@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Crew, 12:30 Reper-
tory Theater, Jack O’Lantern, The Daily Dartmouth
and The Black Praxis, staff writer, Russian Club, Green
Key Society
Major: Russian Language and Literature
Graduate Study: JD, University of Louisville School
of Law, 1980
Occupation: Attorney/Consultant, Carballo Abogados,
San Jose, Costa Rica; phone in US, same as above
Spouse/Partner: Robert E. McBeath
Attorney; Interest: Celtic Studies
Deanna, 23, Yale ’00
Evan, 19, Dartmouth ’04
Mary, 14

Dartmouth shaped me in ways that I am only now
beginning to understand. Being in the first class of
coeds certainly had its laughs and regrets. Stepping
outside the family, independent, or so I believed,
for the first time, I found myself whisked away to
the Hanover Plain. Sure enough, I found myself,
thanks to friends and professors who never let me
get away with an easy answer. There’s no place like
Dartmouth. There’s no place—

My happiest memories are rowing on the Connecti-
cut, getting an A from Prof. Epperson on a Keats
paper, being nominated for Green Key, and the
times spent with my roommate for all seasons, Kim
Staggers Blanchard. We were Lucy and Ethel some
days, Thelma and Louise other days. We shared a
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wonderment and delight with being at Dartmouth
that continues to shine through our friendship today.

Oddly enough, Kim and I wound up in the same
profession, practicing similar law in the international
arena. We have fabulous kids and crazy dogs and
enduring husbands in common as well. My trail led
to a law degree from the University of Louisville,
practicing litigation, family, and employment law. I
married Bob McBeath, a fellow Kentuckian and
law student, in May 1977. Our daughter Deanna
was born the following year, then Evan in 1982,
and Mary in 1986. By 1988, Bob and I were both
ready for a change.

When paradise beckons, you have no choice but to
go. In 1989, we moved to San Jose, Costa Rica, ini-
tially as consultants on ecotourism development.
Then Bob and I allied our services with the law
firm of Carballo Abogados, for whom I still serve as
U.S. consultant. Our children grew up there, learned
Spanish, trekked the rainforests, and splashed often
in the truly pacific waves off Tamarindo Beach.

We moved back to Frankfort, Kentucky, in March
1997, for various reasons, among them aging par-
ents and our firstborn off to Yale. Bob is general
counsel for the Kentucky State Auditor, while I
shuttle regularly to Central America on legal busi-
ness. Annie graduated this May from Yale with a
degree in Theater Studies and Anthropology, now
working as an arts intern with the Actors Theatre
of Louisville.

Lest the old traditions fail, our son Evan entered
the Class of 2004 this past September. For those

of you who have children at the College, you under-
stand how the duality works—the twin perspectives
of then and now, as you gaze at the Green and
hear the peal of Baker Tower. Evan declares that
Dartmouth was the best decision he ever made. I
couldn’t agree more. The improvements at the College
far exceed my vast imagination—it’s even more of
a Wonderland than ever! So now we begin a fine
family tradition.

On December 12, 2000, I experienced what must
have been a waking dream: 20 handsome Dartmouth
hunks, in my house, all trying to impress me with

their unique brand of
charm, each one with
the voice of an angel.
I felt as though 25
years had slipped aside,
rendering me vivacious
in turn. Such a reju-
venation! My son had
brought his fellow

members of the Dartmouth Cords to spend an over-
night with us on their Winter Tour. Quick! See if
they’re coming to your area soon! Our daughter
Mary declared that the Cords’ visit was the best
thing her brother had ever done, then wailed that
she was only 14! 

Thanks for being steadfast friends, Class of ’76. If
I can do anything for you, just call.

George F. McBride 
224 Bay Street, Taunton, MA 02780-1871, 
(508) 823-4403
Spouse/Partner: Lee

Scott A. McCallister 
816 Pennstone Road, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010-2915,
(610) 527-9801, «scott.mccallister@us.cgeyc.com»
Occupation: Consulting, Cap Gemini Ernst & Young,
750 7th Avenue, New York, NY 10019, (212) 773-3040
Spouse/Partner: Diane
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Susie Zimmerman McBeath in Morocco, 1998, as 
chaperone for a high school Spanish trip
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Thelma and Louise 
other days.
Susan Zimmerman McBeath



Charles P. McCann 
Chuck 
2 Ottada Way, Pepperell, MA 01463-1291, 
(978) 433-2785, «cmccann@context.com»
Dartmouth Activities: HPF Fraternity, intramural
sports, Daily D
Major: Math
Occupation: Consulting Director, Context Integration,
One Van de Graaf Drive, Suite 104, Burlington, 
MA 01803, (781) 273-0241 ext. 18
Spouse/Partner: Robin Kelly McCann; Senior Course
Developer, Excelon Corp.

I left the Hanover Plain with my AB in Math and
skills in plumbing, electrical, heating, and chimney
sweeping. What to do next? Robin, my college sweet-
heart (and now wife of 23+ years), decided to look
for a teaching position in New England. Sounded
good to me as well, and I headed out to become a
boarding school teacher in Connecticut (vowing
never to work for a large corporation, this seemed
a reasonable start on an undetermined career path).
Robin and I were married at the school in 1977 and
spent the next year and a half living with the 80 kids
at the school, and having every other Sunday off. As
the enlistment slogan says, “It’s not a job, it’s an
adventure.” We decided it was time to leave when
we were having a blowout faculty party celebrating
a three-day weekend without the kids. We realized
that there were people in the world with two whole
days off every week, and we wanted a part of that.

We headed for D.C., where we had friends, found an
apartment, then looked for work. I’m glad we did

that then! We’d never have the nerve to move with-
out a job now! I wound up teaching for Digital
Equipment Corporation, where I remained for two
years until New England called us home. This time,
though, I found work before we moved, and we
wound up in Burlington, Vermont. I worked for GE
in the IT department, Robin signed on with National
Life Insurance to learn computer programming (a
trend develops here). We wound up working at GE
together (about 20 feet apart) for the next three
years. Vermont is beautiful, but the employment
options are limited, and we found ourselves in Mass-
achusetts again in 1983, Robin working as a consul-
tant for GE, I as a consultant for Digital (a retread!).
At this point I realized that big companies aren’t the
evil empires I believed in college—more like what
Dilbert depicts! Robin left GE and joined Digital
(that trend again), where we both worked until 1994.
Then Robin left for Sybase (a software company),
and I followed her later in 1994. We worked there
for five years (until we earned our six-week sabbati-
cal). I resigned when the sabbatical ended and am
now with Context Integration (an internet systems
integrator). I lead a team of people who develop
consulting practices (methodology, project manage-
ment, quality management, knowledge management,
and internal training). Robin left Sybase this year and
is now with Excelon, a software company, as a senior
course developer and instructor.

Neither of us thought we’d wind up working in the
IT industry when we left college. Robin was going
to teach (which she is now doing, actually) and I had

no idea what I was going to
do (and some days, it seems
like I’ve achieved that too!).
I have had the opportunity
to see a bunch of the world
since college. Work has
involved travel since the mid-
90s, and I’ve been to many
Western European countries,
Australia, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Singapore, and

much of the U.S. Our vacations have taken us to the
Caribbean and Nova Scotia, and we look forward to
more travel as we retire.

We spent much of our life together planning to build
a home in the country, and we finally achieved that
dream. After 20 years of developing design ideas, we
got a deal on 78 acres of land in central Massachusetts
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in 1993, held onto it until we had paid off our home
in the suburbs in Billerica, and built our dream home
in 1998. We have a beaver pond in the backyard and
no lawn at all, and we live in a town with no traffic
lights. Our commute is miserable, but it’s worth it
to get home at the end of the day. We love com-
pany, and our number is in the book!

Starting our work life at the boarding school drove
home what a commitment raising children should
be (we saw the results when it wasn’t), and we
decided to postpone having a family until we were
sure we wanted one. Now in our mid-40s, we remain
childless by choice (though we do have a multi-cat
family). We have nieces and nephews, so we do get
to be occasional vicarious parents (enough to quench
the occasional baby fever, at least).

Dartmouth taught me how to learn and that has stood
me in good stead through the years. Here’s to a liberal
arts education!. The close community that Dartmouth
provides turned out to be a driving force throughout
my life so far. I found it again in the boarding school,
and at work at Digital, and I try hard to create a simi-
lar atmosphere at work to this day. Without Dart-
mouth, I might have followed my initial leanings
toward being a chimney sweep—and probably dying
from the bane of chimney sweeps, scrotal cancer.

Robin and I are happy and are now figuring out
when we can retire, so in 25 years I hope to be liv-
ing in this house with Robin, retired. Doing some
independent software consulting will keep my wits
sharp (or at least no duller than normal) and will
give us the flexibility to take off on trips to new
places around the world. As long as my frequent
flyer miles don’t evaporate, we have a bunch of free
flights in the bank.

Dartmouth helped me grow up enough to make
some good choices. It’s been a great journey so far,
and we’re looking forward to continuing it together.

Dennis R. McCann MD 
15 Frankwood Drive, Winslow, ME 04901-7625, 
(207) 873-5522, «mccann@mint.net»
Occupation: Medical, Mid-Maine Medical Center, 
149 North Street, Waterville, ME 04901-4995, 
(207) 872-1300
Spouse/Partner: Linda

Philip L. McCarthy Jr. MD 
159 Pino Verde Lane, Williamsville, NY 14221-8332,
(716) 689-0955
Occupation: Medical, (716) 845-3323
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Pat Ferguson McClendon
4120 Fairlawn Drive, Columbus, IN 47203-2717, 
(812) 376-3075, «tapsmc@voyager.net»
Dartmouth Activities: African American Society,
Basketball, Cheerleader, Gospel Choir
Major: English
Occupation: Director, Product Support, Cummins
Inc., PO Box 3005, Mail Code 40905, Columbus, 
IN 47201, (812) 377-8514
Spouse/Partner: Tony McClendon ’74; Regional Sales
Manager; deacon
Alexandria, 18, East High School
Samantha, 15, East High School
My daughters run Varsity Track. Alexandria was last
year’s sectional and regional champ and placed 15th
in the State in 300m hurdles. She is a senior and is
being actively recruited by several schools for track.

Wow! How do you sum up 25 years and the impact
on your life? Right off the top, I’d have to say that
when you sum it all up, it’s been wonderful. When
I look at the ups and downs, there have been very
few downs and many blessings. Since leaving Dart-
mouth, my husband Tony (Class of ’74) and I have
changed careers, raised two beautiful daughters, lost
friends and family members, and weathered many
storms. But when we reminisce about Dartmouth,
we are transported back in time to a place and feel-
ing of wholeness, adventure, friends, pleasure, and
learning. The gift Dartmouth gave me was knowing
I could do anything. If it was learnable, I could do
it. I also left a very strong woman.

Years One and Two at Dartmouth weren’t always
pleasant. There were constant verbal taunts and
physical barrages against the women for just being
there and not just from the male students. There

were faculty and alumni
who weekly added their
share of torment. I often
think about the young
women who chose not to
stick it out and changed
schools. They really

missed what I consider to be the opportunity of a
lifetime. But as the song says, “Through it all,” I
came out better on the other side. My favorite mem-
ory is when I and a few others watched the buses
from the sister schools pull up in front of the Hop
the fall term of my freshman year. The looks we
received from the women who got off “chilled me
to the bone.”

What amazes me today is how I didn’t end up the
teacher I thought I would be. Tried it for a few
years, it didn’t work out. I also have noticed that I
am so much more conservative now than then,
especially as I raise daughters and realize that next
year my oldest will be headed to college. Oh, the
thought is scary! But one thing I have learned in 25
years is to trust myself less and God more. This
will make the next 25 years all the more enjoyable
and memorable.

R. Coke McClure 
2512 Birdie Thompson Road, Pocatello, ID 83201-2740,
(208) 234-0928, «r.coke.mcclure.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Stocks/Bonds, A. G. Edwards & Sons Inc.,
201 N. Main, Pocatello, ID 83204-3110, 
(208) 234-1500, Fax (208) 233-7811

John “Wilbur” McCollow
Wilbur, to the ’76 Heorotians, was a sweet soul.
He was absolutely ubiquitous around the House: I
can’t remember a single event which didn’t include
him. There was no one in my memory of Heorot
who enjoyed the life of a fraternity more than
Wilbur did. His room was a gathering place for
music lovers — you got to hear the latest stuff in
Wilbur’s room as long as you didn’t mind his play-
ing along with his unplugged guitar. I used to tease
him that he kept “the hours of a bat,” but he must
have made it to his classes. He was really bright
and eager to wax on about an incredible range of
topics. The later the hour, the more chatty Wilbur
became. He’ll live in the minds of all of us ’76ers
as the easily amused, impossibly skinny, Marlboro-
puffing Wilbur—as Bob Dylan sang: Forever Young.

Gordie Nye

Thomas C. McConnell 
Tom 
1 Melanie Lane, Atherton, CA 94027-6440, 
(650) 366-9696, «tmcconnell@nea.com»
Occupation: Venture Capital, New Enterprise Associates,
2490 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025-6940,
(650) 854-9499, Fax (650) 366-4735
Spouse/Partner: Latricia

James E. McDaniel 
PO Box 530, Lawrenceburg, TN 38464-0530
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Joye McDonald-Hamer 
247 Old State Rd., Berwyn, PA 19312, (610) 647-7088

Brian L. McEachron 
Brian 
6525 204th Drive, Redmond, WA 98053-7827, 
«brianmc@microsoft.com»
Occupation: Computers, Microsoft Corporation, 
1 Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052-8300, 
(425) 936-7787
Spouse/Partner: Em

Sawnie A. McEntire 
3601 Albans Street, Houston, TX 77005-2109, 
(713) 668-0977
Occupation: Legal, Beirne Maynard & Parrons, 
(713) 623-0887
Spouse/Partner: Debra

M. Scott McGovern 
252 Middle Hancock Road, Peterborough, 
NH 03458-2032, (603) 924-4226, «pbsmc@monad.net»
Occupation: Consulting, Open Door Consulting, 
252 Middle Hancock Road, Peterborough, 
NH 03458-2032, (603) 924-1682, Fax (603) 924-1682
Spouse/Partner: Margaret

Patricia McGreevy-Maffione 
Patty 
610 Treyburn Manor Drive, Alpharetta, GA 30004-3084,
(770) 521-1046
Occupation: Home Manager
Spouse/Partner: Joseph

Robert K. McIlrath 
2117 Goodrich Avenue, Saint Paul, MN 55105-1019,
(651) 699-9331
Occupation: Stocks/Bonds, St. Paul Companies Inc.,
385 Washington Street, Saint Paul, MN 55102-1396,
(651) 310-3122

Robert C. McKinney 
c/o Fox & Gibbons, PO Box 35 Agovza, Cairo, Egypt 
Occupation: Education–College University, Sultan
QuBoos University, Language Center, PO Box 32500 
Al Khoudh, Muscat Sultanate of Oman, Oman 

Margaret L. McLaughlin 
91 Payson Road, Belmont, MA 02478-2731
Occupation: Tufts New England Medical Center
Spouse/Partner: Anthony

Robert D. McLaughlin 
63 Glover Street, San Francisco, CA 94109-2104, 
(415) 929-8006
Occupation: Real Estate, UDC Homes

Timothy J. McManus 
211 Coventry Lane, North Andover, MA 01845-2133,
(978) 689-3666, «tmcmanus@mediaone.net»
Occupation: Mergers and Acquisitions, Webhire Inc.,
91 Hartwell Avenue, Lexington, MA 02421-3137, 
(781) 869-5125, Fax (781) 869-6304
Spouse/Partner: Amy

Steven D. McNutt PhD 
17935 County Highway 5, Springfield, MN 56087,
(507) 723-6726
Occupation: Agriculture, Harvest Land Cooperative,
Vigorena Feeds Division, PO Box 278, Morgan, 
MN 56266-0278, (507) 249-3196
Spouse/Partner: Robin

Jeffrey J. McParland 
5346 Holly Springs, Houston, TX 77056-2020, 
(713) 439-7574, «jeffsarahjohn.mcp@worldnet.att.net»
Occupation: Energy, Dynegy Inc., Fax (301) 718-6910
Spouse/Partner: Sarah
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Stephen G. Melikian 
503 Euclid Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94118-2605,
(415) 751-7061, «smelikian@jhhw.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Dorm Vice-chairman, Choate
council, peer counselor, freshman advisor, intramural
sports, Latin tutor
Major: Classics
Graduate Study: JD, University of Southern California,
1979
Occupation: Attorney, Jones Hall, A Professional Law
Corporation, 650 California St., 18th floor, 
San Francisco, CA 94108, (415) 391-5780
Spouse/Partner: Sylvia Melikian; Real estate invest-
ment manager
Sarah Melikian, 20, sophomore at Georgetown
University
Armen Melikian, 11
Van Melikian, 9

Here it is, January 1, 2001, and I am already eagerly
anticipating our 25th reunion. I am looking forward
to reconnecting with people whom I have seen only
infrequently or not at all during the past 25 years,
and to soaking up as much of the early New Eng-
land summer as is possible in four or five days.

Twenty-five years after graduation and I still feel
fortunate to have attended Dartmouth. It is difficult
for me to say which aspect of Dartmouth I valued
most during my time in Hanover—the academic
challenges and other learning opportunities, the
friendships with so many truly wonderful people,
or the gorgeous campus so isolated that you had no
choice but to focus on your life at Dartmouth. The
thirst for learning and knowledge which Dartmouth
inculcated in me continues to be my constant com-
panion, although my 21 years as a practicing attor-
ney have left me preciously short of time to pursue
serious learning outside my chosen profession in any

formal or rigorous manner. As is the case with many
of us, I have tended to let many of those collegiate
friendships dissipate over the years, and I have gen-
erally not found adult friendships to have the same
levels of immediacy or intimacy that friendships
made in college did. And, having spent all of my
time since graduation living in California, I have
not had the opportunity to visit Dartmouth often,
although I have marveled at the beauty and the
serenity of Hanover during those infrequent visits.

Upon graduation from Dartmouth, I attended law
school, and, upon graduation from law school, I
commenced my career with a large San Francisco
law firm. My area of expertise is municipal finance,
and I am currently a partner in a small boutique law
firm in San Francisco which specializes exclusively
in that area of practice. The practice can be tedious
at times, but it is rewarding when driving around
the Bay Area to see projects on which I have been
involved completed.

Most of my time away from work is spent with my
family: my wife Sylvia, and my sons, Armen and
Van, 11 and 9 by the time of the reunion (my daugh-
ter Sarah is 20 and a sophomore at Georgetown).
Sylvia, having attended the Johnson School of Man-
agement at Cornell, indulges me in my wistful rem-
iniscences about my time in Hanover. The boys
enjoyed the 20th reunion (particularly their viewing
of Dr. Seuss’s portrait in Baker Library) and are look-
ing forward to returning, although Armen seemed
incredulous that his father survived four years in a
college dormitory.

Every now and then I do push myself and get
involved in some sort of volunteer work or project.

I was involved in establish-
ing a Chair in Armenian
Studies at the University
of California, Berkeley,
and also served for two
years as a Trustee for the
Krouzian – Zekarian –
Vasbouragan Armenian
American Day School in
San Francisco. I have also
done some interviewing for
Dartmouth, but I would

like to become much more involved with the College
over the next few years. Somehow Sylvia manages
to stay much more involved with volunteer work
and has a real talent for it.
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If I had been asked 25 years ago what I would want
my life to be like today, I suspect I would have
hoped for a life not that dissimilar from that which
I am now living. I have a loving family (which
includes my father who lives nearby and visits us
at least weekly) that provides me with support and
sustenance, good health, and some good friends. I
also live in a great place. I do wish that work were
not as all consuming as it has been, but, in all hon-
esty, that seems a small price to pay for all the bless-
ings which have come my way.

Frederic P. Metreaud 
83 May Hill Road Stop 37, Ghent, NY 12075-1908,
(518) 672-4355

Kenneth L. Mickens 
4736 Laurel Ridge Drive, Harrisburg, PA 17110-3458,
(717) 657-0938, 
«kenneth.l.mickens.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Government–State, Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission, North Office Bldg., PO Box 3265,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, 
(717) 783-6156, Fax (717) 772-2677
Spouse/Partner: Virginia

Gordon H. Miles 
251 Baltimore Road, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3L 1H7,
Canada, (204) 477-4830, «milesjg@mb.sympatico.ca»
Occupation: Food Processing & Distribution,
Canadian Wheat Board, 423 Main Street, PO Box 816
Station Main, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2P5, Canada,
(204) 983-3411, Fax (204) 284-3720
Spouse/Partner: Jennifer

Mark A. Miles 
2804 Davies Plantation Road, Cordova, 
TN 38018-4709, (901) 381-4106

Julia Miller 
See Julia Miller Shepherd

Meri Miller 
See Meri Miller Lowry

Randall W. Miller 
Randy 
Petersenstrasse 1, D 40474 Dusseldorf, Germany, 
«randall.w.miller.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Automobile, Deloitte & Touche
Consulting, Neuer Zollhof 3, 40221 Dusseldorf,
Germany 
Spouse/Partner: Lynn

Thomas A. Miller 
13107 Privet Ln., Cypress, TX 77429-3836, 
(281) 370-2311, «tmiller@eagle.org»
Occupation: Transportation, American Bureau of
Shipping, ABS Plaza, 16855 Northcase Drive, Houston,
TX 77060-6010, (281) 877-5999, Fax (281) 877-6701
Spouse/Partner: Hilarie

Charles C. Mills 
Craig 
8147 North 1st Avenue, Phoenix, AZ 85021-5668,
(602) 997-8669, «A11628@email.mot.com» or
«charles.c.mills.76@alum.dartmouth.org» 
Dartmouth Activities: Partying; most Intramural
sports; partying
Major: Psychology
Graduate Study: Master of Counseling (Psychology),
ASU, 1984
Occupation: Employee Assistance Consultant,
Motorola Inc., 1495 N. Hayden Rd., Suite D-4,
Scottsdale, AZ 85257, (480) 994-6442
Spouse/Partner: Diane Tang Mills; New Product Man-
ager, U.S. West Communications
James, 18, Sunnyslope High School
Alicia, 14, Madison Meadows Elementary

When I first received the Class of 1976 Reunion
Book Questionnaire, I reactively thought I’d toss it
away as I have many of the previous requests for
information. Although I have on more than one
occasion responded to the “little green cards” ask-
ing for news to be included in the newsletter, I have
yet to see anything in print and have concluded that
the “news that’s fit to print” must be of financial or
commercial success. Nonetheless, I was a bit intrigued
by the somewhat plaintive reference to the many
from prior classes who have “regretted not submit-
ting a few paragraphs.”

In reflecting on my life, I have concluded that
Dartmouth indeed had a profound impact. In fact,
my memoir would be in three parts: The Early
Years, The Dartmouth Experience, and Life After
Dartmouth. You ask what song best sums up my
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experience at Dartmouth? That would have to be
Dazed and Confused (even if it was written in 1969).
I began at Dartmouth with an overabundance of
confidence and misguided optimism. In a matter of
a four years I managed to squander much of my
intellectual potential and most of my parents’ hard-
earned savings (my drug and alcohol-induced stupor
adds a whole new meaning to the term “lost week-
end”). Not surprisingly, my fondest memories are of

extended mind-altering week-
ends with the “Professional
Party Club” commonly known
as French Hall. The first few
years after graduation were
spent working my way through
graduate school in Counseling
Psychology (I figured I had to
salvage something from my
Psychology degree). While I
was learning about human

behavior and the psyche in the trenches of inner-
city community mental health (more than I ever did
in any classroom), my self-induced fog continued.

Part Three began shortly after I returned to Phoenix
from Hanover and met again my future wife of 22
years, Diane (whom I had known as a different per-
son in high school). Diane planted the seeds that
would eventually save my life. Although it would

take another 14 years of episodic inebriation,
abstinence, and extreme patience and tolerance on
Diane’s part, I eventually found my way to sobriety.
I continue as a “helping professional,” having
moved from the street clinics and public institutions,
through the private hospitals, and into a very suc-
cessful position as an Employee Assistance Consul-
tant for a large corporation. My proudest moments,
however, are when I observe my children, whether
in academic achievements or in some artistic or ath-
letic endeavor. I think in spite of whatever damage I
may have done to them, they are “good people” and
I can’t get enough of them. What additional free
time I have I spend with fellow ’76er, Ken Morrow,
traipsing through the wilderness of Arizona.

A few years ago, I visited Hanover and was initially
dismayed by what I interpreted as a somber silence
(what I now know was the sound of the academ-
ically gifted engaged in focused learning). I have
since discovered that most of life’s true joy comes
from being fully present, whether it be in nature,
in movement, or in relationships. I do miss the
relationships I had with some very good people at
Dartmouth, but what I miss most is what I missed
then — an opportunity to fully experience the
Dartmouth Life.

Julia Miner 
Julie 
67 Baker Bridge Road, Lincoln, MA 01773-3104, 
(781) 259-0757, «juliaminer@earthlink.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Field hockey, Glee Club,
Foreign Study in Toulouse
Major: Art, French
Graduate Study: MArch, Yale School of Architecture,
1980
Occupation: Architect, Julia Miner Studio, 67 Baker
Bridge Road, Lincoln, MA 01773, (781) 259-0152
Interests: Painting and Illustration, volunteer work,
working on our house, gardening, family hiking and
skiing
Spouse/Partner: John Caldwell; Principia College, BA
Investment Real Estate; Interests: Family, church, run-
ning, skiing, scaling ladders and roofs around the house,
music
Louisa, 7
Katelin, 4

“Oh no, Mom, not more workmen in our house!”
The curse of having parents with an architecture–
real estate marriage. My practical husband John is
just as romantic as I am when it comes to buying
quirky old houses in beautiful settings. We’re
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between construction phases and I’m catching up,
content that our half finished rustic old farmhouse
looks more like Vermont than the Boston suburbs.
Fortunately our neighbors have just one word for
our dilapidated porch—“charm”! That’s the mind-
set of our town, which has a history of keeping
things rural and unchanged, creating awesome con-
servation land. This winter’s snow has given us great
cross-country skiing out our door and we have sap
buckets on our maple trees. That Northern New
England sense of place is one of the things I loved
about Dartmouth. I was constantly out photograph-
ing subjects like old barns and bright leaves against
the dark autumn sky.

A highlight of my first years after architecture school
was returning to Hanover almost weekly to work on
the Hood Museum and Hopkins Center project.
The firm I worked for celebrated small-town New
England; we were located in a brick mill on a pic-
turesque Connecticut river, so it was natural to use
a mill building as a metaphor for the museum.
About the same time I had a significant spiritual
awakening that brought a great sense of healing in
my life. (From Teenage Wasteland to I Can See Clearly
Now? Okay, well, Sara, you asked for song titles.)
With a lot of character changes brewing deep
within, my professional life was progressing pret-
ty nicely, but I felt more and more restless in the
Connecticut office.

I left in the mid-’80s and took an inspiring solo
bicycle trip, visiting architect friends in London,
Paris, and Lugano, Betsy Tobin in Dieppe, and on
to Vicenza to study Palladian architecture. In pho-
tographing and sketching architecture, I was really

interested in shapes in the landscape, color, and
light. When I returned it was hard to justify a career
in art, financially, and soon a tiny Connecticut archi-
tecture practice blossomed into a New York office
with employees. But after a couple of years, with
art — and New England — always tugging at me,
I attended the Vermont Studio School and then
moved to Boston. It was at that point that I met
John. We were married in 1988 and settled in Lin-
coln. With my husband’s encouragement I started
painting full-time, and we traveled to the Greek
Isles and Turkey, where I researched my first book,
The Shepherd’s Song.

John’s work took us to Arizona, where I grew to
love the open landscape and open-mindedness, the
Mexican and Native American cultures, the general
buoyancy you perceive as soon as you arrive inside
the airport. Illustrating The Unbreakable Code (when
Sara and I took our Thelma and Louise trip to the
Navajo Reservation) was great fun. We spent sum-
mer and ski vacations in Colorado, Utah, and New
Mexico. I taught at ASU and enjoyed researching
adobe architecture. The renovation of our old adobe
house, which had vines growing in through the
windows when we first bought it, won us an award
in historic preservation. It had a large studio with a
view across the desert to Camelback Mountain, and
nine years’ worth of architecture projects, children’s
books, and paintings were created there. But of
course my true pride and joy are our two girls—
also born at home! What a great place for babies.
They ran in and out of the house barefoot all year;
water play was the biggest activity. Louisa was
swimming and jumping off a diving board when she
was two.
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Louisa (8) and Katelin (4) have adapted well to
Massachusetts, even to renovation chaos in their new
house, reminding me in their childlike way to stay
adventurous. When people comment about man-
aging a preschooler at my age, I can honestly say
she keeps me young. I have to admit she’s an easy-
going little companion. Katelin likes classical music,
is meticulous with writing and drawing, and is gen-
erally quiet and gentle. Louisa, on the other hand,
overflows with energy and enthusiasm. She takes
guitar and gymnastics and prefers rowdy music.
They have a dynamic friendship as sisters. Keeping
things peaceful and simple (except for construction)
has been a key to our family life. One architecture
client at a time, part-time. My first love is still paint-
ing/illustration. Because of our construction, I let

a glorious fall slip by without
doing a single painting, but
the colors I chose for the
interior of our house were
curiously intense! We moved
back to New England so John
could work with a buddy
from his Boston Spaulding
and Slye days, and Steve Alli-
son (Dartmouth ’74). They
are building a company that

holds mostly Boston office buildings. I’m enjoying
seeing him settle down with two partners who share
not only similar values but a real friendship; to me
that’s worth the long hours he has to put in right
now. Volunteer work has kept me involved in teach-
ing children, at our daughters’ cooperative preschools
and now at Louisa’s public school, in Sunday school,
and in the art program at a Maine summer camp.
Some day we’ll travel more; for now we enjoy vaca-
tions close to home. This year a French au pair has
brought France right to us and our family will spend
February break skiing in Quebec.

Twenty-five years from now? You’ve got to be kid-
ding. I suppose having to plan weddings and take
care of newborn grandchildren so late in life will
still be keeping us young (?).

Norm Mireault 
Norman G. “Jack” Mireault Jr., a manager at the
Royal Sonesta Hotel in New Orleans, died August
18, 1997, of complications from diabetes. Norman
was a graduate of St. Thomas Aquinas High School
in Dover, New Hampshire, Dartmouth College, and
the Naval Officers Candidate School in Newport,
Rhode Island. He was a lieutenant in the Navy for
six years before earning a master’s of business admin-
istration at Tulane University. He also had lived in
Manila, Philippines, France, Hawaii, San Diego,
and Boston.

Norm Mireault
I remember Norm for his passionate eccentricities.
Once he got an idea in his head there was no
stopping him. Early on, we dubbed him “Stormin’
Norman.” Late night “decisions” to hitch to Colby,
staying up all night just to finish a keg, joining the
Navy ... .

He was very family-oriented and went back to
Rochester a lot at first. Heorot was good for him;
he could fit in with a lot of “unusual” personali-
ties. He always loved the intramural hockey: being
a New Hampshire native, he could skate at birth.
He loved that he was an “Emmet” but could also
fit in with any group. He was an unusual but a very
genuine guy. At the heart of things he loved his
family, served his country, and was a dedicated
friend to those who got close to him.

Tom Potter

Sheldon P. Mirowitz 
32 Maple Street, Sherborn, MA 01770-1023, 
(508) 651-9333, 
«sheldon.p.mirowitz.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Verite Music, 349 Newbury Street,
Boston, MA 02115-2710, (617) 267-7335

Brian R. Mitchel 
7500 Silver Creek Road, Cleves, OH 45002-9484, 
(513) 941-4207, 
«brian.r.mitchel.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: BlueStar, 1507 Cox Avenue, Erlanger, 
KY 41018-1001, (859) 371-4423, Fax (859) 371-4425
Spouse/Partner: Brenda
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Richard D. Monkman 
Dick 
957 Gold Belt Avenue, Juneau, AK 99801-1633, 
(907) 586-3542, «rdm@alaska.net» or
«richard.d.monkman.76@alum.dartmouth.org» 
Dartmouth Activities: Tucker Foundation
Major: Government (Honors)
Graduate Study: JD, Northeastern School of Law, 1980
Occupation: Attorney, Dillon, Findley & Monkman PI,
350 North Franklin, Juneau, Alaska 99801, 
(907) 586-4000
Spouse/Partner: Tina Kobayashi; Attorney
Tatsu, 7
Forest, 2

Things have been pretty quiet since I won last year’s
Nobel Prize for Literature. The previous honors
—the Pulitzer, the Heisman, the MacArthur—all
sort of pale in comparison. Haven’t even dusted that
old Oscar for months (Best Actor, 1984, remem-
ber?). Those Swedes really know how to make a
guy feel welcome. Anyway, after the usual round

of talk shows and book
signings, it was back to
Alaska to resume my law
practice and get reacquaint-
ed with the family.

I had the good fortune to
marry Tina Kobayashi
(Wellesley ’78), a talented
tax lawyer, 16 years ago.
We live in Juneau, Alaska’s

capital and the third largest city in the second least
populous state in the union. We have two small
but steadily growing boys, live in a red wooden
house on a hill, and, due to the prevailing climate,
collect raingear and rubber boots in all sizes and
almost all colors.

We’ve spent much of the last 20 years exploring
Alaska and the Yukon — on foot, on skis, and in
kayaks and sailboats. Yes, the winters are cold, but
the people are warm. The wildlife and wild country
are beyond compare. Even the legal business is
more fun than most places, from what I can tell.
And, of course, it is 20 minutes from my front
door to the top of the ski hill in the winter, and five
minutes to the small boat harbor in the summer.

This Reunion will mark the end of my second term
as Class Secretary. This job has the weighty respon-
sibility of writing the class Alumni Magazine column,
with the concomitant benefit of hearing from class-
mates on a regular basis. Well, most of you could
write more often. But enough do write, and write
frequently enough, that I can honestly say I’ve had
the great pleasure of your company over these years.

And, by the way, thanks to the other class officers
for throwing the tailgate party in Stockholm. It was
a kick.

Kenneth P. Monteiro 
3238 Ingalls Street, San Francisco, CA 94124-3508,
(415) 467-8527, «monteiro@sfsu.edu»
Occupation: Education–College University, San
Francisco State University, Human Relations, 1600
Holloway Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94132-1700,
(415) 338-2364

Michael J. Montgomery 
1135 Corsica Drive, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-4015,
(310) 459-2393, «michael@digitalcoastpartners.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Soccer, Alpha Delta, French
Hall
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: MBA, Amos Tuck, 1977
Occupation: Investment Banker, Digital Coast Partners,
160 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90401, 
(310) 260-6941
Spouse/Partner: Nicole
Interests: Travel, art, history
Colyn, 14

I can summarize my life with an analogy to a great
adventure: I am not always sure where it is leading,
but the day-to-day excitement is the highlight of the
voyage. I have been very fortunate to have found a
soulmate and wife, Nicole, and we have moved to
Europe three times and then returned to Los Ange-
les three times. My son Colyn will be 14 at reunion,
with the same sense of adventure and confidence
of his dad. I have had many types of jobs, from
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finance, sales, management, to banking. Some have
been high-profile; now I am in a small investment
banking partnership.

Dartmouth to me was about friendship. It was about
learning to work, live, participate, and lead. Funny,
my favorite moments I remember at Dartmouth

revolve around being
with friends on hikes,
trips, or the LSA program.
LSA led me to find a job
in Italy in 1981, which
changed my life dramat-
ically. I learned to appre-

ciate daily rituals and the importance of friends and
small pleasures in those rituals. I met Nicole, and
we have returned to Europe constantly.

Dartmouth was also about challenge in many ways.
A challenge to grow up, a challenge to learn, a chal-
lenge to compete with the best and brightest, and a
challenge to question what was going on around me
and not accept a status quo because it was there.

I am looking forward to seeing so many old friends,
and meeting new ones that I never knew well enough
to be a friend.

Dana E. Moody 
Apt. 1211, 5827 Northwest Loop 410, San Antonio, 
TX 78238-2512
Occupation: Medical, Philadelphia Psychiatric Center 

Kevin S. Moore 
52 Ridge Road, Weston, CT 06883-2116, (203) 454-0080,
«kevin.s.moore.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Investments, Clark Estates Inc., 
One Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 10020-2101, 
(212) 977-6900, Fax (212) 977-3425
Spouse/Partner: Ann

Allen L. Morgan 
2133 Webster Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301-4052, 
(650) 327-4344, «amorgan@mayfield.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Swim Team (4 years), Daily
Dartmouth (1 year)
Major: Government
Graduate Study: MA, Oxford University (Christ Church),
1978; JD, University of Virginia, 1981
Occupation: Venture Capitalist, Mayfield Fund, 2800
Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025, (650) 854-5560 
Interests: 99.9% of my time working and doing fami-
ly stuff (both of my kids are sports maniacs and require
lots of driving and game attendance); 0.1% reading
and playing tennis
Spouse/Partner’s Name: Patricia (Patti) A. McClung
BA, Randolph-Macon Women’s College; MS, Simmons
University; MA, University of Virginia
Courtney M. Morgan, 15, rising 10th grader, Menlo School
Scott A. Morgan, 13, rising 8th grader, Menlo School

When I left Dartmouth, I was headed for a PHD in
Political Philosophy and a career as a college pro-
fessor. During graduate school, however, I decided
I didn’t want to be a prof. Since I hadn’t quite decid-
ed what I did want to do, I looked around and
decided law school would be a great way to avoid
working for three more years—and off I went.

Somehow (not sure how), I decided to live in the
San Francisco Bay area, so, after graduation, that’s
where we moved. At this point (1981), I had never
heard of “Silicon Valley” (no one had), but I soon

noticed a lot of business
activity down on the San
Francisco peninsula—so
I joined a Palo Alto-based
law firm, Wilson, Sonsini,
Goodrich & Rosati,
where I remained for the
next 15 years. In 1997, I
joined another law firm,

Latham & Watkins, to help them open their Silicon
Valley office, where I stayed until 1999. By this
stroke of dumb luck, I have had a ringside seat
watching Silicon Valley grow from the early days
of the PC.

In 1999, I left law completely to become a venture
capitalist, at Mayfield Fund. When I graduated from
Dartmouth, I had no idea what a venture capitalist
was (at that time, there weren’t very many). I did
know what a lawyer was, but I never imagined I’d
spend almost 20 years being one. So my life bears
no resemblance to anything I had in mind when I
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graduated—and that’s been a very good thing, I
must say.

Many of my happy memories at Dartmouth involve
my four years on the swim team. I had more ambi-
tion than talent, but had lots of fun. Lots of other
fun memories of goofing off around my dorm.
With the advent of the Dartmouth Plan (and the wild
proliferation of off-campus programs), a lot of the
traditional rhythms of college (e.g., the same faces
for four years) disappeared. But living all four years
in the same small dorm, South Fayerweather, allowed
a sense of community to develop, which I still
recall fondly. I have to say that I also have lots of
great memories of various classes and—God forbid
—even studying and writing papers. Truth be told,
I’d still be a student if I could figure out how to
earn a living doing it.

During law school, I met Patti McClung, whom I
married the week after graduation (we were match-
made!). We will have just celebrated our 20th wed-
ding anniversary at the time of the reunion! Patti
recently concluded a 22-year career in information
sciences (digital imaging for research libraries and
large art museums) when it became clear that our
kids (Scott, 13, and Courtney, 15) needed a full-time
driver to get them to/from their million-and-one
after-school sporting events. In her nonexistent spare
time, Patti chairs the regional theater company and
is increasingly involved in a number of other char-
itable/social service organizations.

The College has been a great center of gravity for us
out here in California, and we have a lot of Dart-
mouth friends from many different College classes.
Given distance, work, kids, etc., it’s unfortunately
been harder to keep in touch with ’76 classmates
elsewhere in the country—a situation I can’t wait
to remedy at the reunion.

David P. Morgan 
1412 Rancho Hills Drive, Chino Hills, CA 91709-6250,
(909) 606-3306, «david_morgan@nelliemae.com»
Occupation: Financial Services, Nellie Mae, Suite 300,
50 Braintree Hill Park, Braintree, MA 02184-8753,
(800) 338-5626, Fax (909) 606-3327
Spouse/Partner: Youlonda

J. Todd Morris 
Fahonska 
2262 Menomonee River Parkway, Wauwatosa, 
WI 53226-2650, (414) 443-1596, «tjmorris@trane.com»
Occupation: Service Industry, Milwaukee Trane
Service, PO Box 230, Brookfield, WI 53008-0230, 
(262) 784-3970, Fax (262) 784-3726
Spouse/Partner: Susan

Kenneth W. Morrow 
20230 E. Ryan Road, Queen Creek, AZ 85242-9775,
(480) 987-3203
Spouse/Partner: Eve-Lynn

Robert T. Mortimer Jr. 
Bob 
924 South Bruner, Hinsdale, IL 60521-4341, 
(630) 920-0363
Occupation: Stocks/Bonds, Dain Rauscher Inc., 
2 MidAmerica Plaza, Suite 700S, Oakbrook Terrace, 
IL 60181-4717, (630) 472-5505, Fax (630) 990-0870
Spouse/Partner: Marion

Franklyn W. Morton 
3710 Lyndhurst Court, Sarasota, FL 34235-2411, 
(941) 377-3912
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Todd M. Mosenthal DC 
61 Wellington Circle, Lebanon, NH 03766-2633, 
(603) 448-0100, «tntmo@hotmail.com»
Major: Religion
Graduate Study: Palmer College of Chiropractic, 1985
Occupation: Chiropractor, The Mosenthal Clinic, 
199 Heater Rd., Lebanon, NH 03766, (603) 448-0048
Spouse/Partner: Teese
Kia, 10
Nika, 8
Teagan, 4
Risa, 2

I remember sitting in cell biology, trying to under-
stand big words that explained very tiny things,
when a light bulb went off in my head illuminating
the thought that there had to be more to life than
understanding the smooth endoplasmic reticulum
system. After three years of pre-med, I switched my
major to religion, searching for the ultimate truth
and purpose in life. Dartmouth allowed me to search
diligently and to explore many religions. Through
study and experience I found that God’s Word, as
He has written in the Bible and the Gospel message
that Christ taught, was the ultimate Way, Truth, and
Life. Its understanding and application have given
my life purpose and hope.

After Dartmouth, I traveled a more unconvention-
al road, experiencing many jobs, finding financial
success (and loss), and meeting people of all back-
grounds. Best of all I met my wife, Teese. We have

been married for 18 wonderful years and are enjoy-
ing the awesome privilege and reward of raising
four delightful girls, Kia (10), Nika (8), Teagan (4),
and Risa (2). My daily goal is to “seek first the King-
dom of God and His righteousness.” To the extent

that I am successful, I
see God’s presence in
what I do and who I am
—husband, dad, chiro-
practor, soccer and ski
coach, community mem-
ber, part of the BOS.

Should any classmate ask
me what is the one thing

that I have learned since my years at Dartmouth that
has any value or is worth sharing with others, it
would be to suggest that life on this planet begins
with the acceptance of Christ as your Lord and
Savior and that seeking God’s presence in all that
you think and do is the purpose of one’s life.

Philip J. Moy Jr. 
Phil 
431 Falls Road, Chagrin Falls, OH 44022-2533, 
(440) 247-8385,
«philip.j.moy.jr.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Legal, Fay Sharpe Fagen Minnich, 
1100 Superior Avenue, Suite 700, Cleveland, 
OH 44114-2518, (216) 861-5582, Fax (216) 241-1666
Spouse/Partner: Ann
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Mark J. Mullan MD 
Moon 
82 Green Lane, Springfield, MA 01107-1225, 
(413) 788-6370
Occupation: Medical, Medical Care Partners Inc., 
4th Floor, 222 Carew Street, Springfield, 
MA 01104-4103, (413) 781-1186, Fax (413) 734-5456
Spouse/Partner: Sara

Richard L. Mulroy 
Rick 
107 Eastway, Reading, MA 01867-1110, (781) 944-1247
Spouse/Partner: Sheila

Cesar B. Munoz 
PO Box 24009, Silverthorne, CO 80497-4009, 
(970) 513-8337, «dldistel@mindspring.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Outing Club: Cabin
and Trail, Bicycle Club
Major: Art
Occupation: (1) Sales Clerk, Pearl Izumi, PO Box 1928,
Silverthorne, CO 80498, (970) 262-9337; 
(2) Teacher, Colorado Mountain College, PO Box 2208,
Breckenridge, CO 80424, (970) 453-6757
Spouse/Partner: Donna
Photographer; Interests: Hiking, skiing

While at Dartmouth I searched and found “Walden
Pond” every weekend when I lost myself in the
New England woods and mountains. During the
week I passed the time attending class and studying,
always eagerly anticipating the coming weekend and
another trip into the wilds. (Not surprisingly, one of
the highlights of my Dartmouth years was a success-
ful winter traverse of the Presidential Mountains;
this was only accomplished my senior year after
three failed attempts.) Returning home to Los Angeles
after graduation was like an expulsion from Elysium.
I was like a heroin junkie going through withdrawal.
Even my weekend trips with the local Sierra Club
were an inadequate “fix.” So, now my quest became
one for a perennial Walden.

This quest at times became more an ordeal than
an odyssey, a Herculean task rather than an idyllic
sojourn. I washed dishes and scrubbed toilets at
ski resorts, swung a pick-axe, and moved boulders
building trails at 10,000 feet just so I could live year-
round in the mountains. At these times I felt sad
for my father who probably wondered why I was
throwing my education away for some quirky lark.
After all, I was already 40 years old, and my father

was a Mexican immigrant who despite his four years
of schooling knew the value of education and had
worked hard all his life to see me get the best. Yet,
when I skied to work from my little cabin in the
woods, I truly believed I was the richest man in
the world.

I still live in the mountains; and I still ski or bicycle
to work depending on the season; but my small,
isolated cabin has been replaced by a town home
in the midst of a congested resort development in
Colorado’s crowded playground. However, it’s been
a good trade-off. There’s a community college near-
by where I teach Spanish. Teaching a good class
where I see students have learned a difficult con-
cept is more satisfying than making first tracks in
knee-deep powder.

Although I still tilt at windmills, my idealism has
been tempered by a healthy dose of cynicism and
pragmatism, an inevitable result of getting old. Life
has been more of a physical struggle than I expect-
ed; I thought my Dartmouth diploma would open
doors, but even if I had listened to my father and
majored in something more marketable than art, I
still would have pursued the same lifestyle and
worked just as hard to feed myself.
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Although I never met him, Henry David Thoreau
has probably shaped my life more than any person.
Now, though, Prof. Rassias has shaped the Spanish
class I teach.

Dartmouth has shaped my life more than any place
— that’s where I learned to appreciate academic

excellence (good teach-
ing and good scholar-
ship) and that’s where I
learned to ski and love
snow country.

Gordon Lightfoot’s
song, Don Quixote, sums
up my Dartmouth
years during which
time I “suffered” from

delusions of grandeur. I’m only slightly cured now.

In 25 years I hope to be writing books that get pub-
lished or painting pictures that get sold. But I’ll be
happy if I can still ski, bicycle, or “bag a Fourteener.”

I miss the intellectual environment of Dartmouth
and my friends, especially my outdoor playmates.

Daniel H. Murphy 
Dan 
22 Kenilworth Circle, Wellesley, MA 02482-7417, 
(781) 431-1079, «lmurphy979@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Varsity football, rugby, hockey
Major: Government/History
Occupation: Securities Sales and Trading, State Street
Global, 201 Devonshire St., Boston, MA 02110, 
(617) 664-8881

Spouse/Partner: Lee; Golf, outdoors, hiking
Jake, 14
Conor, 12
Nora, 7

I have spent my career in fixed income sales and
trading, first in Boston with Solomon Brothers and
then in NYC with Morgan Stanley. I have returned
to Boston with State Street Global. Dartmouth
pointed me off in the right direction to begin the
adventure. What I miss about Dartmouth are the
opportunities missed; the experience was not com-
plete for me as a 20-year-old. The irony is that my
20-year-olds will have to learn for themselves. I
hope at our 50th I can still show up under my own
power without drooling.

Janet E. Murphy 
Jan 
3213 E. Alder, Seattle, WA 98122-6314, (206) 322-7856,
«janet-murphy@pickard-murphy.com»
Occupation: Legal, Davis Wright Tremaine, 
1501 4th Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101-1688, 
(206) 622-3150, Fax (206) 860-4877
Spouse/Partner: William

Jeffrey J. Murphy 
25 LaRue Drive, Huntington, NY 11743-1529, 
(631) 351-8359
Occupation: Legal, Thacher Proffitt & Wood, 
Two World Trade Center, New York, NY 10048-0005, 
(212) 912-7469, Fax (212) 912-7751
Spouse/Partner: Teresa
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George E. Murray
11201 Hermitage Hill Place, St. Louis, MO 63131, 
(314) 993-2260, «gemurray@bryancave.com»
Major: History
Graduate Study: JD, University of Missouri, 1979
Occupation: Lawyer, Bryan Cave LLP, 211 North
Broadway, Suite 3600, St. Louis, MO 63102, 
(314) 259-2344
Spouse/Partner: Lee B. Murray; Project Manager,
Equity Office Properties
Emily Murray, 20, Dartmouth ‘03
Julie Murray, 18, to-be-Dartmouth ‘05

Linda Young Murray 
Remembering Linda Young
Linda’s incredible mothering qualities still inspire me.
As her roommate, I was needy for that mothering,
and she always came through with a pep talk, a bit
of wisdom, and an uncritical attitude about every-
one. Linda ran the “kitchen” in our room. Our
refrigerator, illegal electric frying pan, hotplate, and
toaster oven caused repeated blackouts in Hitchcock,
annoying everybody, but Del the janitor always
looked the other way. Her Italian family had taught
her how to economize. Three of us pooled ten dol-
lars each for a week’s worth of groceries that got
stashed in a bottom drawer. Linda would give a good-
natured roll of her eyes if either of us bought any
gourmet brands. I think we were living on humor
and mutual support; $30 a week for three 20-year-
olds was a stretch even in the ’70s. At the end of
the week, when the family size Wonder Bread ran
out, I’d pick up lunch at the Hop. I’d find later that
Linda’s lunch had consisted of peanut butter and
jelly on a spoon! She had a way of making a joke
about it that never made you feel she missed having

the financial support that other Dartmouth stu-
dents had. There was no sense of lack in that big
heart of hers.

Julie Miner

Michelle M. Murray 
41 Dyer St., Warren, RI 02885-3632, (401) 245-4228
Occupation: Columbia
Spouse/Partner: Ethan

Marion McCoy Mustard 
200 Fox Hill Road, Chatham, MA 02633-1411, 
(508) 945-9588, «rmustardsr@aol.com»

Dear ’76ers,

I’m sorry that I won’t be there. I am unable to
attend because I am bedridden with MS. That plus
arthritis in my knee has really cut down my activi-
ties. Bummer! I have enjoyed reading about all the
accomplishments of our classmates and receiving
any mail from them.

I’ve been toying with the idea of writing a book of
my memories. Not necessarily of any historical sig-
nificance, just memories of places I’ve been and
events I’ve experienced.

Some of my pastimes include 13 years of classical
piano lessons. In high school, I was an avid mem-
ber of the girls’ glee club. I later continued with
voice lessons.

Some Dartmouth memories include: all the people
and places. I was familiar with cruising around in
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my red ’vette (Chevette), my convertible, biking,
running my golden retriever Justin Tyme around
campus and surrounding areas, squash, ice sculptures
on the Green and outside Hitchcock Hall, the sit-
ting Abraham Lincolns, my boyfriend, the Herb
Mashing Memorial Freak Band, all the activities on
the third floor of Foley House, rock climbing (made
easy by my 5′9″ long-legged frame), other colle-
giates, partying at various frats (Psi U, Bones Gate,
the Tabard, and others), making maple syrup, sug-
aring, and picnics in snow covered fields. My most
outrageous memories include scaling along the out-
side of my fourth floor dorm room in Hitchcock
Hall. Now, 25 years later, I muse, “What was I
thinking?!!” That brings to mind the song I Can See
Clearly Now by Johnny Nash. Hopefully, we’ve all
matured. I’m sure you all have many fond memories,
which you’ll share at the reunion.

Looking back on my life, my Dartmouth years
played a big part. I’ll always remember my friends
and the families who I met while living in the Upper
Valley and surrounding towns. Now, a Cape Cod
“Wash-ashore,” I’ll always consider the Granite
State a part of me. The Green remains constant in
my life.

Music and albums I listened to and liked include:
Allman Brothers, Taj Mahal, CCR, James Taylor,
Carly Simon, Carole King, Joni Mitchell, Joan Baly,
Earth Wind and Fire, the tragic death of Jim Croce
in the early ’70s, America, Dan Fogelberg, John
Denver, Simon and Garfunkel, Stevie Wonder, Dave
Mason, the Commodores, Bruce Cockburn, John
Fahey, and Loggins and Messina.

My love of cars was probably initiated in my child-
hood from my father, Robert, Sr. ’43. He built a
tear-shaped vehicle, painted it red, white, and blue
and drove it in a Veterans Day parade. After gradu-
ation, I bought a mustard colored VW Camper and
drove across country with my best friend Chloe
Gavin. (We refer to that as my bicentennial tour!)
It was quite spectacular. I took off without ever
having driven a standard shift. Some spots I remem-
ber vividly, Buffalo, N.Y. — where I later took a
security clearance course which I used while work-
ing for the SAI, a nuclear weapons development
research firm owned by another Dartmouth man;
San Francisco—where I bought a beautiful green
silk jacket in Chinatown. Next we visited my brother,
Robert Jr. ’71, in Mesa, Arizona. He was a captain
at Williams Air Force Base. From there, we drove
south to Nogales, Mexico, a place known for its
colorfully embroidered peasant shirts. We visited a
lot of National Parks and covered a big area.

Some past jobs include modeling and banking. I
wore fashions at an event benefiting the Italian
Consulate. There were some other stints, even model-
ing wedding dresses. Then I issued credit at the open-

ing of Neiman Marcus in
Boston. For a while, I
tutored and taught math at
the high school level (alge-
bra to calculus). My love of
numbers continued when
I worked in banks. Later,

I even interned at Chemical Bank in New York. The
financial field seemed interesting after spending sum-
mers working in those institutions.

I’m sure there will be a lot of reminiscing and par-
tying at the reunion. Our 25th should be easy to
remember. It will be the first 25th Dartmouth reunion
of the third millennium. Boy, do we feel old! Have
a great time. I’m sure I’ll hear all the juicy details,
so be good and be safe. All the best.

Mark P. Muth 
4 Castello Ave., Putney, London SW15-6EA, England 
Occupation: Investments, General Electric Capital Corp. 
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Steven Nagelberg MD 
1087 Vista Ridge, Thousand Oaks, CA 91362-5615,
(805) 379-2602, «rumpole5@msn.com»
Occupation: Medical, NSR Medical, 7700 Imperial
Highway Suite D, Downey, CA 90242-3470, 
(562) 803-6116, Fax (805) 379-9593
Spouse/Partner: Jerri

Warren C. Nagle Jr. 
123 Linden Drive, White River Junction, VT 05001-9166,
(802) 291-5171, «chuck_nagle@valley.net»
Occupation: Home Manager
Spouse/Partner: Joyce

Robert J. Narloch II 
614 Grant Street, Houston, MN 55943-8613, 
(507) 896-2397

James B. Naylor 
Jim 
19300 Shaker Blvd., Cleveland, OH 44122-2550, 
(216) 752-1429, «jbn54@aol.com»
Major: Mathematics
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard Business School, 1980
Occupation: Industrial partner, McClintock Industries,
29425 Chagrin Blvd., Suite 104, Cleveland, OH 44122,
(216) 831-6540
Spouse/Partner: Dale R. Naylor
James, 14
Rice, 12
Sam, 8

For a student who majored in mathematics and pur-
sued the pre-medical curriculum for three-plus years
at Dartmouth, my life has not followed a predictable
trajectory. But it has thus far been interesting, fun,
and rewarding, and best of all, I have a wonderful
family with whom to share my life experiences. A
sketch of my family will follow a brief review of
my passages since graduating from Dartmouth.

With the decision not to pursue a medical career
made in my senior year at Dartmouth, I struggled
with a career choice for the better part of two years.
Law, teaching, and business were among my consid-
erations. A grueling summer painting houses and a
personal balance sheet leveraged with educational
loans convinced me to try sales for a Cleveland (my
hometown) based mining and lake transportation
firm. I liked the world of business but lacked the
educational background to succeed at the pace of
my aspirations. I attended the Harvard Business

School (HBS), graduating in 1980. This was one of
my better life decisions and has remained so with
the always clarifying benefit of hindsight.

Immediately after HBS, I joined the management
consulting firm of Booz, Allen & Hamilton in their
Chicago office. Frequently with plane ticket in hand,
I received a real-world extension of my training at
HBS and I finally learned to write (although some
may disagree after reading this statement) after
avoiding the acquisition of that functional skill for
the better part of two decades. I spent four ener-
getic and highly educational years with Booz, Allen
assisting a wide range of businesses with their mar-
keting, strategy, and organizational issues. I enjoyed
the work, the responsibility, and the interaction with
highly talented people, but I foresaw a day when
my personal goals might conflict with the rigors of
a consultant’s travel and hours. I also saw my work
as a little hypocritical; offering advice to others that
I had not had to implement or succeed at myself.

I made a transition from Booz, Allen in the spring
of 1984 and joined a Cleveland-based manufactur-
er of durable medical equipment. I spent two years
with this company in a variety of roles from mar-
keting to international sourcing to operating their
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North American distribution network. The work
was rewarding and educational, but I longed for a
more entrepreneurial environment.

In 1986, I joined an older financial partner and a
younger Stanford MBA in an investment holding
firm seeking to grow through acquisition. We had
one small industrial business as a base. Over the next

11 years, through both organ-
ic and acquisition growth, the
firm successfully grew two
platform businesses: manufac-
turing of industrial products
and long-term care pharmacy.
I ended up overseeing the
industrial businesses while the

health care entity was taken public. My association
with this investment holding company was both
fun and fruitful. The decision to move on was dif-
ficult after building relations with my associates and
key operating personnel for over a decade.

For the last three-plus years, I have been associated
with a New York City based private equity firm as
an industrial partner. I advise on investment deci-
sions and participate in the oversight of platform
companies both domestically and in Japan (where
the firm also operates an investment fund).

Concerning the most important aspect of my life, I
met my wife, Dale, in the fall of 1980, a few months
after my graduation from HBS and within hours of
leaving Steve Bell’s wedding. Dale is from Birming-
ham, Alabama, where her family still resides. We
were married in the spring of 1982 in a large south-
ern wedding; it was a wonderful experience and
occasion. At the time of our wedding, Dale and I
were living in separate cities, she in New York and
I in Chicago. We had dated across that distance for
two years; the relationship made easier by my travel
with Booz, Allen. We moved to Cleveland in the
summer of 1982 and have resided there since. We
have three boys: James (14), Rice (12), and Sam (8).
The central pleasures in my life are all about family.
We hope to have our boys with us at the reunion.
James, our oldest, is a special needs child who bright-
ens our life every day and will be hard to miss in any
public setting. James loves people, so please say “hi”
when you meet him.

I look forward to seeing all the friends who can
attend our 25th and to reuniting with the brothers
of Psi Upsilon.

Matthew J. Neary DDS 
Matt 
99 Summit Road, Riverside, CT 06878-2106, 
(203) 637-9493
Occupation: Dental, Mathew J. Neary DDS PC, 
501 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022-5602,
(212) 755-1144
Spouse/Partner: Karen

Christopher M. Neenan 
54 Portland Road, Summit, NJ 07901-3045, 
(908) 522-1224, 
«christopher.m.neenan.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Investments, SG Capital Partners LLC,
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, 
NY 10020-1001, (212) 278-5184, Fax (212) 278-5454
Spouse/Partner: Nancy

D. Dirk Nelson MD 
17 S. Park Ave., Hinsdale, IL 60521-4218, 
(630) 887-8761, «ddnelson@mediaone.net»
Dartmouth Activities: DOC Winter Sports, Football,
Baseball, Fogcutters’ trainer
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MD, Dartmouth Medical School, 1979
Occupation: Orthopedic surgeon, Midland Orthopedic
Associates SC, 2850 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 
IL 60616, (312) 326-2660
Spouse/Partner: Kathi Tellman-Nelson
Laura, 18
Kirstin, 16
Alex, 12

The post-Dartmouth years have presented many
challenges to my family and me. I spent three years
at Dartmouth Medical School, mostly with five great
friends (three Dartmouth friends, Charlie Thayer,
John Castaldo, and Keith Moeller). The next
five years were in Pittsburgh, studying orthopedic
surgery. Pat Stone and Matt Putnam helped me sur-
vive those years. Kathi and I were married in my
internship year and we have been happy and busy
raising three great kids: Laura (18), Kirstin (16), and
Alex (12). After training we moved to Chicago,
where we reside in the western suburb of Hinsdale
(with Mortimer).

Living in the Chicago area has been excellent. Our
children have had the opportunity to excel in school,
sports, and summer camp. They have had the chance
to travel to many nice spots. Kathi’s life has been
involved heavily around education, serving on the
local school board for six years and many other
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local organizations. I work with a group of ortho-
pedic surgeons where my focus is total joint replace-
ment and sports medicine injuries.

In October, our normal routine was shaken by the
diagnosis of breast cancer in Kathi. She has since

completed a successful
course of surgery and
chemotherapy and is
doing well and gaining
more strength each day.
Our local friends rose
to this challenge and
provided us an incred-

ible amount of love, support, and faith, as we strug-
gled to cope with the stress created by this problem.

I have may wonderful memories of my years at Dart-
mouth. I have also tried to create many new memo-
ries since we left. I look forward to our 25th reunion
where we can share our stories both new and old.

Julie Nelson 
See Julie Nelson Brown 

Paul M. Nelson 
156 8th St., Cresskill, NJ 07626-1913, (201) 894-1469
Occupation: Education–Secondary, Tenafly Board of
Education, Columbus Drive, Tenafly, NJ 07670, 
(201) 569-4400
Spouse/Partner: Ellen

William S. New 
615 Park Avenue, Beloit, WI 53511-6328, (608) 365-1265
Occupation: Education–College University, DePauw
University, 12 Asbury Hall, Greencastle, IN 46135,
(765) 658-4522
Spouse/Partner: Elizabeth

Cheryl A. Newman 
Keylwerthgasse 22/5, 1190 Vienna, Austria, 
Phone 43-1-440-3442; 
Mailing DOS/EMB/POL, 9900 Vienna Place,
Washington, DC 20521, «newmanwise@aol.com» or
«cheryl.a.newman.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Gymnastics, Glee Club,
Hopkins Center, Outward Bound, Administrative
Intern—Dean of Student Affairs Office, Thayer Hall
Major: Psychology
Graduate Study: Stanford Graduate School of Busi-
ness, 1976-78
Occupation: President/COO, Skytech Europe, Kft.,
WestEnd Business Center, 22-24 Vaci Ut, 
1132 Budapest, Hungary, Phone: 36-1-450-0878
Spouse/Partner: Charley Wise ’78
Foreign Service Officer, Dept. of State
Interests: Running, squash, basketball, coaching soc-
cer, cooking, travel
Lisa, 17, Princeton ’05
Alex, 14
Will, 11

What’s important in my life? If I had been asked
to write this essay two years ago, the answer would
in most ways have been the same. But in one fun-
damental and amazing way, the current picture is
different from anything I could have imagined. I
now find myself, after 16 incredible years of full-
time parenting, volunteering, part-time work, and
moving our family around the world, running a fast-
growing software company in Budapest, Hungary.

A serendipitous conflu-
ence of events including
Charley’s 1998 State
Department posting to
Vienna; a youngest
child entering the third
grade; the prospect of
our eldest graduating
from high school; and

the realization that this was the moment to make a
transition all led me to take a position as a research
assistant for a book about entrepreneurs in Central
and Eastern Europe. The book is not yet finished,
but the project rekindled an entrepreneurial spark
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that hadn’t been nourished much since undergradu-
ate days at Topliff! I’m now spending part of every
week in Budapest, doing all the things, big and small,
that it takes to nurture a start-up. My family is fan-
tastically supportive — it helps that the teenagers
are just as happy to be on their own—and despite
the stress (great), the chaos (unending at home and
work), and the more than occasional self-doubts, I
am tremendously engaged, enthralled, challenged,
and bemused by this turn of events.

Remembering Dartmouth? Those miraculous days
at Dartmouth constitute an essential part of who I
am. I arrived in Hanover well-read but unsophisti-
cated, lacking social graces but eager to learn, and
the grateful recipient of a wonderful financial aid
package. I worked every term until senior year, when
I received a scholarship generous enough to allow
me to bid farewell to Thayer Hall, where I had
punched so many meal tickets that years later, class-
mates greeted me at reunions saying, “You probably
don’t remember me, but I saw you every morning
at the checker stand at Thayer.” While I don’t
remember every face, I do remember the many quiet
mornings I walked across the Green before sunrise,
when the mist was rising, and felt how very lucky I
was to be there. It gave me a taste for frosty walks
that I haven’t yet shaken.

The 25 years between then and now hold too much
for this page. Charley and I have been married for
19 years. Our life has been splendid and challenging.
We’ve weathered a life-threatening illness of one
child, thrilled at their individuality, and watched as
they’ve met the adventures we put before them with
grace and humor. We’ve lived in San Francisco, D.C.,

Tokyo, Paris, and Vienna, and wonder whether
we’ll ever really settle down in the U.S. There are
still so many places to go! Our family song, Willie
Nelson’s On the Road Again, gets ample play on our
endless journeys. Dartmouth is where I consider my
journey to have begun.

James S. Newman MD 
25072 Bridgeton Drive, Cleveland, OH 44122-1708,
(216) 591-1674, 
«james.s.newman.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Medical, MetroHealth Medical Center,
Department of Radiology, 3395 Scranton Road,
Cleveland, OH 44109-1957, (216) 459-3456
Spouse/Partner: Marlene

Lawrence W. Nichols 
Pud 
3672 Indian Road, Toledo, OH 43606-2427, 
(419) 536-5282
Occupation: Museum/Gallery, Toledo Museum of Art,
P.O. Box 1013, Toledo, OH 43697-1013, (419) 255-8000
Spouse/Partner: Carol

Leonard Allan Nichols 
Leonard Allan Nichols moved to Ohio in 1979 to
work as administrative assistant of the financial aid
and work-study office at Oberlin College. Shortly
after his marriage to Vanessa Terry in 1981, he
entered the ministry, enrolling in Gammon Theo-
logical Seminary in Atlanta, Georgia. He served as a
student pastor in Georgia before taking a joint pas-
torate for St. Paul United Methodist Church in Ash-
land, Ohio, and St. Luke United Methodist Church
in Orrville, Ohio. Reverend Nichols was pastor at
Centenary United Methodist Church in Akron from
1987 until he came to Windermere United Methodist
Church in East Cleveland in 1982. Reverend Nichols
died at his East Cleveland home October 25, 1996.
He was born in White Plains, New York, and joined
Union Baptist Church there in 1966. He became
active in church ministries and was a youth leader
in the White Plains NAACP. After graduating from
Elmsford City Schools, he earned a BA at Dartmouth
where he became a lifetime member of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity. He also attended Antioch College.
Reverend Nichols was active in the East Ohio Con-
ference of the United Methodist Church. He was
appointed to the Bishop’s Task Group on AIDS
Ministry. Reverend Nichols was known in the com-
munity for his great compassion. He is survived by
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a daughter, Vanita Lynn, and son, Terry A.; parents
Henry and Ethel Nichols of Elmsford, New York;
a sister; and his former wife.

For more on Lenny Nichols, see Reggie Williams’
entry. — Editor.

Richard M. Nichols 
352 Laurel Avenue, Novato, CA 94945-3512, 
(415) 898-5339
Occupation: Government–State
Spouse/Partner: Jenny

John K. Nicholson Sr. 
Jack 
1N577 Turnberry Lane, Winfield, IL 60190-2341, 
(630) 690-4266, «jknicholson@aol.com» or
«john.k.nicholson.sr.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Gymnastics, SAE Fraternity,
Sphinx
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: Masters of Management with dis-
tinction, Kellogg GSM, Northwestern University, 1991
Occupation: Banker, LaSalle Bank N.A., 135 S. LaSalle
St., Room 1740, Chicago, IL 60603, (312) 904-1243
Spouse/Partner: Sharon; Interior design
John Jr., 17
Christopher, 14
Laura, 9

Since Dartmouth, I’ve spent most of my time rais-
ing a family and earning a living.

Work has mostly been in personal financial services,
starting on the West Coast (first job in the field cour-
tesy of Dan Pulvers ’76, in January 1980), but
almost all in Chicago.

I continue to operate on a basis of optimism. Many
good things have come my way, and I expect more
will follow. The loss of my brother, Tom Nicholson

’75, six years ago was a blow. I
suppose we’ve reached the point
in life where such occurrences
will come closer together.

Dartmouth continues to be, in
many ways, the place I come from.

It was a launching pad, a springboard. Before Dart-
mouth, I was not yet myself. I’ll never get over it.
It was great.

The song that best sums up my Dartmouth expe-
rience? The Philosopher’s Drinking Song from Monty
Python, which concludes:

Aristotle, Aristotle was a bugger for the bottle,
Hobbes was fond of his dram;
And Rene Descartes was a drunken fart,
‘I drink, therefore I am.’

Arne H. Nielsen 
Snarøyveien 98b, 1367 Snarøya, Norway, 
Phone +47 67122238, «arne.nielsen@luthgruppen.no»
Dartmouth Activities: Soccer, ski jumping
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck, 1978
Occupation: Managing Director, Luth Gruppen AS,
Prof. Birkelands, Vei 34b, 1001 Furuset, Norway,
Phone +47 22904000
Interests: Golf, soccer, skiing (all sorts), boating (every-
thing which is fun!)
Spouse/Partner: Astrid
Montessori teacher; plays golf
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Jeppe, 25, MBA, University of San Diego, 2001
Einar, 24, BA, University of San Diego, 2000
Stian, 19, finished high school, serving mandatory
military service at present

I have been living in Oslo, running a family business
since 1985. We spend a lot of time in Spain for hol-
idays (the “Florida of Europe”), but also in the
mountain at Lillehammer (remember the Olympics
with Nancy and Tonya) as well as on the Oslo fjord.
I have been back to Dartmouth a few times and
love Hanover. However, it is a long time ago. I
remember very well not understanding anything of
Paradise Lost. Furthermore, the big rat in Psi-U
where I spent my first nights at Dartmouth. The
screwdrivers in the basement of the Hanover Inn
were also a memorable experience. In 25 years
from now, I hope to play mucho golf in Spain and
go cross-country skiing in the weekends during the
winter months.

Karla S. Nielson 
801 West 181st Street #27, New York, NY 10033-4519,
(212) 543-1471
Occupation: Theatre, (212) 875-7466

James I. Nienhuis 
701 Bering #1006, Houston, TX 77057-2114, 
(713) 784-6618
Occupation: Service Industry, Intracoastal Towing &
Transportation Co., 331520 Texas Ave., Houston, 
TX 77002, (713) 227-2297

William J. Nimmo 
17 Old Colony Road, Wellesley, MA 02481-2822, 
(781) 239-0518, «bnimmo@halperndenny.com»
Occupation: Venture Capital, Halpern Denny & Co.,
500 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116-3740, 
(617) 536-6602, Fax (617) 536-8535
Spouse/Partner: Joanne

Mary T. Nolan 
Nolan 
910 SW Canning Street, Portland, OR 97201-2218,
(503) 227-2012, «nolan@avrotec.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Community Service,
Outward Bound, Senior Fellowship
Major: Math & Social Sciences
Graduate Study: Aviation; President, AvroTec Inc.,
Portland, Oregon
Occupation: Public Service: State Representative, Oregon
House of Representatives (Since its pioneer days,
Oregon has had a “citizen legislature.” I was elected
to this office in November 2000. Along with 89 col-
leagues, I will spend six months every other year on
leave from my professional duties to represent Orego-
nians in setting policy priorities and fiscal guidelines.)
Interests: Pro-choice coalition, local theatre company,
PTA, environmental advocacy, arts organizations, gay
rights advocacy, American Leadership Forum, private pilot
Spouse/Partner: Mark Gardiner; General Partner of
Portland Family Entertainment (owner of Portland
Beavers AAA baseball team and Portland Timbers
professional soccer team), symphony board, sports
and tourism promotions, Oregon Investment Council
Elizabeth, 6, kindergarten in Spanish Immersion Program
at Ainsworth Elementary School

We have now lived more of our lives after Dartmouth
than before it.

Even as the details of my undergraduate days blur,
owing to both distance and creeping age, I carry
fragments of the Hanover Plain around with me
every day. I was elected to the Oregon House of
Representatives last year. When I listen to compet-
ing analyses of legislative proposals, I find myself
dissecting the arguments the way Frank Smallwood
might have. As I strategize how to advance compre-
hensive policies to solve persistent environmental
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challenges, I try to understand all the inter-related
factors as Dana Meadows showed me. In the tra-
dition of Oregon’s “citizen legislature,” I have
retained my position as President of a company that
designs computer navigation systems for aircraft
(although practicality forces me to take a leave from
the day-to-day responsibilities of leading a business
while the legislature is in session). When I evaluate
software programs that guide navigation and deliv-
er real-time weather alerts, I am grateful for John
Kemeny’s bold notion that computers should be
accessible to everyone as a tool for everyday life.
And I smile to think that a college president enjoyed
teaching so much—and valued it so highly—that
he personally taught a freshman math course.

I never ski without gloating to myself that, since I
discovered real snow in the Cascades, I no longer
need to keep a pair of “rock skis” around for those
transitional days when Mother Nature visited her
worst insults upon the White Mountains. When my
husband and I take our daughter for a three-mile
wilderness hike within the Portland city limits, I am
struck with the foresight of settlers and pioneers
who set aside open spaces like Forest Park and the
College Grant. I admire the commitment of inter-
vening trustees to preserving these treasures. And
I wonder whether my daughter will look so kindly
on my own generation’s stewardship of the land 40
years from now.

Echoes from Rollins Chapel seep into every speech
I make and every cause I advocate. A Dartmouth
diploma graces my office wall and also the wall of
our governor. Next to mine, a plaque reminds me
of William Jewett Tucker’s wise advice:

Be not content with the commonplace in
character anymore than with the common-
place in ambition or intellectual attainment.

Do not expect that you will make any last-
ing or very strong impression on the world
through intellectual power without the use of
an equal amount of conscience and heart.

As a volunteer Big Sister and tutor at Lebanon
High, I saw how fragile my good fortune is, and
how empowering it is to be generous and to do it
anonymously.

As undergraduates, we witnessed key events in our
nation’s history that have shaped my life and defined
our generation. In our freshman year, the passage
of the Clean Water Act changed the framework for
environmental protection not only for water, but
air, and land, and public health. It also gave me the
opportunity to form Portland’s Clean River Initiative
as the city’s Director of Environmental Services in
the early ’90s.

In January 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court found in
Roe v. Wade that the right to privacy encompassed
the right of every woman to choose abortion. As
a volunteer with Planned Parenthood of the Upper
Valley, later as founder of Oregon NARAL, and
most recently as President of Planned Parenthood
of the Columbia–Willamette, I have spent nearly
30 years working to make abortion less necessary

while giving political voice
to the majority of Ameri-
cans and Oregonians who
believe it must remain legal,
safe, and affordable.

During my summer term
on campus, I watched the
only President to resign
leave the White House.

Among his legacies, the post-Watergate open-gov-
ernment reforms shaped the campaign I ran and the
deliberative process I now use as a state legislator.

As a freshman, I vividly remember watching the
draft lottery in the basement of McLane Hall, know-
ing that for some of my contemporaries, the num-
bers meant reprieve, and for others they meant
shipping out. And then in our junior year, we were
mesmerized as the helicopter took off from the U.S.
Embassy, ferrying the last Americans from Saigon
but not yet healing the deep divisions that the unde-
clared war had wrought.

Twenty-nine years ago, I chose Dartmouth for its
math programs, not realizing how isolated it would
feel to be one of only 200 women on the campus
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— and one of just a handful majoring in the sci-
ences. I learned how to finesse “superior” class-
mates and to disarm hostile professors. I learned
how to carry myself as the only woman in the room,
neither shrinking into the wallpaper nor stifling
the conversation. I learned the skills that have pro-
pelled me to much professional success. Yet 25
years after graduating, I still find myself too often
the only woman in a room of engineers or still hav-
ing to disarm colleagues hostile to the simple
notion that women deserve a place at the bargaining
table that involves more than serving the coffee. My
work—our work—is far from finished.

Here’s to the Class of 2001. May they realize over
the next 25 years more of the dream than they can
even imagine today.

It is, as they say, a small college. And, for all its short-
comings and all its leadership, there are those who
love it still.

Kenneth E. Norman 
1566 View Drive, San Leandro, CA 94577, (510) 351-3679
Occupation: Legal, Alameda County Superior Court,
Judicial District, 661 Washington Street, Oakland, 
CA 94607-3922, (510) 268-7606

Robin Clark Norton 
817 North Street, Aspen, CO 81611-1173, (970) 920-3384
Occupation: Crested Butte Mountain Resort
Spouse/Partner: John

Thomas W. Norton Jr. 
3221 Comanche Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15241-1151,
(412) 835-4197
Occupation: Insurance, Johnson P. Higgins, 300 Six
PPG Place, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-2511, (412) 263-4011
Spouse/Partner: Brenda

William E. Nutt 
Billy 
Shaker Blvd., Enfield, NH 03748-9314, (603) 632-5096
Occupation: Creare Inc.
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Kim A. Nyberg 
Nibs 
4305 Lancelot Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55345-2544,
(952) 945-9703, «knyberg@mqcapital.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Hockey, Freshman Council, AXA
Fraternity, ABC Tutor in Woodstock, Vermont
Major: Economics: money and banking
Occupation: Investment Banker, Northland Marquette
Capital, 5500 West 80th St. #500, Bloomington, MN 55345
Spouse/Partner: Jodie Nyberg; School teacher
Kristian, 10
Britta, 8
Anders, 4

It was in the fall of ’75 during Homecoming week-
end, when my Swedish brothers, Rob Swenson and
Jack Olbrych (adopted), planned an assault on the
bonfire. We were armed with a bucket of red paint
and a fair amount of courage. Swenson and Nyberg
sang Swedish drinking songs while Olbrych, who
was afraid of heights, scaled the timbers, reaching
the top just as we ran out of music and/or memory.
Reacting quickly, we came up with a few Sven and
Oly jokes to complete the task and the “Brych” made
it safely to the ground with a large AXA emblazoned
atop the Tower.

Gordie Nye 
452 20th Street, Santa Monica, CA 90402-2434, 
(310) 395-7560, «maysfan@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Heorot, baseball, hockey
Major: English
Graduate Study: MBA, Tuck, 1981
Occupation: Poetry, light hauling, (310) 395-7290
Spouse/Partner: Kathleen McGillivray
Molly, 6
Lulu, 4

My post-Dartmouth life can be divided into three
periods, each summarized below:

PHD, Heorotian Studies (1976–1983):
From 1976 until 1985, I did everything I could to
“rage against the dying of the [Dartmouth] light.”
I taught at a prep school in Meriden, N.H. (13 miles
from Hanover), for three years. In that job, I could
still put my dorm kids to bed and make it to the
Row for several games of beer pong. After teaching
and coaching, I returned to the scene of the crime
to attend Tuck (which I thought was a computer
school when I was an undergrad majoring in Eng-
lish). Miraculously, I got my MBA. I got a job in
Boston in marketing with Gillette. And I spent those

early Boston years frequenting bars which were
coincidentally all located in the basement of some
building or other. I couldn’t (and didn’t want to) get
Dartmouth out of my blood.

Seaver Peters Fellow (1984–1992):
Needing a segue from abject decadence to earning
a living, I chose a career in sporting goods. A gen-
eralist, my interests spanned from skis to sneakers
to inflatable balls. Had a hand in two novel cultur-
al phenomena in this period: the invention of step
aerobics (a.k.a. Step Reebok) and putting little flash-
ing lights in kids’ sneakers. The connection between
either and my Dartmouth experience is not clear
to me. I should have paid more attention in Prof.
Berthold’s classes.

Sachem Villager Meets Dick’s House (1993–present):
My wife, Kathleen, and I have two little girls, Molly

(6) and Lulu (3), who we
hope will grow up to be as
happy and well-rounded as
the women and men I
remember at Dartmouth.
Today, we live in Santa Mon-
ica, where I am a partner
in a merchant banking firm
which specializes in health-
care startups and buyouts.
As immersed as I was in

sports earlier, I am doubly immersed in healthcare
now. Our older daughter Molly has suffered through
two bouts with cancer in her young life (she is in
remission now), and pediatric cancer charities and
fundraising are our main diversions these days.

The essence of the Dartmouth experience, for me,
is the perfect blend of community and variety. While
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we can’t all live in Hanover forever or even all send
our children to the College, I think we can all seek
Dartmouth’s best attributes for our families. What
a great gift Dartmouth has given us just for that!

Letitia Burns O'Connor 
Tish
2551 Park Oak Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90068-2541,
(323) 463-7653, «perpetuapr@aol.com»
Also 112 Crestview Lane, Santa Barbara, CA 93108,
(805) 695-8307; we spend the summers and intend at
some point to relocate here, although possibly not
until we retire
Dartmouth Activities: Reading (at Sanborn House,
floating in Storrs Pond, lying in backyard hammock),
enjoying friends, scuba diving, French, performing
arts, travel
Major: Comparative Literature
Graduate Study: Two years graduate study at the
Ecole du Louvre, Paris; no formal degree
Occupation: Book editor, Perpetua Press, 2551 Park
Oak Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90068, (323) 962-2525
Spouse/Partner: Dana Levy; Graphic designer/photog-
rapher, my business partner at Perpetua Press
Conor David Levy, 8, 3rd grade, Center for Early Edu-
cation, West Hollywood

The task you avoid will often be the one you most
enjoy, once you overcome your resistance to it,
because it is cathartic, a revealing (aka, learning)
experience, or just fun (and so too easily pushed
aside as not important or productive enough to war-
rant attention). Writing this was one such task: not
commensurate with work, celebrating the holidays,
end-of-year tasks; couldn’t offer the same rewards
as the personal time allotted to yoga or skiing or a
drink by the fire. But those questions probed places
that seemingly cannot be tapped out: “Dartmouth

activities” may not be
cleverly phrased, but it
brought back a wealth of
memories. I listed read-
ing first among college
activities, and that is still
true — as a proportion
of my day (I’m a book
editor), as a choice
among leisure activities,

as a source of stimulation and solace — but rarely
do I launch myself with such abandon on a reading
adventure as I did so often during my college years.
I’ll have to remember that when planning my next
vacation: the equivalent of walking through the

woods to the back side of Storrs Pond, book in
hand, and enjoying an afternoon floating, ankles
resting on a beaver-hewn log, reading a great book,
would still suit me well.

“Enjoying friends,” which was the second category
of activities I listed, in the phrasing that seemed
appropriate but was not how I defined it to myself,
was the point where my resistance to this task melt-
ed. Making friends, learning about their special qual-
ities, allowing yourself to love them and to be loved:
this is much of what I remember of Hanover. This
chore was taking me somewhere I needed and want-
ed to be. But maybe this was my answer to the last
question, “What do you miss most about college?”
and not where I should begin.

“What have you been doing since Dartmouth?” I
wanted a career—needed the self-realization, finan-
cial stability, intellectual stimulation, consistent
challenge — and gave up some dreams, notably
languishing in Paris, for that goal. I defined that
career, not too surprisingly, with books and forged
my own path as an entrepreneur, offering skilled pro-
fessional services to museums throughout America.
It has been an ongoing education, often in the best
sense of that term, learning the topics in which
my authors were experts, discovering how to apply
my own expertise most effectively. I still love the
product—you should see my book shelves!—and
sometimes the process, but I seem to spend too
much time, at least proportionately, selling my ser-
vices, getting the job, rather than doing it. I may
not now (or ever) fully appreciate the freedom that
I have known in running my own (small) business,
but let the record reflect one free spirit’s frustration
at the regulations and costs (taxes, health care, insur-
ance) that limit the ideas/growth/potential of the
individual business person.
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Certainly not the way to end this. Pick another of
those questions: “Has life gone the way you thought
it would?” Basically, yes. Once I, who was brought
up as an Irish Catholic in Boston, thought I would
have many children: I have one (perfect? at least, fab-
ulous) eight-year-old son who has helped create a
capacity for joy and understanding far beyond anything
I have known before. My husband is also my part-
ner, in business for a dozen years before we integrat-
ed family into the rich life that we enjoy. His creative
spirit, vision, and generosity have given me confi-
dence in my own abilities and helped them blossom.

I didn’t imagine that I would live my life in Califor-
nia, certainly not in Los Angeles, which I had visited
only once on business before relocating here nearly
two decades ago. I’ve since written two books cel-
ebrating its cultural riches, most recently Discover
Los Angeles, commissioned by the Getty to coincide
with the opening of the Getty Center. In my 20s,
travel had few boundaries, was a process of elim-
inating limits and ignorance: today a timeshare in
Hawaii or at Vail suits our family’s needs well. But I
still add to my wish list of places to go and explore
the nearby environment with a vengeance, and I
hope I will for decades to come. We’ve recently
bought a home in Santa Barbara, which we expect
to be our home base in future decades, and we wel-
come fellow travelers from Dartmouth to give us a
call, whether we knew each other in Hanover or not,
because you never know what serendipity might
occur from such contact. If it has been 25 years
since Hanover, Do it now! is my new motto.

Stephen Ofori-Kwakye MD 
4620 Chancery Way, Sacramento, CA 95864-6116,
(916) 486-0202
Occupation: Medical, Stephen K. Ofori MD Inc., 
5030 J Street Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95819-3800,
(916) 739-6700, Fax (916) 739-6624
Spouse/Partner: Faith

John V. Olsen MD 
6809 142nd Court NE, Redmond, WA 98052-4188,
(425) 882-1563, «jolsen@swedishheart.org» or
«john.v.olsen.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Squash, Dartmouth Moun-
taineering, Casque & Gauntlet, Psi Upsilon, skiing
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MD, NY University, 1980
Occupation: Cardiologist, Seattle Heart Clinic, 801
Broadway #808, Seattle, WA 98122, (206) 292-7990

Spouse/Partner: Kristie
Interests: Reading, crafts, gardening
Lauren, 16
Margaret, 14
Emily, 10
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Phillip H. K. Omohundro MD 
Suite 310, 8401 Colesville Road, Silver Spring, 
MD 20910-3363, (301) 588-5217,
«dcjockdoc@netscape.net»
Occupation: Medical, (301) 588-5217, Fax (301) 587-2894

Christina M. O'Neill 
35 Academy St., Laconia, NH 03246-3606, (603) 524-2222
Occupation: Government–Local, Belknap County, 
35 Academy Street, Laconia, NH 03246-3606
Spouse/Partner: name unknown

Sandro L. Orlando 
Satch 
111 Labreche Drive, North Bay, Ontario P1A 3R6,
Canada, (705) 495-4080, «satch05@hotmail.com»
Occupation: Legal, Lucenti Rivard & Orlando, 
108 Main St. East, North Bay, Ontario, (705) 472-9500,
Fax (705) 472-4814
Spouse/Partner: Brenda

Robert E. Orton III 
Robert Orton, associate professor of mathematics
education at the University of Minnesota, died

January 12, 1998, of cancer. He loved learning, piling
up academic honors as a student. He was valedic-
torian of his high school in Florida and graduated
from Dartmouth with high honors. He was a Rotary
Scholar and a Fulbright Scholar, studying at Friedrich
Wilhelms Universitat in Bonn, Germany. Later he
received two Master’s degrees and a PhD from
Stanford University. The fact that Robert entered
teaching is no surprise. He taught high school math
in Virginia and California and then began to teach
teachers how to teach math at the University of
Minnesota. He was an athlete who ran, played ten-
nis, and sailed. He is survived by his wife, Marianne,
and his children, Robbie, John, Clare, and Neil of
Blaine, Minnesota.

Mrs. Robert E. (Marianne) Orton, 3425 Rodeo Drive NE,
Minneapolis, MN 55449-5922, (612) 785-1763

Mary Heller Osgood 
90 Dusty Ridge Road, Putney, VT 05346-8839, 
(802) 387-4543
Occupation: Education–Secondary, Grammar School,
RR4 Box 195, Putney, VT 05346-9327, (802) 387-5364
Spouse/Partner: Christopher
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Diane Straus Ostroff 
97 Old Forge Drive, Dover, DE 19904-6525, 
(302) 734-3757
Occupation: Public Health/Social Services, Family and
Children Services of Delaware Inc., 611 S. DuPont Blvd.,
Milford, DE 19963-1759, (302) 422-8013
Spouse/Partner: Marc

Alicia Ostrowidzki 
See Alicia Ostrowidzki Rubin

Roland H. Ostwald Jr. 
Hank 
333 East 3rd St., Spencer, IA 51301-5112, (712) 262-4166
Occupation: Iowa Mediation Service

Ann Waugh Page MD 
4157 Gary Road, Salt Lake City, UT 84124-3369, 
(801) 277-7999
Occupation: Medical, Jordon Valley Hospital, 
3580 West 9000 South, West Jordan, UT 84088-8812, 
(801) 562-4244, Fax (801) 278-7999
Spouse/Partner: Ernest

John W. Pancoast III 
48 Crawford Road, Westport, CT 06880-1824, 
(203) 226-5093, «jwpanco@ibm.net»
Occupation: Consulting, Gunn Partners Inc., 
45th Floor, 888 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10019,
(203) 838-7544, Fax (617) 747-5193
Spouse/Partner: Linda

Steven L. Papai 
1536 Ada St., Berkeley, CA 94703-1045, 
(510) 524-3631, «stseve@compax.com»
Occupation: Service Industry, Automatic Response,
PO Box 9608, Berkeley, CA 94709-0608, (510) 524-8202
Spouse/Partner: Cameron

Thomas J. Parnon 
Tom 
203 Old Kings Highway North, Darien, CT 06820-3626,
(203) 655-7060, «parnontom@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Football, Co-Captain (4); Lacrosse,
Co-Captain (4); Green Key; Dorm Chairman, New Hamp-
shire Hall; Alpha Chi Alpha; Third tuba in the Hanover
Norwich Community Band, sophomore summer
Major: Engineering sciences
Graduate Study: BE, Thayer, 1977; MBA, Harvard, 1979
Occupation: Communications equipment manufacturer,
President, Datacomm Management Sciences Inc. 25
Van Zant St., East Norwalk, CT 06855, (203) 838-7183
Spouse/Partner: Debra Sortor Parnon ’79
Homemaker, numerous volunteer organizations
Russell, 9
Eric, 7
Geoffrey, 3

We were living in a fourth floor walk-up studio apart-
ment in Manhattan. We could look up from our
bedroom window when there was a storm and see the
bolts strike the lightning rod on the Empire State.
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Debbie (D’79) had been raised in the country west
of Boston and hadn’t initially been thrilled with New
York City. After three years she was finally starting
to like the lifestyle. On weekends we would walk
for hours, sometimes to Little Italy and back. We

went to plays — especially if
the tickets were half-price. Our
life was very spontaneous with
friends dropping in at all hours.

That’s when I said it was time
to start a family; we needed a
place of our own. So we moved
to a starter house in Darien,
Connecticut. I commuted to the

city for a year. After a long train strike, I decided
to look for work closer to home. I found a job as
a product manager with a small data communica-
tions equipment manufacturer less than five miles
from home.

Six years later, in 1989, we were still without children
and I decided to quit my job. By then I was the Vice

President of sales and marketing and the number
two person at the company. I wanted to be the
President but the owner/founder was not about to
step aside. I started consulting to pay the bills while
I worked on a plan for a start-up of my own.

Though I had spent most of my career in the data
communications industry, I decided to start a busi-
ness that combined my interest in technology with
sports. My plan was to start a company, grow it to
a certain size, and then sell it. I called the company
Sports Robots.

Now all I needed was a product. At first I was going
to develop an automated baseball catching machine.
It would be an impact-sensing board with a micro-
processor that could count balls and strikes. When
the design became too complicated I threw the board
to the ground in disgust and began jumping on it.
Eureka! Instead of counting balls and strikes, I
would count footsteps. Quick Feet was developed
to quantify foot quickness and agility and thus help
improve performance.
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The next four years were devoted to improving the
product and building the business. I personally built
the first 100 in our basement. Later I found a sub-
contractor to make them. Customers included pro-
fessional football, baseball, and basketball teams,
colleges, and tennis schools. We even had Ivan Lendl
come to our house to buy one. Surprisingly, physical
therapists figured out they could use Quick Feet to
help people recover from knee surgery and to help
stroke victims re-pattern movement.

Though Quick Feet was a pretty good product idea,
it was not a good business venture. Revenues were
not enough to live on, yet I needed to spend all my
time trying to grow the business. I needed to raise
money to cut product costs and to actively market
the product. We had gone through our savings,
had borrowed heavily from family and friends, and
were getting into financial trouble. I spent two years
trying to raise more money via a private placement
but could never put the deal together.

While all this was going on, we finally broke through
on the baby-making front. Russell was born in 1991,
nine years after I dragged Debbie kicking and
screaming from New York. He arrived just two
weeks before my father died after a battle with can-
cer. It was quite an emotional ride. I was devastated
by the loss of my father, but having our first child
helped to ease the pain. Two years later our second
son, Eric, was born.

I had become obsessed with trying to make a suc-
cess out of the business but time was running out.
By 1994, I still hadn’t raised the money I needed to
take the business to the next step. We were fending
off bill collectors and clearly in a downward spiral.
Yet there were occasional glimmers of hope. A
potential financial angel would surface or some cus-
tomer would call to say how much they loved the
product. Finally, I reluctantly yielded to Debbie’s
objective view that it was time to give it up. The
remnants of the business were sold to help repay
some of the debts and I set out to get a new job.

In 1995, I re-joined my old employer as the Vice
President of Business Development. The company
had changed dramatically during the six years I was
away. When I left, all the business had come from
commercial customers. By 1995, the company’s sin-
gle largest customer was the U.S. Navy. My biggest
challenge has been to learn how to market to the
military. Though I never expected to be a beltway
bandit, it has been interesting in many respects. We

are now the largest supplier of datacomm switches
to the U.S. Navy, with systems installed at 20 bases
around the world. We are installed on a number of
Coast Guard cutters and just won an order for our
first aircraft carrier. I have had a chance to travel to
some nice spots including Charleston, San Diego,
and Hawaii.

In 1998, our third son, Geoffrey, was born. He is a
bright, yet easy going, little guy and a great addition
to our family. We have been blessed in that every-
one in our family is healthy. The kids have been the
highlight of our lives. Russell is now finishing fourth
grade and is a voracious reader who is devoted to
fantasy books. Eric is finishing second grade and
is interested in games, sports, and practical jokes.

In 1999, I was promoted to be President of Data-
comm Management Sciences. The company is
quite small (only 18 employees) and privately held,
but we are profitable and growing nicely. The chal-
lenge now is to expand the military business and
to evolve our product line to be more viable in the
commercial marketplace.

So all goes well and I am optimistic about the
future. There have been more than a few life lessons
learned during the past 25 years but we have got-
ten through the tough times and have much to be
thankful for. Debbie and I are looking forward to
the Reunion and to catching up with old friends. If
we miss you there, please stop by if you are driving
through Connecticut.

Gary M. Patrick 
240 Calumet Street, Laurium, MI 49913-1973

Sister Margaret G. Patton 
Abbey of Regina Laudis, Flanders Rd., Bethlehem, 
CT 06751-2299, (203) 266-7727
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James M. Paukert 
Jim 
354 Wilderness Trail, Ellijay, GA 30540-0215, 
(706) 276-6812, «janddpaukert@ellijay.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Cabin & Trail, sleeping, eating,
reading, writing, skiing, ...
Major: Philosophy
Graduate Study: Almost got a Masters in philosophy
at Georgia State U. but somehow didn’t quite finish it
Occupation: Social work, Gilmer County Department
of Family and Children Services, 54 Kiker St., Ellijay,
GA 30540, (706) 635-2361
Spouse/Partner: Dita Paukert; Cats and all kinds of
critters, cooking, music, hiking, putting up with me
Children: Blessed with none (read that either way you
wish)

My freshman advisor made a considerable impres-
sion on me when he told our little group that the
thing he most hoped for us during our four years
at Dartmouth was that we’d learn how to learn. I
spent much of those next four years trying to ful-
fill his hope, but upon graduation, I had a palpable
sense that I hadn’t quite pulled the trick off. So I
refocused my energies. Maybe, I thought, before
learning how to learn I first had to learn how to
learn how to learn. Such a project, of course, pre-
cluded any distractions such as getting a job and
pursuing a career. But fate is fate and I had no choice
but to plunge on. For sure, you already know how
matters went: to learn how to learn how to learn, I
needed the foundation laid by learning how to learn
how to learn how to learn. I stand here today to
attest that I have made splendid progress through

the years and even, I believe, backed into a truth
or two (though each time I turn around to look at
them, they dissipate). My task took me many places,
including Austria, where I put Kierkegaard’s dictum
(“better well hung than ill married”) to the test.
Besides being patient with me, Dita’s been very good
to and for me, showing me the value of good food,
good wine, and supposedly insignificant things like
cats and Wienerwalzer. My German 101 drill instruc-
tor (who would have been a storm trooper had he
been given the chance) would be distraught to know
that I now speak better German than he, despite
attending only two of his 8 A.M. drills. Such is life.
Dita and I are now nestled in a valley in North Geor-
gia, in the last house on the row up to the Cohutta
Wilderness. Deer and bear make good neighbors. I

pay some of my bills by doing
social work for the State of Geor-
gia. My Wheeler Hall roommate,
Mike Denning, one of the last
great Marxists on earth, always
nursed hopes I’d somehow
become a socialist worker. Mike,

I can hear you now: “Damn, he fell one frickin’ syl-
lable short!” As I never quite got my parents (won-
dering why they’d invested an Ivy League tuition) to
understand, falling short is a kind of virtue, too.

Ann Paulsen 
See Ann Paulsen Raezer

Gregory B. Payne 
Greg 
3735 Foothill Road, Santa Barbara, CA 93105-1957,
(805) 563-3952, «gbpayne@mindspring.com»
Occupation: Suite 400, 10339 Whipple Street, 
Toluca Lake, CA 91602-2935, 
(818) 985-9864, Fax (805) 563-3400
Spouse/Partner: Joanne

Robert W. Pease Jr. 
332 Hillcrest Road, Ridgewood, NJ 07450-2435, 
(201) 689-6826, «bob_pease@ml.com»
Occupation: Stocks/Bonds, Merrill Lynch Capital Markets,
World Financial Center, North Tower, New York, 
NY 10281-1322, (212) 449-8799
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D. Bradley Peck III 
6511 Avenida Wilfredo, La Jolla, CA 92037-6237, 
(858) 456-9678
Occupation: Legal, Cooley Godward LLP, 4365 Executive
Dr., Suite 1200, San Diego, CA 92121, (858) 550-6012
Spouse/Partner: Julia

Robert J. Pelley 
Bob 
613 Hanford Drive, Cleveland, OH 44143-2057, 
(440) 442-9080
Occupation: Medical, University Hospitals of
Cleveland, Cleveland, OH 44106, (216) 844-8236

William J. Penhallurick MD 
11 Benefit St., Providence, RI 02904, (401) 521-1697
Spouse/Partner: Debra

Howard F. Perell 
250 South President St., #1010, Baltimore, 
MD 21202-4440, (410) 685-5960

Laura P. Perri MD 
13680 North Sandhill Road, North Platte, NE 69101-8053
Occupation: Medical, Oregon Health Sciences Univ.,
3181 SW Sam Jackson Park Road, Portland, OR 97201

Gilbert J. Perry MD 
1748 Indian Creek Dr., Vestavia, AL 35243, 
(205) 967-0259, «gilperry@home.com»
Major: Chemistry
Graduate Study: MD, University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey, 1976
Occupation: Physician, University of Alabama,
Birmingham, AL 35294, (205) 934-1341
Spouse/Partner: Patricia; Physician
David, 16
Ben, 13

Twenty-five years after graduation finds me living
in Birmingham, Alabama, where I am an Associate
Professor of Medicine at the University of Alabama
in Birmingham, and Chief, Cardiology Section, at
the Birmingham VA Hospital. My wife Pat and I
celebrated our 20th wedding anniversary this past
year with a two-week vacation in Italy—our first
prolonged vacation without kids. Otherwise our
lives revolve around work and kids—two careers,
two kids, soccer, skiing, soccer, high school foot-
ball games, band, school concerts, soccer. For all

the busyness we remain content and fulfilled, and
we are looking forward to the next 25 years.

Linda Peterson
See Linda P. Hagg

Kenneth W. Pettit 
RR 7, Guelph, Ontario N1H 6J4, Canada, (519) 826-9955,
«kenneth.w.pettit.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Insurance, Brant Mutual Insurance Co.,
207 Greenwich Street, Brantford, Ontario N3S 2X7,
Canada, (519) 752-0088, Fax (519) 752-7917
Spouse/Partner: Leigh

Bruce R. Pfaff 
409 Three Lakes Road, Barrington Hills, IL 60010-4032,
(847) 304-9508, «bpfaff@pfafflaw.com» or
«bruce.r.pfaff.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Golf team; Alpha Delta, SGG
Major: History
Graduate Study: JD, Hastings College of the Law, 1979
Occupation: Trial lawyer, Bruce R. Pfaff & Associates
Ltd., 1 E. Wacker Drive, Suite 3610, Chicago, IL 60601,
(312) 828-9666
Spouse/Partner: Deborah Leydig Pfaff
Actress, designer
Liza Emily Pfaff, 22, Dartmouth ‘99
Samuel James Pfaff, 20, George Washington U., ‘02

Doing since Mother Dartmouth let me go: Per-
sonal injury trial lawyer since 1979, first five years
in San Francisco, the rest in Chicago.
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Favorite Dartmouth memories: Studying Ulysses
with Professor Peter Bien, Aristotle with Professor
Roger Masters, and life and golf with Bill Johnson,
master professional.

Lessons: The scariest events in my life have also
been the most rewarding: marriage at age 23 and
fatherhood at age 24 as a law student with no real job;
starting my own law practice in 1991 with seven
clients; giving closing arguments in difficult trials.

Life shapers: Bill Johnson, even today; my wife and
children; my clients, many of whom have endured
more hardship and pain than anyone could imagine

and yet manage to be
proud and wonderful
people; and my friends
who help me through
difficult choices.

Do I miss Dartmouth?
No, it was a wonderful
time in my life, but I have

moved on. The challenges of what I do with family,
friends, work and golf fill my life up completely.

Nancy 
“Fern” Bennett Phillips 
Little Big Farm, 150 Bartlett Road, York, ME 03909-
5110, (207) 363-1512, «FernNancy@aol.com» or
«nancy.bennett.phillips.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Fire & Skoal, Alpha Theta
(Rush Chairman)
Major: History
Occupation: Owner/President, Womanswork, 
PO Box 543, York, ME 03909
Spouse/Partner: Scott Phillips ‘74; Business Broker
Nani Crashley Phillips, 15, Deerfield Academy ‘02
Jessie Bennett Phillips, 12, Berwick Academy ‘06

After graduation, Betsy Jewett and I spent two
months traveling before slamming into reality. I
worked in an advertising agency in San Francisco,
which then led me to NYC. I re-met one of my best
Dartmouth friends, Scott Phillips ’74, also a frater-
nity brother of mine, who gave me a new perspec-
tive on life. We were married in 1979, and I moved
to Baltimore to live in a row house he had bought
from the City for $1. I also moved to the client side
of my business at the Noxell Corporation, working
on the Noxzema and Cover Girl brands. In 1990,
P&G swallowed up Noxell, and we cashed in my
options to buy a bit of an old farm and a glove
business, Womanswork, in York, Maine, where we
still live.

Our daughters Nani and Jessie were born in 1984
and 1988. Today Nani is 16 and a junior at Deerfield
Academy, playing on the varsity ice hockey and ten-
nis teams, and Jessie is 13 and in the seventh grade
at Berwick Academy, a day school, also playing
hockey, tennis, and lacrosse.

Family, work, and tennis are my priorities and Maine
is a wonderful place to raise kids and grow old.

My Dartmouth memories include one hot Fourth
of July where we swam in the polluted Connecticut
River before dancing all night, smelling of dead fish.
And my freshman fishing trip with Little Giant and
his “flies.” (“Oh, no, don’t use those!”) And being
a soccer groupie, never caring about the game, just
anxious about after-game attitudes. (That applied to
hockey for a while, also.) Or all-nighters with “dozies”
playing tennis racquet guitars. And tobogganing at
the golf course. And being stopped on our bikes by
the campus “po” for a sobriety check after Prof.
Erdman’s Indian dinner, which that night coincided
with the famous game for the Red Sox in the ’75
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World Series. And driving Barney and Lurch. And
trips to Lyndonville, Vermont, and to Barnard “fish-
ing.” And Wednesday Girls’ Night Out (whew!).
And being a Blue Lady, cleaning those gross uni-
forms by wearing them into the shower. And having
to crack eggs for hours at 6 in the morning. And
bailing my puppy, “T,” out too often, but having her
wait for me after class outside Reed. And Rika and

Joe’s all-night bridge games.
And draining Routhier’s
water bed into the room
below mine. And Lili’s
steamer trunk.

My (Our) goal today is for
us to get our girls through
college and then finish the
dream house we started ten

years ago. Twenty-five years from now, I know we’ll
still be at Little Big Farm, tapping our trees, with
Scooter playing his sax. I hope we’ll have found
more special places to fly-fish and ski while being
able to play a decent game of tennis and golf as
we travel the world and enjoy family and friends.

Richard J. Phillips Jr. DMD 
Rick 
1768 Russet Lane, San Marino, CA 91108-3022, 
(626) 285-9206, «rjphilli@hsc.usc.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: Varsity swimming ‘73-’76;
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: DMD, University of Pennsylvania
School of Dental Medicine, 1981; Certificate in Prostho-
dontics, University of California School of Dentistry,
UCLA, Los Angeles, 1987

Occupation: Prosthodontist, private practice, 632 South
Eremland Drive, Covina, CA 91723, (626) 339-5891
Spouse/Partner: Regina S. Wong, DDS
General dentist; Interest: Tennis
Alexander, 9
Everett, 7
Larissa, 4

Following graduation from Penn Dental School, I
joined the United States Navy and served three years
of active duty stationed in San Diego, California, as
a dental officer. After one year of private practice as
a general dentist in my hometown of Chagrin Falls,
Ohio, I attended UCLA for specialty training in
prosthodontics, where I met my wife. I am currently
the section chairman of removable prosthodontics
at the University of Southern California School of
Dentistry. I have been teaching three days a week and
practicing two days a week since 1987. I continue to
compete as a masters swimmer and have been a four-
time All-American. Last year I finished first in my age
group (45–49) at the National Five-Kilometer Cham-
pionships held off the coast of Catalina Island. I have
served 17 years in the Naval Reserves and have a rank
as Captain (O6). My children, Alexander and Everett,
enjoy sports and also compete as swimmers. Larissa
seems to be headed that way also. My wife was a
varsity letterman in Tennis at Cal Poly Pomona.

Guy N. Piegari Jr. MD 
112 Robert Rd., Reading, PA 19610-3116, (610) 678-7871
Occupation: Medical, Berks Cardiologist, 222 N. 12th
Street, Reading, PA 19604-2964, (610) 375-4679
Spouse/Partner: Deborah

Robert C. Piela MD 
Piels 
8 Valley View Drive, South Hadley, MA 01075
Occupation: Medical, Anesthesia Associates of Spring-
field Inc., PO Box 2608, Springfield, MA 01101-2608,
(413) 599-4994

Cynthia Pinkos 
1420 Ambassador Street #307, Los Angeles, 
CA 90035-2857, (310) 284-8712
Occupation: Television/Movies, Paramount Pictures
Corporation, 5555 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, 
CA 90038-3197, (323) 956-8677, Fax (323) 862-2101
See her 1975 photo on the next page. 
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We swam 
in the polluted
Connecticut River
before dancing 
all night, smelling
of dead fish.
Fern Bennett Phillips



Greg Pitts
Greg Pitts, “Pittsy,” was my fraternity brother, a
Kappa Kappa Kappa through and through. He
added huge spirit to the frat. He was one of those
“sneak bookers” who never seemed to study but
always had an answer for everything. You could find
Pittsy in the tube room amassing sports knowledge
watching the game of the day. Man, could that boy
talk! He was a fan and a player, a real gamester. He
had a big smile and big hair and a twinkle in his eye.
I last saw him in Boston. He had come to be wheel-
chair-bound, but he was fighting still to become a
lawyer at Boston College. His spirit, friendship, and
enthusiasm I will remember always.

Ted Hemphill

David A. Plane 
Dave 
2131 E. Cerrado Brio, Tucson, AZ 85718-3007, 
(520) 299-8912, «plane@u.arizona.edu»
Occupation: University of Arizona, Dept. of Geography
and Regional Development, Harvill Bldg. 71, Box 2,
Tucson, AZ 85721, (520) 621-1738, Fax (520) 621-2889
Spouse/Partner: Katharine

Jeffrey D. Plunkett 
Plunks 
11 Atkinson Lane, Sudbury, MA 01776-1900, 
(978) 443-8034, «jplunkett@cdcixis-amna.com» 
or «jplunkett@nves.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Intramurals, AXA
Major: English
Graduate Study: JD, Cornell Law School, 1984
Occupation: Investment management industry,
Executive Vice President and General Counsel, 
CDC IXIS Asset Management North America (formerly
Nvest Companies), 399 Boylston Street, Boston, 
MA 02116, (617) 449-2135
Spouse/Partner: Robin Berman Plunkett; BA, SUNY
Binghamton, 1981; JD, Cornell Law School, 1984
Alex Plunkett, 14, Fessenden School, West Newton, MA
Samuel G. Plunkett, 11, Fessenden School, West Newton

Things have certainly turned out much differently
than I expected when I left Dartmouth in 1976. An
English major with sort of a minor in French and
a Rassias product of LSA, with no career goals,
after graduation I found a job teaching English one
morning a week in Paris, France. The pay was
enough to live on if you wanted to be a starving stu-
dent. I didn’t mind the starving part so much, but I
had had enough of being a student, and I spent my
time enjoying life. I worked with another language
teacher developing a teaching system he had been
working on, picked up more classes to pay the rent,
made friends, and ended up staying for four years.
Ultimately, reality set in and I somewhat reluctantly
returned to the U.S. in 1980.
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After a few months of poking around, I decided to
go to law school. I waited tables in NYC for a year
and went to Cornell Law School in 1981. Once
there, I met Robin and we married after second
year. We graduated in 1984 and moved to Boston.
I went to work for Goodwin, Procter & Hoar,
where I stayed for 12 years, the last part as a part-
ner in the Corporate Department. Robin worked

for a few years, deciding to
stop when we started a fam-
ily. Alex was born in 1987
(now 14) and Sam in 1989
(now 11). I left Goodwin in
1996 to join an investment
management firm then called

Nvest, where I became General Counsel and Exec-
utive Vice President in 1999. Last year, we were
acquired by a French company and are now called
CDC IXIS Asset Management North America. Quite
a mouthful, but it really has been an amazing trip,
particularly going back to Paris, and speaking French,
in an entirely different context.

Family life has been full of the ups and downs we
all typically encounter, with a few more ups than
downs, fortunately. Both boys are athletic, playing
a variety of levels of soccer, football, hockey, bas-
ketball, lacrosse, or baseball depending on the kid

and the season. Both started skiing early but gave
up the skis for snowboards sometime ago. No use
arguing, they are still too fast to catch. We have a
condo at Loon Mountain in New Hampshire, where
we go on the weekends in the winter with lots of
our friends.

I think what I miss most about college is that we
were all in it together, in pretty much the same sit-
uation. There was a camaraderie and shared expe-
rience that I have not experienced in the same way
since. I look forward to seeing everyone again.
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Jeff Plunkett, from the Dartmouth College Archives

No use arguing,
they are still 
too fast to catch. 
Jeff Plunkett

Baker Library



E. King Poor 
King 
735 Walden Road, Winnetka, IL 60093-2036, 
(847) 441-4011
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman (if I’m still permitted
to use that word in a Dartmouth-related publication)
Swimming, Sigma Nu, Fire & Skoal
Major: History
Graduate Study: Emory School of Law, 1979
Occupation: Lawyer, Winston & Strawn, 35 W. Wacker
Dr., Chicago, IL 60601, (312) 558-5776
Spouse/Partner: Hope Stevens Poor ’76
Meakin, 18
Gwendolyn, 15
Priscilla, 12
Eliza, 8

Reunion “Haiku”: 25 Years in 25 Words

Married in Nineteen Seventy-Seven.
Law and MBA degrees from Emory.
Our daughters number four:
Meakin, Gwennie, Priscilla, and Eliza.
We live in Winnetka, Illinois.

King Poor ’76 and Hope Stevens ’76

Well, there’s nothing in Sara’s directions for the
reunion book that said you could not submit some
form of minimalist blank verse. On the other hand,
it did say “one-page essay.” So, in order not to have
this returned for a “redo,” we’d better be a bit
more expansive.

We met in a romantic spot—the basement of Sigma
Nu. In 1977, we were married in the presence of
many Dartmouth friends. At our reception, they
sang that now-outlawed song, Men of Dartmouth.

We spent our first years in Atlanta. There, we both
received graduate degrees from Emory—an MBA
for Hope and a law degree for King. We then
returned to King’s part of the world, Chicago. Hope
went to work for Sara Lee where she put her writing

skills to work on such things as the “Story of Crois-
sant” which was featured in the coldest reaches of
the frozen food cases throughout the country. King
joined the Illinois Attorney General’s Office.

Then babies arrived. We have been blessed with
four daughters. Our home is something like a 21st-
century sequel to Little Women, and, by necessity,

King is very sensitive to
“women’s issues.” As of this
writing, our daughters’ ages
and interests are as follows:
Meakin (17), swimming and
water polo; Gwennie (14),
singing, acting, and dance;
Priscilla (12), violin and bas-

ketball; and Eliza (8), violin and flags of the world:
“Did you know if someone from Indonesia mar-
ried someone from Monaco, they would have the
same flag?”

Today, Hope’s main occupation is being a full-time
mother to our four daughters. She has been a Girl
Scout leader for many years, has been involved with
our PTA, and enjoys paddle tennis and running
with our dog, Rex Penniless (named for a charac-
ter from Sigma Nu). King is a partner in the firm
of Winston & Strawn, where he practices com-
mercial litigation. We are also active in our church.
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the basement 
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King Poor



Hope sings in the choir and performs innumerable
volunteer jobs. King teaches Sunday School where
he’s had to learn to recite all 66 books of the Bible
along with the other third graders.

Looking back over the past 25 years, it is easy to
see how much has changed, especially the cost of a
Dartmouth education! And yet we are also struck by
all the things that have not changed. Our Dartmouth
memories and friendships remain a constant for
which we are very grateful.

Hope Stevens Poor 
735 Walden Road, Winnetka, IL 60093-2036, 
(847) 441-4011
Dartmouth Activities: Varsity crew, squash
Major: History
Graduate Study: MBA, Emory U., 1980
Occupation: Mother; Business Name: Mom
Spouse/Partner: King Poor ’76
Meakin, 18
Gwendolyn, 15
Priscilla, 12
Eliza, 8

Daniel M. Porter 
PO Box 15150, Portland, ME 04112-5150, 
(207) 874-0624
Occupation: Television/Movies, (207) 774-0533

Judson L. Porter Jr. 
Jud 
5038 Bakerstown Road, Gibsonia, PA 15044-8963,
(724) 625-8581, «3boys@nauticom.net»
Occupation: Manufacturing, Quality Components,
RR 2 Box 300, Ridgeway, PA 15853, 
(814) 834-2817, Fax (724) 625-8581
Spouse/Partner: Greta

Thomas G. Potter 
Pots 
9 Nether Auchendrane, by Ayr Ayrshire KA7 4EE, Scotland 
Occupation: Manufacturing, International Packaging
UK Ltd., Cassilliss Road, Maybole Ayrshire, Scotland 
Spouse/Partner: Kimberly

Charlie Potts
341 Barton Avenue, Terre Haute, IN 47803-2113, 
(812) 235-6764, «sunpotts@scifac.indstate.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Area Christian Fel-
lowship, Varsity Football, Foreign Study Program (French)
Major: French and History, International Studies minor
Graduate Study: Masters, Educational Administration,
Marquette University, 1985; PhD, Educational Adminis-
tration, Indiana State University, 1999
Occupation: Director of Student Union, Indiana State
University, c/o HMSU at ISU, Terre Haute, IN 47809,
(812) 237-3813
Spouse/Partner: Meg; Stay-at-home Mom
Evan, 12
Taylor, 10
Grant, 5

Since graduation, I’ve never really left a campus. I
started out as a graduate teaching assistant in French
at Marquette but found that all that literature read-
ing was not for me. I moved over to the Student
Union/Activities area while at Marquette and have
never gone back. I eventually finished a Masters in
Ed. Admin. as well as a PHD. In fact, I just graduat-
ed with the “doc” last December at age 45. It was
quite a thrill. My wife and three kids were there to
see it.
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I’m now completing my eighth year as Director of
the Student Union at Indiana State University in
Terre Haute. I suspect that I will complete my career
in some form of university administration, most
likely student or auxiliary services.

Outside of work, I’m involved, like a lot of folks, in
youth sports. This has meant working with my son’s
youth football team and my daughter’s swimming
team. It’s a great way to spend time with the kids and
their friends as well as take your mind off of work.

I’ve also been working with our church to relocate
our congregation and build a new facility. It’s been
quite compatible with my professional skills and
very satisfying. We’ll open the new building in July
2001, right after the reunion.

In this regard, I guess that my personal beliefs have
been fairly constant, though significantly matured, in
the years since college. I was involved in the Chris-
tian Fellowship as an undergraduate and now, many
years later, I am still committed to “honoring Christ”
as best as possible.

At this point in my life, I’m grateful to have had
the opportunity to have attended a school such as
Dartmouth. It was a chance to meet some incredibly
intelligent and talented people. It was also a chance

to connect with some folks
who have remained friends
ever since.

A couple of memories stand
out. One was as a freshman.
I had gone out for the fresh-
man football team and I

sprained my ankle a few weeks into practice. I was
pretty down. My father arranged for the coaching
staff from my high school team to call me up one
night and encourage me.

Other memories are of John Rassias and Marysa
Navarro. Each in their own way challenged me to
“Take it to the limit,” to quote an old Eagles song.

One last memory. A few years after graduation, I
was coaching the club football team at Marquette.
This was small college football at its smallest.
During the winter after the Cincinnati Bengals had
been to the Super Bowl, I asked Reggie Williams
if he would come and speak to the team. He gra-
ciously did so and the team loved it. The day after
the speech, Reggie and I took a walk together, just
catching up. A class act!

As for the future, my hopes are to be a good hus-
band and dad.

That’s it from Terre Haute.

Dale F. Powers 
28 Manchaug Road, Sutton, MA 01590, 
«dale.f.powers.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Computers, NSTAR Services, 800 Boylston
Street P341, Boston, MA 02199, (617) 424-4167
Spouse/Partner: Jean

David H. Powers 
31 Kilburn Rd., Belmont, MA 02478-2413, 
(617) 484-5676

Edward M. Pratt 
Ted 
PO Box 708, Middleboro, MA 02346-0708, 
(508) 947-8182
Occupation: Banking, Mayflower Co-operative Bank,
30 South Main Street, Middleboro, MA 02346-2302,
(508) 947-4343
Spouse/Partner: Jamie

Richard D. Prentice 
Dick 
77 Royall Point Road, Yarmouth, ME 04096, 
«rprentice@pierceatwood.com»
Occupation: Legal, Pierce Atwood, One Monument
Square, Portland, ME 04101, (207) 791-1356, 
Fax (207) 791-1350
Spouse/Partner: Gerri
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Alan K. Pritz 
1420 North Lake Shore #15B, Chicago, IL 60610-6682,
(312) 654-0727
Occupation: Insurance, Continental Corporation, 
180 Maiden Lane, New York, NY 10038-4925, 
(212) 440-3471

Joseph W. Prokop 
185 Route 25A, East Setauket, NY 11733-2946, 
(631) 689-8102
Occupation: Legal, Prokop & Prokop, 175 Route 25A,
East Setauket, NY 11733-2940, 
(631) 751-7508, Fax (631) 751-7123
Spouse/Partner: Sharon

Laurie Prothro 
PO Box 730, Guerneville, CA 95446-0730, 
(707) 869-3458, «lauriep@sonoma.sonoma.lib.ca.us»
Occupation: Libraries, Sonoma County Library, 
3rd & E Streets, Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Spouse/Partner: H. John

Daniel L. Pulvers 
Dan 
1515 Bates Place, Claremont, CA 91711-3107, 
(909) 625-2010
Occupation: Construction, Water Brothers Inc., 
448 Blaisdell Drive, Claremont, CA 91711-3113, 
(909) 625-7711
Spouse/Partner: Ami

Rose M. Purrazzella MD 
445 E. 86th St., Apt. #2H, New York, NY 10028-6434,
(212) 427-4077, 
«rose.m.purrazzella.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Medical, Mercy Medical Center, 
1000 North Village Avenue, Rockville Centre, 
NY 11570-1000, (516) 255-2505
Spouse/Partner: Marc

Andrea Quaid 
42 Pleasant Street Apt. 2, Topsham, ME 04086-1436,
(207) 721-0972, «andrea.quaid.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Investments, Caisse de Depots et Consigna-
tions

David W. Quimby 
Box 319, Meriden, NH 03770-0319, (603) 469-3205
Occupation: Real Estate, McLaughry Associates Inc.
Spouse/Partner: Debbie

Joseph B. Quinn MD 
Blade 
3 Washington Drive, East Quogue, NY 11942-4707,
(631) 728-0644, «drq@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Foley House resident and sur-
vivor, Rugby, solo biker
Major: English
Graduate Study: MD, University of Vermont, 1981
Occupation: Pediatrician, Southampton Pediatric
Associates, 325 Meeting House Lane, Southampton,
NY 11968, (631) 285-7733
Spouse/Partner: Dale; Reading teacher
Collin, 18
Nolan, 15
Kevin, 9

Freshman trip was a great start to my Dartmouth
experience. I met some great people (Rob, Neil)
and spent some outdoor time in the New Hampshire
woods. Speaking of trips, how about rooming with
Michael Roitman, a home-grown philosophical
type from Boston, and David Robbins, a scientific-
minded intellect from New Mexico? We had a great
two-room suite on the second floor, a corner room
with huge windows and a fireplace. Russell Sage
was a dorm with both character and characters. Our
next-door neighbors, Jack Brennan and Dennis
McCann, as well as the upperclassmen on our wing
(especially Ken Hall), kept the atmosphere upbeat
and at times, especially loud.

Sophomore year led me to Foley House, the frat
house without the frat, an alternative for indepen-
dents. (I’ve been looking to connect with Matt
Goldsmith, my roommate at Foley. He left Dart-
mouth after sophomore year, and I think he went
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to Penn and then back to Louisiana for a while. Has
anyone heard from him?) I was planning to spend
a term or two in France when I met a girl, leading
me to rethink my plans. My trip to France was can-
celed, a definite regret. But the relationship lasted.
Dale and I have been together for 28 years now and
have three boys. We’re still hoping to take that trip
to France.

I did some research with a warm and wise professor
of Psychology, Jack Baird. I majored in English,
which I loved, and took premed courses, including
one seriously intense summer of Organic Chemistry.
In Senior year, I had a beautiful husky pup (Kaya)
who came with me to many classes, often sleeping
at my feet.

After graduation, I worked in the microbiology lab
of the famous and wonderful Elmer Pffefercorn
at Dartmouth Medical School. That year Dale and
I lived in a Thetford Hill farmhouse with DMS stu-
dent Paul Genova and his soon-to-be wife Noel.
Our next stop was Burlington, Vermont, for med-
ical school. Those were the days of wood stoves and

x-country skiing, of hot tubs
and saunas, of farm fields and
softball games.

Eventually, family ties and the
beach drew us to Eastern Long
Island, where we’ve been since
1984. I do Dartmouth inter-
views in the Southampton area
with John Halsey ’74 and Alan

Ott ’68. From what I’ve read, the Dartmouth Plan
(year-round education) has been changed some-
what, so that each class stays together more, which
is good.

I hope everyone enjoys the reunion. Have an
excellent time!

Hey! David Willey!! How are you doing?

Noreen Quinn 
See Noreen Quinn Fisher

Virginia A. Quinn 
3030 SW Cascade Drive, Portland, OR 97201-1812,
(503) 223-6011
Occupation: Home Manager, 3030 SW Cascade Drive,
Portland, OR 97201-1812, (503) 223-6011
Spouse/Partner: Francis

Lori M. Radke MD 
31 Arbor Creek Drive, Pittsford, NY 14534-9530, 
(716) 385-4758
Occupation: Home Manager
Spouse/Partner: Gary

Pedro R. Rado Jr. 
Rado Enterprises, 5891 Roosevelt Drive S, Ketchikan,
AK 99901-9725, (907) 586-1268

Ann Paulsen Raezer 
PO Box 631, Mount Gretna, PA 17064-0631, 
(717) 964-2394, «raezer@redrose.net»
Occupation: Computers, Spectra/Market Metrics, 
PO Box 10097, 1857 Wm. Penn Way, Lancaster, 
PA 17605-0097, (717) 731-6571

Kern H. Rash II 
25660 Lily Court, Moreno Valley, CA 92557-5831, 
(951) 243-7045
Spouse/Partner: Avis

John A. Rassias 
75 Cliff Street, Norwich, VT 05055-9412, 
(802) 649-1246
Occupation: Education–College University,
Dartmouth College
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R. Winfield Raynor III MD 
Win 
81 Dogwood Lane, Glastonbury, CT 06033-1737, 
(860) 652-8082, «mac_md@mac.com» and
«wraynor888@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Gamma Delta Chi, President;
frequent teaching assistant, biology department
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MD, New York Medical College, 1980
Occupation: Surgeon, R. Winfield Raynor MD FACS,
116 E. Center St., Manchester, CT 06040, (860) 646-8888
Spouse/Partner: Joan Sundblad Raynor
Interests: Gardening, skiing
Beth, 16
Sam, 15
Katie, 10

Following graduation from Dartmouth, I quickly
packed my bags and drove to California and back.
With $500 each, my Boy Scout camping equipment,
and all of the supplies that we could borrow from
our parents, a friend and I saw America from the
bench seat of a ’69 Chevy Malibu. We watched the
1976 fireworks over the Mississippi in Memphis by
stopping in the breakdown lane of the I-40 Bridge.
State and national parks became our motels and
hiking trails our recreation. Visiting friends and
relatives along the way, we did have an occasional
hot shower and home-cooked meal. Half of our
money seemed to be spent in three days in L.A. I
sure wish I could remember what I spent it on!
After seven weeks of playing cribbage by the camp-
fire with a local beer at our sides, I won by one game.

This memory, coming so close on the heels of good
memories at Dartmouth, would sustain me during
the next nine years of medical education and sur-
gical training. Although I would not call medical
school grueling, and I have wonderful memories of
living in New York (except for a certain Bucky Dent

home run), life certainly became much more
focused. I married Joan Sundblad, who I literally
bumped into in the basement of Sig Ep, shortly
after medical school graduation. We survived five
years of general surgical residency with every third
night on call, Saturday rounds, and few vacations. I
was allowed two days off during my chief residency
to witness the birth of my first of three children.

Excluding one interesting year in Illinois, I have since
been in the private practice of general surgery in
Connecticut. Life has led to many challenges, both
personal and professional, that have only strength-
ened me. I’ve had the opportunity to serve on the
board of a BlueCross/BlueShield HMO as vice-
chairman, have been medical director of an ICU,
and am currently the Director of Trauma at our
community hospital in Manchester, Connecticut.
Through all of this I have watched three fine chil-

dren grow towards matu-
rity and now have the
privilege of paying for a
teenager’s car insurance.
Yessiree, I’ve made it! 

My days at Dartmouth
are fondly remembered.
Several years ago we
began an annual family
weekend at Moosilauke

Ravine Lodge. Last year, our youngest made it to
the top via the Ridge Trail. Although the last half-
mile was rough for her, I laughed as she ran down
the Carriage Road, far ahead of the rest of us, with-
out pain in her knees. At that moment I thought of
watching young local Hanover kids skiing down
Cum Laude without a care in the world, as I mas-
saged the bruises on my hips caused by multiple
falls on iced trails. I learned to ski that freshman
year, and like many things at Dartmouth, I have
not forgotten my lessons.

Charles H. Reach III 
Chuck 
1 Spruce St., Westport, CT 06880-4430, (203) 221-9097,
«charles.h.reach.iii.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Banking, BT North America Inc., 40 East
52nd Street, New York, NY 10022-5911, (212) 418-7793
Spouse/Partner: Diane

Michael Reagan 
76 Lake Ave., Fair Haven, NJ 07704-3052, (732) 842-1031
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Judith B. Redding 
1765 Garnet Avenue #14, San Diego, CA 92109-3351
Occupation: Non-Profit Organization, Caring Hands Inc.,
41 N. Philadelphia Blvd., Aberdeen, MD 21001-2563,
(410) 575-7125
Spouse/Partner: Harold

Brita Sardella Reed MD 
7 Old Paces Pl., Atlanta, GA 30327, (404) 231-5878,
«Britasr@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Crew, Tucker Foundation, Dick’s
House Road Show, Exchange Semester at Princeton
University, Teaching Assistant for Prof. Rassias (C’était
fantastique!)
Major: French, English
Graduate Study: Dartmouth Medical School ’82;
Master of Theological Studies, Emory University, 2002
Occupation: Gynecologist, Gyn North Atlanta, 3545
Duluth Park Lane, Duluth, GA 30136, (678) 428-6652
Spouse/Partner: John
Alison, 18, Westminster Schools 
Elisabeth, 15, Westminster Schools 

Jeffrey B. Reed 
10 Marsten Lane Unit 2, Enfield, NH 03748-4142, 
(603) 632-5974, «jeffrey.b.reed.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Parmco Inc., 10 Marsten Lane Unit 2,
Enfield, NH 03748-4142, (603) 632-5974, 
Fax (603) 632-5974

J. Stephen Regets
J. Stephen Regets died in the crash of a light plane
off the Georgia coast on May 8, 1978. Steve grad-
uated from Palm Beach Gardens High School in
1972, where he was class president, a member of
the National Honor Society, and of the baseball,
basketball, and football teams. At Dartmouth, he
served on the Freshman Council and the Interfra-
ternity Council, as a representative of Kappa Kappa
Kappa. Steve majored in government and graduat-
ed cum laude, with distinction in his major. He then
headed for Washington with the goal of becoming
involved in the government and pursuing a career in
international relations. He worked at odd jobs and
in antique shops while seeking employment on the
Hill. He was able to volunteer as an intern with
Congressman Claude Pepper’s staff. A few months
later, Pepper appointed Steve his aide on the House
Rules Committee. Although Steve had only been
with the Rules Committee since last summer, he
was highly respected by his associates for his affa-
bility, integrity, and professional talent. He never
ceased to find pleasure in every experience, great
or small, and so brought delight to those around
him. In a life cut too short, Steve had discovered
great satisfaction.

Jeff McParland ’76 
(From the June 1978 Dartmouth Alumni Magazine) 
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John S. Reidy 
21 Windsor Road, East Walpole, MA 02032-1359,
(508) 668-8376, «reidy-j@msn.com»
Occupation: Legal, Suite 107, 45 Braintree Hill Office
Park, Braintree, MA 02184-8723, (781) 356-3535, 
Fax (781) 849-9813
Spouse/Partner: Maureen

Kathryn Reimann 
3056 Whalers Way, Pebble Beach, CA 93953-2751,
«kreimann@redshift.com»
Occupation: Legal, 101 Camino Aguajito, Suite 2,
Monterey, CA 93940-3313, (831) 647-1430

Thomas E. Reinhart 
Tom 
PO Box 1158, Ross, CA 94957-1158, (415) 456-1555,
«treinhart@texpac.com»
Occupation: Financial Services, Texas Pacific Group,
Suite 3300, 345 California Street, San Francisco, 
CA 94104-2606, (415) 743-1556, Fax (415) 743-1503
Spouse/Partner: Susan

Craig H. Reininger 
20921 NE 114th Street, Redmond, WA 98053-2102,
(425) 883-9049
Occupation: Investment Banking, Smith Barney Inc.,
500 108th Avenue NE #1800, Bellevue, WA 98004-5532,
(425) 453-5800
Spouse/Partner: Becky

Kirk A. Reitelbach 
1660 Waltham Road, Columbus, OH 43221-3864

Melanie 
Renchner (Kaminetsky)
7991 Tennyson Court, Boca Raton, FL 33433-4145,
(561) 750-3213, «mrenchner@nb.com»
Major: Anthropology/Linguistics
Graduate Study: MBA, N.Y.U. Stern School of Busi-
ness, 1983
Occupation: Financial Advisor, Investment Manage-
ment, Neuberger Berman Private Asset Management,
222 Lakeview Ave., Suite 900 West Palm Beach, 
FL 33401, (561) 417-3375
Interests: Travel, fine dining and cooking, New England
weekends
Spouse/Partner: Bernie Kaminetsky, MD 
Interests: Russian history, travel, hiking
Sarah Anne Kaminetsky, 14, Yeshiva High School 
Jordana Beth Kaminetsky, 12, Hillel Day School 
Joshua Renchner Kaminetsky, 9, Hillel Day School

After Dartmouth, with a degree in Anthropology
and Linguistics, I lived briefly on a Vermont moun-
taintop, baking and selling carrot cake. By late ’76,
I returned to N.Y. to work in the nascent facsim-
ile industry when Amerada Hess and Sullivan &
Cromwell did not have fax machines—unimaginable.
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After four years of working for RCA and ITT, I
went to London for a semester for my MBA, and
then spent six months in Israel, where I became
involved in observant Judaism.

Soon after I returned to the States in ’82, I used my
MBA to pivot from telecommunication to finance
and worked at Chase Manhattan for seven years.
Meanwhile, I married, Bernie Kaminetsky in 1985,
and a year later, Sarah Anne was born. We moved
out of NYC, and lived in Scarsdale, N.Y. for seven
years. We now have Sarah (14), Jordana (12), and
Josh (9).

In 1993, we relocated to Boca Raton, Florida. I now
work in money management for a N.Y.-based firm,
Neuberger Berman. I am a Financial Advisor, work-
ing with high-net-worth individuals, addressing their
estate planning issues, developing a stock/bond asset
allocation, and choosing the appropriate Neuberger
Portfolio Managers. My husband has a private med-
ical practice, and our kids are involved in school,
sports, piano, etc.

My beliefs have changed radically as I have become
a traditionally observant Jew. This means that on
Saturday, the Jewish sabbath, I don’t drive, shop,
watch TV, nor talk on the phone. I treasure the day
—it is a crucial oasis in a very busy week and life.
Our family spends a lot of time together, going to syn-
agogue, having lengthy, special meals together and
with other families, or just hanging out, chatting,
reading or playing Trivial Pursuit. This evolution in
my life has been profoundly grounding and enriching.

I would not exchange the experience of attending
Dartmouth for any other—it was one of the high-
lights of my life. Dartmouth has served as a door
opener throughout my career, and I look back on
those days through a rose-colored lens. Arriving in
Hanover at age 17 and being put in an environment
so distinctly different from my NYC upbringing
gave me the impetus to begin to define myself
independently of my background—I can trace my
return to traditional Judaism to a Jewish history
course I took at Dartmouth. A love of New Eng-
land was inculcated in me and continues to this
day; we have a home in Lenox, Mass., and hope
to spend our summers there as we begin retiring.

Finding time for things of value to us is one of
the issues in our lives — Bernie and I often won-
der why we don’t seem to take advantage of the
beautiful area (South Florida) in which we live.
But life is full; we are blessed with health, vibrant

careers, and three
beautiful children.
In 25 years, I would
love to be semi-
retired, living in
both Boca and the
Berkshires, babysit-

ting my grandchildren on occasion, involved in
charitable work, and traveling—but most important-
ly, having our health. Whoever thought we would
begin to sound like our grandparents so soon ... .

Joseph E. Rendini 
48 Doonan St., Medford, MA 02155-1332, 
(781) 395-5348
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Dartmouth has served
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throughout my career. 
Melanie Renchner Kaminetsky 
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Douglas C. Rice 
Doug 
89 Dewey Road, Inverness, IL 60067, 
«d_rice@stratus-mgt.com» 
Dartmouth Activities: Interdormitory Council, Dorm
Chairman, Choate Council, Freshman Advisor
Major: Math and Economics (double)
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard, 1984
Occupation: Management Consultant, Stratus Man-
agement Group Inc., 1901 N. Roselle Rd., Suite 920,
Schaumburg, IL 60195, (847) 882-3000
Spouse/Partner: Melanie Carter
Attorney; Interests: Reading, travel, theater
Leanna, 3, A+ Day School

Since leaving Dartmouth, my life has taken several
interesting turns, some of them predictable and
others seemingly random, but most of them good.
Much of my life has been career-centered, but I
found time about 13 years ago to marry the love of
my life, Melanie Carter, and in 1998 we adopted a
five-month-old Korean baby girl, who became Leanna
Carter Rice and the apple of her father’s eye.

I settled in Boston soon after graduation to take a
position with Data Resources Inc., a firm that had
been one of the subjects of my senior Economics
thesis, building econometric models to forecast the
economy. I soon gravitated toward the consulting
side of the business, however, finding that I enjoyed
working with clients more than playing with abstract
ideas and numbers. I joined the company just as it
started a growth spurt from 100 to 600 employees,

which made it a great time to be there. I was privi-
leged to work closely with some of the most influ-
ential people in the economics field. But after
several years and acquisition by a big publishing
company, it started getting big and bureaucratic,
and less fun.

I eventually left for what I thought were the green-
er pastures of a startup competitor. After two years,
it turned out to be a valuable business lesson that
having the right idea, some good people and enough
money to achieve it doesn’t necessarily guarantee
success. The winding down of that venture proved
to be the impetus for going back to school. I had
always planned to get an MBA but had kept putting
it off because it seemed like it would be too much
of an interruption to my career. I finally returned
to school full time in 1982, finding myself one of
the oldest students in the entering class at Harvard
Business School. Not the most enjoyable two
years of my life, but a worthwhile experience that
has served me well throughout my career. I started
narrowing my career focus on opportunities that
married three areas I enjoyed the most: service
industries, marketing, and applied technology.

After business school, my life diverged substan-
tially from what I might have expected when I left
Dartmouth. I looked at several industries and nar-
rowed the field to financial services and travel, and
ultimately I took a marketing position with United
Airlines in Chicago. I had expected that both the
job and the new home base would be a three- or
four-year deal. It turns out I was right about the job,
but wrong about the home city; Chicago has been

home for the last 17 years
now, and it is a city I have
come to very much enjoy.
As for the job, the airline
industry was going through
great upheaval as a result of
deregulation, and I got some
great experience learning how

to function in a huge organization. I won’t bore you
with the details, other than to say that I got the
opportunity to implement some major changes in
marketing and operations that, 12 years later, still
set the industry standard for marketing to and ser-
vicing the most frequent travelers (but I wasn’t
responsible for that lousy flight you just had!).

After United I returned to my consulting roots, first
joining some former colleagues and developing a
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beauty and rural
splendor of the
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consulting practice focused on marketing and tech-
nology in the lodging industry and eventually split-
ting off to form my own firm in 1995. We quickly
became the leading company in a very good niche
market, and I now spend most of my time provid-
ing strategic advice, mostly relating marketing and
technology, to some of the largest and most influ-
ential hotel companies around the world.

One consequence of my career has been lots of
travel, and the opportunity to enjoy dealing with
many different cultures and see lots of different
places. Postponing family until age 44 has had its
advantages, and one of them was that Melanie and
I had lots of opportunities to use the millions of
frequent flyer miles I have earned and to call in a
few favors from my hotel clients for some fabulous
vacations. Our favorites: barge cruising the canals
of Burgundy, touring New Zealand’s beautiful South
Island, and turning into vegetables on Hayman Island
on the Great Barrier Reef.

My one regret in life is leaving New England; as
much as I like Chicago, I miss the scenic beauty and
rural splendor of the North Country. Client business
has recently taken me to both Vermont and New
Hampshire several times, and the memories of the
Connecticut Valley, which had faded over time, were
brought vividly back to life. Maybe we will find a
way to get back there someday. I know I now choke
up when I hear the words of the old alma mater,
about how “the granite of New Hampshire is made
part of them ’til death.” I guess it must be so.

William Rice Jr. 
Billy 
11806 Woodbrook Court, Mitchellville, MD 20721-4102,
(301) 390-4577, «wrice@ebmc.org»
Occupation: Service Industry, Empower Baltimore,
10th Floor, 34 Market Place, Baltimore, MD 21202-4034,
(410) 783-4222, Fax (202) 835-5169
Spouse/Partner: Barbara

Bruce A. Richard 
6 Ridgeway Street, Winchester, MA 01890-2809
Spouse/Partner: Loretta

John M. Richey MD 
130 Hopkins Green Road, Hopkinton, NH 03229-2610,
(603) 225-3830, «john@richey.com»
Occupation: Medical, Anesthesia Associates PA, 
101 North State Street, Concord, NH 03301-4334, 
(603) 224-4776
Spouse/Partner: Deborah

Ramona J. Rideout 
77 7th Avenue Apt. 18-S, New York, NY 10011-6639,
(212) 627-0347

Robert L. Riebow Jr. 
Rebus 
4853 Charlais Lane, Park City, UT 84098-7557, 
(435) 649-1172
Occupation: Transportation, Delta Airlines Inc.,
Atlanta, GA, (801) 578-2680

Thomas D. Riegelman 
11 Burning Oak Trail, Barrington, IL 60010-9046
Occupation: Hotel/Resort, Hyatt Hotels Corporation,
Madison Plaza, 200 West Madison, Chicago, 
IL 60606-3414, (312) 750-8294
Spouse/Partner: Susan
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Jeffrey M. Rieker MD 
Jeff 
448 Blaisdell Drive, Claremont, CA 91711-3113, 
(909) 624-8040, «jrieker@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Football
Major: Chemistry
Graduate Study: MD, UCSD School of Medicine, 1980
Occupation: Anesthesiologist, Inland Valley Anesthesia
Medical Group, 1798 North Garey, Pomona, CA 91767
Interests: Military history, wargaming
Spouse/Partner’s Name: Paula Rieker
AA; Interests: Child development; full time wife and
mother
Jenna, 16, sophomore, LA County High School for the Arts
Emily, 14, 8th grade, El Roble Junior High School
Robert Jeffrey (RJ), 12, 6th grade, Chaparral Elementary
School

I have been living “Part II” of my life as a Southern
California kind of guy.

After leaving New Hampshire in January of ’76
(three feet of snow and ten degrees) and flying into
San Diego (85 degrees, blue skies, and sandy beach-
es) to interview for medical school at UCSD, UCLA,
and UCSF, my mind was definitely made up to “Go
west, young man.” Although UCSF was my first
choice because my Fayerweather senior adviser, John
Danforth, was at UCSF and had an awesome party
in his apartment the night I was there (good reason
to pick a medical school). Fortunately, I wasn’t accept-
ed at UCSF, but was at UCSD. Going to school there
was definitely one the high points of my life. My
best recollections of those years are North County
San Diego (while it was still God’s country), ditching
class for basketball games, and great classmates. We

also managed to get a great education even though
it was a pass/fail system, as our class had the highest
score in the nation on the National Board Exams.
I was still undecided as to specialty, although I was
leaning towards ER; I decided to do my internship
and then work in an ER (something you could still
do back then), to live a little, and to give myself
some time to decide what I wanted to specialize in.
I put the time to good use as I was finally able to
convince my wife, Paula, that I wasn’t some boring
medical school weenie and to marry me. She said
that she was getting tired of surfers anyway. By this
time I had I decided on anesthesia as a specialty and
did my residency at UCSD. I was offered a job with
a group in Pomona, California, after I finished and
was not inclined to accept until I came up here to
see the area. I drove up through Claremont, a small
college town that has the Claremont Colleges (Pomona
College, Harvey Mudd, etc.) which was the closest
thing I had seen to Hanover since I had been in
Southern California. I started here in 1985, and the
rest, as they say, is history. I served as President of
the Medical Staff in 1997 and am now Managing
General Partner of our 14-person anesthesia group.
Without a doubt, the highlight of my years here has

been the births of my three
children, Jenna (16), Emily
(14), and RJ (12). They are
the prime focus of my life
right now, especially with
their college years looming
closer.

Dartmouth was a very spe-
cial time for me. It almost
has a dreamlike, fairyland

quality to it (maybe an early sign of dementia). I
met Paula, so right there my life would have been
radically different if I had not been at Dartmouth.
Plus, my friend Dan Pulvers ’76 persuaded me to
check out California, for which I am eternally grate-
ful. One of the moments that I most remember was
in December of ’72. Dan Pulvers, Kipp and Kirk
Barker, and I were walking down the sidewalk in
front of Dartmouth Hall in the early evening. It was
snowing lightly with big fluffy flakes. The Green was
ringed with small lighted Christmas trees. I don’t
know which one of us started it (I think it was me
because I was familiar with snow while the others
being from California weren’t). We walked up the
hill to just in front of Dartmouth Hall and began
running down the sidewalk and then sliding all the
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way down almost to the street. Very quickly, the
sidewalk was very icy and the “run” became faster
and faster. In addition, a large crowd quickly
appeared and everyone started having a great time.
It was my first sense of the Dartmouth spirit of
community. We managed to keep it up for a few
hours until the Campus Police came to break it up
as by this time people were going into the street. I
think even one person broke his leg. I remember
going back to my room in Fayer and listening to
“Sweet Baby James” (“ ... it was the first of Decem-
ber, and covered with snow . . . ). I definitely miss
that sense of spontaneity and excitement (maybe
just from being 18 years old) in a magical place
like Dartmouth.

Timothy S. Rieser 
1628 21st Street NW, Washington, DC 20009-1003,
(202) 387-3859
Occupation: Government–Federal, U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC 20510

Alexandra Rincowitz
See Alexandra R. Hill 

Mark A. Ringiewicz MD 
Ringo 
288 Summer Street, Rehoboth, MA 02769-1114, 
(508) 336-5200
Occupation: Medical, Harvard Pilgrim Health Care,
Route 118, Swansea, MA 02777, (508) 677-3100
Spouse/Partner: Bethany

Dan Ringsred
1425 East Courtland Place, Milwaukee, 
WI 53211-1115, (414) 962-6206, 
«ringski@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Crew, hockey
Major: Economics
Occupation: Portfolio Manager, Investment Advisory
Corp., 12129 W. Feerick, Milwaukee, WI 53222, 
(414) 578-8042
Spouse/Partner’s Name: Pamela, Dartmouth ’74
Professor of Biology
Interests: Rowing, cross-country skiing
Pat, 17, Marquette HS
Mike, 14, Whitefish Bay HS
Tom, 12, Whitefish Bay Middle School 

Life has been good to me since leaving Dartmouth.
I’ve burned through 3 houses, 3 dogs, 6 cars, 2 vans,
1 truck, 4 rowing shells, 2 teeth, 1 knee, 6 careers,

9 jobs, 3 kids, and one wife (Pam ’74) who surpris-
ingly is still with me. The Devil is in the details but
I haven’t the stomach for delving into that here.

William L. Robbe 
Bill 
Unit 307, 1535 East Putnam Avenue, Old Greenwich,
CT 06870-1354, (203) 698-0701,
«william.l.robbe.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Investments, General Electric Capital
Corp., 260 Long Ridge Rd., Stamford, CT 06927-1600,
(203) 357-4389
Spouse/Partner: Katherine
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David N. Robbins MD 
634 Graceland Drive SE, Albuquerque, NM 87108-3335,
(505) 255-9265
Dartmouth Activities: Alpha Chi Alpha, Varsity Golf
(4 letters), Fire and Skoal
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MD, University of California at
Davis, 1980
Occupation: Urologic surgeon, Lovelace Health Systems,
5400 Gibson Blvd. SE, (505) 262-7275
Spouse/Partner: Ruthie Horn Robbins
Attorney; Interest: Community service
Michael, 20, Georgetown School of Foreign Service
Amanda, 18, Mandy’s Special Farm for Autistic Women

Twenty-five years, or 9,131 days, since graduation.
How extraordinarily difficult to believe is that? Many
things have changed, some as expected, and some
that could never have been foreseen. I’ve recently
realized that at this point in my life, I have been
married (to my HTH, Ruthie) for more than one-half
of my life. It is quite interesting to look back on the
road we have traveled together, complete with its
twists and turns. It is said that life is what happens
while you are making other plans, and as time goes
on I have an even greater appreciation of that tru-
ism. I suspect it will only prove more valid as we age.

The initial family and career events occurred as
anticipated. Ruthie (well known to the brothers of
AXA by virtue of a senior year exchange to Colby
and AXA) and I married while I was in medical
school. She subsequently entered law school as I
started my urology residency, and three years and
two children later, she had a degree and passed the

bar exam in New Mexico.
We were poised to juggle
careers and parenting of
Michael and Amanda when
it became apparent that
everything was not quite
right with Mandy. She quit
doing the things her fellow

3-year-olds did and actually regressed in her develop-
ment. She subsequently was diagnosed with autism,
and with that simple word our lives changed radi-
cally. It quickly became obvious that Mandy would
require many types of therapy in the hope of opti-
mizing her level of functioning. Ruthie took on this
responsibility at the expense of her fledgling career.
In spite of very intense therapy, Mandy continues
to be strangely and irrevocably locked in her
autistic world in most (but not all) ways. Life with

Amanda has been curious, heartbreaking, funny,
gratifying, mortifying, challenging, embarrassing,
maddening, divisive, and unifying—in equal parts
and various times. Finally coming to terms with the
fact that Mandy will not ever be able to live inde-
pendently and will require 24/7 supervision has
prompted us to build a residential school for Aman-
da. There she will live the rest of her life with five
other similarly afflicted women in the safety and
nurturing environment of Mandy’s Special Farm
for Autistic Women. This 501C3 organization is
up and running and presently looking for qualified
residents. This project has only been made possi-
ble through the generous support (emotional and
financial) of many dear friends and family.

Michael chose not to follow in his father’s footsteps
at Dartmouth but instead entered the Georgetown
School of Foreign Service where he is a rising
junior. He loves Washington, D.C., but is smart
enough to pretend that he misses Albuquerque
and his parents. His future is bright and promising
but he already understands that life will undoubted-
ly not be entirely predictable.

I continue to enjoy and work hard at the practice of
medicine in general and urology in particular. Having
written probably 5,000 prescriptions for Viagra, I
can honestly say that one of the things I do for a
living is help other people have sex. I love this job!
I still enjoy an occasional round of golf and play
either surprisingly well or frighteningly poorly. I have
found that the poor shots don’t bother me much
anymore as I have come to understand that there
are many things in life worse than even the ugliest
of duck hooks.
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Diana Robeck 
See Diana Robeck Todd

Barbara Robinson 
See Barbara Robinson Kimyon

Edmond M. Robinson 
6 The Crescent, Barnes, London SW13 ONN, England 
Occupation: Investments, Citigroup Investment Bank
Ltd., PO Box 199, London SE1 2QT, England 
Spouse/Partner: Elfriede

Glenn H. Robinson 
455 Old Ocean House Road, Cape Elizabeth, 
ME 04107-2614, (207) 741-5054, 
«ghr@thompsonbowie.com»
Occupation: Legal, Thompson & Bowie, 3 Canal
Plaza, PO Box 4630, Portland, ME 04101-4080, 
(207) 774-2500, Fax (207) 774-3591

Kathryn Spivey Robinson 
Katy 
4 Oakwood Road, Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107-2025,
(207) 767-2709
Occupation: Education–Secondary, Cape Elizabeth
School Dept., Old Oceanhouse Road, Cape Elizabeth,
ME 04107

The last 25 years have their highs and lows for this
Dartmouth alum.

First the lows:

The lowest point was the unfortunate demise of
Glenn’s and my 23-year marriage on December 30,
1999 (yes, a “Millennium” divorce). We are now
both doing a solo act for the first time since Dart-
mouth! Luckily, we did stay married long enough to
pretty much raise four wonderful kids before we
called it quits.

Now for the highs:

(1.) Chris, who is now 21, currently on the “eight-
year plan” for finishing college. He took a year off,
went to Colorado College for a year, and now is
taking another year off. Next year, he is applying to
Dartmouth, among other schools, as a transfer stu-
dent. He is actually a full-time lobsterman when he
is not in school, and he could not be happier (except
for the living at Mom’s house part). (2.) Lori, now
18, is currently a freshman at Oberlin. She is major-
ing in Education/Psychology, sings with the Oberlin

chorus, and plays a mean game of ice hockey in their
school club. When she is home she is an active mem-
ber of the town volunteer fire and rescue squads.
(3.) Eric, 15, is a sophomore at Cape Elizabeth High
School. He is heavily into theater (as were his older
brother and sister), but his passion is music, specif-
ically singing, and he is involved in various groups.
He has a great baritone. (4.) Ashley, 10, is in the
fifth grade at Cape Elizabeth Middle School. Her
passions are horses, soccer, art, and skiing—did I
mention horses? She has kept her mother young by
insisting that she and I go play at every available
moment, and together we have rediscovered riding
(horses and bikes) and skating (skis and in-line).
This summer we plan to add hiking to that list.

I am currently only working part-time, choosing to
stay available to the kids until they are safely off
to college. I have never regretted that decision,
though being single again has made me a little ner-
vous. I am the computer assistant and yearbook

advisor at the high school
and am definitely learning
on the fly! Who would
have thought that an old
rock jock like me would
turn computer “nerd” (no
offense)? I also spend a lot
of time walking the dog
on our beautiful beaches,
mountain biking, and ski-
ing during the seasons,

and I have been trying to teach myself to sail. Life
is full of new adventures, isn’t it?

The doors are always open here in Cape Elizabeth,
and we can always use another boat hand during
the lobster season!
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Paul S. Robinson 
3057 West Course Road, Maumee, OH 43537-9632,
(419) 865-1258, «paul.s.robinson.76@alum.dart-
mouth.org»
Occupation: Telecommunications, Norstan
Communications Inc., 1605 Indianwood Circle,
Maumee, OH 43537-4036, (419) 893-0104

Elvia Luisa Rodriguez West
A Tribute to Elvia Rodriguez West
In 1977, Elvia sent a birthday greeting to me that
spoke so much of how she is remembered. The
overall effect of the watermarked, neutral stationery
with a doily left margin was made more indelible
by the message she wrote in calligraphy, in a henna-
colored ink.

Someone told me that a friend is one with
whom you dare to be yourself. I want to
thank you for being my friend and allowing
me to be myself.

I celebrate this day of your birth because it
was then that your light began to shine. I
thank you and God for allowing me to bask
in this light.

The elements of Elvia’s own “light” included her
physical grace, her nurturing nature; her stubborn-
ness and intellect led her to graduate in 1975 and
apply to Yale’s School of Nursing to, “see if I can
get in.” She and Robbyn Walker Swarn once planned
a southern excursion that culminated in traveling
to South Carolina to share in a memorable event
in my life.

Elvia died on May 11, 1994. She is survived by her
husband, Douglas, daughter, Melanie Rosa who is
now 12 years old, parents, Mr. & Mrs. Rodriguez,
sister, Linda, and brothers Mario and Kenneth.

Her life and work in Boston included a successful
desk-top publishing business; she was extremely
proud of creating the local contribution to National
AIDS Quilt for the Boston Minority AIDS Coalition.

Earthwatch expeditions were a part of her love of
traveling. She was involved in archeological digs in
Ecuador and Swaziland. On at least two trips, Elvia
traveled to East and West Africa; family Christmases
were spent on Nevis Island and she enjoyed Mexico
as well as driving throughout the south of Spain.

She remains a tribute to those who knew her.

Viola Allen and Linda Rodriguez

John H. Roe 
456 Eagle Peak Road, West Brookfield, VT 05060-9807,
«jhroe@quest-net.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Stage managing the concert
stage, Senior thesis
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MS, Zoology, University of Florida,
1981
Occupation: Director of Conservation Programs, The
Nature Conservancy, 27 State Street, Montpelier, 
VT 05602
Spouse/Partner: Katherine B. Roe
Communications Coordinator, Vermont League of
Cities and Towns; 
Interests: Reading, horseback riding, gardening, hiking
Evan, 6
Lydia, 3
Sophie, 1

Writing about what has happened to me since leav-
ing Dartmouth is an interesting assignment since it’s
really a review of life’s ups, downs, and unexpected
turns. Though each person’s details are unique,
everyone faces the same things. In the end, we all
discover, some sooner than others, that life is exceed-
ingly precious and exceedingly short, and that we
live in a culture that makes it hard to slow down
enough to make use of that wisdom. Here’s my path
over the past 25 years.

I left Dartmouth with plans to embark on two big
changes—married life and attending graduate school
at the University of Florida. I thought I was pur-
suing my life’s plan of raising a family and college
teaching, but like most “best-laid plans,” events didn’t
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follow the plan. I soon discovered my interest in
ecology was a passion, but I agonized over having
to forego exotic field research because my wife’s
interests didn’t include living in a tent for a year.
However, not more than a year later I was suddenly
and unexpectedly faced with my marriage over, and
I was free to accept on a moment’s notice a chance
to pursue research on Archie Carr’s Costa Rican sea
turtle beach. There I saw the biological richness of
the tropics, was exposed to a completely different
culture, and witnessed some of the problems a new
national park brings to a rural area. I learned about
turtle poaching, spent most nights stalking “my”
ghost crabs, and read voraciously from the research
station’s “library” of books people had left over
the years. Most importantly, I read John McPhee’s
Encounters with the Archdruid and Edward Abbey’s
The Monkey Wrench Gang and sat beside a green sea
turtle as she labored to dig her nest and lay eggs,
and then I watched as baby sea turtles ran to the
sea months later. It was in the solitude of my jungle
hammock that I decided to switch from teaching
to conservation work. Time spent living in a wild
area taught me that I wanted to make sure that
endangered species and special natural areas don’t
get lost in the changes our earth constantly faces.

After I got my MS in zoology, the next stage of my
life was an interlude that still remains as one of
the three pinnacles of my life. I volunteered for
six months of research on the Galapagos Islands
helping a friend collect data for her PHD on Galapa-
gos tortoises. It was true wilderness work, and even
survival, in one of the world’s most important places
for a biologist. I lived in a tent on an active volcano,
following the daily lives of huge tortoises and feral
donkeys. Once a month we waited on a beach for
the next month’s provisions, and our water was

from the two times it rained in the six months. I
was privileged to be one of a handful of people
who have ever spent more than a day on volcano
Alcedo, and free to wander anywhere to marvel at
its treasures—like six-inch sulfur crystals formed
by steam vents. It was a time of physical, mental,
and spiritual well-being that I’ve never duplicated.

Upon returning from the Galapagos, without a plan
at all on how to start a conservation career, I visited
my great aunt “Dutie” at her home on Nantucket
Island, which was also a place filled with childhood
memories. As a child I would have told you about
the beaches and ocean, but in hindsight the most
important formative activity was being allowed to
wander, without adults, the dirt roads criss-crossing
a thousand acres of moors out my aunt’s back door
—it is there that my love of wild land was cemented.
Now, I returned to care for one of my role models as
she slowly died from emphysema; I learned about the
tail end of life and the stories of her life’s adven-
tures. I also found a seasonal job at the Nantucket
Land Council, a land trust working to protect land
and control growth on the island. In one of life’s
unexpected turns, this led to becoming its Executive
Director within a year—I had reached my career
goal in my first job out of school!

There are many small diversions to the thread of
my life during my seven years on the island, many
more than can be recounted here. The big events
included getting the chance to know Carl Borchert,

a wonderful human
being who as presi-
dent of the Land
Council was my boss,
but who also became
my professional men-
tor, a friend, a “father”
to replace the one I
lost at 15, someone
who taught me what
community and com-
munity service meant,
and ultimately, my

father-in-law. During this period, I also lost my moth-
er to a suicide; she never saw my life’s second pin-
nacle—my marriage to Katherine Borchert with a
reception in a tent at my great aunt’s house. While
many people important to me were missing, living
and marrying on Nantucket completed several of
life’s unexpected circles.
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Even before being married, Katherine and I had
moved to Vermont and bought a house, only an hour
from Dartmouth—25 years ago it would have been
incomprehensible that I’d be back in this area. Here,
in West Brookfield, Vermont, we have renovated a
180-year-old farmhouse from the foundation up. We
have had varying numbers of Nubian goats, horses
and cats through the years. I have worked 14 years for
The Nature Conservancy, helping create natural area
preserves throughout Vermont. My current conserva-
tion passion is to make forestry practices much friend-
lier to ecological integrity. I am also several years into
a project to protect 133,000 acres in a mix of private
and public lands encompassing both timber produc-
ing forest land and a core ecological reserve, where
I hope tens of thousands of acres will become old-
growth forest several generations from now.

Six years ago marked the third pinnacle—the birth of
our first child, Evan. A sensitive, gentle, and intelligent
boy who opened for Katherine and me worlds we
never really knew or understood. Watching how a
human mind develops, wondering what the right bal-
ances are, and seeing the world now through both a
child’s and parent’s eyes has been a wonderful journey.
Even for someone who was already family- and
future-oriented, a child created whole new levels

of understanding. Katherine, who had wondered if
she wanted children, now knew she wanted several.

Three years ago our second child, Lydia, was born
into a house full of hope and excitement, with two
doting grandparents. Seven weeks later everything
changed, when Katherine’s father was diagnosed
with a brain tumor and died 19 days later. There was
no time to adjust, every aspect of life changed, much
bitterness to work through, and months of com-
forting Evan, who understood he’d just lost his best
buddy, who loved tractors as much as he did.

Today, Katherine and I are trying to figure out how
to juggle two careers and a third child, one-year-old
Sophie. I have too many dreams, too little time, and
everything going in all directions. I’m doing things
I thought I’d be doing 20 years ago, not at age 47!
I’m trying to find balance, knowing every day is spe-
cial, and realizing time is running out to do every-
thing I’d like. I want much more time to enjoy the
early years of our children’s lives. I know that all of
us need to be aggressively pushing ourselves and
society toward sustainability, and that time is quick-
ly running out if we are to leave wild areas for our
children to visit and share with the rest of the world’s
species. I know life is unpredictable; but it’s a blast!
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Timothy A. Rogers 
840 East Meadow Drive, Palo Alto, CA 94303-4440,
(650) 858-2737, «taroger@pacbell.net»
Occupation: Integrated Telecom Express Inc., 
2710 Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051-0971,
(408) 980-8689
Spouse/Partner: Satomi

Michael Roitman 
33 Clark Street #4, Boston, MA 02109-1175, 
(617) 523-4393, «mroitman@socialaw.com»
Occupation: Legal, McGowan Brugel Turner et al.,
125 High Street Suite 2601, Boston, MA 02110-2724,
(617) 951-9980, Fax (617) 951-0048

Brick Root 
Brick 
42605 RCR #36, Steamboat Springs, CO 80487, 
(970) 879-8782, «102544.2135@compuserve.com»
Occupation: Education–Secondary, The Lowell
Whiteman School, 42605 RCR 36, Steamboat Springs,
CO 80487-9297, (970) 879-1350
Spouse/Partner: Margaret

Gerald N. Rosenberg 
207 Tiny Mountain Road, Mount Holly, VT 05758-9800

Nils C. Rosenquest 
2720 Taylor Street #420, San Francisco, 
CA 94133-1204, (415) 434-0645, 
«nils.c.rosenquest.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Legal, Rosenquist & Associates, 
2720 Taylor Street #420, San Francisco, CA 94133-1204,
(415) 292-0980, Fax (415) 292-0989

Lawrence G. Rosenshein 
Larry 
117 Gordonhurst Avenue, Montclair, NJ 07043-1715,
(973) 783-4380,
«lawrence.g.rosenshein.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Transportation, Port Authority of NY&NJ,
(212) 435-6677
Spouse/Partner: Catherine
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Stephen L. Routhier 
8715 Lost Cove Drive, Orlando, FL 32819-4966
Occupation: Restaurant, Hard Rock Cafe, 
5401 Kirkman Road Suite 480, Orlando, FL 32819-
7952, (407) 345-8227
Spouse/Partner: Tora

Dana C. Rowan 
186 Commonwealth Ave #36, Boston, MA 02116-2719,
(617) 266-1571, «drowan@rcn.com»
Occupation: Real Estate, Exeter Realty Capital Partners,
101 Arch Street 9th Floor, Boston, MA 02110, 
(617) 439-9919
Spouse/Partner: Janice

Monica Hargrove Roye 
1330 Kingston Ave., Alexandria, VA 22302-3810, 
(703) 370-1418, «eyorhm@cs.com»
Occupation: Aviation, U.S. Airways, 2345 Crystal Drive,
Arlington, VA 22202-4807, 
(703) 842-5230, Fax (703) 872-5252
Spouse/Partner: Paul

Alicia Ostrowidzki Rubin 
Lisha 
21 Buena Vista Road, Eastchester, NY 10709-1543,
(914) 235-6290, «Kenalicia@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Young Democrats, Dartmouth
Literary Magazine, Tabard
Major: Religion
Graduate Study: MS, Accounting, New York
University, Stem School of Business, 1980
Interests: Spending time with my family, hiking, ski-
ing, swimming, gardening, and entertaining at our
vacation home in the Berkshires
Spouse/Partner: Kenneth Alan Rubin; BA, Yale, 1975;
JD, Stanford Law School, 1979
James Lawrence, 17, Eastchester High School
Lee Joseph, 13, Eastchester Middle School

I moved to New York City after my graduation in
1977. I married my husband, Ken Rubin, and grad-
uated from New York University Stern School of
Business with a Master of Science in Accounting
in 1980. I worked for Coopers & Lybrand and St.
Vincent’s Hospital until 1984, when I had my first
child, James. Ken had a hectic schedule with his
investment banking career, so we decided that I
would stay home with our children. Our second son,
Lee, was born in 1988. I have enjoyed every minute
of my time with them.

Recently, I decided to prepare myself to return to
my career. I sat for and passed three parts of the
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Uniform CPA Exam. I will finish the last section (I
hope) in November 2000. Last year, I worked
part-time for the Maryknoll Mission Association.
Next year, I plan to do some post-masters work in
finance to further update my skills and return to
work full-time.

Our children are wonderful. They excel at school
and have many hobbies and interests. We have
started to look at colleges with our older son, and

of course Dartmouth
and Yale top the list
of his choices.

We live in the town
of Eastchester, New
York, where I have
been involved in a vari-
ety of PTA, neighbor-
hood association, and
Cub Scouting activi-

ties. We spend much of our leisure time at our vaca-
tion home in Lenox, Massachusetts, where we enjoy
year-round cultural and outdoor recreational activities.

In 25 years, I would like to be getting ready to retire
from a rewarding career as a financial officer for a
not-for-profit organization. My only wish would be
for my family to be healthy and to enjoy spending
time together.
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Adrienne Alexander Ruegger 
Adi 
25725 Dark Creek Road, Calabasas, CA 91302-2108,
(818) 876-0756, «momey2000@aol.com»
Major: Theatre
Occupation: Mom
Spouse/Partner: Thomas C. Ruegger ’76
Producer, Animation, Warner Bros.
Nathan, 17, Viewpoint School, Calabasas, CA
Luke, 15, Viewpoint School, Calabasas, CA
Cody, 13, Viewpoint School, Calabasas, CA

After Dartmouth there was, incredibly, life! I tried
New York City for a couple of years but although
I made it to Broadway and did a few stints on soap
operas, I still had trouble making the rent. (Carol
Kohn ’76, Mark Gamell ’76, and Andrea Quaid
’76 used to feed me regularly.) After a stop in Boston,
I flew out to L.A. in the summer of ’80. In spring of
’81, I met Tom Ruegger ’76; Parker MacDonell
’76 lost a roommate and his apartment all at once.
He did, however, graciously write us a wedding song.
So I think that he forgave us. In September 1981,
Tom and I were married and, of course, I finally
landed an acting job, out of town, at the San Diego
Old Globe Theatre.

The rest is a blur. Pregnancies, nausea, weight gain,
weight loss. Three children — bing bang boom.
Nathan, now 16, Luke, now 14, and Cody, now 12.
Diapers, playdates, Cheerios, babysitters. Suddenly
Tom’s Emmys. Always incredible cartoons by Dad,
more Emmys, then—yikes—girlfriends, pizza and
movies, and driver’s licenses.

My father died recently and it gave me the oppor-
tunity to see dear old friends, Martha Hennessey
’76, Ty Nutt ’74, Peter Hackett ’75, Danny Chodos

’73, Peter Parnell ’74, Mark Gamell, David Fuller,
and Helene Rassias, to mention only a few. Ty Nutt
directed a show called “Tobit” at his church in New
Jersey. Peter Hackett and his wife Carol Dunne, Danny
Chodos, Jamie Horton, and I had the joy of work-

ing together again.
It was bliss. When
my three boys are
safe in the wide wide
world, I’d love to do
theatre again.

I have found that
some of the most
creative work I’ve

ever done was on the Dartmouth stage and in my
own living room doing the job of parenting. My life
has been full and rich. I have been blessed with a
talented and wonderful husband and three brilliant
children, if I do say so myself. My friendships, old
and new, are precious. But the memories and the
friendships I made at Dartmouth are still the sweetest.

Thomas C. Ruegger 
T Roogs 
25725 Dark Creek Road, Calabasas, CA 91302-2108,
(818) 876-0756
Dartmouth Activities: Film Society, Phi Delt,
Interdormitory Council, Track
Major: English
Occupation: Film and Television Producer, and Writer,
Warner Bros.
Spouse/Partner: Adrienne Alexander ‘76; Actress
Nathan, 17, Viewpoint School, Calabasas, CA
Luke, 15, Viewpoint School, Calabasas, CA
Cody, 13, Viewpoint School, Calabasas, CA
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After graduating, I went on a tour of the Western
U.S. and Canada with Willy Thornton ’76 in the
summer of ’76. Then, I returned to the Hanover
Plain for a post-graduate year as the Coordinator
of the Dartmouth Film Society. This was key.
Being in Hanover, working, watching, and exhibit-
ing movies, hanging out with film enthusiasts like
Barry Braverman ’76, Nora Odendahl ’77, Tom
Ropelewski ’77, Willy Small, Maury Rapf ’35, Blair
Watson H’48, Sarah Dooley Lang ’79, Ray Foery,

and so many others — it
was a blast. Learned loads
and watched a lot of car-
toons, as I finished my
own animated film, Platy-
pus Duck, and worked up
some other cartoon and
film ideas.

In fall 1977, I returned to
New Jersey to work in con-
struction with my brother

for a few months until I fell off a roof into a green-
house stacked with potted plants. Insert loud and
comical crash sound effects here. I realized heights
were not for me. I tried to get into advertising in
NYC but couldn’t crack it. So I drove to LA, landed
a job as an assistant animator at Hanna–Barbera,
and roomed with great pal Parker MacDonell ’76,
who was in LA performing and recording his music.

Parker intro’d me to Adrienne Alexander ’76 in
the winter/spring of 1981. Adi and I married later
that fall at the White Church in Hanover. Back in
LA, I became a writer/producer at Hanna–Barbera
and Adi and I were blessed with three sons —
Nathan, Luke, and Cody. I shifted to Warner Bros.
Animation in 1989 to work with Steven Spielberg
on Tiny Toons, Animaniacs, Pinky and the Brain,
and Freakazoid. Won 14 Emmys over the next
decade creating, producing, and writing those shows,
as well as Batman: the Animated Series, Road Rovers,
and Histeria. 

Over the years, I’ve stayed in touch with Parker,
Chuck Reach, Boris Fisher, and Sara Hoagland
Hunter from our class, and we’ve spent vacation
time with Parker MacDonell, Ty Nutt, and Martha
Hennessey and families on Squam Lake. I love the
sunshine and warmth of Los Angeles, but the down-
side out there is that I miss old pals like Dave Union
and George Jones and the others I’ve mentioned,
most of whom live in the East.

I also miss the camaraderie and fun of late night
sessions with great friends that we all experienced
at Dartmouth, but my body and soul do not miss
the drinking.

That fifth year I spent in Hanover at the Film
Society made all the difference for me. The pressure
to get decent grades was gone, so I could spend
time learning about thing I cared about (in my case,
film) and being with great people. It was a wonder-
ful time.

Edward A. Rufus Jr. MD 
206 East Miller Road, Edelstein, IL 61526-9740, 
(309) 274-5200, «rufus@bwsys.net»
Occupation: Medical, 304 South Western, Peoria, 
IL 61605, (309) 674-3469, Fax (309) 674-0413
Spouse/Partner: Deborah

Elizabeth Rumely 
See Elizabeth Rumely Visser

Alexandra Rynkiewicz 
See Alexandra R. Hill

Kyle S. Sadlon 
156 Shady Hollow, Nederland, CO 80466-9708, 
(303) 258-0841, «kyle.s.sadlon.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Major: Physics
Graduate Study: MS, Physics, University of Colorado, 1980
Occupation: Software engineer, Computer
Associates, (303) 442-1299 NOW: Tricord Systems in
Westminster, Colorado
Spouse/Partner: Penni; Nurse RN
Stefan, 2
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In pursuit of my interest in astronomy, and partly
to just go somewhere not in the Northeast, I started
graduate school at the University of Colorado in
the fall of 1976. It didn’t go as I had planned. After
five years, I ended up with a Masters instead of a
doctorate and had spent most of my time in solid
state physics rather than astrophysics. Giving up on
graduate school in 1981, I spent the next nine years
as a staff scientist at the Solar Research Institute
(now NREL) in Golden, Colorado.

During graduate school, I became involved in the
local folk music and dance community. I took some
night courses for the fiddle and, in a few months,
was playing in several groups including an Irish band

that had a regular gig
in the James Pub every
other Sunday evening.

We moved to the East
Coast in 1990 where I
became a software engi-
neer. The move was
good for my career but
not so good for my
social life. We lived in

Newburyport and Newbury, Massachusetts, for a
couple of years and Nashua, New Hampshire, for two
more years. We escaped back to Colorado in 1994.

Since then, I’ve been working quite successfully as
a software engineer at several companies in the
Denver area. Software is such a volatile industry;
most of those companies no longer exist, having
gone out of business or been bought by a larger
company. I am currently working for Tricord Sys-
tems in Westminster, Colorado.

I met Penni, a nurse RN from Athol, Massachusetts,
in Colorado in 1984 and we were married in 1987.
She believed for many years that she could not
bear children. So, we were surprised and delighted
when Stefan was born in February 1999. We are
now expecting Amelia Kate, due January 10. We’re
a bit old to be having children but, on the other
hand, we’ve gotten a lot out of our systems and
we’re maybe a little wiser than we would have been
20 years ago.

Robert M. Saltzman 
Rob 
9105 Cordell Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90069-1717, 
(310) 278-9109, «rsaltzma_99@yahoo.com»
«robert.m.saltzman.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Education–College University, USC Law
School, 699 Exposition Boulevard, Los Angeles, 
CA 90089-0040, (213) 740-2591, Fax (213) 740-4570
Spouse/Partner: Ed Pierce

Vincent D. Salvatore Jr. 
Vince 
3701 Williams Lane, Chevy Chase, MD 20815-4951,
(301) 652-3542, 
«vincent.d.salvatore.jr.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Legal, Winston & Strawn, 1400 L Street NW,
Washington, DC 20005-3508, (202) 371-5812
Spouse/Partner: Marguerite

Richard P. San Soucie 
Apt. 2301, 12500 Merit Drive, Dallas, TX 75251-1915,
(214) 528-4641, 
«richard.p.san.soucie.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Consulting, Pro Consultants Inc., 
1230 River Bend Drive #215, Dallas, TX 75247-4993, 
(214) 637-7710, Fax (214) 637-2631
Spouse/Partner: Susan

Paul H. Sanders III 
Sandy 
1025 Sea Palms West Drive, Saint Simons Island, 
GA 31522-5269, (912) 638-4800, «sanders@thebest.net»
Occupation: Banking, Bankers Mortgage Corp., 
1312 Newcastle Street, Brunswick, GA 31520-7273, 
(912) 638-4800, Fax (912) 634-6473
Spouse/Partner: Julie

Barbara N. Sands 
3426 NW 62nd Street, Seattle, WA 98107-2648
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Peter Sarabella 
15 Pine Acres Blvd., Deer Park, NY 11729-2712

Brita Sardella 
See Brita Sardella Reed

William M. Saubert 
Bill 
55 W. 70th Street #2A, New York, NY 10023-4535,
(212) 877-9775, «william.saubert@equitable.com»
Occupation: Consulting, AXA Client Solutions, 
1290 6th Ave., New York, NY 10104, (212) 641-7777
Spouse/Partner: Carol

Arthur D. Saul 
8 Ingold Drive, Dix Hills, NY 11746-7804
Occupation: Insurance, Lucas Aul, 1055 Stewart Ave.,
Garden City, NY 11530, (516) 222-6000, Fax 222-1325
Spouse/Partner: Mary Ann

Gregory A. Saum 
Greg 
89 Alpine Street, Stamford, CT 06905-1004, 
(203) 461-8585, «g-saum@ibolaw.com»
Occupation: Legal, Ivey Barnum & O'Mara, 170 Mason
St., Greenwich, CT 06830-6644, (203) 661-6000

Norman W. Saunders 
20 Burnham Wood Court, Annapolis, MD 21403-1644,
(410) 626-1092
Occupation: Computers, Walter Gilman Corporation
Spouse/Partner: JoAnn

George U. Sauter 
Gus 
1465 Eaves Spring Road, Malvern, PA 19355-8761,
(610) 889-3120, «gus_sauter@vanguard.com»
Occupation: Stocks/Bonds, Vanguard Group Inc., 
PO Box 2600, Valley Forge, PA 19482-2600, 
(610) 669-6302, Fax (610) 889-0003
Spouse/Partner: Karen

Roger A. Sayler 
59 White Falls Lane, New Canaan, CT 06840-2038,
(203) 966-5422, «rsayler@home.com»
Occupation: Investment Banking, FleetBoston Financial
Corp., 240 Greenwich Avenue, Greenwich, CT 06830,
(203) 629-4020, Fax (203) 966-2691
Spouse/Partner: Nancy

August G. Schaefer II 
Loevenicher Weg 36, 5000 Cologne 41, Germany 
Occupation: Architecture, Kohn Pederson Architects
Spouse/Partner: Nicole

William J. Schaeffer III 
John 
728 Pheasant Run Road, West Chester, PA 19382-8146,
(610) 793-3299
Occupation: Hospital Administration, Albert Einstein
Medical Center, Hackenburg 3, 5561 Old York Road,
Philadelphia, PA 19141-3001, 
(215) 456-8271, Fax (215) 456-3533
Spouse/Partner: Laura
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Edward G. Scheu 
1459 Munger Street, Middlebury, VT 05753-8917,
(802) 388-1460, «teds@sover.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Sailing Team, Ski Team, rock
and building climbing, Varsity Insecurity Team, Psi U,
C&G
Major: History (?)
Graduate Study: MS, Elementary Education, Wheelock
College, 1992
Occupation: Writer/teacher
Spouse/Partner: Robin; Consultant, activist, mom,
ex-banker, traveller, reader
Jamie, 15, sophomore, Taft School
Kirsten, 12, 8th grade, Middlebury Union Middle School

OK. Here goes.

I’ll dive into the icy water with the last question
first: What do I miss about college?

Hey, that’s pretty easy. Nothing. Or nearly nothing.
Yep, I’ll hang it all out, right here. To be honest,
other than the few important friends I made and
treasure, I hated my Dartmouth experience, both
academic and social. Wow. Feels good to say it.

I just wasn’t ready for Dartmouth on either the social
or academic fronts. Maybe I never would have been.
I’ve often thought a small art school, where I could
discover and nurture my late-blooming gifts, might
have been best. Above all, I needed a place where
at least one single teacher would take an interest in
me, gently pushing me to reach inside, as well as

upward. Not one Dartmouth professor seemed to
care about me. That memory is crystal clear. As a
teacher, I know there is no greater or more impor-
tant gift I can give a child. Helping kids find their
voices is what it’s all about. It’s why I teach. I’ve
seen, first hand, the power of a well-timed question,
compliment, or even just an encouraging smile or
nod. I got none of the above at Dartmouth from
my “teachers” or “coaches.” Sure, I didn’t seek it
because I was so unsure of myself. But what were
Dartmouth’s famed pedagogues up to? Sleeping on
the job, if you ask me.

And the social life? Talk about chills. I was quietly
repulsed by the Hanover social scene. That proba-
bly sounds comical coming from one who played
the fraternity game, occasionally looked confident,
and didn’t know enough to seek alternatives. But
the alcohol-centered, sexist, macho, frat scene qui-
etly gnawed at me. At it still does, even though
some of my fondest friends evolved from Psi U.
I’ve never thought to ask them if they share any of
my sentiments.

OK, enough whining. As I’ve been sitting here writ-
ing, I realize I do have a few fond Dartmouth mem-
ories: a dicey winter traverse of the Presidential
Ridge with John Olsen, four terrific years as John’s
confused roommate, and a wildly successful (and
for me, improbable) victory in the NCAA Sailing

Championships, all stand out
in an otherwise bleak land-
scape. As for my life since
Dartmouth? I’ve taken to call-
ing it a mosaic-in-progress,
although my patient wife,
Robin, chooses other, more
blunt words. Chronological-
ly (and, not surprisingly, in

ascending order of satisfaction), I’ve been a naval
officer, banker, advertising executive, carpenter,
freelance copywriter, education graduate student,
elementary teacher, and now, writer for kids and
teacher. And, lest I forget, the very highest on the
“ahhh” scale for me have been my roles as husband
to an amazing wife and partner, and father to two
phenomenal kids.

It took me nearly 20 years to finally get on the right
professional road. Now I love where I live (in the
slower-paced, pastoral splendor of Vermont), and
I love what I do: balancing the solitary joys of writ-
ing poetry for kids with the wild and wonderful
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intensity of taking my work and my passion for
writing into schools as a visiting artist. I’m working
hard at finding my own voice (and I’m pleased to
announce that it’s slowly revealing itself !), and I’m
happily dedicated to helping kids find their own
voices as writers. It’s a good life.

Oh, how I wish I could point to an artistic mentor
or two who influenced me along the rocky road.
But, sadly, none come to mind. It’s been a lonely,
quiet, mostly solitary struggle. But then isn’t that
true for all of us? Hey, before I get back to work,
one final Dartmouth memory has just been dragged
kicking and screaming from its gray cells. How could
I forget my proudest and (elevationally, at least) high-
est Dartmouth achievement? Less than ten hours
before graduation, in the murky, predawn darkness,

John Olsen and I scaled
Baker Library tower and
painted “76” in elegant
green script just below the
clock face. (See title page.)

But that wasn’t the exciting
part. When Dean Manuel
discovered our masterpiece
after his breakfast, he threat-
ened to get both it and the
perps (John and me)

removed from the graduation program. For one brief,
breathtaking moment, it looked like neither of us
was going to get a sheepskin to hang on the wall.
Only tons of characteristically persuasive coolness
from John saved the day.

I don’t know about John, but I was secretly revel-
ing in the rebellious, living-on-the-edge moment. I
didn’t see it at the time, but I needed to find a lot
more of that in my life! Maybe we all do. Maybe
that was my problem at Dartmouth.

Robert M. Schiller MD 
186 Washington Park, Brooklyn, NY 11205-4007
Occupation: Medical, Institute Urban Family Health,
16 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003-3105, 
(212) 206-5252, Fax (212) 206-5251
Spouse/Partner: Niloufar

Bill Schillhammer
Bill 
16 Thoreau Rd., Acton, MA 01720-5527, (978) 264-4111,
Fax (978) 635-1294, «billhammer@aol.com» or
«william.r.schillhammer.iii.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Kiewit Systems Programmer,
Daily D Photographer, DOC member, Heorot brother,
Rugby, Storm Kings 
Major: Math, Engineering (2 full majors)
Graduate Study: BE, Thayer School of Engineering,
1978
Occupation: Computer-TV Convergence, Vice President,
FOCUS Enhancements, 600 Research Dr., Wilmington,
MA 01887, (978) 661-0146
Spouse/Partner: Marion Atchley Schillhammer
AB, FIT, ‘76; Sales Associate, decorating, fashion design
Molly, 16
Rachel, 16
Ashley, 14
Dana, 14

Mmmm. The idea of an “essay” is a little too intim-
idating, so I’ll opt for a few brief snippets and com-
ments on the past 25 years. Not being ready to leave
the Hanover Plain after graduation, I opted for a
slight career shift from computer software to hard-
ware by entering Thayer School to study digital elec-
tronics. Those studies led to a ten-year stint with
Intel followed by a series of small companies all
with exciting technologies that never blossomed. I
hope that computer–TV convergence will be a big
item for this decade as my current company (FOCUS
Enhancements) is the best at it. Small companies

are roller coasters, but
nothing could be more
exciting; sometimes I feel
manic-depressive with the
peaks and valleys.

On the home front, my
first marriage brought two
wonderful daughters

(Rachel and Ashley), and I found my soulmate (cur-
rent wife) who came with a daughter and son
(Molly and Dana). Being parents, especially step-
parents, is the hardest thing either of us has ever
attempted, but both of us know who we want to
grow old with.

As may be typical of many DOCers, some of the
fondest moments of the past 25 have been on “expe-
ditions” with friends and classmates: attempting to
take a leak off Half Dome, skiing in Vermont, Col-
orado, Utah, and Idaho, paddling rivers, mangrove
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swamps and high mountain lakes, numerable hikes
in the Greens, Whites, and various West Coast
ranges, hiking and biking in the various “great
National Parks of the West,” ... .

Besides the work, “the great outdoors,” my wife
and family, the things that make life interesting are
playing rugby and hockey (yes, I’m still a glutton
for punishment) and flying. To provide purpose to
flights, I am a Civil Air Patrol Counternarcotics and
Mission Pilot (drug eradication, search and rescue,
and disaster relief) and an Angel Flight/AirLifeLine
pilot. It’s great to be able to “do good” and have
fun at the same time!

See you in June!

Margaret Busch Schindel 
32 Garrison Street 40-107, Boston, MA 02116-5734, 
(617) 367-2799, «mschindel@aol.com»
Occupation: Consulting, 18 Hancock Street #3, 
Boston, MA 02114-4129, (617) 367-2799
Spouse/Partner: Aaron

David R. Schmahmann 
PO Box 1094, Brookline, MA 02446-0009, 
(617) 731-5019, «drs@nutter.com»
Occupation: Legal, Nutter McClennen & Fish LLP, 
1 International Place, Boston, MA 02110-2699, 
(617) 439-2000, Fax (617) 973-9748

Mary J. Schneider PhD 
3 River Road, Hanover, NH 03755-6613, (603) 643-5641
Major: Psychology
Graduate Study: PhD, Clinical Psychology, University
of Vermont
Occupation: Clinical Psychologist, Deer Creek Psycho-
logical Associates, 45 Lyme Rd., Suite 202A, Hanover,
NH 03755, (603) 643-6221
Spouse/Partner: John A. Corson; Clinical, teaching,
and research psychologist; Sailing, X-C and downhill
skiing, bicycling, other types of boating, reading; We
share sports interests and some reading interests
No children: Stepchildren are all adults

I have been doing the same cluster of activities
through all the years since I left Dartmouth—train-
ing for and practicing clinical psychology, and doing
various sports activities. When I left Dartmouth, I
looked for a clinical position in psychology to help
me confirm or deny what I thought I wanted to
do for my career. I was fortunate enough to find a
position at the local veterans’ hospital as a psychol-
ogy technician. I found that I loved helping people
in this way, and I decided to study for my doctorate.
Since I wanted to stay in this general area (I had
felt like I was coming “home” when I arrived at

Dartmouth), I went to the
University of Vermont for
this training. One of my
internships was at a commu-
nity mental health center in
Randolph, Vermont. I took
a job there after I graduated.
I provided therapy for chil-
dren, adults, and families, I

tested children referred by schools for psychologi-
cal testing, consulted in schools, and eventually
supervised the clinical staff and managed the Child
and Adult Services.

Meanwhile, I started a part-time private practice in
Norwich, Vermont. I met my husband, another
psychologist, through work experiences. We mar-
ried in 1992, and I moved back to Hanover, where
he was already living. At that point, I left the men-
tal health center and went into full-time private
practice. I formed a small group practice with four
other clinicians the following year, and I have con-
tinued in it to the present. I have gradually phased
out doing psychological testing, because my real pas-
sion is to help children, adolescents, adults, couples,
and families through therapy.
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When I left Dartmouth, I knew how to cross-coun-
try ski and bicycle and I did both avidly. Over the
years since then, I learned to downhill ski, kayak,
canoe, board sail, ice skate, mountain bike, and sail.
I can’t fit in all these activities now, but I do bicycle
(mostly on roads and paths, but with a mountain-
type bike), sail, cross-country ski, and downhill ski
at every opportunity (one or more of these almost
daily). I also enjoy gardening, visiting stepchildren,
step-grandchildren, and other relatives, spending
time with friends, cooking, and doing a little reading.

My beliefs and goals actually have not changed much
since Dartmouth days, except that I have been grow-
ing and maturing emotionally almost continuously
(and I expect to continue this process). My belief
in God has been restored and I feel much more
accepting of myself and confident that I am using
my talents in the best ways I can. Coming to Dart-
mouth brought me to a place that felt like “home”
to me (my dad was in the Air Force and we had
moved around a lot). A few dear friends whom I
met at various times during my adult life, and my
husband, have shaped the direction of my life, and
my personal growth, immensely. The mutual accep-
tance, the shared values and experiences — light-
hearted, joyful, struggling, sad (including deaths of
some friends)—have brought richness and depth
to my life.

Going to Dartmouth was also important to me
because its valuing of both intellectual and athletic
pursuits matched mine. In choosing to attend
Dartmouth, I made my first major move towards
independence at the same time I affirmed my family’s
value of educational aspirations. I have never

looked back, because I believe in living life in the
present, and because my life seems to get better and
better over time. But if I were to identify things I
miss about being at Dartmouth, they would be hav-
ing unscheduled time and access to a large group
of peers from whom to select friends. In 25 years,
I hope to be doing essentially the same things I’m
doing now, although I realize that I may be doing
them in modified forms and lesser intensities.

Karen Schofield 
See Karen Schofield Karlen

Julie Schuetz 
See Julie Schuetz Lowe

Deborah M. Schwartz 
150 Pleasant St., Pembroke, MA 02359-2319, 
(781) 826-9661
Occupation: Employment/Executive Search, 
PO Box 389, Duxbury, MA 02331-0389, (781) 934-7161

John A. Schwoerer 
480 Woodland Rd., Storrs-Mansfield, CT 06268,
«jschwoer@neca.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Sailing team, Outing Club,
community service
Major: Physics
Graduate Study: MSME, MIT, 1979; ScD, MIT, 1985
Occupation: Engineer/Manager, Jacobs Vehicle Systems,
22 East Dudley Town Rd., Bloomfield, CT 06002, 
(860) 243-7692
Spouse/Partner: Ginny Tierney
Information Technology Director
Emma, 7, Goodwin Elementary
Charles, 3

A six-inch snow storm just before New Year’s gave
me the opportunity to go cross-country skiing at
my home in Storrs, Connecticut. As I got into the
groove of skiing, I got thinking about Dartmouth,
learning cross-country skiing on the golf course
Freshman year, and later skiing on the AT, on the
Moosilauke Carriage Road, and in the College Grant.
This finally motivated me to complete this essay.

At Dartmouth, I developed a desire to focus my
career on development of technologies to improve
energy and environmental problems. I have loosely
followed this theme in my career to date. Another
theme has been a love of engineering analysis and
computer software development.
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I spent the summer after graduating from Dartmouth
as a Summer Student Fellow in the Ocean Engi-
neering Department at Woods Hole Oceanograph-
ic Institution. I spent a week on an oceanographic
ship studying chemical dumping at the edge of the
continental shelf.

I earned MS and SCD degrees in Mechanical Engineer-
ing from MIT with a thermo-fluid concentration and
a minor in electronic control. I struggled to complete
my doctoral thesis in the last year at MIT because the
Department of Energy funding for the MED power
generation program at MIT, which had sponsored my
thesis, was cut off due to the change in priorities of

the Reagan administration. While
at MIT, I was active in the sail-
ing program and also sailed from
Annapolis to Nantucket on my
family’s 30-foot sloop.

I stayed in the Boston area work-
ing at GE Aircraft Engines on
transient engine performance
and control system analysis and

design. I developed an interest in swing and ballroom
dancing, out of which I met and married Ginny
Tierney, BA, U. Mass. Amherst, and MBA, Babson.
Prior to getting married, we took a two-week Earth-
watch trip together, where we studied dolphins on
Moorea, French Polynesia.

I changed jobs to work at Carrier in Syracuse on high-
speed screw compressors for CFC-free refrigerants.
However, Ginny was unable to find work in the

Syracuse area, and I ended up commuting weekly
between Boston and Syracuse for a few difficult
years, during which our first child was born. I had
time to make huge improvements in my tennis game.

I am now working at Jacobs Vehicle Systems in the
Hartford area on diesel engine braking and variable
valve actuation (VVA) systems as Principal Engineer
and Analysis Team Manager. The Jake Brake is on
approximately 80% of North American Class 8
trucks, and the company sells products worldwide.
My job involves supporting company-wide engineer-
ing analysis, developing specialized analysis software,
contributing to development of VVA for improved
engine performance and emissions, and contributing
to strategic product planning. I was recently listed
in Marquis Who’s Who in Science and Engineering,
Who’s Who in America, and Who’s Who in the
World. Ginny is now VP/Director of Information
Technology at Fleet Capital Leasing. We have two
children, Emma and Charles. We are happily settled
in Storrs, Connecticut, a rural university town. My
present interests are spending time with family, daily
exercise on the Nordic Track, home improvement
projects, and managing our Boston rental property.

John B. Scopa 
251 Fair Oak Drive, Fairfield, CT 06430-1971, 
(203) 254-7735
Occupation: Service Industry, FO Phoenix/Conecraft,
1 Industrial Drive, McAfee, NJ, (973) 209-1313
Spouse/Partner: Marie

David N. Scott 
26475 Montana Way, Hayward, CA 94544-3363, 
(510) 264-0469
Occupation: Manufacturing, Verizon Communications,
(770) 391-1820
Spouse/Partner: Maria
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Howard A. Scott 
4904 Wingate Drive, Pleasanton, CA 94566-5526,
(925) 462-7814, «hascott@llnl.gov»
Dartmouth Activities: Phi Tau, Marching Band
Major: Physics/Mathematics
Graduate Study: MS, Cornell, 1979; PhD, Physics,
Cornell, 1982
Occupation: Physicist, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, PO Box 808, L-18 Livermore, CA 94551,
(925) 423-1530
Spouse/Partner: Elizabeth Sufit; Veterinarian
Hannah, 9 
Samuel, 6

Virginia S. See 
1389 Orono Ln., Wayzata, MN 55391, (612) 473-6887

Nancy Skaug Seel MD 
2 Crocus Lane, North Oaks, MN 55127-6302, 
(651) 481-8340, «pseel1234@aol.com»
Occupation: Retired
Spouse/Partner: Paul

Paul C. Seel MD 
2 Crocus Ln., North Oaks, MN 55127-6302, (651) 481-8340
Occupation: Medical, Kidney Disease & Critical Care,
3960 Coon Rapids Blvd., Coon Rapids, MN 55433-2569,
(763) 422-8770
Spouse/Partner: Nancy

A. Christopher Sega 
Chris 
9655 Marshall Carner Rd., White Plains, MD 20695-2832
Occupation: Legal, Covington & Burling, 
1201 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, PO Box 7566, 
Washington, DC 20044-7566, (202) 662-6000
Spouse/Partner: Linda

G. Gary Shaffer 
Gary 
46 Marianna Lane, Atherton, CA 94027-3035, 
(650) 324-9862, «gshaffer@morgenthaler.com»
Occupation: Venture Capital, Morgenthaler Ventures,
2730 Sand Hill Road Suite 280, Menlo Park, CA 94025,
(650) 388-7600, Fax (650) 388-7601
Spouse/Partner: Corby

J. Scott Shaffer 
3208 Suffolk Way, Bloomington, IL 61704-1267, 
(309) 663-6305
Occupation: Insurance, State Farm Insurance Co.,
One State Farm Plaza, Bloomington, IL 61710-0001,
(309) 766-0797
Spouse/Partner: Tamera

Henry D. Shanks 
4996 Broadway #2K, New York, NY 10034-1612, 
(212) 304-4415
Occupation: Paper, Dasson Roll Division

Cindy Shannon 
Cindy 
2870 Woodbury Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44120-2426,
(216) 295-8588, «cms4cms@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Skull & Bones, Ski Patrol,
Outward Bound
Major: Religion
Graduate Study: MPhil, Cambridge University,
England, 1978; MA, Boston College, 1989
Occupation: Religion teacher, Gilmour Academy,
Cedar Road, Gates Mills, OH, (440) 473-8081
Spouse/Partner: Rev. Dr. Jim Antal; Minister (United
Church of Christ), computers, marathon biking
Luke Antal, 15, Shaker Heights. High School
Mark Antal, 11, Woodbury School, Shaker Heights

Having come to Dartmouth as a pre-med, I ended
up a Religion major. It was exciting to discover,
fall term freshman year, that one could bring one’s
intellect and scholarly skills to the study of faith.
Twenty-five years later, I’m still having fun doing
that and trying to instill some of that excitement
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in the 75 17-year-old high school seniors I teach
each day.

I missed being on campus my Senior year because I
was in London on the Religion Foreign Study Pro-
gram with Professor Berthold. After that, I traveled
through Europe and lived and worked on a kibbutz
in Israel for three months. The time with Dartmouth

in England led me to apply
to Cambridge University to
do a Masters in Philosophy.
David Shribman ’76, who
was there studying history at
the same time, and I learned
a lot about our subjects but
also about how the United
States looks to Europeans.
After that, I taught religion
and philosophy at Northfield

Mount Hermon School in Massachusetts, where I
met my husband, Jim Antal, who was the chaplain.
I’ve worked for international peace organizations,
anti-nuclear students groups in the ’80s, and theo-
logical schools.

When my husband took a church in Newton, Mass-
achusetts, I did another Master’s degree, this time
in Spirituality and Pastoral Care at Boston College.
I discovered hospice work and was a hospice chap-
lain for ten years, having the privilege of sharing
with dying persons and their families their fears and
hopes and prayers. The birth of our two sons, Luke
and Mark, during these years began the best thing
that’s ever happened to us—being parents—and
also provided a wonderful antidote to my work
with the dying.

Luke and Mark are 15 and 11 now, and more fun
than ever. We take a month-long camping trip to
the western national parks every other summer,
and for three summers now we’ve led church youth
group mission trips—two to West Virginia and one
to Puerto Rico—to help build houses and repair
hurricane damage.

We’ve been in Shaker Heights for four years, since
Jim became the Senior Minister at Plymouth Church
here. It was very hard to leave New England—the
mountains and our families and my job—but we
are settled now. I teach religion at Gilmour Academy,
a coed Catholic prep school. I teach all the seniors
and one section of freshmen, and having that
seething mass of teenage humanity wash over me
each day is quite an experience. Besides working
them harder than they think they should have to
in a “mere” Religion course, we laugh and discuss
their movies and music, and I try to break down
their stereotypes of what it means to be religious. I
love it, although I will admit to being a bit intimidat-
ed when I read about all you CEO’s and everyone
who became the doctor I thought I was going to
be. But when I look at my husband and kids and
consider what we have together, I know I wouldn’t
change a thing.
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Andrew H. Shaw 
72 High Street, Winnetka, IL 60093-4011, 
(847) 441-8135, «shawx5@home.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Ski Patrol; Psi Upsilon Frater-
nity; Fire & Skoal Senior Society; First Aid Instructor
Major: Government and Economics
Graduate Study: JD, Cornell Law School, 1979
Occupation: Attorney, Sidley & Austin, Bank One Plaza,
10 South Dearborn St., Chicago, IL 60603, (312) 853-7324
Spouse/Partner: Julie Reynolds Shaw; Attorney
(retired), Homemaker
Sarah, 15, New Trier High School
Allison, 12, Sears School
Meredith, 8, Sears School

It seems like yesterday that this one-time somewhat
shy kid from Iowa found his way to Hanover in
late September 1972. It was definitely less than a
stellar beginning. Instead of spending early Septem-
ber on the first freshman trip of Dartmouth’s first
co-ed class of 1976 as I had planned, I found myself
under the knife to repair a severe knee problem.
The doctors advised against attempting the start of
a college career so immediately after surgery, but I
was undeterred. Having missed all of freshman
week, I arrived on campus the night before classes
were to begin with a full leg cast and knowing only
two students, both upperclassmen. I then learned
that my room assignment was on the fourth floor
of Gile—a walk-up, of course! But my luck was
about to change.

Working my way up the stairs at Gile, I quickly found
myself in party central. My newly met roomie, Jim
Burns, and I turned out to have a fantastic loft-like
two-room suite with a fireplace (which we later
traded up for similar digs but with barnwood pan-
eling). Guys were constantly coming and going,
thanks in no small part to Jim’s penchant for making
available popcorn, beer, etc. to all comers at all hours.

That fall, it seemed like Jim and his parents, Dick
’42 and Shirley, who lived in nearby Nashua, N.H.,
sort of adopted me. We tailgated at football games,
got taken to dinner at favorite spots such as the
Woodstock Inn (great Sunday buffet, as I remem-
ber!), and spent Thanksgiving in Nashua. And Jim
introduced me to lacrosse. Since I couldn’t walk,
let alone run, Jim would run circles around me on
the Green as we played catch. I won’t ever forget all
the kindnesses extended to me by the Burns family
that first fall term at Dartmouth.

I met Rick Perell early on, and he had just come
off a long stint on crutches himself after a bad
skiing accident (unfortunately, by the way, not his
last). Rick had figured out how to run on crutches
and knew some other interesting moves, and he
wasted no time teaching me all his tricks. That first
year I also met many others, including future Psi U
brothers Jim Naylor and Coley Andrews, many of
whom I continue to keep up with today.

Life after Dartmouth for me has included a stay in the
Northeast to complete law school (at the Cornell Law
School) and a two-year tour in the South where I
served as a law clerk to a federal judge in Atlanta.
Then it was a return to my roots in the Midwest to
practice law with the Chicago-based law firm of Sid-

ley & Austin, where today I
am a partner in the corporate
and securities area.

Along the way I met and
married my wife and soul-
mate, Julie Reynolds (Smith
’75, Northwestern Law ’80),
and we celebrated the births
of our three wonderful

daughters (Sarah, Allison, and Meredith). I have also
managed to keep up with and greatly enjoy the
company of at least a few classmates and continue
to enjoy many of the things I loved at and before
Dartmouth, such as skiing, golf, hiking, and biking.
Other avocations pursued off and on over the years
have included travel, fine wine collecting (and drink-
ing) and photography. Mainly due to family connec-
tions, our family’s favorite places to hang out while
away from our home in suburban Chicago are
Snowmass in Colorado, Harbor Springs in Michi-
gan, and Hobe Sound in Florida. This hasn’t
allowed us much time to spend in New England,
making the prospect of returning for the big 25th

all the more exciting.
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George Meade Shaw MD PhD 
3571 Rockhill Road, Birmingham, AL 35223-1457,
(205) 969-0371, «gshaw@uab.edu»
Occupation: Univ. of Alabama at Birmingham, Division
of Hematology and Oncology, 613 LHRB, Birmingham,
AL 35295-0001, (205) 934-1567, Fax (205) 934-1580
Spouse/Partner: Beatrice

Daniel J. Sheedy 
108 Charles Dr. #G2, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010, (610) 525-6872

Carl E. Shelton 
2552 Belvoir Boulevard, South Euclid, OH 44121-1210,
(216) 383-8777

Marian R. Shelton 
Apartment 21F, 870 United Nations Plaza, New York,
NY 10017-1819, (212) 980-7915
Occupation: New York State Family Court, 900 Sheridan
Avenue, Bronx, NY 10407, (718) 590-3386
Spouse/Partner: Saul

Tazewell T. Shepard III 
Taze 
PO Box 19045, Huntsville, AL 35804-9045,
«taze@tshepard.com»
Occupation: Legal, Tazewell Shepard PC, 
PO Box 19045, Huntsville, AL 35804, 
(256) 512-9924, Fax (256) 512-9837
Spouse/Partner: Pamela

John Shepherd 
848 Monroe Street, Denver, CO 80206-4013, 
(303) 393-8930, 
«jshepherd@hollandhart.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Rugby, Freshman Football,
Bones Gate, Dragon
Major: History
Graduate Study: JD, University of Denver, 1979
Occupation: Lawyer, Holland & Hart, 555 17th St.,
Suite 3200, Denver, CO 80202, 
(303) 295-8309
Eliza, 16
Justine, 14
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Julia Miller Shepherd 
Julie 
5708 East 10th Avenue, Denver, CO 80220-4570, 
(303) 388-9861, «jmsworldart@cs.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Fire & Skoal, Big Sister, IDC,
Freshman Council
Major: Art/Education; certified in Elementary Education
Graduate Study: MA, Art History, University of Denver,
1979
Occupation: Arts Educator
Eliza Marion Shepherd, 16
Justine Catherine Shepherd, 14

2001: A Dartmouth ’76 Odyssey: Recall, Relive, Renew,
Reflect. How to sum up 25 years? Having spent the
last two years as co-chair of our 25th reunion, I have
had the privilege of intensely renewing my acquain-
tance with the College and refreshing my recall of
memories with the College’s archives—not to men-
tion making new friends and renewing old ones. So,
here is an attempt to reflect on the past 25.

I had already been teaching kids when I got to Dart-
mouth but it was my foreign study in Toulouse,
France, in winter of sophomore year when I discov-
ered Art History, the missing piece to the career puz-
zle. I have pursued the arts and education ever since.
After my first job at the Art Institute of Chicago, I
went on to receive an MA in art history at the Univer-
sity of Denver. I then discovered the field of museum
education, which I have pursued for many years in
and around children and moves. Highlights? The
Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service
(SITES) developing a hands-on traveling exhibit for

children on Sculpture; the Denver Art Museum as
Assistant Dean of Education for Contemporary Art,
working on the educational programs for a fabulous
contemporary exhibit, Landscape as Metaphor. I
switched gears a bit in 1994, creating my own arts
business, World Art Explorers, doing contract work
for museums, schools, and individuals. In addition,
over the past few years I have returned to teaching
elementary school (my first teaching job was at Nor-
wich Elementary School). I teach art to kindergarten
through fifth graders at Bromwell Elementary School
in Denver. We exhibit art at galleries, create our own
arts calendar and outdoor art installations. I am not
sure what is next, but I continue to enjoy introduc-
ing children to art.

I married classmate John Shepherd in 1979. We
began life together in Denver, followed by a six-year
stint in Washington, D.C. (’81– ’87). We had some
great experiences in D.C. meeting new Dartmouth
friends, being very involved with alumni events and a
little politics, and having two daughters. We returned
to Denver in 1987 where we tackled toddlerhood,
preschools, and all the ensuing fun, distractions, and
friendships. John and I were divorced in 1992 and I
have been a single mom since then. It has been a
challenge and a learning experience, especially dating
in my 40s (one thing Dartmouth did not prepare me
for!). The children have also kept me very busy. Eliza,
now 16, looks just like her baby pictures some days
except for her long amazingly perfect hair. Justine,
my lover of dogs, is a willowy 14. We don’t know
where she got those long legs! Both girls know the
Colorado Mountains in the winter and spend their
summer months doing synchronized swimming. In
between, they study hard, play a lot, love to travel,
and are their own unique selves and my treasure.

And the Dartmouth thread throughout? I have been
fortunate in each city we have lived in to find Dart-
mouth classmates and Dartmouth Alumni clubs to
help acquaint me. I have kept up with several old
roommates over the years, even co-chairing this
event with one, Judy Burrows Csatari. This past
decade, I have been especially close to some women
in our class as they have been a great support to me
as a single parent. I count among my Dartmouth
faithful, Judy, Jamie Bergford, Betsy Visser, and
Marion Mustard. Funny, most of them still live at
a distance but thanks to e-mail, the phone, and fre-
quent flyer miles, we keep in touch. Through this
reunion planning, I have renewed many old acquain-
tances and gotten to know others online and at

Julia Miller Shepherd, with Eliza and Justine



Committee meetings. It has reaffirmed my belief that
if you flip through the freshman book like Marion
and I did so many times that first year, there are
still so many people to meet.

And as an unexpected benefit of reunion planning,
I have re-met a classmate who took Freshman
English (Paradise Lost) and art classes with me 28
years ago. We have shared many wonderful times
together this last year despite a 2,000-mile distance
separating us. He has given me a chance to relive
many memories and to renew my Dartmouth con-
nections and as of this writing, brought a rewarding
new dimension into my life.

As I reflect on the last 25 years—choices, mistakes,
rewards, and challenges—there are days that I still

feel 18 inside and could
matriculate all over again!
I hope that in the years
ahead I will be wiser for
the past as I plan my
future and that I can con-
tinue to enjoy personal
and professional pleasures.
Twenty-five years from
now? I hope I will be sitting
by the ocean surrounded
by those I care about, rich
in the friendships I have
made, still being creative,

and still connected with the College on the hill,
which has enriched my life these past 29 years.

John S. Sherman 
1583 New Scotland Rd., Slingerlands, NY 12159-9235,
(518) 439-0064, «jsherman@mail.albany.net»
Occupation: Legal, Hon. Harold J. Hughes Jr., Justice
of the Supreme Court, Albany County Court House,
Albany, NY 12207, (518) 487-5160, Fax (518) 439-5462
Spouse/Partner: Margaret

Jeffrey S. Shiffrin MD 
Shiffs 
3130 Booth Falls Court, Vail, CO 81657-4629, 
(970) 479-0374, «jshiffin@compuserve.com»
Occupation: Medical, Steadman Hawkins Clinic, 
181 West Meadow Drive, Vail, CO 81657-5058, 
(970) 476-1100
Spouse/Partner: Eileen

Stephen Shmanske 
1543 Edith St., Berkeley, CA 94703-1123, 
(510) 528-0506, «sshmansk@csuhayward.edu» or
«stephen.shmanske.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Soccer, Alpha Delta fraterni-
ty, Fire & Skoal Senior Society
Major: Mathematics
Graduate Study: MA, Economics, UCLA, 1977; 
PhD, Economics, UCLA, 1981
Occupation: Professor of Economics, Department 
of Economics, California State University, Hayward,
Hayward, CA 94703, (510) 885-3335
Spouse/Partner: Marian L. Stevens
BA, History, University of San Francisco, 1976; 
PhD, History, University of California, Berkeley, 1997; 
Professor of History; Interests: Dogs, music, gardening
Dogs Sable, 4; Scout, 2; Shadow R.I.P., Gypsy R.I.P.

Since I did not get any job offers, I narrowed my
choices in 1976 to either an MBA program or a PHD
program. I chose to stay in academics, to undertake
the pressures of publish or perish and to forego the
pressures of bottom line performance and the atten-
dant potentially lucrative remuneration. My house is
small and cozy, my cars are old, and I have no
regrets. I have gone from an idyllic suburban high
school, to an idyllic rural college, to a big-time urban
university, to a bustling commuter campus, and I
have loved every step of the way. The common link
in my life’s journey is that I have always been part
of a community whose top priority is learning.

I do not mean to suggest that being a university
professor shields one from administrators like Dil-
bert’s boss, from petty politics, from infuriating ego-
maniacs, or from the everyday frustrations of dealing
with stubborn co-workers. These things are part of
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Stephen Shmanske and Marian L. Stevens



normal everyday life. I have found the academic life
rewarding because it allows me the freedom to con-
tinually learn, to revel in the enjoyment of my stu-
dents when they make a breakthrough, and to study
topics of my own choosing.

There is an adage about all play and no work (all
work and no play), that I find to be inapplicable to
my lifestyle. The adage connotes that work and play
are nonintersecting sets, therefore, necessitating a
tradeoff between the two. I hope that many of you
can consider yourselves lucky (as I do) in infusing
life simultaneously with both. Thus, my “mid-life
crisis” led to insights in my research on life-cycle
happiness; my visits to the Nevada casinos led to
my research on the economics of gambling; my
sitting in traffic jams led to my papers on conges-
tion pricing; my inability to remember the players
on this year’s home team led to my research on team
roster turnover; my fears that the Social Security
Trust fund will run out led to my research on Social
Security; and my passion for golf (second only to
my passion for Tina) led to numerous papers on

the economics of golf
and a forthcoming book.
My tastes and interests
are eclectic and it has been
fun applying economics in
all these areas. I can’t wait
to find out what’s next.

Through virtually all of
this, my wife, Tina, has
been there. Our marriage
(going on 22 years) is one

of substance and style. Each of us enjoyed working
while the other PHinisheD, we both enjoyed our
English Springer Spaniels, Shadow and Gypsy, and
now we both enjoy our rescue dogs, Sable and
Scout. Among our proudest moments are the publi-
cations of our books, Public Goods, Mixed Goods, and
Monopolistic Competition, by Stephen Shmanske (Texas
A&M University Press) and Bioethics in America: Ori-
gins and Cultural Politics, by M. L. Tina Stevens (John
Hopkins University Press).

Michael Shnayerson 
PO Box 2449, Sag Harbor, NY 11963-0115, 
(631) 725-2788, «mbshnay@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Daily Dartmouth
Major: English and creative writing
Occupation: Journalist, Vanity Fair
Jenna, 6 

Unlike most of my classmates, I’m sure, I graduated
without much sense of what I wanted to do, and
so scuffled around for a couple years — driving a
taxi in Manhattan, selling newspaper subscriptions
door to door in trailer parks in Arizona, that sort of
thing. Eventually I got a newspaper job on the Santa
Fe Reporter (a job, oddly enough, vacated a few months
before by Gary Slack ’76), and found my footing.
I came back to New York as a staff writer for Time
and spent two years writing small bits, mostly in
science and the environment. Out of the blue, I was
asked to become editor of a glossy magazine called
Avenue, which catered to very rich ZIP codes. Still, it

was a magazine, and I enjoyed
getting it out every month.
Next stop was Vanity Fair,
where I remain, l5 years later,
as a contributing editor —
which is to say, a writer. I

don’t have a specialty; one month I’ll do an arts or
political story, the next I’ll profile some Hollywood
celebrity. For intellectual ballast, I write books on
the side: first a biography of writer Irwin Shaw, then
a book about General Motors’ electric vehicle, now
a book about drug-resistant bacteria. No consisten-
cy there at all; I seem fated to zig and zag. I have
been married and divorced twice, alas, first to an
actress named Cynthia Stuart (sister of Jeff Krolik
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’75), then to a writer named Cheryl Merser, with
whom I adopted a daughter, Jenna, now aged 6. I
moved out from New York to Sag Harbor some
years ago when I married for the second time, and
remain there, now in a house of my own. I suppose
I’m fairly happy: I love my work, love my daughter,
and love Sag Harbor, where more and more New
Yorkers are coming to live year-round, connected,
as I am, to city jobs by the computer. And now, by
an odd quirk of fate, I have a new connection to
Dartmouth: my half-sister, Maggie, is a sophomore.

Stephen C. Shoemaker 
330 Dodge Street, Beverly, MA 01915-1200, 
(978) 927-0342, «coletteshoe@mediaone.net»
Occupation: Restaurant, U.S. Restaurants Inc. Wayne,
Old Eagle School Road, Wayne, PA 19087, 
(610) 688-2900
Spouse/Partner: Collette

David M. Shribman 
4839 Upton Street NW, Washington, DC 20016-2347,
(202) 686-6156, «shribman@globe.com»
Major: History
Graduate Study: James Reynolds Scholar, Cambridge
University, England
Occupation: Washington Bureau Chief, The Boston
Globe, (202) 857-5137
Interests: Trustee of the College, 1993-
Spouse/Partner: Cindy Skrzycki (married 1978)
Elizabeth Shribman, 13, 8th grade, Alice Deal Junior
High School, Washington
Natalie Shribman, 9, 4th grade, Horace Mann Elemen-
tary School, Washington

We don’t have enough time in our lives, or room in
our closets, or snow in our backyard. But we do have
each other, and it is a brood to boast about. Cindy
Skrzycki and I have two daughters (Elizabeth is 13, Nattie is 9) and one cat (Cleo is almost 3), and over

the years we have had some great laughs, some
great vacations, some great meals, and some great

friends. We live in Washington,
but our hearts (at least mine)
are in New England and much
of the year our bodies are here,
too. Our girls go to public
school but we live relentlessly
private lives in a house midway
between where Congressman

Richard Nixon raised his two daughters and where
Senator Lyndon Johnson reared his. We’ve stood
on the corner and watched history go by. By and
large, the view, and our lives, have been good.
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Peter W. Siebert 
321 Hayward Mill Road, Concord, MA 01742-4604,
(978) 371-8817, «psiebert@bigfoot.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Ski School
Major: Russian
Graduate Study: MA, Russian Language & Literature,
Middlebury College, 1981; MA, GIS & International
Development, Clark University, 1997
Occupation: CAD/GIS AnalystPDeveloper, Harvard Plan-
ning & Real Estate, Holyoke Center 905, 1350 Massachu-
setts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138, (617) 496-1868
Spouse/Partner: Candace Nelson; International
development consultant
Luke, 11
Eli, 8

When I chose to major in Russian, my decision was
influenced in part by an interest in the subject (of
course), and in part by the fact that I’d already taken
all those 8 A.M. classes, but also out of a perverse
determination not to be pre-med or pre-law—or
pre-anything. Well, that part of my career, at least,
has turned out as planned. Yes, there was a period
when I returned to the study of Russian with an
eye toward joining the State Department. But by
the time I finished my degree and completed the
year-long application process, I’d become involved
in a new field: word-processing and computer pub-
lishing. So when the call finally came from Washing-
ton giving me two weeks to relocate to D.C. and take
a substantial pay cut to join Al Haig’s demoralized,
post-Iran hostage crisis administration—I passed.
Ahh, the road not taken. Now, way has led to way,
and after yet another degree I’m now working in
the office of Planning and Real Estate at Harvard
(!) as a geographical information systems specialist
and applications programmer. Basically, GIS involves
the use of computers to combine geographical and
tabular information to analyze spatial relationships.
It lets me indulge an interest in maps while using
several decades of experience with computers. What
fascinates me is the wide variety of ways GIS is
being used—from the on-board navigation system
in your new Mercedes to marketing, urban planning,
and environmental monitoring. And Harvard turns
out to be an excellent place to work; the benefits
are good, the Square is as lively as ever, we try to
keep up with the latest technology, and I’m nearly
always home to wife and kids for dinner.

Candace and I were married in 1988. After being
introduced (OK, set up) by mutual friends, we dis-
covered that we worked in the same building, that

her father and brother went to Dartmouth, that she
almost did too, but instead sent her best friend
from East Grand Rapids, Michigan, Lynne Brooks.
That and the fact that she loves outdoor activities
(especially x-c skiing) clearly determined our fates.
Although her work as consultant in the field of
microcredit (a strategy for encouraging economic
development) frequently takes her to Latin America
and Africa, we’ve still found time to enjoy some
memorable hut-to-hut skiing excursions in Norway
and Colorado as well as numerous weekend outings.
Now that we have children, we’ve naturally had to
temper our recreational ambitions—to say nothing
of the scheduling complexities introduced by having
two boys in Little League, Cub Scouts, summer camp,
etc! Maybe it’s a sign of aging, but we’ve found that
a one-mile hike to a minor waterfall or an afternoon

on the bunny slope tele-
marking behind our snow-
plowing bombers can be
just as rewarding as a grand
trek. We’re eager for them
to grow into more ambi-
tious adventures, but wary
that they’ll soon be leaving
us in the dust: the eternal
parental problem of delight-
ing (usually) in their youth
while anticipating their
maturity. I’m content in the
realization that I lack the
ambition to be powerful
and famous, but I some-
times find it hard to resist

transferring some residual ambition to my sons. Oh
well, a Chinese philosopher once said that to achieve
immortality you should plant a tree, have children,
and write a book. In 25 years I’ll report back on
how the book’s coming along.

Helaine Siegel 
See Helaine Siegel Goodner
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Joseph D. Sillay 
525 East 80th Street Apt. 4F, New York, NY 10021-0789,
(212) 734-7165, «jdsillay@adiglobal.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman Football, French
Drill Instructor, Gamma Delta Chi
Major: French Language
Graduate Study: MBA, Univ. of Texas at Austin, 1982
Occupation: Small Business Finance, President, Federal
National Payables Inc., 7315 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite
322E, Bethesda, MD 20814
Spouse/Partner: Laila Sillay; Physician
Jana, 5 

I didn’t really enjoy Dartmouth much. I landed there
not of my own accord. I do not believe I had ever
considered the question of college or what would
come after high school or even that high school was
about to end when the football coaches of six or
eight schools who had somehow seen game films
of me began showing up at my parents’ door.

It was a big gimme, but one I hadn’t pursued hard
enough to value. I chose Dartmouth because it was
away, I liked Dub Fesperman, it possessed great
natural beauty, and I had some notion that it had a
strong reputation.

I dropped out of football, half-hoping my financial aid
would disappear so that I could. At Christmas, I told
my parents I wasn’t doing well and did not enjoy it. I
wanted to drop out and get a job. My parents sympa-
thized but pointed out that I would probably lose the
financial aid and we did not have the money for me to
return unassisted. Understanding I needed to punch the
degree ticket, I continued the most extended period of

underachievement of my life. It took four post-gradu-
ate years on drilling rigs in the Gulf of Mexico and
West Africa before I began to recognize a causative
relationship between achievement and happiness and
two years of business school to confirm I could
transfer that to academics. Though I think I’m
better at it every year, I still find elusive the perfect
balance of industry and introspection.

I can’t believe how much fun life, work and family are
today. I can’t pinch myself, knock on wood, or mutter
prayers of thanks enough. I consider this success far
beyond the expectations I held for myself in college.
Though I don’t recall Dartmouth with lots of warm
fondness, I know it helped me to get here and I under-
stand the importance to me of its gifts. I recall signifi-
cantly Professor Gaudin offering personalized library
research instruction, Professor Nichols reading pas-
sages of great French literature that came vibrantly
alive in spite of his very American accent, Neil Oxen-
handler igniting my excitement and self esteem with
the diagrammatic analysis of a two-page Proustian

sentence, and Professor
Rassias teaching by
word and vigorous
example that energy
and comedic drama,
dispensed liberally in
life, are infectious and
regenerative.

I am grateful for these
things, for the won-
derful standard up to

which I may hold any experiences or choices and
for two or three very dear friends who today, seem
almost of my blood.

Wendy Simila 
See Wendy Simila Snickenberger

Scott R. Simons 
Simz 
206 Hillside Street, Yarmouth, ME 04096-8378, 
(207) 846-9808, «scott@simonsarchitects.com»
Major: Art/Architecture
Graduate Study: MArch, Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1980
Occupation: Architect, Scott Simons Architects, 15
Franklin St. Art., Portland, ME 04101, (207) 772-4656
Althea, 16
William, 1
See next two pages. 
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I’m an artist and I work with visual images, so I
thought why not do a photo collage, describing

the last 25 years. Perhaps it will add a new dimen-
sion to the reunion book.
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Alexander T. Simpson Jr. PhD 
104 E. Magnolia Street Apt. 6, Louisville, KY 40208-
2054, (502) 636-2130, «atsimpson@bellarmine.edu»
Occupation: Education–College University,
Bellarmine College, 2001 Newburg Road, Louisville,
KY 40205-1877, (502) 452-8224, Fax (502) 452-8451

Bill Sinclair 
2000 John Street, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266-2610,
(310) 546-4379, «wds@dataspec.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Sig Ep Fraternity; WDCR/WFRD-
FM (WFRD-FM’s first Chief Engineer)
Major: Chemistry/Biology
Graduate Study: MSEE, UC Berkeley. 1978
Occupation: Engineer; Owner and President of Data
Spectrum Inc. 2615 Manhattan Beach Blvd., Redondo
Beach, CA 90278, (310) 643-0040
Spouse/Partner: Patti Timko Sinclair; Attorney–VP &
General Counsel for Playa Vista Capital
Katie and Steve, 9 (twins)

I actually had no plans whatsoever to go out of state
to college, and it was only by chance that I decided
to go with a long-lost friend on a trip to visit some
East Coast schools. That brief, cold encounter with
Dartmouth in February 1972 intrigued me enough
that I ultimately decided to venture from California
and experience another part of the country for my
college years.

After going to school so far from home, I can say
that in itself was a valuable education. I saw a lot
of the USA in driving three round trips across the
country. Calling New England home for those years
was a very enjoyable part of college.

I went to Berkeley for graduate school in engineer-
ing. While that was a completely different school
environment, I realized that I was lucky to have had
the undergraduate emphasis of Dartmouth followed

by Berkeley, where things
seemed to be geared more
towards graduate students.
I remember being some-
what miffed when I found
out how one obtained
computer services at
Berkeley—“What’s this
batched punch card For-

tran deal?!” At least as a graduate student I had
access to the Unix terminal in our lab!

After school, with my fine education and broadened
horizons, I took a job in aerospace, ending up back

in Southern California, though this time at the
beach. A few years later a partner and I started Data
Spectrum Inc., which began as a consulting firm.
We now concentrate on product development engi-
neering for medical and industrial clients. One of
our first medical equipment clients was Ron Shores
’76 who I got reacquainted with on a ski trip several
years after graduating. One of the benefits you get
from going to Dartmouth is the automatic connec-
tion between alums, and that has been helpful.

The friend who I traveled with on my initial visit to
Dartmouth was Paul Cane, who became my room-
mate in Richardson Hall. After graduation we saw
each other once in a while. On one such occasion
he introduced me to a fine woman whom he thought
I should meet. He was right: Patti Timko and I were
married in 1989.

Marriage is another educational experience with
great rewards. Adding twins to the mix makes it
more so. In the fall of 1991, we had our hands
full, literally, as we tried to use our highly intelligent
minds to figure out how in the world to handle two
babies at the same time.
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The toughest part came less than a year later when
both my parents were killed when the light plane they
were flying crashed in Idaho. I am so glad they were
able to know my kids for a few months. I am so
sorry my kids never knew their grandparents. I had
learned to fly while at Dartmouth and really enjoyed
flying with my Dad. For a variety of reasons, I
haven’t flown since.

Today it’s a little easier, though maybe more compli-
cated at times, with the twins in third grade. The
kids get our full attention as we try to participate in
all their activities. I think I have had more fun help-
ing my kids learn how to play sports than I had
playing them at their age. The weekly routine of fit-
ting in work, school, activities, and chores is tightly
packed which seems to blow through the calendar
pages at an alarming rate.

My kids are half way to college age right now. If it
goes by as quickly as the last 25 years, I know it
won’t be long until they charge off into the world
on their own. At that point I expect the pattern
will change, but I don’t really know what to expect.
Another educational experience, no doubt.

Robert C. Singer 
26 Summit Ridge, Burlington, VT 05401-3911, 
(802) 864-6441, «rob@seekdesign.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Ski Team
Major: English Literature
Occupation: Principal, Seek Design, 215 College St.,
#303, Burlington, VT 05401, (802) 865-5015
Spouse/Partner: Jana; Artist, interior design, homemaker
Hans, 5
Twins Nina and Isabel, 3

For ten years following graduation, the ski industry
satisfied my wanderlust. Working for Rossignol, I
gradually spent more and more time over in Europe
until they decided it made more sense to keep me
there. At the end of that path I stepped over into the
entrepreneurial world with an Italian partner to devel-
op markets in the United States and Europe for sport-
ing goods products. On a business trip to Sweden, I
met my wife, Jana, and we ended up in Burlington,
Vermont. At this point Rob and work hand over the
helm to wife and family. At first the bachelor life is
only mildly disrupted. We have a son, Hans. Then
things really get out of control. The second swing
is a double. Twin girls, Isabel and Nina, arrive on
the scene. This is a lot for a 76er, three kids under
five. This cannot be my 25th reunion!! 

Rufus L. Sisson 
2034 Kehrsboro Drive, Chesterfield, MO 63005-6513,
(636) 532-8184
Occupation: Containers, Metal Container Corp., 3636
S. Geyer Road Suite 400, Saint Louis, MO 63127-1218,
(314) 957-9548
Spouse/Partner: Judy

Nancy Skaug 
See Nancy Skaug Seel

Eugene R. Skibitsky 
24 Blayne Street, Dixfield, ME 04224-9533, 
(207) 562-7095
Occupation: Transportation, Western Maine Trans-
portation
Spouse/Partner: Leslie
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John M. Slaby 
5 Konet Road, Foxboro, MA 02035-1751, (508) 698-6870,
«john@virtualaccess.com» or
«john.m.slaby.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Gymnastics
Major: Mathematics and English
Graduate Study: MAT, English, University of Chicago,
1977
Occupation: Software architect, Virtual Access Inc., 
5 Konet Rd., Foxboro, MA 02035, (508) 543-6102 
Spouse/Partner: Karen B. Slaby; Homemaker, runner,
gourmet cook
John Paul, 9
Michael, 5

What follows is the brief history of a late bloomer,
how his Dartmouth friendships have helped him
through his life, and the secret to his happiness. It’s
my story.

I went to Dartmouth, as I guess many do, reasonably
bright and equally immature. Went on to graduate
school because it was still fun and finally jumped
into the real world (not a very big jump, mind you)
as a teacher. I taught English at a suburban Chicago
high school for two years. The experience was mixed,
as I guess it is for many. I liked to teach, but I was
continually frustrated by a job that rewarded longevi-
ty rather than achievement. Oh, and the money—
ten years of student loan payments, friends making
real money, and my scraping by was not what I had
planned for myself. Still there were many great times,
and Jack Nicholson ’76 was an extraordinary friend
through the worst winters Chicago could throw at us.

Depressed and broke, I quit teaching, moved to New
York and started a rock band with my best friend
from high school. We did the N.Y. club circuit,
achieved some small notoriety, even played a gig at
Dartmouth, thanks to my younger brother, Jim
Slaby ’83. We had our best shot at fame through a
producer named Felix Pappalardi, who had played
bass for the ’70s band Mountain (remember Missis-
sippi Queen?). We cut an album (not bad, but not
great either) and were looking for a deal when his
wife Gail shot and killed him one evening for his
womanizing. The band lost its direction and shortly
thereafter broke up. Through all the ups and downs,
Fred Wall ’76 was always there. He even helped fund
the recording session (how’s that for friendship?).

Now, really depressed and broke, I took a job with
a small high-tech startup (before everyone knew
what a startup was). To be honest, I wasn’t a vision-
ary looking for my first million, just a disillusioned
musician looking to get away from N.Y. for a few
weeks after the break-up. I went down to their head-
quarters in Ft. Lauderdale for training and, somehow,
never returned. The next few years were spent learn-
ing about being an entrepreneur, helping bring the

company to a success-
ful IPO, and having a
lot of fun in Florida.
Stark Holekamp ’76,
my third great friend
from Dartmouth, always
seemed to know how to
have a good time (ask
him about the trip in
his cousin’s Porche).

It was during this
time, in my mid-30s,
as I guess many late
bloomers do, that I
finally figured out what

was really important. I fell in love with Karen
Brosseau, and we were married and had two sons,
John Paul and Michael. I’d toyed with fame, tinkered
at fortune, had more fun than one person deserves,
and lived in a place close to paradise, but it wasn’t
until I had a family that I really knew what was impor-
tant to me. Not an epiphany worthy of an A&E
biography, but the one for me.

In 1996, we moved to England (neither depressed
nor broke). I went to join a group of friends and
start a company, and along the way to play some
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golf as it was meant to be played. We spent four
years there, living in Ascot (of the racecourse fame)
and Windsor (of the castle fame). Our boys went to
English schools (in gray shorts, blue shirts, caps, and
ties) and came home with British accents. Karen
found her link back to the States through the Amer-
ican Women’s Club where she served as president,
and she found the experience of a lifetime running
the London Marathon. We traveled throughout the
U.K. and a bit through Europe when we could.

Now, we’re back in the States, this time in Massachu-
setts. The company is still private, but we’re over a
hundred employees now and doing reasonably well.
The boys have settled in nicely to their schools and
have a neighborhood full of friends. Karen has
brought home many of the best traditions of Eng-
land, and we’re integrating them into our lives here.
All in all, not a bad journey—if only I’d started a
few years earlier.

Gary L. Slack 
1409 Asbury Ave., Winnetka, IL 60093-1407, 
(847) 446-9005, «garys@slackbarshinger.com»
Occupation: Advertising, Slack Barshinger & Partners,
Suite 900, 444 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 
IL 60611-3985, (312) 527-0777, Fax (847) 446-9012
Spouse/Partner: Andrea

David R. Slade 
196 Lincoln Avenue, Ridgewood, NJ 07450-4106, 
(201) 445-6685, «david.slade@allenovery.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman and sophomore Crew,
Kappa Sigma, Language Lab, Dragon Senior Society
Major: Soviet Studies
Graduate Study: MALD, Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy, 1980; JD, Harvard Law School, 1980
Occupation: Lawyer, Allen & Overy, 10 East 50 St.,
New York, NY 10022, (212) 610-6301
Spouse/Partner: Marilyn
Speech pathologist; Interests: Health and nutrition
Tyler, 20, Dartmouth ’03
Tara, 18

What Have I Been Doing? In my typical fashion
(which John Haffenreffer once referred to, unfair-
ly, as anal), I went straight to grad school from
Dartmouth. I first started at the Fletcher School of
Law & Diplomacy at Tufts, thinking I wanted to
raise foreign service brats, but then started losing
some of my courage when I realized what it was
going to cost to feed them. So I went to Harvard
Law School just down the road and four years

later was the first guinea pig to graduate from a
joint JD/MALD program.

A glamorous career in public foreign diplomacy hav-
ing eluded me, I decided to settle for the next best
thing—a private one—so I relocated to New York
to work for a law firm with an international prac-
tice. That was Milbank Tweed, whose big client

was Chase Manhattan, and
within three years (1983)
the firm shipped me off to
London. I stayed there for
seven years so my kids ended
up being raised like foreign
service brats anyway. Then
in 1990, when the Soviet
Union started falling apart,
I finally found a way to put

my Dartmouth education to use (I was a Soviet
Studies major), and I opened a Moscow office for
the firm and started building a Russian practice.

The practice has been a wild and crazy one, and
ironically one of my biggest clients is the U.S. Gov-
ernment (the Export–Import Bank). But I went so
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over the deep end with it that I decided to move to
a firm more committed to the market, and in 1996
I joined one of the big English firms, Allen & Overy.
I am now based in New York with that firm and
am still very much involved in the Russian market.
In one of my more enlightened moments I even
started a rolling internship at the firm for Dartmouth
Russian students and that has helped me very much
to stay in touch.

Has It Gone the Way I Thought? I don’t recall having
a coherent thought back then about where I wanted
to go, but evidently it did, in a round about way.
But rather than being a public sector diplomat in
Russia, I ended up negotiating the government’s
loans in Russia as a private sector lawyer instead.

What are some Favorite Memories? Philosophizing
freshman year in the basement of South Fayer;
studying sophomore year abroad (first in Mainz,
then in Leningrad); and fraternizing junior and senior
years (in a more secret way the latter). I have very
different but equally close groups of friends whom
I fondly recall from each phase.

What People Have Shaped my Life? Marilyn, who
married me despite multiple warnings from brothers
at Kappa Sig. And my two children, Tara (18) and

Tyler (20). Due to a tiny microchip successfully
implanted at birth into the brain of Ty, he has grown
up to be a model Dartmouth son, having first joined
the Class of ’03, only to be followed by his sinking
into the successor of Kappa Sig (now Chi Gamma
Epsilon). As a consequence of that little stunt, my
son is now claiming to be my brother. (How many
classmates can match that?) Tyler is one of the Aires
and so with any luck he will be singing for us at the
25th. Tara, whose brain rejected the implant with the
consequence that she is actually able to think on her
own, has decided to enroll this fall at Gettysburg.

What will I be doing in 25 years? I will be painting
landscapes in New Hampshire, some in Hanover
and some at Lake Winnipesaukee, which is some-
thing I find time to do even now (because people
always find time to do things if they really want to).

I look forward to seeing you in Hanover.

Patti Slobogin PhD 
6 Palmer Avenue, Croton On Hudson, NY 10520-1916,
(914) 271-4562, «patti_slobogin@nymc.edu»
Occupation: Medical, New York Medical College,
Cedarwood Hall, Valhalla, NY 10595, 
(914) 493-8213, Fax (914) 493-1973
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Steven L. Small 
5755 South Dorchester Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637-1726,
(773) 288-6730, «steve@smallfamily.net» or
«steven.l.small.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Brewster House IDC represen-
tative, Kiewit consultant, Debate team, Trimesters in
Bourges and Toulouse, Teaching Assistant for John
Kemeny in Math 8
Major: Mathematics
Graduate Study: PhD, University of Maryland, 1980;
MD, University of Rochester, 1987
Occupation: Associate Professor, Co-Director, Brain
Research Imaging Center, Department of Neurology,
The University of Chicago, 5841 S. Maryland Ave.,
MC-2030, Chicago, IL 60637
Spouse/Partner: Ana Solodkin
PhD, Biophysics, Polytechnic Institute of Mexico City;
Neuroanatomist, The University of Chicago
Adam, 18, University of Pennsylvania
Daniel, 15, The University of Chicago Laboratory School

On finding out that he was accepted early decision to
the college of his choice, my eldest son Adam remind-
ed me of my own similar experience. Adam put on
the Penn T-shirt that he had bought in Philly but
never taken out of the bag (superstition) and proud-
ly wore it to school for the afternoon. I thought of
my similar shirt (green, not blue; 1769, not 1740,
etched on the front), also hidden away, untouched,
until that day in December 1971, when I too got the
“big thick” envelope, mine from Hanover. I was
thrilled to be accepted, and I know from my experi-
ence that spending time at a college like Dartmouth
has infinite rewards. I have elected to spend my life
in academia, and for the past two years, I have been
fortunate to find myself living on the rewarding

college campus of The Uni-
versity of Chicago.

I have two sons, Adam (18),
the one on other side of the
field at the Dartmouth–Penn
game, and Daniel (15), who
will be a sophomore at the
University of Chicago Lab-
oratory School. Adam loves
literature, drama, jazz, and
history. Dan prefers math and
French to literature, rap and
classical music to jazz, and

computers. Adam plays ultimate; Dan lifts weights.
Dan has his own web address; Adam reads his email
every few months when he remembers how to sign
on. Together, we like to ski (Dan snowboards, of

course), ride in bicycle tours (most recently to ben-
efit research in multiple sclerosis), attend plays and
sport events, and visit friends (especially in Pittsburgh,
where I worked for ten years on the faculty at the
University of Pittsburgh) and family (my mother is
in N.J., my sister near San Jose, and my brother near
Rhinebeck in N.Y.).

My path has been tortuous. After getting my PHD
in computer science (artificial intelligence and cog-
nitive science), I took a Fulbright lectureship at the
University of Paris. It is a unique aspect of Dart-
mouth that a math major can study abroad (three
trimesters in total: Bourges with David and Jacque-
line Sices; Toulouse with Bob Shoup; then a job in
Paris as a computer programmer). So how many
recent American PHDs could lecture in French on
artificial intelligence? Dartmouth gives every student
the opportunity to learn to value peoples and cul-
tures around the world, and to do so first-hand.
After teaching in Paris, I became Assistant Professor
of computer science and psychology at the Univer-
sity of Rochester. For my thesis, I built a computer
model of human language processing (the “Word
Expert Parser”), and I continued similar research at
Rochester. All of this work began at Dartmouth,
with my dual enthusiasms of computation and for-
eign language, and to this day, I continue to study
the computational processes underlying language use.

My mentor at Rochester, Jerry Feldman, was inter-
ested in the brain mechanisms underlying cognition,
and I began to study what has become known as cog-
nitive neuroscience, a field pioneered by Dartmouth
alumnus and faculty member Mike Gazzaniga. With
several graduate students, we built neural network
models of language processing, based on our ideas
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of neural architecture. Ultimately, I became a neurol-
ogist, joined the faculty at the University of Pitts-
burgh, and worked there in Neurology, Psychology,
Communication Disorders, and Neuroscience. My
research in language expanded from computer models
to brain imaging, and I began to take on the study
of brain disease as well as normal brain function.

Now I live and work on the campus of the Univer-
sity of Chicago, where I help direct the functional
brain imaging center here. Daniel and I are living
with my partner Ana and her two children. Togeth-
er we have a house of two adults and three “Lab
School” children, who walk across the street to school.
Our offices in Neurology are another four blocks
past the Lab School. To my great delight, the Psy-
chology building is halfway in between. We walk a
lot. We enjoy cooking, going to the Lyric opera, eat-
ing our own cooking and that of the (other) great
cooks in Chicago, visiting with our friends and fam-
ily, and occasionally traveling (Taipei last December).
I hope that we can travel to Hanover and be with
all of you during this reunion.

Douglas A. Smith Jr. 
Apartment 2, 428 Gibbs Avenue, Newport, RI 02840-3381
Occupation: Education–Secondary

George A. Smith 
23 Lexington Avenue #1739, New York, NY 10010-3750,
(212) 253-2317, «GeoSmith@msn.com» or
«george.a.smith.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Major: Philosophy/Literature
Graduate Study: JD, Harvard, 1992
Occupation: Academic Administration (Director of
Corporate & Foundation Relations), Polytechnic Uni-
versity, Six MetroTech Center, Brooklyn, NY 11201,
(718) 260-3907
Single (no children)

Dartmouth College, what have you done to me? I
matriculated, I paid your fees, I studied your cours-
es, I fulfilled all your requirements, and on a spring
morning 25 years ago, along with nearly a thousand
classmates, I commenced.

It wouldn’t be fair to hold you entirely responsible
for what’s happened since. After all, this is an utterly
uncontrolled experiment. But some of the respon-
sibility, surely, is yours. There are consequences when
you take an impressionable 18-year-old from a New
Hampshire public high school and put him in rooms
presided over by high-powered mature adult intellects,

brimming with erudition and charisma. I remember
Donald Pease, fresh out of the University of Chicago
and on fire with literature, dropping references to
R.W. Emerson left and right. And Peter Bien, over-
flowing with liberal imagination and as rigorous as
a math professor, who once mentioned in passing
that his friends who worked at the U.N. really pre-
ferred literature to their public lives. And Bernard
Gert, who once floored me in a conference over a
so-so philosophy paper I had written for him. Des-
perately trying to organize my thoughts, I stalled for
time by noting that the more you think about this
stuff, the more complex and less clear the issues
become. I assumed it was a safe enough remark;
sophisticated even. To my astonishment, Gert sim-
ply denied it outright: No, the more you think about
these issues, the clearer they become.

Dartmouth, I’d never suggest that your high-quali-
ty liberal arts training doesn’t have some rewarding
and consoling after-effects. It makes one more attuned
to the interesting developments of one’s time, more
able to monitor them, put them into perspective.
More able to engage with life, probably more able
to enjoy it. More able to steer one’s own way, or at
least deflect the bufferings of chance more grace-
fully than otherwise. More confident about trying
new things, following one’s ideas, living by one’s
enthusiasms. I’ve been able to do that, as an English
teacher in various locales, a translator, a corporate
lawyer, and now an academic administrator.

But let’s look also at the other side of the coin, Dart-
mouth: Your vaunted liberal arts training, arguably,
induces a certain long-term restlessness, an inability
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to be easily satisfied. One is left attuned to the inter-
esting developments of one’s time, but less able to
really exploit them. What profiteth a man if he gain
an appreciation of the whole world, but in the process
loses some of his ability to efficiently cash in on it?
Surely I’m not alone in suspecting that sound liberal
arts education renders one statistically less likely to
develop that imbalanced but laser-like focus that pro-
duces Internet billionaires, world-class neurosurgeons,
and business tycoons. (Jeffrey Immelt and a few dozen
others being the exceptions that prove the rule.)

And it gets worse still. Traditionally, one could at least
come away with a great consolation: even if one ended
up too well-rounded and perhaps slightly otherworldly
to ever truly succeed in worldly ways, one at least had
the private satisfaction of knowing one was remain-
ing close to some truly vital questions—those great
issues that we first engaged with under your tute-
lage, Dartmouth.

But apparently even this consolation prize may be out
of reach now! Look around at the world in 2001. Who
are the people most impressively advancing the great
humanistic questions, e.g., about who we are, where
we’ve come from, and where we’re going? Probably not

the artists and writers whose
work tends to fill the Arts
and Culture pages. More
likely, it’s the quiet and even
faceless collectivity of scien-
tists and technologists who
are achieving things that will
be remembered 500 years
from now: mapping out the
human genome, finding evi-
dence of oceans on Jovian
moons, cataloging planets
orbiting other stars. It may be

overstated to say that traditional arts and humanities
are just going along for the ride. But one celebrated
contemporary novelist recently claimed that our cul-
ture’s real imaginative life is now in the hands of scien-
tists and engineers. If this is true, Dartmouth, couldn’t
you have given me more forewarning? Couldn’t you
have induced me to spend more time in chemistry lab?
Professors Pease, Bien, and Gert, couldn’t you have
made some inviting allusions to, e.g., your colleague
Professor Robert Jastrow’s books on stellar evolution? 

Dartmouth College, a quarter century has elapsed.
But I have a long memory, and it’s time now to call
you to account.

Wendy Simila Snickenberger 
10 Jackson Road, Wellesley Hills, MA 02481-6802,
(781) 237-2977, «snickenb@hmc.harvard.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: Basketball, lacrosse, Green
Key Society
Major: Geography/Environmental Studies
Graduate Study: MBA, Boston University, 1985
Occupation: Investments, Harvard Management
Company, 600 Atlantic Ave., Boston, MA 02210, 
(617) 523-4400
Spouse/Partner: Walt Snickenberger, Princeton ’75;
Consultant; enjoys coaching youth sports
Alex, 15, freshman, Belmont Hill School
Mark, 12, grade 6, Wellesley Middle School
Sally, 9, grade 3, Fiske Elementary School

Twenty-five years since graduation certainly have
passed quickly, yet the four-year span in Hanover
remains one of the most distinct and memorable
periods of my life. Reflecting on those years, it is
easy to say it is primarily the friendships made and
the intensity of relationships and experiences while
in Hanover which create the bond with Dartmouth
I feel today. I can as easily conjure up memories of
the all-nighters spent writing papers as I can of the
all-nighters playing beer pong with friends in a fra-
ternity basement. I can still feel the thrill of playing
on the first Dartmouth women’s basketball and
lacrosse teams almost as easily as I can feel the biting
cold of an early January morning trek across the
Green to freshman English class. And I can as vividly
remember the fall afternoon spent pressing apples
for cider at my geography professor’s home as I can
the hours spent chatting with roommates in our triple
at the “top of the ’cock.” Beyond the memories,
however, the values formed and the standards set
during those years at Dartmouth continue to apply
to both my family life and work.
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Since Dartmouth, I have pretty much settled into the
role of wife and mother while balancing a career in
investments. Life is hectic but rewarding, particularly

as Walt (Princeton
’75) and I watch the
growth and develop-
ment of our three
wonderful children,
Alex (15), Mark (12),
and Sally (9). At this
stage in their lives, all
three have chosen to
pursue a combination
of competitive sports,
which so far they have

managed to balance relatively successfully with active
school and social lives. I would never have dreamed
25 years ago that I could spend a Saturday in January
scrambling to three hockey rinks and two basketball
venues in one day. The kids keep us hopping (!), but I
am thankful and feel blessed to have this opportunity.

I look forward to returning to Reunions to renew
old friendships and memories, and seeing so many
classmates and their families.

Dorothy A. Snow 
110 Elmhurst Road, Baltimore, MD 21210-2219, 
(410) 243-0240
Occupation: Education–College University, Univeristy
of Maryland, (410) 605-7120
Spouse/Partner: Thomas

Thomas J. Sokoloski 
Soko 
9 Blueberry Lane, South Glastonbury, CT 06073-3404,
(860) 659-3880, «tjsoko@aol.com» or
«thomas.j.sokoloski.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: DOC, Winter Sports, AXA,
wrestling
Major: Economics
Occupation: Financial Consultant, New York Life, 
28 Main St., East Hartford, CT 06118, (860) 568-5940
Spouse/Partner: Susan; Medical consultant
Sandy, 15
Julie, 13

Where to begin? In the 25 years since June of 1976,
what have I done? I have had one job, one wife, one
house, and two daughters. Compared to the exploits
in the back of the Alumni Mag, it seems pretty bor-
ing. But then on the other hand, I’ve owned five dif-
ferent sailboats, I’m my own boss, I have a wonderful

family, and I feel truly blessed to have a balance in
my life that friends have been jealous about. Maybe
it’s not so boring after all. I wonder if the president
of this company or the CEO of that company can
feel the same way? I once saw a plaque in a client’s
office that read “I want to be a good husband, a
good father, a good friend, and a good businessman
—in that order.” The more I thought about those
words, the more they meant to me. My family and
my friends mean so much more to me than all the
awards I have won through the years, and I hope it
will continue to be that way.

Forcing myself to reflect, the flood of memories
begins with freshman week, convocation, and the
memorable words spoken by John Kemeny, “Men
and women of Dartmouth,” and “On your 25th

Reunion, in the year 2001.”
The entire audience grew
silent and in one breath,
gasped, “Ooooohhhh—.”
2001 seemed so far away.
Another futuristic date,
1984, seemed far away,
also. 1984 is still far away,

only in the other direction! High school letter jackets
traversed the campus in every direction. It seemed
as though everyone in the freshman book was a
valedictorian, president of their senior class, and
captain of at least three sports. 303 Russell Sage was
home, along with Jersey Jack Margres and Mike
Gleason. Co-education seemed normal, having
known no differently. Freshman Italian nearly did
me in, and I had never been in such a large class as
Sociology. The Winter Sports Division of the DOC
needed members, they knew how to throw a great
party, and what better way was there to learn how
to ski? So what if we had to get up at the crack of
dawn and stand around on wind-swept slopes in
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sub-zero temperatures? What could be more fun?
Spring term brought on a new experience, rushing
a fraternity. Living with a bunch of guys 24–7 for
a few years creates bonds that are hard to break.
Friends made in AXA are among my best and dearest
to this day. Common experiences mixed with uncom-
mon backgrounds. The highs of an intramural victo-
ry and the lows of breaking up with an HTH, all in the
open, to be shared, whether you wanted to or not.

I think that Dartmouth did not so much teach me,
but it allowed me to learn about me. The exposure
to so many different subjects, people, and situations
could possibly be duplicated elsewhere, but I doubt
it would have had the same effect.

Sandra Hansen Sorci 
1014 Cave Spring Road, Rome, GA 30161-4701, 
(706) 295-0701
Spouse/Partner: Thomas

Thomas C. Sorci 
The Source 
1014 Cave Spring Road, Rome, GA 30161-4701, 
(706) 236-0414, «tsorci@darlingtonschool.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Chasing women, drinking at
the Bull’s Eye, Kerouac, listening to Bob Dylan, Native
American doings, rappin’ with Lou, studying with
Scott-Craig, London, England
Major: Religion and Native American Studies

Graduate Study: MA, U. of Colorado, Boulder, 1982
Occupation: Itinerant teacher, Darlington School,
1014 Cave Spring Road, Rome, GA 30161-4701
Spouse/Partner: Sandra Hansen ‘76
Artist, antique collector
Heidi, 21
Tony, 19
Hedy, 11
Dylan, 8

Starting From Overlook
Spent the summer of ’65 hanging out in Woodstock,
New York, listening to Like a Rollin’ Stone, and later
Satisfaction, regular patron of Nick’s Pool Hall in
uptown Kingston, until it closed in ’66 and then to
Trailways Bus Terminal, Park Diner, Academy Green
& Golden Cue where I met pitcher Charlie Janes,
from Hurley, N.Y., Dartmouth ’72, first introduction
to eventual alma mater. Lived freshman year in 210A
North Topliff, cast of characters included Michael
Dorris, freshman advisor, Kat Clute, Pedro Rado,
Eva Smith, Karen Erdrich, Bruce Oakes, Harry
Wallace, Cathy Wilson, Tom Teegarten, Mike Han-
itchak, Charlie K, Ed Littlefield, Butch Guerue,
Dave Bonga, and other Native American students.
Studied Philosophy and Religion with Penner and
Scott-Craig, Dylan with Renza. London, England,
first FSP in Religion, Fall 1973. Drove 1951 Packard
to Kicking Horse, Ronan, Montana, Flathead Indian
Reservation, summer 1974. Interned, but wanted to
be a teacher. Fall 1974 Native American Religions
Seminar with Bea Medicine, lifelong mentor and
friend. Linguistic Consultant, Language Renewal
Program, Yakima Indian Reservation 1976–77 and
back to Hanover as Assistant Director of ABC ’til
1979 and then grad school in Linguistics at U. of
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Colorado, Boulder. 1979 Marriage to Vivian Black-
goat ’82. Appointed Instructor at Navajo Community
College, Tsaile, Arizona, 1981–85, and teacher at
Northfield Mount Hermon, Mass. 1985–94. Heidi
Jo Sorci (Harvard ’02) born April 1980, and Thomas

Anthony “Tony” Sorci (Col-
orado College ’04) born Jan-
uary 1982, both on Navajo
Indian Reservation. Kent
School, Connecticut, 1994–
98 and renewed friendship
with Sandra Hansen ’76,

now wife. Current abode, Darlington School, Rome,
Georgia, completing the cycle of living first in the
Northeast, later Northwest, eventual Southwest and
current Southeast. Been to native Italy 1991, Japan
1992, Avignon 1995. Good to be back in the south
of somewhere. The Source

Janet L. Sorice 
PO Box 1083, Norwich, VT 05055-1083, (802) 295-3227

Frank D. Sottile MD 
1391 Pebble Ridge Drive, Rochester, MI 48307-1721,
(248) 656-7759
Occupation: Medical, St. Joseph Mercy-Oakland, 
900 Woodward Ave., Pontiac, MI 483416, (248) 858-3133
Spouse/Partner: Patricia

Thomas G. Souza 
833 Morningside Road, Ridgewood, NJ 07450-1113
Occupation: Collette Travel Service, 915 Main St., 1
Amer Plaza, Hartford, CT 06103-1222, (860) 728-3805

David P. Spalding 
19 Hilltop Road, Bronxville, NY 10708-5124, 
(914) 337-8233, «dspalding@cypressgp.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Forensic Union,
Alpha Delta, WDCR, Dartmouth Rowing
Major: History
Graduate Study: MBA, New York University
Occupation: Merchant Banker, The Cypress Group LLC,
65 E. 55 St., 28th Fl., New York, NY 10022, (212) 705-0154
Spouse/Partner: Marianne Spalding
Homemaker; Interests: Reading, tennis
Andrew, 9, Third Grade, Hackley School
Megan, 6, Kindergarten, Hackley School

Dartmouth College was a critically important factor
in my future. I arrived there looking for a broadening
experience that would enhance my life back in my

beloved Louisville, Kentucky. I left there, taking a
job in New York City for “two years” with Chase
Manhattan Bank, but still planning to go back to
Kentucky.

Twenty-five years later in New York, I've had a lot
of great experiences. In 1982, I married Marianne
(Carleton College, 1976) and we've since had two
wonderful kids, Andrew and Megan. After 12 years
in lending with Chase, First Chicago, and General
Electric Capital, I moved full-time into private equi-
ty with Lehman Brothers.

At Lehman Brothers, my partners and I ultimately ran
the Merchant Banking Group which managed a $1.2

billion private equity fund.
In 1994 we left Lehman and
formed The Cypress Group,
a firm that has $3.5 billion
under management.

By broadening my life view,
Dartmouth gave me a chance
to enjoy the wider world.
Those four years are a time I
look back on often and wish

I could experience again. Does this mean I'm done
with New York?

Good to be 
back in the south
of somewhere. 
Tom Sorci

Marianne and David Spalding with Megan and Andrew

By broadening
my life view,
Dartmouth gave
me a chance 
to enjoy the
wider world. 
David Spalding 



Scott A. Specht 
Tater 
24 Westminster Drive NE, Atlanta, GA 30309-3329,
(404) 874-9774, «saspecht@jonesday.com»
Occupation: Legal, Jones Day Reavis & Pogue, 3500
SunTrust Plaza, 303 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, 
GA 30308-3242, (404) 521-3939, Fax (404) 581-8330
Spouse/Partner: Pamela

Kathryn Spivey 
See Kathryn Spivey Robinson

Curtis H. Springer 
228 Sandown Road, Danville, NH 03819-3007, (603)
642-4555, «curtis.h.springer.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Harvard Medical School, 25 Shattuck St.,
Boston, MA 02115-6092, (617) 432-0704

Paul M. St. Pierre 
5 Colton Ave., Plainville, CT 06062-3135
Occupation: Konica Business Machines, Dayhill Rd.,
Windsor, CT 06095-4704, (860) 683-2222
Spouse/Partner: Lori

Leland J. Stacy III 
Bud 
10 Long Meadow Dr., Ipswich, MA 01938-1172, 
(978) 356-7998
Occupation: Insurance, Harvard Pilgrim Health Care,
10 Brookline Place West, Boston, MA, (617) 731-8284
Spouse/Partner: Michelle

Kimberly Staggers 
See Kimberly Staggers Blanchard

James L. Standish 
Jim 
7 Roosevelt Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06870-1810,
(203) 698-0886, «jstandish@ny.fk.com»
Occupation: Mechanical Engineer, Flack & Kurtz
Consulting Engineers LLP, 475 Fifth Ave., New York,
NY 10017-6274, (212) 951-3960, Fax (212) 689-7489
Spouse/Partner: Christine

Robert D. Stangl MD 
1506 Krug, Wichita, KS 67230
Occupation: Medical, St. Luke’s Hospital of Kansas
City, Kansas City, MO, (816) 932-2171
Spouse/Partner: Vickie

Alfred T. Stanley 
1409 Hardouin Avenue, Austin, TX 78703-2516, 
(512) 474-4738, «astsanley@astanley.com»
Occupation: Consulting, Alfred Stanley & Associates,
1409 Hardouin Avenue, Austin, TX 78703-2516, 
(512) 474-4738, Fax (512) 474-8868
Spouse/Partner: Kathleen
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Peter W. Stark 
1042 Monroe Street, Missoula, MT 59802-3812,
Phone/Fax (406) 721-5156, «pstark@uswest.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Ski Team, Course Guide
Major: English and anthropology (double major)
Graduate Study: MA, Journalism, University of Wis-
consin, 1980
Occupation: Freelance writer, 1042 Monroe St.,
Missoula, MT 59802, (406) 721-5156
Spouse/Partner: Amy Ragsdale
Professor of modern dance at University of Montana;
choreographer; artistic director of Montana Transport
Company (Mo-Trans), a modern dance company
Molly Stark-Ragsdale, 6, Sussex School, Missoula
Skyler Stark-Ragsdale, 3, at home

My daughter asked me at dinner last night, “Have
you finished writing the story about yourself for the
college book, and am I going to be in it?” I told her,
no, I hadn’t even started it yet, and that, yes, she’d
definitely be in it. Her name is Molly, and she’s six
and a half. She’s a good place to start this essay, and
a good place to end it.

About four years ago, when Molly was two, I under-
went what was probably a classic so-called mid-life
crisis, although anyone who’s undergone one prob-
ably doesn’t think of it in such clinical terms. I was
then 42; I lived in the mountain-ringed college town
of Missoula, Montana; I was married to Amy Rags-
dale, Harvard ’80, a professor and choreographer
and performer of modern dance; and I’d been work-
ing as a freelance magazine writer for the last 12
years or so. On paper, everything about my life
looked great, except for my unalterable and devas-
tating conviction that everything I’d ever done and
every choice I’d ever made (including Dartmouth,
of course) was utterly wrong and I’d utterly failed.

It’s hard to know just what triggers these things.
Maybe it was the cold, dark autumn we’d had that
year; maybe it was the fact that I spent a large part
of my working day taking care of a two-year-old
child instead of being out in the working world, mix-
ing it up with the guys; maybe it was that for much
of the last ten years I’d been working on a book, the
one that was supposed to launch a brilliant career,
and I couldn’t, no matter how many times I threw
myself into it, make it come together.

Once you’re into this mindset, every act becomes
symbolic: every toilet I cleaned and diaper I changed,
every dinner I cooked, every missed opportunity with
editors; even the sight of the mountains reminded
me I’d chosen to live in the rural West instead of
the urban East, where the action was. We traveled
to the Arctic that Christmas for a magazine assign-
ment, and I discovered that instead of energizing

me, as previous travels to the
Arctic and other far-off places
had, the Arctic’s winter darkness
only sent me deeper.

Just as it’s hard to know what
triggers these things, it’s hard to
know just what brings one out
of them. Surely the medication

helped. But what I remember best is a single moment,
on a rainy, dripping, gray Valentine’s Day afternoon,
and Molly was taking a nap in the bedroom next to
my office, where I was pulling my hair about one
regret or another, and I heard her wake up crying.
I went into the bedroom and I lay down and put her
on my chest as I did sometimes to help her sleep.
She fell back to sleep and I lay there for a long time
looking out the window at the dripping ponderosa
pine branches, which had their own peculiar
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Molly Stark-Ragsdale, Amy Ragsdale, Peter Stark, and
Skyler Stark-Ragsdale, Hartstene Island, Puget Sound,
Washington, Summer 1999

On paper,
everything
about my life
looked great. 
Peter Stark 



Japanese beauty, and I breathed slowly and quietly
with this warm, small, trusting being on my chest,
this sweet, sleeping creature who totally put her life in
my hands, and I thought, “To have this one moment
is worth all the books and prizes in the world.”

So now we have Molly, age 6, and Skyler, age 3, and
a book contract, and a dance company, and more
—but mostly a great deal of happiness.

Mark R. Stebbins 
48 Ministerial Road, Bedford, NH 03110-5335, 
(603) 472-8850
Occupation: Pro Con Construction, PO Box 4430,
Manchester, NH 03108-4430, (603) 623-8811
Spouse/Partner: Sally

Scott L. Steele 
71 West 71st Street, #1F, New York, NY 10023, 
(212) 877-1454, «urtass@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Theater, Green Key
Major: Drama
Occupation: Theatre management/producing; gradu-
ate training programs; Executive Director University/
Resident Theatre Association, 1560 Broadway, 
Suite 414, New York, NY 10036, (212) 221-1130

Like others, I cannot believe that 25 years have
elapsed since our graduation from Dartmouth. I still
suffer the occasional nightmare that I never finished
a term paper required to complete a senior course
—maybe I didn’t! Dartmouth haunts me. But then,
thinking Dartmouth was only yesterday keeps me
believing that change and growth are still wonderful
possibilities. Perhaps a small, fresh part of my brain
refuses to grow up, keeping me forever young (-ish).
Not as good as still having a full head of hair, or

fitting into the same-sized
pants as when I was a Junior,
but I’ll take what I can get.
The fact is that most of my
life has grown up. Plenty of
accomplishments over the
years, some disappointments.
And a mortgage.

Most important for this brief
contemplation is the appreci-
ation I maintain for my edu-
cation at Dartmouth — in

the classroom and out. Moreover, I value nothing
as much as the close personal relationships formed
there. These friendships have endured the tests of

time, politics, geographical dislocation, and assorted
silly behavior. If fate and SAT scores had taken me
elsewhere, it would be my friends from Dartmouth
that I would miss the most.

Since graduation, my visits to Hanover have been few
and far between. On my last trip I grew disoriented
while driving behind Baker Library. The only familiar
landmark was the resolutely ugly Psych Building
(Bradley). That’s one edifice that should have been
demolished, yet oddly survives. I take that back. The
computer center—that concrete bunker and breed-
ing pen of future Internet chaos and .com failures
—has also survived as an architectural blight. Still,
my heart beats faster whenever chance finds me on
The Green, seeing Wentworth, Dartmouth, and
Thornton marching across the far, low hill in all of
their white and green eminence: a wonderful sight
that unleashes a stream of memories.

I wish my classmates the best on the occasion of our
25th anniversary. I wish Dartmouth continued suc-
cess. I know the College, the education, and the
experience I was fortunate to enjoy, will resonate
through my mind and heart for the rest of my life.
Dartmouth, the people, certainly do not haunt me.
They enrich me, even now.

Hope Stevens 
See Hope Stevens Poor

Nancy Steward
See Nancy Steward Freidl
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John B. Stimson MD 
Stimmer 
3512 43rd Avenue NE, Seattle, WA 98105-5311, 
(206) 523-2705, «stimmer@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Sailing team (freshman year),
Renaissance dinner club, Herb Mashing Memorial Freak
Band (it’s true), Foley House
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MD, University of Washington School
of Medicine, 1981
Occupation: Physician, Polyclinic, 1145 Broadway,
Seattle, WA 98122, (206) 329-1760
Spouse/Partner: Kay Stimson; Homeworker, profes-
sional volunteer, member of school board of trustees
Joel, 16, Blanchet HS, Seattle
Claire, 13, Villa Academy, Seattle

Susan Stine 
See Susan Stine Felter 

Sean O. Stitham MD 
112 North 40th Street, Seattle, WA 98103-7035,
«seans@pro-west.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Teaching skiing for Outing
Club, Administrative intern
Major: Psych
Graduate Study: MD, University of Vermont, 1980;
Masters, Health Administration, U. of Washington, 1999 
Occupation: Physician
Spouse/Partner: Jean Nahan

“Has life gone the way you thought it would?”

I can’t recall in college speculating very much about
how my life was going to turn out. Time was con-
sumed in just getting through the course work of a
given quarter and figuring out what classes to take
the next. I never had a fixed vision of the future

and I really didn’t want to be pigeonholed. I probably
would have laughed at anyone who would have asked
me to predict it and suggested we go get high instead.

I didn’t start out as a freshman intending to be pre-
med, but during sophomore and junior years, I did
the requirements and ended up at med school at the
University of Vermont. My father and brother were
doctors, and I was worried that I was just being swept
along, and I was still uncertain about whether med-
icine was a good choice when I started classes there
in the fall of 1976. Serendipitously, I actually enjoyed
med school, despite the incredible amount of data
being crammed down my throat. I never felt all that
comfortable socially at Dartmouth—maybe it was
the sheer size of it—but UVM, with my class of 80
people, seemed like a comfortable return to my small

high school in Maine (93 in
the graduating class). I made
lots of good friends. I wasn’t
gifted in science, but I got by,
and some of the anatomy and
pathology was really inter-
esting. But it was the stories
the patients told about their
lives that I found the most
memorable.

UVM encouraged students to
spend time away from campus
(there isn’t a big population
of sick people in Northern
Vermont). I went to the
Alaskan bush as a senior stu-
dent and I was hooked. After
a one year rotating internship
in Hawaii, I went back to a
place called Bethel in south-

west Alaska for what was supposed to be a year,
but I ended up living in Alaska for nine years total.
The town was about 3,000 people. My house had
no flush toilet and it got down to 60 below in the
winter. Our hospital covered 76,000 square miles,
“about the size of West Germany,” as we used to say
(which shows this was pre-1989).

The patients were mostly Yu’pik Eskimos, living in
small villages of 300–500 people scattered up and
down the Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers, and along
the Bering Sea coast. Medically, it was a fabulous
experience with literally never a dull moment: active
tuberculosis, gunshot wounds, snowmobile accidents,
meningitis, botulism. I got to deliver babies and do
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Joel, Claire, Kay, and John Stimson

My fellow
doctors were all
in their late 20s
or early 30s too,
and anyone who
would live in
the bush 
for more than
one year is 
an “old timer,”
so it was a
wonderfully
fluid community,
the opposite 
of stodgy 
New England. 
Sean Stitham



appendectomies. My fellow doctors were all in their
late 20s or early 30s too, and anyone who would live
in the bush for more than one year is an “old timer,”
so it was a wonderfully fluid community, the oppo-
site of stodgy New England. I flew around to small
villages where the elders didn’t speak English and life
revolved around salmon fishing and caribou hunting.

After six years, I left for two years to finish training
in internal medicine in Portland, Oregon. I spent a
brief time working for Doctors Without Borders in
Sri Lanka, in the north where the civil war is still
going on. It was much more a crash course in the
realities of grinding governmental bureaucracies and
international fund raising than about tropical medi-
cine. I returned to Alaska for the Indian Health Ser-
vice, gradually doing part-time medical administration
(recruiting doctors, setting up immunization programs,

trying to figure out budgets) and part-time clinical.
In 1996, I ended up in Sudan, again for Doctors
Without Borders—another sobering experience in
the incredible inequities in the provision of health
care globally.

I finally got tired of moving around so much, and
after my nine years in Alaska, I settled in Seattle in
1996, living on a houseboat (drafty, damp, and over-
priced) and enrolled in a Masters in Health Admin-
istration at UWashington, doing part-time clinical
work as a hospitalist (taking care of patients already
in the hospital). I also got married for the first time
in 1999 to a nurse I worked with, who brought along
her two teenage daughters (thrilled to have a new
adult in their lives, full of ideas about proper behav-
ior). Jeannie is a terrific telemark skier and just went
to Sudan to help at the medical project where I was
in ’96. Now I have a house with a fence (not picket)
and work part-time as a Medical Director for
Medicare Peer Review Organization (PRO) and still
see patients part-time. Although some of my col-
leagues seem tired and burned out from taking care
of patients, I still enjoy it. Patients all have stories to
tell about past lives, medical puzzles to sort out,
secrets to entrust. Occasionally I can help someone,
but lots of times I just listen, and maybe that’s what
they want most. It is a privilege to be “let in” to
people’s lives that way.

I think I got an excellent education at Dartmouth
—not about “life” maybe, but in academics. I did
have a great Tucker Foundation internship my senior
year in San Francisco—at a non-profit ad agency
called Public Media Center. It produced ads for
Farm Workers and Zero Population Growth and
other hot issues of the day. I can still recall how
much my eyes were opened about politics and eco-
nomics by the bunch of ex-’60s radicals who ran the
place. I was very naïve, coming from a small town
in Maine, and then Dartmouth. I think that fellow-
ship was probably the best thing I did in school.

I have had a lucky life: parents who encouraged me
and who could pay for my Dartmouth tuition, a
chance to travel to remote spots in the world and to
work in cultures totally different from mine, good
health, a wife who puts up with my eccentricities,
great friends, and a job which sometimes lets me feel
like I’m helping.

Anne Stockmar 
See Anne Stockmar Upton
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Paul N. Stockton 
13365 Cuesta Verde, Salinas, CA 93908-9313, 
(831) 484-5753, «pstockton@nps.navy.mil»
Dartmouth Activities: Heorot, Fire & Skoal
Major: Government
Graduate Study: PhD, Harvard, 1986
Occupation: Dean, School of International Graduate
Studies, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA,
(831) 656-3038
Spouse/Partner: Missy Stockton
William, 3
Henry, 1

My current bad idea is to have a vineyard, which is
now three years old and produces way more con-
sternation than wine. Am now intimately acquainted
with come-alongs, post hole diggers, and rampaging
gophers. Have recently produced two field workers,
however (William and Henry), so things are looking
up. Missy has escaped from commercial interior
design for the moment but will return after the kids
are a bit longer in the tooth—or at least have teeth.
This summer, for the 25th year in a row (or close to
it), we will go hiking with Myron Allen and spouse
Adel, The Elwood, Jamie Angell, Chris Davis,
and other ’76ers. Different range every year, but
same pathetic card playing, whining about heavy
backpacks, etc. Kids have already been on a couple
of overnights and think it’s fun to eat burned Jiffy
Pop over a campfire, so it looks like they’ve caught
the disease, too.

Not much Dartmouth action in our remote corner
of the world, but I do serve as an interviewer for
the few applicants who crop up. Kind of hard to
tell them what the school’s like, since we’re fossils and

the tectonic plates
have moved Hanover
far from where it lies
in memory. I guess
the new students will
find their own com-
bination of good and
bad things, just like we
did. Of course, some
of those bad things

were plenty fun. Missy and I still get a chance to
relive the era by staying close to a few other Dart-
mouth friends, especially Mike Choukas and Paul
Detwiller (from the only slightly inferior Class of
’77). Even better is that my parents are still thriv-
ing and live just down the road. For the kids—and

us—that is a wonderful situation, and we make the
most of it.

I try to keep work in its box. It has a habit of creep-
ing out. When I explain to William why I have to
leave in the mornings, I say that, “Daddy is going
to work to get money and help people.” Both are
approximately true. Pathetically little money, but I
sometimes get to focus on things at work that mat-
ter to me. For example, we educate every senior U.S.
Army officer going to Bosnia on how to try to build
lasting peace and consolidate democracy in that
totally fucked-up part of the world. Big downside
to my job: no more writing, which has been driven
out by wretched administrative activities. Whining
apart, however, I like this peculiar, very applied form
of academia and sometimes think of the teachers
I had at D who (intentionally?) helped me find this
path, especially Don McNemar, the Zinger, and
others in the Government Department. My class-
mates, too. Thanks.

John T. Stokesbury 
584 Sylvan Place West, Haworth, NJ 07641-1523, 
(201) 384-7238
Occupation: Consulting, Deloitte & Touche LLP, 
2 Hilton Court, Parsippany, NJ, (973) 683-6405
Spouse/Partner: Catherine

Craig T. Stone 
Stoney 
336 12th Street, Del Mar, CA 92014-2565, (858) 793-1174,
«stonepc@pacbell.net» or
«craig.t.stone.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Skiing, Psi Upsilon
Major: Engineering
Graduate Study: Bachelor of Engineering, Thayer
School of Engineering, 1977
Occupation: Construction Project Management,
Stone Project Controls, 1049 Camino del mar, Suite 5,
Del Mar, CA 92014, (858) 793-7217
Spouse/Partner: Carrie
Entrepreneur/venture funding; Interest: Cooking
Benjamin, 7, Del Mar Heights Elementary School

I’m sure many of us remember where we were 29
years ago this spring when our acceptance letters
arrived. I do. I was out on a tennis court and my
mother drove up with the envelope. She ran straight
up to the fence and just pushed it through the wires.
Didn’t we all know in reading that letter that our
lives were going to be changed by just that single
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piece of paper? How and when and by whom we
couldn’t say, but it was certain to be changed.

And boy, was it. The opportunities we had: The
courses! The profs! Smart people abounded. And
oh, the distractions: New Hampshire in the Fall!
New Hampshire in the Winter! Sports! Beer pong!
If given the chance to do it all over again, I’d prob-
ably choose exactly the same things, distractions and
all, because in the milieu of it all, I met amazing
people. People whose qualities we all admire. People
who were fair-minded, who could laugh at them-
selves, heck, who could just plain laugh. They were
considerate of others. They could speak well but
could also listen while others spoke. They could art-
fully combine play and thought, being smart and
being silly. I’m sure they never knew their effect upon
me, but they were the giants who earned my respect.

Now we get to look back over the past 25 years
later, and it’s obvious how special those four years

were. The harsh reality is that
the wide, wide world is not
filled with our fellow class-
mates. For sure, others entered
my life over this time, includ-
ing a wife and a 7-year-old
boy, without whom my life
would not have such fullness.
But the influences and bonds
from those four years at
Hanover, in a larger part than
I ever imagined, continue to

shape much of who I am today. And for that I
am forever thankful.

Addressing the more mundane, after 20 years with
other firms (ten with Exxon), I finally got my own
gig providing project management services. Most
of our business is with UC San Diego where we
do some construction oversight for them. More
often, though, we develop and maintain construc-
tion schedules as an independent third party between
a general contractor and the university. Business
has been good and I love being on my own. The
last two summers I’ve been able to bring on an intern
from Thayer School, which has worked out well.

San Diego has now been home for us for ten years.
We have grown to like our community of Del Mar
and have some special friends with whom we enjoy
sharing books and beach time. Of course I miss
Montana and get up there too seldom. My father
passed away in 1997 but Mom and her spouse are
blessedly in great shape and they enjoy visiting with
us and traveling to interesting parts of the world.

Diane Straus 
See Diane Straus Ostroff
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Craig Stone, from the Dartmouth College Archives

Ben, Carrie, and Craig Stone
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Michael J. Strout 
Mickey 
335 Foreside Road, Falmouth, ME 04105-1431, 
(207) 781-4241, «mstrout@hannaford.com»
Occupation: Retailing, Hannaford Bros. Company,
145 Pleasant Hill Road, Scarborough, ME 04074-7118,
(207) 885-2021, Fax (207) 883-7555
Spouse/Partner: Linda

Kevin A. Stubbs 
3919 Corbin St., Richmond, VA 23222, (804) 329-0712

Mary Anna Sullivan MD 
1 Simon Atherton Row, Harvard, MA 01451-1222,
(978) 772-7620, «mary.a.sullivan@lahey.org»
Occupation: Medical, Lahey Hitchcock Medical Clinic,
41 Mall Rd., Burlington, MA 01803, (781) 273-8869
Spouse/Partner: Joel

Timothy J. Sullivan 
138 Magnolia Rd., Sterling, VA 20164, (703) 444-3658

James A. Summers Jr. 
Jimmy 
15 Calle Bella, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-2623,
(949) 589-6872
Occupation: Retired, U.S. Marine Corps
Spouse/Partner: Sharon

Joseph D. Sutton 
411 Highland Avenue, Montclair, NJ 07043-1103
Occupation: Theatre
Spouse/Partner: Anne

Robin Walker Swarn 
7600 Sterling Drive, Oakland, CA 94605-3021, 
(510) 430-3010

Thomas J. Swartz III 
13H Heritage Drive, Chatham, NJ 07928-2987, 
(973) 635-6039
Occupation: Insurance, Chubb Corporation

Robert D. Swenson 
Rob 
3541 West 100th Avenue, Anchorage, AK 99515-2224,
(907) 349-2571, «robsw@gci.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Football, rugby, Alpha Chi
Alpha, Sphinx
Major: Economics
Occupation: Aviation management, Pacific Alaskan
Airways LLC, 3541 W. 100th Ave., Anchorage, 
AK 99515, (907) 349-2571, «robsw@gci.net»
Spouse/Partner: Debbie Swenson
Carl, 16
Eric, 13

Special greetings to our many friends and my class-
mates! Although I have been back to the College a
few times over the years, it never seemed the same
to me without all of the great people around that
we went to school with. Reunion is the best time
for me to visit and it will also provide an opportu-
nity for our teenage sons to experience a few of the
Dartmouth traditions.

As I write from Alaska, I look back on the 25
years since Dartmouth and the experiences gained.
Although several of us tried to reapply for admission
after graduation, Mother Dartmouth would have
none of that, so out into the cold world we went.

After 20 years successfully building an airline that
was based in Minneapolis, Deb and I were able to
pick up and move our family to Alaska. However,
after only one year in Alaska, it was necessary for
me to relocate to Florida on short notice to run
another airline business that I had started there as
CEO. Following a successful merger 18 months later,
we were able to return to Alaska, where we enjoy the
wildlife, spectacular scenery, independent personali-
ties, and freedom to fly and explore this vast frontier.

The last few years have been an enjoyable break from
the rigors of building companies from the ground
up, although I still serve on the board of one of
the companies, do some consulting, and travel to the
lower 48 several times a year for business.The Birthday Party: Richard Carroll and Joe Sutton



Due largely to all the unique personalities and
friends made during my four years there, for me,

Dartmouth was a great adventure
— just one of many, I hope, for
each of us along the way. The
challenge after leaving Dartmouth
was to find something as reward-
ing to pursue. For me, it took a
few years and the challenge con-

tinues to live life to its fullest potential, as we did
in Hanover.

Michael S. Sweringen 
314 Parkville Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11230-1303, 
(718) 756-4406
Occupation: Publishing, Fax (212) 666-1564
Spouse/Partner: Anna

Kay Swift 
See Kay Swift Tenney

Bye-Mass M. Taal 
Maxi 
«bai-mass.taal@unep.org»
Occupation: Environmental, UNEP, TEB/Forestry, 
PO Box 47074, Nairobi, Kenya 
Spouse/Partner: Derba
Six Children

After Dartmouth, I attended Duke University School
of Forestry and Environmental Studies. Got Mas-
ters degree in Forestry. Joined Gambia government
forestry service and rose to the level of Director
of Forestry. Joined the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) as the Chief Forestry Advisor

in 1991, a post I still hold, based at headquarters in
Nairobi. Meeting Nelson Mandela changed my life.
I learned how to forgive. In the next 25 years I hope
to be sharing my experience with the less fortunate.

Favorite experience at Dartmouth was my first day
at the College in September 1972. It was cold and
misty and I thought of returning to Africa. Thought
I would never make it in that cold weather.

Daniel D. Tagatac 
Dan 
67 Bernice Drive, Freehold, NJ 07728-1566, 
(732) 308-0640
Occupation: Telecommunications, AT&T, 200 Laurel
Avenue Room E22B29, Middletown, NJ 07748-1998,
(732) 420-4192
Spouse/Partner: Anne

Peter Andrew Tagiuri 
87 Laobroke Grove, London W11 2HD, England 
Occupation: Education–College University, 
Rhode Island School of Design
Spouse/Partner: Gloria

John D. Tanner 
54 Endicott Drive, Amherst, NY 14226-3324, 
(716) 837-2617, «tanner.john@worldnet.att.net»
Occupation: Kaleida Health, Vice President, Human
Resources. Kaleida Health is the 35th largest provider
of integrated health services in the U.S.
Spouse/Partner: Mary Sue Tanner; BA, Legal Studies–
Jurisprudence and Social Policy, University of California,
Berkeley, 1985

University of Leicester, United Kingdom: LL.M.,
Law and Employment Relations. Post-graduate
study in the United Kingdom in European Com-
munity and U.K. employment law, Dissertation
topic: European Works Councils: Six Years After
the Directive: A Review From a Managerial Perspec-
tive; Cornell University: Masters, Industrial and
Labor Relations, 1989, Full tuition waiver, teaching
and research assistant; University of California,
Berkeley: BA, Legal Studies — Jurisprudence and
Social Policy, 1986, with Honors; Dartmouth Col-
lege: matriculated, September 1972; History major,
four semesters, 1972 – 1974, Faculty Citation in
Russian History.
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Eric, Debbie, Rob Swenson, and Carl

Dartmouth 
was a great
adventure!
Rob Swenson
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Neil T. Tarzy MD 
14463 Maplewood Street, Poway, CA 92064-6446,
(858) 486-0944, «thetarz@hotmail.com» or
«neil.t.tarzy.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Oldies DJ for WDCR, brother
of Sig Ep, Cohen Hall sports director (Jock chairman),
Tucker Foundation tutor
Major: Biology/Psychology
Graduate Study: Masters, Public Health, Harvard
School of Public Health, 1979; MD, Univ. Medicine
and Dentistry of NJ, Newark, 1983
Occupation: El Norte Medical Group, 306 W. El Norte
Parkway, Suite S, Escondido, CA 92026
Spouse/Partner: Mary-Ellyn Tarzy ’78
Teacher (Special Ed)
Alex J. Tarzy, 14, Poway High
Jill N. Tarzy, 12, Meadowbrook Middle School

Mary-Ellyn ’78 and I are enjoying the good but hec-
tic life in the San Diego area. We have two kids, a
ninth-grade boy, Alex, and a sixth-grade girl, Jill.
They’re both busy doing all kinds of stuff. Inter-
estingly, Alex received the top national Pop Warner
football scholar–athlete award last May at Disney
World, where one of the main presenters was
Reggie Williams.

I am a Family Practice physician in San Diego in a
small group in private practice and am actively
involved in the sports committee of our city of
Poway. I still try to find time to golf, ski, and hike

as often as possible. Mary-
Ellyn is a special education
teacher and is going to school
at night for her Master’s. She
volunteers for everything,
especially school-related
PTA activities.

Mary-Ellyn and I have been
interviewing prospective Dart-
mouth students for over 20

years now and never tire of meeting so many tal-
ented kids. This was a banner year—our interview
committee met with 22 students! 

Overall I’ll have to say that things have gone very
well since Dartmouth. Although it took me three
years to get into medical school, they were not
wasted years. I did research at Penn before going
to Harvard for a Master’s degree in Public Health.
I met some great people during those years and got
married in 1978. Other than dealing with managed
care, the medical profession has been enjoyable
and fulfilling.

The more years that go by since college, the luckier
I feel that I attended Dartmouth. There are very
few alumni from other schools I have met that
enjoyed their college experiences as much as most
of us did. Here in Southern California, a lot of col-
lege graduates went to local commuter schools after
2–4 years at a local JC.

As usual, we’re looking forward to the Dartmouth
reunion (25?) and reacquainting with our long lost
friends. We hope we’ll see Ted Bardusch and Bill
(Turk) Burke up there this time around.

Cynthia Taylor 
1112 Berkshire Lane, Barrington, IL 60010-6505
Occupation: Non-Profit Organization, Wynstone Prop-
erty Owners Assoc., 133 North Wynstone Drive, North
Barrington, IL 60010-6949

Kay Swift Tenney 
Box 1936, Ketchum, ID 83340-1936, (208) 788-9398,
«ktenney@communityschool.org»
Occupation: Education–Secondary, The Community
School, PO Box 2118, Sun Valley, ID 83353, 
(208) 622-3955

Rob Tesar 
Rob 
209 Hancock Ave., Lake Bluff, IL 60044, (847) 234-3907,
«rkrchl@corecomm.net» or «robert_tesar@cargill.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Freshman hockey, varsity ten-
nis (captain), Italian LSA, Italian drill instructor, Sigma
Nu, Fire and Skoal
Major: Tennis (with a minor in Comparative Literature)
Occupation: Futures Broker; Assistant V.P., 
Cargill Investor Services, 233 S. Wacker Drive, #2300,
Chicago, IL 60606, (312) 460-4531
Interests: Still play tennis, platform tennis, ice hockey;
biking. Took up swimming for a few years prior to hav-
ing an artificial hip replacement. Like mowing the lawn.
Have been on the Board of Directors at the Winter Club
of Lake Forest. Currently on the Board of the Falcons
Hockey Association. Occasional goalie coach
Spouse/Partner: Kathleen (K.K.); formerly Kathleen
Kearney; 1980 graduate of University of Kansas in speech
therapy; Actively manages and coordinates the sched-
ules of four children; Very involved in the Infant Wel-
fare Society of Lake Forest; Began playing ice hockey
for a local women’s team two years ago; Otherwise,
loves her daily run (if she can find the time)
Robbie, 14
Caroline, 13
Henry, 10
Laurel, 3

The more years
that go by 
since college,
the luckier I feel
that I attended
Dartmouth. 
Neil Tarzy



I haven’t changed a whole lot since my days at
Dartmouth. Physically, I still look pretty much the
same—same haircut, same glasses, not too many
gray hairs. I’m not skinny like Rick Woolworth or
Tom Wood, but there’s not a lot of excess fat —
just some minor love handles.

I came to Dartmouth with a relatively narrow focus
on life. The most important things to me in the fall
of 1972 (unfortunately) were making the tennis and
hockey teams. Nowadays, when people ask me in
what I majored in college I tell them tennis, which
really isn’t too far from the truth. Colin Campbell
apparently realized that when he gave me a “F” on
my Money and Banking final and was overheard
saying a short time later, “That Tesar kid—pretty
good tennis player, but not much of a student.”

Nine months in Italy during my junior and senior
years helped broaden my awareness and led me
toward pursuing a career with an international com-
pany—Cargill—with a goal of someday working
overseas. Although my work has had an international
flavor to it in that I have dealt with customers and
colleagues all over the world, I never have realized
that goal of living in a foreign country. And now,
with a family of four children—with two of them
approaching high school age — I am content to
stay put in our little town of Lake Bluff, one of the
northernmost suburbs of the Chicago area.

My family has been a tremendous source of joy for
me. My wife, K.K. (Kathleen Kearney), and I met
on a blind date during my second tour of duty in
Chicago. We were married in 1985 and spent the
first eight years of our marriage in Minnesota, where
our first three children were born. Robbie was born

in July 1986, Caroline was born 19 months later,
and Henry came along three years after that. Just
like those families you read about in Time magazine,
we can be accused of getting our kids involved in
way too many activities. All three are very active in
sports, which means we put lots of miles on the
car and even add miles to our frequent flyer pro-
grams on occasion.

The biggest change in my life and in the way I view
the world came in 1998, when our family decided to
adopt a little girl from Vietnam. I never envisioned
the positive experience that this has turned out to
be for our family. From the trip I took by myself
to Vietnam to pick up our daughter, Laurel, to the
unique relationships she has developed with each
member of our family, I am constantly reminded
of how fortunate we are to have made this deci-
sion. If any of you have ever had even the smallest
inkling that you would like to adopt, I encourage
you to go ahead with it. I have seen so many won-

derful success stories that
have come out of adoption
that it’s difficult not to be
an advocate for the process.

So, now that I have a 3-year-
old in the house. it looks as
if the next 20 years require
that I continue taking that
5:10 A.M. train to the city

every day in order to pay the bills. Fortunately for
me, Jack Brennan and George Sauter are managing
my 401(k) plan, so I at least know that my retirement
years are well taken care of. What happens in the
meantime, however, will be very interesting, indeed!
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Caroline, Rob Tesar, Robbie (holding Laurel), K.K., and Henry

We can be
accused of getting 
our kids involved 
in way too 
many activities. 
Robert Tesar



Frank L. Tezak 
10092 Astoria Court, Littleton, CO 80124-9749, 
(303) 925-0533, «madtez@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Tabard Fraternity, Freshman
Crew, Dartmouth Rugby Club, Dartmouth Karate Club,
overseas studies: Russia, 1974
Major: Russian Studies
Graduate Study: JD, University of Colorado Law
School, 1979; Naval Justice School, 1979
Occupation: Lawyer, Frank L. Tezak PC, 26 W. Dry
Creek Cir. #350, Littleton, CO 80120, (303) 794-6361
Spouse/Partner: Phyllis E. Tezak
Interior Design (“That’s It Design”)
Margaret Ann (Mattie) Tezak, 15, Mullin High School
Francis Brennan (Frank) Tezak, 13, St. Thomas More
Parochial School

After I graduated from Dartmouth, I came back to
Colorado and went to law school in Boulder. I really
could not stand law school, partially because every-
one was so much older than I was and therefore I did
not have anyone to play with as I had at Dartmouth.

My second year, as I was waiting for one of my class-
es to begin, I ran into an old high school friend who
talked me into joining the Navy. That was different.
I applied for the Judge Advocate General (JAG —

yes, just like the television show) Corps. After
graduation from law school, I went to Navy Justice
School in Newport, R.I., and then off to San Diego
to become a real Navy attorney.

Two things happened while in San Diego. I met my
wife, Phyllis, who was lifeguarding for the Navy at
the time, and I found that I really enjoyed trial work.
After my tour with the Navy, Phyllis and I were
married and we moved back to Denver, where I
have been in private practice for 18 years. We have
two wonderful children, two dogs, and an old, old
cat that we have had since we were first married.

I have continued on with the Navy Reserve, work-
ing my way up from ensign to lieutenant to Com-
mander and now Captain. I have command of my
own unit where we drill at the office of the Judge
Advocate General in Washington, D.C.

I love to run and have run a couple of marathons
and lots of other races. I also spend a lot of my
free time coaching my kids in baseball, basketball,

and softball. I’m not very
good, but I certainly enjoy
being around the children.

Through the years, I have
kept up with old friends
like Peter Brooks, Kevin
Keyes, Steve Askey, and
Chuck Hostnik. My goals
over the next 25 years are
to grow old with my wife,
watch my children grow up

and prosper, and continue to practice law. There
are a lot of people out there who need good legal
representation and I still feel in my own small way,
I can make a difference.

Charles A. Thayer MD 
Charlie 
87 Davenport Terrace, Taunton, MA 02780-4337, 
(508) 822-4638, 
«charles.a.thayer.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Medical, Morton Surgical PC, 
72 Washington St., Taunton, MA 02780-2470, 
(508) 823-1101, Fax (508) 880-7515
Spouse/Partner: Paula

Jeffrey C. Thayer 
PO Box 73, Charlotte, VT 05445-0073
Occupation: Law Office of Jeffrey Thayer, 9454 Wilshire
Boulevard #313, Beverly Hills, CA 90212-2904
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Phyllis, Mattie, Frank Tezak, and Frank

I really could not
stand law school,
because I did not
have anyone 
to play with 
as I had 
at Dartmouth.
Frank Tezak



Florentine E. Thomas MD 
PO Box 423, Woodbury, CT 06798-0423, (203) 266-0141
Dartmouth Activities: Tucker Foundation
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: MD, Tufts University School of
Medicine, 1980
Occupation: Pediatrician, Falk, Ransome and Thomas
LLC, Naugatuck, CT, (203) 729-2186
Interests: Children, gardening, reading
Spouse/Partner: Chester Wood ’76
MD, Tufts University, 1980; pediatric immunologist
Stephen Alaric Thomas Wood, 18, Dartmouth 2005
Sumintra Dillon Wood, 16

Larry B. Thompson 
205 Woodgreen Circle, Fort Washington, 
MD 20744-6405, (301) 203-7282

William J. Thompson 
24 Coach Road, Stratham, NH 03885-2259, 
(603) 772-4578, «tbabillt@aol.com»
Occupation: TBA Consulting Group, 24 Coach Road,
Stratham, NH 03885, (603) 772-4578, Fax (603) 778-9836

William A. Thornton III 
4 Ash Lane, Sherborn, MA 01770-1265, (508) 655-6159
Occupation: Consulting, Linkware Inc., 128 Technology
Dr., Waltham, MA 02453-8905, (781) 894-9330

Robert E. Tibolt MD 
9860 SW Lumbee Lane, Tualatin, OR 97062-7352,
(503) 885-8964
Occupation: Medical, 655 Medical Center Drive NE,
Salem, OR 97301-2751, (503) 581-5287
Spouse/Partner: Susan

Anne M. Tierney 
315 W. 98th St., Apt. #2BF, New York, NY 10025, (212)
663-5106, «anne.m.tierney.76@alum.dartmouth.org»

James W. Tierney 
8505 Bradmoor Drive, Bethesda, MD 20817-3809,
(301) 530-4075
Dartmouth Activities: Soccer team, The Daily Dart-
mouth, Catholic Student Center
Major: Art
Occupation: Builder, JWT Associates, 8505 Bradmoor
Dr., Bethesda, MD 20817, (703) 780-3000
Spouse/Partner: Candace
Clinical Psychologist; Interests: Books, music
Erin, 13

After one year of working and traveling in Iran with
Preston Baker ’76 and other Dartmouth grads, I
settled in Washington, D.C., to begin a career in the
home building business. Stu Gasner’s (’76) dad, Allan
’47, was kind enough to give me a job and teach me
the building business. The Gasners have been won-
derful friends for all these years.

In 1983, I met my wife Candace in Georgetown while
she was jogging along the Potomac River in front

of the Kennedy Center. It
took me three years to real-
ize— although she knew
almost instantly—that we
were meant for each other.
The joys of a soulmate
are unending.

The miracle of our daugh-
ter’s birth occurred in 1988.
Her joy for life is inspiring,

engaging, and challenging all at the same time. Now,
13 years after knowing it all, we are reminded daily
that we have lost all our faculties for understanding
anything or anybody. But then our precious daughter
begins to teach us about life all over again. We have
much to learn.
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Sumintra and Stephen Wood, children of Florentine
Thomas and Chet Wood. The snowman is Charleston.

Candy and Jim Tierney

We are 
reminded daily
that we have lost
all our faculties 
for understanding
anything 
or anybody. 
Jim Tierney



Andrea R. Tigar 
306 East Oak Street, Alexandria, VA 22301-2214, 
(703) 836-5733, «andrea.tigar@sba.gov»
Occupation: Government–Federal, U.S. Small Business
Adm. Office, of General Counsel, 409 Third Street SW
Suite 7200, Washington, DC 20416-0005, (202) 205-6635

Betsy Tobin 
1153 6th Street, Boulder, CO 80302, (303) 545-9272,
«btobin@indra.com»
Major: French and Education
Occupation: Theatre artist, Now Or Never Theater,
1153 6th St., Boulder, CO 80302, (303) 545-9272
Jesse Tobin Weiss, 5, Kindergarten at Uni Hill Elemen-
tary School

My happiest time at Dartmouth was the last spring,
living at “the Palace” in Thetford Hill, where people
would drop by and talk half the night and sing songs.
I had that wonderful feeling of being in the right
place at the right time. It was so great I stayed a few
months past graduation before I ran off into the
world, actually drove off in my parents’ old Audi
packed with all the goods I could fit. The car made
it about as far as Seattle, which was my destination,
anyway. I made inquiries into such things as puppetry,
tipis, and dulcimers.

My first job was apple picking. (This was great: I slept
on a hay stack under the stars to awaken in daylight
to the steady chomp of goats gradually consuming
my bed. I had wild dreams that I pondered while
perched in a tree gathering fruit.) Other jobs of those
first months were: sheep watching, cleaning houses,
and babysitting, and eventually I biked around the
city in rain or shine (mostly rain) to substitute-teach
in middle schools and high schools in French, Ger-
man, Spanish, geometry ... . (I was certified to teach
French and knew no German or Spanish.) I kept
getting offered, and refusing, jobs in all the disci-
plines I had no training in.

Soon enough I was training with a puppeteer named
Paul Nelson and found it even more entertaining to
go into the schools as a puppeteer than as a substi-
tute teacher. I attended dulcimer festivals?! And pup-
petry festivals?! And saw some beautiful and haunting
shows for adults from Europe. As my friend and
mentor Paul was dying of cancer and madly teaching
me all he could, I finally wrote those grants Rassias
had encouraged me to try for. On the day of Paul’s
death, I received notice that I’d made it past the
first selection of a Fulbright-related grant for the

performing arts. I put my belongings in storage, gave
away all my keys, and flew off to Europe in 1981
with that grant and a Dartmouth Fellowship to study
in the first program (damn pioneer spirit always did
get me into trouble) of an International School of
Puppetry in Charleville–Mezieres, France. After
three months there and a few months of touring
with some master puppeteers, I set off for Dieppe,
on the coast of Normandy, where a French theatre
company had invited me to do my work in their
studio. I began work on “The Night of Sisyphus,”
a tragicomedy of the story leading Sisyphus to his
eternal punishment.

One thing lead to another and within a year I was
touring to festivals and theatres throughout Europe
with my one-woman shows. The second one, “In
Search of Seventh Heaven,” was a poetic parody of
male-female relations. I created numerous pieces
involving masks, shadows, puppets, acting, and
storytelling. I also worked part-time at a theatre
school in Le Havre, directing provocative and
unusual productions with teenagers, channeling
those “angels of destruction.”

At the theatre school I met my future husband, a
scientist/improv theatre performer who was work-
ing in Paris for a few months. In 1992, I moved to
Boulder, Colorado (not a good career move), where
the reverse culture shock was severe. I built a
two-woman circus show called “Circus Fanciful,”
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a children’s show, “In Search of Giants,” and an
experimental piece for adults called “Stories of Sticks
and Stones.” Building this show, I found myself sit-
ting in a glorified sandbox, telling stories about the
earth with sticks and stones as protagonists and
antagonists. Then I got married and had a baby (as
a career move, this was a vertical drop). Never
having been one to do something halfway, I devot-
ed myself to bringing up my child, delighting in
rediscovering life through his eyes. I began writing
screenplays and to date have written (but not yet
marketed) two.

Eventually my marriage bit the dust (and there’s a lot
of it out here in Colorado) and now that my son’s
in Kindergarten, I’m salvaging my career and work-

ing on new pieces. At any
given moment, someone
might be calling me to
set up a play date with
my son, or to ask me to
hand paint designs on
some dance costumes
(last week), or do a shad-

ow production for a performance tour about the
exploitation of the Colorado outdoors (last October),
or a rites of passage piece for our 25th Reunion
(June??) or an Artist-in-Residency at a local Waldorf
school (April) or I might be taking my son to his
ski class at Eldora, 30 minutes up the canyon into

the Rockies (tomorrow), or I might be flying to
France to take Jesse up the Tour Eiffel (March?), or
planning an after-Christmas party to decorate a tree
for the birds and squirrels (last week). This may sound
pretty unlikely to you, and sometimes it sounds pret-
ty unlikely to me, but I’m always pushing the thresh-
old between fantasy and reality. I’ll never forget the
response of a bus driver on the way from Seattle to
Vancouver in the late ’70s. He asked me what I did
for a living. When I told him I was a puppeteer, he
replied, “Well, I guess somebody’s got to do it.”

And now, though I’m not picking apples, I’m hav-
ing wild dreams again in which I’m surrounded by
family, old boyfriends, and crocodiles. One night I was
attacked by a mountain lion. Last night I jumped
on a lion and rode him bareback up a mountain.
What next?

Diana Robeck Todd 
2113 Drury Drive, Silver Spring, MD 20906-1003, 
(301) 438-2206
Occupation: Civil Engineer
Spouse/Partner: Charles

David C. Tolzmann Jr. 
175 9th Ave., New York, NY 10011-4924, (212) 337-9974
Occupation: Prism Management Associates, 
4202 Roland Avenue Suite 4202, Baltimore, MD 21212
Spouse/Partner: Lee Ann
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I’m always pushing
the threshold
between fantasy
and reality.
Betsy Tobin

The Campus



Danny J. Tomlak DDS 
Lak 
PO Box 399, Kingston, Ontario K7L 4W2, Canada,
(807) 983-2839
Occupation: Dental, Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon,
Thunder Bay, Ontario P7A 4Z6, Canada, (519) 345-1207

Steven M. Tompson 
18 Williams Road, Chatham, NJ 07928-1713, 
(973) 593-0211, «tompson6@aol.com»
Occupation: Investments, Prudential Asset Manage-
ment Co., Gateway Two, 7th Floor, Newark, 
NJ 07102-5096, (973) 802-7470, Fax (973) 593-0374
Spouse/Partner: Susan

Lois Gadway Tow 
455 Hazelwood Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94127-2129,
(415) 586-2399, «loistow@ix.netcom.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Hopkins Center usher, Hanover
Fire Department volunteer
Major: Sociology
Graduate Study: MHSA, 1982
Occupation: Retired health care management consul-
tant/homemaker
Spouse/Partner: Bruce Tow ’74
Software developer; Enjoys hiking, reading, travel
Emily, 11, The Nueva School, Hillsborough, CA

My freshman year was full of many surprises. The
biggest surprise of all: I got engaged to my Freshman

Trip leader, Bruce Tow ’74. Despite parental reluc-
tance and the unpopularity of marriage at the time
(many of you told me that marriage was dead, it
ruined good relationships, etc.), we married at the end
of my sophomore year. We’re still married almost 27
years later. I sometimes marvel how we managed
to make the right choice when we were so young.

After graduation, I worked in social service agency
administration for a few years while Bruce’s work
took us from the Upper Valley to Evansville, Indiana,
and Phoenix, Arizona. While in Phoenix, I decided
to get a Master of Health Services Administration.
I had first considered hospital administration when
I attended a panel discussion at Dartmouth called,
“Is There Life after Pre-Med?” The work had
looked interesting then, but I had felt intimidated by
the idea of “business administration.” I found busi-
ness school at Arizona Sate University a breeze.
Dartmouth was my true education; ASU was voca-
tional training.

We moved to San Francisco in 1982 because the Bay
Area looked good for allowing both of us plenty of
career growth without having to make the other pull
up and move. Also, we wanted to be near family
again. We’d lived for five years in the middle of the
country near neither of our families. We missed
them. Bruce’s family is here in Northern California and
two of my siblings live in the Bay Area. Although
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Danny Tomlak, from the Dartmouth College Archives
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my mother still wants to know when I’m coming
back to God’s country (New England), I believe
we have permanently settled in San Francisco.

Despite marrying young, we didn’t start a family
until late. I thought about never having children
because I couldn’t figure out how to reconcile the
Donna Reed mothers of my childhood with my
career. By my mid-30s, I decided I really did want
children. After all those years of fearing an unplanned
pregnancy, I was very surprised to find I had diffi-
culty getting pregnant. We eventually did produce
one child, our daughter Emily, who is 11. Was it
worth the wait? Yes. I love being a Mom. Helping
Emily grow and learn is truly wonderful.

I left the 60+-hour weeks of my hospital job and
started working as an independent consultant in
health care administration. After a few years on my
own, I teamed up with two partners to form a small
consulting firm providing operational planning and
management support for healthcare. My partners
were both women with young children. Pooling our

skills and our hours, we ran
a good business while work-
ing part-time.

After Bruce’s employer went
public in 1999, I decided to
cash in my share of my part-
nership and retire. Since then,
I’ve been volunteering many
hours at my daughter’s school
and enjoying myself

immensely. When we graduated from Dartmouth,
I never would have expected to be a “housewife”
25 years later, but it seems to be working well for
our family.

Mary Ellen Treadway 
See Mary Ellen Treadway Colt

Craig R. Triplett 
Trip 
775 Densley Drive, Decatur, GA 30033-5436, 
(404) 636-0095, «craigt@futurestep.com»
Dartmouth Activities: African American Society,
Outing Club, BUTA
Major: Geography/Environmental Studies
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard, 1981
Occupation: Executive Search Consultant, Korn Ferry/
Futurestep, 303 Peachtree Street, NE, Suite 2630;
Atlanta, GA 30308, (404) 979-2904

Interests: Gardening, African drumming
Spouse/Partner: Leslie Cadoo
Smith ’77; Harvard Business School ’82
Camryn, 12
Aleshea, 16

Greetings, classmates. I wasn’t quite sure what to
include here, so I decided simply to (a) fill you in
on what I’ve been up to since graduation, and (b)
share a few reflections, observations etc. that I’ve
learned about life over the past 25 years. Here goes:

Since Dartmouth—
After deciding at the last minute not to go to gradu-
ate school—I had been accepted into programs for
Urban/Regional Planning and since I didn’t inter-
view for jobs on campus that spring because I
thought I was going to graduate school, and since
I refused to return home to Los Angeles and live
with my parents — I found myself working part-
time at the Tucker/Dartmouth Internship House in
Jersey City, N.J., while I looked for a full-time job.
To make a long story short, three jobs and two
years later, I found myself back in New England
enrolled at the Harvard Business School.

After graduating B-school in 1981, I went to work
for Home Box Office as an Account Executive in
their Los Angeles office for about a year and a
half. It was great to be back home in LA with
friends and family. I very much enjoyed the cable
TV business and the marketing and sales role. I
moved with HBO to Atlanta in late ’82 with my
fiancée, Leslie Cadoo (HBS ’82) to be near her fam-
ily, who had recently relocated there. We’ve been
married over 18 years now, have two daughters, and
have made Atlanta home.
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Lois Gadway Tow
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After another year and a half with HBO, I joined US
Telecom as a Marketing Manager in their video con-
ferencing division. After successfully launching a new
business for the company, after 18 months I found
myself out of a job, like 95% of the rest of the
company due to a “strategic redirection.” (I could-
n’t figure out why the company didn’t just diversify
or go international—who woulda thunk layoffs?)
After about a year of working for myself doing
consulting and real estate brokerage, I was recruited
by my old boss at US Telecom to join him at General
Datacom, where I sold data communication devices
to Telcos and businesses for about two years. Then,
I woke up one morning, realized I wasn’t having fun
anymore, didn’t care about the products, and didn’t
like my customers, so I quit!

I worked for myself again for about a year until I
got close to running out of money. About that time,
my wife came home from work and told me it was

time to get a “real job.” Due
to a number of factors—she
was pregnant with our sec-
ond child and we had just
bought a new home, among
other things—I decided to
follow her suggestion. Here’s
where my career took a
sharp left turn. I was burnt
out on Telecom, still had a
bit of the entrepreneurial

bug, and also wanted to do something more fulfilling.
So, I called a former Dean/Professor from college
who had recently been appointed President at
Morehouse College, to get his advice on finding a
job teaching a marketing class at a local junior col-
lege or night school. To cut to the chase, he offered
me an opportunity to start up the Human Resources
Department at Morehouse, where I worked for nine
years before moving on to the Metro Atlanta Cham-
ber of Commerce as VP of HR for over two years.

Now, I’ve got a job that leverages everything I’ve
done in the past as an Executive Search Consultant
with Korn/Ferry Futurestep. In this capacity, I am
able to combine the sales and marketing skills I
acquired in Telecom with my human resources man-
agement experience. I love what I do, am very suc-
cessful, and can easily see myself doing this type of
work until I retire.

Somewhere over the past 25 years, I learned that my
passion in life lies in gardening. I grow a variety of

herbs, flowers, and vegetables. I still enjoy jazz and
reggae, play drums (conga and djembe) when I have
a spare moment, and have been a strict vegetarian
since graduation.

A Few Reflections, Observations and Lessons
Learned Over the Past 25 Years—
A Life doesn’t always turn out the way you expect.
A A brief conversation with a four-year-old will

change your whole perspective on whatever it is
you are worried about.

A If you don’t like what you are doing, figure out
(1) What you do well, (2) What comes easily, and
(3) What you enjoy. The point where these three
things intersect is where you will find your per-
fect job.

A The gentle light of sunrise, the sweet taste of a
ripe mango, and the beauty of a simple flower
are all so much more important to me now than
I ever imagined in B-school.

A There are a lot of things about life that I don’t
understand and probably never will, and I’m OK
with that.

Robert W. Trubiano 
Rob 
142 Hostetter Lane, Lancaster, PA 17602-4110, 
(717) 291-5803
Occupation: Education–Secondary, Lancaster
Christian School, 651 Lampeter Road, Lancaster, 
PA 17602-4011
Spouse/Partner: Donna

Karen M. Turner 
K T 
39 Browning Avenue, Ewing, NJ 08638-2503, 
(609) 883-3042, «kturner@astro.ocis.temple.edu»
Occupation: Education–College University, Temple
University, Dept. of Journalism, 2020 North 13th St.,
2nd Fl., Philadelphia, PA 19122-6015, 
(215) 204-8386, Fax (609) 883-6134

Joan Tyler 
See Joan Tyler Marable

James J. Tyson III 
3 Pine Street, Milford, ME 04461-9732, (207) 827-8901
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Anne Stockmar Upton 
Annie 
4 Julie Ann Lane, Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107-2104,
(207) 767-5837, «annesupton@hotmail.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Most of my energy went to
academics and surviving socially as a coed in the early
70s. Otherwise, I taught skiing and participated in two
Foreign Studies
Major: Anthropology/Communications (Spanish and
Drama)
Graduate Study: MS, Counseling, University of South-
ern Maine, 1994
Occupation: Licensed Clinical Counselor, Director Career
Planning, Unum Provident Companies, 
2211 Congress St., Portland, ME 04122, (207) 575-4230
Spouse/Partner: John Scott Upton ‘75
Lawyer; Interests: Nordic Ski Coach, antiques
Cecily Suzanne Upton, Bowdoin ‘03
Ted Kendall Upton, Cape Elizabeth HS ‘03

I am in the middle of a great life! I love my husband
of almost 25 years, John Upton ’75; I love my kids,
Cecily, a sophomore at Bowdoin, and Ted, a sopho-
more in high school, both great students and athletes.

I love my work; I am a
Licensed Clinical Coun-
selor and Director of the
Career Center at Unum-
Provident Companies. I love
my community, Cape Eliz-

abeth, Maine, where John and I coach the Varsity
Nordic Ski Team. I love my leisure time; John and
I collect serious antiques.

I have missed the last two reunions due to conflicts
like my 25th high school reunion in Denver (during
our 20th) and a pre-planned vacation (during our
15th). But I have gone to all of John’s reunions with
him and we have kept in touch and spent time with
many ’75ers. His 25th in June was interesting and
fun. Hence, I am looking forward to ours.

Elizabeth Janis Upton 
Beth 
320 Sunset Road, Winnetka, IL 60093-4230, 
(847) 441-8355, «euwrite@aol.com»
Occupation: Advertising, Publicis & Hal Riney, 
224 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60604-2505,
(312) 697-5851, Fax (847) 441-8385

John H. Urbanowicz MD 
4111 Alpine Road, Portola Valley, CA 94028-8042,
(650) 851-6255, «jurban101@aol.com»
Occupation: Medical, Palo Alto Medical Center, 
El Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA 94301-2726, 
(650) 321-4121, Fax (650) 851-7102

David K. Urion MD 
3 Pierce Hill Road, Lincoln, MA 01773-3201, 
(781) 259-4431, «urion@a1.tch.harvard.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Radical Union,
French Dept. Intramural football team, Peace and Suf-
ferings Committee of the Hanover Society of Friends
Major: French, Chemistry
Graduate Study: MD, Stanford University School of
Medicine, 1980
Occupation: Physician (child neurologist), Learning
Disabilities Program, Children’s Hospital, 300 Longwood
Ave., Boston, MA 02115, (617) 355-6388
Spouse/Partner: Deborah Choate
Physician (child psychiatrist); Interests: Gardening, sailing
Kara, 17
Rufus, 12

When I left Dartmouth 25 years ago to go off to
Stanford for medical school, someone asked me what
I hoped I’d be doing in 25 years. “Serving as minis-
ter of health in the provisional revolutionary gov-
ernment of the People’s Republic of Vermont,” I
answered. That particular vision, both personal and
political, hasn’t quite worked out yet, but the journey
has been an interesting one nonetheless.

I lasted four years in California and then returned
east for internship and residency, ultimately in child
neurology. I still work at the institution where I trained,
Children’s Hospital in Boston: the man who came to
dinner. For the last 15 years I have been director of
the Learning Disabilities/Behavioral Neurology Pro-
gram in the Department of Neurology there. I am
an associate professor of neurology at Harvard Med-
ical School and also serve as a member of the fac-
ulty at the Harvard Graduate School of Education.

I was married during residency years and divorced
shortly after finishing. The daughter from that
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marriage, Kara, is now 17 and lives half of the time
with us and half of the time with her mother and
stepfather. The households are a few towns and 20
minutes apart.

I married Deborah Choate in 1987; we have a son,
Rufus, who is now 12. Deborah is trained as both
a pediatrician and child psychiatrist. For years, she
worked on the consult–liaison service at her medical
school alma mater, the University of Massachusetts
at Worcester. She now divides her time between a
private practice in Cambridge and candidacy at the
Boston Psychoanalytic Society and Institute. Deb-
orah, Kara, and Rufus: they are my beloved, in whom
my soul delights.

We live in Lincoln, a small town 17 miles northwest
of Boston that is no longer as rural as it fancies it
is. Still, with a third of the landmass set aside as
conservation land, it is a beautiful place to live. We
live in an 1860s farmhouse that we have tried to
steward wisely. Living here allows me to keep bees,
which helps keep me connected with the older
rhythms of season and land.

I have been an academic physician in a mean-spirited
time, where market share, economic benefit, and
cost-effectiveness have become themes and terms
that try to dominate older notions of service, civility,

and academic discourse. Despite this, it has been a
privilege beyond any earned or deserved to work
where I do. I find my vocation meaningful, exciting,
and profoundly gratifying. I work in a department
that is chaired by a man who is generous and gen-
erative and cares deeply about the communities in
which we function—academic, professional, polit-
ical, local. I think of our collective work existing in
a set of concentric circles that touch many different
sorts and conditions of people. In a culture that
reminds me daily how little it likes children, having
spent the last 25 years devoted to the care of chil-
dren who are marginalized and neglected because of
neurologic disability has been a wonderful, exhaust-
ing, moving time.

Over the last seven years, I have had the opportu-
nity to write and preach about my work and how I
understand it as a ministry and a calling as well as a
profession. This has put me in touch with a circle
of people I might never have otherwise met: con-
victs and people in retirement homes, other physi-
cians, and parents of sick children. This has been a
wonderful gift.

A few years ago, I helped start Epiphany School,
an Episcopal, tuition-free, co-educational middle
school serving children in the city of Boston who
had not thrived in the public schools. It is the best
thing I have ever done professionally. The school
will graduate its first full class this spring, and to
have participated in this has been quite extraordi-
nary. Most children enter Epiphany reading two
years behind grade level, with similar math skills.
Our studies show that, through hard work, long
hours, and enormous devotion, they catch up and
thrive as students. The school is a “full-service” model
that operates 12 hours a day, 11 months a year. By

consolidating services
that are usually provided
in scattered fashion to
urban middle-school stu-
dents, we have per-pupil
costs that are equal to those
of the Boston Public
Schools. We raise all our
funding privately and thus
can be free to try new

teaching methods and innovative curricula, without
the bureaucratic encumbrances of charter schools.
A reporter interviewed a Muslim mother who sends
her child to Epiphany. She was asked why she would
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choose an Episcopal school, even one without an
agenda of evangelizing students. “Because,” she said,
“they believe my child has a soul.”

If education is the transformation of the human soul,
then my education didn’t really begin until my residen-
cy in child neurology. Many of the seeds that took so
long to germinate were planted during my years at
Dartmouth. While I was well-served by my course-
work in chemistry, biology, physics, and mathematics,
those things which I still possess and value most
deeply were in other classrooms. John Rassias had an
enormous impact upon my understanding of human
communication, and lessons I learned in his classes
made me a better teacher and physician. He may never
have imagined that someday his presence would be
reflected and felt in an encounter with an autistic child,

or at the bedside of a child afflicted with degenerative
neurologic disease, but it has. William Cole taught
the only English class I took, on modern English
and American poetry. A day does not pass that I do
not remember his voice and the world he opened
for me. I know in my daily work that poetry not
only helps us to understand our world but also to
survive it with some measure of grace.

If I remember correctly, our admissions application
asked us to comment on the following aphorism of
E.M. Hopkins: “The way to do is to be.” I sometimes
think of my life as a series of questions I have been
asked and have struggled to answer. After 25 years,
I know that I love what I have done. On my good
days, I have a small inkling of what I am, and what
I will be.
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Stefanie B. Valar 
Steffi 
1712 Glenbrook Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17603-4567,
(717) 293-8687, «s_valar@fandm.edu» or
«stefanie.b.valar.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: American Forum at Dartmouth;
Assistant Director of the Dartmouth Ski School
Major: Economics
Occupation: Associate Director of Development,
Franklin and Marshall College, PO Box 3003, Lancaster,
PA 17604-3003, (717) 291-4272
Spouse/Partner: Edward A. Hauck
Principal of Hauck Wealth Management
Skier; Rotarian

I grew up spending my winters at a ski area in Fran-
conia, New Hampshire (my parents ran ski schools
and ski shops), and my summers on a dairy farm
outside of Rutland, Vermont. After graduating from
Dartmouth, I lived in Manhattan for ten years and
worked for The Bank of New York. I also did Admis-
sions interviewing for Dartmouth (1977 – 1985),
served as the Secretary of the Dartmouth Club of
New York (1984–86), was a member of the Col-
lege’s Alumni Council (1984–87), and was Class
Treasurer (1981–87).

In 1986, I moved to Lancaster, Pennsylvania, to join
what is now First Union Bank. Shortly thereafter,
I met my husband, Edward A. Hauck, who shares,
among many other things, my love of skiing and
my interest in finance (he is a private wealth manager
for 20 families). I quickly learned that all the
energy that I had invested in just living/coping in
New York City could be put to more productive

uses. I became the Lancaster Symphony Orchestra’s
second female Board President and the first woman
to join the Lancaster West Rotary Club. I served on
the Board of Planned Parenthood of the Susquehan-
na Valley; while chairing their Development Commit-
tee, I was given the Ruth G. Wirls Memorial Award
for outstanding service. I was also an Account Exec-
utive for the United Way of Lancaster County, a cor-
porate fundraiser for the Fulton Opera House, and
a Republican Committeewoman for my township.

In 1995, I was downsized and changed my avoca-
tion of non-profit fundraising into my vocation. I
joined the College Advancement staff of Franklin
and Marshall College here in Lancaster. Three pro-
motions later, I am Associate Director and Director
of Regional Campaigns. I spend every third week
traveling and am having the time of my life. My
current community involvement includes being a
Rotarian, serving as Vice President of our neighbor-
hood association (we prevailed on our township to
create an 11-acre passive park on floodplain adja-
cent to our subdivision), and being on the Finan-
cial Development Committee of the YWCA of
Lancaster. My husband and I run a small business
on the side: we lead a ski tour to Davos, Switzer-
land (my father’s hometown), every other spring.

Dartmouth was a huge influence in my life. To begin
with, many of my closest friends are “Greenies.” In
addition, I can still hear President Kemeny saying (and
I paraphrase), “You are here because we feel that you

can have a positive effect on
society”; I have tried to live
up to that charge and in so
doing my life has been
enriched beyond measure.
Life is a strange mix of
choice and chance. My par-
ents gave me a set of values
by which to guide my life.
Dartmouth gave me chances
and the opportunity to make

choices that I otherwise wouldn’t have had. That is
why I have donated to the Alumni Fund each year
since graduation and why I have named the College
in my will. Do I miss Dartmouth? Absolutely! It was
the last time I was surrounded by such a large num-
ber of bright and exceptional people.

Life is good. I am married to a man I adore, I have a
wonderful family, a terrific job, and dear friends, and I feel
I am doing some good in the world. I am very happy.

Steffi Valar

Dartmouth was
the last time 
I was surrounded
by such a large
number of bright
and exceptional
people.
Steffi Valar



Neil Van Dyke
PO Box 1090, Stowe, VT 05672-1090, (802) 253-4500,
«neilvd@stoweagle.com» or
«cornelius.j.van.dyke.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Dartmouth Outing Club, Cabin
& Trail, Casque & Gauntlet, WDCR
Major: Geography
Graduate Study: MS, SUNY College of Environmental
Science and Forestry, 1980
Occupation: President and General Manager, Golden
Eagle Resort, 511 Mountain Road, Stowe, VT 05672,
(802) 253-4811
Interests: Board of Directors, Franklin Lamoille Bank,
Stowe Area Association, New England Innkeepers Asso-
ciation. Chairman of Vermont Regional Emergency
Response Commission (Vermont Hazardous Materials
Response Team). Director of Stowe Emergency Man-
agement, Chief of Stowe Mountain Rescue. Enjoy hik-
ing, canoeing, XC skiing, traveling with my family.
Spouse/Partner: Carol Hillman Van Dyke ’78;
Coaches Bill Koch league XC skiing, directs church youth
choirs, competes in running and XC races at every
opportunity
Sarah, 14
Forrest, 12
Lia, 8

After leaving Dartmouth and getting my Master’s
degree in Outdoor Recreation, I envisioned a life as
a forest ranger or land manager. It would be an ideal
lifestyle that would allow me to get paid for doing
all the things I loved—hiking, emergency medicine,
firefighting, mountain rescue, and, no doubt, living
in an idyllic mountain setting. When unable to imme-
diately find that “perfect” job, I ended up with a part-
time job in my wife’s family business, working night
shifts on the front desk at the Golden Eagle Resort

in Stowe. Little did I imagine that 20 years later I
would still be there! Now it’s hard to imagine doing
anything different. There were a few bumps along
the way, the usual “is this what I want to do for the
rest of my life?” including a summer sabbatical to

ponder that question more
closely. I have now taken over
the Resort, and while the
24/7/365 nature of the busi-
ness can be trying at times,
the independence of being
your own boss has its
rewards. In the spring of
2000, I received the Vermont
Innkeeper of the Year Award,
which was an extremely
rewarding recognition from
my peers in the industry. I

seem to have found a great balance by being able
to live my “fantasy life” through volunteer work—
19 years as a member of the Stowe Volunteer Fire
Department and 20 years with Stowe Mountain
Rescue and various other outdoor and emergency
service experiences. My wife and three kids are the
most important things in my life and a source of
joy, love, and fulfillment.

Guy W. VanSyckle Jr. 
730 Forest Park Road, Great Falls, VA 22066-2906
Occupation: Medical, Guy Van Syckle PhD, 
803 Franklin Street, Alexandria, VA 22314-4105, 
(703) 836-7225
Spouse/Partner: Karen
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Katherine VanWeelden 
Squeak 
HC 64 Box 476, Wilmot Flat, NH 03287-9702, 
(603) 526-2381, «kvanweelden@bill.nec.edu»
Dartmouth Activities: Ski Team, Outing Club
Major: Geology
Graduate Study: MLS (Masters, Library Science), SUNY,
Albany, 1981
Occupation: Librarian, H. Raymond Danforth Library,
New England College, Henniker, NH 03242, (603) 428-2344
Spouse/Partner: Steve Barss
Tom, 5

To borrow a quote from Geena Davis, who attend-
ed the college where I have been a faculty member
for the past 20 years, “It’s tiny, hip, and fun.” I am
striving to remain so as well.

Kathleen Martell Vargo 
8790 Lake In The Woods Trail, Chagrin Falls, 
OH 44023-4337, (440) 543-7515, «kmvargo@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Student liaison officer, Dart-
mouth Club of Washington, D.C.; LSA, Salamanca, 1973
Major: English
Occupation: Homemaker
Spouse/Partner: Ronald P. Vargo; Dartmouth ’76
Mary Christine Vargo, 16, Hawken School
Kevin Matthew Vargo, 14, Hawken School
Michael James Vargo, 9, Kenston Schools

I am (as my workout buddies say) the CEO of the
Vargo household. I am responsible for the com-
fort and welfare of a wonderfully generous and
smart husband, three healthy children (Mary, 16,
Kevin, 14, Mike, 9), two ridiculously friendly Irish
Wolfhounds, and a cat who insists he’s a dog. The
hours are long, the pay is nil, but the perks are
unbelievably sweet. I’m privileged to attend a myr-
iad of sporting events year-round, including bas-
ketball, softball, baseball, volleyball, and soccer
games, and I enjoy an occasional third-grade the-
ater performance. I may not be a mom that my
kids can brag about, but I am a mom who is there
to witness the one-and-one shots that win the
game or to depreciate the failed goal attempt. I’m
busy: I volunteer at the local humane society, work
out every day, and do miles of driving. I am decid-
edly domestic. I have outfitted a huge sewing stu-
dio where I can operate a small home decorating
and custom apparel sewing business. I cook, sew,
decorate, repair, install, entertain, and generally try
to make a home that feels good. Luckily for me,
these are activities that I have always enjoyed, so
my job is a perfect fit.
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My life has not played out as I had imagined at age
20. I never expected to be a stay-at-home mom—
much less one who enjoyed it. When I married fel-
low classmate Ron Vargo shortly after graduation,
we expected careers to follow. We started married
life in Stamford, Connecticut, but moved to Stanford,
California, a few years later. From there we would
move to Ohio, to Texas, and back to Ohio. After eight
fun, unencumbered years as a couple, we started

our family. That is where
my current career started
and continues.

Like others who have cho-
sen parenthood, I continue
to be amazed by the won-
derful complexity that
children bring to one’s life.
The routine aspects of
child-rearing can be time-
consuming, exhausting, and
undervalued. But the

rewards of seeing one’s children meeting life’s chal-
lenges are exhilarating. Being a parent has opened my
eyes in unexpected ways. It has changed my perspec-
tive about the importance of things. I may not be
as smart as I used to be, but I’m wiser. I’m kinder
and I’m trying to teach my children the importance
of kindness. I know my experience is not unique,
but that doesn’t diminish the feeling of fulfillment.
And it just keeps getting better.

Ronald P. Vargo 
8790 Lake In The Woods Trail, Chagrin Falls, 
OH 44023-4337, (440) 543-7515,
«ron.vargo@trw.com» or «iwhoundfan@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Basketball, intramurals; Lan-
guage study abroad, Bourges France, 1973; College
one-on-one basketball champion, 1975-76 
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: MBA, Graduate School of Business,
Stanford University, 1981
Occupation: Vice President and Treasurer, TRW Inc.,
1900 Richmond Rd., Lyndhurst OH 44124, (216) 291-7500
Spouse/Partner: Kathleen Martell Vargo ’76
Mary Christine Vargo, 16, Hawken School
Kevin Matthew Vargo, 14, Hawken School
Michael James Vargo, 9, Kenston Schools

Six things I miss:

A number of friends, especially the old French
Hall gang.

Swimming at the Ledges in the summertime.

Playing softball in the local Lebanon league and
becoming friends with many local residents.

Sitting in the stands during a football game and
enjoying the beauty of a New Hampshire autumn
day (and usually enjoying a football win).

Some great classroom experiences, including Pro-
fessor (Dean) Wright’s “History of the American

West” slide shows, Colin
Campbell’s Money and
Banking, the late Michael
Dorris’s Native American
Studies, and all of the
“Fables and Fabulists” lec-
tures.

Doing the New York Times
crossword puzzle (in the

Daily D) every morning at the Hop with friends
between classes.

Three things I do not miss:

Walking back to French Hall from Frat Row on a
January night.

Pulling all-nighters during midterms or finals.

Writing papers.

Kevin, Mike, and Mary Vargo with Steve, Regis, and Elmo
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Three things that have not changed

Kathy Martell—She occupied a lot of my time at
Dartmouth and since we have been married now
for 24 years, she continues to do so.

Tolerating cold weather. The Cleveland, Ohio, area
may not be quite as cold as Hanover, but we seem
to get as much snow.

Playing basketball and baseball. Only now it is with
my daughter and sons.

Kathy and I were married in November 1976, in
Maryland. We have moved around a bit, living in Con-
necticut, California, Ohio, Texas, and back to Ohio.
The moves were dictated by my job and Kathy pretty
much gave up her career aspirations and focused on
our family since the mid-’80s.

As the Treasurer of a large, public company (TRW)
with nearly $20 billion in sales, I often come in
contact with Dartmouth alumni in the banking or
corporate world, and the Dartmouth experience is
a special bond that links all of us forever. I spend
quite a bit of time traveling, including Europe, Asia,
and South America.

Keeping a balance between the family and the occu-
pation has always been important. We have three
children, Mary, 16; Kevin, 14; and Mike, 9. I have
coached both boys’ and girls’ baseball and basket-
ball teams and try to attend as many of their games
today as possible. They have also traveled on busi-
ness trips with me. Kathy and I have even gone to
a few concerts “with” our daughter. All of us loved
the Bare Naked Ladies but Mary could not get into
Bruce Springsteen. Still, it is nice to know that there
are some groups all of us like — U2, Oasis, The
Wallflowers, to name a few. The old albums we used
to listen to at school (Grateful Dead, New Riders of
the Purple Sage, Marshall Tucker Band, Van Morri-
son, Bonnie Raitt, etc.) sit somewhere in the base-
ment and we have not even attempted to impose
this music on the kids.

It has been interesting to reflect on the Dartmouth
experience. With a daughter two years away from
college, we have been spending even more time
thinking about Dartmouth and would love to con-
tinue the “experience” with the children. It is clearly
a different school in many respects from the Dart-
mouth we knew in 1976, but we are different, too.
And better.

Carol Vaughan 
See Carol Vaughan Bemis

Joseph E. Vaughn III 
PO Box 34657, Las Vegas, NV 89133-4657, (702) 795-3685
Occupation: Real Estate, 5040 Palo Verde Apt. 2, Las
Vegas, NV 89119, (702) 795-3685, Fax (702) 795-0854

Maris V. Veidemanis 
Apt. #5-A, 250 West 27th St., New York, NY 10001-5924,
(212) 255-8825, «mveidemanis@kayescholer.com»
Occupation: Legal, Kaye Scholer Fierman et al.,
Handler, 425 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022-3506,
(212) 836-8623, Fax (212) 836-7155
Spouse/Partner: Gail

Daniel J. Velleman 
38 S. Orchard Dr., Amherst, MA 01002, (413) 253-2201,
«daniel.j.velleman.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Education–College University, 
Amherst College, Math Dept., Amherst, MA 01002-5002
Spouse/Partner: Shelley

Eleftherios H. Vidas 
2301 N St. NW #617, Washington, DC 20037, (202) 785-9823
Occupation: Consulting, Energy and Environmental
Analysis Inc., 1655 North Fort Myer Drive, Arlington,
VA 22209-3108, (703) 528-1900

William C. Vinton 
Bill 
3816 Old County Road, Waterford, VT 05819-9468,
(802) 748-4002
Occupation: Education–Secondary, St. Johnsbury
Academy, Saint Johnsbury, VT 05819, (802) 748-8171
Spouse/Partner: Jane

David William Virgien 
123 Russell Street, Apt. 4, Brooklyn, NY 11222-4203,
(718) 383-2084
Occupation: Creative Arts
Spouse/Partner: Regina

Charles F. Visser 
Charlie 
829 Detroit Street, Denver, CO 80206
Occupation: 200 East Randolph, Chicago, 
IL 60601-7125, (312) 856-2319
Spouse/Partner: Elizabeth
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Elizabeth Rumely Visser 
Betsy 
829 Detroit, Denver, CO 80206, (720) 570-3456,
«ervisser@aol.com»
Occupation: Legal, Padgitt Padgitt & Peppey, 560 Green
Bay Road, Winnetka, IL 60093, (847) 446-2900
Spouse/Partner: Charles

George A. Walker 
Andy 
193 Beechwood Avenue, Summerside, Prince Edward
Island C1N 2J2, Canada, (902) 436-2700,
«george.a.walker.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Legal, M. F. Schurman Ltd., 19 Eustane
Street, Summerside, Prince Edward Island C1N 3H9,
Canada, (902) 436-4291, Fax (902) 436-1144
Spouse/Partner: Carol

Robin Walker 
See Robin Walker Swarn

Mary Kay Walkush 
See Mary Kay Walkush Beach 

Frederick M. Wall 
Fred 
1138 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, IL 60202, (847) 869-9116,
«frederick.m.wall.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Investments, Salomon Smith Barney,
8700 Sears Tower, Chicago, IL 60606-6336, (312) 876-8768

Marie Talbot Wallace 
68 Clark Road, Lowell, MA 01852-3206, (978) 458-8502
Occupation: Creative Arts

Susan G. Walter 
68 East State Street #4, Montpelier, VT 05602-3142
Occupation: 68 East State St. #4, Montpelier, VT 05602

Joshua D. Warach MD 
536 Bruns Lane Suite 2A, Springfield, IL 62702-6652,
(217) 787-7337
Occupation: Medical, Suite 4J, 536 Bruns Lane Suite 2A,
Springfield, IL 62702-6652, 
(217) 787-7337, Fax (217) 787-9338
Spouse/Partner: Alegria

Laurence F. Ward 
10 Porter Terrace, West Roxbury, MA 02132-2520,
(617) 725-8100, «lfward@earthlink.net»
Occupation: Government–State, Massachusetts
Appeals Court, 1500 New Courthouse, Boston, MA
02108-1701, (617) 725-8088

Simon V. Ward III MD 
Sandy 
1205 Rutledge Avenue, Charlotte, NC 28211-2925,
(704) 362-0253
Occupation: Medical, Rankin Women's Center, 1718
E. 4th Street #307, Charlotte, NC 28204, (704) 384-1620
Spouse/Partner: Sherry
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John Warner IV 
RR 1 Box 114, Kenney, IL 61749-9738

Catherine Waterman 
48 Mayfair, Aliso Viejo, CA 92656-2851, 
(949) 831-1722, «wpl@speed.net»
Occupation: Education–College University, 
Rancho Santiago Community College, Suite 118, 
901 East Santa Ana Blvd., Santa Ana, CA 92701-3920,
(714) 564-5415, Fax (714) 835-9008

Frank B. Waterous PhD CFE 
8573 East Nassau Avenue, Denver, CO 80237-1706,
(303) 773-9361
Occupation: Government–Federal, U.S. General
Accounting Office, Denver Regional Office, 
1244 Speer Blvd Suite 800, Denver, CO 80204-3585,
(303) 572-7306, Fax (303) 572-7433
Spouse/Partner: Colleen

Edward F. Waters 
3 Pines Farm, Hartland, VT 05048, (802) 291-9867,
«efwaters@valley.net»
Occupation: Tucker Design Ltd., 31 A Street, Wilder,
VT 05088, (802) 296-6933, Fax (802) 436-3082

James S. Watson III MD 
Stew 
512 Shady Circle Drive, Rocky Mountain, 
NC 27803-1715, (252) 446-4088, «swatson@seacs.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Young Republicans, President;
Phi Delta Alpha; Flying Club; golf; tennis; skiing
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: MD, University of Cincinnati, 1980
Occupation: Emergency Physician, Southeastern Acute
Care Specialists, PO Box, Rocky Mountain, NC 27804,
(252) 446-4088
Spouse/Partner: Susan; 
Ophthalmologist; Interests: Sailing, skiing, flying, cooking
Jessica, 18, Phillips Andover
Emily, 15
Jimmy, 13
Julia, 12

Ann Waugh 
See Ann Waugh Page

George F. Wearn 
PO Box 1350, Graham, WA 98338-1350, (360) 893-4255
Occupation: Aviation, United Airlines Inc., San Francisco
Int'l. Airport, Building 575, San Francisco, CA 94128-3575

Steven D. Webster 
64 Krug Road, Underhill, VT 05489-9426, (802) 899-3765,
«stevew@sburl.k12.vt.us»
Occupation: Education–Secondary, S. Burlington
School District, 500 Dorset Street, South Burlington,
VT 05403-6233
Spouse/Partner: Barbara
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Deborah Hope Wedgeworth 
210 Cedar St., Hempstead, NY 11550-5232, 
(516) 481-6044, «dhopewedgeworth@aol.com» or
«deborah.hope.wedgeworth.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Member, Board of Overseers,
The Hopkins Center and Hood Museum of Art; Member,
Dartmouth College Alumni Council—Nominating and
Trustee Search Committee; Committee on Athletics
Sponsor, Summer/Off-campus student internships;
Immediate Past Treasurer and Executive Committee
Member, Black Alumni of Dartmouth Association

Major: French/Education
Graduate Study: JD, Georgetown University Law
Center, 1984
Occupation: Vice President and General Counsel,
Citigroup Global Compliance, Citigroup Inc., 
425 Park Ave., 3rd Floor, New York, NY 10043, 
(212) 559-2638 
Derek R. Wedgeworth, 21, Dartmouth College ’01 
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Katherine R. Weeks 
Katy 
126 Massachusetts Ave., Harvard, MA 01451-1704,
(978) 456-6832, «krweeks@oees.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Glee Club, Phi Tau
Major: Music
Graduate Study: MBA, Boston University, 1981; BS,
Civil Engineering, University of Massachusetts Lowell,
1997; MS, Environmental Engineering, University of
Massachusetts Lowell, 1999
Occupation: Environmental remediation,
Environmental Engineer, AMEC, 239 Littleton Road,
Westford, MA 01886, (978) 692-9090
Interests: Gilbert and Sullivan (with the Sudbury Savo-
yards for over 15 years as chorus member, props and cos-
tume manager, board member, chairman of the board).
Hobbies include hiking, windsurfing, quilting, sailing, and
singing. Dave and I have traveled to Switzerland, New
Zealand, Alaska, the Rockies, the Olympics, the Cascades,
the Canadian Rockies—does there seem to be a trend
here? Over the years have been involved in the communi-
ty in recycling, hospice work, and adult education tutor. 
Spouse/Partner: David (Dave) Kay; BS, Electrical Engi-
neering, WPI; Has written many books in the “For Dum-
mies” series; Intense involvement in wildlife tracking
with Paul Rezendes (nature photographer for the Dart-
mouth Alumni Magazine), teaches wildlife track and
sign classes to local communities and groups such as the
Audubon Society; Activities include Gilbert and Sullivan
(also with Sudbury Savoyards for 15 years, set designer
for many shows), hiking, windsurfing, sailing, singing
Children: N/A. However, we do have a dog we got from
a rescue organization, a golden retriever named Alex.
He’s a wonderful 4-year old puppy!

Since graduating from Dartmouth, I have changed
my course in life several times: teacher, supervisor,
and manager in healthcare operations, and now
environmental engineer. It’s been a very rich and
rewarding life so far, and it looks like it’s only going
to get better.

I have to say up front that my years at Dartmouth
were not happy ones. It was very difficult being in
the first class of women. I think I lost whatever
center I had at the time. Looking back, I think that
Dartmouth and I were not a very good fit for each
other, and I probably would have both done better
at and been able to contribute more to another
school. I know this is not true for many other women
in the class of ’76, but it was for me.

Favorite memories about Dartmouth include certain
classes, among those being with Professors Kemeny
(Math), Sleznick (Math), Bradley (Classics), and
Berthold (Religion); activities and friendships made
at Phi Tau; and of course the natural beauty of the
Upper Valley. At least one friendship, with Jordan
Young (’76) and his family, has been lots of fun
over the intervening years. My father, John Weeks
’44 currently lives in Hanover, and my husband
Dave and I always enjoy dropping in to see him.
Paul Rahmeier, who was Chaplain of the College
during at least 1972–1973, was a big help to me in
freshman year, and it was a nice surprise to see him
at UMass Lowell when I returned to school in 1994.

How did beliefs and goals change over the years?
Hmmm. If you asked me ten years ago whether I’d
be essentially starting over in the environmental
field after a career in the health care field, I would
have said, “No way!” However, about eight years ago,
my way of life began to change. Life became more
fun when I didn’t worry as much about what people
think of me and started becoming interested in
ideas, people, and activities for themselves. It’s easier
to take risks knowing that flopping is not a big deal.
Engineering is fun. (I know, this sounds like an oxy-
moron to most folks.) It’s fun to work and play with
different types of people, rather than people “just
like me.” It’s easier to understand what motivates
other people, because I’m not so much in my own
way. My goals right now are to give something of
value to this world of ours, to enjoy it, and to share
it with those I love and who love me.

What were moments of doubt? They include the
years at and after Dartmouth, where I didn’t know
what to do with my life. I think life was one big doubt
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up until around 1979, when career and personal life
started to come together. Work at Harvard Commu-
nity Health Plan was a very rewarding experience
—good bosses, good coworkers, many of whom
became good friends. I met Dave at an Episcopal
group for young adults (we’re now Unitarians), and
in 1989, we got married. We enjoy wildlife tracking,
hiking, sailing, our dog, and sharing the stage in
Gilbert and Sullivan shows.

In 1991, a medical information system project I was
working on at HCHP was canned—so I began to
rethink goals and objectives. That led to the environ-
mental field, what with working outside and using
analytical and project management skills. After talk-
ing with a lot of people, it became clear that going
back to school was in order. UMass Lowell is rea-
sonably priced, was easy to commute to from Har-
vard, and had a solid reputation in the industry. I
had a great education there, probably because this
time I knew what I wanted. So now I work on fig-
uring out if there are problems with a site, what

the problems are, and possible
ways to clean up the site, and
then I implement cleanup strate-
gies. The company I work for
(AMEC, formerly Ogden) has
very interesting work and smart,
fun colleagues. Working with
soil is a challenge, because it’s
a very complex medium: you

can’t see more than about one inch into the sub-
surface, so you often have to make a WAG (wild-ass
guess) as to what’s down there. When you have some
information, you can then make a SWAG (Scientific
WAG), which helps, but is still messy. It’s fun. Isn’t
that what life is all about?

Stuart B. Weeks 
1 Memorial Dr., Temple, NH 03084, (603) 878-4315,
«sbweeks@compuserve.com»
Major: Political Science & Comparative Literature
Graduate Study: Masters, Emerson College, Sussex,
England
Occupation: Founder, Director, The Center for
American Studies
Spouse/Partner: Juliane Weeks; Teacher and musician
Christian, 19 (Dartmouth freshman)
Daniel, 17, heading to Yale
Tim, high school sophomore
Sophia, 8th grader, the apple of my eye

To find the meaning in my Dartmouth experience,
I need to see it in context. The context of both
those years and of my own life.

The years, themselves, the ’60s and ’70s, were not
easy ones. How to describe them, never mind sum
them up? Words fail me. Perhaps King said it best,
“I have a dream.” And so had I, and so, I believe,
had many of us, a dream ... .

Prior to Dartmouth, I had left high school, such as
it was, in 1971. With the turbulence of those years,

there was little formal edu-
cation going on. My path
took me to Paris where I
entered fully into the life of
that remarkable city, includ-
ing witnessing the massive
student demonstrations that

often culminated in Place St. Michael, named for the
archangel who slays the dragon. A passage I wrote
in the following years comes to heart and mind, a
kind of leitmotif that has marked my life.
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“My time in Paris had been devoted to writing. One
late afternoon, in particular, I recall. I was across
the river from Place St. Michael at the entrance of
the Tuileries Gardens. Alone, I paused on the top
step and glanced about. Memories of boyhood fish-
ing days rose up within me, as I felt something in
the garden tugging gently at me.

Instead of responding to the “nibble,” as I had done
often and unconsciously over the preceding months
in Paris’s varied and inviting districts, I resisted the
pull to step forward, pencil and paper in hand, to
discover what the “catch” might be: a poem, pas-
sage, or eventual short story. Poised on the step, I
found myself playing with the “line,” as the nibble
returned, gentle but firm, tightening that invisible
thread which, I realized in that moment, connected
me with the depths.”

On that spring day in 1971, I set myself the task of
reeling the line in. Along the way, I realized some-
thing that had stayed with me over the ensuing years.
As afternoon passed on into evening, and the sounds
of protests swelled again from across the river, I
realized that what the thousands of gathering stu-
dents were searching, even fighting, for was exact-
ly what I, in that moment, had happened upon,
“hooked”: the experiences slight, imperceptible as
a nibble, of something invisible and yet, neverthe-
less, real.

With that realization came another: the problem
was that we had packed the square so full with our
anger, pain, sadness that there wasn’t the space to
experience any but the coarsest and most abrupt,
most visible of realities.

Following my time in Paris, I spent a year in Up With
People, a year in which not only was the world (lit-
erally) my classroom, but my fellow cast members,
American and international, represented all walks of
life, ethnic, racial, and socio-economic backgrounds.
There was a lot to learn. I’m still doing so.

And then there was Dartmouth. To be honest, I
only applied to one college, hoping I wouldn’t get
in. But, apparently it was time to return to ways more
straight and narrow. When I look back at my Dart-
mouth Experience, my emotions are mixed. It was
hard to relate the largely white, male, upper-middle/
upper class Ivy college to the rest of the world I had
experienced over the preceding years.

Similarly, I found much of the learning at Dartmouth
somehow irrelevant, at least for me. When I think

back, the words that stand out were words spoken
not by one of Dartmouth’s professors, but by a
speaker that a friend and I had brought to campus,
Dick Gregory: “I hope you young folks don’t spend
all your time here at college learning how to make a
living. Rather, I hope you learn how to live. Because
once you learn how to live, making a living is the
easiest thing in the world.”

Along with Dick Gregory, there were three teachers
who had a deep influence on my life, all of whom
were to become dear friends. The first, Werner
Kleinhart, spent the 10th–15th years of his youth
in the death camps of Siberia as an East German
prisoner after the war. Having thus experienced the
effects of ignorance, the lesson he taught me was
the inestimable value of knowledge.

The second, Stephen Dedier, was at Dartmouth for
one semester as a Mobil Fellow. As it turned out, I
was his only student that summer. After he delivered
his lecture to me in the classroom, he took me back
to his home for meals and shared stories about the
Yugoslavian Revolution that he had found himself
in the midst of as a freedom fighter. He, too, had
learned many of his most valuable lessons outside
of the classroom.
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The third teacher was Dick Eberhart, Dartmouth’s
beloved poet laureate. My frequent visits to Dick’s
home along the river are still vivid in my memory.
Dick exemplified Emerson’s words: “We fancy we
hate poets, but we’re all poets and mystics.” Human
beings, human Beings, Human Beings! Imagine .. . .

Along with the teachers, Dartmouth gave me a
handful of good friends and another of fond
acquaintances, all of whom I regret I haven’t stayed
in closer touch with over the years. But, that’s prob-
ably because of the ambivalence I felt about the
College and those years. Recently, in reading about
the origin of the liberal arts, I’ve come closer to
understanding that ambivalence. The original pur-
pose of the liberal arts was, simply put, to lead the
human soul to a connection with the spirit. I remem-
ber pausing in the psychology department office
with the course guide in my hand, thinking: “Can it
be?” There’s not one course description that speaks
of the psyche, the soul. Everything is either behav-
iorist, or, from what I was able to discern, refers to
the human being as a mechanism-inhuman?

What can one say? The lesson of the Luxembourg
Gardens returns to mind: Sometimes you have to
resign yourself to knowing the presence of some-
thing by its absence. I look forward to returning to
the College for our 25th reunion, because I trust my
story is not unique, that there are more old “mates”
than I bumped into over those years who’ve sought
similarly to keep the dream alive. It would be nice
to hear from any and all. Perhaps there’s a thread
we can pick up at the class roundtable, “Balancing
the Bottom and Top Lines: Principal/Principles,”
that can give not only the past years added mean-
ing, but those, as well, to come? How does the old
expression go: To those to whom much is given,
much is expected?

My respects. Stuart B. Weeks

Ethan S. Weiner MD 
20 Chapman Drive, East Lyme, CT 06333-1001, 
(860) 739-9405, «ethanw6258@aol.com»
Occupation: Pharmaceuticals, Pfizer Inc., Groton, 
CT 06333, (860) 441-5416
Spouse/Partner: Diana

John R. Weinstein 
PO Box 294, Redondo Beach, CA 90277-0294
Occupation: Medical

Mark Weisbard 
1706 Central Ave., Wilmette, IL 60091-2406, 
(847) 256-0270, «mweisbard@rookspitts.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Alpha Theta, Dartmouth
Symphony Orchestra
Major: Government
Graduate Study: JD, Northwestern University School
of Law, 1979
Occupation: Attorney, Rooks, Pitts and Poust, 
10 S. Wacker Dr., Suite 2300, Chicago, IL 60606, 
(312) 627-2161
Spouse/Partner: Ellie Weisbard
Substitute teacher
Interests: Photography and gardening
Matt, 13, Wilmette Jr. High
Emily, 11, Highcrest Middle School

Frances W. Welch 
1039 Carey Scarborough Road, Natchitoches, 
LA 71457-6937, (318) 472-8556,
«welchf@alpha.nsula.edu»
Occupation: Education–College University,
Northwestern State University, Student Support Services,
Natchitoches, LA 71497-0001, 
(318) 357-5901, Fax (318) 357-5676
Spouse/Partner: Arthur
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Mark M. Weld 
1 Huntington Avenue, Apt. #704, Boston, 
MA 02116-5732, (617) 742-5335
Occupation: Real Estate, Jones Lang Wootton USA,
One Federal Street, Boston, MA 02110-2012, 
(617) 482-6700
Spouse/Partner: Leah

Bede W. Wellford 
142 Ward Street, Hingham, MA 02043-4806, 
(781) 740-4362
Occupation: Manufacturing, Airxchange Inc., 
401 VFW Drive, Rockland, MA 02370-1159, 
(781) 871-4816
Spouse/Partner: Nina

Nancy Hedges Wendler 
2200 D Avenue NE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52402-6337,
(319) 362-1602
Occupation: Home Manager
Spouse/Partner: Guy

Deborah R. West 
Debye 
15719 Fox Marsh Drive, Moseley, VA 23120-1601,
(804) 639-3844, «debye@aol.com»
Occupation: Home Manager, Just 4-U Enterprises,
Fax (804) 639-3744
Spouse/Partner: Robert

Douglas West 
1127 Jefferson Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11221-5109,
(718) 452-0704

Michael D. Wethern 
217 Almeria, West Palm Beach, FL 33405-1203, 
(561) 659-2337

Robert O. Wetzel 
Bob 
PO Box 1269, 18 Fernwood Road, Raymond, 
ME 04071, (207) 655-2118, «rowgsw@aol.com» 
Dartmouth Activities: Glee Club, WDCR, Sig Ep,
Handel Society, Dartmouth Players
Major: Economics
Graduate Study: MM, J.L. Kellogg School of Manage-
ment, Northwestern University, 1982
Occupation: Partner, Accenture (formerly Andersen
Consulting), One Financial Plaza, Hartford, CT 06103,
(860) 756-2749, «robert.o.wetzel@accenture.com»
Interests: Music, gardening, collecting antique maps
Spouse/Partner’s Name: Gretchen (Spalding) ’77
Nurse Midwife, mother, pianist
Peter, 22, Connecticut College
Hans, 19, Reed College
Ingrid, 16, Yarmouth (ME) High Schooll

I was betrayed by the Dartmouth Plan. Yes, that
grand experiment which was designed to transform
the College, and for which the class of ’76 were the
guinea pigs, left me behind in the maze—or so I
thought at the time.

For the first 20 years of my post-Dartmouth expe-
rience, I believed that I was one of the victims of
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the Dartmouth Plan. Thanks largely to the nature
of the D Plan, and the lack of experience in inter-
preting its impact on people, I found myself pro-
pelled through Dartmouth like a rocket. After only
three years, I found myself walking across the com-
mencement platform on the Baker Lawn to accept
a degree that I hardly remember earning. As a result,
I gave up a full year’s opportunity to get to know
you, my classmates. I spent a summer term more
characterized by debauchery than scholarship. I never
learned to ski, spending one winter term on LSA in
France, and a second holed up in Sanborn with an
overloaded schedule necessary to get me to gradu-
ation by June ’75. And I never had the chance to
“go deep” into one or more of the intellectual or
extracurricular pursuits that Dartmouth had to offer.
In summary, I got screwed by the Dartmouth Plan.

But time has a way of providing perspective on
youthful anger, and I now take a somewhat more
revisionist view of that time in my personal history.
In fact, I have almost come to believe that the expe-
rience was good for me. First and foremost, there
were the women that the D Plan brought to Dart-
mouth. As a shy guy, I would never have survived
the road trip/fraternity mating rituals. Instead, I
found future partner, soulmate, and wife (Gretchen
Spalding) sitting next to me in class and working
next to me backstage in Center Theatre. God bless
you, D Plan!

Then, there was the career influence. The intensity
of the program literally burned me out, forcing me
to postpone the grand plan of law school for a real
job. This detour from “the plan” quickly demonstrat-
ed that I had no real interest or capacity for law.
Rather, my mind was better suited to the ambiguity

and intensity of management
consulting, a career in which
I ultimately succeeded beyond
my dreams.

The opportunity that the D
Plan afforded for language
study was another major influ-
ence. Thanks to the trauma
of an LSA term in Bourges,
when the request came later

in my career to take an expatriate assignment, it was
easy to say “yes.” After four months in provincial
France, three years in urban Germany sounded easy
—and three years became six spent in Germany,
Switzerland, France, and England.

Finally, my continuing resentment for the D Plan,
has caused me to seek more connectedness with
Dartmouth in other ways—alumni activity, fundrais-
ing, interviewing. And all of these have provided me
with great opportunities both to meet other Dart-
mouth people, and to catch up on some of those
things missed in my “lost year.”

So, at the end of the day, did the experiment work?
Ultimately yes, but I have to say that it was a painful
process for many of us. I look forward to cramming a
year of lost relationships into a few days of reunions!

John C. Whistler 
10 Nayatt Road, Barrington, RI 02806-3318, 
(401) 247-0776, «103043.1633@compuserve.com»
Occupation: Consulting, Barrington U.S. Consulting,
10 Nayatt Road, Barrington, RI 02806-3318, 
(401) 247-0776, Fax (401) 247-7624
Spouse/Partner: Mary

Anne White 
See Anne White Katlic
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Randy White
160 Sheridan Road, Winnetka, IL 60093-1555, (847)
501-3075, Fax (847) 501-3085, «rwhite@saralee.com»
Dartmouth Activities: WDCR/WFRD-FM, Hopkins
Center, Tri-Kap, Green Key
Major: Economics/Mathematics
Graduate Study: MBA, Harvard, 1978
Occupation: Business, Sara Lee Corporation, 3 First
National Plaza Chicago, IL 60602, (312) 558-8383
Spouse/Partner: Lisa Bowers White
Homemaker; Interests: Reading, travel, performing
arts, raising two boys
Adam, 15
Kip, 9

This 25th Reunion year finds us living a happy, healthy,
and very busy existence in suburban Chicago.

We are tremendous fans of this city. Adam, 15, and
Kip, 9, love the museums, entertainment, and expe-
riences on offer, enjoy their schools, and have a great
group of friends. Lisa and I are both involved exten-
sively with the performing arts with a special focus
on The Goodman Theatre, Hubbard Street Dance
Chicago, and the Ravinia Festival. My interest in
the performing arts got started with The Hop and
I’ve been able to grow and indulge it since.

Lisa is also very active in the boys’ schools and directs
the never-ending renovation of our home (the fourth
and, we hope, last such project we’ve undertaken).
We retreat often to another home in Blowing Rock,
N.C.—a small town high in the Blue Ridge Moun-
tains. It complements Chicago almost perfectly,
offering a slice of life not unlike Hanover, and gets
us close to Lisa’s family, which is an added bonus.

Interest in our world’s cultures and travel was a pas-
sion that took hold for me at Dartmouth and it has
become a big part of our lives, mine for business
and all of ours for new and fascinating experiences.

We’ve been able to visit some pretty diverse parts of
the world and have a long list of future destinations.
So far, Lisa and I have had some success in ensur-
ing that our boys know there is a big, varied, and
valued world out there waiting for them to engage
in its opportunities.

And the greatest excitement for us these days is
watching our two guys grow and begin that process
of engagement. Somehow for me, a simple trip a
few weeks ago brought all of this together when
Lisa and the boys treated me to a visit to the Rock
’n’ Roll Hall of Fame. I won’t get into defending
Cleveland or touting its renaissance (which it has
truly had), but the experience with our two sons at
the museum was a genuine pleasure that went way
beyond my expectations. It was especially interest-
ing in thinking about this 25th Reunion letter.

Both our boys are fans of music. Adam plays and
studies Irish flute and Kip loves singing. Also, for
some miraculous reason they seem to gravitate most

strongly to the music of
our college days. Currently
and unexpectedly they are
big, intense fans of Jimi
Hendrix, the Beatles, Eric
Clapton, and Jethro Tull.
They listen more closely than
I ever did to the lyrics (a
mixed blessing leading to
amazing questions, as we
all know), and Adam even
has a picture of Ian Ander-
son as his screen saver. So

I knew we would easily share in enjoying the music,
pictures, film clips, memorabilia, and all.

What was unexpected and quite striking was to sense
and remember the tremendous spirit and energy of
those days. While much is made of the defiance and
protest of our time, I always felt that, in the main,
the attitude was a self-affirming and positive one.
Such an attitude does not appear to be as broadly or
strongly held by the current generation and perhaps
that is part of what underlies the renewed interest
in our “old” music.

In any event, just hearing and seeing the music and
performances at this museum is an unadulterated
joy. But the real magic comes in sharing in our chil-
dren’s discovery of this time and then having the rare
privilege of being the unqualified expert (whether
deservedly or not) in describing and interpreting all
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that they are seeing. While we’ve never had a shortage
of opportunities to answer questions as parents, it
is a remarkable and delicious experience to be the
authority on something deemed by your kids to be
a cool and unexplored wonder. And for that won-
der to be a phenomenon that animated—and still,
to this day, animates—our senses and emotions is
a thrill to savor and remember.

So we are looking forward to the reunion as yet anoth-
er way to revisit some of that spirit and energy, no
doubt diluted a bit by the years but just as surely ampli-
fied and enriched by all of our experiences since.

Kelley J. White MD 
276 West Haines Street, Philadelphia, PA 19144-3319,
(215) 844-3774
Occupation: Medical, Covenant House, 
251E Bringhurst St., Philadelphia, PA 19144-1799, 
(215) 844-1020

Susan A. White PhD 
Occupation: Education–College University, Bryn
Mawr College, Department of Chemistry, Bryn Mawr,
PA 19010, (610) 526-5107, Fax (610) 526-5086,
«swhite@brynmawr.edu»

Austin R. Whitehill 
44 Whittier Road, Wellesley, MA 02481-5238, 
(781) 237-5418, 
«austin.r.whitehill.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Consulting, CSC Consulting, 275 2nd
Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451, Fax (617) 332-2864
Spouse/Partner: Francine

Louis C. Whitsett 
2421 Popkins Lane, Alexandria, VA 22306-2446
Occupation: Government–Federal, United States Senate
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Bruce Wilkens 
Wilks 
197 Arlington Avenue, Elmhurst, IL 60126-3501, 
(630) 279-2369, «iskidblblk@aol.com»
Occupation: Industrial Equipment, Wilkens-Anderson
Co., 4525 W. Division St., Chicago, IL 60651-1674,
(773) 384-4433, Fax (773) 384-6260
Spouse/Partner: Elizabeth Howard Wilkens ’76

Beth Howard Wilkens
197 Arlington Ave., Elmhurst, IL 60126-3501, 
(630) 279-2369, «bbwilkens@mediaone.net» or 
«elizabeth.howard.wilkens.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Dartmouth Activities: Winter Sports, C&T, Field
Hockey, lacrosse
Major: Classics
Occupation: Computer Programmer
Spouse/Partner: Bruce Wilkens ’76
Matt, 21, Dartmouth ’01
Julie, 19, Dartmouth “03
John, 16, Fenwick High School

Recall: Sara, remember that winter term living over
Tony’s Pizza with me on crutches and Jeff Plunkett’s
puppy, Rosa, running around our room, chewing
up our shoes? Well, maybe you’ve blotted out that
memory. But I’ve got lots more! Beginning freshman
year with buying a keg (it was legal then) to entice
helpers to paint our room bright yellow—somehow
it turned out all right. Our North Mass raids on
Wheeler and vice-versa—oh, those Juvenile tricks,
trying to build snow walls, Saran Wrap on our toilets,
sheesh, guys! Those Winter Sports trips to freezing
cabins to run races, C&T work trips and those

minutes! And Klister! Oh yes, they were really great
years. It’s all coming back to me, but I better stop
before I give my kids any more ideas.

Relive: Bruce and I have been really lucky to be able
to relive (well, almost) those great years through our
son, Matt ’01 (who we hope will have graduated the
weekend before you read this), and daughter, Julie
’03. It’s been tough being forced to return to the
Hanover Plain a couple times a year, but we take
our parental duties seriously. And anyway, embar-

rassing your kids is a lot of
fun! Although it can be
expensive. It seems they
won’t talk to us unless we
take them and a dozen of
their friends out to dinner.
And then there was the sum-
mer we had to drop a few
bucks at Dan and Whit’s to
buy an inner tube, a small
blow-up boat (for Bruce),
a styro cooler for our six-

pack, and two genuine Dan and Whit’s T-shirts (to
protect us from the sun, not hide our fat) just to float
down the river and make sure Matt didn’t get pushed
off his fraternity raft and drown at Tubestock.

Renew: Well, I know I can’t renew this old body, but
I really am excited at the thought of seeing friends
from those four wonderful years I spent at Dart-
mouth. And if I can’t remember your name right
away, please help me out: it seems I become more
afflicted with brain freezes every year. But I do want
to see you to share those old memories and create
a few more.

Reflect: I guess I can just say I’ve been very blessed
—not sure why, but I have been. I never started that
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computer company I was planning on (some guy
named Bill Gates beat me to it while I was chang-
ing diapers), but I’ve had a happy and full life. I’m
still programming, still being a mother, a wife, a
volunteer—and I wouldn’t give it up for any of
that other guy’s millions. I’m married to my best
friend and we’re looking forward to enjoying the
next 25 years together; maybe we’ll be sitting on a
cabin deck looking out over Golden Pond or, I
hope, still skiing or hiking in the woods, but, God
willing, we’ll both be here to do it together. We’ve
raised three great kids (at least we think so; you
know how parents are) and we love them. Not
much more to say, except knowing Bruce, this may
have to suffice for both our essays. I hope not. We
hope life has been as good for all of you.

God bless,

Beth Howard Wilkens

David S. Willey 
2016 Brookford, Toledo, OH 43614-4304, 
(419) 382-9197
Occupation: Manufacturing, Owens-Illinois Inc.
Spouse/Partner: Dena

Linda Johnson Williams 
1545 Promontory Road, Boise, ID 83702-3043, 
(208) 345-1493
Occupation: Creative Arts
Spouse/Partner: Shane

Paul D. Williams MD 
317 SE Willow Way, Lees Summit, MO 64063-2927,
(816) 524-8412
Occupation: Medical, Pediatric Associates, 4400
Broadway, Kansas City, MO 64111-3375
Spouse/Partner: Debra

Peter C. Williams 
80 Poplar Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201-6900, 
(718) 625-6313, 
«peter.c.williams.76@alum.dartmouth.org»
Occupation: Legal, Reid & Priest, 40 West 57th
Street, New York, NY 10019-4097
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Reggie Williams 
503 Jennifer Lane, Windermere, FL 34786-8400, 
(407) 876-4498, «reggie.williams@disney.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Varsity Football, Wrestling,
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Major: Psychology
Graduate Study: PhD, NFL School Of Hard Knocks
Occupation: Vice President, Disney Sports and Recre-
ation, Walt Disney World, PO Box 10000, Lake Buena
Vista, FL 32830, (407) 938-3540
Interests: Travel, food and wine, music
Julien, 18
Jarren, 17
Kellen, 8

As I reflect upon the Dartmouth experience, there
is an overwhelming sense of gratitude for the differ-
ence that Hanover made in paving the way for “the
great life” that certainly can’t be replicated on any
other college campus anywhere else.

Certainly, when you go to a place like Dartmouth
you buy into the great tradition of the institution,
that which recognizes that many individuals estab-
lished a standard of accomplishment that certainly

was a lighthouse as we travel our own lives on both
calm seas and turbulent waters.

The essence of my Dartmouth memories revolves
around friends and relationships that stood the test
of time. My best friend was Lenny Nichols, Class
of 1976. You have to understand that Lenny came
out of New York as an all state linebacker. I came out
of Michigan as an all-nothing linebacker. During our
freshman football tryouts, Coach Jake Crouthamel
determined that I should be a linebacker and that
Lenny needed to move his position. Even though he
wasn’t my best friend then, he demonstrated just a
tremendous amount of team compassion by willingly
moving to offensive guard. This sacrificed his own
possible future in pro sports and thus set the stage
so that I could meet the coach’s, the team’s, and my
own individual athletic potential. Lenny became my
roommate. We pledged Alpha Phi Alpha side by
side. Whenever I went and had special Dartmouth
experiences, Lenny was there. He was with me during
language studies abroad in Mexico City. I was with
him when we both went to the University of Cal-
ifornia/San Diego experience. When I graduated
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after my senior football season, I went to live in White
Plains, New York, near Lenny’s hometown. It was
there that I was called by the Cincinnati Bengals and
told that I was drafted in the third round.

Probably, nothing will surpass the team accomplish-
ment of the 1973 Dartmouth football season, our
sophomore year where we started off 0 and 3. This
of course followed four consecutive Ivy League
championships that graced the Hanover Plain. Beyond
our locker room, few people believed in the oppor-
tunities for that team to be successful. Certainly,
winning the remaining six games and becoming Ivy
League champion for the fifth consecutive year, there
were many lessons in perseverance, institutional pride,
and teamwork.

Probably the most poignant of all my Dartmouth
experiences was after our junior football season, where
we did a 180. We went 3 and 6. During that season
against Yale, Lenny went down with a knee injury.
Immediately, the call to arms amongst the team was,
They got Lenny. They got Lenny. And the whole team
reunited under that injury and rallied for an upset
victory. Everyone loved Lenny.

Being on campus that winter, I opted to again wres-
tle. In the first heavyweight match against Harvard,
I lost. On the bus ride back up from Cambridge,
looking out the iced-up windows, I had convinced
myself that it was okay to lose. That it was okay to

even quit wrestling because it wasn’t where I had my
passion. I was so excited about my conclusions that
I sought affirmation back at my dorm from Lenny
and our other roommate, Ken Mickens. His coun-
sel to me—in fact it was more than counsel, it was
more a sense of urgent destiny—was that I couldn’t
quit, that it wasn’t just me who was out there wres-
tling. Even if I lost, it was the effort, it was the com-
mitment to finishing what you started, that was as
important a part of the undergraduate experience
as anything. I learned the importance of friends and
fraternity brothers, and how roommates rely upon
each other. So, I went back out and continued to
wrestle and fortunately ended up Ivy League heavy-
weight champion.

So, when I graduated, I played pro football for the
Lennys of Dartmouth College. I played for all of
you and those in my family that expected more and
saw potential in me that I didn’t even see myself.

And now Lenny’s gone. We have our 25th reunion
to reflect upon all that the College has meant to us:

that is what the College means
to people that came before
us and those that have come
in the 25 years since we’ve
graduated. Most important,
it’s about the people that made
the Dartmouth Experience
so special.

I hope that at this 25th

reunion, you will have a
chance to spend quality, quiet

moments reflecting upon those that are indeed—
“The granite of New Hampshire, her muscle and
her brain.”

As the father of three sons, the oldest headed to
Michigan State this fall (hey, the colors are at least
green and white), I hope they each will have a Lenny
in their lives.
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Frank L. Wilson III 
2625 Orchard Run, NW, Atlanta, Georgia 30339, 
(770) 438-7259; Fax (770) 436-0735, 
«flwcyw@bellsouth.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Football, Lacrosse, Kappa
Sigma Fraternity
Major: History
Graduate Study: Juris Doctor, University of Georgia
School of Law, 1979
Occupation: Lawyer; principal of law firm, Wilson
Brock & Irby, LLC. Suite 700, Overlook I, 
2849 Paces Ferry Road, NW, Atlanta, Georgia 30339,
(404) 853-5050; Fax (404) 853-1812, 
«fwilson@wbilegal.com»
Interests: Youth sports coaching, reading, travel,
upland bird hunting, fly-fishing, golf
Spouse/Partner: Cathy Young Wilson
Converse College and Atlanta Arts Institute
Interior Designer and community volunteer
Frank L. Wilson IV, 19, United States Air Force Academy,
Colorado Springs, nose guard on Air Force football team
Campbell W. Wilson, 9, The Lovett School, Atlanta

I finished Dartmouth two quarters early in order to
return to Atlanta to marry my HTH. I missed many
good times which I would have had during the last
six months of my Senior year at Dartmouth — but
I am still married to her 25 years later, so I cannot
say that the decision was a bad one. Atlanta is still
talking about the antics of Goose Gleason, Rob
Swenson, Kevin Downing, Hammerin’ Hank
Ostwald, Scott Specht, and the rest of the repro-
bates who traveled to Atlanta in April of 1976 for
my wedding. The inebriated Dartmouth contingent
stood up in the dining room of the Piedmont Dri-
ving Club (a very formal and sometimes stuffy old
Atlanta institution) and sang Men of Dartmouth. The
incredible thing was that there were elderly gentlemen
at several of the other tables in the dining room who
stood up and sang with us (and there were not a large
number of Dartmouth graduates in Atlanta in 1976)
— a testimony to the love of Dartmouth graduates
for the College. In his toast at the rehearsal dinner,
Goose Gleason called me a “hedonist” — my wife’s
grandfather thought he said “heathen” and went to
his grave thinking his granddaughter had married one.

I returned to Georgia after leaving Dartmouth and
have lived a fairly conventional life. I have been blessed
in many ways. Since graduating from law school, I
have practiced law in Atlanta and have my own 14-
lawyer firm. I have been married to the same person
for 25 years and have two wonderful sons. I have
spent most of my time over the last 25 years working

(I have been accused of being a workaholic), but I
am now trying to change my ways — at least a little.
I live next door to my Dartmouth classmate, room-
mate, and fraternity brother, David Allman, but,
even so, we do not see each other often because we
are both so busy going in different directions. Our
sons were teammates on two Georgia High School
Wrestling State Championship teams so we did get
to see each other more during those years.

To borrow a line from the movie, The Natural, I
have learned during the years since graduation that
we have two lives — the one we learn with and the
one we live after we learn. When I started out, I
believed success, fame and fortune were the most
important goals. Over the last 25 years and after
having achieved some of these goals, I have learned

that family, friends, and rela-
tionships with people make
for a much richer life than
success, fame, and fortune
can ever provide. I have
not done a very good job of
maintaining the many won-
derful relationships with
classmates from Dartmouth
since graduation (not easy

from Atlanta) but hope to do a better job over the
next 25 years (the good Lord willing, if the creek
don’t rise, as we say down in Georgia).

My favorite Dartmouth memories are many (although
some I should not publicly discuss even 25 years
later). Here are a few — traveling from Boston to
West Lebanon Airport on Executive Airways to start
our Freshman year with Julie Miller, Joe Sillay, Jim
Clamage, Judy Yablong, and David Allman; get-
ting a late night “Za” at Tony’s; beer pong; food
fights at Thayer; the constant verbal insults (in good
fun, of course) exchanged by my roommates, David
Allman and Dave Lindberg; wandering around
Times Square with Tom Parnon after beating Prince-
ton to win the 1973 Ivy League Football champion-
ship and eating souvlaki (I think that’s how it’s spelled)
at 3 A.M. in an all-night Greek restaurant with which
Tom was familiar; winter term in Bourges, France,
with Goose Gleason, Bruce Bokor, and Nancy
Vickers; Tommy Fleming streaking across the
Green and through Baker Library in the middle of
winter; getting almost arrested in Florence, Italy,
with Goose Gleason because the Chianti got the
best of us at 2 in the morning and the locals did not
appreciate our rendition of O Solo Mio in the middle

There were 
elderly gentlemen
at several of 
the other tables 
who stood up 
and sang with us. 
Frank Wilson 



of a piazza; numerous nights spent with Rob
Swenson planning the creation of Swenwil Airlines,
which was to have been based in Alaska (Rob went
on to found two airlines, including AirTran, and now
lives in Alaska); and climbing over the gates of the
Football Stadium with Tom Parnon one of my last
nights on campus at the end of our Fall term Senior
year, pitching a tent and camping out on the 50-yard
line in the snow.

Paul K. Windrath 
Windy 
2612 Eunice Avenue, Red Wing, MN 55066-4107,
(651) 388-8524, «windrath@win.bright.net»
Dartmouth Activities: Swimming (4 years)
Major: Biology and Geography
Occupation: Swim Coach
Spouse/Partner: Mary Beth
Computer Database Programmer
No kids

Linda Winship 
3238 Hunterdon Way, Marietta, GA 30067, (770) 612-8095
Occupation: Medical, 1260 Concord Rd., Suite #201,
Smyrna, GA 30080-4378, (770) 436-2025

Cynthia M. Wolcott 
Cindi 
5 Madison Lane, Coto De Caza, CA 92679-5012, 
(949) 459-1125, «cwolcott@ptwww.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Piano recitals, Marching Band,
Green Key society, booting for distance on Frat Row
Major: Music
Graduate Study: JD, University of Southern California,
1985; Certified Public Accountant, State of California, 1983
Occupation: Attorney specializing in real estate law,
Palmieri, Tyler, Wiener, Wilhelm & Waldron LLP, 
2603 Main Street. Irvine, CA 92614, (949) 851-7268
Spouse/Partner: Jim Scott ’69; Attorney specializing
in corporate law, car racing, and planning, scheduling
and organizing our daughter’s tennis practices and
tournaments (a full-time job by itself)
Molly Wolcott Scott, 12

If I had to summarize the past 25 years in two words,
they would be “mother” and “career,” in that order.

Molly, born May 22, 1989, occupies the center of my
life and heart. As I write this I am reminded of the
change she has brought to my life, simply by being
alive. There is no question that if I were to list the
most influential people in my life, Molly would top
the list without peer.

Prior to her birth, my focus had been almost entirely
limited to my work and music. Now my focus has
expanded to school projects, ROXY clothes, choir,
Britney Spears and tennis, tennis, and more tennis.
I never imagined I would have a daughter who would
become a jock. God bless Title IX. “It’s a small law
but there are those who love it.” Molly plays USTA
junior tennis tournaments throughout Southern Cal-
ifornia, the most competitive junior tennis in the
country. Tennis is not seasonal; it is year-round with
tournaments almost every weekend, including sum-
mers and school vacations. It occupies most of our
leisure time. I am very proud of my daughter’s work
ethic, discipline, and commitment to this sport and
even more proud of the fact that she is a top student
while playing tennis 15–20 hours each week.

I have been a lawyer for 15 years for the same law
firm in Orange County, California. My practice spe-
cialty is real estate, a profession dominated by men.
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After I had Molly, I returned to work full-time and
became the first woman partner in my firm in 1992.
Eight years later, our firm has added only one other
woman partner, largely due to women deciding to
become part-time or to leave the profession to raise
children. I find this fact remarkable given that 50%
of law school classes are women. Our firm is not
unusual in this regard. I am the first one to admit
that it can be extremely difficult to raise children
and maintain a challenging career. My client develop-
ment activities outside of work are minimal, because
my evenings are devoted to my daughter. Although
I am a successful real estate attorney, I am not a
“mover and a shaker” in the real estate community.
I find that those women who leave careers to raise
family or work in part-time roles do not want to
admit that they made a conscious decision not to pur-

sue fully the goals that their
college education was intend-
ed to foster. The other admis-
sion which you rarely hear
from women who choose
to stay at home is that this
choice provides immunity
from the pressure of being
financially responsible for

their family. I would like to see honesty replace excus-
es. I am not a superwoman, but I am at least honest
about the choices I have made.

The other significant events in my life in the last 25
years are my move west and my “piano revival.” I
moved to Southern California in 1977. (I met my
husband at a Dartmouth Club of Orange County
meeting.) Although I miss the four seasons and the
lush green landscapes of New England, California
has given me the Pacific Ocean, the desert, Yosemite,
San Francisco, San Diego, and year-round sunshine.
From the small town homogeny of Hanover and
Claremont (where I was born) to the multicultural
cornucopia of California, my life has been broad-
ened in ways I could not imagine back at Dartmouth.

While looking for a piano teacher for my daughter,
I also discovered a piano teacher for myself. (By
the way, Molly hated piano; you cannot give your
children their passions.) After a 20-year hiatus, I
returned to taking lessons. Since then, I have given
two small piano recitals and rejoice in my amateur
musical renaissance.

Chet Wood 
See photo at Florentine Thomas’s entry
PO Box 423, Woodbury, CT 06798-0423, (203) 266-0141,
«cwood@rdg.boehringer-ingelheim.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Intramural softball, wrestling
Major: Psychology
Graduate Study: MD, Tufts University School of
Medicine, 1980
Occupation: Program Director, Allergy and Immunol-
ogy, Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals Inc., 
900 Ridgebury Road, PO Box 368, Ridgefield, 
CT 06877-0368, (203) 798-4483
Interests: Attending (assistant clinical professor of
pediatrics) at Yale pediatric immunology clinic, pho-
tography, travel
Spouse/Partner: Florentine Thomas ’76; Dartmouth
1976; MD, Tufts University, 1980; pediatrician
Stephen Alaric Thomas Wood, 18, Dartmouth 2005
Sumintra Dillon Wood, 16

Florentine and I are living in Woodbury, Conn.,
with our two children, Stephen, 18, and Sumintra,
16, and our much loved yellow Labrador, Zeus.
Woodbury has been our home for the past 14 years.
We came here to pursue our careers, loved the quaint
New England town, and have been very happy with
the area. I work doing drug research in the area of
immunology and allergy at Boehringer Ingelheim
Pharmaceuticals Inc., where I am the Program Direc-
tor–Allergy and Immunology. I also am an assistant
professor of pediatrics at Yale University, where I
see children with immune problems. Florentine works
as a pediatrician in a private practice in the local
community. Both of our children are away at a pri-
vate school in New Hampshire, The Phillips Exeter
Academy. Stephen is a senior and going through
the college admission process (including looking at
Dartmouth), Sumintra is a junior at the same school
and just beginning her college search. Stephen is
passionate about music, especially jazz, and plays the
trumpet. He also seems to want to study religion in
college. Sumintra is also passionate about music and
plays the flute in chamber orchestra as well as does
jazz. She seems interested in math and science.

We are looking forward to the reunion this summer
and seeing old friends. We will be staying at the
Hanover Inn for anyone looking for us.
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Don Woods
7200 East Cypresshead Drive, Parkland, FL 33067-1614,
(954) 340-0705, «dwoodsfl@aol.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Sig Ep Fraternity
Major: Chemistry
Graduate Study: Dartmouth Medical School, 1978
Occupation: Ophthalmologist, Coral Springs Eye Insti-
tute, 7886 West Sample Rd., Coral Springs, FL 33065,
(954) 752-6465
Spouse/Partner: Diane Rumore
Housewife; Interests: Tennis, art
April, 21, Rutgers Law School
Jessica, 20, University of Central Florida
Sally, 18, Douglas High School
Casey, 16, Douglas High School

Spend lots of time with your kids. Schedule at least
two family vacations each year. Shop for clothes with
your teenage daughter. Play Tomb Raider until 2 A.M.
with your son, but do not join him in tackle football.
It hurts for days.

Jonathan Woods 
140 S. Bell Ave., Yardley, PA 19067-1725, 
(215) 493-4959, «jonathan_woods@msn.com»
Occupation: Medical, Comprehensive Mental Health
Services, PO Box 591, Pennington, NJ 08534-0591,
(609) 737-7797
Spouse/Partner: Lisa

Kenneth Carr Wright MD 
Ken 
1525 Mount Vernon Rd., Charleston, WV 25314-2533,
(304) 342-0967, «kcw@aol.com» or
«kenneth.wright@camcare.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Co-op House, Outing Club,
Language Study Abroad (Bourges) 
Major: Philosophy
Graduate Study: MD, University of Michigan, 1980

Occupation: Physician (board certified in Physical Med-
icine & Rehabilitation, Spinal Cord Injury Medicine, and
Electrodiagnostic Medicine), Medical Director, Medical
Rehabilitation Center, Charleston Area Medical Center,
Charleston, WV 25325, (304) 388-6301
Interests: Professional: traumatic brain injury, spinal
cord injury, post-polio syndrome, management of spas-
ticity, electromyography, medical ethics. Personal: hik-
ing, mountain biking, white water rafting, cross-country
and downhill skiing, travel, literature, computers
Spouse/Partner: Barbara David Wright
BMus, Converse College; MA and PhD, Musicology,
University of Michigan; 
Associate Professor of Music, University of Charleston
Interests: Harpsichordist and organist; Choir Director
and Organist, St. Mark’s Episcopal Church
Laura Alice Wright, 18, incoming freshman, University
of South Carolina 
Lydia Katherine Wright, 16, 11th grade, George Wash-
ington High School 
Miriam Beatrice Wright, 14, 9th grade, John Adams
Jr. High School

After graduation from Dartmouth, I spent the next
four years in Ann Arbor, Michigan, at the University
of Michigan Medical School. While there I met my
wife, Barbara, who was working on a PhD in Musi-
cology. We were married on May 11, 1980, a few
weeks before my graduation. We spent the next
three years in Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota, where
I completed my residency in Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation while Barbara completed her thesis
and gave birth to our first daughter, Laura. In 1983,
we moved to Pittsburgh, where I taught at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh Medical School and our other
two daughters, Lydia and Miriam, were born. After
several rejected grant applications, I decided to
leave academics and in 1987 took a position as the
Medical Director of a brand new medical rehabilita-
tion center in Charleston, West Virginia, where we
have been ever since. West Virginia is much like New
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Hampshire and we enjoy hiking in the mountains,
mountain biking, white water rafting, and skiing. I
am happy in my career. My practice involves work-
ing with an interdisciplinary team of therapists,
nurses, and other health care professionals. It is
very satisfying to help people with brain injuries,
strokes, spinal cord injuries, and similar problems
work towards regaining independence. I am also
certified in electromyography — this provides intel-
lectual stimulation and allows me to play with some
neat electronics! I survey for the Commission on
Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF),
which allows me to travel around the country three
times a year.

I greatly enjoyed fathering my three daughters as
they grew up. The challenges are different now
that they are adolescents and prepare to strike out
on their own. I continue to be a voracious reader;

favorite subjects include
history, philosophy, science,
poetry, contemporary fic-
tion, and science fiction.
I work out regularly and
am in fairly good shape.
My main health concern
has been the diagnosis of

a leaky mitral heart valve, which will require surgery
someday. For the time being, it is completely asymp-
tomatic.

If I had written this five years ago, I could have
said a lot about how my values had changed since
Dartmouth. However, they are shifting again, so I
won’t comment here.

As I look back at our college years I am struck by
what a wonderful environment we had to learn in.
At the time I tended to take it for granted.

I appreciate now how much effort and money it
cost to provide such rich opportunities. I believe
my Dartmouth education prepared me well to be a
lifelong learner in all types of situations. As our soci-
ety changes ever faster, I am confident I have the
skills to continue to grow personally, intellectually,
and professionally as long as time permits.

Judith M. Yablong 
Judy 
725 Chilton Lane, Wilmette, IL 60091-2150, 
(847) 256-5433, «e2judy@hotmail.com»
Dartmouth Activities: Women’s swimming, Inter-
dormitory Council, Green Key Society, Intern to Pres.
Kemeny, Woodward Dorm Chair
Major: Math and Social Sciences
Graduate Study: MBA, University of Chicago Gradu-
ate School of Business, 1979
Occupation: Consultant in Business Strategy and
Marketing, Marketing Solutions, 725 Chilton Lane,
Wilmette, IL 60091, (847) 256-5433
Partner’s Name: Sam Judlo
Trader, Chicago Board of Trade
Interests: Collects rocks; music, running, cooking, trav-
el, rare books
Eric Yablong Minoff, 17, New Trier High School
Craig Yablong Minoff, 12, Wilmette Jr. High School

How things change, yet stay the same. After grad-
uating Dartmouth, I returned to bike with Buffy
’76 from Hanover to NYC to join family for travel
in Europe and Scandinavia prior to starting work,
while simultaneously attending the University of
Chicago Grad School of Business. I still spend time
with family, bike, travel, work, and study businesses.
There are some key events that have changed and
enhanced my life. These include the birth and mat-
uration of my sons, Eric (17) and Craig (12); my 
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marriage and divorce of my ex-husband; the strength
of mutual commitment between my soul partner-
in-life Sam and me; the joys of sharing and helping
my parents as they age; and the accomplishments
related to my business and volunteer ventures. I
never imagined the rewards and challenges that
would result from the effort to balance family, work,
exercise, and personal interests.

The reunion book editor asked many questions that
stirred me; I’ll try to respond to a few of them. Since
graduating Dartmouth, my belief structures have
been challenged but remain intact and stronger as
a result of my strides to overcome obstacles and
solve issues. The overall goals and beliefs I held
“after Dartmouth” haven’t really changed. Steady
is my belief and desire to strive and lead a happy,
healthy, productive, active life with an emphasis on
family. While I’ve tried to remain true to my goals,
I had to adapt to the challenges of a post-divorce
family. I feel blessed to have two wonderful sons
who are growing up to be spiritually and morally
fine individuals with diverse interests and high levels
of academic excellence. Influenced by my interests
in the outdoors, they too love to travel and seek
outdoor adventures including hiking, kayaking,

mountain biking, and
mingling with locals in
foreign countries. My
children and I have
been enriched by peo-
ple who have helped
care for my sons while

I was working, including men and women from the
Philippines, France, Sweden, and Switzerland. We’ve
been fortunate to extensively travel for pleasure and
outdoor adventure to countries in many of the
world’s continents.

A couple of my favorite moments at Dartmouth
were the many bike rides I took to Stockbridge,
Vermont. My love for outdoor adventure probably
has its origin from my freshman biking trip and
participation in Outward Bound and DOC adven-
tures. These experiences helped me build self-con-
fidence to overcome limitations that were only in
my head. My term off-campus working at the White
House and work-study on-campus, interning for
President Kemeny, provided life skills and real assets
in my life.

While life didn’t really go the way I thought it would,
it has nevertheless been pretty wonderful. I feel

blessed to have exceptional, loving parents, terrific
kids, and an extremely special man in my life to
whom I’m engaged to be married this year. A special
accomplishment in my life, outside of those spe-
cific to my sons and work, is the energy and joy I
invested with a core group of women and men to
raise funds and volunteers to design and build the
Oz Park Playground in the Lincoln Park neighbor-
hood of Chicago. Working with an urban commu-
nity to build a playground designed by and for kids
of all backgrounds was a turning point in my life.
Like Dartmouth experiences, it gave me the confi-
dence that working together with other people as a
team can overcome great odds to achieve sweet
success. The amazing thing was doing this volun-
teer work while I worked in product management,
raised Eric, was pregnant with Craig, and managed
to create four-star meals for my husband while we
still took in theater and cultural events of the city.
While some doubted the project would succeed, our
volunteer committee remained loyal and the project
was an enormous success.

It seems work always fills the time available. So, I’ve
learned it is essential to make time for the things
most valuable to you. Set time aside, plan an event,
or even make an “appointment” if necessary, to
include those things and people most valuable to you.
Somehow, I’ll still get done the other things I need
to do, recognizing some things just aren’t important
enough to do.

What do I hope to be doing in 25 years? I hope to
be a healthy, vibrant grandmother, enjoying day-
to-day life with my husband Sam, traveling, sharing
time with family and friends, volunteering time to
the community, and helping manage our balance
sheet to fund our activities.

Robert G. Yasi 
Bob 
3672 Indian Way Rd., San Diego, CA 92117-3725
Occupation: Philanthropy

Gregory S. Yates 
35 Culver Road, Groton, MA 01450-1857, 
(508) 528-0081, «gyates@lucent.com»
Occupation: Communication Engineer, 
Lucent Technologies, 1600 Osgood Street, 
North Andover, MA 01845-1022, (978) 960-3445
Spouse/Partner: Catherine
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Bruce R. York
8210 SE 33rd Place, Mercer Island, WA 98040-3029,
(206) 230-9237, «brucekim@aol.com»
Occupation: Cellular Technical Services and Isis Tele-
Communications, (206) 733-8180, (206) 269-1404 
Spouse/Partner: Kim Rosenau York ’77
Ben F. York, 14
Casey E. York, 12

The best friendships I have were started at Dartmouth.
It is where I met my wife, Kim Rosenau York ’77.
Kim and I were married in 1977 in Rollins Chapel,
so that approaches 25 years also. I was lucky and
stayed two extra years at Tuck, so I managed to
squeeze a six-year stay in Hanover instead of the nor-
mal four years. We moved to Seattle in 1978 and have
lived there since, except for a year in New York City
in 1984 and two years in London in 1995-1997,
where I was setting up European operations for a U.S.
company. In Seattle, we ski with the Reiningers, we
play pickle ball at Cope’s cabin on the Stilliguamish,
we watched Martha bite her nails while Jim pitched
for the Mariners, and we had our kids together. We
don’t see the Olsens or Henke often enough. We
see Bill Suttmeier ’74 and Studly Steve Thompson
’78 frequently. These are the friends who know us
and can be counted on, anytime.

I’ve had all finance jobs: I went to work as a CPA
for Price Waterhouse in 1978 and stayed eight-plus
years, moving then to Physio Control International,
a medical device manufacturer, for the next 11 years.
Since then, I’ve been at a biotech and now am at a
cell phone services company, which is also into pre-
paid telecommunications products and geo-location
wireless mobile commerce applications.

At Dartmouth, I remember hanging out at reunion
tents and observing that the 25th reunion alums were

at the peak of their lives, with successful careers, fam-
ilies, and still mostly in reasonable physical health.
And here we are. I have to agree with my earlier
observation: we look great and actually look exactly
the same! We haven’t aged a bit.

I still ski about 25 times a year and went through
telemark and snowboard phases, but now I like
plain old skiing better. I have a strange need to get
to tall places and am closing in on the high points
in all 50 states as a hobby, along with several foreign
high points like Kilimanjaro. I’ve kept up with my
LSA French family in Blois from 1974 in my rusty

French. I just bought a bike that
cost more than some of the cars I
have purchased, and I commute by
bike as often as I can. I find my
spare time is now consumed with
kid things, soccer, lacrosse, ski rac-

ing, and other school activities. I wish I had golfed
a few times at Dartmouth, since I took about six
years off from golf and I am a terrible golfer now.
I’ve generally voted Republican but I think we should
copy England and ban handguns somehow, and I
am pro-choice, which makes voting Republican a
challenge. I like cheeseburgers too much. I have too
many old computers around the house (all Macs).
Our kids, Ben, born in ’86, and Casey in ’88, will
start college in four and five years, and then we’ll
decide what to do next.

I do consider myself lucky that I’ll get to come
back again next June for Kim’s 25th.
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Jordan M. Young II 
1042 Ridge Road, Cornwall, VT 05753-9597, 
(802) 462-9444
Occupation: Computers, Windows for Dummies
Spouse/Partner: Margaret

Linda Young
See Linda Young Murray and also George E. Murray III

Jeffrey A. Zesiger MD 
34 Calvin Terrace, Northampton, MA 01060-1619,
(413) 584-6672, «jaz@massmed.org»
Dartmouth Activities: LSA in Bourges and really
learned some French. Learned that road trips are not
all that they are cracked up to be. Member of Zeta Psi
Major: Biology
Graduate Study: Columbia post-grad premed, Univer-
sity of Vermont Medical School, Residency in Internal
Medicine at Baystate Medical Center, Springfield, MA
Occupation: Internist, solo practice, 76 Carlon Drive,
Northampton, MA 01060-2373, (413) 585-0700
Interests: Acapella singing (if only I had joined the
Aires back then), electric cars, bikes, car racing, skiing,
Hospice work
Spouse/Partner: Dorien Miller; she likes singing and
got me interested in acapella! 
Jason Emmett, my stepson, 20, Clark College,
Worcester, MA
Kyle is a big 4th grader (age 9, shoe size 9)

Dartmouth had a way of sweeping me off my feet.
I often did not feel in control of my destiny. I fondly
remember the fun of dorm life in Topliff. The
humorous intensity of the games of hall golf makes
the PGA look amateurish; my term in Bourges trav-
eling and learning French; sink night at Zeta Psi. My
more serious memories involve going along with
abusive humor in the frat, or the snowball fight
between Topliff and New Hamp that became a
small roving riot that only stopped when an irate
(and brave) woman confronted the crowd scream-
ing that there was glass all over her bed. I learned
the power of the crowd that night. I have a special
memory of sleeping in a lean-to on a hill on the
outskirts of Hanover with a light snow falling and
the lights of Hanover below.

In the closing months of 1976, I took up the mantra,
“Is there life after Dartmouth?” The posters pro-
claimed it on campus and one found its way onto
my Topliff dorm room wall. It seemed far-fetched
to imagine my next step in life. I had taken all the
premed courses, but everyone else seemed more

focused and sure of themselves as they applied to
Med school. I chose to wait and not apply or take
the MCAT believing I lacked the stamina for more
school. Instead I went to work selling Castro Con-
vertibles and ponder my future. It led to an abrupt
resurgence of scholastic zeal. I considered aquacul-
ture remembering professor Huke’s Geography of
World Hunger class, but finally decided science plus
people contact held the most promise for me.

Post-grad premed studies and a lab job allowed me
to reach Med school. Med school and residency
went by in a blur of intense activity. At last I was
ready to live—or so it seemed on that day in 1986

when I turned in my resi-
dency beeper. They warned
us in Med school that we
were all delaying our person-
al development, delaying
gratification as we focused
on our studies. I still won-
der why it needs to be so.

And so began the rest of
my life. It was a long ges-
tation, but I am now able
to be the master of my own

destiny. I experience a delicious sense of control as
I go to work and run my solo practice in Internal
Medicine. When I set up shop, everyone thought I
was unusual, if not crazy. Hadn’t I heard, “managed
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care and larger practices were the way to go.” Now
after more than a decade in this tumultuous business
of healthcare, I find myself running my own busi-
ness while many large practices have been swallowed
up by even larger groups and these in turn have gone
bankrupt (Kaiser in 1999 and Harvard–Pilgrim near-
ly so this year).

I realize that I too often approached school like a
goose being fattened without giving back to the
community. It was easy to go from course to course
without a broader focus. Now I enjoy the challenge
every day brings and my satisfaction builds with each
person whose life I touch. Like many people, I wish
I had my current life perspective years ago.

Dartmouth was also a time of individuating. It
meant giving up my family as my main social focus.
For the next 14 years, family was scattered over the
country. Near the end of residency, I met my wife,
Dorien. She has given me a sense of family and
security and love. She has also given me the experi-
ence of being a father to two wonderful sons, Jason
and Kyle. These family ties have been the most inti-
mate and joyful links in my life.

As I finish this little ditty, I remember times in Kiewit
on the great-grandparent of this smiley Macintosh
in front of me and can honestly say, “Thank good-
ness some things have changed!”

Judith Zimicki 
See Judith Zimicki Gianforte 

Constance A. Zimmerman 
Connie 
27 Barton Road, Stow, MA 01775-1555, 
(978) 562-2655, «constance.zimmerman@wang.com»
Occupation: Computers, Gerronics Wang, 290 Concord
Road, Billerica, MA 01821-3405, (978) 625-8036
Spouse/Partner: Thomas

Richard Zimmerman 
Zman 
415 Bond Place, Cincinnati, OH 45206-1872, 
(513) 961-9050, «zimmerman.r.2@pg.com»
Occupation: Manufacturing, Procter & Gamble
Company, 1 P&G Plaza, Cincinnati, OH 45202-3393,
(513) 983-7411, Fax (513) 961-9050

Susan Zimmerman 
See Susan Zimmerman McBeath
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Editor’s Note: Judy Burrows Csatari was the first woman
I met at Dartmouth. We silently wept our way through
the first day of our Freshman Trip, finally admitting
to the guys: Stu Gasner and Chris Davis in particu-
lar, that we were absolutely dying at the pace they
were setting. They both heaved sighs of relief. They
had assumed any woman enrolling at Dartmouth was
a super jock and hadn’t wanted to look like wimps in
front of us. With that pressure off, the hike slowed to
a jog rather than a sprint and the rest of the ascent
was a lot more pleasant. I’ll never forget Judy telling
me that she had met her life partner Carnival weekend
in Baker! This evidently provided a surer foundation
than a rendezvous on Frat Row. The marriage lasted
and Judy and Tom ’74 soon produced the first 100%
Dartmouth offspring in history. Emily ’99 has now
married a Dartmouth ’97. In my mind, this kind of
exponential legacy deserves a special spot in our book!

By Judy Burrows Csatari ’76 and 
Emily Csatari Poulin ’99

Emily started college with a bang. We arrived in
Hanover to drop her off for her freshman trip on
the same day the old hospital was imploded. The
jolting experience of the building’s detonation was
an apt metaphor for how we all felt at that moment.
What an explosion of Dartmouth and Hanover
memories plus a thousand questions about what the
future would bring!

For me, the biggest issue of my Dartmouth experi-
ence had been coeducation, of course. There were
also other universal “going to college” issues, like
fitting in (socially and academically) and finding the
right path to the future that consumed me from
Day 1! Living in a single in the Choates made it
difficult to feel part of the mainstream—not that
there really was one for women that first year! And
the lack of female role models and the absence of
rules were a brand new experience.

The coeducation issue was frustrating on many
levels. Dartmouth guys didn’t know what to make
of Dartmouth women, and even when they did,
the Daily D said they shouldn’t. Other publications 

discussed the degree of dismay that coeducation had
wrought among the alums—would the women of
the Class of ’76 be welcome among the legendary
ranks of alums once they had survived their under-
graduate days? It didn’t sound that way. Finally, the
paucity of women on campus made for unhealthy
views of male-female relationships. The Dartmouth
Plan was in its infancy in 1972 and may have been
the one saving grace for the women—most Dart-
mouth men thought the D-Plan was a positive addi-
tion to their college careers.

After graduate school, Tom and I returned to
Dartmouth with administration jobs, so Emily spent
the first few years of her life in Hanover. She
learned to count on the steps of Parkhurst and
colored in the cubby-hole under my desk in the
Admissions Office. College students and adminis-
trators and alums were constant visitors. Our family
lived and breathed Dartmouth.

Our move to Dallas in 1985 created some geograph-
ical distance from the Hanover Plain. But when it
came time for Emily to apply to college, none
measured up to her first home, the Dartmouth she
knew and remembered from her early childhood.
She arrived freshman year in Hanover with the
daunting task of creating her own Dartmouth expe-
rience — not the Dartmouth of her father, her
mother, or her childhood memories. Ironically, the
D-plan and the role of women became issues central
to her college experience. In new and dramatically
different ways, these features shaped her Dartmouth
career and experiences.

The D-plan remained a positive aspect of the
Dartmouth experience, but Emily felt it posed signif-
icant challenges to undergraduates. Students could
go an entire academic year without seeing their
friends and classmates. Big Greeners had to make
a conscious effort to establish social continuity,
thanks to the enrollment fluctuations of the D-plan.
Foreign study programs flourished, but often at
the cost of relationships. I often asked her about
men’s and women’s relationships on campus.
While they were still strained, it wasn’t due to con-
troversy over a fundamental change in the make-up
of the student body, it was over the logistical impos-
sibility of being on campus long enough to get to
know someone well. As for coeducation, the cam-
pus was evenly populated with men and women by
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1995. The remaining disparity was the social space
available to women. An equal number of men and
women joined Greek organizations but only six
houses supported all the women, while 14 houses
supported the men. As a freshman, Emily was one
of ten women who created a new sorority on cam-
pus. By graduation, the group was ten times its
original size and had found a place to call home—
6 Webster Avenue.

Without realizing the parallels to her mother’s role
in the first coeducatonal class, Emily was paving
the way for future Dartmouth women. Sororities
have become an important place for women to
develop their leadership skills and to become men-
tors and role models for younger women on cam-
pus and the community. Thanks to Emily’s efforts
the number of places where women can “bond”
and build friendships is slowly growing to match
those available to men.

Despite the weighty issues and negative situations
of the early 1970s, I met men and women who have
remained my friends through more than two decades
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Dartmouth Row

of change. Emily, too, relies heavily on the support
and perspective of her Dartmouth sorority sisters
and roommates as she charts her post-graduation
path. Tom and I have endured and weathered some
tough storms and Emily and her husband look
forward to the challenges that lie ahead. All of us
have learned to adjust to the tides of change and
to survive. And the one thing that Dartmouth does
best, teaching young minds to think, question and
learn, has been my rock for years and Emily’s trea-
sure as she looks ahead to law school and plans for
the future. The struggles faced by the first class of
women at Dartmouth have ended up being posi-
tive influences in my life. The challenges that
still remain for women at Dartmouth have been
the source of Emily’s best memories and most
treasured relationships.

Looking back, all the memories and expectations
jolted loose by the implosion of the hospital have
settled and one thing is sure: we Csatari women
are just two of the many who claim their blood is
green, through and through! 



Julia Miller 
Hinman Box 2587 
Dartmouth College 
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

October 1, 1972 
Dear Mom,
Friday night I had to go to a computer lecture for
my math class. We have to learn how to work and
program computers. Everyone plays with the com-
puters here .. . football, hangman, Blackjack, etc.

October 25,1972
Sorry I haven’t written—but I’ve had a really hard
time of it ’til today. I had a mid-term this morning
in Government. So I’ve been doing pretty much
work. I’ve gotten a little discouraged lately—because
I’ve been working a lot and it hasn’t been paying off.
It’s incredibly hard here. I hope the work gets easier.
It mostly has to do with my courses. I picked some
toughies—like all of them—French I’m doing well
on the essays—but grammar tests, everyone’s doing
poorly—At least I’m not the only one. I’ve decided
not to care what I get—just so long as I’m learning

something. So please don’t worry about grades—I
know you never do—but don’t expect miracles.

November 8, 1972
Dear Mom:
I thought I should write a long letter and tell you
what I have been doing. I seem to get so caught up
in things that I don’t have the time to write. I’m real-
ly sorry ... The work is still getting me down. There
seems to be more and more of it—I’m beginning
to be able to control it a little. Maybe by next term
I’ll have settled down. My problem seems to be
concentration. I spend hours in the library, but it
doesn’t seem to do me any good. My only consola-
tion is that almost everyone feels the same way that
I do. So at least I’m not abnormal. The atmosphere
here is not as prone to studying—that’s the problem
—once I hit the library I’m all right—otherwise
it’s impossible.

December 3, 1972
Well, I’m into the home stretch now. I can’t believe
my first term is almost over. I’ve had such an unbe-
lievable 3 months. I’ll never forget them. Thursday
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we had a big snowstorm about 6 ins. It’s really
beautiful. Also—the Christmas lights were turned
on. There are little trees with red and white bulbs
all around the Green and throughout the whole town
of Hanover. In the center of the Green is a huge
tree with all different colored lights and a star. It
was really beautiful—especially with the falling snow.
People get very rowdy around here when it snows.
We had around 20 people throwing snowballs at
our window until 1:30 A.M.—what fun—a great way
to get sleep.

Jan. 18,1973 
My classes are going pretty well. I have Geography
at 10:00 Mon., Wed., & Fri. There are only 2 girls in
the class of around 50. It’s sort of a strange feeling.
The work isn’t bad. A lot of reading but it’s a lot eas-
ier than the government stuff! Then I have English
at 1:00 on Tues. & Thurs. only. The teacher is sup-
posed to be hard (Peter Bien—Ed.), but excellent.
I like him so far except I am the only girl in the class
of 20. We’ve been discussing the Bible and the infe-
riority of women in it. I really have to speak up for
my sex. The teacher called me Ms. Miller today! He
doesn’t grade our papers with a letter grade—just

comments. I think that’s so much better. I can learn
much more when I’m not pressured by grades. We’re
reading Paradise Lost. It’s confusing but it looks like
it should be interesting. We write a paper a week!
I’ll know how to write when I’m done.

Feb. 13,1973 
Well, I’m still recuperating from Carnival! I was so
tired after the weekend and will have to catch up
on my sleep soon. I have a lot of work until Friday
and then I get a rest. The weekend was really fun. It
started around last Wednesday. Thursday was the
hockey game. Unfortunately we lost. There was a
party afterwards. The police (campus) are really great
here. They come to our parties. All they complained
about was the mess. Friday night I went out to din-
ner, very nice. Then we went to the fraternity band.
I’ve never danced so much as I did this weekend!
(Saturday night and Sunday also.) Saturday morning
there was another hockey game at 10:30 A.M. and we
brought donuts and o.j. We missed the ski jumping
in the afternoon. It was supposed to be spectacu-
lar. I climbed to the top of the clock tower instead
(Baker Library). The view was incredible. I could
see the whole campus.
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Tim Beasley! What a mind! Tim was stumped only
by numbers 2 and 3. What did you expect from a
double French/Physics major? 

Craig Stone came in a close second!

1. What record-breaking words were used by Pres-
ident John G. Kemeny to welcome the Class of
’76 to Convocation as well as to bid us farewell
at graduation?
Answer: “Men and Women of Dartmouth!”

2. Who signed your official acceptance letter to
Dartmouth in April 1972?
Answer: Edward T. Chamberlain Jr.

3. What ex-college president was hired to ease the
transition to coeducation in 1972?
Answer: Ruth Adams, former president of
Wellesley College

4. What was the Carnival sculpture on the Green
our freshman year?
Answer: Cheshire cat

5. What was the Carnival sculpture on the Green
our sophomore year?
Answer: Mickey Mouse

6. Who was the first woman ever matriculated at
Dartmouth College?
Answer: Susan Corderman Clifford

7. Which dorms were designated all-female in 1972?
Answer: North Mass and Woodward

8. What did President John Kemeny tell us would
be in every home in the future?
Answer: A personal computer

9. Why were the Christmas tree lights around the
Green extinguished our sophomore year?
Answer: The energy crisis

10. Why did winter term sophomore year begin a
week late?
Answer: The energy crisis

11. What weekend was the famous Pepsi commer-
cial shot and who, from our class, was in it?
Answer: Winter Carnival weekend, sophomore
year. No one from our class was deemed
telegenic enough. Instead, Pepsi’s ad agency
cast members of the classes of ’75 and ’77
including: Duke Hart, Emily Foley, Tom
Wood, and Kathy Phillips.

Oh, well.
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By Michael Shnayerson

I better start with the truth: I wasn’t much of a join-
er at Dartmouth. I didn’t play on a team—I didn’t
even wear any sports clothes with Dartmouth on
them—and I didn’t know, or stay in touch with, a
hundred or more of my classmates. So for those
who did, read no further! I can only hope that a
few of my fellow alumni were as I was: shy, self-
conscious, hopeful, often lonely, warmed by a few
friends and, on occasion, a teacher I got to know.

Ours was the first year of coeducation, as I hardly
need to observe, and I was one of those freshmen
who made the mistake of requesting a co-ed dorm.
Mistake because the College had shrewdly anointed
the least attractive dorms co-ed to lure unsuspect-
ing rubes like me into them. I was in the Choates,
where no amount of Indian prints could disguise
the dreary cinderblock. And as I quickly learned,
simply being in a co-ed dorm didn’t get you a girl-
friend. Almost no one in the Choates seemed to
hook up—was it the décor that discouraged our
hormones?—except a sweet, petite girl named Amy
Camman who had a boyfriend named Dave from
Day One. (Ah, Lucky Dave.)

I did join The Daily Dartmouth that freshman fall,
wrote a few stories—along with new colleagues
like Gary Slack, David Graulich, Dave Shribman,
Sean Clarkin, Melanie Fisher, and Mike Aylward, all
of whom were far more industrious than I — and
stumbled into a scoop of sorts. Leaflets began to
appear taped to trees and bulletin boards, advocating a
sort of Dadaist nihilism that made fun of the Dart-
mouth spirit. They were signed, mysteriously, The
Masked Stork. When the Masked Stork announced he
would make an appearance, I was assigned to cover
it. At the appointed hour he emerged in ski mask and
cape to address a curious crowd. Fanned by my
story the next day, his legend began to grow, along
with an angry buzzing from students who seemed
to take offence at the Stork’s philosophy. Had the
student body changed so much since the demon-
strations of l969 that a reactionary backlash could
occur against .. . a Masked Stork? So it seemed.

Two or three articles later, the Stork communicated
to me—through an intermediary, I think—that he
would give another public address from the Top of
the Hop’s balcony. I was there on the balcony for
it—and about 500 vociferous students were below.
The Stork materialized beside me, and almost imme-
diately, the crowd began to surge forward, with
shouts of “Get him!” The Stork, doubtless petrified,
whirled around and ran toward Hopkins Center’s
back corridors, with me in hot pursuit, and the mob
about 500 paces behind. Deep in the bowels of the
building, the Stork turned a corner ahead of me
and threw off his ski mask and cape. I rounded
the corner just in time to catch a glimpse of him
before he vanished, and stood stunned: it was the
Daily D’s publisher.

Mostly, when I wasn’t dozing through classes, I was
in Bissell with a small circle of dope smokers, lis-
tening to Pink Floyd’s “Dark Side of the Moon” or
“Tubular Bells” and comparing the merits of various
stereo systems. Not until I graduated from Dartmouth
did it occur to me that I really didn’t like smoking
dope at all. Why did I do it? Peer pressure, no doubt,
and ennui on those cold winter Hanover nights

Writing was what I liked best, and so of course I
should have taken anything but writing, in order to
have something to write about. But I couldn’t resist.
In that wood-paneled conference room on the first
floor of Sanborn, I met each week with a table of
other would-be writers — Sara Hunter was one,
Kimberly Conroy was another—all of us passing
out mimeographed copies of our latest stories.
(Mimeographs? Of stories written on ... typewriters?
In a time when no one yet had a personal computer,
a fax, or a cell phone? Is it possible?) Our teacher
was a sweet, rather morose fellow named A.B.
Paulson, who stroked his beard a lot and wrote his
own stories in the shape of triangles, which reduced
his chances of getting tenure to another geometric
shape. But I liked him for that.

I was so pleased that I took another such course
the next year from visiting writer Calder Willing-
ham, who cut a dashing if roue figure, emerging
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from his Lincoln Continental in a too-natty suit, a
cigarette dangling from his lips as he hauled out a
big brown paper bag filled with bottles of booze.
These he invited us to partake of up in the little
apartment he’d rented for our classes, which got
everything off to a capital start. Willingham had
written one almost great novel — his first, called
End as a Man, published in l950, which catapulted
him from southern obscurity to literary fame in
Manhattan, albeit soon eclipsed by Norman Mailer’s
incandescent arrival the next year with The Naked
and the Dead—and then written nine other novels
of steadily deteriorating quality (offset, thankfully,
by a writer’s credit on the screenplay of The Grad-
uate). Stuart Weeks was one writer in that class, I
recall; Larry Habegger was another. We adored
Willingham, or at least I did. He and I got close
enough for him to send me his latest, after our course
concluded, and to ask for my opinion. Puffed with
pride at the request - one writer to another—I wrote
a long, single-spaced letter gently detailing all the
novel’s shortcomings. Back, in my Hinman box,
came a terse, five-line response wishing me a life
free of youthful critics.

The best of these—and I apologize for trying your
patience with one more, it’s just that I don’t really

remember anything else I studied at Dartmouth—
was the third and last, Joseph Losey, who came out
of semi-retirement in England as a blacklisted direc-
tor (The Servant) to teach a course in screenwriting.
A very portly man with a sweep of white hair who
walked a tiny dog, Losey radiated a stately dourness
which passed right over me, so eager was I to estab-
lish a contact for my future Hollywood career. His
scrawled comment on my screenplay made my heart
leap. “Michael—you are a very facile writer indeed.
Would you like me to recommend an agent in New
York for you?” I hurried right over to that little white
house across from the computer center where he
was staying; I actually remember doing cartwheels
on his lawn as I approached. When he opened his
door, his glacial expression almost physically repelled
me. To an author who’d sacrificed his career for his
principles, I realized with chagrin, the most damning
word in the English language was probably facile.

I remember some of the sights we all witnessed—
like food fights in Thayer. But I also remember the
two brazenly gay upperclassmen—the only two on
campus—who strode through the dining room every
day with their meal trays amid smirks and scornful
mutterings. Not for years would I think what courage
it must have taken for them to do that.
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And I remember studying in one of those red wing
chairs at Baker, looking out over the green. But I
also remember reading, for my own pleasure, Long
Day’s Journey into Night in one of those chairs, and
feeling my eyes fill with tears as I read about a fam-
ily that in some ways resembled my own.

I remember Winter Carnival sculptures, and finally
having a date—from Colby Junior College, no less.
But I also remember going with her to visit her
brother, whose Jeep accident had left him a quadri-
plegic, and how guiltily grateful I felt when I
emerged from his hospital room, at being full-bod-
ied, and ambulatory, with my whole life ahead of me.

Most others in the Class of ’76 seemed to realize, a
year before graduation, that they’d have to do some-
thing when they left, and applied to professional
schools. I left—not even in June, but in December,
a consequence of that dreadful Dartmouth plan
which jumbled our college years, and often our friend-
ships, so profoundly—with $20, my guitar, and a
resolution (successful) to give up cigarettes. At my

father’s apartment in Manhattan, I was told that I
had 48 hours to get out. Startled and desperate, I
called a friend from the Class of ’75, Chas Carner,
who was living two blocks away with his first bride,
Jennifer Kemeny, struggling to be a television writer.
Very generously, he and Jennifer let me sleep in
their guest room while I drove a taxi twelve hours
a day (from 4 A.M. to 4 P.M.) and wondered what my
Dartmouth education had been for. I stayed for
months—the guest who wouldn’t leave. And then,
finally, I saved enough money to buy an old van,
drive west, get a job as a reporter for $100 a week,
and slowly make sense of my life.

Michael Shnayerson is a longtime contributing edi-
tor at Vanity Fair whose profiles have included
celebrities (Gwyneth Paltrow, Meg Ryan, Barbra
Streisand), writers (Peter Matthiessen, Jay McIner-
ney), and various Kennedys.

Sanborn Library
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Music of Our College Years
Hits from September 1972 through June 1976

Freshman Year
July 1972 Too Late To Turn Back Now Cornelius Bros. & Sister Rose
August 1972 Brandy (You’re a Fine Girl) Looking Glass
September 1972 Baby Don’t Get Hooked on Me Mac Davis
October 1972 My Ding-A-Ling Chuck Berry
November 1972 I Can See Clearly Now Johnny Nash
December 1972 I Am Woman Helen Reddy
January 1973 You’re So Vain Carly Simon
February 1973 Crocodile Rock Elton John
March 1973 Love Train O’Jays
April 1973 Tie a Yellow Ribbon (’Round the Old Oak Tree) Dawn
May 1973 Sunshine Of My Life Stevie Wonder
June 1973 My Love Paul McCartney& Wings

Sophomore Year
July 1973 Bad Bad Leroy Brown Jim Croce
August 1973 Brother Louie Stories
September 1973 Let’s Get It On Marvin Gaye
October 1973 Half Breed Cher
November 1973 Midnight Train To Georgia Gladys Knight and the Pips
December 1973 Goodbye, Yellow Brick Road Elton John
January 1974 Show and Tell Al Wilson
February 1974 Love’s Theme Love Unlimited Orch. (Barry White)

Dartmouth Row 
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March 1974 The Way We Were Barbra Streisand
April 1974 TSOP (The Sound Of Philadelphia) MFSB and the 3 Degrees
May 1974 Dancing Machine Jackson Five
June 1974 Billy, Don’t Be a Hero Bo Donaldson & the Heywoods

Junior Year
July 1974 Rock the Boat Hues Corporation
August 1974 Feel Like Making Love Roberta Flack
September 1974 I Shot the Sheriff Eric Clapton
October 1974 Money From Nothing Billy Preston
November 1974 You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet Bachman Turner Overdrive
December 1974 Kung Fu Fighting Carl Douglas
January 1975 Mandy Barry Manilow
February 1975 You’re No Good Linda Ronstadt
March 1975 Best Of My Love Eagles
April 1975 Philadelphia Freedom Elton John
May 1975 Shining Star Earth, Wind & Fire
June 1975 Love Will Keep Us Together Captain and Tennille

Senior Year
July 1975 The Hustle Van McCoy & Soul City Symphony
August 1975 Jive Talkin’ Bee Gees
September 1975 Fame David Bowie
October 1975 Bad Blood Neil Sedaka
November 1975 That’s The Way (I Like It) KC & the Sunshine Band
December 1975 Let’s Do It Again The Staples Singers
January 1976 I Write the Songs Barry Manilow
February 1976 50 Ways To Leave Your Lover Paul Simon
March 1976 December 1963 (Oh! What a Night) Four Seasons
April 1976 Disco Lady Johnny Taylor
May 1976 Welcome Back John Sebastian
June 1976 Silly Love Songs Wings
Source: Billboard Book of Number One Hits by Fred Bronson (Billboard Books, 1992); Stuart G. Zuckerman ’70

Massachusetts Hall
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1976 Geographical Index
This list is based primarily upon information from the
College database. Addresses shown are for Home and
Work, as indicated. Discrepancies may exist where
addresses received from Classmates for this book dif-
fer from College data, though we attempted to make
corrections. Errors will also exist, of course, where
Classmates’ records with the College are outdated.

APO
Robert L. Grenier (H) APO, AE
Eric H. Madison (W) APO, AE

Alaska
Patricia Jelley Benz (H,W) Anchorage
Alexandra R. Hill (W) Anchorage
Robert D. Swenson (H) Anchorage
Alexandra R. Hill (H) Chugiak
Ralph J. Andersen (H) Dillingham
Russell Akers (H) Emmonak
Robert G. Casey (W) Juneau
Richard D. Monkman (H,W) Juneau
Pedro R. Rado Jr. (H) Ketchikan

Alabama
Milton K. Harsh (H,W) Birmingham
Gilbert J. Perry (W) Birmingham
George Meade Shaw (H,W) Birmingham
Dabney Y. Hofammann (H,W) Decatur
Tazewell T. Shepard III (H,W) Huntsville
Spencer H. Kubo (W) Minnetonka
Andrea V. Gaillard (H) Mobile
Gilbert J. Perry (H) Vestavia

Arizona
Peter K. Leer (H,W) Fort Smith,
Douglas N. Kimball (H) Chandler
Kathl’n DeGioia-Eastwood (H,W) Flagstaff
Gretchen Kent Kerr (W) Fort Huachuca
Dominic R. Cols (W) Phoenix
Glenn S. Cushman (H,W) Phoenix
Lt Neil J. Harrington (H) Phoenix
Douglas N. Kimball (W) Phoenix
Charles C. Mills (H) Phoenix
Kenneth W. Morrow (H) Queen Creek
Ray F. Keate (H,W) Scottsdale
Julia H. Miner (W) Scottsdale
Robin P. Docherty (H) Sedona
Gretchen Kent Kerr (H) Sierra Vista
Douglas S. Campbell (H,W) Tucson
Marc G. Lacasse (H) Tucson
David A. Plane (H,W) Tucson
Marc G. Lacasse (W) Amado 

California
Catherine Waterman (H) Aliso Viejo
Allan M. Bates (H) Altadena
Thomas C. McConnell (H) Atherton
G. Gary Shaffer (H) Atherton
Daniel M. Cobb (H) Belmont
Howard B. Coye (H) Belmont
Harold M. Franklin (W) Berkeley
Steven L. Papai (H,W) Berkeley
Stephen Shmanske (H) Berkeley
Allan M. Bates (W) Beverly Hills
Jeffrey C. Thayer (W) Beverly Hills
Adrienne Alexander Ruegger (H) Calabasas
Thomas C. Ruegger (H) Calabasas
Robert L. Gong (H,W) Cambria
Mark A. Levine (W) Chatsworth
David P. Morgan (H) Chino Hills
Daniel L. Pulvers (H,W) Claremont
Jeffrey M. Rieker (H) Claremont
Cynthia M. Wolcott (H) Coto De Caza
Richard J. Phillips Jr. (W) Covina
David C. Dobson (H) Danville
Corey E. Bock (H) Davis
Peter B. Kelly (H,W) Davis
Craig T. Stone (H,W) Del Mar
Steven Nagelberg (W) Downey
Neil T. Tarzy (W) Escondido
Daniel M. Cobb (W) Folsom
Laurie Prothro (H) Guerneville
Gary L. Love (W) Hayward
David N. Scott (H) Hayward
Stephen Shmanske (W) Hayward
Cynthia Pinkos (W) Hollywood
Alan L. Goldin (H,W) Irvine
Cynthia M. Wolcott (W) Irvine
J. Keith Hippen (H,W) June Lake
Kenneth M. Cohen (H) La Jolla
D. Bradley Peck III (H) La Jolla
Paul W. Cane Jr. (H) Lafayette
Douglas R. Barr (H) Laguna Beach
Howard A. Scott (W) Livermore
Richard D. Carroll (W) Long Beach
James K. Angell III (W) Los Angeles
Thaddeus A. Bennett (H,W) Los Angeles
Barry Braverman (H) Los Angeles
Brian L. Buckley (H,W) Los Angeles
Christopher C. Davidson (W) Los Angeles
Mark E. DiMaria (H) Los Angeles
Carlton J. Jenkins (H,W) Los Angeles
Elizabeth D. Kemper (H,W) Los Angeles
Paul M. Lazarus (H) Los Angeles



Alexandra T. Maeck (H,W) Los Angeles
Letitia B. O'Connor (H,W) Los Angeles
Cynthia Pinkos (H) Los Angeles
Robert M. Saltzman (H,W) Los Angeles
William D. Sinclair (H) Manhattan Beach
Thomas L. Gaston (H) Menlo Park
Thomas C. McConnell (W) Menlo Park
Allen L. Morgan (W) Menlo Park
G. Gary Shaffer (W) Menlo Park
Bradford A. Leva (H) Mill Valley
Kathryn Reimann (W) Monterey
Paul N. Stockton (W) Monterey
Kern H. Rash II (H) Moreno Valley
Douglas R. Barr (W) Mountain View
Richard D. Carroll (H) Newport Beach
Alan R. Jones (H) Novato
Richard M. Nichols (H) Novato
Kenneth E. Norman (W) Oakland
Robin Walker Swarn (H) Oakland
Michael J. Montgomery (H) Pacific Palisades
Stoughton Ellsworth Jr. (H) Palo Alto
Raymond T. Goodrich (H) Palo Alto
Allen L. Morgan (H) Palo Alto
Timothy A. Rogers (H) Palo Alto
John H. Urbanowicz (W) Palo Alto
Christopher C. Davidson (H) Pasadena
Peter W. Dakin (H,W) Paso Robles
Kathryn Reimann (H) Pebble Beach
Howard A. Scott (H) Pleasanton
Jeffrey M. Rieker (W) Pomona
John H. Urbanowicz (H) Portola Valley
Alexander M. Bergamini (H,W) Poway
Neil T. Tarzy (H) Poway
James A. Summers Jr. (H) Rancho San. M’garita
William D. Sinclair (W) Redondo Beach
John R. Weinstein (H) Redondo Beach
Thomas E. Reinhart (H) Ross
George A. Chimiklis (W) Sacramento
Stephen Ofori-Kwakye (H,W) Sacramento
Paul N. Stockton (H) Salinas
David J. Graulich (H,W) San Bruno
Daniel F. Breton (H) San Diego
Robert E. Cavanagh (H,W) San Diego
Kenneth M. Cohen (W) San Diego
Deanne P. George (H,W) San Diego
Janet Lynn Hudson (H,W) San Diego
Richard D. Mathewson (H) San Diego
D. Bradley Peck III (W) San Diego
Judith B. Redding (H) San Diego
Robert G. Yasi (H) San Diego
Paul W. Cane Jr. (W) San Francisco

Stuart L. Gasner (H,W) San Francisco
Raymond T.s Goodrich (W) San Francisco
Alan R. Jones (W) San Francisco
William D. Koski (H,W) San Francisco
Paul J. Long (H) San Francisco
Gary L. Love (H) San Francisco
Adrien P. Mally (H,W) San Francisco
Robert D. McLaughlin (H) San Francisco
Stephen G. Melikian (H,W) San Francisco
Kenneth P. Monteiro (H,W) San Francisco
Thomas E. Reinhart (W) San Francisco
Nils C. Rosenquest (H,W) San Francisco
Lois Gadway Tow (H) San Francisco
George F. Wearn (W) San Francisco
Stoughton Ellsworth Jr. (W) San Jose
Kenneth E. Norman (H) San Leandro
Richard J. Phillips Jr. (H) San Marino
Harold M. Franklin (H) San Ramon
Catherine Waterman (W) Santa Ana
Gregory B. Payne (H) Santa Barbara
Timothy A. Rogers (W) Santa Clara
Michael J. Montgomery (W) Santa Monica
Gordie Nye (H) Santa Monica
Laurie Prothro (W) Santa Rosa
Thomas C. Ruegger (W) Sherman Oaks
Thomas L. Gaston (W) Stanford
George A. Chimiklis (H) Stockton
David A. Goodkin (H) Thousand Oaks
Steven Nagelberg (H) Thousand Oaks
Gregory B. Payne (W) Toluca Lake
David C. Dobson (W) Walnut Creek
Aleta D. Harrison (H) West Hills
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Colorado
Randall J. Alford (H) Arvada
Robin Clark Norton (H) Aspen
David M. Conner (H) Aurora
Brian C. Hansen (H,W) Boulder
Kyle S. Sadlon (W) Boulder
Betsy Tobin (H) Boulder
Gregory D. Halsey (W) Broomfield
Cesar B. Munoz (W) Cripple Creek
David M. Conner (W) Denver
Robert J. Egemeier (H) Denver
David R. Hammond (H,W) Denver
Laurie McClellan Hawley (H) Denver
Michael J. Kelly (H,W) Denver
Craig R. Maginness (H,W) Denver
John F. Shepherd (H,W) Denver
Julia Miller Shepherd (H,W) Denver
Charles F. Visser (H) Denver
Elizabeth Rumely Visser (H) Denver
Frank B. Waterous (H,W) Denver
Stewart G. Crawford (H,W) Fort Collins
R. Page Dinsmore (H,W) Fort Collins
Murray W. Hitzman (H,W) Golden
Frank L. Tezak (H,W) Littleton
Gregory D. Halsey (H) Lyons
Kyle S. Sadlon (H) Nederland
Cesar B. Munoz (H) Silverthorne
Brick Root (H,W) Steamboat Sp’ngs
Daniel Lee Jones (H,W) Sterling
Jeffrey S. Shiffrin (H,W) Vail

Connecticut
Sister Margaret G. Patton (H) Bethlehem
Douglas S. Hicks (H) Bloomfield
Donald A. Lambert (H) Bloomfield
John A. Schwoerer (W) Bloomfield
Hannah B. Frassinelli (H) Bridgeport
Nancy R. Bowden (H) Canton
Glen T. Gaughan (H) Cheshire
Merja Lehtinen (H) Colchester
Michael W. Fitzgerald (H) Danbury
Timothy A. Kolodziej (H) Danbury
Jack J. Margres (H) Danbury
Lynne Brooks (H) Darien
Christopher P. Hall (H) Darien
Robert P. Lee (H) Darien
Robert A. Lindberg (H,W) Darien
Thomas J. Parnon (H) Darien
Arthur Howe III (H) East Hartford
Thomas J. Sokoloski (W) East Hartford
Ethan S. Weiner (H) East Lyme
Thomas J. Parnon (W) East Norwalk

Thomas M. Daniells (H) Essex
Joel D. Goldfield (H,W) Fairfield
John B. Scopa (H) Fairfield
Rev Jeffrey S. Dugan (H,W) Farmington
Jeffrey H. Katz (H) Farmington
R. Winfield Raynor III (H) Glastonbury
Gregory A. Saum (W) Greenwich
Roger A. Sayler (W) Greenwich
Ethan S. Weiner (W) Groton
Michael J. Denning (H) Guilford
John W. Beck (W) Hartford
Nancy R. Bowden (W) Hartford
Douglas S. Hicks (W) Hartford
John M. Horak (W) Hartford
Naomi Baline Kleinman (W) Hartford
Thomas G. Souza (W) Hartford
Robert O. Wetzel (W) Hartford
R. Winfield Raynor III (W) Manchester
David A. Jaworski (H) Mansfield Center
Allen S. Church (H) New Canaan
Roger A. Sayler (H) New Canaan
Gary D. Beane (H) New Haven
Michael J. Denning (W) New Haven
Michael W. Gourlay (W) New Haven
Torrey D. Brooks (W) Norwalk
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Torrey D. Brooks (H) Old Greenwich
William L. Robbe (H) Old Greenwich
James L. Standish (H) Old Greenwich
Michael W. Gourlay (H) Old Lyme
David G. Brown (H,W) Old Saybrook
Paul M. St Pierre (H) Plainville
Matthew J. Neary (H) Riverside
Gary D. Beane (W) Shelton
Thomas J. Sokoloski (H) S. Glastonbury
John N. Howard Jr. (H) South Windsor
Allen S. Church (W) Stamford
David S. Davenport (W) Stamford
Donald L. Gray (H) Stamford
George C. Jepsen (H) Stamford
Bryan W. Mattimore (H,W) Stamford
William L. Robbe (W) Stamford
Gregory A. Saum (H) Stamford
David A. Jaworski (W) Storrs
John A. Schwoerer (H) Storrs
John W. Beck (H) Tolland
Jeffrey H. Katz (W) Unionville
Dennis J. Gallant (H) Vernon Rockville
Janet Bailey Faude (H) W. Hartford
John M. Horak (H) W. Hartford
Arthur Howe III (W) W. Hartford
Naomi Baline Kleinman (H) W. Hartford
Glen T. Gaughan (W) Wallingford
Kevin S. Moore (H) Weston
Robert S. Foerster Jr. (H) Westport
John W. Pancoast III (H) Westport
Charles H. Reach III (H) Westport
James M. Clamage (H) Wilton
Carsten Jacobs AIA (H) Wilton
Paul M. St Pierre (W) Windsor
John W. Lloyd (H) Winsted
Barbara E. Cassidy (H,W) Woodbury
Florentine E. Thomas (H) Woodbury
Chester C. Wood II (H) Woodbury

District of Columbia
David C. Brooks (H) Washington
Eileen C. Cave (W) Washington
F. Marian Chambers (W) Washington
Dr Douglas L. Cohen (W) Washington
Mark J. D'Anastasio (W) Washington
David R. Dollar (W) Washington
Roland C. Dubois (W) Washington
Carlos G. Duncan (H,W) Washington
Karen Linda Becky Evans (H,W) Washington
Willard B. Ferris (W) Washington
Duncan M. Fitchet Jr. (W) Washington
Robert L. Grenier (W) Washington

Kip R. Hartman (W) Washington
CDR Robert L. Hurst (W) Washington
Steven F. Johnston (W) Washington
Eric H. Madison (H) Washington
Alexander S. Mathews (W) Washington
Timothy S. Rieser (H,W) Washington
Vincent D. Salvatore Jr. (W) Washington
A. Christopher Sega (W) Washington
David M. Shribman (H,W) Washington
Andrea R. Tigar (W) Washington
Eleftherios H. Vidas (H) Washington

Delaware
Diane Straus Ostroff (H) Dover
Darrald A. Gibson (H) Milford
Diane Straus Ostroff (W) Milford
Blair C. Dickerson (H) Wilmington

Florida
Melanie Renchner Kaminetsky (H) Boca Raton
Richard J. Cordier Jr. (H) Brandon
Charles E. Abrahamsen (W) Clearwater
Thomas D. Lumpkin II (W) Coral Gables
Donald R. Woods (W) Coral Springs
Stark L. Holekamp (H,W) Ft. Lauderdale
John D. Kehoe (W) Fort Myers
James Mack Crawford (H,W) Gainesville
Douglas A. Dame (W) Gainesville
Douglas A. Dame (H) Interlachen
Mary Davis Johnson (H,W) Jacksonville
Reginald Williams (W) Lake Buena Vista
Martin E. Doyle (W) Miami
Helaine Siegel Goodner (H,W) Miami
Thomas D. Lumpkin II (H) Miami
John D. Kehoe (H) Naples
Charles T. Brumback Jr. (H,W) Orlando
Diane E. Martin Court (H) Orlando
Stephen L. Routhier (H,W) Orlando
Robert D. Swenson (W) Orlando
William J. Healey (H) Osprey
Ronald J. Logdahl (H) Pensacola
James J. Marks Jr. (H,W) Pensacola
Donald R. Woods (H) Pompano Beach
Kirk D. Barker (H) Port Saint Lucie
Charles E. Abrahamsen (H) St. Petersburg
Franklyn W. Morton (H) Sarasota
Richard J. Cordier Jr. (W) Tampa
Gordie Nye (W) Tampa
David A. Jaffe (H,W) Vero Beach
Melanie Renchner Kaminetsky (W) W. Palm Beach
Michael D. Wethern (H) W. Palm Beach
Reginald Williams (H) Windermere
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Georgia
Joseph P. Maffione Jr. (H) Alpharetta
Patricia McGreevy-Maffione (H) Alpharetta
David B. Allman (H,W) Atlanta
Michael J. Cooper (H,W) Atlanta
Joseph P. Maffione Jr. (W) Atlanta
Brita S. Reed (H) Atlanta
Robert L. Riebow Jr. (W) Atlanta
Scott A. Specht (H,W) Atlanta
Craig R. Triplett (W) Atlanta
Frank L. Wilson III (H,W) Atlanta
Paul H. Sanders III (W) Brunswick
Edna M. Darden (H) Decatur
Philip A. Marsden (H) Decatur
Craig R. Triplett (H) Decatur
John L. Gile (H,W) Duluth
Brita S. Reed (W) Duluth
James M. Paukert (H) Ellijay
Earl W. Gunn (H) Marietta
James M. Paukert (W) Marietta
Linda Winship (H) Marietta
Sandra Sue Sorci (H) Rome
Thomas C. Sorci (H,W) Rome
Paul H. Sanders III (H) St. Simons Isl.
Linda Winship (W) Smyrna

Hawaii
James R. Lockyer (H) Lihue

Iowa
Nancy Hedges Wendler (H) Cedar Rapids
Richard W. Hoffmann (W) Des Moines
Bruce G. Kelley (H,W) Des Moines
John S. Hagelin (H,W) Fairfield
Karen E. Connolly (H) Johnston
Roland H. Ostwald Jr. (H) Spencer
Richard W. Hoffmann (H) W. Des Moines

Idaho
Michael W. Elliott (H) Boise
Linda Johnson Williams (H) Boise
Kay Swift Tenney (H) Ketchum
R. Coke McClure (H,W) Pocatello
Kay Swift Tenney (W) Sun Valley

Illinois
Gene Stroupe Cartwright (W) Abbott Park
James A. Hayssen (W) Alton
Carl D. Cucco (H) Barrington
Bruce R. Pfaff (H) Barrington
Thomas D. Riegelman (H) Barrington
Cynthia Taylor (H) Barrington
George R. Jones (H) Belleville
Robert L. Bokuniewicz (H) Bellwood

J. Scott Shaffer (H,W) Bloomington
Charles R. Hawker (H) Bourbonnais
Charles R. Hawker (W) Bradley
Thomas F. Bush Jr. (H,W) Chicago
Jonathan M. Deevy (H) Chicago
Jonathan M. Deevy (W) Chicago
Mary A. Dougal (W) Chicago
Peter W. Feakins (W) Chicago
Lyn Hutton (H,W) Chicago
Josephine A. Hyde (W) Chicago
D. Dirk Nelson (W) Chicago
John K. Nicholson Sr (W) Chicago
Bruce R. Pfaff (W) Chicago
E. King Poor (W) Chicago
Alan K. Pritz (H) Chicago
Thomas D. Riegelman (W) Chicago
Andrew H. Shaw (W) Chicago
Gary L. Slack (W) Chicago
Steven L. Small (H,W) Chicago
Robert A. Tesar (W) Chicago
Elizabeth Janis Upton (W) Chicago
Charles F. Visser (W) Chicago
Frederick M. Wall (W) Chicago
Mark W. Weisbard (W) Chicago
J. Randall White (W) Chicago
Bruce Wilkens (W) Chicago
Judith M. Yablong (W) Chicago
Timothy J. Curran (H,W) Crystal Lake
Jay M. Butler (H,W) Downers Grove
Edward A. Rufus Jr. (H) Edelstein
Robert B. Bresticker (H) Elburn
Bruce Wilkens (H) Elmhurst
Elizabeth Howard Wilkens (H) Elmhurst
Jeffrey H. Hillebrand (W) Evanston
Josephine A. Hyde (H) Evanston
Frederick M. Wall (H) Evanston
Michael L. Brait (H) Glenview
Robert T. Mortimer Jr. (H) Hinsdale
D. Dirk Nelson (H) Hinsdale
Douglas C. Rice (H) Inverness
Sharon K. Ali (W) Itasca
Jeffrey H. Hillebrand (H) Kenilworth
John Warner IV (H) Kenney
Robert A. Tesar (H) Lake Bluff
Gene Stroupe Cartwright (H) Lake Forest
Carl D. Cucco (W) Mount Prospect
Cynthia Taylor (W) N. Barrington
Mary A. Dougal (H) Northbrook
Sharon K. Ali (H) Oak Park
Robert T. Mortimer Jr. (W) Oakbrook Terr.
Edward A. Rufus Jr. (W) Peoria
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Robert L. Bokuniewicz (W) River Forest
Douglas C. Rice (W) Schaumburg
Joshua D. Warach (H,W) Springfield
Kevin C. Downing (H) Western Springs
Mark W. Weisbard (H) Wilmette
Judith M. Yablong (H) Wilmette
John K. Nicholson Sr (H) Winfield
E. King Poor (H) Winnetka
Hope Stevens Poor (H) Winnetka
Andrew H. Shaw (H) Winnetka
Gary L. Slack (H) Winnetka
Elizabeth Janis Upton (H) Winnetka
Elizabeth Rumely Visser (W) Winnetka
J. Randall White (H) Winnetka

Indiana
Vanessa J. Hamilton (H) Bloomington
Steven M. Kirsh (H) Carmel
Patricia F. McClendon (H,W) Columbus
Bruce K. Allar (H) Floyds Knobs
William S. New (W) Greencastle
Frederick F. Arand (W) Hobart
Robert F. Dawson (H) Indianapolis

Steven M. Kirsh (W) Indianapolis
Frederick F. Arand (H) St. John
Charles F. Potts Jr. (H,W) Terre Haute

Kansas
F. Marian Chambers (H) Wichita
Robert D. Stangl (H) Wichita

Kentucky
Brian R. Mitchel (W) Erlanger
Susan Zimmerman McBeath(H,W) Frankfort
Paul M. Epstein (H,W) Lexington
Alexander T. Simpson Jr. (H,W) Louisville

Louisiana
Robert H. Ardrey III (H,W) Lafayette
Frances W. Welch (H,W) Natchitoches
Kirk D. Barker (W) New Orleans

Massachusetts
William R. Schillhammer III (H) Acton
Daniel J. Velleman (H,W) Amherst
Richard S. Haak Jr. (H) Andover
Nancy Kepes Jeton (H) Andover
Peter C. Jeton (H) Andover
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Brig B. Elliott Jr. (H) Arlington
Kathleen Brewer Doran (H) Ashland
John H. Boyles (W) Attleboro Falls
Mark W. Davis (W) Auburn
George D. Jones III (W) Baldwinville
Margaret L. McLaughlin (H) Belmont
David H. Powers (H) Belmont
Thomas C. Andrew (H) Berlin
John S. Engle (H,W) Beverly
David A. Kolb (W) Beverly
Stephen C. Shoemaker (H) Beverly
Constance A. Zimmerman (W) Billerica
Michael H. Arwe (W) Boston
Michael F. Aylward (W) Boston
Daniel J. Carragher (W) Boston
Christopher P. Davis (W) Boston
Jeffrey S. DeWald (W) Boston
Dayl S. Donaldson (W) Boston
Richard D. Hill Jr. (W) Boston
Peter C. Jeton (W) Boston
Clifford H. Krauss (W) Boston
Richard L. Maas (H,W) Boston
Stephen C. Maloney (W) Boston
Sheldon P. Mirowitz (W) Boston
Daniel H. Murphy (W) Boston
William J. Nimmo (W) Boston
Jeffrey D. Plunkett (W) Boston
Dale F. Powers (W) Boston
Michael Roitman (H,W) Boston
Dana C. Rowan (H,W) Boston
Margaret Busch Schindel (H,W) Boston
David R. Schmahmann (W) Boston
Wendy Simila Snickenberger (W) Boston
Curtis H. Springer (W) Boston
Leland J. Stacy III (W) Boston
David K. Urion (W) Boston
Laurence F. Ward (W) Boston
Mark M. Weld (H,W) Boston
James J. Hourihan III (H) Boxford
James C. Hurowitz (H) Boylston
David P. Morgan (W) Braintree
John S. Reidy (W) Braintree
Jeffrey A. Brodrick (H) Brewster
Ethel C. Labalme (H) Brewster
David R. Schmahmann (H) Brookline
Kevin S. Hughes (W) Burlington
Charles P. McCann (W) Burlington
Mary Anna Sullivan (W) Burlington
Mark L. Brown (W) Cambridge
Brig B. Elliott Jr. (W) Cambridge
Peter W. Siebert (W) Cambridge

James C. DeVoe (H) Canton
Stephen C. Maloney (H) Canton
Peter A. Gilbert (H) Carlisle
Marion McCoy Mustard (H) Chatham
William L. Burke Jr. (W) Chelmsford
Michael C. Chapman (W) Chelmsford
David J. Harmon (H) Clinton
Gary L. Fernandez (H) Concord
George D. Jones III (H) Concord
Clifford H. Krauss (H) Concord
Peter W. Siebert (H) Concord
Stuart B. Weeks (W) Concord
John D. Donigian (H,W) Dedham
Jeffrey S. DeWald (H) Duxbury
Deborah M. Schwartz (W) Duxbury
Antonio F. Gomes (H) E. Longmeadow
John S. Reidy (H) East Walpole
William Jeffrey Long (H,W) Fall River
John M. Slaby (H,W) Foxboro
John Francis Fidler (W) Framingham
Jennifer M. Kemeny (W) Framingham
Mark S. Donoghue (H,W) Greenfield
Chester J. Gapinski (H) Groton
Gregory S. Yates (H) Groton
Jan M. Baudendistel (W) Hadley
John H. Boyles (H) Harvard
Peter S. Brooks (H) Harvard
Mary Anna Sullivan (H) Harvard
Katherine R. Weeks (H) Harvard
Bede W. Wellford (H) Hingham
Paul J. Gill Jr. (H) Hull
Leland J. Stacy III (H) Ipswich
Kevin S. Hughes (H) Lexington
Timothy J. McManus (W) Lexington
Ward Amory Dexter Cheney(H) Lincoln
Julia H. Miner (H) Lincoln
David K. Urion (H) Lincoln
E. Scott Bundy (H,W) Littleton
Marie Talbot Wallace (H) Lowell
Mark L. Brown (H) Malden
Jeremiah M. Daly (H,W) Marion
Chester J. Gapinski (W) Marlborough
William L. Burke Jr. (H) Mattapoisett
Sharon P. Loewenthal (H,W) Medfield
Joseph E. Rendini (H) Medford
Edward M. Pratt (H,W) Middleboro
Peter N. Friedensohn (H) Milton
Hilary W. Hoge (H,W) Milton
William L. Hutchinson (H,W) Nantucket
Richard S. Blades (H) Natick
Peter S. Brooks (W) Natick
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Gregory F. Cronin (H) Needham
Martha S. Hennessey (H) Needham
Martin S. Karl (H,W) Needham
Susan H. McAllister (H) Newburyport
Lisa J. Adams (H,W) Newton
Michael F. Aylward (H) Newton
Jeffrey N. Colt (H) Newton
Kathleen Brewer Doran (W) Newton
Thomas E. Gwin (W) Newton
Thomas E. Gwin (H) Newton Center
John Francis Fidler (H) Newton Up’ Falls
Peter J. Hamill (H) North Andover
Timothy J. McManus (H) North Andover
Gregory S. Yates (W) North Andover
Thomas C. Andrew (W) North Quincy
W. Philipp Hertz Jr. (H) North Reading
Jeffrey A. Zesiger (H,W) Northampton
John V. Gandolfo (H) Peabody
Jan M. Baudendistel (H) Pelham
Deborah M. Schwartz (H) Pembroke
Charles P. McCann (H) Pepperell

Peter N. Friedensohn (W) Quincy
Richard L. Mulroy (H) Reading
Mark A. Ringiewicz (H) Rehoboth
Bede W. Wellford (W) Rockland
Jennifer M. Kemeny (H) Rowley
John V. Gandolfo (W) Saugus
Sheldon P. Mirowitz (H) Sherborn
William A. Thornton III (H) Sherborn
Dayl S. Donaldson (H) Somerville
Robert C. Piela (H) South Hadley
Michael C. Chapman (H) South Hamilton
Christopher P. Davis (H) South Hamilton
Sara Hoagland Hunter (W) South Natick
Mark W. Davis (H) Southborough
Antonio F. Gomes (W) Springfield
Wayne D. MacDonald (H,W) Springfield
Mark J. Mullan (H,W) Springfield
Robert C. Piela (W) Springfield
Charles L. Kern (H,W) Stow
Constance A. Zimmerman (H) Stow
John M. Lord II (H,W) Sudbury
Jeffrey D. Plunkett (H) Sudbury
Dale F. Powers (H) Sutton
Mark A. Ringiewicz (W) Swansea
George F. McBride (H) Taunton
Charles A. Thayer (H,W) Taunton
David A. Kolb (H) Topsfield
Mark G. Friedman (H) Tyngsboro
Jeffrey N. Colt (W) Waltham
Peter A. Gilbert (W) Waltham
John C. Gleason (W) Waltham
William A. Thornton III (W) Waltham
Austin R. Whitehill (W) Waltham
Daniel J. Carragher (H) Wellesley
Martha S. Hennessey (W) Wellesley
Richard D. Hill Jr. (H) Wellesley
Daniel H. Murphy (H) Wellesley
William J. Nimmo (H) Wellesley
Austin R. Whitehill (H) Wellesley
Wendy Simila Snickenberger (H) Wellesley Hills
Laurence F. Ward (H) West Roxbury
Michael D. Cox (H) Westford
Katherine R. Weeks (W) Westford
Sara Hoagland Hunter (H) Weston
William R. Schillhammer III (W) Wilmington
Michael H. Arwe (H) Winchester
Stuart A. Hooker (H) Winchester
Bruce A. Richard (H) Winchester
W. Philipp Hertz Jr. (W) Woburn
James J. Hourihan III (W) Woburn
James C. Hurowitz (W) Worcester
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Maryland
Judith B. Redding (W) Aberdeen
James K. Bausell (H) Annapolis
Grant MacColl Huber (H,W) Annapolis
Norman W. Saunders (H) Annapolis
Amy Gillenson (H,W) Baltimore
William J. Kobokovich Jr. (W) Baltimore
Howard F. Perell (H) Baltimore
William Rice Jr. (W) Baltimore
Dorothy A. Snow (H) Baltimore
David C. Tolzmann Jr. (W) Baltimore
John H. Cushman Jr. (H) Bethesda
Michael B. Cutler (H,W) Bethesda
George P. Keagle (W) Bethesda
Alexander S. Mathews (H) Bethesda
Joseph D. Sillay (W) Bethesda
James W. Tierney (H,W) Bethesda
David R. Dollar (H) Chevy Chase
Vincent D. Salvatore Jr. (H) Chevy Chase
William J. Kobokovich Jr. (H) Cockeysville H’ V’
Larry B. Thompson (H) Fort Washington
Eileen C. Cave (H) Hyattsville
James K. Bausell (W) Laurel
William Rice Jr. (H) Mitchellville
George P. Keagle (H) Montgomery Vill.
Edward K. Maker (H) Potomac
Robert E. Hanley (H,W) Riva
Lawrence S. Frank (H,W) Rockville
Edward K. Maker (W) Rockville
Leslie R. Aucoin (H) Silver Spring
Paul R. Bastek (H) Silver Spring
Dr Douglas L. Cohen (H) Silver Spring
Roland C. Dubois (H) Silver Spring
Kip R. Hartman (H) Silver Spring
Phillip H. K. Omohundro (H) Silver Spring
Diana Robeck Todd (H) Silver Spring
A. Christopher Sega (H) White Plains

Maine
Melinda Hungerford Harder (H) Auburn
Mark A. Kandutsch (H,W) Bar Harbor
Carl V. Little (W) Bar Harbor
Elizabeth J. Boogusch (H) Camden
Glenn H. Robinson (H) Cape Elizabeth
Kathryn Spivey Robinson (H,W) Cape Elizabeth
Anne Stockmar Upton (H) Cape Elizabeth
John M. Eldredge (H) Cumberland Ctr.
Eugene R. Skibitsky (H) Dixfield
John M. Eldredge (W) Falmouth
Kevin M. Gillis (H) Falmouth
Michael J. Strout (H) Falmouth
Paul A. Fritzson (H) Freeport

Melinda Hungerford Harder (W) Lewiston
James J. Tyson III (H) Milford
Carl V. Little (H) Mount Desert
John McLain Malek (H,W) Norridgewock
Peter M. Blais (H) N. Yarmouth
Gregory S. Fryer (H) N. Yarmouth
Elizabeth J. Boogusch (W) Portland
Paul A. Fritzson (W) Portland
Gregory S. Fryer (W) Portland
Kevin M. Gillis (W) Portland
Meri Miller Lowry (H,W) Portland
Daniel M. Porter (H) Portland
Richard D. Prentice (W) Portland
Glenn H. Robinson (W) Portland
Scott R. Simons (W) Portland
Anne Stockmar Upton (W) Portland
Daniel E. Fowler (H) Presque Isle
Robert O. Wetzel (H) Raymond
Michael J. Strout (W) Scarborough
Jonathan T. Davie (H,W) South Berwick
Andrea Quaid (H) Topsham
Peter A. Bridgman (W) Waterville
Dennis R. McCann (W) Waterville
Dennis R. McCann (H) Winslow
Peter A. Bridgman (H) Yarmouth
Richard D. Prentice (H) Yarmouth
Scott R. Simons (H) Yarmouth
Peter H. Krauth (H,W) York
Nancy Bennett Phillips (H,W) York

Michigan
David L. Huntoon (H,W) Ann Arbor
Howard G. Lay (H,W) Ann Arbor
Scott L. Hunter (H) Bingham Farms
Scott L. Hunter (W) Dearborn
Darrell L. Brady (H) Detroit
Gary M. Patrick (H) Laurium
Frank D. Sottile (W) Pontiac
Frank D. Sottile (H) Rochester
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Barry S. Gold (H,W) Rochester Hills
Robert G. Cline (H,W) Traverse City
William T. Hawthorne (H) Vandalia

Minnesota
David A. Lindberg (H) Bloomington
Kim A. Nyberg (W) Bloomington
Paul D. Hollingsworth (H) Champlin
Paul C. Seel (W) Coon Rapids
David Q. Ferguson (H) Deephaven
A. William Cherne Jr. (W) Eden Prairie
Linda P. Hagg (H) Excelsior
Robert J. Narloch II (H) Houston
Carol Bemis (H) Minneapolis
Amanda J. Green (H) Minneapolis
Paul D. Hollingsworth (W) Minneapolis
Spencer H. Kubo (H) Minneapolis
David A. Lindberg (W) Minneapolis
Mrs Robert E. Orton III (H) Minneapolis
A. William Cherne Jr. (H) Minnetonka
Kim A. Nyberg (H) Minnetonka
Steven D. McNutt (W) Morgan
Nancy Skaug Seel (H) North Oaks
Paul C. Seel (H) North Oaks
Craig A. Feathers (H) Northfield
Paul K. Windrath (H) Red Wing
Leo J. Maguire III (H,W) Rochester
Susan C. Gillette (H) Saint Paul
Roberto N. Ifill (H,W) Saint Paul
Anne T. Johnson (H,W) Saint Paul
Robert K. McIlrath (H,W) Saint Paul
Steven D. McNutt (H) Springfield
Daniel J. Jozefow (H,W) Stillwater
Virginia S. See (H) Wayzata
David Q. Ferguson (W) Young America

Missouri
Rufus L. Sisson (H) Chesterfield
David C. Clark (W) Fenton
George E. Murray III (H) Frontenac
Harry E. Anderson (H) Kansas City
C. Hambrick Jr. (H,W) Kansas City
Robert D. Stangl (W) Kansas City
Paul D. Williams (W) Kansas City
David C. Clark (H) Kirkwood
Paul D. Williams (H) Lees Summit
Ralph J. Damiano Jr. (H,W) Saint Louis
Leroy T. Day (H) Saint Louis
Michael G. Gabel (H,W) Saint Louis
John D. Haffenreffer (H,W) Saint Louis
George E. Murray III (W) Saint Louis
Rufus L. Sisson (W) Saint Louis
James A. Hayssen (H) St. Louis

Montana
David R. Cowan (H) Bozeman
Cynthia Ford (H,W) Missoula
Peter W. Stark (H,W) Missoula

North Carolina
Robert F. Amundsen (H) Apex
Robert A. Goodman (H) Apex
Louis S. Josselyn (H) Chapel Hill
Jeffrey P. Kasold (H) Chapel Hill
John C. Lord (H) Chapel Hill
Peter A. Margolis (H,W) Chapel Hill
Simon V. Ward III (H,W) Charlotte
Robert F. Amundsen (W) Durham
Joseph P. Donahue III (H) Durham
Robert A. Goodman (W) Durham
Julie Schuetz Lowe (H) Fuquay Varina
Robert L. Marchman IV (H) Hillsborough
Dominic R. Cols (H) Raleigh
Louis S. Josselyn (W) Raleigh
Jeffrey P. Kasold (W) Research Tri. Pk.
Michael J. Feasel (W) Rocky Mount
James S. Watson III (H,W) Rocky Mount
Michael J. Feasel (H) Wilson
Robert A. Hebert Jr. (H,W) Winston Salem

Nebraska
Karl D. Hostetler (H) Lincoln
Laura P. Perri (H) North Platte

New Hampshire
Mark R. Stebbins (H) Bedford
Brian R. Graf (H) Bow
William C. Davison (H) Brentwood
Christopher H. Daniell (W) Concord
Emily B. Geoghegan (H) Concord
Brian R. Graf (W) Concord
Jeffrey C. Kirchhoff (W) Concord
John M. Richey (W) Concord
Curtis H. Springer (H) Danville
William E. Nutt (H) Enfield
Jeffrey B. Reed (H,W) Enfield
Mary Kay Walkush Beach (H,W) Etna
Ursula J. Gibson (H) Etna
Sean M. Gorman (H) Etna
William C. Davison (W) Exeter
Mark I. Jacobs (W) Exeter
Dennis S. Albaugh (W) Gilford
Richard S. Haak Jr. (W) Hampton
James L. Beattie (H) Hanover
Martha Johnson Beattie (H) Hanover
Mary-Ellen Treadway Colt (H) Hanover
Judith Burrows Csatari (H) Hanover
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Peter D. Field (H) Hanover
Andrew Gettinger (H) Hanover
Ursula J. Gibson (W) Hanover
John C. Gleason (H) Hanover
Sean M. Gorman (W) Hanover
Carey E. Heckman (H,W) Hanover
Paul A. Hoisington (W) Hanover
Pamela J. Kneisel (W) Hanover
Mary J. Schneider (H,W) Hanover
Katherine VanWeelden (W) Henniker
Jone D. LaBombard (H) Hollis
Peter S. Cowan (H) Hopkinton
Christopher H. Daniell (H) Hopkinton
John M. Richey (H) Hopkinton
Michael D. Cox (W) Hudson
Christina M. O'Neill (H,W) Laconia
Paul N. Ames (H,W) Lebanon
Andrew Gettinger (W) Lebanon
Pamela Gile (W) Lebanon
Edward L. Hirsch (H) Lebanon
Todd M. Mosenthal DC (H,W) Lebanon
Timothy W. Caldwell (W) Lyme
Pamela Gile (H) Lyme
Timothy W. Caldwell (H) Lyme Center
Peter S. Cowan (W) Manchester
Richard P. Dunfey Jr. (H) Manchester
Emily B. Geoghegan (W) Manchester
Mark R. Stebbins (W) Manchester
Dennis S. Albaugh (H) Meredith
David W. Quimby (H) Meriden
Russell J. Bartlett (H) Nashua
Steven A. Bolton (H,W) Nashua
Sandra L. Helve (H,W) Nashua
Burton Keirstead III (H,W) Nashua
Michael T. Chiarella (H,W) New London
Peter D. Field (W) New London
Lee Arrison (W) Newport
Mark I. Jacobs (H) North Hampton
Jeffrey C. Kirchhoff (H) Northfield
M. Scott McGovern (H,W) Peterborough
David J. Cunis (H,W) Plymouth
Steven Eric Feld (H,W) Portsmouth
Dana S. Levenson (H,W) Portsmouth
William J. Thompson (H,W) Stratham
Lee Arrison (H) Sunapee
Richard J. Berryman (H) West Lebanon
Katherine VanWeelden (H) Wilmot
William J. Keefe (H,W) Wilton
Stuart B. Weeks (H) Wilton
Donald A. Colacchio (H) Windham

New Jersey
Carolyn Johnson Allenby (H) Annandale
Susan Stine Felter (H) Basking Ridge
Susan Stine Felter (W) Bernardsville
Robert P. Bertrand (H) Bloomfield
Kenneth C. Kapica (H) Chatham
Thomas J. Swartz III (H) Chatham
Steven M. Tompson (H) Chatham
Murray R. Choate II (H) Chester
Patricia G. Campbell (H,W) Cranbury
Paul M. Nelson (H) Cresskill
Karen M. Turner (H) Ewing
Michael Reagan (H) Fair Haven
Caroline G. Ballard VMD (H,W) Fair Lawn
Merrill M. Kraines (H) Franklin Lakes
Daniel D. Tagatac (H) Freehold
John T. Stokesbury (H) Haworth
David J. Clark (H) Hillsdale
Donald E. Lawes III (H) Little Silver
Carl W. Battle (H) Maplewood
John B. Scopa (W) McAfee
Daniel D. Tagatac (W) Middletown
Julie Nelson Brown (H) Montclair
Joseph M. Dempsey (H) Montclair
Robert C. Holmes (H) Montclair
Lawrence G. Rosenshein (H) Montclair
Joseph D. Sutton (H) Montclair
Melanie Fisher Matte (H,W) Montvale
Dr Kevin C. Keyes (W) Montville
David M. Balderston (W) Newark
Steven M. Tompson (W) Newark
David M. Bandfield (H) Oradell
Murray R. Choate II (W) Parsippany
John T. Stokesbury (W) Parsippany
Carl W. Battle (W) Peapack
Jonathan Woods (W) Pennington
Richard J. Hayes (H) Plainsboro
Jennifer Kintzing Cadoff (H,W) Princeton
Richard G. Horan (H) Princeton
David J. Lidstone (H,W) Princeton
Robert W. Pease Jr. (H) Ridgewood
David R. Slade (H) Ridgewood
Thomas G. Souza (H) Ridgewood
Dr Kevin C. Keyes (H) Rockaway
Donald E. Lawes III (W) Shrewsbury
David D. Hoy (H) Stone Harbor
David M. Balderston (H) Summit
Christopher M. Neenan (H) Summit
Joseph W. Cassidy III (H) Teaneck
Bruce S. Bokor (H) Tenafly
Paul M. Nelson (W) Tenafly



Richard P. Auletta (H,W) West Orange
David J. Clark (W) Woodcliff Lake

New Mexico
David A. Duganne (H) Albuquerque
Joanne M. Karp (W) Albuquerque
John P. Lawrence (H) Albuquerque
David E. Magnus (W) Albuquerque
David N. Robbins (H,W) Albuquerque
Joanne M. Karp (H) Corrales
David E. Magnus (H) Corrales

Nevada
Warren J. Dell (H) Las Vegas
Joseph E. Vaughn III (H) Las Vegas
Joseph E. Vaughn III (W) Las Vegas

New York
James N. Cant (H,W) Albany
John S. Sherman (W) Albany
Stephen W. Bell (H) Amherst
John D. Tanner (H) Amherst
Michele Manis Kaufmann (H) Ardsley
Jacqueline A. Bello (W) Bronx
Peter B. Demarest (H) Bronx
Donna A. Humphrey (W) Bronx
James C. Lewis (H,W) Bronx
Marian R. Shelton (W) Bronx
Peter B. Demarest (W) Bronxville
James T. Knight (H) Bronxville
David P. Spalding (H) Bronxville
Robert E. Buckholz Jr. (H) Brooklyn
Peter Falzone (W) Brooklyn
Scott A. Fraser (H) Brooklyn
David B. Fuller (H) Brooklyn
Joan Tyler Marable (H,W) Brooklyn
Robert M. Schiller (H) Brooklyn
Michael S. Sweringen (H) Brooklyn
David William Virgien (H) Brooklyn
Mr Douglas West (H) Brooklyn
Peter C. Williams (H) Brooklyn
Daniel P. Forsyth (W) Buffalo
Richard K. Clark (W) Canastota
Richard K. Clark (H) Cazenovia
Judith Zimicki Gianforte (H,W) Cazenovia
Joseph M. Jasinski (H) Cortlandt Manor
Patti Slobogin (H) Croton On Hudson
Peter Sarabella (H) Deer Park
Stephen J. Green (H) Dix Hills
Arthur D. Saul (H) Dix Hills
J. M. Grant Fullman (H) Duanesburg
George A. Federman (H) East Northport
Peter B. Humphrey (H) East Norwich

Joseph B. Quinn (H) East Quogue
Joseph W. Prokop (H,W) East Setauket
Alicia Ostrowidzki Rubin (H) Eastchester
George A. Federman (W) Freeport
Arthur D. Saul (W) Garden City
Peter E. Gergely (W) Garrison
Noel S. Kropf (H) Garrison
Frederic P. Metreaud (H) Ghent
Deborah Hope Wedgeworth(H) Hempstead
Peter E. Gergely (H) Highland Falls
Robert J. Cree Jr. (H) Hogansburg
Jeffrey J. Murphy (H) Huntington
Katharine A. Clute (W) Ithaca
Clifford R. Clemmons Jr. (H) Jamaica
Thomas F. Fleming (W) Lake Placid
Stephen R. Day (H) Larchmont
Anthony J. Magro (H) Larchmont
Daniel P. Forsyth (H) Lewiston
Stephen J. Green (W) Manhasset
Bradford W. Agry (H,W) New York
David M. Bandfield (W) New York
Bruce S. Bell (W) New York
Jacqueline A. Bello (H) New York
Thomas H. Bertels (H,W) New York
Robert P. Bertrand (W) New York
Kimberly Staggers Blanchard(W) New York
Julie Nelson Brown (W) New York
Robert E. Buckholz Jr. (W) New York
James M. Clamage (W) New York
Sean Clarkin (H,W) New York
Kimberley Conroy (H,W) New York
Stephen R. Day (W) New York
Joseph M. Dempsey (W) New York
Mary Ellen Donovan (H) New York
William T. Duke (H,W) New York
Leland S. Englebardt II (H) New York
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Peter Falzone (H) New York
Robert G. Fisher Jr. (H) New York
Robert P. Fisher Jr. (W) New York
David F. Fisher (H,W) New York
Robert S. Foerster Jr. (W) New York
Scott A. Fraser (W) New York
David B. Fuller (W) New York
Mark S. Gamell (W) New York
Michael F. Griffin (H,W) New York
Christopher P. Hall (W) New York
Tony M. Hall (H,W) New York
Katherine A. Heintzelman (H) New York
Sara Hobel (H) New York
Robert C. Holmes (W) New York
Debbie I. Humphrey (H) New York
Donna A. Humphrey (H) New York
Carsten Jacobs AIA (W) New York
Robin L. Johnson (H,W) New York
Kenneth C. Kapica (W) New York
John K. Keitt Jr. (H,W) New York
James T. Knight (W) New York
Carolyn R. Kohn (H,W) New York
Merrill M. Kraines (W) New York
Anthony J. Magro (W) New York
Scott A. McCallister (W) New York
Kevin S. Moore (W) New York
Jeffrey J. Murphy (W) New York
Matthew J. Neary (W) New York
Christopher M. Neenan (W) New York
Karla S. Nielson (H) New York
John W. Pancoast III (W) New York
Robert W. Pease Jr. (W) New York
Alan K. Pritz (W) New York
Rose M. Purrazzella (H) New York
Charles H. Reach III (W) New York
Ramona J. Rideout (H) New York
William M. Saubert (H,W) New York
Robert M. Schiller (W) New York
Henry D. Shanks (H) New York
Marian R. Shelton (H) New York
Joseph D. Sillay (H) New York
David R. Slade (W) New York
George A. Smith (H) New York
David P. Spalding (W) New York
James L. Standish (W) New York
Scott L. Steele (H,W) New York
Anne M. Tierney (H) New York
David C. Tolzmann Jr. (H) New York
Maris V. Veidemanis (H,W) New York
Deborah Hope Wedgeworth (W) New York
Peter C. Williams (W) New York

Daniel E. Gabriels (H) Niskayuna
Edward Watts Morton Bever(H) Northport
Michael W. Fitzgerald (W) Orangeburg
Kimberly Staggers Blanchard(H) Pelham
Anne White Katlic (H) Penfield
Bruce S. Bell (H) Piermont
Lori M. Radke (H) Pittsford
Mark S. Gamell (H) Port Washington
Ronald T. Landers (W) Poughkeepsie
Mark A. Levine (H) Poughkeepsie
Leland S. Englebardt II (W) Purchase
Rose M. Purrazzella (W) Rockville Centre
Michael Shnayerson (H) Sag Harbor
Barry V. Arnold (H) Saratoga Springs
Noreen Quinn Fisher (H) Scarsdale
Robert P. Fisher Jr. (H) Scarsdale
William R. Daughtry (H) Schenectady
J. M. Grant Fullman (W) Schenectady
John S. Sherman (H) Slingerlands
Joseph B. Quinn (W) Southampton
David S. Davenport (H) Tarrytown
Noel S. Kropf (W) Tarrytown
John D. Tanner (W) Tonawanda
Patti Slobogin (W) Valhalla
Zephyrinus J. Ernest (H,W) White Plains
Philip L. McCarthy Jr. (H) Williamsville
Joseph M. Jasinski (W) Yorktown Hts.
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Ohio
Barbara Robinson Kimyon (H,W) Akron
Michael A. Gleason (W) Beachwood
Christopher P. DeLaCruz (H) Canton
Byron W. Anderson (H) Chagrin Falls
Michael A. Gleason (H) Chagrin Falls
Philip J. Moy Jr. (H) Chagrin Falls
Kathleen Martell Vargo (H) Chagrin Falls
Ronald P. Vargo (H) Chagrin Falls
David G. Howard (H,W) Cincinnati
Richard Zimmerman (H,W) Cincinnati
Michael T. Bustamante (H) Cleveland
Maurice A. Johnson (H) Cleveland
Philip J. Moy Jr. (W) Cleveland
James B. Naylor (H,W) Cleveland
James S. Newman (H,W) Cleveland
Robert J. Pelley (H,W) Cleveland
Ronald P. Vargo (W) Cleveland
Mary McAllister Conway (H) Cleveland Hts.
Brian R. Mitchel (H) Cleves
Clarence B. Burrs (H) Columbus
R. Parker MacDonell (W) Columbus
Kirk A. Reitelbach (H) Columbus
Caleb T. Deupree (H) Dayton
Joseph H. Hoffman Jr. (W) Dublin
Cindy Shannon (W) Gates Mills
Paul S. Robinson (H,W) Maumee
Brian L. Bachelder (H,W) Mount Gilead
Byron W. Anderson (W) Pepper Pike
Cindy Shannon (H) Shaker Heights
Carl E. Shelton (H) South Euclid
Lawrence W. Nichols (H,W) Toledo
David S. Willey (H) Toledo
Joseph H. Hoffman Jr. (H) Upper Arlington
R. Parker MacDonell (H) Worthington
Donald A. Colacchio (W) Zanesville

Oklahoma
Lydia S. Begay (H) Oklahoma City
Joseph H. Bocock (H,W) Oklahoma City
Thomas F. Algeo (H) Tulsa

Oregon
Geoffrey E. Bolton (H,W) Beaverton
Kevin E. Gartner (H) Corvallis
Alan G. Hernried (H,W) Corvallis
David A. Benedict (W) Portalnd
Jack D. Bothwell (W) Portland
Robert G. Casey (H) Portland
James P. Draudt (H,W) Portland
Bradford H. Fletcher (H,W) Portland
David D. Gillin (W) Portland

Stephen R. Haessler (H) Portland
James C. Hampton (H,W) Portland
Mary T. Nolan (H,W) Portland
Laura P. Perri (W) Portland
Virginia A. Quinn (H,W) Portland
Robert E. Tibolt (W) Salem
David A. Benedict (H) Tualatin
Robert E. Tibolt (H) Tualatin

Pennsylvania
John E. Castaldo (W) Allentown
Mark H. Freise (H) Baden
John H. Krick Jr. (H) Bala Cynwyd
Robert C. Erickson Jr. (W) Bensalem
Joye McDonald-Hamer (H) Berwyn
Shoun T. Kerbaugh (H) Bridgeville
Scott A. McCallister (H) Bryn Mawr
Daniel J. Sheedy (H) Bryn Mawr
Susan A. White (W) Bryn Mawr
Nancy Steward Freidl (H) Easton
Robert A. Freidl (H) Easton
Kenneth W. Horton (W) Exton
Judson L. Porter Jr. (H) Gibsonia
Gregg L. Goldstrohm (H) Greensburg
David L. Englehart (H) Harrisburg
Kenneth L. Mickens (H,W) Harrisburg
Michael G. Fried (H,W) Hershey
Robert W. Deason (H) Jennerstown
Robert W. Deason (W) Johnstown
Ann Paulsen Raezer (W) Lancaster
Robert W. Trubiano (H,W) Lancaster
Stefanie B. Valar (H,W) Lancaster
David L. Englehart (W) Lemoyne
Randall J. Alford (W) Lititz
George U. Sauter (H) Malvern
Ann Paulsen Raezer (H) Mount Gretna
Nicholas Aponte (W) Philadelphia
James B. Burns (W) Philadelphia
Marian K. Lebowitz (H) Philadelphia
David L. Lockard (H,W) Philadelphia
William J. Schaeffer III (W) Philadelphia
Karen M. Turner (W) Philadelphia
Kelley J. White (H,W) Philadelphia
Andrew L. Goldberg (H) Pittsburgh
Andrew L. Goldberg (W) Pittsburgh
Shoun T. Kerbaugh (W) Pittsburgh
Paul Levin (H) Pittsburgh
Thomas W. Norton Jr. (H,W) Pittsburgh
Guy N. Piegari Jr. (H,W) Reading
Judson L. Porter Jr. (W) Ridgeway
Andrew E. Dill (H) Spring City
Benjamin W. Ayres II (W) Tyrone
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John J. Brennan (W) Valley Forge
George U. Sauter (W) Valley Forge
Nicholas Aponte (H) Wallingford
Benjamin W. Ayres II (H) Warriors Mark
Viola G. Allen (H) Wayne
Catharine Joyce Brennan (H) Wayne
John J. Brennan (H) Wayne
James B. Burns (H) Wayne
Kenneth W. Horton (H) Wayne
Stephen C. Shoemaker (W) Wayne
John E. Castaldo (H) Wescosville
William J. Schaeffer III (H) West Chester
Jonathan Woods (H) Yardley

Rhode Island
John C. Whistler (H,W) Barrington
Frederick J. Jaccarino (H) Charleston
Anita M. Hines (H) Charlestown
Peter A. Corrente (H) Kingston
Douglas A. Smith Jr. (H) Newport
Debra A. Chase (H) Providence
William J. Penhallurick (H) Providence
Michelle M. Murray (H) Warren
Frederick J. Jaccarino (W) Westerly
William H. Calhoun (H,W) Woonsocket

Tennessee
Alton Chapman (H) Chattanooga
Ronald T. Landers (H) Chattanooga
Mark A. Miles (H) Cordova
Halden W. Hooper Jr. (H,W) Gallatin
John H. Graham Jr. (H) Knoxville
Robin Lambert Graham (H) Knoxville
James E. McDaniel (H) Lawrenceburg
John H. Graham Jr. (W) Maryville
Marshall M. Carr (H) Memphis
Carlton A. Knox (H) Memphis
Robin Lambert Graham (W) Oak Ridge

Texas
Alfred T. Stanley (H,W) Austin
Robert C. Erickson Jr. (H) Bedford
L. Nelson Hall (H,W) Corpus Christi
Thomas A. Miller (H) Cypress
Susan Gray Corderman-Clifford(H,W) Dallas
David E. Howe (H,W) Dallas
Major T. Jordan Jr. (W) Dallas
Richard P. San Soucie (H,W) Dallas
Robert P. Cummins (H,W) Houston
Marian J. Luntz (H) Houston
Sawnie A. McEntire (H) Houston
Jeffrey J. McParland (H) Houston
Thomas A. Miller (W) Houston
James I. Nienhuis (H,W) Houston

Major T. Jordan Jr. (H) Plano
Dana E. Moody (H) San Antonio

Utah
Elise L. Erler (W) Magna
Peter D. Anderson (H) Park City
Robert L. Riebow Jr. (H) Park City
W. Marcus Brann (W) Salt Lake City
Elise L. Erler (H) Salt Lake City
William D. Jackson (H,W) Salt Lake City
Ann Waugh Page (H) Salt Lake City
W. Marcus Brann (H) Sandy
Ann Waugh Page (W) West Jordan

Virginia
Christopher A. Beebe (H) Alexandria
Douglas R. Caldwell (H,W) Alexandria
Ray M. Greenly (H,W) Alexandria
Peter B. Humphrey (W) Alexandria
CDR Robert L. Hurst (H) Alexandria
William J. Lynn III (H) Alexandria
Monica Hargrove Roye (H) Alexandria
Andrea R. Tigar (H) Alexandria
Guy W. VanSyckle Jr. (W) Alexandria
Louis C. Whitsett (H) Alexandria
William Hirama (H) Arlington
Steven F. Johnston (H) Arlington
Wayne C. Lindsey (H) Arlington
Monica Hargrove Roye (W) Arlington
Eleftherios H. Vidas (W) Arlington

Eleazar, at Winter Carnival
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A. William Charters (H) Chesapeake
Duncan A. Macfarlan (H,W) Earlysville
Preston B. Baker (W) Fairfax
Katharine A. Clute (H) Fairfax
Guy W. VanSyckle Jr. (H) Great Falls
Edward S. Hemphill (H,W) Lexington
Fairfax Hackley III (H) Manassas
Willard B. Ferris (H) Mc Lean
Duncan M. Fitchet Jr. (H) Mc Lean
Ann Fritz Hackett (H,W) Mc Lean
Leslie M. Madden Kannan (H) Mc Lean
Deborah R. West (H) Moseley
A. William Charters (W) Norfolk
T. Coleman Andrews III (H,W) Rapidan
Grayland A. Crisp (H) Richmond
Kevin A. Stubbs (H) Richmond
Timothy J. Sullivan (H) Sterling
Preston B. Baker (H) Vienna
Mark J. D'Anastasio (H) Vienna
Henry W. Hart (H,W) Williamsburg

Vermont
Thomas L. Jackson (W) Burlington
Robert C. Singer (H,W) Burlington
Robin A. Chase (H,W) Calais
Thomas L. Jackson (H) Charlotte
Jeffrey C. Thayer (H) Charlotte
Jordan M. Young II (H) Cornwall
E. Nessa Flax (H,W) Groton
Edward F. Waters (H) Hartland
Rhonda L. Korol (W) Lyndonville
Peter H. Fischer (H) Marshfield
Edward G. Scheu (H,W) Middlebury
John H. Roe (W) Montpelier
Susan G. Walter (H,W) Montpelier
Gerald N. Rosenberg (H) Mount Holly
Kim H. Cushman (H) North Bennington
Paul A. Hoisington (H) Norwich
John A. Rassias (H) Norwich
Janet L. Sorice (H) Norwich
Rev. Ralph W. Howe (H,W) Plainfield
Mary Heller Osgood (H,W) Putney
Rhonda L. Korol (H) St. Johnsbury
William C. Vinton (W) St. Johnsbury
Tyler J. Gould (H,W) S. Burlington
Steven D. Webster (W) S. Burlington
Richard R. Bennum (H) Stowe
Vicki-Lee Felis (H) Stowe
Cornelius J. Van Dyke (H,W) Stowe
Pauline J. Cole (H) Thetford Center
Pamela J. Kneisel (H) Thetford Center
Steven D. Webster (H) Underhill

William C. Vinton (H) Waterford
John H. Roe (H) West Brookfield
James R. Becker (H) White River Jct.
Pauline J. Cole (W) White River Jct.
Gregg E. Fairbrothers (H) White River Jct.
Gregg E. Fairbrothers (W) White River Jct.
Warren C. Nagle Jr. (H) White River Jct.
James R. Becker (W) Wilder
Edward F. Waters (W) Wilder
Karen Schofield Karlen (H) Worcester

Washington
Craig H. Reininger (W) Bellevue
George F. Wearn (H) Graham
Martin E. Doyle (H) Issaquah
Bruce R. York (H) Mercer Island
Edward E. Bardusch (H) Mill Creek
Charles R. Hostnik (H) Olympia
Edward E. Bardusch (W) Redmond
Brian L. McEachron (H,W) Redmond
John V. Olsen (H) Redmond
Craig H. Reininger (H) Redmond
Jack D. Bothwell (H) Ridgefield
Kipp A. Barker (H) Sammamish
Kipp A. Barker (W) Seattle
John G. Bauer (H,W) Seattle
Hilary C. Chan (H) Seattle
Eric C. Copenhaver (H) Seattle
Jonathan Fine (H,W) Seattle
David D. Gillin (H) Seattle
Peter M. Hartley (H,W) Seattle
Danferd W. Henke (H,W) Seattle
John S. Kutscher (H,W) Seattle
Janet E. Murphy (H,W) Seattle
John V. Olsen (W) Seattle
Barbara N. Sands (H) Seattle
John B. Stimson (H,W) Seattle
Sean O. Stitham (H) Seattle
Bruce R. York (W) Seattle
Betsy Jewett Coombs (H,W) Spokane
Charles R. Hostnik (W) Tacoma

Wisconsin
Wade L. Hillman (H,W) Appleton
Nina H. Dorrance (H,W) Beloit
William S. New (H) Beloit
Geoffrey C. Lamb (H) Brookfield
J. Todd Morris (W) Brookfield
Peter W. Feakins (H) Madison
Geoffrey C. Lamb (W) Milwaukee
Daniel J. Ringsred (H,W) Milwaukee
J. Todd Morris (H) Wauwatosa
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West Virginia
Kenneth C. Wright (H,W) Charleston
Myron B. Allen III (H,W) Laramie

Canada
Alberta
Christopher L. Bergquist (H) Cochrane
Manitoba
Gordon H. Miles (H,W) Winnipeg
Ontario
Kenneth W. Pettit (W) Brantford
Kenneth W. Pettit (H) Guelph
Danny J. Tomlak (H) Kingston
Peter T. Dawkins (H) Mississauga
Timothy A. Beasley (W) Nepean
Sandro L. Orlando (H,W) North Bay
Danny J. Tomlak (W) Thunder Bay
Christopher J. Hodgson (H,W) Toronto
Prince Edward Island
George A. Walker (H,W) Summerside
Québec
Timothy A. Beasley (H) Chelsea
James L. Beattie (W) Montreal
Ronald L. King (H) Montreal

Australia 
Barry V. Arnold (H,W) Vaucluse/Sidney
Cheryl A. Newman (H) Vienna

China
Iris M. Gowen (H,W) Beijing

Egypt
Robert C. McKinney (H) Cairo

England
John M. Slaby (W) Ascot Berkshire
Edmond M. Robinson (H) Barnes London
Jamie W. Bergford (H) Bucks
Peter Andrew Tagiuri (H) London
Fraser E. Marcus (W) London
Edmond M. Robinson (W) London
Fraser E. Marcus (H) London
S. Neil MacFarlane (H) Oxford
Mark P. Muth (H) Putney London

France
Shawn M. Altier (W) Neuilly
Shawn M. Altier (H) Paris

Gambia
Bye-Mass M. Taal (H) Banjul

Germany
Randall W. Miller (W) Dusseldorf
August G. Schaefer II (H) Cologne
Randall W. Miller (H) Dusseldorf

Hong Kong
Thomas J. Heim (H,W) Hong Kong

Hungary
Cheryl A. Newman (W) Budapest

Indonesia
Stephen A. Askey (H,W) Pekanbaru Riau

Israel
Aaron E. Grossbaum (H,W) Jerusalem
Michael R. Madeson (H,W) Jerusalem

Japan
Richard M. Elliott (H) Tokyo
Paul R. Lacke (H,W) Tokyo

Kenya
Bye-Mass M. Taal (W) Nairobi

Netherlands
John S. Glover (H) Wassenaar
John S. Glover (W) Zoetermeer

Norway
Arne H. Nielsen (W) Oslo
Christian Bjelland (H,W) Oslo
Arne H. Nielsen (H) Snaroya

Oman
Robert C. McKinney (W) Muscat 

Saudi Arabia
Peter J. Hamill (W) Dammam

Scotland
Thomas G. Potter (H) by Ayr Ayrshire
Thomas G. Potter (W)  Maybole Ayrshire

Carroll W. Brewster



Career Directory 
This list is based solely upon information from the
College database. Discrepancies may exist where
Classmates’ records with the College are outdated.

Advertising David J. Clark
Mark J. D’Anastasio
Gary L. Slack
Elizabeth Janis Upton

Aerospace James N. Cant
George P. Keagle
William J. Lynn III

Agriculture David G. Brown
William J. Healey
Steven D. McNutt 

Amusement/Recr. Mark A. Levine
Robin Clark Norton
Reginald Williams

Architecture Julia H. Miner
August G. Schaefer II
Scott R. Simons
John M. Slaby

Automobile Scott L. Hunter
Randall W. Miller

Aviation T. Coleman Andrews III
Mary T. Nolan
Monica Hargrove Roye
Robert D. Swenson
George F. Wearn

Banking Thomas C. Andrew
Nicholas Aponte
Patricia Jelley Benz
Jack D. Bothwell
David R. Dollar
Carlos G. Duncan
John D. Haffenreffer
Richard D. Hill Jr.
R. Parker MacDonell
Daniel H. Murphy
John K. Nicholson Sr.
Edward M. Pratt
Charles H. Reach III
Paul H. Sanders III
Deborah Hope Wedgeworth

Beverages Sharon K. Ali
Kirk D. Barker

Chemical George A. Federman
Civil Engineer Diana Robeck Todd
Communicat. Eng. Gregory S. Yates
Computer/Elect. Eng.Paul N. Ames

William D. Sinclair

Computers Carolyn Johnson Allenby
Edward E. Bardusch
Paul R. Bastek
William L. Burke Jr.
Robert E. Cavanagh
Michael C. Chapman
Daniel M. Cobb
Pauline J. Cole
Dominic R. Cols
Michael D. Cox
Brig B. Elliott Jr.
Kevin E. Gartner
W. Philipp Hertz Jr.
Joseph M. Jasinski
Carlton J. Jenkins
Daniel Lee Jones
Jeffrey P. Kasold
Noel S. Kropf
Brian L. McEachron
Thomas J. Parnon
Dale F. Powers
Ann Paulsen Raezer
Kyle S. Sadlon
Norman W. Saunders
Elizabeth Howard Wilkens
Jordan M. Young II
Constance A. Zimmerman

Construction A. William Cherne Jr.
Carsten Jacobs AIA
Daniel J. Jozefow
Daniel L. Pulvers
Mark R. Stebbins
James W. Tierney

Consulting Bradford W. Agry
Randall J. Alford
Leslie R. Aucoin
Kipp A. Barker
Mary Kay Walkush Beach
Timothy A. Beasley
Eileen C. Cave
David C. Clark
Eric C. Copenhaver
Stewart G. Crawford
Jeremiah M. Daly
Jeffrey S. DeWald
Dayl S. Donaldson
Ann Fritz Hackett
Tony M. Hall
Sandra L. Helve
J. Keith Hippen
Sara Hobel
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Jennifer M. Kemeny
Charles L. Kern
Paul R. Lacke
Joan Tyler Marable
Bryan W. Mattimore
Scott A. McCallister
Charles P. McCann
M. Scott McGovern
John W. Pancoast III
Douglas C. Rice
Richard P. San Soucie
William M. Saubert
Margaret Busch Schindel
Alfred T. Stanley
John T. Stokesbury
William J. Thompson
William A. Thornton III
Eleftherios H. Vidas
Robert O. Wetzel
John C. Whistler
Austin R. Whitehill

Containers Rufus L. Sisson
Creative Arts Thomas H. Bertels

E. Scott Bundy
Jennifer Kintzing Cadoff
Kim H. Cushman
Mary Ellen Donovan
Peter H. Fischer
E. Nessa Flax
Nancy Steward Freidl
Brian C. Hansen
Sara Hoagland Hunter
Peter W. Stark
David William Virgien
Marie Talbot Wallace
Linda Johnson Williams

Dental Peter B. Demarest DMD
Matthew J. Neary DDS
Danny J. Tomlak DDS

Education David A. Benedict
Robert L. Bokuniewicz
John M. Eldredge
David J. Harmon
Martin S. Karl
Alexander S. Mathews

Educ.: Coll./Univ. Myron B. Allen III
James K. Angell III
Jacqueline A. Bello
Edward Watts Morton 

Bever
James Mack Crawford MD 

Judith Burrows Csatari
Kathleen DeGioia-Eastwood
Michael J. Denning
R. Page Dinsmore
Joseph P. Donahue III
Kathleen Brewer Doran
Nina H. Dorrance
Paul M. Epstein
Janet Bailey Faude
Cynthia Ford
Michael G. Fried 
Mark G. Friedman
Ursula J. Gibson
Peter A. Gilbert
Amy Gillenson
Joel D. Goldfield 
Alan L. Goldin
Sean M. Gorman
Aaron E. Grossbaum
John S. Hagelin 
Melinda Hungerford Harder
Henry W. Hart
Robert A. Hebert Jr.
Carey E. Heckman
Alan G. Hernried
Alexandra R. Hill
Murray W. Hitzman
Roberto N. Ifill
William D. Jackson MD
Anne T. Johnson
Peter B. Kelly
Elizabeth D. Kemper
Barbara Robinson Kimyon
Rhonda L. Korol
Geoffrey C. Lamb MD
Howard G. Lay
Carl V. Little
S. Neil MacFarlane 
Alexandra T. Maeck
Peter A. Margolis MD 
Robert C. McKinney
Kenneth P. Monteiro
William S. New
Gilbert J. Perry MD
Richard J. Phillips Jr. DMD
David A. Plane
Charles F. Potts Jr.
John A. Rassias
Robert M. Saltzman
George Meade Shaw MD 
Stephen Shmanske



Alexander T. Simpson Jr.
Steven L. Small
Dorothy A. Snow
Curtis H. Springer
Peter Andrew Tagiuri
Karen M. Turner
Stefanie B. Valar
Daniel J. Velleman
Catherine Waterman
Frances W. Welch
Susan A. White 

Educ.: Secondary Viola G. Allen
Benjamin W. Ayres II
Jan M. Baudendistel
David C. Brooks
Joseph W. Cassidy III
Jonathan T. Davie
William C. Davison
John S. Engle
Thomas F. Fleming
Thomas E. Gwin
Mary Davis Johnson
Paul M. Nelson
Mary Heller Osgood
Kathryn Spivey Robinson
Brick Root
Cindy Shannon
Julia Miller Shepherd
Douglas A. Smith Jr.
Thomas C. Sorci
Kay Swift Tenney
Robert W. Trubiano
William C. Vinton
Steven D. Webster

Electric J. M. Grant Fullman
Joanne M. Karp

Electronics James K. Bausell
Chester J. Gapinski
Charles C. Mills
Ronald P. Vargo

Empl./Exec. SearchDeborah M. Schwartz
Energy Stephen A. Askey

Jeffrey J. McParland
Engineering John H. Graham Jr.

Peter J. Hamill
Paul A. Hoisington

Environmental Dennis S. Albaugh
George A. Chimiklis
Judith Zimicki Gianforte
Wade L. Hillman
Bye-Mass M. Taal

Katherine R. Weeks
Export/Import Allen S. Church

Michael W. Gourlay
Robert A. Tesar

Financial Services Barry V. Arnold
Gary D. Beane
David L. Englehart
David P. Morgan
Thomas E. Reinhart
Joseph D. Sillay

Food Proc./Distrib. John S. Glover
Gary L. Love
Gordon H. Miles
J. Randall White

Foundation Susan Gray Corderman-Clifford
Lyn Hutton

Furniture James R. Becker
Geology Robert W. Deason
Gov’t: Federal Harry E. Anderson

Douglas R. Caldwell
Marshall M. Carr
Roland C. Dubois
Peter B. Humphrey
Cheryl A. Newman
Timothy S. Rieser
Andrea R. Tigar
Frank B. Waterous 
Louis C. Whitsett

Government: Local David M. Conner
Arthur Howe III
Robin L. Johnson
Christina M. O’Neill

Government: State Robert G. Casey
Katharine A. Clute
Brian R. Graf
George C. Jepsen
Kenneth L. Mickens
Richard M. Nichols
James M. Paukert
Marian R. Shelton
Laurence F. Ward

Graduate School Amanda J. Green
Vanessa J. Hamilton 

Home Manager Martha Johnson Beattie
Jamie W. Bergford
Catharine Joyce Brennan
Lynne Brooks
F. Marian Chambers
Mary McAllister Conway
Vicki-Lee Felis
Noreen Quinn Fisher
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Nancy Kepes Jeton
Leslie M. Madden Kannan
Karen Schofield Karlen
Anne White Katlic
Jone D. LaBombard
Marian K. Lebowitz
Julie Schuetz Lowe
Patricia McGreevy-Maffione
Warren C. Nagle Jr.
Hope Stevens Poor
Virginia A. Quinn
Lori M. Radke MD
Alicia Ostrowidzki Rubin
Lois Gadway Tow
Kathleen Martell Vargo
Nancy Hedges Wendler
Deborah R. West

Hosp. Admin. Frederick F. Arand
Douglas A. Dame
Pamela Gile
Tyler J. Gould MD
Jeffrey H. Hillebrand
Peter K. Leer
William J. Schaeffer III

Hotel/Resort James J. Marks Jr.
Cesar B. Munoz
Thomas D. Riegelman
Cornelius J. Van Dyke

Industrial Equip. Robert S. Foerster Jr.
Bruce Wilkens

Indust. Materials Shoun T. Kerbaugh
Info. Processing Alexander M. Bergamini
Insurance David M. Balderston

John Francis Fidler
Douglas S. Hicks
Louis S. Josselyn
Kenneth C. Kapica
Bruce G. Kelley
Naomi Baline Kleinman
William J. Kobokovich Jr.
John C. Lord
John M. Lord II
Meri Miller Lowry
Thomas W. Norton Jr.
Kenneth W. Pettit
Alan K. Pritz
Arthur D. Saul
J. Scott Shaffer
Thomas J. Sokoloski
Leland J. Stacy III
Thomas J. Swartz III

Anne Stockmar Upton
Invest. Banking James M. Clamage

Stephen R. Day
Willard B. Ferris
Robert P. Fisher Jr.
John N. Howard Jr.
Carolyn R. Kohn
Anthony J. Magro
Adrien P. Mally
Craig H. Reininger
Roger A. Sayler

Investments Byron W. Anderson
Allan M. Bates
Christian Bjelland
John J. Brennan
Kimberley Conroy
Timothy J. Curran
Glenn S. Cushman
Peter T. Dawkins
Joseph M. Dempsey
Leland S. Englebardt II
Peter D. Field
David F. Fisher
Raymond T. Goodrich
Milton K. Harsh
Peter M. Hartley
Christopher J. Hodgson
Joseph H. Hoffman Jr.
David A. Jaffe MD
Melanie Renchner 

Kaminetsky
Jeffrey H. Katz
William D. Koski
Robert P. Lee
Michael R. Madeson
Michael J. Montgomery
Kevin S. Moore
Mark P. Muth
Christopher M. Neenan
Andrea Quaid
Daniel J. Ringsred
William L. Robbe
Edmond M. Robinson
Wendy Simila Snickenberger
David P. Spalding
Steven M. Tompson
Frederick M. Wall

Legal Michael H. Arwe
Michael F. Aylward
John G. Bauer
John W. Beck
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Kimberly Staggers Blanchard
Joseph H. Bocock
Steven A. Bolton
Peter S. Brooks
Charles T. Brumback Jr.
Robert E. Buckholz Jr.
Brian L. Buckley
James B. Burns
Thomas F. Bush Jr.
Timothy W. Caldwell
Paul W. Cane Jr.
Daniel J. Carragher
Richard D. Carroll
A. William Charters
Michael T. Chiarella
Peter S. Cowan
Grayland A. Crisp
Thomas M. Daniells
Christopher P. Davis
Christopher P. DeLaCruz
Mark E. DiMaria
James P. Draudt
Steven Eric Feld
Robert G. Fisher Jr.
Daniel P. Forsyth
Gregory S. Fryer
Mark S. Gamell
Stuart L. Gasner
Deanne P. George
Kevin M. Gillis
Helaine Siegel Goodner
Michael F. Griffin
Christopher P. Hall
L. Nelson Hall
C. Hambrick Jr.
David R. Hammond
Lt Neil J. Harrington
Danferd W. Henke
John M. Horak
Charles R. Hostnik
David E. Howe
Debbie I. Humphrey
Donna A. Humphrey
Steven F. Johnston
Michele Manis Kaufmann
William J. Keefe
John D. Kehoe
John K. Keitt Jr.
Michael J. Kelly
Steven M. Kirsh
James T. Knight

Merrill M. Kraines
John S. Kutscher
David L. Lockard
Thomas D. Lumpkin II
Stephen C. Maloney
Richard D. Mathewson
Susan Zimmerman McBeath
Sawnie A. McEntire
Stephen G. Melikian
Richard D. Monkman
Allen L. Morgan
Philip J. Moy Jr.
Janet E. Murphy
Jeffrey J. Murphy
George E. Murray III
Kenneth E. Norman
Sandro L. Orlando
D. Bradley Peck III
Bruce R. Pfaff
Jeffrey D. Plunkett
E. King Poor
Richard D. Prentice
Joseph W. Prokop
John S. Reidy
Kathryn Reimann
Glenn H. Robinson
Michael Roitman
Nils C. Rosenquest
Vincent D. Salvatore Jr.
Gregory A. Saum
David R. Schmahmann
A. Christopher Sega
Andrew H. Shaw
Tazewell T. Shepard III
John F. Shepherd
John S. Sherman
David R. Slade
George A. Smith
Scott A. Specht
Frank L. Tezak
Jeffrey C. Thayer
Maris V. Veidemanis
Elizabeth Rumely Visser
George A. Walker
Mark W. Weisbard
Peter C. Williams
Frank L. Wilson III
Cynthia M. Wolcott

Libraries Laurie Prothro
Katherine VanWeelden

Lumber James C. Hampton
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Manufacturing Lee Arrison
Geoffrey E. Bolton
John H. Boyles
Jay M. Butler
Robin A. Chase
Betsy Jewett Coombs
Peter W. Feakins
David Q. Ferguson
Michael W. Fitzgerald
John C. Gleason
Charles R. Hawker
James A. Hayssen
Thomas J. Heim
Stark L. Holekamp
Paul D. Hollingsworth
Kenneth W. Horton
Burton Keirstead III
Craig R. Maginness
Edward K. Maker
Patricia F. McClendon
Nancy Bennett Phillips
Judson L. Porter Jr.
Thomas G. Potter
David N. Scott
Bede W. Wellford
David S. Willey
Judith M. Yablong
Richard Zimmerman

Mech. Engineer John A. Schwoerer
James L. Standish

Medical Charles E. Abrahamsen MD
Thomas F. Algeo MD
Richard P. Auletta
Brian L. Bachelder MD
Caroline G. Ballard VMD
Elizabeth J. Boogusch MD
W. Marcus Brann MD
Peter A. Bridgman MD
Douglas S. Campbell
John E. Castaldo MD
Robert G. Cline MD
Dr Douglas L. Cohen
Donald A. Colacchio MD
Carl D. Cucco MD
David J. Cunis MD
Ralph J. Damiano Jr. MD
Christopher H. Daniell MD
David S. Davenport
Mary A. Dougal MD
Peter Falzone MD
Michael J. Feasel MD
Daniel E. Fowler MD

Lawrence S. Frank MD
Peter N. Friedensohn MD
Michael G. Gabel MD
Daniel E. Gabriels MD
John V. Gandolfo MD
Thomas L. Gaston MD
Peter E. Gergely MD
Andrew Gettinger MD
Andrew L. Goldberg MD
Gregg L. Goldstrohm MD
Robert L. Gong MD
Stephen J. Green MD
Kip R. Hartman MD
Edward S. Hemphill MD
Martha S. Hennessey
Dabney Y. Hofammann MD
Hilary W. Hoge MD
Halden W. Hooper Jr. MD
David G. Howard MD
Kevin S. Hughes MD
James C. Hurowitz MD 
Josephine A. Hyde
Frederick J. Jaccarino MD
Thomas L. Jackson MD
Mark I. Jacobs MD
David A. Jaworski MD
Mark A. Kandutsch MD
Ray F. Keate MD
Dr Kevin C. Keyes
Pamela J. Kneisel 
David A. Kolb MD
Peter H. Krauth MD
John P. Lawrence MD
Robert A. Lindberg MD
Wayne C. Lindsey MD
William Jeffrey Long MD
Richard L. Maas MD 
Duncan A. Macfarlan MD
David E. Magnus
Leo J. Maguire III MD
Susan H. McAllister
Dennis R. McCann MD
Philip L. McCarthy Jr. MD
Dana E. Moody
Todd M. Mosenthal DC
Mark J. Mullan MD
Steven Nagelberg MD
D. Dirk Nelson MD
James S. Newman MD
Stephen Ofori-Kwakye MD
John V. Olsen MD
Phillip HK Omohundro MD
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Ann Waugh Page MD
Robert J. Pelley
Laura P. Perri MD
Guy N. Piegari Jr. MD
Robert C. Piela MD
Rose M. Purrazzella MD
Joseph B. Quinn MD
R. Winfield Raynor III MD
Brita S. Reed MD
John M. Richey MD
Jeffrey M. Rieker MD
Mark A. Ringiewicz MD
David N. Robbins MD
Edward A. Rufus Jr. MD
Robert M. Schiller MD
Mary J. Schneider 
Paul C. Seel MD
Jeffrey S. Shiffrin MD
Patti Slobogin 
Frank D. Sottile MD
Robert D. Stangl MD
John B. Stimson MD
Sean O. Stitham MD
Mary Anna Sullivan MD
Neil T. Tarzy MD
Charles A. Thayer MD
Florentine E. Thomas MD
Robert E. Tibolt MD
John H. Urbanowicz MD
David K. Urion MD
Guy W. VanSyckle Jr.
Joshua D. Warach MD
Simon V. Ward III MD
James S. Watson III MD
John R. Weinstein
Kelley J. White MD
Paul D. Williams MD
Linda Winship
Chester C. Wood II MD
Donald R. Woods MD
Jonathan Woods
Kenneth C. Wright MD
Jeffrey A. Zesiger MD

Medical Equipment Martin E. Doyle
Stoughton L. Ellsworth Jr.

Mergers and Acquis. Timothy J. McManus
Metals Kevin C. Downing
Military Cdr. Robert L. Hurst

Gretchen Kent Kerr
Ronald J. Logdahl
Paul N. Stockton

Mining Elise L. Erler

Michael A. Gleason
Jeffrey C. Kirchhoff

Museum/Gallery Marc G. Lacasse
Marian J. Luntz
Lawrence W. Nichols

Newspaper Stephen W. Bell
John H. Cushman Jr.
David M. Shribman

Non-Profit Org. Nancy R. Bowden
Julie Nelson Brown
Sean Clarkin
Jonathan Fine
Judith B. Redding
John H. Roe
Cynthia Taylor

Office Equipment Paul M. St Pierre
Paper George D. Jones III

Henry D. Shanks
Petroleum Robert H. Ardrey III

Preston B. Baker
Richard K. Clark
Donald E. Lawes III
John D. Tanner

Pharmaceuticals Robert F. Amundsen
Carl W. Battle
Gene Stroupe Cartwright
Kenneth M. Cohen
Glen T. Gaughan 
David A. Goodkin MD
Spencer H. Kubo MD
Ethan S. Weiner MD

Philanthropy Robert G. Yasi
Photographic Mark L. Brown

Jeffrey N. Colt
Printing Zephyrinus J. Ernest

Robert C. Singer
Public Accounting Mark S. Donoghue

Richard M. Elliott
James C. Lewis
Melanie Fisher Matte

Pub.Health/Soc.Serv.Diane Straus Ostroff
Public Relations Scott A. Fraser

David D. Gillin
David J. Graulich

Publishing Lisa J. Adams
Douglas R. Barr
Corey E. Bock
Richard J. Cordier Jr.
Katherine A. Heintzelman
Robert C. Holmes
Ethel C. Labalme
Arne H. Nielsen
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Letitia B. O’Connor
Michael Shnayerson
Michael S. Sweringen

Real Estate David B. Allman
Russell J. Bartlett
Torrey D. Brooks
Peter W. Dakin
Mark W. Davis
John D. Donigian
Susan Stine Felter
Bradford H. Fletcher
Richard W. Hoffmann
Sharon P. Loewenthal
Robert D. McLaughlin
Kim A. Nyberg
David W. Quimby
Dana C. Rowan
Peter W. Siebert
Joseph E. Vaughn III
Mark M. Weld

Religion Thaddeus A. Bennett
Rev. Jeffrey S. Dugan
Rev. Dr Robert C.

Erickson Jr.
Emily B. Geoghegan
Rev. Ralph W. Howe
Stuart B. Weeks

Research Karen E. Connolly
Robin Lambert Graham 
David L. Huntoon
Clifford H. Krauss
Howard A. Scott

Restaurant William L. Hutchinson
Stephen L. Routhier
Stephen C. Shoemaker

Retailing Paul A. Fritzson
Antonio F. Gomes
Edward L. Hirsch
Grant MacColl Huber
John McLain Malek
Michael J. Strout

Retired Peter A. Corrente
Nancy Skaug Seel MD
James A. Summers Jr.

Service Industry William H. Calhoun
Barry S. Gold
Wayne D. MacDonald
J. Todd Morris
James I. Nienhuis
Steven L. Papai
William Rice Jr.
John B. Scopa

Sports Peter D. Anderson
James L. Beattie

Stocks/Bonds R. Coke McClure
Robert K. McIlrath
Robert T. Mortimer Jr.
Robert W. Pease Jr.
George U. Sauter

Telecommunications Michael B. Cutler
Duncan M. Fitchet Jr.
Robert A. Goodman
Major T. Jordan Jr.
Douglas N. Kimball
David J. Lidstone
Paul S. Robinson
Daniel D. Tagatac
Bruce R. York

Television/Movies David M. Bandfield
Barry Braverman
Michael J. Cooper
Christopher C. Davidson
Gregory D. Halsey
Janet Lynn Hudson
Paul M. Lazarus
Cynthia Pinkos
Daniel M. Porter
Thomas C. Ruegger

Theatre Karen Linda Becky Evans
David B. Fuller
Karla S. Nielson
Adrienne Alexander Ruegger
Scott L. Steele
Joseph D. Sutton
Betsy Tobin

Transportation Christopher L. Bergquist
Mary-Ellen Treadway Colt
Ray M. Greenly
Robert L. Marchman IV
Thomas A. Miller
Robert L. Riebow Jr.
Lawrence G. Rosenshein
Eugene R. Skibitsky
Thomas G. Souza

Venture Capital Patricia G. Campbell
Robert P. Cummins
Alan R. Jones
Fraser E. Marcus
Thomas C. McConnell
William J. Nimmo
G. Gary Shaffer

Wholesaler Richard J. Berryman
Robert P. Bertrand
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Lest the Old Traditions Fail: 
’76 Sons and Daughters at Dartmouth

Coleman Andrews Coley ’03 
Nick Aponte Lindsey ’04
Bob Buckholz John ’04
Judy Burrows Csatari Emily ’99
Jerry Daly Jeremiah ’04
Page Dinsmore Hope ’03
Peter Field Kathryn ’01
John Haffenreffer Christopher ’03

Lisa ’05 
Martha Hennessey K.J. ’02
H. Wayne Hooper Michael ’99
Fred Jaccarino Amy Lynne ’03
Martin Karl Robert ’03
Susan Zimmerman McBeath Evan ’04 
George and Linda Young Murray Emily ’02

Julie ’05
Mary Heller Osgood Brayton ’03
Bruce Pfaff Liza ’99
David Slade Tyler ’03
Deborah Hope Wedgeworth Derek ’01
Stuart B. Weeks Christian ’04
Bede Wellford Jan ’03
Bruce and Beth Wilkens Matthew ’01

Julie ’03
Florentine Thomas and Chet Wood Stephen ’05



Men of Dartmouth

Men of Dartmouth, give a rouse,
For the College on the hill!
For the Lone Pine above her
And the loyal sons who love her,
Give a rouse, give a rouse, with a will,
For the sons of old Dartmouth,
The sturdy sons of Dartmouth,
Tho’ round the girdled earth they roam,
Her spell on them remains;
They have the still North in their hearts,
The hill winds in their veins,
And the granite of New Hampshire
In their muscles and their brains;
And the granite of New Hampshire
In their muscles and their brains.

Men of Dartmouth, set a watch,
Lest the old traditions fail!
Stand as brother stands by brother!
Dare a deed for the old Mother!
Greet the world from the hills, with a hail!
For the sons of old Dartmouth,
The loyal sons of Dartmouth,
Around the world they keep for her
Their old chivalric faith;
They have the still North in their souls,
The hill winds in their breath;
And the granite of New Hampshire
Is made part of them till death;
And the granite of New Hampshire
Is made part of them till death.

Alma Mater

Dear old Dartmouth! Give a rouse
For the College on the hill!
For the Lone Pine above her,
And the loyal ones who love her,
Give a rouse, give a rouse, with a will!
For the sons of old Dartmouth,
For the daughters of Dartmouth,
Though ’round the girdled earth they roam,
Her spell on them remains;
They have the still North in their hearts,
The hill-winds in their veins,
And the granite of New Hampshire,
In their muscles and their brains.
And the granite of New Hampshire,
In their muscles and their brains.

Dear old Dartmouth! Set a watch
Lest the old traditions fail!
Stand as sister stands by brother!
Dare a deed for the old Mother!
Greet the world, from the hills, with a hail!
For the sons of old Dartmouth,
For the daughters of Dartmouth,
Around the world they keep for her
Their old undying faith;
They have the still North in their souls,
The hill-winds in their breath;
And the granite of New Hampshire
Is made part of them till death;
And the granite of New Hampshire
Is made part of them till death.
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The Alma Mater, Old and New






